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of good seamanship and to add to them lor infolmative purposes,facts, wrinkles, and ways and
means deyeloped by experienced seamen through
the years. In eddition, descrlption of assoclated
functions, closelyallied to seamanship,and essential
to maintaining the system of aids io navigation' wiU
be included.
C. Ittuportant loctors.-Timeliness is a most lmportant factor in the maintenance of aids to navigation, for the value of suah aids to the mariner
is greatly reduced unless they have an unusually
high degreeof reUability, and corrections of ell defe;ts of location and operation are promptly made.
The votume of mainienance rvork at all times is
great, for light stations, buoys, and other aids are
subiect to the efiect of the sea, $'aterfowl, marine
borers, wind and storm. The work is made difEcult
by louling of buoys and structures by bird lime, and
by splders, flies, and other insects getting lnto the
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GENERAT
Purpose of This Chopter-

A. The maintenance of aids to navigation is one
of the most important functions of the Coast cuard,
The volume of maintenaqce work is enormous, and
its complexity and extent is dif0cult for personsnot
directly concerned to visualize.
B- Seamanshlp,general and specializeil,plays LrL
important part in safe and efncient malntenance
operations, both anoat and ashore. while it is
realized ihat local conditions wiU coyern which
methods of accomplishinc certain operations are
better adapted lor use, there are certein funda- mentel princlples which form a, flrm basls of good
seamanshipupon which to predlcate the yariations
to sult local conditions. It is the intent of this
chapter to set forth these standard fundamentals
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complicated meshanlcal works. Many of the aids
are equipped with compllcated mecha,nical and
electrical deviceswhich may get out of order with
hard usageto which they are subject. Those which
are entirely automatic require the replenlshment of
fuel at comparatively shori ilrtervals, The variations in climate, geographic locations and hydrography afiect the maintenance problem of aids to
navlgatlon. Corrosion of rteel in salt air and salt
water ol the tropics and temperate zone,heavy foultng of buoys and structures in certain areas, and
ice conditions in ihe eastern districts and Great
Lakes areas all influence the maintenance program.
Maintenance of floatinc aids in the MississippiRiver
system is a special problem due to floods and ice
condiiions, although the general servlcing conditions in many respectsare similar to conditlons on
ihe coastsand Great Lakes.

D. Water dnd,oit toztrs, of unusual size and number, are required aboard t€nders, as they must deliver such supplies to lightships and the more isolated licht stations where other forms of transportation are not available, at the 6ame time proyiding
fuel for propulsion to provide a large steaming
radius.
E, Verious desirr?s.-While all tender-class cutters embody these general features, the special tequirements of the highly diversifled waters marked
by the Coast Guard have resulted in ma,ny yariations in design.

D. The field aspects ol seryicing op€rations are
readily divided into three categolies, as follows:
(1) Work performed by tenders
(2) Work performed by depots,
(3) Work performed by field parues.
27-l-5

Duties of Greqt Lqkes qnd Coqstol
Tenders-

A. The fleet of cutters of the tender cl&ssmaintained by the CoastGuard providesthe water transportatlon required in the establishment and main_
tenance of the system of marine nayigational aids.
The newer cutters of this class were designed for
ice breaking, and to facilitate their use in p€rform_
tng other Coast cuard functions.

FtcuRE27-1.-180-foot class B lender Sweetgurtu.

B, Var,iousduties.-Tenders are used to transport
men _andsupplies to llghtships, and supplies,w;ter
anq ruel [o ofshore light stations where other more
economical forms of transportation are not avail_
able. They carry large quanti es of construction
marerlal. as weUas working parties, to points where
normal maintenance operations are in progress oi
where new navigational aids are unaer consiruciion
by government forces. Tenders are also utilizea by
ttle operations
engineering omcers in makin!
-and
rnspectionsof lightships,
light stations, and othei
alqs.
The. most
lunction performed by
.-C.
rcnqers ls-th€ -irnportant
handling of llChted and unlighted
3IlIi:319
,rrre -selvicins of minor shore atds by
worKmg pa-rties
ln a small boat. The Great Lakei
anlr coastal-type tenders may be from 120 to
189
reeE
length, and may have a boom or derrick
-ln
hoftine' wo-rkibs loads rangins trom
;c:e.alt-ol
rc.).tons ror.the smauer yesselsand to 20 tons up
f;
rne-rarger ships. A descrlption of the hoisting gear
will be found under paragraph 2?_8_50.rfre spli"iairzeq.o-perations
to be performed with the boom
th-elifting of buoys froon the deck ana phcine are:
the;
oversloe;the removal of buoysand tfieir appendages
rr.om the water and stowing them on deck; the
seiv_
lclng. o_perationswhere buoys must be partiauy
ralsed from the water and, whlle frefa in
Uiat poii"uon, supllied with new tanks of compressed
gas or
the loadtng ana unto,-adine
:tTlY9.litqrigs:
.and
or rne ship at the depot.

FrcurE 2?-2.-180-foot class A \ender Wooitbine.

FtcuRE 2?-3,-189-loot t ender Heather.

,

:
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FrcuRE2?-4.-1??-lool tender Jutuiper'
F. Naoal seroice.-The 180-foot class telder was
successfullyused as a Naval auxillary during the s'ar
in connection with the establishment of heavy
mcoring buoys in advanced areas, and laying and
servicing submarine and iolpedo nets and booms
They often handled extraordinary loads ior their
slze.
G. Servlcing buogs.-The servicing nrork caryied
out by vesselsis periormed upon a fairly deflnite
schedule. consistlng of cruises or patrols made to
various areas. Ilowever, there must be sumcient
flexlbility in the plan to provide for emergencies.
Servlcing may be brok.n down into three parts; the
annual rel:ef ol buoys, the periodic replenishment
of thelr acetylenegas or electric batteries,and emergency servicing operetions; however,in actual practice. a tender-class cutter may be carrying out all
three types ot servicing on a single trip.
(1) Among other detail matters, buoy wolk includes:
(o) The replacement of acetylene cylinders or
electric batteries in buoys while on station.
(b) The cleaning, adjusiment and otten the exchange of buoy lighting equipment including lanterns, lampchaneters,flashers, valves, burners, and
regulators,and the making of minor repairs to buoys
while on statlon.
(c) The removal of buoys lrom station, iheir prelimlnary cleaning, and iheir replecement with relief buoys with the changing seasons.
(d) T?te replacement of damaged buoys, and the
€:tablishment of new buoys.
e, Plaflning worL sched.ule.-Several of the
abovelunctions may be pelformed by a tender while
on a single patrol, it being the duty of the aids to
navigation ofncer in each district to schedule or
assist in so schedulingthe work of the tenders as to
best accomplish the end of maintaining au gids in
an eficient condition. In planning patrol gchedules of these vessels,consideratlon must be given
to the number of buoys which can be carried on

deck at one time, the times when various lighted
buoyswill require a replenishment of illuminant, any
reports of delects which may have been receiYed'
and the schedule of annual rellef of buoys.
H. Emergencg serl)icing of buoys is ususlly the
result of reports which heve been received from
mariners of buoys mlssing or ofi station. or of signaling equipment not functioning properly. Such
deiects are also observed lrequently by tenders
and other cutters during their normal cruising or
patrols, TendeFclass cutters are requhed to
check each q,id,passed,tor ptoper characteristic o'rrd'
position.

FrcuRE2?-5.-173-foot tender lllistletoe.

E
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FrcnRE2?-6.-133-foot tender White Ald.er,

FrcnRE2?-9.-A liChted bell buoy hanging in a vertical position from one lifting lug, ready tor setting.
Tender is maneuvering into position to place buoy
in exact location near the buoy to the left, which
is to be relieved.

FrcuRE2?-7.-Securing a 37b-mm.la,nternto a 9 x 32
lighted whistle buoy a,stender proceedsto location
$'here buoy is to be placed on station. Men uorking on buo! should,be wea ng iackets.

FtcuRE27-8.-The tender has arrived near the location where the lighted bell buoy is to be set, so the
buoy has been llfted ofi flre buoy deck and swung
over the side. Note dents in buoy body from collision or other rough treatEent this buoy has
experlencedin the past.

ItcItRE 2?-10.-The serviced lichted beu buoy is in
position and the relieved buoy is being hoisted
aboard the tender for transportation to a depot for
annual ovefhaul. Note that 1tuanon buo! should,
be uearing lileiacket.

Aids ,o Novigofion Seomcnship
1. Supplyirtg light stations.-ft\ all districts, tenders make certain voyages,the purposeof which is the
delivery of supplies to light stations. Presh water
deliveriesare also made in somedistricts. In northern latitudes where the heatinc of quarters at light
stations is a problem,the annual supplieswill itclude
large quantities of oil, coal, or wood. Ftequently the
quantities of these materials will require Xhemaking
ol seyeraltrips ln order to supply all the stations of
the district. Another bulky item requiring delivery
by water at the ofrshore or isolated stations ls fuel
for the foc signal. Such dellyeries are heaviest in
districts where fog ls most prevalent.
J. Andttended lights anit dagbeacons,where they
are not readily reached by land transportation. are
serviced by the tenders.
K. Suppluing lightships.-ln a district having
several lightships, a periodic duty of one or more of
the tender-classcutters is the delivery of suppliesto
these ships. On a normal trip of thls nature, there
will be carried food tor as much as a month. fresh
water, eDgineerand deck supplies and repair parts,
mail for the crew, and al\y other material which it is
nccessaryto place aboard before the lightship is next
brought into port Men returning from or going on
shore le&ve also are transported on these supply
trips. The length of time which the tender remains
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at the lightship dependsupon the amount of water.
fuel, oil, or other bulk commodity to be transferred,
but three or four hours is an average.
L. Renooifi,g buoys uniler ice cond,itions.-Vpo
the Great Lakes, the Ohio River, the upper part of
the Mississippi River,
waters along
-and in certain
the coasts,where ice interlupts
or prevents navigation for longer or shorter periods each winter,
provlsion is made for the gradual removal and
replacement of the buoys. The problem for solution is one of keeping on station uutil the last
practicable moment at least a skeleton system of
aids to assist late tramc, bearing in mind that the
complete removal of floating aids is a task requiring
many days.
(1) wlrere buoyage is to be removed for the
winter, the less important intermediate buoys are
removed first and taken to the regularly assigned
points for winter storage. It will also be possible
to compleiely remove the aids from certain channels
at a comparatively early date when it is known that
all trafrc has ceasedbefole the actual forming oi ice.

j

:

FrcuRE 2?-11.-Men from tender land on extinexrishedI x 32 liehted bell buoy to relight same on
sta,tion, Men should be uearing lilejq4kets.

;*
.
t

FtcuRB 2?-12.-Servicing a 9x38 lighted whistle
buoy held alongsidetender by main hoist. Ttre steel
members supporting the lantern gallery are saw:
toothed to make masters of tugs with tows give
this buoy a cood bedh. Towlines that foul these
ieeth are liable to be cut. Top of 3?5-mm. acetylene lantern is open with man cleaning and
adjusting but'let. Men should be uearlng lileiackets.

27-tO
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(2) As it becomes necessary to remove more of
the buoys, those having lighting appalatus or other
signalling devices are next withdrawn, as such buoys,
if caught in th€ ice, would be most Ieadily damaged
and this would constitute a substantial monetary
loss. Spar, nun, and can buoys are left to the last.
Their smallel size makes it possible for a tender to
l'emove a considerable number in comparatively
short time and transport them on a single tlip. If
some of these buoys cannot be reached in time and
lemain in the ice all winter. the likelihood of damage is comparatively small. While they will, undoubtedly, be carried off station with the bleaking
up of the ice in the spring. therr recoverl is reasonably certain. The monetary losses involved are small
and more than justified, as the buoys assule reasonable safety for those vessels making late passages.
(3) The restoration of the floating aids in the
spring of the year is substantially a reversal of the
procedure of removal, with the addition of searches
for missing buoys and the recovery of buoys which
may have been reported as driven ashore at various
pornls.
(4) Upon certain riveN and bays tributary to the
coasts. where ice suJficiently heavy to damage buoyage is sometimes experienced, it is the practice to
remove certain of the more valuable lighted buoys
In
from station when occasion seems to warrant.
order that such stations may not be entirely un-

marked, so-called station buoys are frequenily employed, being placed near to the regular buoy, where
they remain permanently. A station buoy may be a
spar, or any type less likely to be damaged than the
principal buoy, and on occasion both a bell buoy
and a lighted buoy are established close together,
rather than a single buoy on which are combined
both types of signal.

FrcuRE 27-14.-Teuder's srew lilting an .{-300 cylinder out of one buoy pocket of a 9 x 38 WA buoy.
Crew in background is disconnecting anothe!
cylinder preparatory to liftilg
il ottl. Men on
buo! should, be weq.ring lile iackets,

FrcuRr 27-15.-1 13-foot river lendet SEcanor e.

FtcuRE 2?-13.-R€covery of, and preparation for, deicing a lighted buoy by a tender at the end of the
navigation season on the Great Laldes. Man on
buov should. be uearing liJejacket,

FrcuRE 2?-16.-52-foot buoy boat.
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FrcvRE 2?-1?.-40-foot buoy boat.
27-l-10

Duties of River qnd Inlqnd Woterwoys Tenders ond Buoy Bools-

A. There are a number of shallow-draft tenders
used for the operation ol aids to navigation in the
Mississippi Eiiver system, Intracoastal WatervJay,
and other inland waters. Ibese vesselsrange from
?2 to 114feet iD length. In addition to performing
aids to nayigation work, these vesselsare available
lor r.scue work during floods,ice breaking, etc.
B. flpe of A/N work.-Alds to navigation work
in inland waters may consist of placing, moving and
relieving hundreds of small lichted and unlighted
buoys,which, unlike the a,veragecoastal buoys,may
require frequent shifting of posiiion when in unstable
channels, such as the lower Mississippi. They also
are engagedin the erection and servicing of minor
lichts and daybeaconsashore, and pile-driving and
erection of minor lights and daybeaconson mariDe
sites.
C. BuoE boats range in size from an open 38-foot
boat to a 65-foot boat with temporary accommod&tions, s,nd are used for handling small buoys in
inland waters where the larger tenders ate unable
to navtgate, and serviclng minor fixed aids ashore
and on marlne sites, Buoy boats are equippedwith
an air-, hydraulic-, or gasoline-drivenhoist with capacities of up to 1,500pounds on the smaller boats
and up to 4,000pounds on the larger buoy boats'.
D. Transport supplies--7aland. tenders and buoy
boats may be called upon to transport supplies to
isolated stations, but to a lesser extent than Great
Lakes and coastal tenders.
2Z-l-15

Duties of o Depot-

A. Locqtion and chiel lunction.---S c a,trt e t e d.
throughout the yarious districts are a large Dumber
of depotswhich are servicingbase6usedin maintaining the system oi aids to nayigation. .Ihey may be
sepalaie CoastGuard units or a ,'la,cility,,of another
Unit. The chief function of these depots is to provide a centra,l point accessibleto servicing vessels,
where repair and storage faclllties can be located.
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Someof the depots,d€pendingon the numbe! of alds
in the area served by them or upon special circumstancessurrounding these aids, are larger and more
important than others.
B. Facilities afrereal.-'Ihe facilities of the depots
vary $'ith the type and numbe! of aids that they
serve. Prastisally aU of them have equipment and
spacefor th€ repair of buoys,and for the repair and
servicing of the various types of liehting apparatus
in use throughout the district or ln the vicinity,
They carry on hand a, supply of 6pare parts for all
the apparatus used in the area. They also have
space for Uxe storage of relief buoys, boats, and
lightships. They usually have facilities for the repair and maintenance of smau boats.
C. Sto/oge.-Tools aDd equipment are stored for
working parties &nd vessels. Tools, equipment and
supplies in transit are held for transportation to
unit6 by trucks and tender6. Depots are headquarters for tenders and other Coast cuard vessels.
D. The rcpair o! bltoys is carried out altnost entirely at depots, The repair as well as the painting
of buoys,becauseof their size,requiresa conslderable
amount of space. This work is usua,lly carried on
in the open and is most economically handled when
it can be performed quite close to the edge of the
dock where the buoys are depositedby th€ tenders.
All buoys brought in from siation, after the preliminary scraping given on board the iender, are
thoroughly cleaned and p&inted. Repairs to the
superstructure and body of buoys necessitatedbecause of colllsion, ice damage, et{., are made at
depots. T?tis may consist merely of stlaightening
parts or bumping out dents, or may involye more
extensive n'ork such as renewal of plates and the
rubstitution of nerv superstructures. While extensive repairs are being made to lichted buoys, all
lighting apparatus, storage batteries, and acetylene
cylinders are removed.
E. Operhauling lighting apparatus.-Depots generally have specialized personDel, tools, &nd equipment for the overhaul of aaetylene and electric
lighting apparatus. Spare pa,rts and complet€ ass€mbliesare stocked.
F, Moorings are ooerkauled. worn links or eyes
renewedor repaired, worn chain salvageda,ndmade
up into usablesections,etc.
G. Acetglene culind,€rs are handled for storage and
for sending to recharging plants. The depot is responsible for maintalning cyllndels ilx good condition, containing ttre proper amount of gas of good
quality.
E. Batteries.-Electric
storage batt€ries, or recharging m4terials of various types used for some
of the lighted buoys and many of the minor llghts,
are among the items of equipment which must be
supplied by the depots, alone with al\y smau parts
and fittings required with them. Completerecha,rging facilities are available.
L Fabricq.ting structures and, equipnent.---Some
depots prefabricate structures for mlnor lichts and
daybeacons, and miscellaneous flttings, adaptors,
etc.,for aids to navigation equipment. Depotsserve
as an assembly and storage point for new equlpment
for field construction.
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J. Seroicing aids, training personnel.-PetsorrIlel
attached to a depot may be responsiblefor servicing
minor aids in the vicinity. TYaining courses in the
overhaul and servicing ot aids to navigation lighting
€quipment are given in the lamp shops of certain
large depots.

ficsRE 2?-20.-Storage oi buoys and chain at a
depot.
27-1-25

FrcoRr 2?-18.-Workmen in shop at depot making
repdirs to paris and equipment of buoys.

Dttlies of Field Pqrties-

A. Maintenance work at attended light stations,
such as the repair of lighting and fog signal apparatus, and the repair and painting of buildings, when
beyond the capacity of the regular station crews, is
usually cauied out by working parties detailed bv
the distlici ofrce. Tbese details are transported to
and from the stations by means of tenders or trucks'
dependingupon the circumstances. Ttre size of the
working parties and the specialiiies of the men will
yary in accordancewith the work program. Where
the moving of heavy machinery is involved, the crew
of a tender may be called upon for assistance.
B. New consttuctiotu.-Each district ffeld construction and maintenance organizatlon is organized to
suit the conditions in the district. For establishmeni of new aids, this organization depends on
whether o! not contractors are available and willing
to submit reasonable proposals for such work. If
the work is isolated, requires costly towing of plant
and equipment to the site, and is dimcult for contrastors to accomplish,the Coast Guard may supply
all or part of the deflsiency,or perform all or part of
the work by coast Guard construction forces. Seyeral districts have roving crews with small tenders,
pile drivers, etc., kept continuously busy on establishment and maintenance wo!k, largely in connection with aids in the Intracoastal Waterway.

FrcsRE2?-19.-Workman sandblastinga buov.
27-l-2O

Dvlies of Light Atlendont Stofion-

A. A lichi attendant station mav be a separate
unit or a facility oi another unit such as a light or
lifeboat station. The duty of a light atiendant station is to perform the routine serYicingof minor aids
in the immediate vicinitv oi the station and to efrect
emergencyrepairs to lighted buoys to keep them in
operation until such tlme as a t€nder is a,Yailableto
relieve or recharge the buoy. A buoy boat is often
assignedto a light attendant station, in whlch case
small buoys are regularly relieved.
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ROPE
Generql-

A. Rope is one of the most valuable and constantly
used tools available io a seaman. Aside from its
standard usesin riggings,tackles,boat falls, lashings,
and stoppers, its flexibility and its alnost universal
adaptability enable the seaman to useit in a variety
of situations requirttg improvisation.
B. Modern rope may be classified as trber and wirc
rope. The descriptions contained herein deal only
with types of rope as generally used in aids to navlgation work. For more complete details, consult
any standard text on seamanship. All rope of 3-
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inch circumference or larger procured fcr Coast
Cuard use has a m&rker strip (tape) interwoven
which ciyes data on the date of manufacturc and
identltrcation of material.
27-2-5

A. The two most common types of fiber rope in use
on vesselsare manila and sisal. Rope made of the
best quality manila is prelerred becauseof its superior elasticity, strencth, and resistanceto wear and
deterloratlon. Sisal fiber is similer to manila in color
but is only approximately 80 percent as strcng. Sisal
rope deteriorates faste! tha,n manila and for boat
falls and boom guys only manila should b-. used. Beware ot remade rope. It can be detectedby openlng
up the strands, exposing the soiled uneven strands
inside. lJne under 13/4-inch circumference i6 known
as small stufi. Small cordage is often made from
hemp nber and is known in its various types as
marline, houseline, roundline, spun yarn, seizlng
stufi and ratline siuff.
B. A rope consists of fibers, yarns, and strands.
Ordinarily, yarns are formed by twisting fibers to the
right; strands are formed by twisting yarns to the
left; rope is formed by twistinc straDds to the rlcht,
This forms rightlay rope. The twists of the yarns
and strands of the rope are made in oppositedirections to counteract the tendency for unlaylng. In
right-lay rope, the strands run upwards to the right,
vice versa for left-lay rope. When three, four, or
six strands are twisted together, opposite to the
twist of the strands, it is known as plain-laid rope.
When three or four plain-laid three-stranded ropes
are twisted together, the rope is called cable-laid.
This rope has somewhat less tensile sirength than
plain-laid rope of equlvalent diameter, but is supelior for certain types ol duty such as towing, etc.,
where elasticity and resistance to surface wear ls
required.
27-2-lO
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Types ond Conslruction of Fiber Rope-

Size qnd Use of Fiber Rope-

A, How ,neasured^-Eiber rope is measuredby circumference,except in the case of small stufi which
is designat€d by the number of threads it contaits.
i, e., 6-thread, lz-thread, 2l-thread. Flber rope is
&yailable in slzes lrom 3/E-lD l6-lnch circumference.
Ilowever, 10- or l2-inch rope is the largest used on
vessels of this seivice. The length of rope is expressedin fathoms and is is:ued in coils of 100to 200
fathoms.
B. Use.-Three-strand plain-laid manila rope is
used for general duty such as cargo sungs, fa,lls,
worklng tackles, boom guys, sca,fiold slings, tifelines,
lashings, and stoppers,. Four-strand manila with a
flber he&rt is no longer used, since It has lower tensile
strength and is subject to kinking
C. Comnon sizes, anit their use ofu tenders._
Commonly used sizes of ffber rope found aboard
tenders may be as follows: mooring lines. 5 or 6
inches; cross deck lines, 5 or 6 inches; boom guys,
3 or 3% lnches; boat faUs, 3 or Ay2 inches: sinker
206430 O-,t2-29
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FrcuRE2?-21.-Structure of and kinds oi ftber roDe.
stopper llnes, 3 to 6 inches: deck lashings, 2 to 6
inches; life lines, 21 thread to 2 inches: buoy head
lhes, 2 to 4 inches: hoisting tacne hook tripping
lines, 12 to 21 thread; straps and slings,3 to 6 inches.
27-2-15

C,omputing Sfrqins for Fiber Rope-

A. The breaking stroiz is the load, tested and set
by the manufacturer, that will part the line. To
dstermine the breaking strain of a line, iu the
absence of tables, square the circumference and
multiply the result by 900 to get the B. S. in pounds,
or dlvide by 2.5to get it in tons (2,240pounds).
B. The sale uorking ,odd is the greatestload which
may be repeatedly applled while maintaining an
acceptable factor of safety during the normal life
of the rope. Oyerloading the rope ls foolhardy and
dang€rous. The safety factor i,s the ratio between
the minimum breaking strain and the load applied.
Under ordinary operating conditions, a safety factor
of five is recommended,with reasonableallowance
made for the condition of the rope and length of
prior service, and the na,ture ot the job to be performed. For a new rope used for a single lift, a
safety factor of three or four might be adequete,but
for boat falls e safety factor of eight is morc
desirable,
(1) To determlne the safe working load oI a line,
divide the breaking straln by the constant flve ot:
such other satety factor as may be chosen.
(2) To flnd the size ol manila line requlred lor
any given load, divlde the load by 180 and take the
square root of the quotieni. The result is the circumferenceof the line iD inches.
C. ?'€sts made with manila rope of 2.68-inch
actual circumference based on lon'er limit breaking
strength ol 23/4-lnchnormal clrcumference ihreestrand manila, gave the following results for certain
types of splicesand knots:

Type of knot or splice

zrn

3,097
2,340

61.7
t)o.
04,1
n,4
{1,0 Ai bight snd 3t pin.
32,5 T1lyo Btr6nds at Din.

2,4il
2,860

34.0 At bight.
Do.
39.7

4,657
4,747

50.0

I)o.

NorE: Il was tound thal lhe bFakins strensrh of 4-sFsnd manils ls
approxim.tely 5 percnt lcss rban s.slrand manil8 ot rhc srmc qu3litI,

;

I
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Rvles for lhe Cqre ond Use of"Fiber
Rope-

A. Opening a neu coil.-Avoid kinks when openinct
new coils of manila rope. Failure to properly open
the coll is a common but needlessbreach of good
seaman6hip.
(1) To open a new coil of rope, loosenthe burlap
cover and lay the coil on the flat side with the fac
end n€arest the deck.
(2) Reach down through the coil and draw the
fag end up ihrough the center and oui of the coil.
Newer coils of rope generally have the proper end
tagged.

FrcsRE27-22.-Uncoiling rope.
B, Thoroughlooting.-l\rhen
a rope in seryice has
becomekinked, it may be ihorouchfooted by colllng
down agalnst the lay and brinelng the lower end up
throuch the center of the coil and coiling down
again, this time with the lay. If there are many
turns in the line, coil small; if few turns, coil larce.
In the case of a boom guy where both ends are not
free, begin with that part of the line at the cleat
and coil down counterclockwlse(for right-hand la,y
rope), then dip the end do\4'nthrough the aoil, pullinc it out. Capsize the coil and then coil down
with ttre lay.
C. Caution.-Do not attempt to put maximum
strain on a rope which has seen continuous service
under a moderaie strain, nor one whlch has been
close to the breaking point. The safety of rope
decreasesrapidly with use, depending to some extent upon the amount of strain. Thls is due to the
lact that the fibers slip a small amount under each
sirain in spite of the twisting.
D. Ase on cq,pstq,n or oiTrdloss.-The prtnciple
of the contrary turn in rope maklng must be considered ln the care of rope used on a capstan or
windlass. If the rope is thrown on always in the
same direction, the "after turn" will be continuaUy
thrown out, and the rope will be injured. When
using rope on witch heads at each end of a shaft.

ca,re must be taken when the winqh is running and
there is no straln on either one of the ropes, tha,t
the turns on the idle head do not chale.
E. Ts,ut dru ropes shauld,be inmedlatelg slacked
cfr when uet by /aizr. Rope shrinks about 4 percent
in length when wet, and may subject the line to a
greate! stlain than its ordinary load.
F. Keep rope auav lron acid or acid,lulnes, alkali,
paint, or oil. Damp rope will absorb acid fumes
readily. Acid generally turns the f,bers a, bronrnish
color. Alkali turns them yellour.
G. Rope should,neoerbe stored,uhile uet or alar.p.
After use, clean ofi sand, grit, a,nd salt water by
warhing down with fresh water, &nd hang it up to
dry. Rope should be stored in a clean, dry, wellventilated place. An occaslonal sunbath $'ill do it
a lot of cood. Rope damagedby dry-rot wlll have a
musty odor and the flber will appear brownlsh in
color. Deterioration of all rope is ha,stened by
moisture and high temperatures. Ilope stored even
under the best conditions has some deterioration.
When stored under humid conditlons, deterloratlon
is more rapid. Now that rope ls dated, unlts should
use the oldest rope flrst.
E. Rer@ue qll ktnks bef.ore putttng a strain on
rope. A kinked seation of rope may be expected
to fail at loads of 20 to 30 percent belon' the strength
of the section not kinked. temove klnks belore
ropes dry.
I. Do not use chain stoppers or slings on rope.
Chain will cut the fibers and klnk the rope. Avoid
short nlps and bends through fairleads, chocks,etc.
J. Eeqnine btocks for rusty, frozen, or broken
sheaYesat regular iBtervals.
K. Use the proper siae block and, sheaue. Ge'rerally the length of the block sbould be three tlrnes
the sircumference of the rope and the dlameter of
the sheave should be twlce the circumference. Fbr
example,a 12-inch block would generelly be suitable
for use with 4-inch rope.
L. Following &re some missellaneous notes on the
care and use of fiber rope:
(1) Coll ropes right-handed or clockwise.
(2) Keep rope from touchlng stays, guys, or other
standing rigging.
(3) When surglng line around bits, take ofr
enough turns so ttrat it lviu surge smoothly and rot
$'ith jerks.
(4) If rope becomeschsfed or damaged,cut &nd
splice. A good splice is safer than a damaged
sectlon.
(5) Do not lubricate the rope,
(6) Whtp or splice all rope eBds,
(?) Rope should b€ inspected frequently for det€rior&tion. Open the lay and lnspect the flbers.
White powdery r€sidue indicetes lnt€rnal s'ear.
(8) Dragging a rope over sharp or rough obJects
vrill cut or brea,k the outer flbers. When rope ls
dragged on the ground, other partlcles are picked
up which eventually work into the rope, cutiing the
lnner str&nds. To insure longer life, rope should be
run oyer as smooth e surface as po,ssible.
(9) Rope exposedto the a,tmospherewiU deteriorat€ about 30 percent in 2 years, due to weatherlng
aloDe.
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(10) Rope loaded ln excessof 75 percent ol its
breaking strelrgtt! will be permanentlv damaged.
An lnspection of ttre inside threads will revbal if
they are p&rtially or s'holly broken, depending on
the overlood.
(11) AU 3-tnch or larger rope for CoastGuard use
is fungicidal-treat€d, resultlng in an unll.atural color,
gray-green or dark brown. Field application ol preservetive compound to rope irs not recommetrded
since ell of these compounds bvolve o reduciion in
streneth. l\thelr factory treated inltt&Uy, the origlnal speciflcations are increaaed to take care of this
reduction.
(12) Althouch other flbers, nyloi, etc., have been
t€sted for use in rope, noDe have matched the performance per dollar of manila wlth fungicidal treatment. However, for rope kept in the weter over long
pqriods (moorlngs for small bo&ts, etc,), certain
synthetlc ropes have proven uselul

27-2-25

Uselul Knofs, Bends, o n d Hitche:-

A. Whipping tlLe end of a rope.-A plain whipping
is a short length of service, or & short seizing at the
end of a rope, to prevent it from unl&ylng. T?tis is
usually made with sa,il twbe, and whe! the twlne ls
carried over the whlpping along the l&y of the rope
aad stitched through the rope above and below ihe
whtpping, lt is a sall-maker's or sewedx'hipping.
To put on an ordinary whipping, without a needle,
heave aU turns taut over the end. leave a few turns
loose, tuck the finlshlng end back under these, then
heave them taut and pull the end up under them,
cuttinc it ofr. If both beginning and flnishing ends
are brought up between the sa,me turns, the whipping can be made very sesure by square-knotting
them and pushlng the knot under the turns.
B, Definitlons.-Followlng are some pertinent
deflnitions:
(1) / kzot is r knob formed at the end ot a,piece
of rope by lrterweaving its stra,nds.
Q> A bend, is a method of lastenlns one rope to
another or to a rlng or loop. Many ties, whtch are
strlctly bends, have come to be known as knots, and
for the purpose of clarity, they will be referred to &s
knot€ under thls section,
(3> A hitch E a temporary tie by whlch e rope ls
fastened to a spar or poot so as to be readily unued.
(4t Knots, bends, and hitches are made lrom
three fundamental elemetts; a bight, a,Ioop, &nd a
round tunt, The free end ot the rope is referred
to as the "loose" or "runnlng" end a,ndthe remainder
is called tJre"standing part',.
(5) A good knot is one that ls tied rapidly, hold6
fest s'hen pulled tight, and is untied ea,6ily,

4

C. The ooerhand krlot serves chiefly &s o base or
part of other knots. It should not be used as o stop. per knot to prevent the end of I rope from passiltg
throuch e block, as it Jams easily snd is dtffcult to
untie. The strength of the overhand knot ls actually less than half the strencth ol a,n unknotted rope.
The overhand knot ts tied by pa,sslngthe loose or
running ead ot & Une over the st&Ddilg part a,nd
through the loop that has been tomed.

FtcvRE 2?-23.-Elements of a knot.

STANDING

RUNNING
END
FIcuaE 27-24.-Overhand

knot.

D. The ficure-g Lnot Lsan excellent kDot to use to
prevent a rope from passltrg through & block, bec&uEeit wlll not jam and cen be untied eeslly.
To tle the flgure-8 knot, make a, loop ln the end
of the rope, pass the runnilg end a,round the standlng part, beyond the loop, and then back through
the loop.

:r
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STANDING

SQUARE KNO"
TWO ROPESOr EQU L 5lZE3.

usED TO
'OlL

RUNNING
END

THE GR t{llY

l(ttor

knot
ftcmE 2?-25
-Figure-8

E, Thp sqllnte kztot ls used commonly l9r jolnlns
two ropes ol the same size and should not be confused with the gronnE knot or lhe thiel knot. NotE
that the square knot consists of two overhend knots
parallel to each other, the granny knot is two overhand knots crossed, and the thief is two overhand
knok with a running end in eech. The square knot
wiu not slip but q'lll draw tight under a heavy strain;
when tied in wet rope it wtll slip and draw tight.
The granny and thief knots slip, are more dificult to
untle, and should not be used.
To tie the square knot, bring the two ends together
and cross them, making an overhand khot; then
cross the ends so that each is alongside its own
standing pari, and tie a secondoverhand knot. If
this rule is not observed, a granny inst€ad of a
square knot will result.
f. The bouline ls l}]e best knot for forming a loop
that wiU not slip under strs,in and that may be untled
easiLy.
(1) To make a, bowlinei m&ke e bight in the
standing pelt by passing the running part' over the
standing part in a counterclosks'lsedirection (see
flc.27-27, A); pass the running end up through the
bight (B) ; pess the running end around upder the
standing part, goiug from rtght io lelt (C) ; pass the
running end back ttrrough the btght (D) ; then draw
the knot tlcht.
(2) In tylng the bowline it is essential that tbe
two parts passlns through the bight ar€ alongside of
each other. otherwise & knot resemblinc the single
c&rrick bend ls formed.
G, The bowline-ofl-q-bight E princlpally used to
form a loop at a polnt ln a rope vrhere the ends are

n|E TI CF l(ll0T

rrta

rptil

ull

tot

lro(rD

FrcuRE2?-26,-Square knot.

Mffiruruff
FlcuRE2?-2?.-Bowline
!'ot available. and, like the bowline, ls easilv unti€d
and will not slip. ft can be used &s a loop to place in
hooks, or as a seat sling tor lowering persons,
although a ltench bowllne is better for the latter
purpose.
To tie the bowline-on-a-bight, ma,ke a bight in a
dolbled portlon of the rope and pass the loop end of
t.tledoubledportlon throueh ihe bieht (flc. 27-28 A).
Reach ttrrough the loop &nd pull the remalnder ot
the knot throuch it, grasping the standing part of
the doubled portion, &nd drare the loop tight on the
bicht (ns. 27-28 c and D).
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The Fterch bowline is made by taking the standiltg part in the left hand, and with the right hand,
passing the running end over the standing par.t to
form a small bight. The running end is then broucht
from behind and through the bight, and instead of
going around the standing part at once like an
ordinary bowline, the running end is given a round
turn around the original bight (fig. 2?-29 A), and
is then brought around the standing part to be completed like an ordinary bowline (fig. 2?-29 B and C) ,
L The single skeet, or becket, be?rdis used to tie
wei ropes together, or ropes of unequal size,alrd for
uniting a rope's end to an eye, In cases where
heavy strain is expected, a piece of wood may be
inserted through the knot, which when driven out
leaves plenty of slack to unbend.
To tie the single sheet bend, form a bight in the
larger rope. Makine the bight in the larger rope is
important, becauseif the bight is made iD tlxe smaller
rope, the knot will 6lip; it is also much harder to
pass the larger rope around the smaller one. After
making the bight in ihe larger rope, passthe running
end of the smalle! lope through the bight (ng.
2?-30 A) and around both parts of the larger rope
(B) and back under its own part (C). Then dra[r
the knot tisht (D).

FrcuaE2?-28.-Bowline-on-a-bight.
E. ?he French bouline \s better than a bowlineon-a-bight when a man is to be loweredover the side
or lnto a hold, or for any job where he must have
support and still be able to u$e both hands. The
knot forms two loops, one for the man to sit in and
the other to go under hts armplts. The welcht of
the man keeps the armpit loop tight around his
back, safeguarding him lrom falling out,

FrcvrE 27-30.-Single

sheet bend.

J. The d,ouble sheet bend.is made similarly to "he
6ingle sheet bend, except that the runnlng end gf
ttre small rope is passed around the bight in the
l4rge rope twice and then passed between the bight
and the standing part of the small line.

A

FrcuBE 27-29.-!Iench

bowllne,

FtcusE 2?-31.-Double sheet bend.
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R. The fi,shernan's, ot anchor, De?rdis used for
securing a line to a buoy, or a hawser to the ring or
jew's harp of an anchor. It is lormed by passingthe
€nd twice around the ring and under the iurns.
Seizethe end back,

FrcvRE 2?-32.-Fisherman's

bend.

L. The reeoing line berrd is a method of connecting
two hawsers in such a way that they will reeve
through an opening, ofiering as little obsiruction as
possible, It is made by taking a half hitsh wtth
each end around the other hawser and seizing the
ends.

FrcuRE 2?-34.-Catspaw.

M, ,l{ c@t8po?r,
is a usetul knot for clapping a tackle
on a line, a handy biuy on the hauling pali of a large
purchase for hanging loads to a hook such as with
an endlesssling, or providing a doublerope, thus permitting a load to be applied to either end of the rope.
To make a catspaw,flrst form a bight; then grasp
the sides ol the bieht (see fic. 2?-34) forming two
loops. T\Fist each loop a full turn in the direction
indicated by\the arrows.
N, The hall hitch ls very insecureand should never
be usedalone,as its only purposeis toserve as a ba,sis
for other hltches.
Tlle half hitch ls tied by forming a single loop
&round enother rope, pole, or spar, and passing the
running end beneath the standing part, applylng
tension to the standing part,
O. A round turn and tuo hall hatchesis used to
fasten e rope to a pole or spar.
To m&ke a round turn and two half hitches, make
one round turu and complet€ it with tlvo half hitches
as shown in ngure 27-35. When this hitch is used
permanently, the running end should be seized to
the standlng pari.

FrcuRE2?-35.-(1) HaU hitch; (2) round turn and
two half hitches.
P. The tinber hitch is usedfor hauling and Ufting
spars,poles,heaw timbers, or any long obJects'here
the pull is parallel to the obJect It is easily untied
after being unde! strain, and will not Jam.
The timber hitch ls made ln the same manner as
the half hltch, except thet the runnlng end is given
three or more turns around itseu. In making this
hitch, care should be taken to make sure that the
turns are made around the running end and not
the standing part.
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R, The blackuall hitch l,s used to attach a rope to
a hook. ft can be made quickly aud when tied
properly, it ls secure. It is seldom used except when
there is inruficient end remaining to ma,ke a bowline.
To make a bla,ckn'all hitch, torm a loop in the rope,
placing the running end behind the standing part
(seeng.27Jg A), Bring the loop around the hook
(B); hold the running end in the lelt hand and pull
the sta,nding part with the right hand, placing the
hitch in position (C).

q$
FrcuRE2?J6.-Timber

httch.

Q- The clooe trttct ts widely used to attach a line
to a spar or pole, or the beginning and end ol e lashinc. It will tighten as tenslon is applied, no matter
which end of the httch ls pulled on. It can be tied
at any polnt of the rope.
( 1) To make a clovehitch a,tthe end of a rope, flrsi
make one turn around the object, usually a spar or
post, and then make a second turn, crossing over
the standlitg part of the fir6t turn (see ng. 2?-3?
(l) (A) ) and bringlng the running end beneattrthe
secondturn (B).
(2) To tie a clove hitah in the middle of a line,
make two loops in the s&me direction (either both
overhand or both underhand). (See flg. 2H? (2)
(B).) This will place both ends betweenthe loops.
Actually the clove hitch is one halt hitch and another half hitch reversed.

FrcvBE 2?-38.-Blacks'all

httch.

S. The rolLng hitcD is used to secure a rope to a
pipe, pole, llne, or spa,r so thai it wiu not slip along
the object. It is of special value when the ruuing
end of a line must be loosened while t€nsion is still
maintained on the standing pad.
To make a,rolling hltch, pass the end twice around
the spar or rope, crossing the standlng part on the
top slde each time, then hitch the end around the
(par or rope, on the oppositeside of the two turns.

(1)
FrcuRa2?-39.-Rolllnc hltch.

FrcuRE 27-3?.-(1) Clove htt4h---+nd of ltne: (2)
clove hitch-middle ot line.

l

T. The sLng shorte?r€r ls used to short€n an ove!long slinc and to draw the draft up closer to tllte
cargo hook.
A short btght of the excesssllng length is held ln
e&ch hand (see flc, 2?-40 B) and the double ropes
torming these iwo short bights are tied in an overhand knot (C) like the first half of a square knot.
The hcok lor liftins the dratt ls ttten inserted
through the two ends of the short bights as shown
tn (D).

.-q
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FrcnRE 2?-40.-qFng shortener.
V. The scafrolit httch is used when there is a n€ed
for a single board or plank hung by a sln8le rop€ at
each end of ttre board. Some of the most cgmmon
uses of & sca,fiold are for ship repair, scra,ping, and
paintinc.
To make a scefrold hitch, lay the running end (A
in nc, 2?-41) of the rope over the top of the scafrold
board, leaving at least 3 feet hanging dos'n to the
left (flg. 2?-41 (1)). Next, lay the standlns end
loosely around the scafiold board twice, letting lf,
hang down from the riCht (1). Carry rope I over
rope 2, placing it between rope 2 and rope 3 (see
flE- 27-41 (2)). Pick up rope 2 and carry it ove!
rope I and rope 3 and over tlre end of the plank (see
ns. 2?-41 (3) ). To take up the sla,ck,pull rope A to
the lett and rope B to the right. The finished
scafiold hltch is shown in ffg. 2741 G>.
27-2-3Q

Fiber Rope-Splices-

A. Tltpes ol spltces.---splicing is the Jolntng of two
separate ropes or the retrackinc of the rope,s unl&ld
strends back through its own strands in the end of
tJrc rope. RlggeN use the following spltces: ege,
short, lang, and, bq.ch spllces.
(1) In the ele splice, the runniDg end of the line
i6 formed into a loop of the desir€d slze and then
joined to the standing part.
(2) I^ a" short splic€, the ends of the line, or two
separate llnes, are jolned together, increaslng the
dlameter of tAe rope.
t3, lA a, lofig splice,the ends are joined iogether
wlthout increasing the diameter of the rope.
(4) rt a baclcaplic€,the strands at the end of the
line are spliced back into its own standing part.

FrcuRr 27-41.-Scafi old hitch.
B, r' d.-The most necessary tool used in splicing
is the fid. Ii is a tapered, polished, round wooden
peg and is used to separate the stra[ds of tlte rope.
After the rigger seperates the strand from the line,
he places his index finger in the cantline, or groove,
oI the rope behind the nd. Thls &lds in keeping the
strands separated while splicins.
C. Eeaoing stick.-When splicing heavy line, a
small bar, or heaving stick, may be atta,ched to wind
a few turns in the sianding part against the lay, in
ord€r to meke ttre strands easierto separote.
D, Ele splice,-The princlpal use of an eye splice
ls to make & permanent loop or eye in the end ot a
line.
(1) To make a,n eye spllce, flrst unlay the elld of
the rope six turns, This provides the necessary rope
for spllchg. A whipping should be pleced at the
end of each strand to prevent unroveliDg during
splicing, In &n eye spllce three tucks ere the mlnimum requireEent. (A "tuck" ls tJle process of passing one loose strand between tJxestra,nds latd up Ln
a lope, ) Aft€r unlaylng the rcpe the requhed number of turns, lay ttre runniDg end back and parallel
to the standiBg part, forml4r a loop of the required
size. Lay the three loose strands &lons the standlng
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part. The loose strand on top ol the runningi end
and lD the middle of the other two loo.se strands
(stland M, ng. 2?-42) is the first straDd to be tucked.
Insert the fld beneath strand 1 in the standing part
of the rope, and hold strand 1 open ultil strand M
is inserted beDeattrit from right to left, the loose
strand coming out of the left and beneath strand 1.
Strand L, igure 2?-42,will be the secondstrand to be
tucked. Insert the fid beneath strand 2 and tuck
strand L beneath strand 2, going lrom right to left
as in the flrst step. The remaining loosestrand on
the richt (R) is next tucked from richt to left beneath ihe remainlng strand in the standing p&rt
whlch does not haye any loose strand tucked beneatb it.
(2) After the initial strands are tucked once, the
three loose strands lose thelr identity and can be
tucked ln any order. always working from right to
left and takinc only one tuck at a time in each
strand. The principle to remember is "oYer one and
under one." This simply means to bring the loose
strand over the strand next to it in the standinc
part and beneath the next strand in order. To
complete the splice, tuck €ach loose strend twice
more. Be sure that only one loosestrand is comlng
out betv,reentwo strands of the standlng part. After
the tucks have been completed, cut ofr the rema,inder
of the loosestlands (not too closeto the splice) aDd
pound or roll the spllce 6mooih. If a iapered efrect
is desired, the strands may be split on the last tuck
(or an extra iuck taken) and the lower hau of the
strand cut ofi. The remainder ot the strand is
tucked as before.
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E. fhe short splice ls used when it is necessaryto
join two ropes where an increaseddlameter vtiill not
afiect operetion. As a completed short splice will
increasethe diameter of the rope at ttte point where
it is spliced, it wiD Dot pass through a sheayein a
blcck. One of the principal uses tor a short splice
is to make an endlesssling for cargo, etc. When
possible,a short splice should be made rather than
a long splice, becaus€it does not consumeas much
rcpe and can be mede more quickly.
(1) Tb make a short splice, first unlay both ends
of the ropes six turns, n'hich is the allowance made
for the actual tucking operation. Next, put a temporary whippiDg on each of the loosestrands ln both
rcpes. Marry the strands; that ls, int€rlace the
loose sirands of one rope with the loose strands of
the other. If the line is large, stop down the ends
on one side while working on ihe other.
(2) Becin ihe tucks, follolvlng the principle of
"over one, under one." Complete three or more
tucks {tapering, if desired,as tor the eye splice) on
cne side, then do likewise for the otJxer, Take care
not to cut the remaining ends of the loose strands
too close. If thls ls done, when a straln ls placed
cn the rope the strands might puU through, undoing
one tuck. Remember,!n making the tucks, always
to work at right angles to the lay of the !ope.

FtcuBE2?-43.-Short splice.

FrcnRE 2?-{2.-Eye

splice,

F, A long .splicedoes not materlally change the
diaueter of lhe rope. Therefore it is used tp jotn
two ropes when it is necessary that the rope run
oYer sheaves ln a block.
(1) To make a long splice, unlay each end oi the
ropes 15 turns and put a temporary whipping on
ea,chloosestrand. Marry the strands as in the shori
spuce. After marrying, select any opposite pair of
loose strands. and unlay the standlng part of one
of these strands back l0 more turns. (see flg.2?-44
(B).) Now replace those 10 tul.rls wlth the second
loose strand in the pair. Where these strands int€rsect each other, tie an overhand knot with the lay
of the rope, Repeat this procedurelor another pair
ol strands in ihe oppositedirection. II the first patr
goes to the richt ol the point where they were married, the secondpalr goes to the left. Now there is
remaining but one pair, which is located at the point
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FrcuRE 2?-44.-Long

where the strands were originally married. These
two strands are tied in an overhand knoi with the
l&y of the rope.
(2) A1l three pairs of loose ends m&y now be cut,
leaving flve turns betweeneach pair ol ends. Separate each of the six loosestrands in half and cut the
half that is Closestto the main rope; the outer half
of the strand wiu bind and cover the cut section to
give a smooth appgaranc3. One more tuck is made
in each of the six loosesttands, again separating the
strands and cutting them in half prior to tucking.
The third and final tuck is then made after each
loose strand is cut in half again, The cutting of
the strands is to give a tapered efiect. The finished
spllce should be pounded and lolled smooth.
G, fhe back splice is used to keep a rope from unlaying or unraveling, when an enlargement of the
rope at the end is not objectionable. The crown knot
itseu wiu keep the rope intact, but to secure the
knot, the splice is added.
(1) To begin a back splice, unlay six full iurns
in the end of the rope and put a whipping on each of
the three loose shands. Make a crown knot by
separating the strands so that you have one strand
on the left, one on the right, and one in the middle,
going away from you. The strands are numbered as
fouows: l-middle, 2-left, and 3-right. Take strand
1 and bend lt toward you in a loop. pick up strand z
on the left and bring lt in front of the loop made in
strand 1, and lay it acrossstrand 3. pass strand 3

splice.

straight through the loop in strand 1. Tighten each
shand separately and evenly. This completes the
crown knot.
(2) The three loosestrands are then spliced back
into the rope following the same principle, "over
one and under one," for three tucks.
E. To lnake a gromner, take one strand of rope of
the size deslredend cut the strand 3y2 times as long
as ihe circumference of the grommet you tr'ish to
make. Form a circle of the size desired and lead
the Iong end of the strand around the aircle, following the groovesor lay of the rope until you are back
where you started. Contlnue this a third time
until you have a three-stranded ring. Tie both
ends in an overhand knot, and taper a,ndtuck a,sin
a long splice.

FrcuRE 2?-46.-Fiber lope grommet.

27-2-35

ItcuRE 2?-45.-Back splice,

Fiber Rope Slings ond Tockles-

A.-nope slings are important tools ln loadins and
handling material. Ttrey are used on board t€nders
for hoistinc acetylene cylinders, small unlighted
buoys, batteries, general cargo, ship's stores, and
other ltems.
B. Slings are ol tuo general tvpes-the sincle line
with an eye splise or thimble in each end, and the
endlesssling, also known &s a stlap.
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FrosRE 2?-47.-Fiber rope seizing; worming, parcellinc and serving; whipping the end ol a rope.
(Reprinted from Knicht's Modern Seamanship
by permlsslon of D. van Nostrand & Co.)
C. The single line srinI wlth the eyesplicesin each
end. or "snort€r," can be used by looping it around
the load and ha,ngingboth ends on the hook, or lt can
be used by slipping one end through the eye on the
opposite end and hoisting by a single part. The fiIst
method should never be used with only one sling
as there is practically no grip olt the load. when
used ln ttre seaond manner with packages of the
samesize,the wear is alwayson the samespot, necessitating the discard of the sllng when worn in only
a very short section, even though the ends are continua,lly reversed. Ftequently a hook is spliced in
each end, and a bicht seized in the middle for
hoistinC,
D. The d,oublesling can be used as an open loop,
by carrying the double sliBg a,round ttle load and
putting both loops over the hook, or by sllppltrg oDe
loop through the other, thus maklng a self-binding
slinc. Thls type of sune has the advantage of not
causing the blght to occur continually ln the same
spot. Double sllngs are made from 2y2- to 6-inch
line, generelly 3 to 6 tathoms long, with the ends
joined tn a Ehort splice,

FrcuRE2?-48.-More bits of rope work. (Reprtlted
from Knight's Modern Se&manship by permission
of D. Van Nosirand & Co.)
E. when using slings, tq,kethese precautiorls:
(l) Protect sharp corners by padding.
(2) Keep the ancle of the sling to the load as
small as possible,otherwise extra tension is placed
on ihe rope. Ficure 2?-49 shows how rapidly the
tension in the rope lncreases as the angle of ihe
sling over the load increases.
(3) Make due allowance for the sharp bend of
the rope over the hook. All ol the foregoing tend
to reduce the efiective stretrgth of the rope.
(4) Watch the rope for cuts and abrasions.
(5) Bear ln rrind that multiplying the number of
parts of the slirg does not iDcrease the etective
strencth itr proportlon. Frlction and sharp aDgles
prevent the full utilizetion ol &11the perts.
(6) Whenever posslble, rope should be spllced
rather than kllottcd. A well mede splice retains up
to 90 percent of the strength of the rope, yet a knot
is only up to 50-percent efrcient.
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F. Use in tdckles,-Ar\other common use for rope
is as a fall in a tackle.

o
o
o

/tffi"\

FrcuRE2?-49.-Rope t€ltsion increasesrapidly as ihe
angle of the sllng over the load increases. (Reprinted by permisslon of Plymouth Rope Co.)

Sale loads tonnanilq, slhws in pqunds tusing solet!
ldctor ol 5)
CirDiam-

s3le
lmd

Double (2-l€g)sling,
gr€es or anel€ wiih

sirrig.ht
,l50

rrt

I
2
216
2)4

2r4
2tt
3
t4
3tt
394
1
4r5
5
6

'',
,1 6
t116
,4
tx.
I
rY 6
r16
tt4
r116

rrt
r96
r94
2

630
68{)
Eq)
980
t,@
1,300
1,540
1,800
2,100
2,400
2,zffi
3,000
3,700
4,5m
5,300
6,200

743
968
t,2 u
1 ,3 7 {
1,E23
2 ,1 m
2 ,5 2 5
2,945
3,366
3,?87
4,208
5,r8g
6 ,3 1 1
7,.!3:l
8,606

612
797
1 ,0 1 6
1 ,1 3 2
1 ,2 4 7
l, w2
1 ,7 7 9
2,O79
2,426
3 ,1 1 9
3,465
4,274
5 ,1 0 8
6 \n
7 ,1 6 1

437
560
726
800
891
l,073
t,271

t'!!t

l,gEO
2,t24
2,475
3,063

3,7r3
1,373
4 r16

A. Tgpq ol blocfts.-Blocks are classifled accolding to the number of sheaves,as single, double, or
triple. Four-sheaveblocks are seldom used on vessels today. Blocks may also take their names from
their use, some peculiarity of shape, or from the
place they occupy. (See flc. 2?-50.) Blocks most
commonly u€ed on tenders are snatch, single, and
double woodenand metal blocks. Snatch blocks are
one ol the most useful types of looseblocks found on
board a vessel. This block may be employed conveniently as a lead block since it ts fitted with a
hinced shell so that a,line may be easily snatchedon
a bisht. In using this block, care must b€ taken to
see that the block is properly securedto prevent lts
opening at the wrong time. Blocks lntended lo!
nber rope, whether of wood or steel constructlon, are
deslcnated by the lengih of the shell. Blocks intended for wire rope are designatedby the diameter
of the sheaves.
Ll, The sd.le.uorlcingload,ol a tackle ls commonly
acceptedas being the sefe working load of the line
multiplied by ,he number of parts of line at the
moving block. The over-all strength is therefore
assumedto increasein dlrect proportion to the number of sheaves. This method of calculation overlooks the strength of the blocks which make up the
tackle. Unfortunately, most blocksare not as strong
as the new line vJhichcan be roye through them, and
the strengttr of the block does not increase ln proportion to the mrmber of sheaves. Despite this
weakness, the blocks themselves rarely fail completely. The overloads shon' up in bent pins and
blnding sheaves,which make necessaryearly repah
or replacement. Blocks procured under Navy Speciflcations, and certain commercia,l "heavy duty"
blocks, are generally of equal strength to ihe designed rope speciied. The foUowing t&bles have
been compiled from those published by the Boston &
Lockport Block Co. They &re based on the iensile
strength of material, allowing a factor of safety of
nve, except in the case of blocks for heayy lifts.
These iables apply only to specific types ol blocks
menufactured by this compa,ny. For only one type
wa6 comparable data found on blocks of Bnother
manufacturer. The values glven in the two cases
were the same.
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AoubIz8l och Swivel'
.Xooh& Be c h .t

u o u aL e 8 l o c h
Slcc& I e g Ea c h e t

FTGuRE2?-50.-Jimple

P.l

loos€

h^,,41

.

S i d,

,too, 6 Eecket

^r b

D oul tLt E Ioch
E ye I S ecbet

and compound tackle;

nomenclature

D oubLe 8Loct
S i ste/ l l oohs S S echet

S trgl e ri oct
Li',h gS.chet

of a blosk:

snatch blocLs.
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(1) Suitablz torlciw loaila ,n Wunds lor m4nila
blocks.'

EXTENDED
"r$rrf

IEi&T"%

RopEBLocKa

R E O U L A R M ORT IAE BL OCKS
2 singlor

Rop€
(tnch$)

3
'6
7
E
0
t0
t2

rk

r\tt
2
2M
2y
3
3
3r5
391

2 doubles

2 tdples

qoer Sbsckl€ Eoot
200
400
400
800
5m I ,l@
l.m0
l ,€ m
1 , 5 0 2,0(s
r , 7 q ) 2,4U
2,W
2 ,7 @
2,600 4 ,0 m
3,000 5,000

Eook Srtsckle

3m

800
1 ,1 m
1 ,7 0
2 ,4 W
&0 m
3,€00
3,800
5 ,4 m
E,0m

550
750
1 .5 0 0
2,m0
2,1fi
2,8m
t,4&
3,750

r00
7m
l,000
2,000

2,ffi
3,200
a ,6 m
4 ,2 6
{,500

r,200
t,800
2,rm
3,m
3,7m
1,4m
5,(Xro
6,400
10,000

E E A v Y W J D F JM ORT ISE BL OCKS
3
5

l16
115
2

7
E
I
l0
t2
l4
l6

244
3
316
3y
1\t
6)t
6

2r

t(D
5@
r,000
l,500
l,7m
z,xb
2,0m
3,00
3,6m
{,40
6,00

500
E0{)
I ,lm
1 ,6 0
2,000
2 ,4 W
2 ,7 W
4 ,0 m
5,0m
0,500
E,000

000
70
t,3@
7&' I, t(I| 1,m0 2,0m
l,5 0
2 ,m 2 ,@
2,Em
.!,000
2,00
3,0q) 2,ffi
2,Afi 3, Efl 3, m0 r, E(D
2 ,9 m 4 ,7 n 3 ,0 m 0,?m
3..100 5,000 4 ,W
7,m0
3,750 7,000 1,ffi
0,m
4, E00 9,ofl) 6, m0 l2,m
5,700 1 1 ,0 @ 7,m0 r5,000
7 ,5 m 14,000 9 m 0 rE,0m

(o) The sa,fe s'orking load lor new 4y2-inch
msntlB is 3,?00pounds. As usedin a guy tackle with
4 psrts over 2 double blocks, the rope as I whole
would haye a sale working load of 14,800 pounds.
Ileavy double l2-inch blocks with shackles sultable
for this size line have e recommended s'orklng load
of only 9,000pounds. rf tlle blocks were secured by
hooks, the working load would be reduced to 4.000
pounds.
(b) lvere trlple blocks with sh&ckles used, the ss,te
worklng load ol the 6 perts of manila would be 22,200
pounds while that of tlte blocks n'ould be otrly 12,000
pounds, gook-type blocks ol the same size would
have only hall the strength and should be used for
no more th&D 6,000pounds.

di6E.
(lrch€s)

E
l0
t2
la
t6
l8

RoPe
(inch€€)

2
slnglas

2

2
triples

2
quqd-

htntt
t1

a
0
7
0
t0

7
I

E
l0
l4
16
20
z2

9
t2
t0
IE

%
tt tn rA
lAto
I

I

t4
18

m

(4) One-half jnch IpS wlre rope has a
safe work_
hg io&d of 2.1 tons. Four p&rts would therefore
safely support 8.4 tons. But a pair of the heaviest
8-Inch doubte blocks has & sate workttrg load of only
? tcns, while the same slze of reguler blocks with
shackles has only 3 % tons safe $'orking losd.
(b) These examples clearly indicated that
the
present relotionship bets,een block slzes a,nd rope
sizes leads to a short worliing lile ot the btocks. tf
t! ju6t he&vy enough for its purpose, the
-tl-re-rope
blocks
used with it wfll be overloaded. in dtre iiter_
est of safety and tow halntetra,nce costs, lt would be
preferable to select the block size sultBble to the
Job
and the[ select a rope s,ze to At. In fact, the rope
size_could be considerably smaller except thot, paiticularly wlth wlr€ rope, too wlde a groove in the
rheave permits ure rope to natten, and so reduces
its streDgttr and us€tul llle.
(3) Suitablz uotktw
roOe snateh blacks.

taads tn pounatslor rnonlta

lAs_tbdtcste_d
by.-thetouowtngtsbl6, tb€ hosvte$ ryp€s or danlts rrpe imtch btoct! arc suon!

rbeys6
ilfitr":d%*:"ugtr newrih\ehrch

(2> Suitablc uorking load,s in tons ,or uite rope
blocks.
REOULAR, WIA,E RO?E BI]OCKS
2 slngl€€

Ropc

2 doubleg

2 trlples

Eook Sh3ckle Eook Sba4Lk Eoo!
6
E
l0
tz
la

rr5

%
h

}{
%
,.
,*ta^

;]

rk

EEAI

Xto Y
hro l
%1
,4 1
% kt t/61
,ltar I

'l

i"

2
2h
8

2
2k
3h
1k
6

ar4
717

'"

"".
2\t
3h
1
5
6k
8
t0

2
2 Ul

i',r I
ulu I
*ot

2h |
3Xt 3
1rt |
u
7 |

2tt

3

3tt
ol,
aYr

7
E

rk
6rt

E BLOCKS

zyl

3 kl
0
1t1 | 7
6l
l0
0l
t5
IE

3l

thactlo

3

1rt
6
6

'a

l0
ll

7
E
It
l8
N

(4) Teking ageh, tor example, the 4%-tnch
line
with a sE e worklng load of g,?00pounds, we see th&t
it requites a l2-lDch snatch block. the drop llnk
type has a working qBpa,sity of ?,600 pounds. while
the ss,fety locklng type has a c'orklng c&p&clty ol
10,000pouuds.
(b) fhese block capEclties mEy seem unduly lerge
untll one conslders ihe msnner ln whlch & snatch
block is most frequenuy us€d; that !s, to change t.lre
direction of the pull ol a line. When the Une is
doubled back on ltseu firrough the block, the load
on the block ts htrice that of the load on the tine.
Therefore,3,700 pounds on ttte line would place
?,400 pounG o! the block. Even the 10,000-pouDd
.,f
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cepaclty of the sefety locktnc type ot l2-lnch snatch
blosk ts not excessive when lt is considered that an
overload whlch breaks the rope would probably at
least dlstort the block. The 6lnch block is not
strong enough for 2ya-lnch manila, whlcb h&s a
safe working load ol 1,540pounds. Thls would put
a maximum load of 3,080pounds on the block.
(c) Wire rope snatch bloqks do occaslonallv f&U,
elther by straight€ning of ihe hook or breeklng oI
the locking device. Reference to the table below
will lndicate the reason.

\4\ suitable loadslor uire rope snatch blocks.
Sheuve
dbm-

Rope

(tnches)

(trch)

6
I
l0
t2
l{
16
1E
m
20

ir6ro h
1419.56
94
94ra tA
% toL
1
\t4
r17

DroD
liDk
.tvp€r

Sslety
locking

trt
2\t

2
3
1
5
6

ItA
4th

5rl
7
E

Eeavy trucklnc tyrE

(tons)

7rt

? Ior roD€diamet€r t6
o lor rooodian€hr 9i.
12for roia dismeter ?t.

l0
t2

A %lnch IPg wire rope t&U has a sale worklng
load ot 3.3 tons. With tbls load on e fall doubled
back on itself through a snatqh block in the wlngs
to pull cargo into place, tlte load on the block (and
also on the beam clamp or padeye) would be 6.6tons'
but t,lren'orklng load lor & safety locklng-t!"pe snatch
block is onlv 4 tons. It an f-inch drop link snatch
block wele used, the safe working load would be
cnly 2y2 tons. only the heavy truckins-type snatah
blocks have sufrclent strensth for the size of rope
recohmended.
(5) The lo&d placed on the snatch block by a
glven strein on the lope v&rles, ol course, wlth the
&nsle between the ltrcoming and outrumlng line. Il
these wele 180" apart, there would be no load on
the block. At 90' the bloek.load ls 1.,1ttmes the
tenslon on the line, and the mexlmum block load
of twlce ttre line tenslon ls reached when the two
parts of the lllre are parallel to e&ch other.
Il it is remembered th&t ttte sofe worklng load ol
a sn&tch block is based on the &ctuel load on the
block. ard not the llne colng through the block, it

is ea,sy to see why the block, ra,ther then the Une,
usually falls.
(6, cargo blocks.-Heel blocks and gln blocks
otte! bear a statem€nt of the sale working load cast
into the block itseu. For Boston & Lockport blocks
ot thLs type (and probably lor those ol other mBnufaoturers) "SWL 5 tons" meaDsthet 5 tons can be
hoisted on a llne p&sslng through that block. Fbr
blocks of thls type only, the safe srorking load refers to the tenston on the rope and not to the totel
load on the bloek. Fbr e 5-ton losd the straln oD
the block could be as hich as 10 tons, Some 5-too
blocks bear the &ddltlonal statemetrt. "Tested to 20
tons." This is a btt confuslng. It might reasonably be interpret€d to mean that t,Le block hed been
tested to 4 times the sate !'orklng lo&d. Actuauy it
means th&t the t€st load ol 20 tons was the total load
on the block represelrting a load of 10 tons plcked up
on e fall passed through the block ot the hesd of
the boom.
(7, Surnnarg:
(o) Blocks a,re weaker than the number of Darts
ol the stze ot menlla or wlre lope whlch caD be
passed through them.
(b) Overtoading ot the blocks ln & t&ckle mrely
ceusescomplete l4llure ol the block, but does necessltate early overhaul or replacement,
(c) Menil& rop€ snatsh blocks are of adequote
strength for the size rope for which they are
intended.
(d) wlre lope snatch blocks have conslder&bly
less strengih than rope of the slze for s'hlch they
are lnt€|rded, and complete fallure of the bloct ls
not uncommon.
(e) Blocks should be select€d ln t€rms of the load
v{hich wlll be pl&ced upon them rather than merely
on the basls ol the size ol rope,
L Tgpes ol tackle tn use.---Some ol the commoD
tacliles used aboard shlp are as lollow8: (frtct'lon ls
disregarded in spe&Ilng ot the mechaDlcal &dvantage here. In prestice, allow l0 percent of the load
for each sheave). (Circled numbers ln tJre lollowlng ieures indtcat€ the order ol reevlng.)
(L, single uhlp.-A Axed slngle block wlth e llne
rove through lt, the end of whlch ls secured to the
weight to be moved. since ttrere is lro movable
block, lt does not multiply the force &pplled, but
does change the dlrection of pull ond lurnish & coDvenlent method ot holstlng.
12, Runner.-Asingle moveble block which is trBe
to move along & li!e, the end ol which is the standtng part. M. A. ls 2.

1 Trn
Load on Block 0.0

Load on Block 1,4tons

FlcnnE 21-50A.-Exanples

Loadon Block2.0tons

of streln on & snstch block.
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sTAt{0 ||{G
S LOC r

S TA rtO ri l e
P A RT

HAU- |rG
PART

RUNNIX G
SLOCx
Ftculs 2?-b1.-pa,rts of a tsckle.
(3> Whtp and runner.-"No single blocks,
one
flxed, and one rigged to move along & line. one end
of which is the standing part. M. A. i"s2.
. -(4, eut tuclcle.-Two single blocks,one flxed, the
other
moveble, the standing and the h&uling iarts
leading from the sameblock. M. A. is 2 or 3, dep;nd_
ing upon whlch block is attached to the weight.
G, 14tfr, ligger, or watch to,ckte.--lfhis ls one of
the most useful tackles aboard ship. It consists of
a dolble and a single block, Ttre standing pa,rt ol
the fall is made fast to ihe becket ot the siniti ltoct<.
rove through the double block, back through the
single block, and &galn back throuch the second
sheave of the double block. When the single blcck
ts attached to the weisht, the M. A. ts 3. When the
weight is attached to the double block, the M, A. is 4,
A comblnation of a triple and a, double block wittr
the standing part secured to the becket of the lower
(double) block is known as a double luf t&ckle.
<6> Tuo-lold purchase.--.f,bls conslsts of two
double blocks with the standinc part of the fall made
fast to tl:e becket of the block from rvhlch the haul_
lngpartcome6. The M. A, mey be 4 or 5.
(1, Three-loLl purehase._Tliiis consists
of two
triple blocks rigged stmilarly to the tq,o-fold purchase. The M. A. may be 6 or ?.

!\GURB27-82.-Slngte whlp-Gun

tacue.

J. When reeuing tackle, assuming th&t the line to
-be rove as a fall ls right-handed,
the two blocks to be
used are placed on the deck, hooks up. Ihe end
n'hlch is to be the standinc part is led into ttre sheave
from which it is intended to lead the haullng part,
and ttte lackle is rove from rlght to left, or counter_
clockwlse,- _lryIen the standing part comes to an end,
splice or blackwall-hitch it into the becket of the
block to which it is to be made fasL.
K. Ittfr upon lut--It
is somefimes a good plan to
clap a tackle on to the hauling part when great force
rs r€quired. The proper rigging of a lui upon lufi is
to bend the double block of one lufi to the hauling
part of the other lufi, Such a rtgging would have9'n
M. A, of 12 (dtsregarding fricflon). The simplest
manner of attaching a tackle to the h&ulinC pait of
another is to torm a ca,t's paw or a black$,aU-hitch
in the hauling part and sllp it over the hook of the
block.
I', Yaral and sta! tackre.-These ta,ke their names
from their applicatlon on shlps with masts and
yards, where they were used for transierrlng stores
or cargo from a boat alongside, to the deck or cargo
hold of the shtp. The g€neral principle involved in
the yard and stay is of n'ide applcatlon on shipboard in cases where a, weight is to b€ liJted and
transferred to e potnt at no great distance awa7.
Seengure 2?-54.
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FrcuRE 2?-53,---Sincle lufi tackle-Two-fold

purchase-Double

FrcurE 2?-54.-Yard

luff tackle-

and stay tackle.

Tbree-fold

purchase.
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FrqrRE 2?-55.-Lufi

B. Construction.-W ire rope is composedof many
wlres twisted together, which strands are in turn
again twisted about a celtral core or heart of hemp,
lndependent wlre rope, or st€el center strand. As a
rule, 6 strandE are used and the number of indivldual wires ln each strand varles from 6 to 3?. The
more wlres, the more flexlble the rope, thus a 6 x 3?
wire rope consisk of 6 strands of 3? n'ires each ot a
tolal of 222 wlres, and is used in running rigging
where the diemeter of the sheavesis at a minimnm.
When used, the hemp center seryesa ttvofold plrpose; first, it acts as a cushion upon which the
strands close in when the rope ls caused to contr&ct
under a heayy pull; and second,it ebsorbssome of
the lubricant used on wire rope from time to time,
resulting in elmost continuous lubrlcation of the
interior, thereby reducing internal friction. Independent wlre rope or steel strand centers increase
the strength of the rope by up to 10 perceat and
proyide greater resista,nceto crushing strains (such
as causedby overriding turns on a drum).

upon lufi.

M. Other nethods ol handling heapy uelghts q,re:
shears,trlpod, or gin pole. All of thesemethodshave
special applic&tions,and descriptiolrs will be found
iir any standard text on seamanship. These have
llttle value for standard operatlons aboard t€nders,
although special casesmay arise in connection with
putting machinery or vehicles ashore at isolated
stations where such a rig may proye useful.
N. Stouing teckle.-To make up a deck tackle for
stos'ing &way, haul through the falls until the blocks
are 3 feet apart Place the blocks down, points of
hooks up (hook should always point the same way)
and coll the fall around the blocks, Then clove
httch the end of the fall around the whole tackle
between the blocks. The tackle can be stowed,
cart€d about, and still it can be cast loose and
fleeted or overhauled, without danger of jamming.
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lypes ond Constrvction of Wire
Rope-

A. Altlxough there &re many varied types of wlre
rope deslgnedto flt a multltude of requirements,the
following will be restrlcted to wire rope genera,lly
used on tenders.

C. Diterent Uoys.-As in the case of flbe! rope,
wire rope ls manufactured in dlfrerent lays, as
follows:
(1, Right-regu,lar l@g,.theindivtdual wires of the
strand are laid up to the left and the strands are
laid up to the right. Regular lay ropes are less
likely to be kinked, and cive additional resistance
to crushing, distortion, and rotating.
(2) night-lang toy, both the wlres of the strands
and the strands are laid up to the right. Lang lay
rope givesincreasedwearing surface for certain types
of serylceresultlng in longer lile for the rope. Lang
lay rope also ofiers great€r flexibllity but has a tendency to untwist and should not be used with a swivel
or in a single part holst.
(3t Lelt-reguldr l@!,/,'
this is the opposite of (1)
above.
14) Lelt-lang la!: lhis is the oppositeof (2) above.
(3, Reoercel@9,'the strands are laid up to the
right and ttre indlyidual wires oI the str&nds are lald
up to the right and lett alternately, Reverse ley
ropes have limited use. They reslst distortion and
preYeni clamp slippage, but sacrince other adva!tages.

WIRES\
HEIIP
CORE

sTR AI{ D3
FrcuRE27-56.--Structure of wlre rope. 6 x 19 and 6 x 3? wire rope.
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Right, lay, regul&r lay.

Right lay, LsnF ley.
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wire rope has great€r reslstance to abrasion and
crushlng stralns such as are caused by overriding
turns on a drum, The 6 x 3? strand rope' being more
flexible, permits the use of smaller sheaves in the
blocks.
C. Stand,ing rigglng on the older tenders is generally 6 x ? or 6 x 12 cast or plow st€el galvanlzed wire
rope of up to 1% lnches in dlameter. Where extro
strength ls requlred, 6 x 19 wire rope may be used'
D. When lneasuting uire rope, take the longest
diameter (from the top of one strand to the top ol
ihe str&nd directly opposlte (seef,g. 2?-58) ). It ls
wise to take at least thr€e measutements at iBt€rvals
of several feet. and strike an average, The lenctlt ol
wire rope is measured in fathoms, as is flber rope,

Lefi lay, regular lay.

Left lsy, Lang Isy.

IqcItRE 2?-58.-Measuring wlre rop€.
Rever6elsY'
F' *

:
l
t

FrcuRE 2?-5?.-Diferent

lays ot wlre rope.

D, Grcdes.-wire lope is made in the followltlg
grades; lmproved plon'steel, plow steel, mlld plow
st€€I. cast st€el. and other grad€s for special purposes
such as ifon, bronze, and stainless st€el.
E. Prelotmed wtre rope.-Wlre rope is now availsble ntth preformed strands, i. e., each str&nd aud
the wlres ol eech strand are preformed to the exect
shape they ossume in the inished rope. Preformed
ropes have maDy advontages over regular wire rope
tn that they withstend e great€r number ol bends
over a sheave, have sreater flexlbility, reslst kir*ing,
permlt better attachment of sockets or leige nttings,
&re e&sier to wlnd smootJrly and evenly on drums,
ald when worn are safer to handle, as the broketr
wlres wlll not stick out. Preformed wire c&n b€ cut
without seizing.
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Siza ond Use of Wire Rope-

A. Onl!! plou steel or itnprooed plaD steel bbe rope
shoutil be useal ,ar rur.ning ggiLg on teniterE. It
should,be uncooted ss ga,lla,nt?lng weakens the rope
up to 10 percent. Corrosio! is not a problem on
boom rlgeXng slr:ce the rope must be kept well lubricated atl"yway.
B. Staeol boan riggrzg.-Wire rope used on tender
. boom rissing is 6 x 19 or I x 3? shand, and varles
trom %- or 7s-lnch dlamet€r for small vesselsto ya&|rd 7o-lnch for the large tenders. Ttre 6 x 19 straDd

E. SEe ol shecoe,---speci&l care must b€ given to
the slze 6hea,veto be used s'lth a speci.fieddia,meter
wlre rope. T'he minlmum sheave dlameter for 6 x 19
rope ls 30 times tlte dlametel; lor 6 x 3? rcpe, 18
ttmes the dia,meter of the rope. Using a sheaYe
larger than the minimum wlll give lncreased rope
lile.
F, Eleet aflgle--V{ben wire rope lesses ovel a
falrleod sheaye and on to a drum, the slde angle at
which the rope approaches the sheavefrom the dnrm
sboutd be kept to e mexiErum of 1%" in order to
obtain the best wire rope service. This LYz' atgle
ls the equivalent ol about 40 teet of lead fo! each
foot of rope trayerse trayel either slde ol the cent€r
Ilne of tlre sheave. Thus a drum wlth s total o!
3-loot traverse travel should be located &bout 60
feet from the fairle&d sheave.
O. To co,lc&late qtnount ol rope on a drum.-'-To
determine the length ot wire rope wound on a reel,
measure tJre depth of maierlal (tr) wound olr the
drum end add to thts flsule the dtaEet€r (s) of ttre
drum (the hub). Multiply thts sum by th€ d€pth
(h), then muliiply t,lre product by the ilside length
(.L) of the drum. Then mutttply by a coDstant (K)
as showD below for Yarious sizes of rope. The result
will be the lenctt! of the rope oD tJre reel. All ttre
measurements &re ln lnches and tJre lengtJr ol the
rope will b€ in feet.
lh+ s\ h x L x R:Length of rope tn teet
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Constants:

B. To find, the sale uorking tood of \rdre rope, divide the breaking strain by e safety factor chosen
for the particular conditions under which the rope
is used, For example, new rope used in ordinary
hoisting service should have a salety factpr of Ave_
Rope which is to be used under severe condltions,
or which is worn, shoutd lave the safety tactor
lncreasedaccordingly.
If a table of breaking strain is not ava:lable, the
eafe working load may be computed as follows:
square the dia,meterand multiply the result by onc
of the constants listed below.

Dld,rneter rope
\tn ch e sl

% :1 .0 5
s /e :,6 7 0
3/+: .485
Ts: -342
t : .262
lYs:.201
L Ya :.1 6 8

Impl ol ed
Plow

pl ow steel _____-_________________-I

6teel----__

-_---- 7
Ml l d pl ow steel -------- _
cast st eeI _____ ___ ___ ___ _ _ _ ___ ___ _ __ 5
-- -- --

The result will be the sa,feworking load in tons.
C, Strength ol lastenlngs.-T}j.e foUoning table
replesents average values of percentage of rope
strength obtainable by various mettrods of rope
fastenings. They are listed in their order of
reliability.

FrcnnE 2?-59.-ComputinC leDgth of wire rope oh
reel.
27-2-50

Compuring Stroins for Wire Rope-

A. The bteaking strain of a, wire rope is the load
tested and set by the manufaciurer ttlat will patt
the rope. Following is a table showing average
breaking strains for commonly used 6 x 19 &nd
6 x 3? wire rope.
6 x l 9 WIRE

ROPE

Imnrored r'low stcel

3/4

,s

1
lr!
IX

0.40
,6i!
.90
1.23
1.60
2.03
2.5
3.6

Weight

v,

lo8
16.6
32.2
l2
65
u2.6

t6
+1
1A
I

rk
rtt
L'i

0.{0
.6 3
.0 0
1 .2 3
l.m
2 .0 3
2 .5

B.S. Diam

7
I

I'A
r\,4

rrt

o30
.6 t
.8 7
l .l 9
1 .5 5
1 ,0 6
2 ,4 2
a- 49

lo6
la. t
t2.E
30.6
39.5
,19I
61.5
EE.2

4 o! 5 tucks-

---- up to 90
-_ up to 88
__ uptogz

Thlmble
ln end of lope fastened wlth wlre rope
cups_____---___-____
__
(Il l mpropertyattached)_-_______________Tbree bolt-type wlre rope clamps____

80
?0
7i

fn the case of wire rope clips. a sufrcient number
should be used,as follows:

9 .4
'\4.4L16
"
24'61 9
4
2 At
h
3 6 .5t 1
I 40 | rld
| 6 .5 lr a
68
rx

r'u I

8,8.,

0 .4 0
.6 3
.0 0
' \,2 3
l.m
2 ,0 B
2 .5
3 .6

r 3 .I
1 8 .7
25.1
3ll
lt,5
5t
7 2 ,5

t'ra" a *"
%
,4

lhlmble
or eye Epllce wlth
3/s to 3/4 lrrc}r____ __
% to 1 l D ch--_______
l % to l Y 2-----------

Mild plow steel

l,ism- We i g h t B . S . .

,1

MettLod ol ldstening
rope streragth
wlre rope socket (poured zlnc type)
IOO
-_
wlre lop€ Eocket {pour€d zlnc typ€ lf tmproperly
poured) _____-- . ____
___. 50 to 80
w l re l ope E ocket (l etge tt?e)-_____________--__
too

9 .2
l4
t9 ,a
2 6 .5
3.t_4
4 3 .5
&1 .5
76-7

E. a
t2,E
1 8 ,1
2 1 .2
3 1 .5
3 9 ,7
{ &9
70

l2
t2
l6
l6
l6
l6

D. Wire rope clips.-When attaching vlre rope
clips, be sure that the U-bolt rests on the short or
bitter end of the rope and the f,at bese lests on the
tension pa!t, otherwise the rope wiU be tqjuled by
pqtiing a crlmp into the tension side. Never stagger
the clips. See ngure 27-60. Clips should be spaced
e distance apart equa,lto 6 diemeters. Att€r attacblng e clip on a,!trire rope, tichten all nuts &gain atter
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the rope is under tension. On operating ropes,
tighten after the rope has been in operation for a
few hours. When inspecting clip fastenings, it is
extremely important to examine the rope at the clip
farthest from the bight, as fs,tigue breaks often
developat this point, due to the fact that rope vibrations or whipping are dampened here. Fatigue
damageis lesspronouncedwlth pleformed rope.
Improoeal tgpe--An improved patented clip with
iwo nuts oD oppositesidesis available, This permits
a luu swing with any type wrench, and it is impossible to install the clip improperly since the two
h4lves are identical, providing a bearlng surface for
both the live and the dead end ol the rope, The flat
bearing surfaces do not distort the rope and thus
permit its iepeat€d use. (Seeflg. 2?-61.)

I[cotlect.

cort€ct.

FrcnRE2?-60.-Attaching wire rope clips (clamps).

FrcuRt 27-61.-Improved-type wire rope clip. (Reprinted by permission oI American Steel and Wire
Co-)
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Rules for Cqre qnd
RoPe-

27-33
Use of Wire

A. Lubrication.-W ire rope must be properly lubricated to insure long Iife and safety. The internal
parts of the wires move one against another wherever the rope passesover a she&veor winds on a
drum. Each wire rotates around its own axis, and
all wires minutely slide by each othe!. Internal
wear can only be minimized by lubrication. The
proper lubricant, rvith the required amount of lubricating qualities, should be usedso as to stay with the
rope as long as possible without dripping, wiping,
peeling, or flaking. The lubricant should be thin
enough to penetrate to the core so as to be absorbed
by the hemp.
(1) Commercial lubricants may be obtained. The
best is a semiplastic compound applied hot in a
thinned conditlon. It will penetrate while hot and
thell cool to a,plastic f,ller, excluding the entrance of
water. To lubricate properly with a heated lubricant, the wire should be run slowly through a heated
tank of the substance. Where this is not possible,
application of a thinner unheated lubricant wiU give
better results.
(2) It must be rememberedthat wire rope is not
necessarily Iubricated when the outside appears
greasy. Therefore care must be taken to insure the
penetration of the lublicant into the interstices of
the rope.
(3) Some vesselsuse a medium graphite grease
mixed with flake graphite. The exact proportion
must be determined for the particular need involved.
This makes a good waterproof coating to resisi ihe
couosion of salt water.
(4) Raw linseed oil or old crankcase oil can be
used. The linseed oil will dry and be less greasy to
handle.
B. Sorne cofintuoncaus$ ol wire rope lailure are:
(1) Rope ot lncorlect size,construction, or grade.
(2) Rope allowed to drag oYer obstacles.
(3) Rope not properly lubricated.
(4) Rope op€rated over sheaYesand drums of
inadequat€ size.
(5) Rope overriding or crosswinding on drums.
(6) Rope operating over sh€avesand drums out
of alignment,
(?) Rope operating over sheavesand drums with
improperly fltted groovesor broken nanges.
(8) Rope permiited to jump sheaves.
(9) Rope subject€dto moi,stureor &cid lumes.
(10) Rope with improperly attached fittings.
(11) Rope permitted to untwkt.
(12) F,ope subjected to excessiveheat.
(13) Rope desiroyed by internal wear caused by
grit penetratlng betwee4the stlands and the wlres.
(14) Rope subject€d to severeoverlo&ddue to inefacient operatlon,
(15) Rope kinked.
C. Siae ol sheave gtoooe.---Grooves in sheaves
should always be larger than the actual diameter of
the wire. The actual diameter of wire rope may be
slightly greaier ihan its theoretical diameter. It
should be rememberedthat a sheayegroovebecomes
slnaller, noL larger, through use. Ilowever, if the
sheavegrooye is too large, the rope i,s noi properly
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supported and tends to flatte[ under tension. lf
the groove is too small, the rope is pinched and an
undue amount of rope abrasion against the sheave
flange takes place. For a rope of B/s- to 3/t-lnch
diameter, the groove clearance should be 16r inch.
For rope ol 7s-inch diameter and larger, the groove
clearanceshould be :ll inch.
D. Unreeling or uncoiliTrg.-Iffire rope has a tendency to kink when unreeling or uncoiling, especially
after it has been in service for a long time, When
runnlng wire ofi a reel, ttre reel should be mounted
on large woodett blocks or on a special frame with
a pipe or bar lor an axle, and the wire slowly run
off straight forward. If the wire rope is tieing run
of of one reel on to another, it should always be run
flom the top of one reel to the top of the oiher, or
boitom to bottom. It should never be run irom the
top of one to the bottom of the other as the reverse
bend wiu injure the rope. Wire rope which is in a,
coil should be stood on the edgeof the coil and rolled
like a wheel. Never lay the coil flat and attempt
to puU the rope out as in a coil of manila. When
hand coiling wire rope into a coil on the floor or
bench, coil it in the direction that will take the twist
out of the rope. Right-lay rope will coil in a clock]visedirectlbn.
E. Retnouing kinks,-Ii
a wire rope becomes
kinked, the kink should not be pulled out by putting
a tension on each part. This will permanenuy
damage the rope. As soon as the loop-always the
beginning of a kink-is noticed, it should be taken
in hand at once. Prevent all tension on ihe rope.
Then uncrossthe ends by pushing them apari. This
reverses the process that formed the ldnk. Now,
iurn the rope oyer and place the bent portion on your
knee or some flrm object and push downwald until
the kink straighteDsout somewhat. Ttren pound it
smooth with a wooden mallet.
F. Measure ol u€or.-When the outside wires are
worn to one-half their oriCinal diameter, or numer-

lIovRE 2?-62.-The corlect wa,yto take out a kink in
wtre rope (four steps).

FtcuRE27-63.-The right a')d rorozg way to unaoil
wire rope.
ous broken wires show, the wlre rope should be
discarded.
G, Aooid sudd.enstrains.-Avoid sudden strains
when using wire rope. A sudden strain may be sulficient to part the rope. Ive?reltest boon rigging
b! ierking a load,
H. Inspectiort.-lnspect all wire rope at regular
intervals and renew the protective coating of lubricant regularly.
L Seizewirebelore cutting.-Always s.pplystrong
selzingson both sides when cuttinc wire rope. Although preformed rope is not supposedto require
seizinC,it is just as well to do so, as it wilt prevent
flattening or distortion of the rope when cutfing.
On large rope, apply triple seizings. Improper seizings permit strands to becomeloose and unbalance
a rope, throwing all the load on a few strands.
J. Spoolingon a,atra"r.-When s'lre rope is spooled
on a smooth drum, it tends to roll in the opposite
direction from the lay. For example, a right-lay
rope rolls to the left. Ttrerefore a rkht-lay rope
spooling over the top of a drum should be started
from left to right. Converselyfor a left-day rope.
This keeps the co s nrmv together and gives ttle
proper support for each succeedlnglayer of rope.
K. Change cross-oDerpoints period,icall!.--4ertain sectionsof wire rope get more wear than others.
Rope on a, drum with two o! more layers will wear
at the point where the rope starts each successite
layer, and also at points where the upper layer
crossesthe lower. Therelore it is cood practice to
move the rope at regular intervals ln order to distribut€ wear. This can be done by cutting a lew
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feet from the end of the rope from the drum end
and refastening. This cut should be of such lencth
as to moye the change of layer at least one full coil
from its oricinal position and enough to move the
crossover points approximately one-quart€r turn
around the drum. It has been found that hoisting
wire rope often wears out on the drums ahrost as
fast as when runninc through the blocks. Thus end
for ending the tackles is a poor risk if new wire is
available.
27-2-4O-W

ite Rope Splices-

A. Several of the difierent methods of making an
eye splise in wire rope are describedbelow. Choice
of method rests largely on ihe preferenceof ttre individual, rye spliceswith or without a,thimble are
the most commonly used iorm of makirg a permanent loop or eye ln a length of wire rope, and develop
a higher percentageof strength than wire rope clips.
A shori splice for loining the ends of two ropes is
made in e similar manner to that made ln fiber rope
except that the sirands are tucked over one and
under two instead of under oDe. Ilowever, it is
seldom used. A lone splice may be made in wire
rope similar to that made in fiber rope, although,
when a boom tackle is in such condition as to !equire splicing, in the intelest of safety it should be
renewed entirely,
B. Fbllowine i6 a list ol tools used in splicing wire
rope:
Side-cutter pliers.
carew cutters.
Sailmakers pricker.
Marlinespike.
Mallets (wooden and serving).
Knife.
Ball-peen hammer.
Cold chisel.
Rope (hemp) strap and bar.
Riggers screw or vise.

::-.--_a.BALL-PEEI{
COLOCHISELCAREWCTJTTERS
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C. Seizing wire rope.-The ends of wire rope must
always be seized, otherwise, excepi in the case of
preformed rope, the wire will unlay violently. To
make a seizing on wire rope, wind annealed iron
seizingwire onto the rope by hand, keeping the coils
tight, and considerabletension on the wire (flg. 2?65 (1) ). Twist the ends of the wire together counterclockwise,so that the twisted portion of the wires
is near ttte middle of the seizing (2). Tighten the
twist just enough to take up the slack (3). Do not
try to tichten the seizinc by twisting; tighten the
seizingby prying the twist away from the exis of the
rope (4). Tighten the twist (5) acain as in (3).
Repeat (4) and (5) as often as necessaryto make the
seizing tight; then cut ofi the ends of the wiles and
pound the trvist closeagainst the rope (6) .

, , -' . -l

FToERE2?-65.-Applying wire rope seizing. (Il€prilted by permissionof American Steel and Wire
co.)

D. When cutting uif e rope, cate must be ta,kento
prevent spreading of the strands, especially il the
rope is to be attached to flttings with small opeuings.
After seizingsare placed on each side of the spot to
be cut, the wire can be cut in any of the following
SIOECUTTERS KNIFE
SERV;NG
MALLET ways:
(1) Slodgehammer and a special wire rope cutt€r
made for that purpose (for any size rope smaller
than 1Y2inches).
(2) A sledge hammer and a long tapered chisel
(commonly used on wile rope three-foulths inch and
larger). The chisel point must be wider than the
wooDEr{ STEELTAPE MAIILINESPIKE rope being cut, &nd must have a keen edge.
(3) Bolt clippers (can be usedon rope five-eichths
MALLET
inch and smaller) .
(4) A hacksaw (not very useful on wire rope made
FrcnxE 2?-64.-Wire-splicing tools.
of small wires).
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(5) Holding the rope over e sharp steel corner and
striking with a sledgehammer., This method ls not
recommended for wire rope larger than 72 lnch as it
will spread the strands.
(6) Wire rope may also be cut with an oxyaaetylene torch.
E, The "Lock-Tuck" utre rope e/e sprice consists
of flye complete tucks for each lndividual strand.
Numerous iests have proved th&t this sptice, when
properly made, retains more than g0 percent of the
rope's criginal strength. It is a strong, safe, sturdy
spllce and can be used without danger of the splice
puuinc out. It is also the most rapld of current
methods of splicing.. Becauseot its simpucity, tlle
"Lock-Tuck" wire rope eye splice can be taucht to
untrained personnel more rapidly than other types
of splices.
(1) Ttre spllce is made in a, horlzontsl posltion;
however,lt can easily be made in a vertical position.
Ttre spllce ls made wlth the short or runnlng end oI
the rope lying on top of the standing port, This ls
made posslbleby the support civen to the thlmble
and wire rope by two wooden blocks e,ttached to ihe
jaws of the vise ln the absenceof a rigger's screw
or vise, The thimble is first secured to the \r'lre
rope by means of rope yarns, using a vise to lnsure
a tight bight of ttte wire rope around the thimble,
In the "lock-Tuck" spliae the core is not cut after
unlaylng the !ope. Aft€r all strands are tucked.
the core is buried and rolted back to the end ot the
splice and then cut, Thls insures a double cushion
for the splice, since the amount of wlre in the splice
has been doubled. Following the iucking of the core,
the ends of the strands are cut close to the spllce
aDd serving is applied. With the short or running
end of the wire rope lylng on top of the standlng
parl,, each lndiyidual strand is in the best posslble
position tor immediate tucking. The ..Lock-Tuck"
splice is made wtth the spllcer to the left of the
sta-ndlng part ot the wire rope. When splicing
rrgnr-lay rope,tt is more efrcient to roll the marline_
splke back and forward tvith the rtght hand, thus
placing the splicer closer to his work and iimultaneously developlngspeed.
To begin the splice, strand I is tucked once and
then working lett to right, strands 2, g, 4, 5, and 6
are tucked once. Becinnine wiih strand 6, the .,lay,,
of each indivldual strand is taken out: thai ls. untwisting the _stranduntil it opens up. This openlng
or rne stra_ndguaratrtees& $trong, ught tuck, a flrm
weu-roundedsplice,and spreadsthe stressand strain
on all wires ln the strands. l\rhen strand 6 is tucked
flve tlmes, the spllcer tucks strand 5 fou.
ii-"",
strand 4 four more times, and so on unttl -or"
strand 1 ii
completely tucked,
(2) Procedure for ..Lock-Tuck,, Wire Rope
Eye
Splice(o) To begin the splice, the seizlng is removed
from the running end of the wire rope, eU six strands
are unlayed back to the seizing neer the ihroat of the
thlmble, and divlded as shown in flgure 2?-66, step
1, with the core ln the center and ihree stra,nds to
the lefi and the three remaining strands to the right

steprl a

t.
ll
l\

Step Z.
FrcuiE 2?-66.-St€ps 1 end 2-Lock-Tuck eyespllce.
of the core. The strands are numbered as follows:
BeginniDgat the lower left-l, 2, B,4, 5, and 6.
(b) Strand 1 is first tucked under the t$,o top
strands of the standinc part The marlinespike 16
inserted left to right and rolled back until the point
of the spike is toward the body (one-half a full iurn).
ttte strand i,s then tucked from the heel of the spike
to the point. The strand is pulled taut and then
rolled forward toward the eye wlth the spike until
it occupies the position as shown in ffgure 2?-6?.
st€p 3.
(c) Strand 2 is tucked in the same opening es
strand 1, picking up one more strand. Ttrls strand
ls also tucked from the heel of the 6pike to the point.
The strand is then pulled taut and rolled forwerd
toward the e.yeas illustrated in igure 2?-6?, step 4.
(d) gtrand 3 is tucked in the same oper ng as
.stra,nds 1 and 2, picking up the two str&nds to the
left of the core-the two closest to the body. The
splke ls lnserted with the point toward the deck.
rolled back, and the strand tucked again from the
heel of the spike to the point. The strand is pulled
taut and rolled toward the eye and occupies the
position shown in figure 2?-68,step 5.

I
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Step3.
Step 5.
Atep 4,
Step 6.
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6 54
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FrcuRE2?-6?.-Steps 3 &nd 4-Lock-Tuck eye spllce

(e) The core is tucked in the seme opening as
strand 2. The spike is inserted above the core in
the standing part, dividinc the six strands, rolled
back untll an opening large enough for the core is
made to the lelt of the spike, and the core is tucked
into the opening, The spike is rolled forward again$t
the core, tucking it into posltion as shown in figure
2?-68,step 6.
(./) In order to tuck stra,nd 4, the spike is inseried from the deck up, picking up the first strand
to the left of the openlng made by the strands 1, 2,
and 3. The spike is rolled back one full tuln until
the heel of the splke is toward the body, and the
strand is tucked wtth ttle lay from the point to the
heel of the spike. Ffom here on, all str&nds are
tucked from the point to the heel of ihe spike. The
strand and spike are lolled forward toward the eye
as illustrated in ngure 2?-69,step ?.
(g) To tuck slrand 5, insert splke from lelt to
right, plcking up the next strand to the rtght of the
last tusk. The spike is rolled back and the strand
tucked from ihe point ol the spike to the heel. Ttle
spike and strand ale rolled torwo,rd to the posltion
occupiedin flgure 2?-69,step 8.

FrcnRE2?-68.-Steps 5 and 6-Lock-Tuck eye splice.

(h) Sirand 6 is tucked by inserting ihe spike left
to right, picking up the next strand to the right of
with the strand
ttle last tuck. Important-beginnirg
6, all tucks are made after the lay has been taken
out of the individual strand. , The spike ls rolled
back, and the strand tucked from the point of the
rpike to the heel as shown in ngu4e 2?-70, step 9.
The splke ls not wlthdrarrn from the wire rope until
strand 6 is tucked four more times.
(i) After strand 6 is tucked once, the spike is
rolled back again, and ihe strand tucked four more
times as shown in ngure 2?-?0, step 9. This completes all the tucking required for str&nd 6.
(i) After strand 6 is tucked nve fimes, starting
with strand 5 and working back to l, all strands are
tucked fou! more times. The core is then buried
and cut at the end of the splice. The completed
"Lock-Tuck" wire rope eye splice is shown in ngure
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F. To make a, "Liverpool" eye spllce, proceed as
lollows:
(1) Measure ofr.2lo 4 feet from the end of the
rope and seize the vire to prevent unlaying. Unlay
the strands back to the selzing, cut out the heart
close io the selzed end, and whip or fuse wlth an
acetylene torch the end ol each of the unlsyed
strands.

Step7.
FrcurE 2?-?1.-Liverpool eye splice, (Reprlnted
from Merchant Marine O!f,cer'BEandbook by permission of Cornell Marltime Press.)

Step 8.
ltcunE 2?-69.-Step.s ? and 8-Lock-Tuck

eye splice.

FrcuRE2?-?o.-Step 9 and completedLock-T\rck eye
spllce.

(2) Bend the wire around a thimble, or iI no
thimble is used, bend to the correat size eye, and
seize the two parts together with marllne. If no
rigger's vise ls available, pass marlirite seizings around
the head and slde6 of the thtmble to hold the wl'"
snuc in the thimble.
(3) Stretch the wire about waist high between
two permanent objects, or alamp the eye in a vise
and secure the standing part (some riggers prefer
to work with the eye and vise in e yertical positlon,
stopping ofr the standing part to the overhead), and
ease some of the twist out of the 'rire by turning
the eye several tlmes before inserting it in the viEe.
Taking some of ihe iwist out of the standing part
is important ln any splice, as it makes the insertion
of the marline spike into the strands muah easier,
and lessensthe danger of crimplng the nire, as when
forcins ihe spike perpendicularly into the rope.
The spike should always be inserted at a sherp angle
to the rope. When spltcing horizontally, the twist
is easedby using a hemp stopper and a bar.
(4) Assume that the splice is to be made horizontally; with the strand,s lyinc about parallel to
the part of ihe wire rope through which they are to
be tucked, and the eye in a vertical position, 6tand
with the eye on your left side and face in the direction in which the tucks are to be made, Divide the
tucking strands so that three are on each side of the
standing pa,rt.
(5) Open the standinc part ihrough the cent€r
with a marline spike and tuck the top strand over
the rtght side through the opening. This step i,s
shown in flgure 27'?1, when tucking strarrd 1 passes
under strands C, B, and A of the standlng part.
(6) The next strand on the rlcht is tucked through
the same opening but comes out under two strends
on the richt. This step is shown in flgure 2?-?1
where tucking strand 2 passesunder the strends C
and B ol the standing part and comes out between
strands B and A.
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(?) The last strand on the right also is tucked
through the same opening but comesout under one
stland. This step is sho$m in figure 2?-?l where
tucking stland 3 passesunde! strand C of the standing part a,ndcomesout betweenstlands c and B.
(8) The top tucking strand on the left side is now
passedcver and around the top strand on the left
side of the standing part. This step i5 shown in
over and
ngure 2?-?1 where tucking strand 4 pa,sses
around strand D of the standing pa!t.
(9) The next tucking strand is passedover and
around the next strand of the standing part. This
i,s shown in ngure 2?-?1 where tucking strand 5 is
passedover and around strand,E of the standing
part.
(10) The last tucklng strand is passedover and
around the last strand of the standing part. This
is shown in flgure 2?-?1 where strand 6 passesover
and around strand F.
(11) This completes the first tuck of all six
strands. The marline spike should be used to lorce
or clinch each tuck up close to the thimble. When
working vertically, it is sometimeseasier,aft€r working the spike through the proper strands, to run the
spike up alound the standing part a turn or two,
following with the strand to be tucked (be sure the
tucking strand makes the exact humber of turns as
the spike,in order to ma,intainits prope! relaiionship
to the strands of the standing pert) ; then push the
strand through the opening under the spike. A
strand should al'waysbe pushed through the opening on the side ol the spike nearest the thimble so
that lhe leverageexerted by the spike wiu be forcing
the strand tichter iltto the splice. It will be found
in larger sizes of wire that it is easier to push the
tucking strand through ihe rope if the opening has
been run back a turn or two wlth the spike, and lt
doesnot make such a sharp crlmp in the wlre when
pulling and clinching it tight. Now lun the spike
and the strand under it a,roundback into the splice.
Caution.: A qrarll\esplke should never be inserted
perpendicularly lnto a wire rope. To do so may distort the strands. Always hold it at a sharp angle to
the rope and work it cautiously betweenthe strands,
being careful not to nick the individual wires. A
sailmaker's pricker is often used to make a small
opening for the spike.
(12) The secondtuck for each strand is made by
passtng the tuckinC part around and under the
strands of the standing part foUowing the lay of the
wire. This secondtuck is shown in flgure 27-?1 by
the small arrow marked "secondtuck."
(13) To finish the splice, take one or two more
tucks with each strand in the same manner; pound
the splice into shape with a woodenmallet, and cut
ofr the endsof the tucking strands closeto the spllse,
Cut the marline seizings around the thimble and
servethe splice with selzingwire to protect the hands
of personnel uslng the rope. Permanent splices,
such as in standing rigging, are often palnted with
red lead, wormed, parcelled, and double-servedin
the way of the thimble.
G. The "M'UU Eogan" eue sprice was originated
by the logging industry and can be easity made with
a mininum of tools in a few minutes. It will develop
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an eficiency of from 75 to 85 percent. It is more
easily made with preformed wire rope but can also
be made with regular wire rope. Using preformed
wire rope, the splice is formed by unlaying the rope
to form two sirands or sections,each containing onehalf the original strands, for a distance of a little
more than twice the lencth of the loop or eyedesired.
The loop is formed by tying the two seciionstogether
in an overhand knot and then continuing lhe twisting (as laying ln a grommet) until the loop is completed. when using unpreformed wire, in order to
obtain the original Iay of the rope, it is necessaryto
"roll" the strand into position with a marline spike.
To make the Molly llogan splice,proseedas follows:
(1) Unlay the wire rope in two sections 3 to 4
inches longer than the circumference of the eye
desired, cutting out the core. (Seeflg. 2?-?2 (A).)
If desired.the core may be left !n one section of wire.
Make a simple overhand knot, Ietting the strands fall
together when you have the desired size eye (fie.21?2 (B ) ).

FrcuRE 2?-?2.-Steps A and B-MoUy
splice.

llogan eye
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FrcvRE2?-73.._StepsC, D, E, F, and c-Molly

Hogan eye splice.
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(2) Bend the seciions through the eye, Ietting
them sprlng lnto place (fle, 27-73 (C) ). Continue
bending around again until the eye is complete (as
tn making a grommet) |fre.21-13 (D)), Secure
the two ends togeiher with a couple ol twists and
seizeto the standlng part. (see fig. 27-73 (E) and
(F).) Ftlcure 27-73 (G> shows the splice when
made with nonpreformed wire.
E, Otker splices,-There are several other good
methods of eye splicing, namely the "Gun Factory"
and the "We6t Coast Logging" spliaes,etc. Short
&nd long spllcesare not describedherein since their
use on board a t€nder will be slight. Good descriptlons of thesespliceswlll be found in a,standard text
on seam&nshlp.
27-2-65

Wire Rope Sockets-

A. Poureatzinc wire rope sochetsare used on the
topplng lift of the older type tenders and on the
ends of standing rigcing. A properly poured socket
deyelops 100 percent ol the strength of tbe rope.
Poured sockets are available in closed or open end
types. To attach a poured zinc type socket, proceed &s follows (seeng. 2?-?4):
(1) Place an addltional long seizing on the rope
end to be socketed at a distance equal to the length
of the basket of ttre socket from the end of the rope.
It is imporient that this seizingbe carefuuy applied,
and of sufnclent length to prevent any uutwistiug
of the strends which would result in unequal tenslon on the strands when the socket is attached.
(2) Place the rope end upright in a bench vise.
R?move any seizing above ihe one referred io under
(1) above. Cut the hemp core at the seizing.
(3) Untwtst the strands and broom out the wires.
The wires should be separatedbut not straighiened.
(4) The wires, for the distance that they are to
be inserted ln the socket,should be carefully cleaned
rvith ga,soline,naphtha, or benzlne, and dtpped into a
bath of commercial muriatic acid lor aboui 30 seconds to 1 mlnut€, or unill the acid has thoroughly
cleatred each wire. Care must be taken that no
acid touches any part ol the rope under the seizing.
The acld should be neutralized by nexi dipping the
wires lnto bollinc water to whlch has been added a
small amount ol soda.
(5) Place a temporary seizing on ttre wires at ttte
end and force the socket down over the rope end
until it reaches the selzing on the rope. Remove
the temporary selzingon the end and allcw tlle wlres
to expand within the socket basket. The ends of
the wires should be level with the upper end of ttre
socketbasket. Care should be taken to seethat the
axis of the socket is in line with the axis of the rope.
(6) Seal the base of the socke$with putiy, nre
clay, or similar substance. geat the socket so thst
the zinc when poured will cool more slowly.
(7) !'ill the socket basket wlth molten zinc. Ttre
zlnc must not be too hot or it will anneal the wlres,
partlcularly on small ropes or topes consisting of
small wires. lbom 800' io 8?5' F. is the correct
temperature. If a pyrometer is not available, the
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following lessaccurate test is sometimesused; place
a stick of pine wood into the zinc. If it chars but
doesnot ignite, then the zinc is ready to pour. If the
zinc is too hot. it has a red color and the stick wiU
ignite.
(8) The socket should be allowed to cool slowly.
The seizing can then be removed.
(9) Never use babbit, lead, or other antifriction
metal.
B. Feige sockets.-Tenders of the 180-foot class
are equipped with patented feige-type wire rope
sockeLsfor 3/a-and 7s-inch wire rope. Thesesockets
when properly fitted wiU develop 100percent of the
strength of ihe rope. Feige-type sockels are available in open-, eye-,and stud-end sockets.Feige-type
socketsare smaller in size tlxan poured zinc sockets
becaus€the large basket for the hot metal in the otd
socket has been eliminated. There is no zinc to
heat. Only a carefully designed plug i,s inserted.
Care must be taken to insure that only 3" fluted
plugs and 3" sleevesare used, since the 3" angle of
bore taper has been found to provide the marimum
holdlng sbengih, Six degree plugs and sleeyes
were originally furnished in some instances, but
they should be replaced. Identification may be
made from plan ?6TE1?01-52for 3" plugs. In all
caseswhere a socket is opened,the plug should be
thrown away and a new plug used for reassembly.
The plugs are made of bronze and distort from use.
(1) When attaching feige-type fitilngs to prelormed wire rope, no seizings are required. Ttre
proper distance should be marked on the rope tvith
chalk or pencil. Use a six-nubd plug with six
strand wire 7s inch diameter or larger.
(2) Apply one seizing on regular wire rope beyond the two that are on the end, at a distance from
the end of the fuu lenglh of the sleeve, plus the
length of thread on the sleeve,plus one-half of the
hexagon for six-strand rope, or plus the whole of
the hexagon for eight-strand roDe.
(3) Adjustsecond seizingfar enoughfrom the end
ol the rope so that the hemp center can be cut out
the distanceequal to the length of twice the ihreaded
section ot the sleeye.
(4) Remove the seizlng nearest the end. When
uslng the six-fluted plug, separate the strands, cut
out the hemp core down to the second seizing (do
not cui out wire center, if any).
(5) Drive the second seizing up toward the end
of the rope with a hammer and pliers so as to bring
the strands together.
(6) Slip the sleeveover the end of the lope and
screw the socket end of the fliting on the sleevea
couple of turns, drlving the assemblydown the rope
until ihe strands extend beyond the sleeve, the
length of the threaded section plus one-half of the
hexagon for six-stranded rope, then remoye the
socket part of the nttinc.
(7) Insert the pluc betweenthe strands. Seethat
the strands fit into the groovesof the plug. 'lap the
plug down gently with hammer and punch aDd while
doing this, with one hand grip the strand ends, rotating them slightly in ihe dtreciion opposlte to ihe
direction of lay of the rope, thus permitting the
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FrcuRE 2?-74.-Pouring

a zinc wire rope socket.

(Reprinted by permission of American Steel and Wire Co.)
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FIcnRE2?-?5.-Feige wire rope socket.
strand ends to adjust themselvesin the grooves of
the center plug.
(8) Grip the hexagonal section ol ihe sleeYein
a vise o! wrench and drive the plug down firmly
['ith hammer and punch, making sure that it goes
down as far as possible.
(9) Place the socket over the end of the rope and
screw down firmly. (Do not screw together by
rotating the sleeve.)
( 10) When tightened as much as possible,if p!operly installed. there will be one or two threads
yisible on the sleeve. Ilemove all seizidgs.
(11) Inspect installation by noting if the wires
are fully visible in the inspection hole. If properly
installed, the wires will be visible, grouped at an
angle to the axls of the rope and the fitting.

(Reprinted by permissionof Electroline Co.)
B. Type of uire rope to use.-A 6 x 19 improved
plow steel wire rope is consideredto be the best lor
slings. The 6 x 19 construction has great resist&nce
to abrasion,yet has sumcient flexibility for sling use,
particularly for ropes up to 1 inch in diameter.
Rope with a steel cenier is better when crushing
conditions exist, as in sling use.
C. Salety lactor.*A general sa,fetyfactor of 5 is
chosenlor avelageuse,and when sling deterioration
cccurs, such that the loss of strength is equal to
reducing the safety factor t4 4 (in the case of the
above average), the sling should be discarded.
D. Spesiflc sizes and lengths of slings for use in
handling buoys will be discussedin other sections.
27-3

27-2-7Q
Wire Rope SlingsUse
A.
ol srings.-The most general use of wire
Iope slings on board tenders and 4t depots is for
hoistine bundles of chain, small buoys,vehicles,and
boats,etc. Sometendersusea braided wire pendant,
fitted wlth a thimble at one end and a hook at the
other, for handling small lighted and unlighted
buoys.
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BUOY HANDTING GEAR
Qenglql-

A. This sectionlists and describestools, apparatus,
spare parts, and equipment necessaryto carry out
the functions of servicing aids to navigation. Although describedprimarily from the point of view of
tenders,certain of the tools and equipment are used
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by shore unlLs such as depots and Ucht &ttendant
stations. Depots also use certain specialtzed equipment which wlll be m.entioned under sectlotr 2?-4,
27-3-5

Deck Tools ond Equipment-

A. Fbllon'inc &re llsted general tools used on board
t€nders ln connection with alds to ravigation EalntenBnce. Quantities are determined by operational
requirem€nta. Tenders may have some o! all ol the
equipment llsted, a,spertinent.
(L, GcnEral tools:
Anvit, bla,cksmiths,100pounds (approximately) .
Axes, double blt.
Axes,slngle bit.
Bars, crow, stock, lyz-inch diameter, 60-inch
lengttr.
Blow torch, alcohol, small.
Brace and bit set.
Cerbon cleaning tool for ecetylene burners.
Chisel, blacksmiths, ha,ndled,ly2-inch class A,
cold.
File. half round. 8-inch.
File, m&gDetlc.
Ifacksaws,
Hammers, blacksmith's, straight peen.
Hammers, blacksmith's, cross peen.
H&mmers,claw.
Eatchets.
Ifand saws, cros6 cut and rip.
Hooks, cant (for handling plling) .
Ilooks, chein, %-i!qh dt&meter,32-inch length.
Mauls, shtp, top, handled, 5-pound.
Pliers, sllp Joiat, l0-tnch.
Pliers, long nose.
Pliers, dia,gonal cutting.
PUers,side cutting.
Pry b&rs, bra,ss.
Punch and chlsel set.
Saws,crosscut,large (for trees).
Scrapers, ship bottom type LV, 81-tnch length.
gcrewdrivers, common, assorted slzes.
Sledges,class II, double face, 6-pound.
Sledges,classII, double face, t0-pound.
Sunv&lve, adjustiDg key.
'Ibp€ me&sure and st€el 6quars.
Tweez€rs.
Wrench, stlllsqn. 6-inch.
Wrenches, cla,mping ring and croffoot.
l\trenches, adjustable Jaw, crescent, 4-inch.
8-lnch, l2-inch, and tb-tnch.
Wrenches, socket, 74-lnch, square drlve. complete set witll accessorlesto tys-inch si?€.
Wrenches, box, complete set.
Wrenches, open end, complete set.
Il,ule snd chalk llne.
e, Speclal tools lor seroicing dcetulene awa-

ratus:

Eickey, tub€, bendinc.
Pliers, bumer.
WreDch, ?ee, 8-mm, square socket.
Wrench, double end, 8- &nd 12-mm
lvtench, double end, 13- and ltmm.
sparkitrg).

(no!-

Wrench, double end, 27- and 28-mm. (nonsparking).
Wrench, single end, 28-mm (nonsparklng).
Wrench, slngle end, 33-mm.
Wrench, box, Iti,r-iDch hexagonal.
Igrench, box, 11116-inchhexagonal,
Gages, acetylene, atmosphere pressure witJr 16
inch-14 (Whitworth straight plpe) connectlon,
Reducing connection, 3/a-inch male to %-inch
female (Whitworth).
(3t Other nonsparking tools:
Bars, pinch, 1% incbes, 60 inches long.
Mallet. rubber.
Mauls, copper, 5-pound.
Wedge, flatrge, length I inches, width 1y2 inches,
taper 1 inch to 0 inch,
'Wrench, adjustable crescent,
12 inches.
B. Miscellaneoustools anal equipnent:
Blocks, derrick.
Blower. electric. n'ith hose.
Boat hooks (pike poles), l4-foot leDgth.
Burner seallng compound.
Canyas bag for carrying tools atioard e buoy,
- Chaln slings, assorted (see sec. 2?-3-20).
Chocks, saddles and wedges for ttght€d buoys,
assorted slzes.
Combinatlon cuttitg and welding outnt (oxyacetylene), complete.
Orapnel, 500-pound (approximetely).
OrapDels, sm4ll.
Grea,seguns. Zerk and Alemite.
Ilooks. derrick.
Hydrometer.
Manlla rope, assorted sizes.
Pelican hooks,heaw duty, assortedsiz€s.
Rock salt and sa,nd for decks.
Sling chaiDs, single and double branch, assorted
slzes.
Snatch blocks, l0-, l2-. l4-inch slze.
Special filling syrlnge for lolv-discharge b&tterles.
Si€ncils, 6 lnches high, numerals and s,lphabet,
Siencil,s, 10 inches high, numerals and alphabet
Stenctl,s,L4 lnches hich, numerals and alphabet.
Taps and dies, for F-10, 20, 40 coffrecttons (std.
o/t, Yz, Yax 14 TPI Whitworth).
Turnbuckles, heaw duty.
Usual co[sumable deck supplies; i. e., graphite
grcase, thimbles, wire rope cllps; screw
shackles,welding rod, nails, goggles.
Voltmeter, 0-50 d. c.
Watch tackles (handybiUy), a.ssorted sies.
Welding outit, electric arc.
Wire rope, assorted slzes,
27J-10

Deck lines, Slings, Strops, ond StopPers-

A, A multitude of uses is found for manila (or
sisal) a,nd wire rope stoppers, str&ps and slings;
peucan hooks; and manila hooklines, on board a
teDder. Vess€lsequipped wtth the mechanica,l chain
stopper will flld ttrat it eliminat€s the need for some
of tfie stoppers described trereln.
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B, cross-deck hooklirre.-The most important llne
on the buoy deck is the cross-deckhookline. It is
usually a length of 6-inch manila line with a hook,
slmilar to thai ol the whlp, spliced into the end. It
may be used as a single part or doubled up through
an extra snat4h block. One hookline is used whan
bringinc aboard a medlum-sized buoy such as a
6 x 20, 8 x 26, of a bell buoy. For handling g-foot
buoys, and when recharging buoys alongside, two
hooklines are used. On smaller tenders, hooklines
of smaller diamete! may be used, commensulate
with the size of the buoy to be handled. The crossd,eckhooking should be giaerl the ner! best ol care,
inspected, dqil!, and end-lor-ended, or reneued
uheneDer ind,icated. It should bA long enough to
reach from the windlass or capstan to a snatch
block at the extreme after end of the buoy deck and
back to the buoy port area, with sumcient extra
le4cttt to allow for end-for-ending the hook when
necessary. The hookline is an important factor in
the safety of the crew and the ship, and must never
be underestimatedor disregarded. Only proper size
snatch blocks should be used,and they should be so
hooked into padeyesthat ihe hook ot the block is
always pointed up. Thus when the strain is slaaked
ofi, the block will not fell out ot the eye and come
adrift. Care should be taken not to surge the hookline unnecessarilyon the eypsy head. The d.irection
of placing the turns on the capstan or gups! heqd,
shauld be Irequentl! alterna,ted,,otherwise the line
will unravel and prematurely require renewel. Since
tenders olten do not have padeyes (ring pads)
located so as to provide any desired angle of lead,
many ships stretch a section of l&rge open-link buoy
chain between two padeyes; and then hook the
snatch block lnto any desired link.
C, Stqpping ofr slnkers anat chain.-Mar\ila lot
sisal) lope ls n'idely used for stopping ofr sinkers
oyer the side for tripplng. Usedin sizesof 3y2 inches
to 6 inches, commensurate with the weight of the
sinker, they are made with an eye spliced in one end,
which ls secured io a padeye in the deck. The
other (whipped) end oi the stopper is passedthrough
the bail of the sinker or through a shackle inserted
in the chein, and brought back aboard and secured
to a cleat. The practice of passing the stopper
through one of the links of the chain leads to a
jammed stopper 60 often that lt should not be used.
Slnkers are also stopped ofi by passing a wire strap
through the bail of ttte sinker and securing the ends
by means of a shackleand pelican hook respecfively,
ot by securingthe chain directly in ihe pelican hook.
Mooring chain may be stopped ofi by means of a
heavy manila strap fitted with a shackle in the end
to place lnto the chain. A better method is io passa
wire strap of suitable size through the ehain and
s€cure i{ith a pelicen hook, or secure the chain
directly into the pelisan hook itself. If any severe
strein is expected,the chain should be shackled into
a padeyein the deck.
The mechanical chain stopper described in section 2?-3-40 provides a safe and easy means ol
stoppinc ofi sinkers for tripping, and for stopping
ofi chain securely at any time.
D, Other usesol rLanila rope.-Mar\lla (sls&l) rope
2064300-52-31
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is also used for tripping lines on the hoisting tackle
hooks, head and tail lines passedto a buoy for the
purpose of steadying it, and fo! stopplng ofr bights
of mooring chain on deck. Since line used for the
latter pulpose ls generally expended,only old line
ready for survey is used. There are many other
applications of manila rope on the buoy deck which
will be apparent with experience, such as the
weighted endless sling or strap used for lassoing
unlighted standard buoys (the bight broken by a
length of chain, oI with a section of the bicht
weighted by sevelal shackle pins r .
An important use ol manila rope is in slings used
for hoisting cargo or smaUunlighted buoys,batteries,
aceiylene cylinders, etc. Slings may be of several
types; the slngle with an eye or a hook spliced in
each end (this may be var.iedby seizing a biCht in
the middle for hoisting. thus havlng two legs), or the
endlesssling or strap {this is most commonly used
tor handling cargo). Slings may be of practically
any size line up to 6-inch, depending on the weight
to be lifted. Six-inch line is seldom used except for
hoisting a motor boat, and evenlor this purposewire
slings are preferred, if available.
E. Wire rope is widely used for lashings, straps,
slings and stopperi, varying in sizefrom y2 to 1 inch,
Vehicles, boats, and heavy machinery are lifted
aboard with wlre straps or slings: chain ls often
stoppedofi with wire rope, especiallywhen the chain
itself ]vould be a poor fit in the pelican hook. Specia,l
bralded wire rope pendants or slings, fftted with a
thimble in one end and a hook in the oiher, are often
used in hoistinc small and 'medium size buoys,u'hen
a more flexible arrangemeni for getting them hooked
on than that afrorded by the heavy block and hook
ol the holsting tackle is desired.
F, The use of manila and wire rope for lashings
is describedseparately below.
G. Pelican hook.-A most useful stopper on the
buoy deck is the pelican hook. Vesselsare equipped
with these tripping hooks in several sizesto accommodate all sizesof mooring chaln now in use. Tl.te
chain itself may be directly securedin the hook. or
the eye of a wire strap may be placed in it. Care
must be taken when using a pelican hook that provision is made for a safety pin to prevent prematule
opening of the hook. Also, when striking the sliding link to trip the hook, watch out that when the
hook opens, particularly if there is a heavy strain,
it doesnot strike ihe hammer and send tt flying, It
is better to strike the sliding link on the side than
on the top.
E. Sling chains are an important and necessary
part of buoy handling equipmcnt. They are used
in loading heavy buoys,for holsting mooring chain,
or for any other lift where very heavy weights are
encountered. A completedescription of sling chalns
is glven under section 2?-3-20.
1. Pendant.--Seyeral tenders have lound that an
eight-part braided wire sling or pendant in various
lengths is useful for hoisting buoys,and may even be
used in plcklng up chain. The size of the wire used
in these sUngsmay be up to ii6 inch for large buoys.
A hook is spliced in one end of the sling or pendant
and an eye with thimbte in the other.
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Deck Loshings-

A. The proper seculing of buoys and other deck
calgo is an essential of safe and emcient operation.
To accomplish this, manila (or sisal) rope, wire
!ope, and even chain, is used along with associated
equipment such as shackles and turnbuckles. The
heavy weights involved in the handling of buoys
make it impelative thai the buoy never be pelmitted
to "take chalge" on deck; therefore, the lashings and
their application must be in accordance wibh the
best possible seamanship undel the cilcumstances
See section 2?-5-1 for details of stowing and securing buoys on deck.
B. Manila ropp 'sisal is often substituted ' of sizes
langing fl'om 12 thlead up to 3yz inches cilcumference. is used to lash batteries, acetylene cylindels,
small buoys, chain and sinkers. Lashings of manila
rope larger than 31/2 inches are unwieldy and dimcult to properly pass and tighten, and are seldom
used.
weights such as medium
C. Wire rope.-Heavier
lighted buoys, and lalge unlighted buoys such as
tall-iypes or bell buoys, may be secured with wile
rope stlaps having an eye in each end of a single
palt.
They, in turn, are secured by shackles anq
tulnbuckles.
wire rope of ttz ta th inch diametel'
is used, the size valying according to conditions.
Once again, d larger size of wire lope wiII plove
uuwietdy and dimculi to handle. Many t€nders
prefer io use chain lashings even on smaller buoys.
The size of tulnbuckle to use is determined bv the
job to be done, and should be commensurate with
the size of wire lashing. Turnbuckles should be kept
well greased and so rigged that there are no bending
s[ralns.
]arge buoys are seculed with chain
D. Chain.-f'fe
lashings, usually a spale piece of buoy mooring chain
being used in sizes ranging from % to 1 inch or 1ys
inches in diameter. Heavy tulnbuckles and chain
slings are used in connection with the chain.
E. No set r?rtes.-El,ound, bulky objects such as
buoys can be difficult to secure. and no set rules can
be laid down as to exactly how a lashing shall be
passed, particularly in view of the clowded buoy deck
which is generally the rule, rather than the exception, among tendels. It musi be remembered that
the object must be braced against moveraenL ia eDerU
dilection, not just gripped down to the deck. Following ihe dictates of general good seamanship, experience, and common sense is the best advice that
can be ofiered. Furthel details regalding the secur'ing of particular types of buoys will be given in
section 2?-5-1. Whenever possible, secure the object against a permanent part of the ship such as a
bulwark or bulkhead. Remember that manila lashings are particularly prone to wolk loose, especially
after being wet and drying out in the hot sun. Even
turnbuckles, unless set up with lock nuts, can wolk
loose with the motion of the vessel. Au lashings
must be inspected regularly.
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Sling Choins-

A. Used,Jor hoisting buou n oorings.-Single sling
chains, or nipper chains, are widely used in handling buoy moorings. Links of buoy chain are often
too small to pelmit insertion of the hoisting hook
directly into the chain. Forcing a hook into chain
too small to allow its ploper insertion is dangclous
and hard on the gear'. Short lengths oi especially
treated steel chain fitted with reinforced pearshaped end links are used to glab the cha-n and hold
it securely for hoisting. A chain sling is made fast
by passing ihe length of sling chain around the
mooring chain to be hoisted, passing one end link
thlough the other. and causing the chain to jam
securely down on the mooring chain. The free end
link is then placed on the hook of the hoisting tackle.
Sling chains are also used for hoisting sinkers over
the side preparatoly to stopping them off for tripping. Thts is accomplished by making fast to the
mooling chain a fathom or so above the sinker.
B. Other use.s. Oiher types of commonly used
sling chains consist of a single length with one pearshaped end link and a hook in the other end, or two
legs of chain secured to a large liiting ring, each leg
having a hook in its bitter end. These chain sling
bridles are used for lifting large lighted buoys
aboard at depots, or when recharging alongside when
it is desired to keep the buoy vertical. Sling chains
can be used for a multitude of rigging and heavy
Iifting ploblems aboard ship, and are stronger than
wire stlaps of similar size- In recovering sunken
wire cable, sling chains, rthen properly passed (using
half hitches or a jamming stopper knot), will grab
the wire securely lor hoisting. If, however, the
chain is not properly secured, the wire will slip
through the sling, and once started, will be dimcult
to stop. Always hoist wire carefully, especially when
undel a heavy strain. when using a small size
chain sling, pass several round turns around the
chain being Iifted in ordel to securely bind the chain
sIinC.
C. Mad,e lrom high grad.e steel aIIo!.---Sling chains
should be made of a special high grade alloy steel and
since they are used for extremely heavy loads, it is
important thai the factors and rules of care given in
ihe following paraglaphs be strictly observed. The
data given below pertains specifically to the HercAltoy sling chain manufactured by the columbusMcKinnon Chain Co. However, the general rules
appty to aU equivalent high grade steel alloy chains.
chains are regisD. Period.ic inspection.-Slitg
tered at the factory and are identified by individual
selial numbers stamped on one of the master links,
rings, or hooks. Periodic inspections should be made
and recorded. Fof proper inspection, the chain
should be cleaned so that marks, nicks. wear, and
other defects can be seen. After a link-by-link inspeclion fol damage, the cha,in should be suspended,
and measurements made of the reach (distance from
bearing point to bearing point). Comparison of
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thi,s measurement on subsequent inspections will
indicate if the chain has been stretched or worn.
The link-by-link irspection should be made with
emphasis on detecting the followinc: twist€d or
bent links, nicks or gouges;excessivewear at bearing
polnts of links; streiched links; spread in throat,
openingsof hooks; and distorted or damagedmaster
links, coupling links, or attachments. Under ordinary conditions, wear will be confined to the ends
of the links rvhere adjoining links rub together. U
wear is detect€d,each link should be lifted and crosssection measured. In the case of Herc-Alloy sling
chains, if the wear exceedsthe maximum allowed in
the following table, the chain should be removed
from service.
Size ol
(Inch)
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crushing the chain when lowering loads. Be sure to
consider the angle of lift when using a sling chain
bridle. Consult the table below tor safe loads at
varlous &nglesof spread.
H. Suggested,
sole uorking toad.slor -Herc-Alto!"
sling chains.
Doublebrsncn type us€dat

Sinsle
lype
lird

iz
,t

Mo,alnxuln
alk)ueil bear
at any lrohLt
ol link (tnch)

,6
1

11,250
16,500
a,000
24,750
3E,750

19,500
2E,€00
39,800
49,800
67,100

t5,900
11,250
23,300 16,500
32,5m a,000
r0,700
28,750
5,1,800 38,7aO

7.6t

Ya
%
%

l_

5,1!
116 r
1%l

A stretched chain indicates overloading and can
be avoidedby useoJ proper sizechains. It is possible
and olt€n a fact that only a small portion of a chain
is stretched. l\then considered by over-all length,
the percentage ol stretch may b9 well within an
allowable limit, but the iddividual links may be
dangerouslyelongated. Therefore, a vlsual link-byllnk lnspectlon is the best wa,y of detectinetdangerously stretched links, The least sign of binding
at juncture poink of llnks indicates collap'sein the
side6 of the link due to stretch. Such a condltion
is dangerous,and the chain should be removed irom
service.
E. Repairing.---Sling chains may be returned to
the factory for repa,irs.
F. Crve wfuen not being ?sed.-Much damage is
done to 6ling chains when they are not in use, They
should never be stored in demp, dirty places,or exposed to weather. Chains should be oiled before
prolonged storage and hung in a clean dry place.
They should be cleaned occasionally during servlae
to remove damaging abrasiye grit which ma,y be
ground between the links, causlng undue wear.
"Herc-Alloy" sltng chains are heat-ireat€d and
should never be annealed,
G. Operatiltg rzres.-Twlsts, knots. or kinks in
ch&in cause stresseswhich may result in failure of
the chain evenat somelat€r date when ltandling only
a Ught lo&d. Before lifting, be sure that the chaln
is free from twists and kinks, that the load is properly seetedin the hook (not on the potnt), and that
the chaln is free from nicks or damage resulting from
preyiou6 &buse. Ayoid sudden jerking in lltting or
lowering. Avoid unbalanced loads. Never force
a hook or chain into place by hammering. Avoid

Sale uorking load,sshoun abooe are based,on S0
percent of the prool test. It should,be rertueitbered
that d,eterioration ol the chain b! strain, usage,
ueathering, or b! lapse ol tirtue,uill lessentke load,
that the chain uill salel! uithstand,.
L There is a large variety of chain slings in use at
present, which is being standardized. fl,ecommendations from the field as to the foreCoing are solicited. Followinc ls a llst of sling chalns such as may
normally be used on board a coastal tender haDdling up to the largest size lighted buoy. Smaller
tenders handling smaller buoys will have few, if any,
of the heavier chains, and may have a larger
amount of smaller ones.

Type ol slins

Typicsl use

Recharglnglarge
Itd.buots along-

D PS.

It

er ltd.. buoys

%

Loading flrst chss

)t

l0

Losdi ns l i ght-

16

5
l0

Eandlins I x 32

(speci8l).

I

2

)i

2
2

4
5

E oi sti rs

l arg€

,A

2

5

Eoistins

sm3ller

,t

4
2

3
3

)a

P9srl-inI andsllp
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Spore Buoy ond Minor Light Equipment-

A. Following is a list of spare equipment generally
carried on board tenders. The exact items are dependent on the particular types of apparatus se!v\l) AcetuleneBurners, 1, 3/a,Y2,a\d, 7s cubic feet,
Caps, valve, V-14.
Couplings, F-l90.
Dies for all commonly used acetylene connections.
Flashers; 50, 130 mm single; I. Q. Fl.; cp. Fl.
Lanterns, complete, 150, 200, and 3?5 mm.
Lensesior 150. 200, and 3?5 mm. lanterns.
Pluss, pipe, v-18, V-98, blind and chaln.
Shades,clear for 150-mm. lantern.
shades, red and green for 150, 200, and
3?5-mm. lanterns.
Single Pilots, A. G. A., for y2 cubic loot burne!
and larger.
Single Pilots, A. c. A., for 7s cublc foot burners.
Spare acetylene cylinde'rs,A-300, A-50, A-25,
Stock or die holder.
Storm panesfo! 200 and 3?5 mm. lanierns.
Test plpe with F-10 connections,length 10 feet.
Tubing, spare 8- and 4-mm., coil.
Tubing with F-10 connections,lengths; 0 foot,
16inches,0 foot 30 inches,3 feet, 4 feet I inah,
5 feet 6 inches, 6 feet ? inches, 7 feet, ? feet
6 inches,9 feet.
Valves. shut-ofr. V-270,
Washers,aluminum, F-13, F-23, F-43, F-63,
(2, ElectricAir cell6.
Battery lugs, jumpers.
Battely racks, all types as needed.
DHB 5-1 low discharge batteries.
Edison primary cells.
Flashers, spare 12-16V,6-10V, 3-4V (if used in
area).
t,.nh.hancarc

Lamps, assorted.
Lantelns, 90. 150. and 200 mm. completewith
lampchanger and flasher.
Shades,red and gieen as required for types of
aids serviced.
Shunts, assorted.
Spare batteries.
solder.
Tape, fliction, rubber.
Wire, rubber covered,No. 12.
(3) MiscellaneousSparesAssorted screws and bolts for flashers and
lanterns.
Bell clappels,
Bolts, 3/ainch, swing, ior buoy pockets,complete
wiih nuts.
Buoy yent.
Buoy chain, assortedsizes,
Bridles, assortedsizes.
co, cylinders.
Connection for gaging tanks.
caskets tor A-50 and A-300 cylinder pockets.

Shackle keys, split and ring types.
Paint lor buoys and structures
Lumber for repairing structures.
Ileiector material mounted on iin strips, assorted colors.
Shackles, all sizes, split key and riveted head
types.
Sinkers, assortedsizes.
Swivels,all sizes.
Wedges,wood, l2-inch length for wedging cy1inders in pocket.
Pocket covers,A-50 and A-300 size.
27-3-30

Stowoge of Buoy Hondling Geor-

A. Lamp locker.-All tenders have a lamp locker
in whish spare lighting equipment for buoys and
minor lights is stowed along with servicing tools and
other small gear. It is essentialthat somemeans of
check-ofi be kept on spare lighting apparatus parts
to insule their replacement when next io the home
port, When these parts are needed, the tender is
generally many miles away from the depot, and the
safety of marine traf[c may be imperiled by the lack
of a spare piece of apparatus. There are many
varied pieces of apparatus used in connection with
lighted aids to navigation, and a neat means oi
storvagei6 essential,
B. ,Straps, stoppers, sna,tch blocks, turnbuckles,
sliilg chains, ets. may be stowed in a boatswaiD's
locker, or hung from racks under the forecastledeck.
Chain slings should never be left lying around the
deck to rust when not in use. Hang them up, and
when not to be used for a period, apply somelight oil
to prevent rust. Slings,straps, and siopper lines are
more readily identified for use when needed,if hung
up neatly. Buoy-handling gear is important to the
safety of the crew and should be cared for accordingly,
C, Inspection,-lnspect hammers and ma,ulsfrequently lor loose handles. Make someoneresponsible for keeping a check on the tools to malntain
them in good order and in sufrsient quantity.
D. Shacklestowage.-Some of the older ships kept
a shacklebarrel on dcck filled with oil for the storage
of split-key shacklcs. Although somewhat messy,
the shackleswere always freed up and easy to connect. This can be impor:tant at times, Always keep
a few easy-working shackles about the deck for
stopping ofr, etc.
27-3-35

Oxyocetylene Cufling ond Welding
APPorotu5-

A. Oxyacetylenecutting and welding apparatus is
widely used in connection with the repair and servicing of aids to navigation. At depots,it is used for
cutting links of chain and for cutting out seciionsof
damaged buoy plating. Acetylene iubing fittings
are brazed, and other ac€tylene welding Jobs are
performed. On board tenders, shackles and chain
frequently haye to be cut, shackle plns heated up for
heading over, etc. The apparatus may be neededi!,
an emergencywhen a man has becomeentangled in
the buoy mooring or deck gear.
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!'rcuRE 2?-?6.-Typical stowageof hook-lines, stoppers, and chain slings.
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peratures should not exceed125'F. Cylinders containing gas should be segregatedfrom empty ones.
All cyllnders, full or empty, should be handled carefully, not dropped or dragged over the pavement o!
deck. and should never be used as rollers for other
heavy weights. Unless the cylinders are being conveyed in a welding truck, the regulators should be
detached, and the protection cap screwed in place
while the outfit is being moved. A cylinder found
to be leaking should be moved out-of-doors immediately, and warning signs posted. A leaking cylinder is a potential source of explosion. (If the
leak is through a valve, a regulator may be attached
to temporarily stop the leak.) Cylinder velvesmust
be openedslowly and carefully, otherwise damage to
the regulator may result,
ll) Oxvgen cUlind,ersare charged at high pre6sure. If a fully charged cylinder is damaged by
falling or being hit, it may burst with destructive
folce. Oxygdn combines with oil or. other inflammable rnaterials with explosive violence. For this
reason it is essentialto keep oxygen cylindeB spotlessly free from oil or grease. Do not handle cylinders with greasy or oily hands. Do not store the
cylinders near radiators or other sources ol heat.
Never uithdrau oxggen lrortu q cllindet unless a
rcgulator b used,.

FrcuRE2?-??.-Stowage of spare lanterns in tender's
Iamp locker.
B. frain seDeraloperotors,-The use of oxyacetylene cutting and welding apparatus involves the use
of compressedgases,and can be hazardous unless
properly handled. Several members of the buoy
handling crew should be thoroughly famlliar with
the proper use of this apparatus. In an emergency
there is no tlme to send for an expert, Horvever,
only qualifled persons should be permitted to operate the gear.
g@sshould always be
C. CAlind,ersof cornpressed,
equipped with protection caps except when hooked
up for use. Cylinders stored out ir the open should
be protected from accumulations of ice and snow,
direct rays ot the sun, or corrosion. Cylinder tem-

FrcuRE 2?-?8.-Oxyacetylene

weldlng outfit.

(R€prlDtedby permisBionof Alr B€ductlonSalesCo.)
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(2) Acetylenegasand cElitudersate fully described
in Chapter' 20 of this manual. Do not withdravt
acetylene from a cylinder rapidly, or when lt is in a
horizontal position. Like oxygen, acetylene cylinders should be stored in a cool place. Ii the
cylinder valve becomes covered with ice, do not
attempt to thaw the ice away with an open flame
o! boiling water or steam. TTansfer ttre cylinder
indoors and allow the ice to melt gladually. Do not
renoae acetglenelrom o, culind,eretcept through d
regulator. In the case of acetylene installaiions in
buoys and minor lights, there is a legulato! in the
flasher mechanism which serves the same purpose
as the regulator usedwith cutting and welding apparatus. Be careful not to jam the cylinder valve in
ihe open position. Tools or clothing should not be
placed on top of the cylinder, as they may damage
the safety plugs or prevent the valve from being
quickly closed in an emergency. Never aitempt to
transter acetylene from one cylinder to another.
When a cylinder is exhausied, close the valve and
replace the cap.
(3) Compressedgas cylinders should be carrled
on deck, and not more than one pair stored in the
machlne shop belourdecks,and that only when requlred lor use. Be sure that the valves are closed
when not in use.

llcunE 2?-?9.-ltltelding a plate section in an
unlighted buoy.
D. If$e.-Reinforced rubber hose has been found
most suitable for welding and cutting operaiions.
New hoseis suppliedwith a talc on the lnside surface.
The dust should be blown out with compressedair
betore using the hose, except for the oxygen hose,
which should be blown out with oxygen. F-lexible
metal-covered hose should not be used. Indi!'idual
hosesare supplied for oxygen and acetylene,and to
preyent interchanging, the fittings on the end of the
hose haye oppositethreads. Do not permit the hose
to come in contact with oil or grease,either internally or externally. Do not useany lubricants, white

FrcunE2?-80.-Cuttine improperly wiih an oxyacetyIene torch. Man should be wealing goggles. Cut
will be quicker and cleaner if the torch is steadied
by resting it on top of left hand (for right-handed
persons),
Iead, or pipe thread compound on the fittlngs.
Avoid long lengths of hose. It is better to use several standard lengths jolned with special thread
couplings. Do not leaye the hose where it can be
tripped over or permit lt to becomekinked. Keep it
lree from sparks, hot slag, and hot objects. Do Dot
tape an oxygen and acetylenehose togeiher solidlyuse tape every few feet only.
E, Regulators,fitted with two gages,one to measure the pressure ln the cylinder and the other to
show the pressure being released,are connected to
the valve of each cylinder. Oxygen and acetylene
regulators are Trot interchangeable. The reculator
handle when screwed to the right depressesa diaphragm and permits the gas io flow. See generel
operating instructlons below for further data on
regulators.
To adjust the wolking pressurecorrectly on a regulator, the torch needlevalve must be open and the
gasflowing. The adJustingscrew is then turned untll the desiredpressureis shown on the eage, If the
pressureis adjusted $'ith the valve closed,it will noi
be maintained when the torch is placed in opelation,
but wtll fall below that desired, making further
adjustment necessary. Especially in cutting, where
heayier oxygen novs are involved, it is essentielthat
the cutting oxygen pressure be adjusted with the
cuttine torch high pressureyalve momentarily held
open. Unless this ls done, satislactory results can-.
not be obtained.
F. checking equiplnent /or ,eo&s.-oxygen and
acetylene gas cylinders and pipelines, valves, regulators, hoseand torch connectionsshould be checked
carefully for leaks. Large leaks can be heard.
Acetylene gas is detectableby its odor. $maU leaks
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can be detected with soapsuds. Leaks betweencylinder or pipeline and torch may be detectedby closing the valves. If the high pressure gage recedes,
you will know that your equipment is leaking.
G, Lighting the torch.-To light ihe cutiing o!
welding torch, proceedas iollows i
(1) Open torch acetylene gas valve and immediately ignite the gas by using a friction lighter or
other suitable source of ignition. Do not use
matches for this purpose.
(2) Adjust the acetylene valve for ploper quantlty of gas. If too much gas is used the flame will
blow away from the tip; if too little is used the flame
wlll snap back or backflre.
(3) Open preheat oxygen valve on the torch until
proper flame is obtained. This should be a small
blue cone within the flame. See paragraph (K)
below.
(4) In the case of a cutting torch, open the cutting-oxyge! valve momentarily and readjust the
oxygen preheat valve lf necessary, to obtain the
proper flame. The equlpment is now ready lor use.
E, To shut ofl the torch when finished wiih the
equlpment, proceedas lollows :
(1) Extlnguish the flame by closing the preheat
oxygen and acetylenegas valveson the torch, in the
order mentioned.
(2 ) when welding or cuttiDg work is stoppedfor a
period of more than one-half hour, closethe cylinder
or pipeline valves and open the torch valves to
releasethe pressurein the hose. Releaseboth pressure adjusting sclews on the regulaiors.
(3) When work is completed for the day, make
certain ihat all cylinder valves are closedand all gas
plessules are releasedbetweenthe cylinders and the
torch. It is good practice to disconnect the hose,
iorch and regulators, placing them in storage and
replacing the protection cap on the cylinders. If
the legulators are left attached to the cylinders,
always release the pressure on the diaphragm by
turning the adjusting handle several iurns to the
left. Protect the regulators with a canvascover.
I. Backfiress,nd.fl,astubacts
are causedby improper
handling or conditions of equipment. Improper
handllng includes dirty tips (obstruction or slag
inclusion), IeaRingtips at seat causedby faulty seat
or improper assembly,or internal leakace within the
torch. A backfire, or flashback,trayels from the tip
forward to the cyllnder or pipeline. If it ls confined
to the torch tip, it is usually called a backflre. If
the nre proceedsinto the torch, hose or regulatDrs,it
ls of more serious nature and is usually called a
flashback.
(1) lryhen a backfire occurs,immediat€ly closethe
oxygen and acetylenevalves in ihe order mentioned.
If the iorch tip is hot, cool it in a bucket of tvater.
Make sure thai the tip seat is not scored; replaceihe
tip, tightening tt by meansof & wrench. Relight the
torch in accordancewith previous lnstructions and
proceedwith the work.
(2) If the torch nashed back, shui ofi the oxygen
and acetylene valves as quickly as possible in the
order mentioned. U the flashback is noticed in the
.hose, release both oxygen and acetylene regulator
adjusting screws in older mentioned as soon as
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possible,and closethe oxygen and acetylenecylinder
or pipeline yalves. Ifave all legulators, hose and
torch connectionschecked over and repaired before
attempting to use it again.
J. When using a torch on a buoy, ?teoeruseit inside
a buoy body. when welding or cutting around a
buoy, be sure that it and all adjacenl buoys are gasfree.
K, Ad,iustingfr.a.rtue.-Afterthe torch ls liehted, to
produce the pure acetylene flame, the acetylene
needlevalve should be adjusted until sumcientacetylene emergesto form a gap ot about ys-inch between
the tip and the flame. The oxygen needle yalve is
then openedand adjusted until the name bums with
the proper characteristic.
(1) The twutrsl or balanced to"r€ is achieyed by
mixing 1 part of oxygen to 1 part acetylene. It is
a clearly deflned flame readily obtained with a little
practice, and is composedof two distinct parts to the
flame, known as the inner core and the outer envelope. T?re inner core is a blllliant whiie cone .
lrom ll(- to 3/4-inchlong. The outer enyelope,or
sheath flame, is only faintly luminous, and has a
delicately bluish color, When the flame is on the
carburizing (excessive acetylene) side, whitish
streamers of unburned acetylene are seen leaving
the inner cone and entering the sheath flame. As
the acetylene supply is decreased,these sireamers
decrease in length until thele remains only the
sharply defined inner cone and the sheath flame. Ai
that instant the neutral oxyacetyleneflame has been
found. The final adjustment of a neutral flame is
made by starting with an excessof acetylene and
leducing lt to achieve the desired effect.
t2t The cq,rburizingflame tras a higher ratio ot
acetylene to oxygen than the neutral f,ame. The
oxidizing flame has a higher ratio of oxygen to
acetylene,and is identined by a "harsh" sound, with
the inner cone appearing shorie! and less sharply
defined.
(3\ Setting ol the proper flqme is ot gteat importance to the operator, as without it, no amount of
manipulative skill !r'iU accomplish a satisfactory
job. See figure 21-82 lot a table of type6 of flames
used for weldlng certain substances.
(4) Oxyacetylene welding on board tenders in
connection with aids to nayigation work is generally
confined to brazing acetylene tubing connections
in rvhich a slightly oxidized name is used. See
Chapter 20 for brazing details. Welding of all sorts
is done in depots where buoys are repalred, dents
in buoy bodies heated and taken out, etc. The
greatest use for oxyacetylene apparatus in aids to
navigation work is for cutting chain and heating
shackles. For this purposea neutral fla,mels best.
L. Cutting rnetol involves the selection of the
proper torch cutting ttp to suit the thickness of the
metal, adjustment of the proper name, and manipulative skill of the operator, Thlckness ol the metal
is the primary guide for selecting the ploper tip.
Ilowever if rust, scale, or paint is heavy, a larger
tip is requtred, since these surftces present greater
resist€nceto the preheatine flame. Seef,gure 2?-81
for cutting tip-thickness of metal table. The use
of oversize cutting tips and excessivepressures is
uneconomical.
I
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TA3I.E I
APPNOXIMATEGAS PRESSUNES
FOB WELDING
wlTll WELDINGTORCHESSTYI.ES9803AND 9903
Tip No.

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Mirer

00-l

l-7

| 7

| 7

l-7

l-7

l-7

6 l0

Thiclness ol
Metql (In.)

l/32

l/16

Va

Yt

%

Yz

5/a

Orygen
Pressure (psi.)

I

I

2

3

4

5

6

Acetylene
hessure (psi.)

I

I

2

3

1

5

6

8

I

l0

6-10 6-10

u

t2

lO-12 10-12 10-12

I

llz

2,rp

2up

5

6

I

8

l0

12

5

6

I

8

l0

12

lt

Extlc
HeovY

IAAE tr
IPPNOXIMATE
FORCUTTING
GAS PNESSUNES
wlTll CUTTNGTORCHE!'STyLES9000,3000,1100.9'75-STYLE l{1 TIPS
Thiclness o{
Melql (In.)

Yt

Airco Cuttiag
Tip Size
Oxygen
Pressure (psi.)

lz

1IYz23

lt

0rt2
30

Acetylene
Pressurc (psi,)
Clecuring Drill Size
For Cutting Jet

la

23

30

40

50 s0

10

3333
63

57

55

55 53

F ^ d c o E p ,.l .q o D b u .rj o n o l ' |..|yt.,Fo..no|..u|o' r o|uE.
ptu. tvo qn.l oi. hdlt
t330 cqbic r..r qt 60". r ) ot d..tyl.b.
to tor h tr o mol.culdr

68
67

4

5

5

6

50

s0

60

50

3334

57

5

5
50

46

vcFor tib.rdtinq

t

46

5a2,700 B.i.U,

55

60

56
42

35

ot r.d.

oxtoiztNG

II

j1-Gtoo.f

Torch Flane:

ti
t,
t.0 4 - t.1 4

Orrgon

l(ect

on M€tal

Meldl
clear,

i! cloan ond
flowing
.q!'

l.I5 - 1.70
I
Exc6$ive lodn ng
.rnd lpdrting
ot

u.E5-0.95
Irlelal

boib

ilr.

cnd

0.92-0.98
is

Sinilqr to n€utral
fldme-litlle
or no
puddlinq nece$qry.

FrcuRE27-81.--Tablesof gas pressuresand characteristics of oxyacetylene ]velding names.
(Repdntt(|

by pelmis6lon

of -{ir Realuction Snles Co.)
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N .W E LD IN
Iron and Serni-Steel:Cast iton rod; nu!;
preheating,
Malleablc Iron: Weldable as whitc iron bclorr
malleableizing; white iron rod i prchcating.
Wrought l.on: Norway iron rod or hi8h rtr.nath
too.
IRON AND STEEL-BRAZING
OR B R ON ZE W E LD IN G OF
Cast Iron and Semi-Steel: Bron . rodi fur;
preheating.

rlight

Malleablc Ironr Bronze rod; f,ux; no prchceting,

o
x

Wrought Iron: Can be fabricatcd with brort.
welding,
Cast Steel; Bronze rod; fur.; no pr€b.atint.

Y
A

CARBON STEELS - WELDING r High rtrcrtth
rod.

c

Low C arbon: U p to.l 0% C .
C.
Medium Carbon: Between.l07, and,,25y'o

E
T
Y
L
E
N
E

Hiah Carbon: Between ,25y'oand s5% C.
High strcngth rod.

CAST STEEI-WELDING:
EXCESS ACET YL ENE F L AM E

ALLOY

STEEL-WELDING:

Spccially tclcctcd

rod; flux; p!eheatin( and/or normalizing,
Nickel Steel
Chiome Steel
Other Weldable S.A.E. Steels: such as Chromc
Molybdenum ! Chrome Nickel, Chrornc Vanrdium, etc.

w

STAINLESS STEELS_WELDING
Cr.
Chrome Type: l2-16-18-26qo
Chromc Nickel Type: l8 to 2sqoCr,.7 ro l2y'oNi,

E
L
D
I
N
G

C OP P E R -

W E LD IN G:

B asc mct.l dcoridircd;

high strenSth deoxidized rod; flur.

COPPER_BRAZING OR BRONZE ]{E!DI!q
BRASS-WELDING: Specialrod; flu:.
Sheet Brass: No preheating.
Cast Brass: Lo{t tempelatutc prchGating.

BRONZE-WELDINqj

Hish strcngth rod; fur;

preheating,
ALUMINUM-WELDING
EXCESS OXYGEN
F L AM E

N IGK E L-W E LD IN G:
Cast Nickel
ONEL-WELDING:
P-Pre f er r ed M et hod
"'From OxyacetYleneCommittee
Report, I.A.A., 1933

: Aluminurn rod : Our.

Sh€et Aluminuln: No preheating.
Cast Aluminum: Low temperature prchcating.

N i cLel rod; fur.
Moncl rod: Rut; prch..tina

of castints.
H AR D-FAC ING

R R ON ZE FA C IN G

FrcuRE2?-82.---Oxyacetylenewelding and its applications.
( Re p r ln te d b X permi ssi onof A i r R educttonS nl esC o.)
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M. Cutting proced,ure.-7lj most cases cuis aj.e
started at the edgeof the piece (seefiC. 2H3).
The
torch is held lighUy but steadily, with the lelt hand
supporting it a few inches back oI the head, and
the right hand on the handle, in position to operate
the cutting jet trigger or lever. Hold the torch so
that the ends of the preheating flame cones are
about l.irrinch above the surface of the material.
When a spot of metal at the top edge has been
heated to a cherry red, press the trigger or lever
controlling the cutting oxygenjet, and becin cutting.
(1) 'fhe brch must be held at the proper height
abovethe work, and advanceduniformly and slowly
along the line of cut, making sure that the slag or
oxide flows freely and cleanly through the metal.
U the torch is moved too fasi, the advancing metal
will not have time to pr.eheat properly, and thus
will not flow. The torch must be moved just last
enoughto allow oxidation to take place clear through
the material as the cut progresses. The operator
should look down into the cut as it progresses,and
watch the drag, or amount which the cut curves
backward in a direction opposite to the travel. If
the torch head wavers from side to 6ide, a wider
kerf will be made, the speed will be reduced, and
the oxygen consumption incleased. If the tor.ch
is moved along the line of cut at irregula! speed,
the cutting will be slowed down and the gas consumption increased.
One of the greatestfaults ol oper.atorsis that they
apply the cutting jet of oxygen belore the metal is
properly pleheated. Another fault is not to allow
the pleheating flame to run down oyer the side of
the edgeof metal whele the cut is begun,as well as
to heat the top.
(2) When burning a hole in metal, or starting a
cut away from the edge,more time is consumedin
bringing the spot of metal to the kindling temperature than when starting at the edge. After the spot
is sufnciently heated, the torch is raised one-half
inch aboyethe normal cutting position and re oxygen is turned on slowly, As soon as the metal is
perforated, the torch is again lowered to the normal
height abovethe work and the cut is completed. In
piercing holes, cale must be taken to avoid slaE
plugeing the cutting orifice.
i3) W}ren cutting cast iron, intense preheating is
necessary,thereby requiring larger sutting tips than
usual, The preheating flame should be adjusted to
strong carburizing, the lencth of the streamer beins
equal to the thickness of ihe cut. Hold the torch
farther away from the metal than when cuttins
steel.
N. Pollowing are some general operqting instructions:
(1) Check to seethat the spacebeiween the work
and cylinders is clear, so that the cylinders may be
quickly reached in caseof an emergency,
(2) When welding or suttinc atoft. or in another
inaccessibleplace, station an attendant nearby to
closethe yalyes in an emergency.
(3) Always use the proper size tip and working
pressurefor the work intended. A chart indicatins
thls information is available.
(4) Neuer use acetylene at working pressuresex_
ceeding 15 pounds p. s. i.; to do so is hazqrdous.

FronnE 27-83.-Cutting

torch starting
a cut, altd in
ac!lon.
(Rcpllnted by pe.mlsslon of Atr Reductlon Sdles Co.)

(5) Do not exhausi cylinders completely. Leave
at least 5 poundsp. s. i. pressurein each. Make sure
the cylinder valves are closed tightly. Mark the
Fhbfv.vlih.lar<

(6) Aluaus use goggles when operatlng the torch.
(?) Special fittings are provided for gas equipment. These are different for oxygen and acetylene,
one having a right-hald thread, and the other a lefthand thread. Do not attempt to change re3ulators
or hose fittings, or substitute one for another.
(8) Never use oil or grease as a lubricant for any
part of the equipment. Lubrication is not Decessary-ii cteates a serious hazard.
(9) Cylinder caps should always be kept in place,
except when the cylinder is being used.
(10) Never use a match or flame to flnd a leak.
Use soapsuds.
(11) Do not attempt to remove the regulator trom
its cylinder without ffl'st closing the cylinder valye.
r12r Do not attempt to stop a ldak between the
cylinder and the legulator without flrst closing the
cylinder Yalve.
(13) If the regulator creeps (ptessure rises when
torch valve is closed) in excess of 10 pounds p. s. i.,
lhe regulator is defective and should be repaired.
i14) If the orifices of welding or cutiing tips become obstlucted, clear them by using a driu of the
proper size, or a soft copper or brass wire. When
using a drill, do not twist or rotate-push
it ln and
out. Clean the oriffces from the inner end whenever possible. Avoid the use of sharp hand tools
which would eDlalge or flare the orifices. Enlarged
orifices afiect torch performance.
(15) If leakaCe develops around the torch valve
stems, tighten the packing nuts. If this does not
stop tbe leak, have the valves repacked.
(16) Do not use the torch as a hammer, crowbar.
or wedge.

f.
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(17) Do not hang the torch end hose on regulatols or cyllnder valves.
(18) Excessive pressure caused by opening the
cylinder valve too quickly may damage the pressure
regulator gauges. This is indicated by the pointer
when it will not return to zero. Such gaugesshould
be returned to lhe manufacturer for repairs.
(19) When regulators are to be left out oi service
for several days or long3!, ii is advisable to adjust
the tension on the regulator screw. This relieves
the pressureon the valve seat and lengthens its life.
(20) If the torch gas adjusting valves turn too
easily, thus allowing the fiame to be continually
knocked out of adjustment, oI il gas leaks past the
valve stem, tighten the pa,cking nut or lnstall new
packing in the gland or nut threads.
(21) If the needle valve does not shut off completely, remoye the valve assembly and wlpe seat
and plug with a soft clean rag. Il the leak continues, grind the valve to a new seat, or replace the
worn parts with the new ones ordered from the
original manufacturer of the torch.
(22) When chancing tips or inspecting torch,
never use pliers or a Stillson wrench on the nutuse the proper wrench.
(23) When changing heads, tips, or extension$.
make sure.tbat all seating surfacesare clean. A
loose connection or a piece of dirt on, the tip seat
may cause backnre or dven flashback. When
tightening, use only enough force to make a gastisht nt.
I
iv
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Mechsnicol Choin Stopper-

A. Hoisting buoy mooring chain lvith sling chains,
or with the holstlng hook directly inserted iuto the
links of ttre chain, has been standard practice for
many years. Nevertheless,a hazard exists lor the
personnel who must pass the chain sllng or lnsert
the hook, especially before the buoy ha.s been unshackled,and in rough weather, A hazard similarly
exists during the unshackling period. Ttre mogring
is usually held on one ot the boom tackles, although
many ships pass a chain, or wire stopper,or pelican
hook to s€cure the mooring to the deck while tbe
buoy iS being unshackled,' A sudden surge or roll of
the ship while the stopper is being passed may prove
disastrousand may even pull the buoy over the slde,
ln addition to puttlng an undue strain on the boom
and its tackle. During this period of hooking on to
the mooring for hoisting or stopping ofi purposes,a
man or two must work in an exposed position at the
edgeof the deck betweenihe buoy and the mooring.
T'he unexpectedparting of the hoist or a severeroll
of the ship may crush the man seriously or even
t4ta,lty. M&nila, wire, or chain stoppers haye been
the time-honored means of stopping ofi chain.
However, ln a,ny of these methods, personnel must
exposeihemselvesto what may be a hazard under
certain conditions.
B. Stopptng ofr stnker.-The mechanical chain
stopper has been devisedfor the purposeof providing a strong, positive means of securlng a, moorlng
chaln without the assisianceof personnel on deck.
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In addition, the stopper afiords an easy meins of
stopping ofi a sinker preparatory to dtoppins it.
When a sinker is to be used. agaln, much time is
saved in not having to heave it aboard and later
stop it off over the side in a pelican hook, or ma,nila
or wire stopper, as before. It is left hanging in the
mechanical stopper until ready io be tripped. Sinkers, when sanded ln, may be sa,tely puUed on by the
ship wlthout danger of excessiyestrains on the boom
or deck gear, Tests have shown that chain being
holsted aboard through the stopper will not be lost
over the side in the event the hoist parts.
C. Secutlng choin in stoppeT,-It has been found
tbat the mooring chain of 6-foot lighted buoys and
smaller will lead easily into the jaws of the stopper.
Thus, no personnel need be on deck after the buoy
lras been hooked on until the buoy has been brought
safely aboard and trhe chain securedin the stopper.
Then the men can unshackle the buoy, secure in
the knowledgethat a sudden surge of the ship will
not pull the buoy down onto them. Once the chain
has been unshackled, it may be rapidly hoisted
abod,rd, uslng one purchase only (eener&lly the
single whip of vessels so equipped), the stopper
grabbing the chain as the purchase ls lowered for
another bight.
(1) More dimculty wlll be experiencedin getting
the mooring of the larger 8- and g-foot buoys to
lead fair into the stopper due to the length of the
bridle and size of tfte buoy. Passing a cross-deck
hookline into the chain has been found advanta.
geousin hauling the chain over into the stopper.
(2) The relief of spar buoys is fac iteted by use
of the stopper. A chain sling is passederound the
spar and the end is inserted into the stoppe!. Another chain sling is passed above the f,rst and is
hooked into the hoist. As the spar is reised, the
first sling slides easily along ihe spar untll the holst
is two-blocked, when a slight lowering causes the
sllne to glab and hold ihe spar secur€ly while the
tackle is lowered for a fresh bight.
(3) When the ship is in a precariousposition and
the buoy musi be stopped ofr quickly, with no time
available to hoist the moorins before the ship must
be backed away into clear water, if the chain is secured in the mechanical stopper, the ship mey be
backed at once without fear of parting any gear
or putting an undue strain on the boom.
D. As the mechanical chaln stopper is installed
on more ships, it is expected that many new uses
will be found. The stopper wiu accommodate all
sizes of buoy chain now in use. A tripping latch
permits the entire hinged jaw section to tall outboard when it is desired to trip the chain, such as
when dropping a slnker. A spring is provided to
absorb the shock when tripped, and to return the
jaw section "to battery." Speoiflc measurements
and details of the stopper will not be given here,
inasmuch as the design is undergoing minor modifications from time to time, as service tests and
usuage indicate advisable. Requests for installation of thls device may be submitted to the Omce
of .Engineering,Ileadquarters.
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View looking outboald.

FrcuRE2?-85.-Sinker has just been tripped from
mechanlcal chain stopper.

View looking forward.
FrcunE 2?-84.-Mechanical chaln stopper.
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Cqpsfqns snd Windlosses-

A. Old,er-typeteTrders.-An important and neces!&ry accessoryto the handling of buoys is the deck
capstan or windlass. The olde! large tenders are
equtpped with a vertical capstan located on the
folecastle deck, and driven from the anchor windlass below on the main deck by gears and shafting.
There are two gypsyheedsattached to the windlass
shaft. The windlass may be powered by steam, or
in the case of a diesel or diesel-electric powered
ship, by electric motor, The capstan on deck and
the gypsies on the windlass shaft can be worked
independently of the anchor cable wildcats on the
shaft. SmaUer tenders have electlic motor windlassesequipped with gypsyheadson the horizontal
shaft.

B, Irl.lq,fl.d,
waterwq.ls tenders.-The 1l4-foot Foogrooeclass tender has two capstansmounted on the
main deck fore and aft, with electric motor and
geal case located below the deck. They have a
capacity of 3,000 pounds at a rate ol 30 feet per
mlnute.
Certain tenders used on inland waterways are
equipped with vertical spuds such as are used by
dredges, for holding the floating plant stationary.
The spuds consist of built-up sectionsof steel plate
pointed on the bottom. They may be rapidly raised
and freely dropped in spud wells by an air:drlven
hoist.
C. fhe 180-loot-cla$steniLersare equtpped $'ith
an anchor windlass located on the forecastle deck,
which consistsof two wildcais for the anchor cabtes.
two gypsy heads, and d drum for the deep-se&
anchor cable. The windlass is driven by an electric
motor. It has been found that the locklng nuts
and studs of the wildcat clutches may break ofi if
they are permitted to work loose,and the windlass
turned when they are noi set up tight. There ls a
tendency to forget to retighten them after clutching
the wildcats in or out. There is very little clearance
between these nuts and the found&tion when the
windlass is rotating. Fairlead roller-type chocks
are provlded on the after 'thwartships section of the
forecastle deck to provide a suitable lead for the
cross-deck hookline from the buoy deck. It has
been found that in leading a line to the cypsy head
from a snaich block on deck, care must be taken to
insure that the lead of the line is such thai it bears
againsi the inboard roller of the chock, otherwlse
over-riding lurns will occur on the gypsy drum. For
example, when working a buoy from the port side
ot the ship, the cross-deck hookline, beiuc lead
across to a snatch block located at the starboard
sidp of the deck, should lead, when practicable, to
the port windlass gypsy head.
I

l
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D. TlLe conoerted 189-!oot Qonquitt class tender
A
is equipped with two capstans losated torward.
disadvantace of this alrangement, which is shared
by nearly all the larger vessel layouts, is that an
eitra man must be provided to operate the windlass
or capstan controls. Some of the older, sincedecommissioned, tendets had a remote control valve
wheel located in the deck, which the man tending
the line at the capstan could operate with his foot.
E. The importance of good line hauling gear fo!
handling buoys cannot be over emphasized. The
handling of modelate to lalge lighted buoys in anything other than salm water without the resiraiDt
of cross-deck hooklines to a capstan o! windlass is
poor seamanship, and in rough weather' downrighi dangerous to men and ship.
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Hois t ingM oc hiner Y-

A. Hoisting machinely used on tender-class vessels consists of flve types: steam, electric, comOnly
Dressed air. gasoline motor, and hydraulic
;ne installation of the latter has been made to date
Two-cylinder steam hoisting engines were generally
used on the older coastal-Nype tendeLs, and were
(Jo?trecently installed on the converted 189-foot
aU
180-footon
are
used
hoists
ouit ) class. Electric
;bss dies€l-electric tenders, on t'he Juniper, alrd ot\
The
some of the smalle! inland water tenders
majority of small tenders have complessed airdriven hoisters, and many buoy boats obtain their
hoisting power from a small two-cylindel auxilialy
gasoline engine.
B. Stean Dersuselectric.-Steam hoisting engines
have certain advantages over motor-driven hoistels,
in that a more rapid rate of hoisi and lowering may
be obtained, the rapid lowering feature being
achieved by pelmitting the load to iall freely' controlled only by a mechanical brake. Rapid lowering
is an advantage when handling a large buoy in
lough weather when it is necessary to get the buoy
quickly waterborne so ihat the ship may get clear
before damage is done to the lantern, ets. When
hoisting a buoy in rough weather, once it is hooked
on it is well to holst qulckly so that the buov mav be
swung inboard and landed on deck belore the rolling ship causes the buoy to swing about. A disadvantage of the steam winch is that the presence of
numerous control Ievers (a friction clutch, brake,
and locking-dog lever for each d!um, plus a throttle
lever at each end) makes the operation more complicated than the electric hoist, and the tlaining of
boom operators corlespondingly more difncult. The
operation of the tackles unde! a heavy load is
jerkier. (See par. (H) below.) Earlv designs of th€
€Iectric hoists on the 180-foot tenders hampered
efncient operation because only one drum could be
operated ai a time. This precluded the lowering
oi the reliet or whip while hoisting the main tackle'
as when overhauling mooring chain. This has subsequently been remedied so that two drums may
be operated at the same time The requirement of
lowering under power has not proved quite as serlous
l{owever,
a disadvantage as was first expected
it has been necessaly to accommodate io this procedure. Under celtain conditions of rough weather,
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the ability of the steam hoisi to lower rapldly is
a decided asset, and vessels not so equipped must
govern their plocedures accordingly.
C. Stealn aersus electric hoisting speeds.-A comparison of hoisting speeds between a typical steanidriven hoister and the 180-foot class A tender electric winch gives the following results: With a 15-ton
load at full power, the steam winch hoisted the load
with a ffye-part tackle at the rate of 6? feet per
minute at full powel and 46 leet per minute at
nolmal power, respectively.
The electric winch
raised the same load at the rate of 19 and 13 feet
per minute at full and normal power, respectively.
Other tests made of a class A tendel gave a r0 foot
per minute full power hoisting speed aIld, a 28Y2
foot per minute full loweling speed, using a nve-part
pulchase with a 20-ton load. With the 180-fooi
tenders now rigged lor three part tackles, the rat€d
speed is 2? feet per minute lifttng a 15-ton load at
full speed.
It may app€ar. by comparison of hoisting speeds,
thai electric machinery cannot be made as efncient
as steam. It is a matter of generato! capacity, as
against a\railable steam capacity. The steam hoist
takes its power dlrect from the main boilers of the
vessel, wheleas the electlic hoister is dependent
on the generator capacity which must also furnish
power for all other shipboard use. Although electric
winches could be developed that would equal or
exceed the speed and power of steam, the present
electric hoisters have been designed to giye adequate
speed and powel fol the job to be accomplished,
commensurate with a reasonable cost of operation
and available generator capacity.
D. 180-loot cls,ss tender hoisting machiner!,-Although there were three classes of 180-loot tenders
developed, only two principles of boom (derrick)
arrangements ere involved. Details of the boom
and rigging will be given unde! section 2?-3-55. In
each type of boom, four electric motor-driven hoisting drums are used, although locat€d ln diferent positions for €ach type. The motors lnstalled on the
class A (Coctls) and class B tMessuire) 180-foot
tendels ale operated on dilect cullent and have six
speeds ahead and astern, contlolled by varying the
output through two motor'-generatol sets by tbe
system so that two motols may be
wald-Leonard
opefated at one time. The motors develop 22 holsepower ai 2,200 r. p. m. with a normal line pull of 8,840
pounds at a rate of 90 feet per' minute line speed. The
class C (I/is) tenders ale equipped with alternating
cuttent squirrel-cage induction motors having three
speeds ahead and reverse, namely 600, 1,200, and
3,600 r. p. m. respectively. The motors have "constant torque" char:acteristic on the slow and intelmediate speed points, developing 15 and 30 holsepower
respectively. All rated loads may thelefore be lifted
on the slow and intelmediate speed positions. Ttre
high speed position is designed to permit rapid
Iowering ot a hook load when necessary, or a quick
positioning of the boom, such as when swinging a
buoy across the deck or gl'lping it in acainst ihe $ide
of the vessel. This motor windlng will develop 35
horsepower ahead, or will lift nve-eichteenths of the
rated loads at three times the intermediate speed;
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thus the three-part purchasesmay be usedio handle
loads up to 8,333pounds at a speed of 81 feet per
mtnule.
(l) Caution.-ln lowering hook loads on the high
speedpoint, the operaior should pause momentarily
at the intermedlate and slow speed points when
stopping the load in air. in order to brake ihe load
electrically. Otherwlse the inertia efiect of the
motor running at 3,600r. p. m. would be too grea,t
to overcomewith the electric brake on a suddenstop.
On the class C 180-foot tenders, the hoister motot's
and any other deck machinely may be r-un simultaneouslyand in any sombination desired.
(2) All electric motors used in all classesof the
180-foot tender heye a magnetic-type brake.
E. ltrreekl! inspection.-All machinery should be
carefully inspected qreekly, and necessary loutine
maintenance performed. Brakes should be adjusted
as necessary, The inspectionsand tests for electricdriven hoisting equipment shall include resistance
tests of all circults and lnspectlon of motors, gears
and electrical connecllons. Control equipment
. should be thoroughly inspectedand contacts checked
lor proper tension and arclng. Megger reading
for the electric hoisting motors shall be entered in
the Machinery Eistory. All watertight motors and
controllers should be checkedfor collection of water
due to condensation or leakage. Most of these
units have drain plucs, bui lf these are not provlded,
a bolt or screw, permitting drainage, should be removed. If possible,a dry day should be chosen for
this t€st, and il the air is dry, it may be desirable
to removeinspection plates to permit air to circulate
through the equipment. Il water is found, ii should
be ascertainedwhether it is fresh or salt, and appropriate action taken. The colleciion of a small
amount of condensation in these units under some
climatic conditions is not an uncommon occurrence;
however, the malntenance of t\e best possible air
and water sealswill reduce this efiect to a mittimum.
F. Annual inspection,-ComDlete inspection and
overhaul of ell hoisting machinery shall be mado
annually. Component parts subject to extensive
wear and deterioration should be inspectedand oyerhauled as lndicated by the extent of use. It is the
intention that during these inspections, all moving
parts shatl be thoroughly inspected,and where applicable, lubrlcated. The following,should be included in the annua,linspection:
(Lt Slean hoisting etugines.-During the annual
inspection, all steps practiable should be taken to
place the steam hoisting engines in Coodaondition.
(2) Brclres.-Where band brakes are employed
on the drums, the triction linings should be inspected
and renewedlf necessary. Care should be taken to
prevent oil or grease from accumulating on the
brake drum. Brake-operating mechanisms,latches,
*nd pawls should be inspecied to insure thai ihey
function satisfactorily, and that there are no defects
not disclosedby da,ily and weekly inspections.
(3\ Frlction clutches.-Whe\ the winch drums
&re drlven by friction clutches,inspectlon should be
made to lnsure that the wooden blocks or other
trlctlon material have not deteriorated. and that

greaseand oil do not preveni satisfa,ctolyoperauon.
Where positive clutches are used, all sliding parts
should be properly lubricated, and the locking device
on the shifting gear should be lnspested to insule
that it wiU prevent the clutch from separ.aiingwhen
holdlng a load.
GJ Geqr\.-Cleatance and general condition of
gearsand bearingsshall be checked,and repalrs and
replacementsmade as necessary.
(5t Electric notors.-Motors
shall be disassembled,and the condition of the bearings, bearing
seals,shafts, the spider, and the windings, car.efully
checked.
(6) Upon reassemblyof all hoisting equipmeni, lt
should be tesied at 1y2 times the rated capacity by
lifting and rotating specifled weights on the main
and relief purchasesand the whlp. Results of these
lnspections and tests shall be €ntered in the dailv
Iog of the vesseland the Ilull History.
G, Red,ssertublg
ol uatetptool hoisting motorE,Many vesselsare equipped with Westinghousetype
SK waterproof hoisting motors. Extenslve tests
have shown that when properly assembled,these
motors are waterproof eyen when submer.gedfol
seYeralhours. With usage,due to the heating and
cooling ol the motor, there will frequen y be some
breathing of air around the shaft, wtth the resulting
possibility of condensationwithin the motor housing.
Adherence to the instructlons in paragraph (E)
above will minimize any dimculty from this sou(ce.
(1) Experience has shown that the entrance ot
water into these motors is usually due to improper.
assembly after oyerhaul, Since the baU bearings
are constructed so as to be waterproof, it is probable
that when water enters the motor. it must seeD
through between the contact surfaces of the end
bell and motor frame, securing bolts, or under the
gaskets of the inspection plates. In overhauling
these motors, special attenfion shaU be given to
securlng the end bells. The contact surface of the
end bell, end bell secur.lngbolts and adjacent sur_
face on the trame must be absolutely clean and free
from burrs. On these cleansed surfaces, a tight
coating ot ordinary red lead is applied; the end bell
ls then drawn up tight io the frame of the motor
betore the red lead dries.
(2) New inspection plate Caskets, which are
made of shreddedcork and Neoprene,should be used
each time the motor is given a general oyerhaul.
Betore lnstalling these easkets,the contact surface
on plates and end bell must be perfecuy clean and
smooth. lvhen tighteninc down on the inspection
plates, care should be exercisedthat the preasureis
applied evenly and is sufficient to rnsure a walerticht joint.
(3) Application of excessivepaint to the holsiing
motor houslngs should be avoided. No air ca,n be
circulated through a waterproof motor, so all of the
waste heet must be dissipated through the motor
casing. Tests have shown that multiple layers ot
paint on the outslde ol the aa,sing greauy increase
the operatlng temperature ot the motor. hence the
thickness ol such paint should be kept to the minimum necessarylor preseryation.
.:l
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E, Vse ol lrlcttatl coupling in stean hoi'terg.Ttrere have been complalnts relatlve to the jerky
operatlon of steam hoistlng machlnery, particularly
under certaln conaltions lnvolving heavy loads. The
practlce of starting the engine and then encaging
the friction while simultsneously releasine the brake
has been resorted to to ease thls ierklness. Ttlls.
practice is not recommended. trrrom a study of th€
construction detalls of the aYeragefrlction mechanism, it ls apparent that these mechanisms were
intended for use primarily as a coupling which engages smoothly and requircs no speciflc angular
relaiionship betweenthe two shefts in order to lock
them together, The amount of wearlng surface on
the6e frictlon couplings, and their heat disslpatine
capacity, is such that ihey cannot \vlthstand prolonged use as friction devlces.
(1) A st€am hoisting engine is a device which
would start a load very smoothly, were it not for the
static friction in the engine and hoisting rigging.
As the throttle on the hoisting engine is opened
and the steam pressure ln the cylinders becomes
great enough to lift the load and to overqomestatic
frlctlon, the load begins to move. Since the stetic
friction of all blocks and sheaves ts consiqerably
greater than the moving friction. as soon as the load
starts to lift the tension on all of the wlre rope is
reduced. and it tends to snap back to a less elongated condition. This occurs at the same lnstant
that the siattc friction ln the hoisttnc englne hes
changed to rolllng and slidlng fristioD, therebv creating a condition that would ca,usethe engine to
accelerate rapidly even it the load on the drum
were not suddenly decreased. T'his results in the
lerking frequently observedwhen a heaYy load ls
started.
(2) On a tender. the boom. mast. stays and hoisting purchasesmake up a somewhatelestic syst€m,so
under some circumst&nces there is actually sn oscillation or vibration of the whole system when a load
is started. The ope!6t6r who advoca't€scontinuous
operailon of the hoisting engine and starting ofi ihe
load by us€ of the frlction coupling b€tween the
engine and the hoistins drue, elimln&tes the dlfrculty caused by static friction n'ithin the hoisting
cngine, and places in the system a frlction clutch
which is a,n excellent devlce lor damplng out the
yibratlons set up in the holsting assembly. IJnforiunately however, es stated above, these fristion
couplings are not built to withsiand such use continuously, and lt ls likely to result ln & great deel
of malntenance.
(3) Proper operetion of buoy holsting equlpment
requires sklll and judgment, and the methods employed by various ships undoubtedly diie{.
In the
interest of reduclng malntenaoce man-hours and
materlal cost, it is desirable to avoid, insofor as
practlcable, slipplng these lriction coupllngs. The
peculla,rities of brake and throttl€ action on diferent vesselsare unpredicteble quantlties, but it would
seem that, ln most caseslnYolving lllting or swinglng
heavy loads, excesslvejerklng ol the boom gear can
be avolded by coupliirg the steam englne to the
hoisting drum witb the drum brake applied, openlng
the throttle such emount &s experience has indicated will move the toad, and then grsdually easine
off on the brake to get the load in motion.
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l. Other electfic hoistefs.-several oI the smaller
inland ienders such as Forslrthio, shcdb&sl,, and
one coastal-type LeIJ:det,Juniper, have electric
hoister motors. The smaller motors have a line puU
of 1,000pounds at 58 feet per minute. The l&rger
motor used on lhe Juniper is 30 horsepowerdirect
current with eicht speedsin either direction - It is
capable of hoisttng a 40,000pound working load on
a flve pari tackle at the rate ol 12 leet per minute.
q,ir hoisters.-A number ot the inJ. Co|rlpressed,
land waterways tenders such as the 100-foot
(Cos"?os)classare equippedwith air motor-powered
hoisters (such as the SullivaD type 8112) with a
line speed of 55 feet per minute at 2,000 pounds
single line load. Air-driven hoisting machinerv is
very powerful for its size and weight, and is flexible
in operation in that it will back up in case of an
overload,can be operated up or down whlle in gear'
or can be thrown out of gear to permit rapid lon'ering of loads "by the run" such as when placing
buoysin the water. This feature, common to steam
hoisters but not available in electric installations on
the 180-foot class tenders, is very advantageous
when setiing buoys in rough water.
hoisters.-The 38-foot
K. Gasotlne ltuotor-d,ri1)en
buoy boat ts equipped\i'ith a single friction-driventype winch connected by spur gear drive to a two
cylinder I horsepoir,'ergasoline engine. The wlnch
is capable of a 1,600pound pull on single line at
the rate of 100to 120 feet per minute.
L, A hgdralrlic-tgpe hoisting rrirtch is being installed on the coastal tender .Fit-class tenders.
Details oI thls type of machinery will be promulgated at a future date.
M, Operation ol hotsting tnachineru,---Seep tagraphs 2?-3-55 (S) end (U) for notes on operating
proceduresof boomsand rela-tedhoisting equipment.
27-3-55

Booms (Derritk) ond Rigging-

A. There are many diverse types of booms and
rtggiDg in use on aids to navigation tenders. No
attempt will be made to cover everv type. IIowever, a represeniative lew wlu be descrlbed and
illustrated below.
B. The 180-loot tender is I'he newest deslgn and
the most numerous class. Two fundamentally different means of suspension and support for the
boom are involved in this type of vessel. The class
A (Cactus, boom, having the sinele topping lift
suspendedfrom the head ot a, tubular A flame
mast. is but e variatlon of the standard boom supported from a single mast as used on all the older
coastal steam t€nders, the conyerted 189-foot class,
and many of the smaller vessels. The classB (Mesquite, aad class c (Iris) l8o-footers have a boom
involving ad entirely difierent principle of support,
having two separate topping litts suspendedlrom
oppositereinforced colners of the bridge superstructure. Ttte advantage of this arrangement ls that
the boom is never free to swing, lts weisht always
lying in the point ol the Yee formed by the two
multiple-purchase topping litts. The use of monila vangs (guys), or the need for hooking one of
the hoisttng tackles into ihe far stde of the deck

'n
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for a power vang is (except on rare occasions)eliminated. A disadv&ntage of the double-topplng
lift-type boom is that in heavy seas,when the ship
ts pitching violently, the boom will lift in the air
and jerk dolvnward in the vee of ttre topping lifts
with some severity at times. Also, should the vessel be hooked on to a load such as a buoy over the
side, and a sudden strain from an astern direction
be put on the boom, it wlll rise up tn the air. one
topping lift becoming slack, and there is a possibility that, the boom may Jackknife back over the
bridge. Therefore, whenever a, straln in an asteln
direction is anticipated, one of the hoisting tackles
should be hooked into a padeye in the decE as a
preventer. In the design of the boom, provision
was made for ricginc a single manila vang or preventer tackle leadinE from a point near the end
of the boom. This may b-- used in lieu of hooking
a po$'er tackle into ihe deck.
C. Crors .{ (Cactus\ 180-loot tender.-This class
ts equipped wittr a 5o-foot tubular boom and tripod
(A frame) ma.6t destgned to handle a maximum load of 40,000pounds with the boom at an
elevatiou of 45". Four electric hoisters are clustered about the foot of the boom and are controlled
from a statlon on iop of thc wheelhouse. The 4
hoistlng drums operate the topping litt (six-part
7s-inch 6 x 19 wire rope), the main and relief
holsting tackles (three-part 7s-inch 6 x 3? wire
rope) , and a single whip ( %-tnch 6 x 3? wire rope) ,
(All s'lre rope used on large tenders ls bigh-grade
plow steel. That used on some of the smaller
tenders is "Kordless," or equiyalent.) The boomwas
formerly rigged as a five-pari main and relief, uslng
74-inch wire !ope. When rigged ln 3 parts, using
7s-inch 6 x 3? improved plow steel wire rope, the
normal load is 30,000pounds, which is hoisted at
a rate of 30 feet per minute. When rigged as a
nve-part tackle, the hoisting speed for a ,10,000
lound load is 18 feet per minute. The topping lift
blocks are 20-inch shea,vediameter, and the remalning blocks are l8-inch diameter. All wire rope con_
nections are 7s-inch Feige iype. The normal length
ot wlre rope on each drum ls 950 feet. The 2 manila vangs are 3y2-inch rope rove throuch two 10inch double blocks and secured to the boom bv
l5-foot 3/a-tnchwire pendants. The boom may bi
swung out to an angle of 75 degreesofr the center
line of the shlp when at a 4b" elevation. Total
eleyatlon of the boom is restricted to ?5. from
horizontal. The list of the vessel with the boom
ln "hard oyer" position with no load ls about 4..
The reach of the main tackle from the top of the
bulwark rall is l? feet; the relief, 12 leet C inches.
The minimum eleyation of the boom is 30", The
reashesfor the main and relief tackles in this con_
dition are 23 feet 10 lnches and tB feet 3 inches
respectively. Iowerhg the boom thusly causes an
addittonal l' of list.
(L, Pouer oong.-Padeyes, 2-inch wlre diameter,
are provlded on deck for anchoring the main or
rellef purchases lvhen &cting as a power vaDg (guy) ,
and for other purposes. Due to the fact that tremendous loads ale lnduced in the yang llnes when
the vessel lists under loads (this force becomes very
nearly equal to the hook load, dep€nding on the
angle of beel), lt is necessary to use the heavy

purchasesas vangs when the hook load or sea con_
ditions sd indicate. The power yang is to be rlgced
at all times to the most favorable padeye location,
ln order thai the boom may not. get out of control
and the strain may be at a minimum.
(2t Manila oangs--The manila vangs rlay be se. cured to padeyesor ring pads welded on the bulwarks, one rlgged forvrard on the side opposite the
buoy port being worked, and the other aft. Tbis
proyides the most favorable position for steadying
the boom (assuming for a moment that a powei
vang is not being used). If the boom is not to be
trimmed very far outboard, many ships rlg both
vangs aft, so that the forward one is out of the way
of the lanterns of ltghtfd buoys being swung across
the deck. When working either side ol the'ship
alternately, constant shifting of the manila vangs
is not practicable, therefore both vangs are led aft.

lhcuBE 27-86.-180-foot class A tender-boom and
rlgging.
D, Clq,ssB (Mesquite, and, classC eris\ li|-loot
tender.-Th.e derrick ol the class B and C 190-foot
tender consistsot a 50-fooi tubul&r boom and reinforced bridge structure, designed for a normal hook
I load of 40,000pounds with the boom at an elevation
I of 45'. Two hoisting motors are located near the
lbridge supports and are connected to operate the
tor elevatins and rotatins the
I gualalPtgC-.lr$
I boom; two other hoisters are located on the boom
operatinc the two lifting purchases. The upper
I tor
purchase may be rigced as a single whip wirh &
I'
capaclty of 8.333pounds at g1 feet per minut€. or as
a 3-part tadkle'wtth .a,capacity of 30,000pound$ at
2? feet per minute. Ttre lower purchase may be
rigged as a 3- or 5-part tackle, When rigged in 5
parts, it has a cape,cityof 40,000pounds at t6 leet
per minute. It is lntended ths,t the lifting purchases be rlgged for 3 part6 when handllng the
larger llghted buoys up to and lncluding the g-foot
type. The boom may be elevatedto ?5", a,ndswung
ou! at an elevation of .45. to 7b. from the center
line, sinlla,rly to the cla,ssA tenders. The topping
lifts are ?-pert purchases, using about 400 feet
of 7s-lnch 6x3? iuproved plow steel wlre rope on
each drum. The holsting tackles use 7s-inch wire
rope.
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FlcuRE 2?-8?,-180-foot classesB and C tenderboom a.nd rigcing
E. Stability d,uring tijting: 180-!oot tender.-In
the 180-foot class tender, certain measuresmay be
taken to lncreasethe stability when handling heavy
loads.
(1) Loads up to 40,000pounds may be handled
wittroui introduclng counter-heel. The chart,
Maximum Lifting Cepaciiy, figure 2?-88, illustrates
the amount of load that can be handled at two different outreaches wiihout exceeding 15" heel, dependent on the net GM a,tthe time of hoistinC,which
is reflected ln the period of roll. To use the chart
the following two observationsare n€cessary:
(o ) ftetermine the mean draft of the vessel.
(D) Det€rmine ttle period of roll.
Tl:e observailons should be made with the ship in
the coqdition in which liftinc is to be undertaken.
The period of roll should be determined by ayeraging
at least,flve observa,tions. The rolling can be initiated by alternaiely shifting the rudder while under
way. If waves of constant period act upon the ship
for a suffciently long time, the ship wtll ultimately
roll in the perlod ol the waves. Therefore, ln
making observationsfor the period in a seaway,this
condition should be ayoided. In service conditlons
where it is required lo hotst with a capaaity deck
load aboard without any appreciable cargo in the
holds, lt may be necessaryto load temporary ballast
in the hold to malntain initial stability for lifting.
(2) For hook loads greater then 40,000pounds, lt
ls recommended that fixed ballast be installed, a
counter heel be introduced, and definit€ loading of
tenks be obtahed prior to hoistine. Upon request,
the amount of ba,llast n'ill be authorized by Headquarters accordlng to the assignment of the vessels.
On the class C (fris) vessels,aU oil tanks (frames
116-126) and water tanks (frames 140-1{?) should
be at leest two-thlrds full, the fore peak empty, and
the torward tenks (frames 30-44), the cenier line
cargo tank, and the wlng tank lurthest from the
load, full, and the wing tank nearest the load filled
to the heicht of the extern&l qrater hne,
F, Olikr-tgpe boqtus,-lhe converted 189-foot
Jonquil, elass, a,nd most of the older steam coastal
tenders such Ls Mistletoe, qsk, Fb, etc., the dieselelectrlc tender Junlper, alj:d several smaller diesel
2064300--52__a2
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tenders such as w@rcisszs,have similar boom rigs
in which a built-up or tubular boom is suspended
lrom a gooseneckat the base of the foremast, and
by a multiple (usually six-part) topping lift leading
from the upper section of the msst to a double block
located at, and a single block located near, ihe end
of the boom. A multiple (usually fiye-part) .,main"
tackle is suspendedfrom the end of the boom, with
the hauling part leading through a sheave within
the boom to one sheaveof a quadruple fairlead block
suspendedfrom ,he mast just below the topping lift
bloclr, and down to a hoister drum. Next inboard
from the end of the boom is a singte,,whip," rove
through a sheavewithin the boom up through the
fairlead block on the mast and down to the hoister.
Fbrthest inboard is another multiple tackte, the
"relief," which may be rigged identlaally to the
"main" or have more or lessparts. The .,main" and
"relief" tackles may both or elther be rlgged as
three-part tackles instead of nve when the size of
the loads in the arca permits. Rollers sre located
along the sidesof each boom sheaveopening to prevent chafe, Two multiple manila tackles are
securedby rtrirependants to the end of the boom for
steadylng purposes(yangs). The ma,stis braced by
wire stays in conyentional manner.
(1) It was found in the 189-foot convert€d tenders Qonquil class), that when the boom was topped
hich, the tackles were spaced too clos€ together.
causing them to foul. Alterations have been auttrorized to correct this denciency by expanding ttte distances between the tackles and relocatlng the
ioppine lift blocks to retain proper support and
boom strencth.
(2) Some vesselssuch as l}le Henlock and. Iog
have their whips rigged wiih a single lower block
instead of a,slncle part hoisting tvire.
(3) One 189-foot tender found ttle whip impraadcable to use as & yang, and rigs the relief for this
pufpose, always worldng from the starboard side.
The starboard manila vang is led to the after warping capstan.
G. Juniper; Fir-cla$ tend,ers.---Ihe Juniper, a,
177-foot coastal tender, uses3/ainch dlameter 6 x tg
lmploved plow steel wire rope for hoisting ta-ckles;
a tbree-part "main," nve-part "relief," and single
"whip." Two 3 y2-iuch maaila four-part vangs are
securedto the end ot the boom. The electrlc-driven
motor hoister ls located in the maln hold. Ttle
boom has a maximum working load of 40,000pounds.
The conventional mast is si&yed with lya-lnch and
13l8-inch stainless steel shrouds. Ttre Fir ctass
<Walnut, Hollyhoctc) is rigged simtlorly to the
Junlper, excefrt that the "main" ls flve parts, and
the hoisting engine, steam-opereted, ls located on
deck a,t the base of the mast. A lairlead sheave for
each !rl!e is located on an &xle olt the mast at the
gooseneck,
(1) It should be rememberedthat the exact number ot paris ol any sp€cinc hoistlng tackle &re subject to change, determined by the wolkload o! the
particular vessel.
(2) The t/4-inch wire rope mentioned above has,
on mar\y ships, been replaced byTs-inch wire lope,
Where ttre size of the wlre has been insreased. the
number of parts of the hoistlng tackle may be de-
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FrcnRE2?-88.-Maximum llfting capacities,class A 180-foot tender.
creased commensurate wlth the loads to be handled,
thus achieving increased speed of operailon,
NorE.-The fir bas recently been cooverted to hydraulic
holate! operatlon,
It la planned to equlp the Wornt,
alld Itoll!'hock wtrh a hydmullcallJ-operated
double !opphg lllt-typ€ boom slmltar to the ctass B 180-foot tendar.

E, Oqk-class tend,ers.-The Oak (Hauthom,e, ,
160-foot tender, ls rigged similarly to those Usted
in Paragraph (G) above. 'Ihe Narcissus (Zinnia)
Js e smaller tender used in bays and riyers. T?re
general arrangement of the boom is similar to the
lerger tenders listed above (nve-part main and relief), except that 7s-inch dlameter wlre rope is
used wlth lo-inch blocks. Manlla vangs are 3-inch
aircumference. llhe mast is braced by two tubular
legs in lieu of wire stays.
l. The conoerteal131-loot clo,sslwhite Sage) is
used to handle small buoys in coastal and harbor
waters. ft has a tubular boom supported by a fourfold 7s-inch wire topping lift consisting of a double
block on the mast a,ndon the end of the boom, and
a stngle fairlead block on the mast. The ,,meln"

and "rellef" are threefold purchases with a workload of approximately 11,200pouDds for both together, or elther. Two threefold manile vangs are
used to steady the boom. Unlike the large tenders.
lhere is no sinele "whip," and the "main" a,nd
"relief" hauling pa,rts are led along the underside
of the boom to a block at the base of ihe boom.
thence to the hoisier machinery located on deck.
J. The 114-loot Foxgloxe-classinla,nd,uateruags
tender has a 2?-foot boom with a three-part hoist
having a working load of 6,000pounds at the rate
of 18 feet per minute. It is equipped with a compressed air motor-drlven hoister with 2,000-pouDd
line puU at 55 ieet per minuie.
K. The 113-loot Forsythia-class inlo,nd wqteruavs tenil,er has a boom free to swing 360'. UsinC
thlee-part tackle with %s-inch wire rope, the electric hoisters handle a 6,000-poundload at 20 feet
per minute. The hoisters are equipped with automatic electric and mechanical brakes, and pushbutton control,
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FrcviE 2?-90.-1?5-foot

iender Fit-boom

and rigging.
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FrcuBE 27-91.-133-foot-class

II \
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tender White Heath-boom

and rigging.
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FrcoRE 2?-92.-122-foot-class

tender lvdrcissr/s-boom

and rigging.
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L. The 100-loot Cosrnos-class inla,nd ud,teruaas
tender has a 21-Ioot tubular boom equipped with
five-part "main" and single "whip" hoistine tackles
using ilrinch
Korodless type wire rope. Tbe work,
lng capacity is 10,000 pounds at 12 feet per minute
for the "main," and 2,000 pounds at 60 feet per
minute for the "whip."
The hoister comprises three
individual single drum clutch and contracting brake
type winches driven by compressed air motors developing 2,000 pounds line pull at 60 feet per minute.
They will each withstand a static puU of 14,600
pounds. The whip, located on the end of the boom,
uses 65 teet of wire, the main, 170 feet, the topping
lift, 140 feet of wire. The blocks are lo-inch steel
double sheaye type,
Many of the inland watelways-type tenders use a
stubby kingpost in lieu of the conventiotal-type mast
for supporting the boom.
M. Tke 73-toot Shadbush-class inland wateruags
tendef is equipped with electric winches developing
1,000 pounds line pull at 58 feet per minute. The
working load is 3,000 pounds, using a three-part
tackle.

FrcuRE2?-93.-100-foot classtender, Cosr?os-boom
and riceing.

I

rrF
I Lj I Lsl - FIcuRE 2?-94.-65-foot

buoy boat-boom

and rigging.
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N. The 65-loot buog bocrs used in the Second District are equipped with a short tubular boom facing
aft and susperded flom a kingpost-type mast. The
topping lift ir four parts, and the one hoisting tackle
is three paits, both hauling parts leading thlough
fair-lead sheaves on top of the kingpost to compressed ail winches seculed to ihe forward side of
the kingpost. The working load of the hoist is
4,000 pounds, using 7s-inch diametef wire lope.
O. Other buou bo@ts are equipped with various
types of single-hoist booms with maximum capacities ranging from 1,500 to 4,000 pounds, dependent
on the size of the boat and gear. The falls may
be a small diameter wire rope or a suitable size
manila rope. The 38-foot buoy boat, for example,
has a 1o-foot mast, 15-foot boom, and one five-pait
2ti-inch manila purchase operated by a 1,600-pound
winch at 100 feet per minute, gear'-driven by a twocylinder gasoline engine.

a
FrovnE 2?-95.-52-foot buoy boat-boom and
rigging.
* str cu
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FrcuRE 2?-96.-40-foot
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buoy boat-boom
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and rigging.
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Following ls a surnmary of hoisting capacltles of
representativetypes of tenders and buoy boats.
Tdble of cdpacitlt ol Ftou.:?t'-ilria?n tr?ight-hflttilling
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P, DaiI! inspections and, lubrication.-The primary purpose of the daily inspection of rieging is
to make certain that the equlpment is sate for use,
Ai the beginning of each work day, a visual inspection shall be made of all the rlgging. The padeyes
and hooks shaU be examined at closerange, a careful searah being made for any cracks that miCht
have deyeloped. The hook shall, in all cases, be
examined immediately before liftlnc a full-rated
load. The lubrication of boom seats,and the pins
and blocks in the rigging should be daily routine
when the equipment is in use, and, if properly
accomplished,tvill greatly increase the life of the
equipment. Wire rope should be lubricated as
needed,and in all casesshould be slushedadequately
to prevent rusting when not in use. Lubrication of
wire rope is discussedunder section 2?-2-55.
Caution.-lt no case shall the hoisting tackles.
hook, etc., be tested by jelking on a weight. While
this method might exposea failure on a part of the
gear, it may also start a failure which aloesnot
becomeeyldent at the time. Courpletefailure may
then occur during actual operations with possibly
disastrous results.
q: The ueektu inspection of liggirrg shall be more
thorough than time n'iU normally permit for the
daily inspection. Routine maintenance, including
painting, necessaryfor keepinC equipment in good
condition, should be performed at this time. The
weeklyinspection shall include the fouowine:
All malila and wire rope, padeyes,hooks, booms,
and other fittings, shaU be carefully inspected fo!
accumulated wear and distortion. Wire rope shall
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be cleaned and lubricated, as needed,and renewed
if the condltion wauants. The conditions under
which wire rope should be renewed are discussedin
paragraph 2?-2-55. Examine the interior of all
manila line fol mildew and other indications of
deterioration. The amount of weathering, wear,
and elongation permissible befole replacement depends upon the use. Line should not be discarddd
needlessly,and when no longel suitable for one
usage, should, if practicable, be shifted to a less
severeone.
R, Allnual inspection.-Complete inspection and
overhaul of the boom (derrick) and all running dgging of tender-class vesselsshau be made by the
ship's force, assistedby basesor yards, as necessary.
at least once each year. Component parts subject to extensive wear and deterioration should be
inspected and overhauled as indicated by the extent of use. It is the intention that during these
inspections.all moving parts shall be thoroughly inspected,and, whele appllcable, Iubricated. To thi6
end, the inspection and overhaul period should follow a period of dly weather, io insure that the least
possibleamount of moisture ls pr.esentin ttle wire
rope. 'fhe annual inspectlon and overhaul shall
include the following:
(L) Inspection ol uire rigging.-Cradle the boom,
unship all wires from hoistel and topping lift drums.
Unreeveall blocks. Inspect all wire for broken ends,
kinks, and externhl damage. Carefully inspect all
wire rope splices and flttings, and all splices in
manila line. Three difierent methods have been
extensively used on Coast Guard vesselsfor securing wire rope to sockets. A common method is
the use of tapered socketspoured with zinc. These
nttings should be chesked to see that the socket is
completely Rlled. and for indicaLions of loosening
of the zinc in the socket, or of pulling of the wire
from the zinc. Seesection 27-2-65 lor lnstructions
for attaching a poured-zinc type wire rope socket.
A secondcommonly used type of fittlng for the ends . .
of wire rope is the patented screwed felge-type
ntting uslnC a tapered wedgeplug. The end of the
wire rop3 should completely flll the socket, and this
requirement can be checked by the inspection hole
provided in the ntting. AIl, or nearly all, of the
threads on the sleeveand socket should be engaged
to secure the maximum clamping power on the
wire and to prevent failure by stripping of the
threads. The instructions listed under section
2?-2-65should be followed closelyin installing these
fittings. Cable sockets now installed shall not be
replaced by other types without the approval of
Ileadquarters. The third type of socket in use
is the swaged socket, the installation of which
requiresthe use of heavy swaging equipment, whictr
at present is available only at certain naval shipyards, and a few larger commercial repair yards.
These flttings should be inspected for cracks and
for loosening of the wire.
{2t Hooks o,naichaiTrstizgs.-Al} hooks and chain
slings regularly used on the "main" tackle, "relief"
tackle, and the "whip," shaU be tested annually,
or more often lf the condition warrants, by magnetic particle or other nondestructive methods.
Hooks and chain slings shall be annealed,or other-
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wise heat-treated, only when the hook shows evidence of severe work-hardening, and then o/rr3r
uhen the original hed,ttreq,tnent is known a'ld caD,
be repeated, If serious cracks and severe workhardening are ptesent and the original heat treatment is not known, the hook shau be discarded
and replaced with a new hook of known chemical
and physical propertles and known heat treatment.
Chain slings of the llerc-Alloy type, or similar heattreat?d high-tensile steel chains shall never be annealeC. Take and record caliper measurementsof
hooks so that at future inspections they may be
checked for elongation.
(3) Blocks, pi7rs, erc.-Disassemble aU blocks,
swlvels,pins, sheaves,etc., for inspection and greasing. Check all greasefittings and greasepassages
while disassembled, Inspect pilrs and bushings ior
wear. ff found worn, and replacements ale not
immediately ayailable,take measurementsand make
sketchesfor manufacture of replacement pins and
bushings for installation and spares. Wear greaier
than normal is usually the result ol inadequate
lubrication or misalignment. If such wear exists
and the remedy is not apparent, the matier should
be called to the attention of Headquarters.
(4) Boom and, ntfings.-r,Jnship boom foot from
boom seat. Inspect boom foot pin. On vessels
having electric hoisting equipment, it will be necessary to disconnectthe nexible power leads at junction box located near boom base. Lift boom seat
from boom base,inspecting boom seat and bushings
for wear or adequacyof lubrication. Upon completion of inspection, assemble all parts properly
lubricated.
(5t Lubrication of uire rope.-.After reinstalling
wire rope on hoisting drums, thoroughly lubricate
the entire length ol rope with approved wire rope
lubricant.
S. Unauthorized,itlters,tions.-.Ilgte is sometimes
a tendency among operating personnel to attempt
to modify or alter hoisting rigs fr.om ihe designed
standards to suit their own concept of operational
need. The placement of various connecllons on a
boom or the size,etc., of the tackles have been carefully considered by the designer io minimize the
stralns involved. A seeminglyslight alteration may
unknowingly weaken the boom to a dangerous extent. A recent example oi this was the cha,ngein
location of the hoisting iackles {made becausethe
tackles fouled each other when the boom was topped
high) on a 189-foot tender without changing the
location of the topping lift connections to compensate accordingly. Any departure from the intention of the designereithe! through alteration of the
boom structure or rigging, or unorthodox operation,
should be avoided. The following rules should be
observedto avoid dangerousoperation of any qargo
boom;
( 1) Do not handle any hook loads abovethe rated
capacity of the boom.
(2) Do not alter ihe location or details of the
boom flttings or install jury rigs of any kind.
(3) Do not reduce the number of parts in the
topping lift, or the size and quality of standing or
running rigging. ft is sometimes advantageousto
reduce the number ol parts in the litting purchases

to gain greater speed,but capacity must be proportionally reduced.
(4) Do not neglect io rig pleventer lines to control boom at al1 times during sudden changes in
v/ind, curlent, and position.
(5) Do not neglect lubrication of gooseneck
swivel, footpins, or other lotating bearing surfaces.
T. Figure 2?-9?illustlates Standard l{oisting Signals. In the interest of uniformity of training, these
signalsshould be used exclusively.
\J. Training ol boonl operators.-Boom operators
for aids to navigation tenders must be selectedwith
care. Young alert men with ample experienceon
the buoy deck, having a keen senseof orientation
and judgment of distance, cool nerves in an emergency, and foresight, make good boom operators.
The boom operator should be able to move a load
from one point to another without the need for specific orders for each individual movement, yet he
must instantly obey a movement order when given
by the ofrcer in charge on deck. He should be
alert for emergencies,and should check to see that
personnel are clear before lowering a load. Few
boom operators know that if a big buoy breaks
loosewhen the ship is rolling, the boom may be instantly lowered on to the buoy, and the buoy pinned
up against the bulwark or another buoy and held
there until secured. It is desirable to maintain a
complement of at least two qualified boom operators at all times. This makes lt advisable that
two additional men be under tralning. Boom operators are trained flrst by observationof the functions
over a period of time, during which time the valious
controls and their associated functions are carefully studied, then they handle individuat tackles
one at a time to achieve the "feel" of the gear, and
as time goeson they take over the remaining operations until they can manipulate the boom in any
direction. The new boom operator is allowed to
take over the handling of light loads such as may
occur when loading, and gradually takes over more
complicated operations as he progressesin skill.
A boom operator must have a healthy respect for
the pot€ntialities of the machinery under his charge
and must tully realize the consequencesof a mistake. Many ships let the maII operate the boom
during a practice period with d, smaU sinker on the
tackle and place it in designatedspots marked out
on deck or as directed by a petty officer on deck.
(1) Boom operators must take care not io jam a
hoisting tackle in two-blocked position. even if the
ofncer in charge fails to stop the hoisting. When
topping a boomstraight up, the main or rclief tackle,
if hooked into the deck, must be slacked ofi. Conversely,when topping straight down, the slack mu6t
be picked up. When topping up o! down on booms
having a whip led thrcugh the boom, remember to
slack the whip iJ it is made fast on deck. When
topping up and holding a power vang, the boom will
trim in-board toward the vang, This fact is often
used to advantage,likewise converselywhen topping
down, Take care noi io top a boom too hich. The
old type will jackknife up against the masi and must
be hauled do$'n by a power tackle, or if on d 180-foot
class tender, the topping lift gear will be overstrained. Do not top the 180-foot class A boom
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down too fal when trimmed well outboard; the
motor housings will strike the boat deck coaming.
(2) Following is a color scheme used for identifying the numerous controls of steam hoisters on
some 189-foot west coast tenders (see flg. 2?-98) :
The handles of the controls are painted as follows:
(a) All blakes have black lever handles with the
grip release painted the same color as the corlesponding clutch to carry though the color scheme.
(b) The whip clutch (friction) is white.
(c) The relief clutch (fliction) is red.
,d' Thc main clutch (Iriction, is green.
(e) The topping lift clutch (friction) is yellow.
(ll All throttles are painted black.
(3) If equipped with a steam hoisting gear when
topping the boom under rough conditions, the boom
may be steadied from swinging with the rou of the
ship by holding a tension on the whip. This is accomplished by holding fast the after guy (i. e., the
guy on the working side) and partly engaging the
friction of the whip so that it slips.
(4) When picking up a buoy in rough weather,

lo p p *g L lft Br o lc
Moii Powl (G,.$). _*=_*t
lopplns-Litu Pcwi {Yellow),,---.I

Reli e fB r o t e

ReJrer
Clorcl{Red}

D,o,ii ( Spo! Cotc'

Wh'pC,r(h (wf
'r"
Trrorle(Eloclr).

-

slipping the friction of the hoist is used to advantage
as follows. Have the engine r.unning at a good
speed and the hoisting friction partly engaged.
This keeps the hook secure in the lifting lug of the
buoy as it rises and falls in a sea. By doing this, no
sudden jerks or strains are put on the rigging, and
then when a break comeswith a calmer spell making
it safe to hoist, the buoy may be quickly raised out
of the water by fully engaging the friction. This
maneuver requires a thoroughly experiencedhoistet
man.
(5) Cs,ution-It must be remembered that the
practice of slipping the friction as stated in paragraphs (3) and (4) above (see the discussion in
par.27-3-50 (H) ) is not recommendedas a standing
practice, but if it makesa normally dangeroussiiuation of handling a buoy under rough conditions
safer, then it may be worth a litfle extra wear and
tear on the friction.
(6) Il,efer to section 2?-9-25 for additionat notes
on training boom operators and hoisting practices.
Th,orrl e(8l d(l i )
\

M ai . C l ur c h ( C i eei )
M di n B,qLe

Toppi ngL'l t C l urch
(Y el l o.)

| -" I

FrcmE 27-98.--Samplecolor identincation lor steam hoisting gear controls.
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suitable size. The practice of overloading padeyes
to such an extent should be avoided.
C. Some units have ordered replacemenis,in ihe
past. without reference to technical information.
This resulted in their recommending stock sizes of
rings involying an actual reduction of strength for
the fittinc. In ordering material of this nature,
speciffcations should always be stipulated, rather
than mere referenceto physical dimenslonsor stock
numbers.

Podeyes-

27-3-60

A. Inspection of padeyes and associated links
should be a part of the inspectionsmade of all buoy
handling gear, performed routinely and after every
particularly heavy load.
B. Many of the older tenders are equipped with
llng-type padeyes which, when overloaded, will
elongateand take a permanent set. Padeyesin this
condiiion should be replaced by insta ing links of
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r Sreat test load Amodcan gociety lor TestiDg M8terials, Specincations A56-30.
Ex^M}!E No, 1Aobi,n: I t€terminn size oI rins nad nc..isary lor lo-inch srtch block.
Soirlioni lo-inch snstch hlocklcquires rrp.inch msnila. In column lor ci.cumference equal to 3n lnches and opposii€ numbor ol t,
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Generql-

A. Coordination of the wolk ol the buoy yard and
aids to navigation shop (or whatever other division
or difierentiation is in efrect at the unit for the yard
preparation of the actual buoy bodies and appendages, as against the shop forces who prepare and
insiall the Ughting apparatus) is essential. Such
minor items as knowing exactly when and whele
the tender desires to load buoys or equipment
should be furnished to both components, in order
that an emcient working schedule may be maintained.

link tyt,r

ts r{rudl lo

size is Ir! by 2,j

inchrs.

B. Certain depots consider that better segregation of responslbility lor proper installation of
lighted buoys occurs when delivery of the buoy body
and component lightinc apparatus is made to the
tender separately for assembly during or prior to
loading. Other depots furnish the buoy completely
assembledand ready to light, others do everything
except charge the buoy. In any event, it is incumbent on ihe tender personnel to check and recheck
aU Iighting apparatus for proper operation and
characteristic, gas lines, wiring. mooring eyes or
shackles, etc. for any possible chance of failure.
This should be done before leaving the dock. Reduction of outages is a proven fact in caseswhere
thorough checking of lighted buoys is concientiously
observed.
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FrcuRE 2?-99.-Dockside

FrcuRE2?-100.-Stowage of chain.
C. ArrangeTtuentol a depot,-Buoys are arranged
on the dock (buoy slab) at depots with the object
in view of keeping the heavier lighted buoys available to the tenders with the least amount ol move,
ment, at the same time taking into consideration
the equal distribution of weight to prevent excessive
concentration thereof. The lighter buoys that are
more easily moved are stowed at a greater distance
from loading points in accordance with space requirements. Chain is separated according to size
and stored at convenient places in lengths of 15fathom shots each. sinkers and ballast balls are
arranged according to size and the consideration
for distribution of weight. Other buoy a.ppendages
such as shackles, pins, swivels, bridles, etc., are
stored at convenlent points and are separated according to size. Certain depots have a rack built
for the storage of pilings of difierent lengths.
Acetylene gas cylinders are generally stored in
covered racks and are separated, lull flom empty.
In the case of depots having sand-blasting equipment, an area is reserved for cleaning and sandblasting. The buoys &re ihen removed to another
area reserved for painting, storing, and minor
repairs. If a buoy is in need of major repairs, it

views, buoy depot.

FrcuRE 2?-101.-Storage

area for lighted buoys.

may be deposited near the ship area qihere the
necessary work can be accomplished without interfering with sandblasting and painting in progress.
After repairs have been accomplished on the buoy
body, it must be hydrostaticaUy tested for leaks before it is moved out on the wharf lor cleaning and
paintlng.
D. Th,e equipmetut ol a depot includes one or more
Ilrane Kars with a capacity oi up to 10 tons, for
moving unlighted, and the smaller lighted, buoys and
other heavy objects around ihe yard. When operating the Krane Kar, two men work together. One
handles ihe controls and drives, while the other
hooks and unhooks and acts as a safety guard, keeping everyone clear, and guiding the dfiver.
Certain
large depots may also have a mobile crane mounted
on a truck body. The largest Iighted buoys are
generally moved by the tenders. Iland cars (dollies) are used for handling cylinders, batteries,
chain, etc., although these may often be handled by
sling from the Krane Kar. Piping is laid throughout the yard and docks to furhish water and air
where needed. Electric conduit is provided likewise.
One depot has a fresh-water dipping tank with
suncient
capacity to accommodate an 4-300
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Krane Kar preparing to lift 3|4 x 10E lichted buoy.

Another type of Krane Kar hoisting an 8 x 26
lishted buoy.
FtcvRE 2?-102.-Handling buoys at p depot.

FrcuRE 2?-103.-A

tender coming in to the depot for a load of newly overhauled buoys.
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acetylene cylinder, adjacent to the storage racks.
Any minute leak in the valve or body of the cylinder
is found more easily by dipping than by yisual inspection or by using soapsuds. Sandblasting equipment, power-driyen wire brushes, chipping hammers, and sanders are furnished for cleaning the
buoys preparatory to painting. Large depots ha,ve
valious separate shops, namely, blacksmlth, machine, painting, carpdnter, lamp, and electronics
repair shops. Smaller depotsmay haye many of ihe
above facilitles combined. Each shop is completely
equipped with the necessarytools. Depots providing freight-handling facilities may have motor
driven fork trucks, etc., to assist in handling miscellaneousobjects.

FrcuRE2?-105.-Rows of large lighted buoys on the
dock of a large depot.

I'rcuRE 27-104.-Stowage of "special" type buoys at
a large depot.
E. Blocking.-Buoys must be securelyblocked and
chocked against rolling at all times when on the
dock or buoy slab. Tenders, when unloading buoys,
should see that they are property spaced to pelmit
working around them wheneverpossibleand should
insure that they are blocked securelybefore leaving
them. When working on a buoy, even if ii is to be
left in a certain position for only a few moments,
it must be securely blocked. Conical-bottom buoys
;uch as ? x 18'sand I x 20's are difncult to chock up
securely,especiallywhen the cage is tipped dowir to
a horizontal position. Block up a buoy so that the
weight of a man or two climbing about the superstructure will not cause it to shift.
(1) Blocking may consist of wooden tapered
wedges(4 by 4 by 12 inches or 12 by 12 by 30 inches
for example) or reciangular blocks (4 by 4 inches,
6 by 6 inches, or 12 by 12 inches, of suitable length) '
or large rectangular blockswilh one concaveside cut
out to fit the curyature of the buoy body. One depol
usesa steel support made in the shape of a sawhorse

to rest ihe tubes ol the larger buoys on, to keep them
in place when they are being rolled over for eleaning
and painttng.
(2) In the caseof heavy buoys,place the blockinc
under the buoysJust before their weight is sustained
by the cround, so that the weight contributes to the
ienacity ol the wedges. Drums, saw benches,etc.,
are also used to support or block up buoys for repairlng, cleaning, and paintinC.
(3) In certain areas, abnormal iides, such as
caused by storms, may require that the buoys be
chained to sinkers orr the dock to preveni their loss.
F. Shipping buoys to d,epots.-Vnless it is known
that suitable liftinc apparatus is ayailable for heavy
buoys, or that tracks are laid to the depot, buoys
should always be shipped to a depot for tidewater
delivery subject to a tender's tackle. Smaller buoys
are handled with depot crane facilities, using suitable slings, hooks and shackles,et,c.
G. Srings.-Rope, wlle, and chain slings are used
by workmen in handling buoys and other weights.
Although rope slings are generally handier for handling light weights such as the smaller buoys, batteries, cylinders, etc., since chain is often heavy for
workmen in awkward positions to atiach, rig, or
release, with ihe added danger of pinched nncers
betweenlinks, do not underestimate the size of lope
slings to be used. Rope deteriorates rapldly from
such exposed hard usage and its actual strength
may be far below its rated strength for any specinc
size.
H. Hondling low d,ischargebatteries,-Care must,
be taken in loading and storing low discharge batterles to prevent spilling and breakage. Carrying
handles v,/hichclamp into each top edge of DH and
DHB low discharge-type batteries are extremely
uselul in decreasing the amount of manhandling
required in carlying the baiteries, both around the
depot and when servising a light ashore. The sharp
edgesof the battery cans of the DHB type cut into
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the hands otherwise. The practice of plactng b;tteries over the shoulder when carrying ls dangerous; even the DIIB type has been knotwn to slosh a
drop o! two of electrolyte near the eyes,in spite of
the nonspillable-iype vent insta,lled. Carrying
hooks aan be made of ys- bv Vs- by 572-inch metal
with lucs to clamp the battery and h&ving a wood
handle grip 6 inches long. The distance between
ihe lugs is 8 inches. A rubber-u'heeledcart with a
guard can be used to transport the batteries from
the tender to the charging racks.
I. Saloaging low d,ischargebatter! cs,ns.-A conslderable savings in cost ot new low discharge batteries can be efiectedby buying batteries not in cans.
it being a simple matter to insert a new battery and
pour melted parafnn along the sidesto seal it in the
can. The metal can afiords much protection to the
fragile case and provides & more conveDient0neans
of handling. To provide a replacement supply of
these protective cans,it is necessarythat a Eeans of
salvaging them be insiituted.
(1) One method is as follows: F,emoveall loose
nttings from the battery, break the rubber top of
the case,and remove the lead. Then immerse can
in boiling water and leave it until all the parafnn
has melted. Wire brush the can and paint it v/ith
acid-resistant paint.
{2) Following is another method using hot water,
An advantage of this meihod is that the cell is undamaged. This is important should it ever be desirable or necessaryto remove the cell for repairs.
Figure 27-106 shows the apparatus used in ihis
connection. It rlay be constructed from scrap ma' terlal available almost everywhere. The cell ls
placed in the tank upon an inner pan or bame. The
tank measures 4bout 18 inches by 24 inches, the
. lnner pan measuresabout 13 inchesin diameter, and
about 1 inch high, and is mounted on f-inch hiCh
studs, pfoyiding a water spacefor circulation. This
is considereddesirable since the heat is applied directly to the bottom of the taDk. The iank ls held
in place by lods on either side. The battery is held
in place or down, by rods attached to the inner pan
which carry adjustable lugs that nt ove! the battery
case. Ttte cell is lift€d by means of a, yoke-like
arrangemeDtconsisting of a crossbarmade of hard_
q'ood to which are attached a pair of lifting lugs.
The6e lugs were designed to proylde a lift in line
with the center of the termlnal post so as to prevent
bending of the same.
(3) In operation, the packing nut on each terminal po6t is loosenedand the lifting lugs attached.
A sufficient strdin is taken to llft the plates up to e
point where they hit under the ceu cover. The
packing nuts are then retightened. The ceu is now
placed in the ta,Dkand clamped into posltion, and
water added to a point about one-fourth of dn inch
below the battery cell top. The water ls heated to
160' F., at which point the cell wiU lift out by taking
a str&in on the lifting device. This description is
for the first battery only. Succeeding batteries
n'hich are set in n'ater already heated to 160. F'.
will require soaking lor about 3 minutes before they
wlu lift out.
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(4) Temperatures above 160'F. of coulse may be
used, but the lower temperature permits the withdrawal without too much melting of wax and allows
its r€moval in I piece by merely slitting down one
side and peeling the entile blanket ofi. During the
processthe tempelature of the electrolyte does not
exceed 80' !'. CeUs ol the DE-5-1 type may be
removed from the square cans equally as well.
J. Acetglenecalind,erssllould be examined whenever handled, and missingcaps replacedbefore placing cyllnders on storage racks. Cylinders should be
cleaned and painted before shipment to the recharging plant. Full cylindels should be checked
for quantity before deliyery to a tender. Never
strike a cylinder with a hammer to remove rust so
as to read the serial number. Do not use a steel
wire bru6h on a cylinder. The section showing the
serial number, tare weighi, etc., is painted with
aluminum paint. Store A-50 and A-300 cylinders,
full and empty, separately. Observe &ll precautions when handling acetylene. See Chapter ZO,
part 20-5, for further details regarding acetylene
cylinders.
K. Overhauling buous, tApical proced,ure.-The
following practice ls followed at one depot when
receiving buoys from tenders lor cleaning and repair:
(1) Before depositing buoys on the dock, tende!
crews always clean ofi as much marine growth as
possible,since it c6mesof much more easily when
wet. (In most areas, tenders remove the batteries
or cylinders before unloading. If cleanine the buoy
and remoying cylinders or batteries is left for the
depot force to do, unnecessarylabor sosts and a
refuse disposalproblem are creaied.) Inspection is
made for any structural repairs necessary,and if
required, the tender will deposit the buoy near the
shop area.
(2) When the buoy is placed on the doik, securely blocked up, the lantern is removed (unless
already done by the tender) and the pocket covers.
swing bolts, gas tubing, wirlng. vents, etc., are overhauled as necessary. Extreme care must be exercised uhen pockets a,nd,buo! bod,iesare openeil.
Use onlu nonspo,rking tools. Reler to the letest
Engineering Mertorqnala,and, Chapters 20 and 24
ol tkis nanual lor,nstructions lor opening acet!lene buogs- Il fl,ood,inga buoy, consid,et the efrect
ol add,edueight on the d,och. Ahl)agss8$une that
an acetglene buo! b NOI gas-lree and, hand,le it
a.ccord,ingl!until prooen otherwise. Neoer fr,ooittke
pocketsol a,nelecttic buog. Exercise care, houeoer.
,n opening pocketsol electric buogsq,suell as o,cetU_
lene, since there is o possibilit?Jol an eccu,nulation
ol highlg e|plosioe hld,rogen gas. Weldlng, burnlng, or other spark-making work should never be
permttted adJacent to or even in reasonably close
proximity whetr opening an acetylene buoy. Spa,rks
may carry m&ny feet and causean accident.
(3) The buoy body, if opened for inspection, will
be prepared for repairs if necessary. plugs ate
placed in the tubing connec ons to prevenl sand
from eniering. Pocket covers are taken to the
blacksmith's shop for flange stEightening by the
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FrcuRE 2?*106,-A device for salvaging low discharge battery metal containers.
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welder. The swing bolts are cleened. relhreaded,
and nuts tapped out in the machine shop, if necessary.
(4) If structural {epail's have been made to the
buoy body, a hydrostatic test must be m4de (see
Ch. 24, sec. 24-?-11) before cleaning and painiing.
(5) The buoy is now sandblasted to bare metal.
When cleaning tubes on large buoys, a long wooden
handle is used to guide the sandblasting nozzle.
About halfway in the tube a block of wood or a
bar is used to support the weight of the handle
and sandblasting gear.
(6) Wben the buoy is clean and ready ior painting (if other than a large lighted buoy), it is removed inboard, away from the sandblasting aree
to a spot reservedfor palnting, storing, and minor
repairs. Consult the latest Painting Instructions
for proceduresfor applying paint on buoys,including the new vinyl-plastic type, When the paint is
dry, aU nttines previously removed are now replaced. caskeis are replaced on the pockets and
the covers secured.
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FrcuRE 2?-10?4.-Moving
a large lighted buoy with
a "buoy carrie!" at a large base.

No.tE: Pr(rcedures at the sevelal depots may va,!y
sllghtly from the above. Some unltu use cllipping hammers and whe brushes ln lleu of sanalblasting, and alo the
cleanlng and paintlng of the buoys ln the same locatlon.
Some depots malntaln a cbeck-off llst so that all necessaly lnspectlons and repairs are dennitely made or each
ouoy,

FrcuRE 2?-108.-Sandblasting a buoy.

FrcuRD2?-108A.-Spray-painting a lighted buoy at
a large base.

FrcnRE

railroad
air-driven
2?-10?.-Compressed
crane hoisting an I x 26lighted buoy.

L, Some ol the coltunon nistakes in handling
acetulene dpporatus arounil a d,epot are as lollous:
(1) fhe chain plugs not kept on valves, lanterns,
junction boxes, and cylinders.
(2) Cylinders not securely wedged in buoy
pockets. wooden pad not placed in bottom of

pocket. New aluminum washels IIot used EIrERY
tlme a connection is made,
(3) Protection caps for adjustlng screwsnot kept
on flashers. These protection caps help to prevent
leakageof gas around ihe screwswhich could result
in an explosion.
(4) Water is allowed to get in conneciions and
piping.
(5) Improper care of pocket covers,gaskets,and
swinc-bolts (dogs). Using improper type wrench
on nuts.
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FrcvnE 2?-108B,-Sandblasting and spray-painting
dock at a la,rgebase.

FrcuRE27-110.-Standing an I x 26 lighted buoy
up in a trap in the dock, charging the buoy is
easier in the vertical posiiion.

FrcurE 27-109.-I'orms for pouring concrete sinkers.

FrcuRE 2?-111.-Typical lamp shop where buoy
lighting apparatus is repaired.

(6) Insumcient time teken for checking nashers
before using. Not permitting all the air to wolk
out of the lines and flasher.
(?) The valve stems on the lantern, junciion box,
and cylinde! valves are made of steel and rust easily
when exposed to salt air. They sood get into a
condition where the valve key will strip the corners
of. makinc it necessary to renew them. The
threads on the stem of cylinder valves rust and give
trouble. The threads ol connections on cylinders
and pocket staybolts deteriorate when exposed,and
cause stripping of connections, requiring renewal.
All thleads and yalve stems should be coated with
graphite grease,and blind plugs and caps kept on all
conneciions, including the lantern connection.

M. Solne other im,portant things to check in ouerhauling q buo! are as lollows:
(1) Tubes should be cleanedout on whistle buoys
and the air valve check balls should work fleely.
(2) Bells and gongs should be inspected,and renewed if cracked. Clappers and clapper guards
should be renewed if necessary.
(3) Inspect the ihreads of staybolt fittings leading from inside the pockets to the buoy head.
Freshen the threads with the ploper tap if necessary. ltee up the inspection plugs in the pocket
covers. Inspect all piping, connections, junction
boxes,etc., and overhaul as necessary.
(4) Check lanterns for cracked and broken storm
panes.
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FrcuRE 2?-112.-Repailing

an

aceiylene

flasher.

an electric lampchanger
FrcuRE 27-114.-Repairing
and flasher mechanism.

FrcuRE 2?-1l6.-Repairing

FrcuRE 2?-113.-Brazing acetylene tubing connections.
(5) Flasher mechanisms should be carefully
tested before leaving the lamp shop, and proper
characteristic set. (See Chapter 20.)
(6) Renew wooden chafing strips on buoy tubes
if necessary.
(?) Renew mooring shackles. or build up with
weld or inselt steel bushings in worn mooling eyes
of buoys.
(8) When removing lantelns and cylinders from
buoys, screw blind plugs in the end of all piping to
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electronic equipment.

keep water out. A small amount of water in a gas
line will rust the yalye seat and cause trouble in
the flasher, which has several steel parts.
N. Lamp and, batter! shops.-Ttre lamp shop is
a very important part of ihe depot. Ilere acetylene
and electric lighting apparatus are overhauled and
stored. Flashers are tested for more than 24 hours
before being issued. The battery charging apparatus may be in a separate place or in a part of
another shop. Care must be iaken in handling batteries of aU types. see chapter 21 for details of
batteries, handlinc, and chareing.
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IlcuRE 2?-116.-Charging
racks ior low discharge
batieries.

FrcunE 2?-11?,-Testing electrolyte solution oi low
discharge batteries on charge.

FrcuRE 2?-118.-Repeiring

a low discharge battery.

FIGURE

2?-119.-Most depots have a complete
machine shop.

FrcuRE 27-120.-lveldlng

a patch on an unlighted
buoy.

FrcuRr 2?-121.-Storage racks for acetylene cylinders,
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FrcuRE2?-122.-Fitting the mooring bail on a spar
buoy. (Some depots manufacture their own
spars).

FrcuRE 2?-123.-Pile

27-5
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of completed spa! buoys.

AIDS TO NAVIGATION WORK AFLOAT,
GREATTAKESAND COASTAI WATERS
looding ond Stowing Aboord
Tenders_

A. Planning.-In certain area.s,the Commanding
Officer of the tender has considerable latitude in
planning his work, not only for the particular trip,
but for the entire buoy relief season. Careful planning is often necessaryso that sufrcient buoys of
the required type are on hand at the depot, ready
for loading, in time to flnish the areas being worked.
Sometimesareas have io be split up due io the lack
of buoys. Buoys in exposedlocations are scheduled
for relief during the Cood weather months, with a
lew of the inside buoysleft for relief at other times,
fn certain areas, acetylene lighted buoys p€rform
better if relieved in the summertime or early fall,
thus insuring a gocd gas plessure in the cold winter
months.
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(1) Upon receipt of operational orders, make up
a list of buoys,chain, sinkers, shackles,swiyels,batLeries,lanterns, paint, spare equipment, and other
gear that wiu be required for the trip. Plan with
omcers and men where the load is to be placed on
board, to facilitate ihe work in the fleld.
(2) Some tenders carly a spare second-classcan
and nun in addition io spare sinkeris) q,nd chain.
Always have plenty of spare shackles add keys on
hand. The amount of chain and sinkers necess&ry
to accomplish ihe reliefs for the trip may be found
from the buoy cards or fiIe copies ot Form 2555
maintaincd on board, which list the size and weight
of the moorings. Data are also available as to the
past condition oi the chain, time it was last relewed (if not done every time). character of the
bottom, etc, In most cases it is not necessaryto
carry all new chain and sinkers for all buoys to be
worked. Worn sectionsof chain are cut out on the
sceneand the chain reusedfor another buoy.
(3) Check all buoys and equipment thoroughly
before leavlng the dock. some ships use a standard
check-ofi list. When possible,prepare lighted buoys
before sa,iling,so that the light can be tested ove! a
reasonableperiod to insure reliability.
B. The stouage of buoys on board a tender requires careful attention when a large load of buoys
is to be carried. Generally, the last buoys to be
loaded will be the first ones worked. Stow each
item with a minimum of handling, and such that it
may remain secured unul actually ready to use.
Detail men to secule the load as it comes aboard
so that the listinc of the ship under the next hoist
doesnot causethe deck load to shift, When loadins
commences,order all unnecessarymen clear, and
put out the smoklng lamp.
C. Preparation lor loading.-I\ preparing to load
buoys, appendages,and equipment, inspect carefully the hoisting tackles, chain slings, manila and
wire rope straps and slings, snatch blocks, tools,
etc., and lay them out for use. "A place for everyihing and everything in its place" is a phrase particularly adaptableto aids to navigation work. Keep
ihe deck clear of stray lines, loose tools, and other
gear. Lay out the blocking, chocks, or saddles for
the buoys in the positions in which it is planned to
secure the buoys, having regard for the location
of available padeyesfor passing lashings. El,emove
the main hatch for receiving small buoys, sinkers,
or chain as necessary. Wire slings of appropriate
size for the yarious types of unlighted buoys are
made up and kept on hand.
D. Precautions to be obserDed,
irl loading ate Lhe
same as used in handling heavy weights in general.
Keep the load low and move it slowly. Keep personnel out from under and between weights. Not
infrequently, even experiencedpersonnel will duck
under the head of a buoy to shift the blocking when
lowering ihe buoy into place. This is a dangerous
practice. Keep head and tail lines attashed to
weights; be prepared to snub them around a cleat,
bitts, or padeye to keep the buoy under control.
Make sure that the strap or bridle is adequate
before using it. When hooking on buoys, check
carefully belore hoistinc. that the hook is properly
secured. Shackles are better than hooks on slings
for hoisting buoys aboard, especially the unliehted
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ones. Straps that have been L"ed for lifting battery racks may be damaged from contact with a,cid,
'When loading a class A 190-foot tender, take care
nlt to top the boom down and out too far so as
to damagethe motor housings,
E. Losd,ing ol unlighted buoEs may be accomplished as follows:
(1, Special cla$.-A double branch or two-lecged
wire, manila, or light chain sling is,usedfor loading
special-classbuoys in a horizontal position. The
legs 01' the sling are spliced to a lifting ring; the
other ends have an eye lor a shackle or have hooks
spliced in. One leg of the sling is generall5/shorter
than the other, This short end is hooked in the
mooring eye on the heavy (counterweight) end of
the buoy. Slings may be 3y2-inch manila, 78- or
3/a-lnchwire, ot y2-i\ch chain. A sugcestedlength
of a sling for ure with second- and third-class specials is 6y2 feet for one lec a d 7y2 feet for the
other. A sling with two l0-loot lengths is useful
for loading first class specials,and also for hoisting
small lighted buoys alongsid€ for recharging. Two
special buoys may be hoisted at one time by passing one leg of the sliDg through the lifting bail
of one buoy and hooking or shackling on to the
Iilting bail of the other, the other lec of the sling
being hooked into a strap po,ssedthrough ihe mooring eyesof the two buoys. Special-classbuoys are
loaded aboard with the whip. A 2-inch head line
should be secured to the load to steady and guide
the buoy.
(o) When loading buoys for stowing in the hold,
pick them up ai one end only,_using a short strap
or shackle rather than hooking directly into the
liftinc bail. ff a short strap ls not used, the sling
may be passedcompletelythrough the lifting bail and
hookedback into its own lifting ring. A buoy hooked
directly is llable to become unhooked should ihe
strain be eased,as when the buoy rests momentarily
on the deck or o:r top of another buoy. When
stowing buoys in the hold, a light tackle can be
clapped on to haul the buoy over to any desired
position while the boom stiu holds most of the
weight, slacking ofr on the whip as appropriate.
Often a couple of men pulling on a head line will
accomplish the same thing.
(b ) Screw-pin shacklesinserted in the eyesspliced
in the ends of the slings may be used in lieu of hooks
and are considered safer, since they lessen the
chancesof the buoy accidentally becomingunhooked
from the sling.
(c) Special-classbuoysmay also be hoisted abroad
in a horizontal position, using a 372- or 4-inch
manile strap passed around the body of the buoy
at the balance polnt. The approximate point of
balence of special-classbucys is ai the welded seam
in the lower part of the buoy body where tapering
to counterweight becins,
(2t Stand,ard,-classbuoas ate loaded with the
whip, and may be picked up by the double sling, or
the rvhip alone, hooked into a short strap through
the mooring or lifting eye of the buoy. When picking up a standard can by the mooring eye, pull the
head to one side when landing the buoy on deck,
otherwise it may stand on end momentarily and the
whip come unhooked.

t3) TaU-tflpe bucUsmay be hoisted on board by
hocking the hoisting tackle directly into a balancing
lifting lug located just below the middle of the buoy.
Usl a steadying line on at least one end of the buoy.
Gt Belt or gong buoas may be hoisted aboard by
hooking the hoisting tackle direcUy into a liftine
lug or ring locatedon top of the buoy body. Securea
steadylng line to the tramework. A beU buoy with
a nxed counterweight should be handled on the
main or relief.
(5) Spar buoUsare loaded one or more at a time,
using a double sling, spread 6 to 8 feet apart for
balance. Larger spars are Ioadedone at a time with
a single chain sling pa,ssedaround the mlddle of ihe
spar at the balance point.
F. Lighted,buoqs6ther thun q-loot tgpes).-prior
io lifting a lighted buoy clear of the dock, a head
Iine should be rove through the side of the cage
opposite the tackle. Men on the dock tend the
head line to prevent the buoy from swinging and
damaging the lantern or other objects. The ends
of the head line may be passedto men on deck so
that when the buoy is hoisted over the side, control
of the buoy may be smoothly transfer.redto the men
on d€ck. In the case ol a large lighted buoy, tail
lines are also passed around the tube of the buoy
to assist in conirolling it.
(1) Lighted buoys are Ioaded by means of the
main or relief hoisting tackles, hooking on directly
int a llfting lug located on the top of the buoy
body in the case of conical bottom buoys (BIII.
? x 18, 8 x 20) and certain tube buoys whicll
balance or nearly so, under given conditions (6 x
20, I x 26), and the flat electric buoys. Buoys like
the Converted C type and the I x 23W which do
not balance,and the 6 x 20 and 8 x 26 when loaded
with batteries and lantern or equipped with a beU,
should be loaded by means of a chain bridle or
double chain sling. This sling, if not composed
of special chain (Eerc-alloy or equal), should be
ol not less than l-inch diameter open-link chain
for smaller buoys,and 1y4-lnch chain for the 8-foot
buoys. An improvised sling can be made by shackling a length of chain between the lifting lugs on
the top and bottom of the buoy body and hooking
the tackle into a shackle in about the middle ol the
chain. Wire rope slings, 7s- or f-inch diameter,
may also be used in loading lighted buoys of less
than 9 feet diameter. Many vesselsuse a special
double-branch chain sling having one leg shorter
than the other, and use this sling for picking up all
their tube buoys.
(2) Flat electric buoys, especiallythe lar.ger'?FE
type, al'e better handled by means of a double chain
sling havlng two legs of equal length. Electr.ictube
buoys should not be picked up in the hor.izontal
position, suspendedfrom only one lifting lug, if
there is any tendency for the lantern end to tip
downwards. Although buoy batteries are designed
to letain their electrdlyte when tipped past the
horizontal, they have been known to leak.
G. Nine-loot lighted, b?!ogs.-A 9 x 32 lighted
buoy without batteries, bell or lantern will balance
when hoisted by the lower liftinc luc, otherwise it
wtll not. The I x 38W buoy without batteries and
Iantern will balance, and will nearly balance v{hen
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loaded, such that men on a tail line could hold the
buoy level. However, if it is an elestris buoy, it is
better to use the bddle or double blanch sling on
ihe 9 x 3g as well as the 9 x 32 buoy; it will be
steadier for loading. The chain sling usedfor loading g-foot buoys consists of iwo legs, one shorter
than tlxe other, of applopriate strength chain having a hook in each end and a lifting ring in the
middle. some vesselsuse improvised rigs as folIows: shackle a l2-foot length of lyz-insh chain
between the lifting lugs at the top and bottorr of
the buoy body and hook the main into the chain
about 2 feet from the lower end; or hook the main
into the lower liftine lue and shackle a length of
chain from the upper lifting lug of the buoy to the
shackle on the main block. one tender uses a
, three-legged chain sling having two short legs and
one long one. The long leg is hooked into a lifting
lug at the top of the buoy body and the other two
legs are shackled into the mooring lugs at the
bottom of the buoy body. This arrangement permits a vertlcal lift on the two short legs and a
diagonal lift on the long one. The buoy is picked up
horizontally and is very steady.
(1) When loadinc g-foot buoys on a class A 180foot tender, have the man tending the dockside
boom guy shift his position to the boai deck and
tend the guy from a cleat on the A-f!ame.
(2) When loadlng more than one g-foot buoy,
it is considered a safdr practice to turn the ship
around at ihe dock for loading a second buoy,
although it is possible to hoist the buoy ovei the
one already on deck. It is also possibleto load the
flrst buoy on the outboard slde flrst. However,
swinginc the buoy around on deck renders it liable
to damage to the lantern.
fi. Loading a q-loot buoy.-Followlng is a suggest€dprocedure for loadlng a g-foot lighted buoy:
(1) Moor the ship alongside the dock where the
buoy is to be loaded so that the after end of the
buoy port is about 8 feet or so ahead of the buoy to
be hoisted. Take care to make the vessel fast in
such a way that no damage wlll result to the side
of the ship or to the dock. The vesselwill take a
sharp llst and such things as boat davits, life rails,
etc., might be bent. This danger can be overcome
by worklng the ship ahead on a springllne and controlling the dlstance of the afterpart of the ship
from the dock by the rudder. Have chocks ready
on deck.
NorE.*Tbe remalnder ol tbe proc€dure is described for
a cla$ A 180-foot tender. Older tend€rs not havlng the
double topplng llft arrangement of tbe boom wiu proceed
ln a slrnllar manne! to tbat descrlbed. a'he class B end
C 180-foot tenders wlll handle the buoy in much the
6ame manne! except tbat there wlll be IIo need lor tackle
hooked in the deck or ln the bulv,/arks to lrim the boom.

(2) Hook the relief in a padeye across the deck
opposite to the working side for a power vang, and
hook the whip in a ringpad well aft on the bulwerks
on the working side for hauling the boom outboard.
Swing the boom out over the buoy, topping as necessary so that the main purchase hangs about 3 feet
shipward from ihe lifting lug located at the bottom
of the body of the buoy. The boom should be at
about 60' from the fore-a.nd-aft centerline'of ttre
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ship. The position of the boom in relation to the
buoy is important, becausewhen the strain is taken
on-the hoi.-t, the ship will list, thus moving the
tackle further outboard. If allowance is not made
for this, the buoy wlll shift when it is picked up,
pos5ibly doing some damage.
(3) On a bare (stripped of cylindels, etc.) I x 38
buoy, hook directly into the lifting lug. If fully
equipped,or if a I x 32 buoy, llse the bridle or chain
sling describedabove. Rig head and tail lines and
have several men tend €ach line. Take a strain on
the hoisting tackle slowly, until the buoy is clear of
the dock, then hoist away, lifting no further than
necessary to clear all obstacles. ('fhe buoy wlll
nearly ahvays be lying on the dock with the tube
end closest to the ship, therefore, depending on
whether the buoy is to be sarried athwartships or
fore-and-aft on deck, swing the buoy around with
the head and tail lines so as to lead fair while trimming the boom in across the deck. Most ships
prefer to carry the buoy fore-and-aft with the lantern end aft.) Make sure thet all hands stand clear,
irnd that the men on the steadying lines stand back
far enough to get a good lead,
(4) Trim the boom lnboard and swing the lantern
end of the buoy in the appropriate direction, It will
be necessaryto top the boom up before the buoy
can be landed in the fore-and-aft position on deck,
and in fact on some tenders, before the buoy can be
brought in over the bulwarks. Therefore, when the
boom has been trimmed in to about a 45' angle
wiih the fore-and-aft centerline of the ship, hold
the relief (power vang) and top the boom up. (Note
that toppinc the boom whlle holding the reUef
causesthe boom to tdm in as well as rise.) When
the buoy has been topped far enough to land in the
desired spot, trim the boom further inboard with
the relief (don't forget to slack the whip when trimming in) until the buoy is over the chocks or cradle.
Top up or down as necessarytor the final adjustment and lower the buoy into the chocks. When
carried fore-and-aft, the outside of the buoy body
should just touch the bulwarks, and the lower end
of the body should be about even with the after end
of the buoy port.
L Loading equiplnent and, appendages.-I"olloyting is data on the loading of equipment and appendages:
(1) Acetylene cylinde$ are generally loaded by
the whip, using a manila strap passed around the
body of the cylinder(s) at the balance point. The
strap should be well spread io insure against the
load's tipping. A-300 cylinders are loaded one to a
strap. They may also be hoisted by passing the
strap through the bail at the upper end of the
cylinder. A-50 and A-25 cylinders are loaded in
groups of up to six to the load. Take care not to
drop or beng the cylinders. See that a protection
cap is on all A-50's a,ndA-25's, and ihat bllnd and
chain plugs are installed on all cylinders.
(2) Battery racks are generally hoisted by the
whip, using a short wire strap through the Iifting
eye on the top of the rack. IJ manila straps are
used in handling batteries, take care that acid does
nol weaken the strap. Many vesselsdo not reuse a
manila strap used in handling batteries.
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(3) Lanterns are hoisted aboard with the whip
and a manila strap arranged in conventional manner. Lanterns are flagile and must be handled
carefully.
(4) One tender has sugg6stedthe use of cargo
pallets (see ne. 2?-283) for loading cylinders, lanterns, supplies,etc. For handling cylinders, the pallet i6 fitted with 2- by 2-inch €trips on both ends to
prevent the cylinders from rolling ofi. Ten A-50's
have beensuccessfullycarried on one pallet load.
(5) Sinkers are loaded by hooking the whip directly into the bail of the slnker. The heaviest
sinkers are generally loaded with the main,
(6) Chain ls Ioaded in bundles of one or more
shots securedin a manila or wire strap and handled
on the whip. Chain may also be hauled a,board
singly in bights; however, care must be taken not
to let even a small bight get over the side of the ship.
Even a few links of chain over the side can start the
chain running, aftel which there is no stopping it,
once it takes charge. Bridles are handled simiIarly to chain, as above.
(?) Ballast balls are loaded in groups securedby
a \iire strap passedihrough their bails.
J, Fund,anentals ol stouage,-Eecause ot the
variety of sizes,shapes,and weight of buoys, each
presents a slightly difierent stowageproblem. The
important factor in securing the load is to use sumcient lashings of ample size and lead them in the
proper directions to preyent movement. A comparatively Ught preventer can generally keep a
heavy weight from shitting on deck or from swinging when suspended,but once the weight begins to
move, lt is difficult, if not impossible, to stop it.
Therefore, secure such weights weU. Never overload the buoy deck. Leave sufncient spaceon deck
for working personnel and equipment. Buoys
should be blocked and lashed even in calm weather,
since the list of the 6hip under s, heavy Ioad may
start the deck load shifting, Never land lighted
buoys or sinkers directly on steel decks. Sinkers
may be landed on battens, boxwood, or other Ught
dunnage, or spaced on wedges, Dunnage prevents
sliding and facilitates washing down the decks.
Always block buoys clear ol bitts, cleats, and scuppers. With the exception of special-type buoys,
place dunnage under the buoys just before their
weight is sustained by the deck so that the weight
contributes to the tenacity of the $'edges.
(1) When only a short distance is involved between the dock and the working area, buoysare often
stowed in the way of the buoy ports, ready for
setting, Here again, however, it is necessary to
secure the buoy including bights of mooring chain
that may have been ranged out, well enough for all
sea conditions becauseof the possibiliiy of unexpected rough weather, or as frequently happens, a
change of itinerary after the ship is underway, i. e.,
a sudden search and rescuemissiot..
(2) It is necessaryto inspect the lashlngs of buoys
periodically when underway to insure no change in
tautness. If underway at night, have cargo lights
rigged to illuminate the deck and turn them on
during the inspections.
(3) It is important, particularly with a ne{r crew
or boatswain's mate belng trained, to see that the

buoys are secured in such a manner that they are
preventedlrom movinc, both athwartships and foreand-aft. With lnexperienced personnel, there is a
tendency to be content with only securing the buoy
downrrard to the deck, with the lesult that the line6
or chains lead almosi vertically from the buoy and
there is or y frictional resistance to movement of
the buoy along the plane of the deck, which is, of
course,inadequatein a seaway. It is better to spend
time for adequatesecuring before golng to sea than
to have to break out men in the mid-watch to attempt the dangerousjob of securing a shifting deck
load.
K. No se, rule ol stowage.-Verious tenders stow
buoys and appendagesin difrerent places on deck,
sommensuratewlth the spaceavailable,the working
plan, type of buoys carried for the trip, trim of the
yessel,etc. No set rule oi stowagecan be laid down
for such a heterogeneouscargo. Ilowever, suggested
proceduresare glyen in the following paragraphs.
L. Stouing unlighted, brLol.-Small
unlighted
buoys such as second- and third-class specials and
standards are often stowed in the main hold where
ihey are blocked and wedged securely against
stanchions, cargo battens, bulkheads, etc,, and are
lashed with 2- or 3-inch line as required. Line is
used for lashlng small unlighted buoys ln the holds
and on deck. It is not satisfactory for lashing
tau-type unliehted buoys or lighted buoys,
(1) Sta,ndard-type unlighted buoys cannot be
safely tiered. They are stowed on deck or in the
hold, placed alternately head to foot alongsldeeach
other so as to make the maximum use of the space
available.
(2) Since as many as 30 or more special-type unlichted buoys may be carrled, it is convenient to stow
these buoys on their sides in layers or tiers up to
three high. The bottom leyer is started on one side
of the deck against somethlng solid such as the bulwark, and may then extend acrossthe deck to agalnst
something equauy solid. A timber such as a, 4- by
4-inch is f,rst placed on deck a little aft of the flxed
counterweight of ihe bottom tier of buoys for the
heavy end of the buoys to rest on. Take care that
the entire buoy rests nrmly on the deck and oD the
timber. Then another 4- by 4-inch timber ts laid
acrossthe counterweight end on top of the flrst tier
but a little further atqay from the end than the
first-^nentloned timber. This second cross-timber
ts securely lashed in place and the second tier of
buoys is laid on top of the nrst tier, nesting each
buoy between two buoys of the bottom tier. The
third tier is similarly placed. After alt tiers have
been stowed, the buoys are lashed securely and an
overall chain is griped down over the plle and secured by a turnbuckle. lf the buoys are not wedged
in beiween two solid objec|"s,such as when only hs.lf
the deck is used for storege,the end buoys must be
lashed together so that the load will not sepa,ra,te.
Some yesselsfollow the pra,ctice of stowinc the
counterwelghtsof ea,chtier oppositeto the counterweights of the tler below.
(3) When ston'ing unllghted buoys, it ls oftet
tound convenient to place red buoys on the star- \
board side of the deck and black buoys to po!t. slnce
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it is commonto work up rivers and bays. Sper buoys
are genelally stowed with the bails forward.
(4) Bell and gong bubys should be placed on deck
so that it is only necessaryto move them agaiD to
put them over ihe side and then place the relieved
buoy in the samechocks. Thesebuoysare awkward
to secure.
(5) Tall-type unlicht€d buoys are large and
heavy, and should be chocked up and securedsimilarly to lighted buoys as described below.
M. Stouing lighted buols.-Ughted buoys are
landed on deck on nrooden cradle blocks. wooden
saddles, or other appropriate dunnage. The body
of the buoy should not rest entirely on the steel
deck but should be supported by the dunnage so
that the weight of the buoy biting into the wood
tends to increase the friction of the blocking.
Lighted buoys are lashed with chain and turnbucklesof size appropriate io the size of buoy being
secured, For €xample,for a 7 x 18 buoy, 3/+-to 1/einch chain would be sufficient, but for a I x 38
buoy, 1- to 17s-inch chain would be used. Flatbottomed electric buoys are stowed flat on deck on
thin planking or on equally spacedwedgesand are
Iashed wittt chain and turnbuckles. Six- and eightfoot counterweighted tube buoys are stowed with
the tube down on deck and cage up in the air, being
braced against tippinc down by additional blosking
direcUy under the middle of the buoy's upper body.
Care must be taken in stowing I x 23W buoys as
they are unstable in this position due to the short
counierweight tube. They are more safely stowed
flat on their sides. Space does not always permlt
this, as the lanterns of lighted buoys must often
be nested over and against each other in order to
get them all on board. Chain for lashing is secured
to a padeye, led throuch the lifting lug at the top
of the buoy, or given a round turn around a pocket
casting and securedto the deck acain with a turnbuckle, the over-all lead resembling an inverted vee
whoselegs must not be vertical. Lashing chalns are
often just passeddirectly from the top of the buoy
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to the deck and secured by a turnbuckle. When
securing conical-bottomed buoys such as an 8-20type, in addition to ihe lashings from the top of
the buoy, wire siraps or chains are led in opposite
directions from the botiom lug of the buoy to preveni twisting.
(1) Wherever chain is mentioned in the above as
used lor lashings, wire straps of comparative
strength may be used. Most ships, however, do not
favor using wire since it is hard on the hands and
is dificuli to adjust to the proper lengths.
(2) Lichted buoys, other than g-foot types, are
often stowed with ihe laniern end forward. However, the particular arrangement of the deck of the
tender or the number of buoys aboard may necessitate other arrangements. Conical-bottomed
buoys are headed in any direction, wherever there
is room ior them.
(3) Wherever the g-foot lighted buoy is discussed
herein, the description and procedure is appliceble
to the 10 x 39 buoy as well. Nine-foot buoys require particular care in blocking and securing due
to their size and weight. Two of these buoys are
all that can be carried for working, although three
can be squeezedaboard lor transportation purposes.

FrcuRE2?-125.-Driving home a wedge under an
I x 20 lighted buoy.

FrcuRE 2?-124.-Shifting
an I x 23W buoy around
on deck.

The majodty of tenders stow and work these buoys
from a fore-and-aft position alonssidethe bulwarks
with the lanl,ern headed aft. From this position
they may be put over the side without further
handling or shifting alound at sea. A few tenders
carry the buoysathwartships in the way of the buoyports. However,when the buoysare in this positlon,
working deck space is lost to other purposes,hook
Iine leadsare not as fair when working the buoy, and
securing the buoy is more diffcult. One tender
carries the buoy in a cross-desk diagonal position
when crulsing &nd shifts it to the athwartships position for worklng, Nine-foot buoys are lowered onto
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FrcvRE 2l-126 -Miscellancous
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buoys stowed on deck.

FrcuRE 2?-129.-.{

FrcuRE2?-12?.-Placing a wooden cradle under an
8 x 20 buoy. Note man standinc in dangerous
position inside bight of snatch block.

FrcuRE 2?-128.-Picking up an B x 20B lighted buoy
from the dock.

deck load of large and small
lighted buoys.

a large wooden chock 12 by 12 inches by I or 11
feet, one side oI which is cut out to conform to the
curvature of the buoy's body. The counterweight is
lowered onto a 2 by 12 inches by 4 foot plank.
Blocks and wedges are tichtly jammed in under the
lemainder of the body to prevent the buoy from
tipping the lantern end down. Four or six chain
and turnbuckle lashings ale passed to the body of
the buoy and a half hitch or round turn lashing is
passed around the tube.
(4) Moorings for g-foot buoys are often ranged
out on deck before loading ihe buoy, since once the
buoy is in position, the buoy port area is largely
blocked.
(5) Particular attention should be given to securing the I x 32 Iighted beU buoy. The buoy is topheavy and should be placed flat on deck with the
counterweight in the air. Unless the buoy is so
secured, should the blocking become loose, the top
will drop to the deck, resulting in damage to the
flasher, color shade and lens, as well as possible
injury to pelsonnel.
N. Dunnage.-A
tender must carly a multitude
of assorted blocks, planks, wedges, chocks, etc., for
stowing buoys on deck. Some suggested sizes of
soft or medium wood dunnage are as follows:
smau wedges------4" x 4" x72"
tsrge wedg€s------72" x 12" x3O"
Planks---,------,--Plants!s-------------2"xl0"x
4'
Blocks,concaveone slde------------ --, 12" x 12" x lL'
12" xl2" xll'
Blocks,squa!e-,---Blocks,!quare-----4"x 4"x 4'
6" t 8" x 12"
Chocks, trl-co!ner--Cther slzesas requlred und€r the clrcumsta[c6.
Some tenders use ss,ddles made of two blocks
12 x 12 inches x 4 leet or 6 feet with tapered inboard edges along their length and separated on
an angle by pieces of pipe. Ilandles can be iastened
to the outside edges for attaching guide lines. one
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FrcuRE 2?-130.-Setting
an 8 x 20B lighted buoy
down on wedges on deck. Note that men stay well
clear.
3/.t,,,8.t*.
-72"
S)a.cd

p.'tet
-ilt

eye
,?"
por'ho,'^t

FrcuBE 27-131.-Opelating
a boom is selious business. There should be no visitors or miscellaneous
conversatron,
vessel suggests using a length of 2 x 12 inch planking
\ryith iwo 4 x 4's spiked to one side, one piece at each
end. A 5 x 15 buoy would require a distance oI 2Ieet
6 inches between the blocks; a 6 x 20 buoy,2 feet 10
inches: ? x 18 and BIII buoys. 3 feet 1 inch; B x 26
buoy, 3 feet 5 inches between blocks. A cladle for'
g-foot buoys is sometimes made by bolting two
12x12's together and cuttinc out a coDcave section
on one side for the body of the buoy.

a"/f
'f

e.J tz hd
-././et ".

on .tlr.r
c.ad/e

FrcuRE 2?-132.-Wooden

st4c
k"a..

f" /a.;/ib/e
pttA

tuat

buoy saddles (cradles).

O. Srnkers o d. choin are genelally stowed forward on deck on most vessels, in spaces not adaptable for placing buoys, so as to utilize every available space on deck. They can also be stowed in
the hold. Chain is stowed in bundles secured by
manila or wrr.e straps, or is ranged out on a wooden
platform.
Sinkers ate landed on small equallyrpaced wedges, battens, or on st ps of boxwood.
Both sinkels and chain should be appropr.iately
lashed. When calrying an unequal number of
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FrcunE 2?-134.-Steamboat-type
ratchet jack.
quick means of tightening a buoy lashing.

A

lighted buoys, sinkers may be placed to trim shlp.
When slings are plac:d around bundles of chain,
they should be left in place so as to expedite turther
handling later.
P. Acetulene cgrinders should be stowed oD deck
where' they will not be damaged by loose gear, such
as near the afte! bulkhead.
It, is generally not
feasible to stand them vertically, although it is
better for the cylinder.
Lash them securely and
drive ivedges to tauten the lashings. See thai the
blind plugs and protection caps are in place.
Wooden 4 x 4's, cut with half rounds shaped to
fii the sylinders, may be placed on deck, and then
subsequently between each tier of cj,linders.
A
chain lashing may be cinched across the top of
all the cylinders. Ilever stow acetylene cylinders
below decks.
@. Bqtterg /ocks should be stowed vertlcally in
a place free from exposure and away from loose gear.
rf stowed in the forward hold, a small hatch should
be open for ventilation, if possible.
R. Bq.llast balls ate awkward to secure, They may
be fastened directly to the buoy, or may be set on a

FrcuRE2?-135.-Close-up of Steamboat Jack.
plank betweentwo blocks. They are often dumped
in between bundles of chain.
S. Turnbuckles.-In addition to thc conventionaltype turnbuckles, ratchet-type steamboat pulling
jacks have been found useiul for securing loads
positively and quickly. (See fig. 2?-134.)
27-5-5

Prepqring Buoys for lgruiss-

A, Assuming that the buoy has been loaded and
secured,the next step is to complete preparations
for service. Buoys are generally furnished to the
tender completely painted as to final color coat,
except in the Great Lakes and certain other aleas
where tender lorces clean and paint many of the
buoys. The tender force oiten paints the number
cr identifying letter. All painting, color coats,nl.lm-
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ber, etc., should be done well in advanceot the time
of placing the buoy in service whenever possible,
to permit the paint to dry and to preclude a hasty,
sloppy last-minute job. Most tenders try to schedule the preparation of buoys alongside the dock if
possible,so that should a substitution of equipmentor
othe! change be indicated, it may be accomplished
more easily. AIso, it allows more time for ihe light
to be test-operated to insure reliable pcrformance.
(1) Unlichted buoys require no preparation other
than painting, numberiDg,and connectingthe mooring (which is usually done just before arriving on
station). All buoys should be inspected to see that
mooring lugs and lifting eyesare in good condition.
(2) gsysral vesselshave found that the sheet or
roll-type reflecting material used on spar buoys can
be made to last longer and perform better if the
strips are cemedted on thin pieces of sheet metal
which are then tacked to the wooden spar, rather
than cementeddirecuy to the buoy. The refleiting
material adheres better to metal than to wood. A
supply of strips of required size and color can be
made up and kept on hand.
(3) Liehted buoys require a great deal of additional preparation which is discussedbelow.
B, Lighted, brlotl9.-Some depots iurnish the
liChted buoys to the tender completely charged .iri,ith
lantern installed, ready for service. In this case,
the tender should still make its own check to see
that thele are no leaks in acetylene gas lines: that
pocket covers are on tight; inspect electric wiring;
gageacetylenepressureor check voltageoi batteries:
check operation and characteristic of light appar_
atus; check color and number of buoy: check fo!
missing or loose bell clappers o! pocket cover lugs;
clear vents, etc. Other depotsfurnish the bare bu;y
and equipment separately, and the tender forci
installs the cylinders or batteries, lantern, etc.
Many tenders ptefer to do this work of assembling
the buoy, since the final responsibility of insuring
reliable operation is theirs anyway, and if the buov
requires premature servicing, they are the ones who
must usus,llymake the extra trip to relight the buoy.
C. Acetvlene buo!.-The following paragraphs
describe the charging and assembling of a large
acetylenelighted buoy as performed by tender force.
The procedure would be much the same if per_
formed by the depot:
(1) cage the cylinders before loading and record
the serial numbers. nemove the pocket sovers oi
the buoy, securing a small line to the hoisting eye
of the cover for lowering it to the deck. The coveis
of a large buoy pocket are heavy and require two
men for handling, one to lower on the line, the other
to cuide tt free.
(2) Some tenders place the buoy over the side
of the ship, either floatinc or hung on the boom,
before inserting the .A-300cylinders, Tttis permits
easy inseltion of the cylinder by passing a B or
3 )6-inch short manila strap throuch the bail of
the cylindel and hoisting with the n'hip. The cylinders are lorveredonto woodenpads in the bottom of
ihe pocket and must be securelywedgedin place by
fcur equally-spacedtapered wooden wedgesdriven
Snugly alound the cylinder in the pocket by a bar
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ot ncnsparking rndteria.l, Do not use a steel ba! or
hammer for this purpose.
(3) If the cylinders are to be inserted while the
buoy is lying on deck, as is generally the 9ase,pass
a good manila strap (3 or 3ys incht around the
middle of the cylinde! and hoist it up in front of the
buoy pocket. positioning the boom as necessary. lt
has been suggestedthai to make the cylinder easier
to start into the pocket, the 6trap be arranged so as
to make the butt of the cylinder slighfly heavier in
balance. Howeyer, if this is dote, extreme care
must be used, since, should ihe cylinder slip out of
the strap, a catastrophe might result.

.J

ltcuRE 2?-136.---caging a cylinder before installing
it in a buoy.

FrcuRE2?-13?.-Remoying pocket covers of an
I x 20B buoy.

I
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(4J When the cylinder has been hoisted up to
the buoy pocket, the butt end is inserted as far as
th: lifting strap will permit. (Be sure that the
woaden block is properly positioned in the bottom
of the pocket.) Secure a 3-inch lowering line to
the bail of the cylinder and lead it ihrough the cage
of the buoy io a padeye or cleat on deck. The
steadying line used in hoisting (a weight should
never be hoisted without one or more steadying
lines secured) will serve for this purpose if heavy
enough line. Ease the strain of the liiting tackle
and slack away on the lowering line to slide the
cylinder into the pocket. Take care that the cylinder is inserted fa,r enough ln the pocket before
slackening or shifting the lifting tackle. Should
the pocket be nearly horlzontal, the cylinder may be
difrcult to slide. Shifting the stlap to the upper
end and taking e slight strain will easethe situation.
Soaping the pocket of g-fooi buoyswiu aid in slidlng
the cylinder ln. Do not attempt t,o insert a cylinder
into a pocket without a lorrering line to prevent its
sliding too fast.
(5) Before the cyllnder is completely inserted
into the pocket, the valve conneciion must be lined
up f&ir with the staybolt connection in the slde of
tlle pccket: Insert q, wooden or nonsparking bar
through the bail of the cylinder and twist it into
alinement. When inserting cylinders ln buoy pockets (buoy lying horizontal on deck), be sure that
the cylinders are inserted all the way to the bottom
of the pocket. Otherwise, when the buoy is ralsed
vertically, the cylinders will drop and the wedges
Ioosen, resultlng in an eyentually fra,ctured gas
line, It is dimcult to get the cylinders aU the way
into the pockets of a, I x 38 buoy.
(8) Instau the other cylinders as above. Close
the shut-ofr valve at the junction box located inside
the daymark of the buoy tower. Connect the cylinders to the pocket staybolts, using new aluminum
weshers in eyery connection. Set up all connections taut and gas-tight, but not unnecessarily
tlght, turn on the gas at ttre cylinders and check the
lines to ttle junction box for leaks with soap solution. Ifere is where a litile extra time spent in
car-eful checking will pay dividends; perhaps eliminating an exira tender irlp on a week-end to recharge the buoy in midseason
(?) Cra,ck tfie shut-ofi yalve ?i the iunction box
to blon' out the line to the lentern. (Some tenders
blow out each pocket line ilrdividuauy. ) Acetylene
tublng which has been unused for a period of time
may collect depositsof carbon q'hich must be blown
clear before connecting the lantern. Also, during
the course of the buoy's overhaul, foreign matter
may have accumulated in the tubing.
D. Instauing lantern.-While
the cylinders are
being wedged and connected, the lantern may be
hoisted lnto place end bolted on. Use a manila
strap slung in ttre conventlonal ma"rtner. One or
two starting studs (headless bolts with rounded
ends) are screwedlnto any of the holes on the base
of the lantern. The lantern is brought into a position slightly aft and above the mounting plete. It
i6 then lowered an'ay slowly n'hile t$'o men on the
ring of the cage gulde the starting studs tnto the

.

mounting plate, The remaining bolts are-tarted,
but not iightened until the starting studs have been
remoyedand replacedwith bolts. All bolts are then
tightened together. A socket wrench is useful lor
ihis purpose. In plaqing some lanterns in position,
care must be taken to insure thai the cace block
does not line up with the bracing of the buoy cage.
It would be impossible to gage the buoy, il this
happened, without some kind of extension, Make
sure that the lantern i6 well secured. Many buoys
have been found minus a lantern entirely, or with
it hanging by one Ioose bolNor on the gas piping.
The bolts, when loosenedby the continuous motion
of the buoy, may crystallize and snap ofr, or just
work themselyesout.
E. Connect the tubing leading from the shut-ofi
valve in the junction box to the lantern and turn
on the gas, Check the remainder of the system for
leaks. Some tenders have a check performed by
two separate individuals as an added precaution.
If satisfied that the entile system is free of leaks.
replace the pocket covers. (Seeparagraph (K) below relatlve to gasketsand sealing compounds,etc.)
When replacing the covers,set up on the lugs (dogs)
gradually and evenly so that the covef will seat
properly on the gasket to make a watertight seal.
F, Light fl.asher.-Allow 1b to 20 minuies for the
air to work out of the flasher, ventilate the lanterD
thoroughly, and light the pilol. Adjust it as necessary. (See Chapter 20, section 20-9-20.) Watah
pilot lights of acetylene buoys closely as they have
a tendency to creep brighter from the originsl adjustmeni. Check the flesher characteristic and
adjust as necessary(Chapter 20, pa$ 20-?). Flashers lit or adjusted in the heat of the day may slow
down so4ewhat later. Checkthe focal height of the
burner. An improper focal height will result in a
considerabledecreaseof candlepower. If the buoy
is to be located near breakers in the open sea or at
any other place exposedto considerableflying spray,
fit a drip shield undei the lantern iop oyer ihe pilot .
to keep the water from extinguishing the pilot.
Q. Gquse b&og.-When the buoy has been completely installed, tested, and the flasher allowed to
operate over a period of time, the buoy should be
gauged before being placed on station. This p!essure is recorded for computing service time.
E. Buoys usins A-50 callizders.-Buoys such as
the ? x 18,6 x 20,etc.,which usethe A-5o-type cylinders are prepared in a similar manner to the larger
buoysdescrlbedabove. Great care must be exercised
in checking for gas leaks in the ? x 18 buoy sinse
there are many more connectionstha,nin most acetylene buoys.
l. Great Lakes area proceilure.-When preparing
buoys for commissioningin the spring on the Great
Lakes, the buoys showing 4y2 or more atmospheres
at the end of the prevlous seasonare often commissioned without recharging, since the change of
temperature in the spring will increase the atmospheres to about ?. They are the! recharged as
necessaryduring the nayigation season. This procedure has been found to save labor and expehsein
the handling, refilling, and transportaiion of the
cylinders.
\ v"]
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J, Electric blrofs.-Battery racks may be installed
more easily in electric-lighted buoys if the buoy is
slung vertically.over the side,or in the caseof small
tube buoys, vith the tube down the hatch into the
main hold. Check the voltage of the bank of batteries before loading and test the nonspillable vent
by laying the battery rack horizontally on the dock
and rolling it over severaltimes. The vent in each

a 3?5-mm. acetylene lanFtcnRE 2?-140.-Hoisting
tern in place on a large lighted buoy. Lantern
should have a steadying line attached and men
on buoy should be wearing life jackets.

IIGDRE 27-138.-Installing
battery rack in 3y2 x 10E
lighted buoy. Note that the buoy has been picked
up slighily to permit easier insertion ol the
batteries.

an A-300 acetylene cylinFrcuf,E 2?-13g.-Installing
der in buoy pocket. A line is generally led from
the bail of the cylinder to the buoy cage to prevent
it from sliding down into the pocket too hard.
t!.1
:.:0ti+:nr() ii9,

a te6t gage on a 200-mm.
I\cuRE 2?-141.-Installing
acetylene lantern.
Man should be wearing life
jacket and should have one leg hooked around
(See man
cage structure to better brace himself.
in nc. 2?-143. )
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FrouRE 2?-142.-Adjusting flasher of a 200-mm.
acetylene lantern before installation. Note test
cylinder in horizontal position-acetylene gas
should not be drawn ofi when cylinders are lying
horizontally, as acetone may get in the flasher.
FrcuRE 2?-1{4.-Installing
a battery rack in 3 y2FE
lichted buoy.

FrcuRE 27-143.-Boltlng
on a 200-mm. acetylene
Iantern. Men working on superstructure of buoys
on deck when near the side of the vessel should
wear lifejackets.

FrcnRE2?-145.-Installing a battery rack in a ?FE
tighted buoy.
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FrcunE 2?-146.-Spreading graphite greaseon oldtype pocket cover gasket prior to installing cover.
New-type neoprene gaskets require no grease or
other sealing compound.

battery musi revolve freely. Do not leave the ba'tteries in a horizontal position, FLemovethe pocket
coversand tuck the battery leads back into the recessin the pocket so that the rack will not pinch or
cut them ?isit slides in. Hoist the battery rack up
over the pocket and lower lt gently. Batteries are
fragile and should be treated with the same respect
shown acetylene cylinders. Set up on the wedging
setscrewsor lugs located in the top of the battery
rack. Use additional wooden wedges if necessary,
to insure that the rack will be securein the pocket.
Connect the wire leads to the proper terminals and
coat the connections with grease. Be sure when
connecting the battery leads that ihey are not accidentally reversed. Check the wiring at the lantern
for grounds and proper voltage. {The lantern is
installed in a manner similar to acetylene lanterns
desclibed above.) Check the Iighting equlpment
tor proper operation and characteristic (seeChaptel
21) . Make sure a 6-volt flasher is not installed in a
12-volt buoy installation, etc. S€cure the pocket
covers, taking great care to obtain a wate!-tight
fit. This is vitally important in the caseof elect c
buoys. Inspect the pocket vents to make sure they
are free. Explosions have occurred due to the accumulation of hydlogen gas giyen ofi by the batteries. AUow the buoy to remain lighted as long as
possiblebefore placing into service,the same as for
an acetylenebuoy, as a check to insure reliability.
K. Gq.skets,-A number of methods of sealing
buoy pockets are in use on various ships. As of
July 1, 1951,cork neoprene gaskets wele available
on term contract. As rapidly as existing buoys are
convertedto the use of this gasket (a depot job), no
other gasket should be used. Too much emphasis
cannot be placed on the maintenance of watertight
buoy pockets,especiallyin the caseof electric buoys.
See Chapter 24 for instructions on installation of
gaskets.
L. When the buoys have been prepared and
lighted, and are to be left buming on the dock or
aboard ship overnight, cover the lantern with canvas or burlap.
M. Blid,lesand,noorings, etc, may be connectedas
describedin section 2?-5-15.
27-5-lO

pocket cover hold-down
FtouRE 2?-14?.-Tightening
bolk. They should be tightened alternately and
by opposites, evenly to avoid bending the cover
plate.
Use only nonsparking
tools to open or
close a pocket cover.
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Selectionof Mooring-

A. The amount and size of chain, and size and
weieht of sinker to be used in a buoy mooring, is
a variable factor governedlargely by local conditions
peculiar to the specificbuoy station. T'he condition
and nature of the bottom (is it good or poor holdinc
ground; is it abrasiveon the chain?), the range and
strength of tide or current, the degreeof exposureto
rough vreather,and of course,the size and weight of
the buoy, are all factors to be consideledby the commanding officer of the tender in determining the
size of mooring to make up. Buoy cards and nle
copiesof form 2555maintained on board the tender
and in the district omce will sho$' a history of what
moorings have been used, including periinent remarks concerning them. Until an o{ncer has
achievedconsiderableexperience,the past action of
others, if found satisfactory, will serve as a competent guide. The tables shown in Chapter 24 indiaate an averagerecommendationfor moorings, dis-
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regarding special circumstances. It is seldom advisable to use less than, and may sometimesbe better to use more than, that specifiedin the tables.
. (l) In extreme locations or poor holding ground,
seyeral sinkers may be used. Along riyer channels,
large sinkers are used even on small buoys,to lessen
the chancesof the buoy being dragged when fouled
by passingcraft.
(2) Certain locations have proven extremely difncult for maintaining lighted buoyson station due to
the presenceof sircular currents causing the chain
to becomeballed up in spite of swivels. The twisting of the chain brings the buoy to short stay, and
due to its buoyancy, the chain will either part, puU
out the sinker bail, or lift the slnker so that the buoy
drifts inio shallower water.
(3) Sometimesit is necessaryto allow the buoy to
drag a little rather than to use a large sinker and
hold the buoy until it parts the chain. This eondition exists in the First District where several buoys
are Iocatedin rocky bottom. Under extremely rough
conditions, it has been found that by hooking a
smaller sinker in the mooring between the main
sinker and the buoy, draggine may be prevented.
(4 ) If difficulty is experiencedin keeping buoyson
station in channels with steep banks and strong
currents, this can be ovelcome in most casesby using a smaller concrete sinker and making up the
difierence in weight by shackling a 15-fathom shot
of 1y2-inch chain in 6- or 8-foot bights. This chain
will have a tendency to bury itself in the mud, Use
more chain if necessary.
(5) In areas where a buoy will not hold station
becauseof stroDg current and silt in the river, this
condition may be overcomeby droppine the sinkel
a couple of hundred feet from station and dragging
it over to its location. The sinker thus breaks
through the crust of the silt and buries itself in the
softer mud belor/.
(6) Extra weight should be placed on buoys that
set alose to surf to prevent dragging in the event
of rough weather or a heavy ground swell.
(?) Nine-foot buoys in exposed areas generally
requtre 8,000-to 12,000-poundsinkers and t70- to 2inch chain. Eicht-foot buoys use 5,000- io 8,000pound sinkers, etc. See tables tor average conditions in Chapter 24.
(8) Buoys marking a, dredged channel which are
plotied on the chari in a straight line should be
given the same scopeof chain. This makes it easier
to check the alignment.
B. The scopeof chQin used on large outside buoys
i$ generally a ratio to the depth of water of 4 or b to
I. In lessexposedlocations v{ith no strong current.
3 to I may be suficient if an adequatesize of chaln
and sinker is used. In restricted waters such as
channels, the scopemust be as short as practicable
to insure that the buoy watches close to its charted
station and to prevent its drifting ofr the channel
line at slack water or during cross-tides. Sufrcient
chain should be added to prevent buoysset on ledges
with surrounding deep water from being pulled under if dragged ofi station.
Q. Inspection.-Mooring chain should be carefully inspected tlxroughout at the time of annual
servicing (alsofrhen setting the buoy tnitiauy). Any

sign of general wear ls sumcient reason to move the
chain to another buoy located in calmer water. It
is false economyto reusea chain which m,ight se{re
another year. Mooring chain will wear.most ai the
chale, that point whele the chain nrst touches the
bottom, and which is continually I'ubbing rvith the
Iise and fall of the buoy in the seas. These dozen
or so links ean be cut out, the chain joined with a
riveted-pin shackle, and the mooring is ready for
another season. After a number.of years the chain
will show wear in sever.alplaces, or wllt generally
be woln so thin throughout that it, must be surveyed- Moorings used on buoys in locations where
the bottom is of a very abr.asivenature should be
of the best chain available in the wearing sections:
stud link or die lock, if available, is best to use for
outside buoys.
Do not use split-key type shacklesfor connecting
seciions of the chain that rub along the bottom or
may chafe on the buoy tube.
D. West Coo,stproced,ure.-Following is an example of plocedure followed by a district on the
West Coast where conditions are often sevete:
The bridle Epansthe underside of the buoy, but
is short enough to r.ideon only one side of the tube,
protected by wooden chafing strips. Below the
bridle, a short length of chain called the pendant
is fastened. Because this chain is comparatively
lighl (depending on the size of the buoy), it must
be of such length that it does not hang to within
2 fathoms of the bottom at the buoy losation. Below this pendant is a section of heavy chain called
the chale which calties the heaviest wear at the
point where the chain first touches the bottom.
The chafe is about 1y2tines as heavy as the pendalt
chain, but where the bottom is rocky, or sea conditions severe,the chafe may be eyen heavier, Below the chafe section, a length of chain called the
bottom chain i,s used between the chale and the
sinker. The bottom chain usually rests on the
bottom under normdl conditions, and serves onlv
to provide sumcient catenar.yto protect the pendani
from shock in the event of extr.emeseas where a
greater scope between the buoy and the bottom is
required. In placing the buoy, a sounding is necessary to double check on the length of the pendant
cllain. It is particularly itftportqnt tho,t the pend,q.nt not be too long, otheruise the ueq,r uill cone
on a chain too smqll lor the purpose,
E. chain, used in sandy bottoms where fast water
is present, can be made to last longer, and also pre_
vent fouling, lf a pieceof manila line is rove through
the links of chain at that part where the chaln
experiencesits most friction, i. e. at the chafe.
27-5-15

Preporing the Mooring-

A. The buoy mooring consists of ihe bridte,
swivel, lengths of chain, sinker, and conneeting
shackles (also a bauast ball on certain buoys). The
bridle is generally connected to the mooring lugs
of the lighted buoy after it is loaded on deck
but before proceeding to sea, so as to obviate the
need for excessivemoving of the boom to prepare
the buoy for setting rvhen at sea.
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(1) Strociires.-S p ecial
zy2-irrch riveted-pin
shackles are used at the mooring lugs of g-foot
buoys,into the bow of which the bridle is connected
with 2-inch (flrst class) shackles. Sometenders use
split-key shacklesat this point; others use rivetedpin type. The riveted-pin shackle is the most secure if the buoy is to be placed in an exposed
position. A few tenders split the end of the pin
of the split-key-type shaskle down to the slot with
an oxyacetylenecutting torch, then heat and spread
over the two sectionsof the pin. Ttlis achievesthe
same effect as the standard riveted-pin type. If
spllt-key-type Ehackles are used at the junction
of the bridle ring and the swivel and mooring chain,
care must be taken to so insert,the shackle that
the key will not rub on the chafing strips on the
buoy tube. The ring of the bridle reaches to about
tivo-thirds the length of the tube.
(2) Some vesselsuse s, 5- or 6-foot length of
ly2-inch or l7s-inch chain between the bridle and
the swiyel, thus placing the swiyel clear below the
buoy. If this is used,it is connectedwith a rivetedpin shackle to the bridle, and with a split-key
shackle to the swivel.
(3) For g-foot buoys, with the exception of the
special 2y2-inch shackles, the remainder of the
mooring uses 2-inch shackles. Smaller buoys use
smaller shackles. See the tables in Chapter 24.
Note that the shackle size is always larger than the
chain.
B. ConrLecting lighted, buovs.-When loading a
sinker for a g-foot buoy, set it on deck as close
to the side ot the ship as possibleat the place where
it is io be stopped off, to eliminate the necessityfor
swinging the boom at, sea. The chain is shackled
into the sinker with the bight or bow of the shackle
in the bail of the sinker {this gives a rope stoppel
(if used) more clearance to slide throuch the bail
of the sinker). The buoy bridle is raised with the
whip until the ends are suspendedhigh enough to
allow shackling into the buoy. This eliminates
manual straining, since the lugs on g-foot buoys are
too high to be handled easily by hand, Raising the
bridle giyesa good opportunity to seethat it, is clear,
with no turns in it. On 8-foot buoys,the bridle may
be hooked on by hand.
C. Range out the chain in thwartships rows,
each bight running from just inside the lip of the
deck at the edge of the buoy port, to as far across
the deck as necessary,depending on the leneth of
the chain and number of bights. Do not have the
chain piled or bunched upon top of itself-make the
rows even. In the case of large buoys, if they are
to be worked nrsi, it is often advisableto range out
the chain on deck befor.eloading the buoy.
Stower chain.-Most ships run a length of large
open-link chain or a buoy bridle fore-and-aft between two padeyesabout midships on deck, or at the
edce of ihe opposite buoy port, depending on the
length of bichts of chain across the deck. This is
a siopper chain, and is used for lashine the bights
of ihe mooring with safety stoppers, or "rottenstops." "Rotienstops" ate lashings light enough io
part, and are intended only to check the speed of
the chain as it runs over the side when the sinker
is tripped. The safety stopper is placed about four
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fathoms frcm the bridle end of the chain to absorb
the shock of the chain. and to hold it fa6t to prevent
the strain flom coming on the buoy. It, is placed
lar enough from the bridle to allow the buoy to be
swung over the side before the stopper.is released.

FrsuRE 2?-148.-Preparing to hoist a sinker by means
of the hook inselted in a shackle in the chain.
Note split-key type shackle used to join chain to
sinker.

!\cItRE 2?-149.-Mool'ing of a 9 x 38W lighted buoy
(laying athwartshipsr ranged out on deck. Note
that the bridle should be pulled down on top oi
the chaffng st|ips on the tUbe before setting the .
buoy over the side. In its present position, the
blidle can hang up and cause the buoy to list.
D. Stopper la.sl1,illgs.-T}re size of the stopper
lashing and the number of tulns taken is deter'mined by the size of the mooling. having in mind
the purpose of the stopper, i. e., whethel. it is intended to part or to hold fast. Discalded boat falls
make excellent "r'ottenstops'
fo! heavy chain.
Heaviel line, or more turns of lighter line, or pr.eferably a pelican hook, is used lor. the safety stopper.
A man should always be stationed with a sharp ax to
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cut any stopper that fails to part at the proper
time. He must be alert to stay out ol tke wa! ol the
choi". Slip knots may be used on stopperson small
chain to permit the. stppper to be reused.
E. Cq,ution.-W}]elr hoisting out the sinker for
hanging over the side on a,pelican hook, wire strap,
or manila slip stopper, BE SURE that the cha,in is
stopped ofr securely just inboard oI the sinler, to
prevent a bight of chain from getting over the side
and starUng the chain running out. One ol the
lnost conm,on rtuistakesin handlirlg chain is to let
a bight accid,entall! get oosr the sid,euithout being
stopped,ofr, It can lead to disastrousresults.

FlcuRB 27-152.-A
bundle of chain being moved
around on deck in a manila strap.

lIcnRE 2?-150.-Mooring of a g-foot lighted buoy
(laying fore-and-aft) ranged out on d€ck. Note
swivel inserted betweeubrldle and mooring chaln.
Most shlps now use riyeted-pin shacklesin mooring lugs, where bridle rides against the tub€, in
the "chafe," and in other places lqhere sptit-keys
are apt to wear through.

ItcrrrE 27-151.-Chain ranged out across the deck
and stopped ofi to a buoy bridle stretched foreand-aft in the way of the buoy port on the nonworking side,

FrcuRE2?-153.-Ranging mooring chain out on deck.
Note pelican hook stopper in forcground.
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lIcuRE 2?-154.-Using a "Swede" wrench for holding a split'key shackle steady ior spreading the
key.
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FrcsRE 2?-15?.-A special shackle anvil for use in
peening rivet-pin-type shackles.

FrcuRE 27-155.-Fladng
over a split-key unnecessarily far. Keys bent in this manner are dif,ncult
to remove.

FrcuRE2?-158-_A special dlilf used for driving out
split-keys.

FtcuaE 27-156.-I{eating
the head ol a rivet-pintype shackle pin with an oxyacetylene torch before peening.

F. Nurnbersol stoppers.---stoppersale not nesessarily pls,cedon each bight of chain, unless needed
for keeping the chain aboard under rough conditions. The number of stoppers to use is commensurate with the need indicated by the circumstancesto keep the chaln running out under control,
and to prevent it from whipping and lashlng about,
and taking charge. In the case of small unlighted
buoys with not much chain, a stopper near each end
is usually sufncient.
It is advisable when passing manlla lashings on
btg chaiDs, especially on the safety stopper at the
bridle end, to use more than one link, :foo much
lashing in one link may cause it to snap under the
sudden stra,in. In deep water it is advlsableto back
up the safety lashing or stopper vr/ith a shackle from
a pad eye on deck into the chain. Ii ttre stopper
holds, then the shackle can be removed before
putting ihe buoy oyer the side. In very deep water,
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using h€avy chain, it may be advisable to lower ihe
sinker and chain to the bcttom, hand-over-hand
on the main and rellef tackles (fleetlng).
working with long
C. Ettra. heao! chain.-Whelr
lengths of extra-heavy chain, such as the 2y2-inch
size us€d in Navy fleet moorings, the chain has been
sucsessfully stopped off with the bights (about half
a shot or so) hung over the side of the ship, and
just the ends of the bights on desk stopp€d ofi to a
heavy fore and aft stopper chain. This, of course,
is only practical in water of sufacient depth in pro'
tected locations. It permits the laying of great
lengths of heavy chain which would otherwise completely crowd the deck, constituting a hazard, and
necessitating more stoppers and lashings.
E. Caution.---Ta,ke care that the pelican hooks
used have a positive safety pin or lock which cannot

FrcuRE 2?-159.-Heading over (peening) a rivet-pintYPe shackle.

FrcuRE 2?-160.-Standing
by to cut the mooringchain stopper next to the buoy. The chain should
have been ranged out more neatly tn bights for
running out. Twisied bights constitute a hazard.

accldentally come looselrom a sudden snap or surge'
as the chain comes taut.
t. Miscellsneousnotes.-Following are missellaneous notes on connecting shackles:
11) h connecting shots of chaln together with
split-key-type shackles, instead of keying the pin
in the shackle, the shots may be shackled togethe!,
pin inserted in the shackle,and then split down the
center io the key slot with an oxyacetylenecutting
torch. The split portions are heated and riveted
over in opposite directions. Many failures occur
when only a split-key is used under exireme conditions.
(2) If a split-key shackle is used to connect the
swivel and mooling chain to the bridle, see that
when the bridle lays against the wooden chafing
strips on the tube of the buoy, the head of the
shackle pin, not the split key, rubs against the
chaflng strips.
(3) Wben shackling the swivel into the chain,
the shackles can be prevented from turning by
always inserting the pins through the chain. This
applies also to the bridle. The bow of ihe shackle
is put into the large ring, and the pin in the smaU
end of the swivel.
(4) In the case of smaller lighted buoys usinC
split-key shackles, when shackling the blidle into
the buoy, insert the pins from under the shackles
so as to allow splitting of the keys on top of the
rhackle.
(5 ) Arrange the mooring chain so that a split-key
shackle will not be in the "chafe" (the section flrst
rubbing on the bottom) .
(6) Use riveted-pin shacklesat points where the
chain touch€s the bottom or chafes against the
buoy.
(7) Care should be used when liveting shackles.
so as not to drive the end of the shackle together
when pounding the pin. Iron wedgeswith handle.
lor first- or second-classshackles,dre used by one
tende! to keep the shackle in original shape, and
prevent cracking ihe U. Both end links of chain
should be in the U oi the shackle so as to permit the
wedgeto enter alongsidethe shackle pin. Be ca!eful not to overheat riveted shackle pins and introduce brittleness. When peening over riveted-pin
shackleson an anvil, place ihe anvll over a frame of
the deck to give a more solid foundation for sledging.
When riveting a shacklepin, the men using the hammers should stand with feet spread well apart and
use a straight up and down stroke of the hammer.
This gives better balance and control than if lhe
hammer is used with a side siroke, and cuts down
the possibility of an accident. The time-honored
means of steadying the shackle on an anvil with
chain hooks is not altogether satisfactoly.
(8) One ship has constructed a special "holding
anvil" ior use with riveted-pin shackles. It is constructed of a 2-inch steel plate 12 by 14 inches with
2 short piecesof T iron welded so that the shackle is
held upright while the pin is heatedand peenedover
with sledges, (Seefic. 2?-15?.)
(9) ,p-notherunit has fabricated a specialdrift fo!
driving stubborn split keys out of a buoy shackle
pin. The drift is handled, and the blade is shaped
like a split key except that it is square at the end.
(Seefig.2?-158.)
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(10) For a d€scription of how to flare out keys of
split-key shackles so that they may be easily removed
later, see Chapter 24, paragraph 24-9-15 (C). Inspect all moorings before buoys are set. See that
riveted shackles are properly headed over and that
split keys are made up tightly.
J. Preoenter lgr betl buoas.-Wt)erc bell and gong
buoys are subject to icing, a "preventer" of Ts- or
1-insh chain is run through the bridle ring, witlr
'both ends secured to the bottom of the buoy or to
the end ol the baUast ball. The chain is adjusted
to permit the buoy to rock on its bridle up to a certain point. Past that point, the fuU strain of thd
mooring shifts to the bottom of the buoy and prevenis the buoy from capsizing when it becomes iced '
up. when these types oi buoys capsize under the
weight of ice, they remain inverted until the tender
tulns them over. (See fie. 2?-161.)
K, Anti-rollilLg preoenter lor 8 r 20, etc.-Col1i,cal
bottom buoys such as the B x 20 type, when located
in places where ground swells are encountered, can

FrcuRE2?-161.-"Preventer" for bell buoys to overcome a tendency to capsize under heavy ice
conditions.
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be reduced to a minimum of rolling and pitching
by using a short length of chain from the middle
ring of the bridle to the eye on the bottom of the
counterweight of the buoy. some tenders attach
an 850- or 1,260-poundballast bau to the counterweight, to minimize the motion of the buoy,
27-5-2O

Preporing o Sinker for Tripping-

A. Assuming thai the mooring chain has been
ranged out on deck and shackled to the buoy and
sinker, just before the tender reachesthe buoy station or while maneuvering io check angles,eic., the
sinker is prepared for tripping. There are seyeral
methods of tripping a sinker, some old and one
new. Certain methods are better adapted to certain conditions, also taking into consideration the
size and weight of the sinker, etc. The various
methods of stopping ofi a sinker, or otherwise preparing it for going overboard will be discussedin
turn in the following paragraphs. Fo! example, in
rough weathe! it is not adyisable to have a sinker
hanging low over the side, free to bump the ship
with every roll. If the ship is rolling, keep lashings
on the sinker until actually ready to hoist it over the
side, or trip it with the dumping sling or "teeter"
board, or whatever other method is to be used. In
protected waters where a large number of buoys are
to be wolked, it is desirableto have a quick and easy
method ol dumping the sinker to save time and
labor. Each method has been developed through
experience to meet the particular conditions
involved.
B. Mechq.nic.ll chain stopper---The recently developed mechanical chain stopper provides a quick,
easy,and safe meansof stopping off the sinker, clear
of the deck, yet away from the water so as not to
pound the ship's side in rough weather. There are
no manila lines or wire straps to jam, wear out or

FrcunE 2?-162.-Mechanical chain stopper (looking
outboard).

l
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entangle personnel, or pelican hooks, dumping slings,
tripping boards, etc., necessaly if the mechanical
chain stopper is installed. See section 21-3-40 for
a description of this device.
{1) To hang a sinker in the mechanical chain
stopper, proceed as follows: If the bail of the sinker
is large enough to allow the hoisting hook to be inserted freely, hook the whip (if a small sinker) or
the main in, and hoist the sinker just high enough
off the deck to clear the stopper.

FrcuRE2?-163.-Mechanical chain stopper (looking
forward) .
If the ship is rolling even slightly, use steadying
lines or a cross-deckhook line on the sinker. By
having the boom trimmed a bit outboard instead
of vertically over the sinker, and holding back on
the steadying or cross-deckhook line (led through
a snatch block in the deck and thence to the wi!dlass), the sinker rides in a slight vee causedby the
leads of the tackle and the steadying llne, and thus
its tendency to swing is retarded. A sinker can also
be steadiedas follorvs: pass a hook line oui through
the forward chock of the bulwark on the side of
the ship where the sinker is to be hung, bringing
the hook iine up over the bulwark and securing to
the slnker. Heave taut on the windlass, and as the
sinker is raised to clear the bulwark the hook line is
kept taut, thus steadying the sinler.
(2) Boom out until ihe sinker clears the side of
the shlp, and insert the mooring chain as close to
the sinker as possiblein the jaws of the mechanical
chain stopper. Lower the sinker gently unul the
chain fetches up in the stopper, then unhook the
tackle. A large shackle can be inselt€d in the bail
of the sink€r or in the chain to accommodate the
hook of the holsting tackle if desired, or a sling
(nlpper) chain may be passed around the chaln
either close to the sinker or a fathom or two back
and the sinker hoisted thusly. lf a sling chain is
used,it is bett€r to passit a fathom or so away from

I

the sinker to preclude any possibility of its jamming
below the stopper. When a sinker is hoisted out in
this manner, the boom must be trimmed sharply
inboard once the sinker is outside and below the
stopper, in order to break the chain over into the
jaws of the stopper.
(3) When ready to drop the sinker on station,
strike the tripping latch, and the jaw section of ihe
stopper falls outboard releasing the chain and thus
dumping the sinker.
C. Stopping of on d, pelicarl hook.-A widely used
method of stopping ofi a sinker is to insert the
mooring chain in a pelican hook shackled to a
padeye on deck, either directly or by means of a
short length of chain, to permit adjustment of the
pelican hook. The sinker is hoisted over the side
as described in paragraph (B) above, the chain
being adjusted in the pelican hook to make the
sinker hang at the desired height above the
'rater.
If using a sling chain to pick up the sinker and
mooring chain, take care that it does not jam
against the side of the ship, making it dificult to
cast ofi when the sinker is hung. Be sure thai the
pelican hook has a safety pin, and use it. Hingepin-type pelican hooks are betier than ihe hingelink-type, there being no chance for the biU of the
hook to twist and possibly come looFie. When tripping a pelican hook, do not strike the trip latch
on the top; when it opens, it may strike your hammer and send it flying. Ears or tabs may be welded
on the side of the trip latch for striking.
D. Stopping of on manils,line.-Anolher
common
method is to use a manila slip line. This may be a
6-inch line for heavy sinkers of up io 6,500 pounds.
a s-inch line for up to 5,000-pound ainkers, etc.
Even for the lightest 1,000-pound sinker. howeyer.
no line smaller than ihlee-inch should be used. An
eye is spliced in one end which is secured qn deck
near the edge of the buoy port. The other end is
whipped and is led out through a chock and back
abcard ready for inserting into the bail of the
sinker. The sinker is hoisted over the slde as described u[der paragraph (B) above, and the end
of the stcpper line is passed through the bail of

FrcuiE 2?-164.-Stopping

ofi sinker with manila line.

i
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ihe sinker or a link of the chain. (A shackle may
be inserted in the bail or in one of the links, and the
stopper line passed through this to insure that the
stopper will not jam on release. The shackle is reThe end
covered at the time of the next relief.)
of the stopper line is led back aboard over the
bulwarks or: through the buoy port and is secured
to a cleat on deck. When a sinker has been hung,
the stopper should be tended by an experienaed
seaman. The stopper should be only just long
enough for the job intended. Too long a stopper is
hazardous to personnel, as the end whips about
violently when it is released.

FrcnRE2?-166.-Swinging sinker over the side. If
sea were choppy, steadyinc lines should be
tached to the sinker.
FrcuRE2?-165-Eoisting out sinker for I x 38light€d
buoy. Note use of steadying line on sinker holding back agalnst slight ouiboard trim of hoisting
tackle.
(l) Caution.-Wben hanging a sinker over the
slde, be 6ure that a bight of chain does not get over
the side, Ttre weight of a single small bight can
cause the entire chain to run out, The only sure
way to prevent this is to stop ofr the chain.
(2) Check belote tetting go.-when the order ls
passedto "let go the sinker," the man tendlng tl]e
line should check to see that the deck is clear of
personnel before letting go. Although the manila
stopper is widely used in buoy work, it can be a
dangerousplaciice if not properly executed.
(3) It stopper i@rns.-Occasionally the slip line
may foul in the sinker and the mooring will not
fall clear. Always have a sharp axe ready, and
expend the siopper lf necessary by cuttinc it at
the eye which is seguredon deck. A man's hands
or leg might get caucht in trying to free ttre jam
otherwlse.
(4t Use ol hookline-*some older tenders, when
hanging a sinker over the side, are unable to top
the boom down far enough to hang the sinker forward of the buoy port. In this case, a hookline is
led outboard from the capstan to haul the sinker
forwa!d.

l!

llcuRE 2?-167.-Hoisting out sinker and stopping
ofr mooring chain in pelican hook preparatoly to
setting a tall-type nun buoy.
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FrcuRE 27-168.-Mooring
improperly prepaled for
hipping.
Note bight of chain hanging over the
side and no stoppers on the chain on deck.

trlcItRE 27-169.-Sinker being tripped on "teeter
board." Dumping sling nrorks in a similar manne!.
(5\ Vse ol guard rail,*Older tender6, equipped
with guard rails around the vesselfor{rard and aft
of the buoy port, rest one edgeof the sinker on the
guard rail. This easesthe strain on the stopper
and prevents ttre sinker from swinging agaiDsi the
side.

I

t6l Cq.sting of stoppeL--4riy an expelienced
and trustworthy seaman should tend the sinke!
stopper, and he should have no other duties at the
time. When letting go a manila slip-stopper, throw
all but the last few turns ofr the cleat, arid let the
weight of the sinker pull the remaining turn or so
arcund ihe cleat. Do not attempt to throw off all
the turns, as the heavy weight may cause the line
to run out faster than you can cast the turns ofi, and
it may foul your clothing, or an arm or leg. When
the line starts lo tun, throu the end,cleo,rq,nd,step
b&ck out ol range quickly.
(7) When setting buoys in inland waterrvays
where close tolerance of accuracy is required and
It is necessaryto get the sinker exactly on the line of
the dredged cut, sinkers are lowered close to the
bottom belore being stoppedofi.
E. Tripping (teeter) board,,-Several tenders set
their sinkers on deck at the edgeof the buoy port on
a tripping (teeter) board, to the back of which a
lanyard or pendant is fastened for hoisting on the
whip. This method obvlates the need for hanging
the sinker over the side and is a rapid method of
dumping it oyerboard. It is quicker than the
method oi stopping a sinker ofi on manila line. In
rough weather where there is danger of the sinker
shiftinc around on deck, it is not recommended,
F. Other oarious methods, seldom used except on
a few individual ships,include the followlngl
(l) A dwnping sli7rgfo! small sinkers is made of
wood and rope, or iron pipe and wire cable. Fbr the
smallestsinkers, usea 4- by 4-inch almosi a,slong as
ihe sinker is wlde. Bore two holes 4 inches from
each end. Using 3 72-inch manila, reeve both ends
of a, short length, which is double the width and
height of the sinker, throueh the holes, and join
the ends in a short splice. Seizethe rope to form
an eye in the bight. To use the dumping sling, lay
the 4 by 4-inch just over the edgeoi the buoy po*;
holding the eye, lay the rope on deck, vee shaped;
then set ihe sinker on deck on top of the rope, flush
with the outer edge of the 4 by 4-inch. Lash the
sinker, il necessary,until ready for letting go. When
ready to let go, hook the maln or whip into the eye
of the sling and heave the sinker oyer the side. The
pipe and cable sllng is made and used in a similar
manner tor larger sinkers.
(2) LeDer d,eoice.-Or\eship usesa lever tripplng
alrangement in which a wire strap is passedthrough
the bail of the sinker, one eye securedto a padeyeon
deck, and the other eye hooked over the tripping
luc. (Seefig. 2?-171.)
(3) Set sinker on d,eck edge,-Some vessels,in
rough weather, place the sinker with about onethird of its bottom resting on the edge of the buoy
polt and ihe remainder of the sinker tilting out and
down ovel the side. The sinker is held in this posiition by the mooring chain securedin a pelicaDhook.
When placed in this fashion the chain may be easily
securedin the pellcan hook and the sinker is not liable to shift from the vessel'srolling. 1l9{rsys1,15s
sinker must be placed saiefully and the pelican hook
secured in the proper link of the chaln to balance
the weight correstly; otherwise, the sinker might
slip out of position.
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t4) Heating ouerbod,rd,b! lirre.-Another
method
oi tripping a sinker overboard is to set tt on the
edge of the deck in the buoy port and lead a 5or 6-inch line flom the windlass out through the
forward chock of the buoy deck. back ihrough the
buoy port inboard around the sinker, back out the
buoy port and in through the after chock and secured. lleave the line on the windlass and the
sinker is pushed overboard. Be sure to lead the
heaving line so that the mooring chain will not
be fouled as it runs out. Some tenders use a length
of wile rope for that end of the line which crosses
the buoy port behind the sinker. This gives added
stlength and resistance to w€ar from the mooring
chain as ii runs overboard.

2Z-5-25

FtcuRE 2?-1?0,-Sinker has just been tripped iree.
Note that men stand well clear of the chain whipping over the side.

v

rxl
FrcvRE 2?-1?1,-A pa ial summary of devices used
for tripping sinkers: Pelican hook, wire strap and
tripping lever, and a manila slip stopper.

Setling
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Lorge lighted

Buoys

Over-

A. The handling of the 9- and lo-foot lighted
buoys at sea is diflcult, and potentially hazardous
when done under rough conditions.
It requires
more careful planning and quick thinking than any
other type of buoy work when wolking in a seaway.
Extreme care must be exercised to keep the buoy
under control at aU times. There are a number
of methods of placing large lighted buoys over the
side and recovering them aboard in use in various
a!€as. Most of the tenders in a certain area usually
handle the buoys in much the same manner, because
of local conditions and other factors which influence
the work. Several of the methods will be described
below. Large lighted buoys (9- and lo-foot types)
may be carried fore and aft on deck, one on each
side of the tender, with the lanterns heading forward or aft. The majority of ships prefer to carry
the lanterns aft. The available space and arrangements on deck may, govern this choice. In certain
areas where conditions are severe, only one large
buoy is carded at a time, so as to permit the
maximum use of deck space.
(l) Several tenders carry the buoy athwartships
in-between the buoy ports. Althouch the buoy is
easier to slide overboard from this position, much
valuable deck and working space is lost, and a
large load of other buoys cannot be carried.
(2) Use ample steadyitg lines when moving a
buoy around on deck. It is not recommended ro
move large buoys around the deck at sea in rough
weather. Should a buoy get out of control at sea,
and all means of getting restraining lines on it
fail, Nhe boom may be dropped onto.it to wedge
it over to one side or up against another buoy until
lashings can be passed.
Note: The lollouing d.escription is ,tuad,elren the
point ol Dieu ol a tend,er kaping uhip, tnain, atuttrteliel hoisting tachl^, orle ol uhich nuat be used Jor
a pouer oang. TlLe class B and. C 180-loot tend,ers
neeil no pouer Dqng, dnd, uill be consid,ered,lor d,iacussion purposes to haDe a nain (torua,rd, purchase\
qnd a reliel (alter purcha,ser.
place
B. Procedure, buoq lving lore and alt.-To
a large lighted buoy overboard while in the fore-andaft (lantern end aft) position on deck, proceed as
described below:
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r 1) Assumethat the mooring has been made up,
blidle attached, .chain langed out on deck and
stopped ofi, and the sinker hung or otherwise prepared for tripping. Some ships drop the sinker on
station befole hoisting the buoy out, over the side.
{The buoy end of the mooring must be securely
stopped ofi with suficient slack remaining to permit
the buoy to be hoisted overboard.) Others hoist
the buoy out and hold it griped in iightly against
the ship's side, bui not water-borne, before dlopping
ihe sinker'. Bring the ship's head around to the
seas, o! put her on the easiest riding heading, in
older to minimize rolling. Ilave all cross-decklines
and other gear bloken out and ready for use. Do
not Iemove the chain and turnbuckle lashings from
the buoy until actually ready to hoist it over the
side.
(2) Top the boom up over the buoy so that the
main tackle hangs over the lowe! Iifting lug on
the buoy body. Eook the main in and take only the
slightest strain, just enough to keep the hook from
coming free. Be careful not to raise the weight of
the buoy at this time, thus disturbing it in its chocks.
Eook the relief into the lifting lug ai the top ol
the buoy body (the words top and bottom as used
in this connection apply to the buoy body as viewed
whe[ in a floating position. (Some tenders have
found that using a short 7s- or l-inch wire strap
with an eye in each end, passedthrough the lifting
lugs, between the buoy and the hoisting tackles,
makes it much easier to unhook the heavy blocks
when the buoy is water borne. Seefigure 27-1?5.
(3) Passa 372- or 4-inch manila headline through
the cage of the buoy and tend both ends on deck
around a cleat, the men being ready to surge or pick
up slack as necessary. The reason for tending both
ends on deck is to mak'e it easier to cast ofi when
the buoy is finally launched. Some tenders use a
single heavier line made last to the cage. If using
a single line, be sure to tie a large bight so that the
knot can be easily reachedfrom the deck for casting
Ioose.
(4) Rig a 6-inch cross-deckline from the windlass
through a snatch block on deck to the tube, shackling it to its own part around the tube. This line
is removedafter the buoy is griped in alongsidethe
ship after being hoisted out.
(5) Rig another crcss-deck line to a lug, other
than the one used fo! hoisting, on the top of the
buoy body. These cross-decklines should be led at
angles that will best restrain the fore-and-aft surge
as well as the 'thwartships roll oi the buoy when it
is hoisted. Crossingthe leadsof theselines will help
to achieve this; also,leading them in oppositedirections. Trim the boom outboard (3 feet or so), so
that a slicht angle exists betweenthe main and the
vertical above ihe lifting lug. This is so that when
the buoy ls hoisted, the slight outboard pull, in addition to the upward lift, will keep the buoy taut
against the cross-deck lines which will be holding
back. Be sure that the hoisting tackle does not
lead forrivard or aft, however,as otherwise the buoy
will slide forward or ati when it is raised from the
deck.
C. Eoisting the buoy.-Cast ofi the lashings and
hoist the buoy slowly on the main and lelief togethe!. The relief would ordinarily tend to pull the
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head of the buoy inboard toward the boom, therefore the cross-deckline on ttre tube must be tended
to preveni this. Sometendersprefer to have a stout
line lrom the cage led from the buoy over the bulwarks on the working side, and back in through a
chock to a cleat on deck, to prevent the lantern
from swinging ln against the boom. The headline
$'ill also steady the lant€rn end of the buoy. Lilt
the buoy only high enough to clear the bulwarks.
(Some ships prefer to keep the lantern end of an
electric buoy slightly higher than the tube end to
insure against a leaking vent in a battery (although
they are designed to be leak-free when in a horizontal position) ; others keep the tube end touched
to the deck to additionaUy steady the buoy.)
D. Lalnching the buog.-Wilh the buoy hoisted
just clear of the bulwarks and the boom always kept
trimmed slightly outboard ahead of the buoy (to
permit the strain on the cross-deck lines to better
steady the buoy), ease the buoy out over the side
and as soon as clear, lower away on both tackles a
few feet, immediately trimming the boom well inboard so as to gipe ihe buoy in against the side of
the ship, Do not lower ihe buoy so as to be waterborne at this time. If the buoy is sumciently griped
in, the cross-decklines may be remoyed. Lower the
main until the buoy hangs on the relief, still not
water-borne. Clear the main from the lower lifting
lug. The whip (if any) has meanwhile been used
as a power vang, to take the stratn on the boom as
the buoy is easedoui over the side. Hook the main
in a padeye in the decli to keep it out ol the way.
The buoy is now hanging neally vertically and if
the lens and color shade (if an acetylene lantern)
have not already beeninstalled, they are pqt in now,
and the buoy lit. It must be.rememberedthat installing the lens of a 3?5-mm. acetylene lantern is
difncult when the buoy ls in a horizontal posiiion

FrcvtE 2?-1?2.-Eook one llfting tackle (mairx)
into a I x 38 lighied buoy. Note that turnbuckle
lashings have not been removed yet. Noie also
that two tube lines are going to be used to steady
the buoy.
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(small wedgescan be used to help hold it in place
while the top is closed), therefore most tenders wait
until .the buoy is oYer the side before installing the
tens. In the case of a 9 x 38 buoy hanging overboard on the relief after the main has been removed, due to iis length, the counterweight on the
end of ihe tube may be directly under the sinker. It
is therefore necbssaryto top the boom up until the
sinker is clear to drop freely.
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hold-down bolts ofr the pocket cover. If the bolim
is topped up so that the buov ha,ngsabaft the buov
port, there will be no danger of this. Lower the
reliaf and clear it from the buoy. Lower rapidly,
but just as the buoy becomeswater-borne, slow the
Iowering momentarily so that the buoy will not
rise up sharply and strike the ship. A jar may extinguish the light, if not break the lens or color
shade. Cast off one end of the headline and haul
it aboard, reeving through the cage. Some vessels
actually floa,t the buoy and clear the hoisting tackle
before dropping the sinker, holding the buoy alongside with the headline. Just before the buoy is
cleared, the ship should be put on the mosi favorable heading for backing away quickly. This is
particularly lmportant in rough weather, since during every second the ship remains alongside once
the buoy is loose,thele is potential danger ol striking
the buoy and doing damage. A buoy should not b€
released while the chain tends under the ship, as
the buoy may be crowded forward along the hull
with danger of bumping or fouling the anchor'
notes:
F. Follouing are son& ftuisceltaiLeous
11, Balancinq pend,4zt.-Some vesselspick up the
buoy wlth the main only in the lower lifting lug,
using a balancing pendant hooked into the block

FrcnRr 2?-1?3.-Eooking in relief, preparatory to
lifting buoy over the slde on the main and relief.
Note mooring chain ranged out under the buoy
tube.

llcvnE 2?-l?4.--4ross-deck line shackled around
buoy tube.
E. Ctearing q,uau the btLo!,/.-If the sitlker has not
already been dropped,maneuver the ship on station
and drop the sinker. Take care that when the last
bight of chain goes flving over the side it doesn'i
strike the buoy. A bight ol chain can tear the

FTcURE 21-115.-A wire strap used for holsting

large lighted buoy.
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ner. the use of a large shackle between the hook
and the bottom lifting lug ll'ill make the unhooking
easier (some later-type buoys have lifting lugs suficiently lalge enough to make the shackle unnecessary). Eowever', unhooking the main block flom
the lowel Iifting lug of the buoy when water-bolne,
can be unwieldy, and the use of a wile strap as discussedin palagraph (2) below, or holding the buoy
by the upper'lifting lug on the relief as desclibed
in paragraph (D) above, is consideled a bettel plactice by many tenders.

FrcuRE 2?-176.-Picking up the buoy on the main and
relief, preparatory to placing it over the sideFrcunE 2?-1?8.-A I x 38 tichted buoy gliped in
alongside the iender just after being hoisted outboard. Note steadying lines. They will b€ removed bcfore the buoy is launched. Man is clearing section of bridle from the bltwarks.

FrcuRE 2?-17?.-A I x 38 lichted buoy being hoisted
out ovel the side. Note stout headlines.
shackles and upper buoy lifting lug (9 x 32B buoys,
when picked up on one tackle only, must have a
balancing pendant; I x 38's may or may not have
it). When the buoy is lowered into the water, the
balancing pendant comes slack and can be easily
unhooked. When the main is hooked in this man-

FrcuRE 2?-l?9.-A
I x 38 lichted buoy held alongside a 189-foot tender just before being set on
sratlon,
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FrcuRE 2?-180.-Another
view of a large liehted
buoy hung alongside on the main and relief, just
beiore lowering and clearing the main. The buoy
will then be held alongside on the relief until
the tender maneuvers on statior,.

FrcuRE 27-182.-Buoy hanging on relief.
lens and color shade.
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FrcuRE 27-183.-Mooring chain ranged out on deck.
Buoy hanging on relief. Generally, this amount
of chain should be stopped off somewhere along
the middle as well as at both ends.

FrcuRE 2?-181.-A I x 38 light€d buoy hung, Iantern
end forward, oyer the side on the main and rctief,
preparatory to lowering and holding on main
only. Most tenders prefer to work with the lantern aft. It is unnecessary to use a length of
chain between the relief and the Iower lifting luC
such as in this photograph.
2oljljir) o-52

-35

(2, Wire strap lor easier ufuhooking.--Some tenders use a heavy $'ire strap in the lower Iifting lug,
and pick up I x 38 buoys on the main only, keeping the relief hooked across the deck for a power
vang. The strap may be 1/s- or l-inch diameter
plow 6teel wire rope,8 feet long with a l-foot eye
in each end. A 2-inch manila line is spliced through
the eyes and seculed to the chain above the hook,
enabling the strap to be recovered after use. The
bight is then passed through the buoy tue and
Iooped over the end of the hook. Because the wire
is stifi and springy, the bight disengages when the
strain is released as the buoy becomes water-borne.
A I x 32 buoy cannot be handled in this manner.
Vessels not having the double topping lift, and requiring the whip as a power vang, must use manila
guys to back up the whip, and should let the crossdeck lines help ease the athwartships strain ofi the
whip.
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t3) Lantern end. Jorwo'rd..-W}]'en working with
the lantern end forward, the positions of the main
and relief as described in paragraph (B) above are
Ieversed. otherwise the procedure is the same.
(4i TrippitLg ti?zes.-Use tripping lines on all
hooks of cross-deck lines and hoisting tackles to
make unhooking faster and easier. Some ships lead
the tripping line of the hoisting tackle up through
the large shackle below the block and then aboard
to plevent fouling.
\
Steaduing lines.---One tender uses two steadying lines on the cage of the buoy and leads the tube
line directly forward io the windlass.
\6) MatueuDering to clear buoA.-Befote letiing go
the buoy. maneuve! the ship into such a position
that she may back clear without striking the buoy.
Even a slight blow may damage the flasher mechanism, extinguisl'l the light, or break the lens or color
shade.
t1) Id,etutiluitug lugs on old,er tape buols---s,ome
of the older large lighted buoys may only have two
lifting lugs on the upper buov head. When setting
these buoys, twisl a few strands of wire in lhe lug
you want to use for hoisting out at the nexi reliel.
This will be on the side which has chafing battens
on the tube\8t Nine-loot buou on 189-loot tender.-T}le !89foot tender does not have sumcient deck space to
carry a I x 38 buoy fore and aft unless the shroud
on the wolking side is disconnected, or the buoy is
canted with the iower outboerd of the gunwale or

the tube projecting along the outboard passageway.
(9) Eave the hoisting tackle hook(s) inserted in
the lifting lug(s) of the buoy and aU steadving lines
attached and taut, before taking ihe lashings ofi
the buoy.
(10) Have all necessary or potentially necessary
equipment and gear at hand, but not strewn in the
way of the rvorking area.
(11) Have the buoy almost waterborne and the
vessel dead in the water before letiing co.

FrcuRE 2?-185.--Cuttine the last stopper on the
mooring just before loweling the buoy in the
water.

FIcuBE 2?-184 -A I x 32B lighted buov held alongside on the lelief just prior to releasing sinker and
mooring chain.

on station, sinket tripped
FrcuRE 2?-186.-Tender
and chain running overboard. When chain is
clear, buoy will be lowered, tackle unhooked, and
ship backed away, This amount of chain on deck
should not be permitted to run off without restraint of stoppers along the middle as well as at
both ends. Men should stand back well clear of
the chain.
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(12) Make sure that all gear is free to run with:
out fouling, and keep a minimum of personnelon the
buoy deck.
(13) Check the characteristic of lighted buoys
again immediately before setting them.
G. Procedure, buou luins @thwartships.-Latge
lighted buoys may also be calried and worked
athwartships in the way of the buoy ports, or they
may be swung from a fore-and-aft stowageposition
around to a working position athwartships. When
the buoy is securedin the working area in the way of
the buoy ports, the tube is at or iust over the edge
of the buoy port and the buoy is securely griped
down in chocks or a cradle by lashings and steadied
by cross-decklines. Launching procedure is given
in the following paragraphs.
H. Pfepd.ration.-when ready for launching, the
main is hooked into the upper lilting lug of the buoy.
The boom operator must/becareful, when picking up
the slack of the hoisting tackle, not to disturb the
buoy in its cradle. Set the boom so that the Iead
of the main is slightly outboard of the vertical over
the lifting lug but not forward or aft of the buoy.
This will cause the buoy to slide outboard through
the buoy port when lifted. The cross-deckline wiu
hold back on the buoy, thus steadying it.
1. Launching.-Wlren the word is passed t set
the buoy over the side, cast off the lashings and
hoist handsomely on the main until the buoy body
clearp the chocks. Do not laise the buoy high. Let
the tube slide along the edgeof the deck. Once the
end of the tube is ouiside the buoy port, lower.the
buoy body closer.to the deck, but teDer allou it to
touch the deck, as the hoisting tackle m.ight accialetr,t@lluunhooh, Have 6-inch closs-deck lines
rigged somewhat as follows: one line leading lrom
a padeye on the top of the buoy body opposite the
Iifting lug (a chain sling may be passedaround a
tower leg if there is no padeye available) athwaltships through a snatch block hooked into a length
of chain stretched across the opposite buoy port
and then securedto mooring bitts. This line is paid
out as the buoy slides overboard. The other two
hook lines are secured to the tube, and one led
forward and the other a,it. Steadying lines (372or 4-inch) are rove through the cage and tended
on deck at a cleat or padeye. As the buoy is slid
overboard by trimming the boom outboard, the
steadying lines are eased ofi until the buoy is out
over the side. Lower the buoy a few feet (but not
water-borne) , and trim the boom in immedlately to
gripe the buoy in to the side of the ship. Cast ofi
all steadying lines except ttre headline in the cage.
Lower into the water at the proper time, unhook
the hoisting tackle, ca€t ofi the headline, and back
ttre ship clear.
Some tenders may use the relief instead of the
main to hoist the buoy out
J. Power oang.-ln all cases of vessels not
equipped with double topping lift-tlpe booms, one
of the hoistinc tackles must be hooked into a padeye
across the deck to serve as a power vang. This ls
generally oqe of the multiple purchases,unlessthey
are both neededfor hoistinc. such as when fleeting
in heavy chain, in which case the whlp is used. It
must be rememberednot to overload the whip when
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uled as a power vang. Keep the manila guys set
up taut to back up the whip. Remember to tend
the manila guys when trimming and topping the
boom. working heavy Ioads using the whip as a
power vang may be made safer by doubling ihe
whip, running it thtough a snatch block and securing it back to the upper end of the boom.
K. Alternd,te method. ol lead,ing cross-deck lines,It has been suggested, to help keep any tube-type
buoy lying athwartships under control in rough
weather, that the following method of leading crossdeck lines be used:
(1) Rig a 6-inch line to the buoy body leading
athwartships to a snatch block in the usual manner.
Make this line tast to the rnooring bitts.
(2) Lead a 6-inch line with a whipped end from
the anchor windlass down under the tube of the
buoy (buoy is lying athwartships) through a snatch
block secured to a padeye at the side of the main
hatch, then back over the tube of the buoy and
make fast to the mooring bitts forward on the
working side.
(3) Set the boom as usual and hoist the buoy,
setting taut the line over the tube. Slack the
athwart$hips and the tube lines as the buoy slides
overboard. When the buoy is over the side, heave
taut the tube line, thus hogging the buoy tight
alongside.
(4) Remove the athwaftships line, work the ship
around so that she will blow clear, and unhook the
lifting purchase. When the ship is in a good position, let the whipped end of the tube line go and
heave it clear with the windlass, backing the ship
away.
L, Metllod, ol clearing buou in rough weather,In cases of rough weather, when there is danger of
the ship's striking the buoy while getting clear, the
lollowing has been suggested: While the buoy is
griped in to the side of the ship befole loweling,
run the end of a 6-inch line from the windlass
out thlough a chock forward of the buoy port, outside of the buoy and undei the flanges oi the
pocket or through one of the liftine eyes, back
aboard through a chock aft ol the buoy port, securing the end on deck. Then remove the cross-deck
Iines. If the sinker has not already been let go,
work the ship into position and drop the sinker,
at the same time turning the ship off the wind so
that she will be set away from the buoy. T?re line
can now be slacked ofi, and the buoy held at any
desired distance away from the ship until the hoisting gear is unhooked, Slack the buoy away from
the ship until well clear, then throw the turns off
the bitts and slip the }ine. This same method can
be used when servicing or relighting buoys in bad
weather. The ship's anchor method of approaching buoys (see sec. 2?-10-30) may be used in conjunciion with the above.
M. rtry'henplacing a buoy over the side from the
athwartships position, or when holding it on one
tackle, criped in alongside afier being hoisted over
from a fore-and-aft position on deck, the lantern
may be swung either forrvard or aft as the buoy ls
griped in to the ship's slde. Most tenders prefe!
to have the lantern aft, although on some vessels
the lantern must go forward to prevent its striking
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the boom. If the tender is making way through
the water, ii is better to have the tube of the buoy
leading aft (lantern forward).
N. Und,erelnergent conditions.-There have been
occasions where it w&s necessary ior a tender to
hang the sinker and buoy over the side while in
protected waters, lashing it securely to the side,
and then proceed to sea and drop it on station.
This should be done only in emergencies,under extremely rough conditions, where it would be impossibleto get the buoy salely over the side at sea,
and where there is no other buoy to pisk up.
27 -5 -3 O
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Bu o y s

A. The following paragraphs discussthe recovery
of the relieved buoy by means of several methods,
depending mainly pn whether the buoy is to be
stowed athwartships or fore-and-ait. Buoys may
often be set overboard in weather too rough to
safely pick them up, therefore buoy work should be
urdertaken with this thought in mind. Buoys wiu
move during the course of a year's service and sea
buoysare usually found far enoughoff statlon so that
the new one can be set before relieying the old buoy.
If the old buoy happensto be so closeto station that
there is danger of fouling, then it may be dragg€doff
station sufnQientlyto permit safe setting of the new
buoy. In many areas,buoys must be worked in the
early morning hours before the prevailing winds
make up.
NorE.-In
the following, ve$els of the class B &nd C
180-foot tendeG, not havlng three purchas€s (maln, reItef and whip), w r be consldered for dlscusslon purposes
as havlng a maln (forward tackle) and a lelief (atter
tsckle).
The descriptlod below wiU g€ner&lly be froln
the standpolnt oI a. boom equlpped with tbree holsting
tackles, ane of whlch thust be u6ecl as a power vang.

B. Preparation.-The boom should be trlmmed
and topped so that the relief hangs in the buoy port
at, or just inboard of, the deck's edge. The whip is
genemlly hooked well aft on the gunwale of the
working side to haul the boom oyer into position.
The main is hooked into ttre deck to steady the
boom, When the boom has been trimmed into
position, the whip is shifted back across the deck
to act as a power vang during the operation of
hoisting the buoy, It must be remember€d that
when the buoy is hoisted out of the water, the ship
will list, therefore the hoisting tackle should not
be trimmed too far outboard, or the buoy will be
allowed to bang agalnst the side of the ship as she
rolls in the seaway. It is assumedihat all necessary
deck gear, lines, etc., have been broken out ready
for u6e.
C. Hooklng oz.-The buoy is approached by the
ship (see sec, 27-10-35) and when close enough. a
long boathook (plke pole) is used to haul the buoy
close. Pass one or mole 3y2- or 4-inch headlines
through ttre cage and tend both ends aboard. If
the weather ls such that this is insufrcient to steady
the buoy a,longside,someyesselspassa heavy manila
strap through the superstructure of the buoy and
hooh the whip into it to temporarily steady the
buoy. The main is us€d for a power vang fo! the

moment. Vesselsnot having a whip use the main.
Othei tenders use a wire strap or chain sling passed
in the samg manner; still others use a wire lasso
over the tower of the buoy. In every case of
steadying the buoy with a tackle, extreme cate must
be taken not to overstrain the whip or strap. The
cage or tower is easily beni. When the ship is
rolling, the boom operator must evel be alert to
slack away to prevent the weight of the buoy from
.^ m i n d

+h o
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(l) When the buoy has been steadied alongside,
and not before, some tenders put a man aboard to
hook the relief into the center lifting lug on the
buoy head. The man must be strong, agile, and
experienced, and should vrear a life jacket. He
should be caul,ioned to keep his eyes open and remain on the outside of the buoy, away from the
side of the ship at all times. Slack away the relief
and have men tend it on deck to help the man olt
the buoy hook on. Take a slight strain to keep it
hooked in and hold fast uniil the man has been
safely removed from the buoy.
\a ) Caution.-M ang eLperiencedofr.cers consialer
that the placing ol a rtuan aboard,a buov to hook
on is unnecqsqril! hazarilous und.er all cond,itions.
It is certainly not recommended when there are
inexperienced personnel either on deck or on the
bridge. The handling of the ship is very important
at this time and any error of judgment can be
disastrous.
(b) Often the. hoisting tackle may be hooked in
from the ship, using a tripping line made fast to
the back of the hook to control the tackle, thus
obviating the need for sending a man into a potentially dangerousposition.
(c> Pend,atut.-A short heavy wire pendant, haying a hook in one end aIId a thimbled eye in the
other, is used by many tenders to nsh the tiftinC
lug of the buoy. The relief is then hooked into
the pendant. However, some tenders do not have
sumcient hoisting height, available to permit hoisting the buoy over the bulwarks when hooked on in
this manner.
(2) Boathook.-When a buoy is being approached
by the tender, men are often overeagerto puU the
buoy aloncside, and attempt to hook a boathook
into the cage of the buoy before the ship has been
steadied up and stopped, should the ship be too
far ofi the buoy for ihe man or two tending the
boathook to pull it alongside, the men must be
alert io get the boathook clear of the buoy in time,
belore it is pulled oui of their hands. If you nnd
that you cannot puU the buoy alongside, push outuard, anil t?ri$t ihe boaihook while you still have
eomeof it left to push. Thls is the only way you can
free it from the buoy and prevent seeingit noai ofi,
usually into shoal water where you cannot follow to
retrieve it. It should be remembered that a number of rnen tailing on to a long boathook (pike pole)
can olten bring a buoy alongside where one or two
men could do nothing. The main thing to remember is not to wait too long belore getting it free.
D. Hoisting the buo!,-Holsl away on the relief,
hauling on ihe headline to swing the lantern aft,
until the Iower liftinc luc is within reach of the deck.
I{ook the main into the lower lifting lug, take a
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strain and hold it; lower the relief until the buoy
is holizonlal. II the main is raised instead, to brin;
the buoy horizontal, it may be too high and the lantern might tend inboard, making it difficult to adjust and secure the hook line on the counternreight
end. Now the buoy may be brought aboard in either
of the following manners:
(1) Any g-foot buoy may be brought aboard horizontally, using both main and relief. The whiD. if
any. is used as the power vang and must be ba;ked
up by malila guys and cross-deck hook lines (described below). Under certain conditions. the

FrcunE 27-189.-Steadying
a buoy alongside while
man on buoy hooks the hoisting tackle in a
Iifting lug. There are not generally as many men
available for wolk on the buoy deck es shown in
this photo. Placing a man on a buoy is not resommended if the buoy can be hooked otherwise.

FrcurE 2?-18?.-Passing a head line into the cage
of a lighted buoy, preparatory to hooking on the
liftins tackle.

,,c*

FrcuRE 2?-188.-Holding
a 9 x 38 light€d buoy
alongside with the caee liue while attempting to
pass a chain sling around a tower leg for hooking
on a tackle to steady the buoy, while the lifting
tackle is hooked into one of the lifting lugs. The
chain sling can be easily lost ovelboard. {See text
for other methods of steadying a buoy while hook_
ing on the lifting tackle.)

FrcuRE 27-190.-Steadying
the buoy with a strap
passed through the cage and hooked onto the whiD.
This method can bend the cage if Loo much strain
is permitted.

!
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FrouBE 2?-191.-A I x 38 lighted buov just after
being hooked on with the main. Note steadying
line from the cage led to the windlass. A pelican
hook fo! stopping ofi the mooling lies on deck in
lower cenier. Cross-deck hook line has not yet
been secured to the buoy.

Main
hoisting on the relief
FrcuRE 2?-193.-initial
will be hooked into lower lilting lug when the buoy
has been raised higher.

FrcuRE 2?-192.-A I x 38 lighted buoy held alongside
while sea glowth is cleaned ofi. Note cross-deck
hook line holding buoy steady.
strain may be too great fo! the rvhip to heave the
boom in. Take care not to overload the whip.
(2) If a I x 38 buoy, the reli€f may be unhooked
once the main has the strain, and led back across the
deck for a power vang. The whip may be led aft
on the working side outboard of the main and relief
to steady the boom, or it mey siand by td hook into
the mooring later.
(3) If a I x 32B buoy, a balancing pendant or
sling must be used between the top and bottom lifting lugs, and the main hooked in at the balance.
either event, when blingE. Stead.ying lin$.-In
ing a buoy aboard horizontally, lyine fore-and-aft,
a 6-inch cross-deck hook line is passed alound the
tube and led through a snatch block across the deck
to the windlass. Anothe! 6-inch cross-deck line
may also be led to a lug on the upper buoy head fol

steadying. Some ships use an additional headline
led outboard of the bulwarks and in through a chock
to a cleat on deck, in addition to the usual headline
leading aft and inboard over the bulwarks across the
deck. It is often advisable to relieve the strain on
the buoy from the mooring by passing a hook line
into the bridle ring of the mooring, if it can be
reached.
'F, Land,ins the buog on d€ck.-Eoist
the buoy
slowly until just clear of the bulwarks, keeping it
griped in to the side of the ship to prevent its banging around. Keep the steadying lines taut. Have
the cradle or chocks ready in place and trim and top
the boom io bring the buoy in over the gunwale.
Lower the buoy into the chocks and pass lashings
'fhe same technique ot making the
immbdiately.
angle of the hoisting tackle oppose the tube and other
steadying lines to help keep the buoy steady, as
described in section 2?-5-25, can be used. Stop otr
the mooring chain with a pelican hook, or the whip,
etc. This should be done at once to prevent the
mooring from pulling the buoy out of position suddenly should a strain come on it. The recovery of
the mooring chain will be treated in s3ction 27-5-45.
c, C@ution.-D|urirrg the time of hooking on and
hoisting aboard, the conning omcer must maneuYer
the ship to keep the mooring chain up and down,
or leading slightly under the ship with a minimum
of strain. Keep the ship on the easiest possible
course to minimize rolling, especially while the buoy
is being brought in over the gunwale. A man should
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be stationed weil forward out of the way to watch
and report the t€nd of the chain. He should be
hained to volunt€er the information frequeltly
without having to be asked each time.

F\curE 27-194.-Main and relief lowering the buoy
into chocks on deck.
H. Lerge lighted buous nalJ also be picked' up dnd'
the ship is rolling
brought aboard, athuartships.-lf
When
sevelely, this may be the safer method.
calmer wate! is reached, the buoy may then be
shifted lore-and-aft
to give more room on deck.
Buoys are approached and steadied alongside in the
manBer as described in paragraph (C) above. The
main is used for liftinc the buoy, and h hooked into
one of the side padeyes instead of the center of the
three lifting lues on the buoy head. This is so that
the opposite padeye will be available for hooking in
a cross-deck steadying line when the buoy comes up
on deck. Some tenders lifi from the center padeye
and use hooklines in both side padeyes. This practice does have an advantage of having both upper
and lower lifting lugs on top of the buoy. Ttre boom
is trimmed inboard sufrciently to keep the buoy
gliped in against the ship.
i I ) As soon as ihe buoy is hooked and the man
rif any) clear, hoist smartly until the buoy is clea!
of the water and the buoy head level with the
deck. Hook in a 6-inch eross-deck line to the padeye opposite the one used for hoisting. Lead this
line on the forward side of the hoistinc tackle, so
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that when the line is hove taut, the lantern will
swing around forward to avoid striking the boom'
The cross-deckline is led to a snatch block directlv
athwartships and thence to the windlass

FrcuRE 2?-195.-overhauling mooling chain hand
over hand, using sling chains (old style) on the
main and relief.

FrcuRE 2?-196.-Ranging out the mooring shain in
neai bighk and shackling into a padeye on deck
as an extra safety measure is a good practice.
(2) Hoist the buoy until the lower palt of the
body rests on the edge of the deck, keeping the buoy
steady with the closs-deck line and headlines which
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wele love thlough the cage. Using the r.elief for.
a powel vang (class B and c tendels need no vangs ),
tlim the boom in, dlagging th€ buoy athwal.tships
acloss the deck through the buoy polt. Keep all
steadying lines taut.

When passing lashings, do not assume that the lip
of the tube projecting over the edge of the buoy port
will prcvent the buoy ft.om sliding fulther inboald
should the ship take a heavy loll. Secur.e the buoy
in all dilections. Hook into the moor'ing as soon as
possible and stop it ofi pl.epal.atory to unfastening
the blidle.
r4) Some tendets use an additional cl.oss-deck
line secured around the tube and led dil.ecuy for['aId
to the uindlass. This gtipes the tube in against the
folwald part of the buoy port.
(5) The plinciple of having the lifting tackle hold
back against steadying lines on deck can be vel.v
useful when handline a lalge buoy, patticutal.ll, t;
keep it flom sliding too far. acloss the deck \lhen
coming aboald ol while beins seculed.

FrcuRE 2?-19?.-Removing mar.ine gt.o$th fl.om a
lalge lighted buoy. If this is not done $hile the
buoy is hanging alongside, it must be done at once
as soon as the buoy is on deck. If auowed to dly.
ihe erowth is dimcult to lemove. Te d.ers 1lnrst
ahDals cleelr ofr buolls belore ulloadi o theDt aLt
d. d,epot.

FrcurE 2?-199.-A I x 38 lighted buoy is being br.oken
in over. the edge of the buoy polt, hoisted on tlte
main, steadied by two hook lines. The slack for.wafd hook line should be kept taut.

FrcunE 2?-198.-Buoy stowed in chocks on deck aad
lashed down: End of |elieving operation.
(3) Do not raise the buoy too high. The tube
drags over the edge of the buoy port and helps ro
keep the buoy steady. Lowel the buoy on to wooden
chocks and secure immediately rvith lashings of suitable size led in foul. directions.
Keep the main
hooked into the buoy until it is safely lashed. Keep
the hook line taut, but do not, depend on it, alone to
prevent the buoy from slipping back ovel the side.

FrcuRE 27-200.-The buoy has been hauled in on
deck and is ready fol loweling onto chocks and
securing with chain lashings. Buoy tubes ar.e
often left hanging ovet. the side until ihe chain is
brought up.
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L Following are some miscellatteous ,t otes :
(1) When unhooking a hoisting tackle fr'om a
padeye acloss the deck to bring it over to use on
the buoy, be sule that it does not get loose and
swing wildly alound the deck. due to the angle of the
boom and heel of the ship.
(2 r Many ships malk the heel of the boom to indicate when a large buoy has been topped high
enough to be in ploper position for loweling onto
the chocks on deck.
(3) As much of the sea glowth as possible should
be removed while the buoy is hanging alongside.
Use long-handled scrapets. When cleaning a buoy
before putting it, ashor.e. do not fol.get to scrape out

FrcunE2?-201.-When no padeyeis available on the
buoy, the hook line may be secured to the buoy
by passinga chain sling ar.ounda tower leg. The
snatch block is secur.edio a buoy bridle stretched
acrossthe buoy port.

FtcvRE2?-202.-Taking turns of a hook tine on the
gypsy-head of the windlass. Rememberto alternate the direction periodicaly to prevent un_
raveling of the rope.
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the inside of the tube as well as the outside of the
buoy. A hoe uith a curved blade to fit the contoul.
of the tube could be made for this pulpose. Ii an
acetylene buoy is to be washed off with rvatel to
assist in cleaning off the mar.ine gtowth, extinguish
the light to plevent damage to the lens.
(4) The bridle should be clealed ft.om the u'ooden
chafrng stlips on the tube while the buoy is hanging
alongside. A hookline may be tossed into the chain
for this purpose, or passed on the end of a boat hook.
(5) When the whip is used as a power. vang,
heaving in on the tube or cr.oss-deck Iine will ease
the strain on the whip. The headline musl be heid
to prevent ihe lantern end from s\ringing outboard.
(6) When the buoy has been lowered into the
chocks on deck, with the buoy lying fore and aft,
the tube line may be hove in to haul the tube
inboard to clear mole space in the buoy port for
overhauling the mooring.
1?) The lens and color. shade ar.e generally removed while the buoy is hanging near.ty ver.tically
alongside.
(8) In Iough weather, as an added precaution.
another hook line may be passed into the chain below the blidle to keep the stlain off the buoy while
placing ,it in position on deck.
(9, Some tenders ar'e so r.igged, that when using
the lelief as a power vang while working one side of
the ship, it will foul if used similarly when working
the othel side. In this case the main must be substituted for the power vang. CaIe must be taken to
see that all leads of holsting tackles are fr.ee and
clear at all times.
(10) When possible, the headlines are rove
through the cage opposite to the side whele the liftinc tackle is hooked in.
( 1l ) Before sending a man on a buoy to hook on.
be sure the man is wearing a life jacket, that the
buoy is steadied, and the ship under.contr.ol and
not in danger of setting down on the buoy. Have
men on deck tend the cables of:the hoisling tackle
to help the man on the bugy as mqch as possible.

FrcuRE 2?-203.-Picking up the first bight of chain,
pleparatory to unshackling the br.idle.
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FrcuRE 2?-204.-The boom has been trimmed weII
acloss the ddck to get as much lift on the fir'st
bight of mooling chain as possible, pleparatoly
to unshackling the blidle. Note pelican hooli secured to closs-deck chain to stop off the mooring.

r14) Keep the hoisting tackle(s) hooked into the
buoy on deck until all the lashings have been passed.
When unhooking the tackles, take car.e that they do
rot sli'ing wildly alound on deck.
( 15) One method of passing the headline thr.ough
the cage is to have someone on the forecastle head
drop the end through the flamewolk as the buoy
comes alongside. The end is nshed with a boathook
when the buoy leaches the buoy polt.
(16) If thele is a station buoy ran unlighted
buoy), ii is genelally lelieved befole the lighted
buoy is picked up.
(1?r When the buoy is being brought aboard
ithwartships, a 6-inch line may be passed around
the tube and seculed to the bitts foreward of the
buoy polt. The tube slides throuCh this bisht until
the butt is aboald.
rl8, There may be cases where the whip may
eafely hold loads which it cannot hoist. Howeyer.
this cilcumstance closely apploaches the point of
ovelstlaining the whip. When in doubt, use heavier.
tackle.
( 19) When handling lighted buoys undel ice condltions, pass a wile 6trap or chain lasso alound the
tower of the buoy to steady it alongside until the
liftine lug can be chopped free of ice for hooking
on the boisting tackle. The lasso can be held by a
6-inch hookline on deck, or by a hoisting iackle.
This procedure is necessary because the pressure
of the ice field may often push the vessel away from
the buoy, or cause it to heel over so far that the
liftinc lug cannot be reached,
27-5-35

FrcuRE2?-205.-A I x 38 lighted buoy stowed foreand-aft after belng brought aboard. The after
lashings have not yet been passed. Most tenders
stow these large buoys with the lanterns ait.
(12) When the flrst hoisting iackle is hooked
and the nnn clear of the buo!, hoist as fast as possible until the buoy is out of wat€r, as a sharp roll
of the shlp at ihe wrong time might causettre hook
ro jump free. Men holding the hoisting tackle
cablesto steady the iackle for hooking on, and keeping a strain on it to prevent unhooking prlor to
hoisiing, must be pa icularly careful to avoid
getting their hands caught in the cablesor sheaves
of the block as the buoy is suddenly hoist€d. Loose
gloves are dangerous.
t 13) While the buoy is still hanging horizontauy
alongside the ship, noie the topping angle of the
boom to determine whether it, is necessalyto top up
or' down to have the buoy in proper position for
setting down onto the chocks on deck. It is safer
to top the boom while the buoy is hanging alongside.

Relieving lorge Lighted Buoys on the
West Coqsl-

A. Conditions on the West Coast bars are generally severe, and require the utmost caution in handling large buoys. The moorings are generally
sanded in beyond recovery, making it necessary to
shackle the new buoy to the old mooring, provided
the mooring is in good condition.
This is determined by hauling up the chain to short stay, and
inspecting particularly the "chate" section (that
part which first touches the bottom and which
wears out rapidly due to the constant friction).
Worn sections of the mooring are renewed, using
riveted-pin conDecting shackles, and the mooring
is used for another year. The complete mooring is
set or relieyed only when the buoy is established,
relocated, or when the mooring has deteriorated
beyond effectiye repair. For loutine relief, this re.
quires that both buoys be on deck for a short period, leaving little loom for other buoys or spare
gear. Buoys are carried fore-and-aft or athwartships, as described in a preceding section.
B. Hogging chain.-The exchange of the mooring
from one buoy to the other ls accomplished by
means of a hocged chain which ls run out from
one buoy po$, down under the shlp, and back up
in the other buoy port. The chain is hogged close
up to the hull, and the ends are stopped ofi at
padeyes by strong lashings. Allow a fathom of
chain at either end for shacklinc to the bridle and
to the old mooring. Ii is advisable to back up the
lashings with a loosely placed shackle which can
be removed latel. The hogging chain consists of
one shot of ihe same size chain as the mooring,
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C. Hooklng on.-The
buoy is apptoached as described before, a steadying line rove through the
cage, and a wire pendant with hook in one end
and eye in the other is used to flsh the middle lifting lug. The hoisting tackle (main or relief) is
hooked into the pendant and the buoy is hoisted
to the deck level. fn calm seas. the buoy may be
brought aboard by any of the methods desclibed
above fo! handling large lighted buoys. In r.ough
weather however, or with a heavy swell running.
the buoy is lifted until the bottom of the body lests
on the edge of the deck. A fendel is placed under.
the body to hold the buoy ofi the lower lug, and
the buoy is set vertically in the for.war.d palt of
the buoy port with the tube stiu in the water.
This is called "standing the buoy in the buoy polt."

FrcuRE27-206,-Fishing a wire pendant into the lifting lue of the buoy. This obviates the need for
a man to board the buoy.
D. A hookline is placed in the inboard upper lug.
steadying lines are led forward and aft (if the buov
is jammed against the forward bulwark, there is
no need fo! a steadying line aft, which incidentallv
wouldbe in the way of handlingthe mooringchaini.
and a turnbuckleor tackle is securedin rhe lower
lug to gripe the buoy tube in against the side of
the ship. Some tenders use a wire pendant passed
around the tube and securedon deck with a d;ubled
6.-inchhookline or ihree-fold purchase. Some keep
the main on the buoy to hold the strain. The fore_
a,nd-.ajt cu-v or steadying lines ligged to the buoy
should be heavy enough to withstand considerabli
strain (6-inch) when the buoy is standing in the
buoy port. The old buoy is left in this position
until the new one is overboard, Then it is broken
down on deck with the cross-deck hookline without further lifting, and is left securedethwartships
until the ship reachescalmer r,vater. Then the buov
can be safely picked up, shifted around, and cradled-.
(l) This system of standing the buoy in the buo,
port has also been used in reversefor setting buoyi
under heavy swell conditions. Before going out on
to the bar, the buoy is stood in the buoy port, se_
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culed with a pelican hook tulnbuckled to the bot-_
tom lug. and has steadying lines fore. aft, and
athwartships. The sinker(s) ar.e set in the opposite buoy polt and the mooring chain hogged.
When on station. the sinkers ar.e dropped, the boom
is ovel the buoy and tending slightly outboatd with
a slight stlain on the hoisting tackle, the pelican
hook is tr.ipped, the buoy lifted clear and set in
the water'.
12) One tendel is exper.imentinc with a modified
velsion of this method for recharging buoys instead
of bringing them entirely aboar.d.
(3) It has been found that a buoy ..standing in
l,he buoy polt ' has no tendency to tip inboard under
all normal conditions of heavy swell in which a
buoy may be safely wor.ked.

FrcuRE27-207.-Buoy is hoisted to deck tevel by the
lifting pendant on the main. A double cross-deck
hookline is secured by a wire strap to gripe the
buoy in to the side of the ship.

FrouRE2?-208.-Buoy brought athwartships on deck.
Note leads of two double cross-deckhook lines.
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FrcuRE 2?-209.-Buoy
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is left standing in the buoy
poIt.

E. Discollrlectirrg ilooring.-F'ish
the bridle wiih
the hoisting iackle and stop ofi the moor.ing on deck.
Disconnect the bridle and pick up the chain.
(Overhauling chain is desclibed in sec. 2?-5-45.)
When the chain has been blought to short stay, stop
it off, renew all worn sections and unshackle the
top shot. Shackle on the end of the hogging chain,
using a riveted-pin shackle. (The shackle may be
held on the anvil for peening by the use of chain
hooks (fig. 2?-156) or a special shackle anvil may
be used (see fig. 2?-15?).)
F. Preperatiorl lor setti11,gnew buog.-I\
ptepay
ing the new buoy for setting, postion ihe boom as desclibed before, One ship uses a heavy wire strap
love through both upper and lower' lugs and hooked
on the main, which is centered ovel ihe body of the
buoy. Both eyes of the strap are hooked on to the
main with a retrieving line bent on to one eye of
the strap. A cross-deck line is run through a lug
on the buoy head and secur.ed with one end fixed.

FrcuRE 2?-210.-Buoy
standing in the buoy port,
chain stopped ofr in a pelican hook.

FrcuRE 2?-211.-Chain
being hoisted by a special
Modeef-iype shackle. (See a,lso FiC. 21-222.1
the other with turns for surging. A line is passed
around the buoy tube and seculed in a like manner.
The headline is passed thr.ough the cage and both
ends are tended on deek. Some tenders pl.efer to
secure the cageline and have only one end to tend on
deck. If so, be sure to tie a lar.ge enough bight so as
to be able to reach it easily ftom the deck for' casting
Ioose later. A special fole-and-aft line is passed
thlough a lug on the bottom of the buoy to plevent
{ore-and-aft su!ge.
G. Settitl,g the buo! oDerboard.-Continuing
the
operation described in paragraph (F) above, the

F' GURE27-212.-A I x 38 lighted buoy on deck of an
189-Ioor,tender, setiling sirap rigeed.
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lifted, heave taut again. Keep on heaving until the
lug of the buoy is pat'allel to the chock. then slack
away. Let go the bitter end, and heave the line
aboald as soon as the buoy is unhooked frcm the
lifting tackle.
I. When working on exposed bars, most West
Coast tendels only work one g-foot buoy at a time.
If two are calried, one is usually left moored inside
the adjacent harbor while the outside buoy is being
IeIieved.
It has be€n found that single 6-inch crossdeck
steadying lines are inadequate for. wor.king under
many conditions, and an additional snatch block
seculed to the buoy is used to double up the steadying line.
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FrcuRE 2?-21.3.-Buoy being hoisted ovel the side.
Note head, body, and tube steadying lines.
buoy is lifted with the main until above the lail, then
boomed out and down, sulging all Iines until outboard of the gunwale. The buoy is then lowered on
the main (with body and tube lines thrown off) unAs soon as the weighi is ofi the
til waterborne.
setting strap, one eye is lifteq off the hook, the main
is run up, and the stlap is pulled clear'. The lines
ar.e allowed to leeve through and are retlieved.
The pelican hook stoppel on the mooling chain
is leleased, the manila stopper on the hogged shoi
on the fal side is cut, and when iD all lespects
Ieady, the stoppel on the wolking side is cut, and the
buoy is free.

FrcunE 2?-214.-Buoy alongside just prior to lowering into lhe water.
H. Heo.Dingout tine.-Some ships use a heavingout line to assisi in hauling the buoy outboard and
to help steady it. The line is led from the windlass
through a snatch block on deck, out through a chock,
up over the bulwarks, through the inboard lifting
lug of the buoy, back over the bulwarks, in through
a chock, and made fast so as to be able to let go
readily. Heave the line taut. When the buov is

Relieving
Eighr-foot
Lighted Buoys-

ond

Smeller

A. AlthouCh the handling of 8-foot and smaller.
lighted buoys is not as dincult as the handling of
lalge buoys, it must not be assumed that the wor'k is
flee flom potential danger, or that the pt'ecautions
emphasized in the for'egoing sections should be
modified or' folgotten entilely.
There ale still yer.y
heavy weights involved. Eight-ioot
and smaller
buoys ale lifted by one tackle only, usually the main
rexcept in the case of vely small buoys such as the
5- and 31/2-foot lighted buoys), and ar'e handled
by the athwaltship's method ah'eady described. A
single cross-deck hookline leading atwar.tships is
genelally sumcient. although in lough weathel additional cross-deck lines should be laid out and used
if indicated. Many ships use a sholt wire pendant
(1;- to 1ys-inch diameter', oI blaided wire of equal
stlelgth)
with a hook in one end and a thimble in
the other for hooking on to the lifting lug of the
buoy. It is much eaiiel io "flsh" the lug with a
pendant, than wiih the main hook directly, and often
obviates the need for a man to board the buoy.
genB. Shiltittg UuoUsat'ou1Ld,o?l deck.-Tendels
elally carry a number of the smaller. Iighted buoys,
and therefole working these buoys necessitates
shifting them around on deck at sea flom a stowage
position at any place on the deck to a wolking position in the way of the buoy polts. Shifting heavy
weights at sea requiles skilliul wolk on the bridge
as well as on the buoy deck. The vessel must be
bloughi to the easiest heading, and under. cer.tain
conditions the ofrcer-in-chalge
on deck should be
advised from the bridge when io hoist. and when
to wait and hold everything fast for a moment.
Plenty of cross-deck hooklines and head and tail
steadying lines should be used. It is better to keep
the buog lroTtl tahing charge rather tho,tt, to tr! to
stop it otlce it gets out ol eotttt'ol WheD topping
up and down and trimming ihe boom, keep the guys
(vangsr taui but do noi folget to slack them when
necessary. Use powel tackles hooked in the deck
to steady the boom when at sea. Keep weights low
and touched to the deck whenevel possible. When
topping the boom down to shift a buoy forwald, do
not folget to pick up the slack in the hoisting tackle
to prevent its becoming unhooked. Always have a
few extla wedges leady to throw under the buoy
should it stalt to shift.
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Q. Pr eparationslor lqunching the buoy.-Whether
to set the new buoy first and then pick up the old
buoy, or vice versa, depends on how close the old
buoy is on station, whether there would be danger
of louling if the new mooring is dropped closeaboard
the old one, or whether the old mooring is io b€
reused (such as where sanded in), etc. Most tenders prefer to set the new one first if possible,so as
to have more room on deck. The relaiive strength
of ihe current and wind must be considered, together with the drift of chain on the old moorlng,
as it is desirableto place the new buoy and mooring
on the weather or upstream side in order to have
it ahead and clear of the ship when the old buoy is
being taken aboard.
{l) Assuming this to be the case, top the boom
up over the lelieving buoy, which has been shifted
to a working position in the way of ihe buoy polt
and lashed down if necsssary. The main should
hang over the lifting lug on the top of the buoy body.
Some hook the main directly into the buoy, others
use a wire pendant.
(2) The lugs of smaller buoys are not always of
ample size to insure quick unhooking of the large
hooks of the main and relief. One tender usesa releasing shackle made from a first class (2-inch)

FfcvRE2?-215.-An I x 26 llghted buoy on a tender's
deck, ready to be put tn the water. Boom iq
swung directly over buoy. Main tackle is hooked
to lifting eye and hauled taut in preparation for
raising buoy. The headline, iended by several
. seamen, is run through the lantern cage. 'fhe
tail Une attached to the main hook is being tended
by one se&man.

split key shackle. The head of the pin is burned
off and the end tapered. A hole for a safety pin is
burned or drilled through the pin at this end. A
lanyard is securedthrough the key slot in the other
end of the pin, and is used to trip the pin once the
weight is ofi the shackle. This type of releasing
shackle should not be used withoui a safety pin io
prevent its premature unhooking. The safety pin
may be withdrawn once the buoy ls hanging alongside,and as long as the weicht of the buoy is held on
1,heshackle,it cannot unhook. If this type of shackle
is to be used for large buoys,it should be reinforced
by a bar welded acrossthe bow of the shackle high
enough to clear the lifting lug. 'fhis bar is to keep
the jaws of the shackle lrom spreading apart under
a heavy strain. A slip-pin shackle thus fitted is
bettel used with a wire lifting sling than directly
inserted into the buoy lug.
(3) Whatever method of unhookins is used, it is
essential that it work quickly and surely, since the

llcuRE 2?-216.-An 8 x 26 lichted buoy suspendedin
air by the main and being swung throuch the
buoy port ir preparatlon for settinc. Chain is
ranged out on deck and stopped ofr to a padeye.
Six-inch manila, stopper holding slnker over the
side is securedto bitts and is being closely tended
by an experiencedseaman. Buoy is steadied by
headline run through cage of the buoy. The
cross-deck line attached to lifting eye runs
through a snaich block on starboard side to windlass on forecastle. Tail llne attaahed to main
hook is being tended by one seaman. NorE: i7,
rouglLweather, buoy should nener be hoisted,higll
in the air like thls.
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2?-21?.-An 8 x 26 lichted buoy being lowered
FTGuRE
over the side, Buoy is steadied by headline run
through cage. Ttipline stoppine off chain is belng tended by one se&man. Tail Une is being
tended by BMc.
tender is often in a tight spot and must clear the
buoy at once. Be sure, when hooking a tackle or
pendant into a buoy, that it is facinc in the right
direction to have the back of the hook inboard or
nearly so, when the buoy is swung out elongside.
This permits a better lead for the tripping line.
Leeve a headline through the cage to steady it and,
jf conditions indicate, rig a cross-deck hookline
leading aihwartships to steady the body of the buoy.
D. Launching the buo!.-l| is assumedthai the
mooring has been ranged out, connected, and
stopped ofr, and the sinker hung ready for tripping,
as describedin sectlons 2?-5-15 and 2?-5-20. Pick
up the buoy on the main. If no cross-deckline is
being used, have the main directly oyer the lifting
!ug. If a cross-deck line is being used, trim the
boom outboard a bit and hold back on the hookline
to steady the buoy, as desaribedin section 27-5-25.
Steady the larxtern end of the buoy atrd svring the
boom out until the buoy clears the edge of the buoy
port. Turn the cegetorward or aft \r'lih the steadyiDg line, lower the buoy a, lew feet, and trlm the
boom in to gripe the buoy alongside. Insert ihe
lens and color shede lf not already done, and light
the buoy. When on station, let co the slnker and
lower a,way ihe buoy. To prevent the chain from
striking the buoy as it runs overboard, it is advisable
to top the boom up when ihe buoy ls hanging alongside so that it hangs clear, aft of the buoy port.
When the buoy is waterborne, clear the hoisting
iackle, casi ofi the headline,and back the ship clear.
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11) Sometendels,when calrying an I x 26 foreand-aft in the same position as the g-fooi buoys,
hoist it over. the side wiih the same procedure as
describedunder section 2?-5-25.
(2) When placing an 8-foot buoy ovel the side
from athwariships in rough weather, Iet the tube
slide along the deck and over the edge. This harms
noihing but the paint on deck and helps to steady
the buoy.
(3) Keep a line fast to the hoisting block at all
times so that it won't swing around when the ship
rolls.
(4) Some tenders release the buoy, holding it
alongside with the headline, betore dropping the
sinker to insure that the hoisting hook n/ill not foul
in the lifting lug and drag ttle buoy ofi station.
15) Whenever using a pendant, ha,vinga retrieving line securedto lt.
(6) Some vesselsmay use the relief, in lieu of the
main as describedin the foregoine. The procedure
is the same in elther case.
(7) In very rough weather, it may be necessary
to pass a hookline to the buoy to grip it alongside
in addition to trimming the boom well lnboard.
This llne is remoyed just before the buoy is lowered.
(8) When handling "C" type lighted buoys, pick
them up on both the main and relief the same a€
described for g-foot buoys in section 27-5-25. fi
the buoy is to be handled with a single hoisting
tackle, the method of reeving a tube preventer hookline desclibed in a foregoing section can be used.
The "C" type buoy is awkward to handle.
E. Hoisting aboard,.-The old buoy ls approached
as described in section 2?-10-35 and when close
aboard, a long boai hook (pike pole) is used to pull
the cagecloseenough to reeve a headline (3 inches)
through it for steadying. (One tender took a piece
of 78 inch bar stock bent in a half circle about 8
inches diameter with a straighi 6-inch length on
one end, and inserted this in ihe end ot the staff
to make a more effective boat hook.) In rough
weathe( a strap can be passedinio the tower of the
buoy, and a hoisting tackle or cross-deck line
hooked into it to steady the buoy alongside for
hooking on. Any one of the lifting lugs is hooked
rvith the short pendant or by the hook of the tackl€,
and the buoy is hoisted clear of the water.
(l) When handling a pendant to nsh the littinC
lug of a buoy, the man must keep a strain on it in
order to keep the hook engaged until the hoisting
tackle is hooked on and the slack taken up.
(2) When hoisting the buoy aboard, the boom is
kept trimmed so that the hoisilng tackle hangs Just
inboard ot the center of the buoy port. This is to
ofiset further list of tlle ship and to keep the buoy
closeaboard, It is often necessaryto trim the boom
further inboard once the buoy ls raised out of the
water, in order to keep it griped in tight alongside.
(3) Except in the case of small lighted buoys
{3y2- and, 5-foot), a 6-inch hookline is passedforward ol the hoisting tackle to the outboard lilting
lug on the body of the buoy (opposite the one used
for hoisting) and Ied athwartships tlxrough a snatch
block and thence to the windlass. Eeavlng taut
this line as the buoy is hoisted clear of the side
breaks the buoy around,lantern forward, to lead fair
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These are specially posed pictures. Buoys to be relieved.normally show need of servicing, such as sea
growth on the underwater parts, lack of paint on cage membels,and obliteration of designating numbers
and letters due to rusi or bird deposits.

FrcuRE 2?-218.-An 8 x 26 lichted buoy alongside,
aboui to be hoisted aboard. Boom is swung to
port directly ove! the buoy, main tackle is being
hooked into the lifting lug. Buoy is held steady
by men on head line. Cross-deck line is laid out
but has not yet been attached to the buoy.

ftcuRE 2?-219.-Lighted buoy pariially suspended by
the main. Buoy is held steady by the head llne.
Cross-deck line has just been attached to the
inboard liftine lug and will soon assist in steadying
the buoy and dragging it inboard.

FrcvRE27-220.-Buoy is suspendedabove the deck.
Cross-deckline attached to the lower lifting lug
leads through a snatch block on starboard side
to the windlass on forecastle. The buoy is stiu
steadiedby the head line run through the lantern
cage. The tail line attached to the main hook is
being tended by a seamall No$i: It is not necessary to ha&t the bod,uol the buou so high, and, irL
rough ueather this should,neoer be iLone.

FrcuRE27-221.-The I x 26 lighied buoy is now lylng
on deck. fts concrete sinker and chain are being
hoisted aboard.
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across the deck as the boom is trimmed in. The
buoy is hauled aqrcss the deck far enough to leave
plenty of room at tl:e buoy port for the men to
hoist the chain. When bringing buoys aboard' keep
the buoy closeto or touching the deck. It is better
to trlm the buoy fulther across the deck in order
to get suffcient slack in the chain, than to hoist it
aloft and make it necessaryfor e man to get under
the weight in order io hook on for the bight oi
chain.
(4) The chain is stopped ofi by the whip, hookline, pelican hook, or the mechanical chain stopper,
as described elsewhere in this chapter, and the
mooring recovered as described in section 2?-5-45(5) WheD handling sma[ ]ighted buovs it is often
not necess&ryto disturb the position of ttle boom.
Using a cross-deck hookUne, hoist the buoy clear
of the deak, and pull across. Thls saves time in
that the boom is ready in position for overhauling
the chain.
(6) If the vessel is rolling ever so slightlv, even
small buoys should be lashed down just as soon as
they are set down on chocks, cradle, or wedgeson
deck.
(?) In rough weather, it is good practice to back
up the mooring stopper by shackUDgthe chain to a
padeye in the deck. The mooring chain should be
unshackled from the buoy bridle before hoisting up
the mooring.
(8) Buoys should be cleaned of as much sea
growth as possiblewhile stiU over the side. In any
event, clean it ofi while the buoy is still wet. once
dry, the buoy will be very dimcult to clean. Take
tlme to get them as clean as possible. It will ease
the depot's job tremendously.
(9) Improper handling of the cross-deekhookline
Inay result in a smashedlantern. It is a good practice on single-screwvesselsto pass a, stout hookline
into the moorlng chain as the buoy is raised out of
the water, and snub it aloncsidebeiore bringing the
buoy aboard. Then, should the ship la ofr, thele
will be no undue strain placed on the buoy.
(10) Keep the cross-deck hookline fast to the
buoy as long as the mooring is still connected to it,
and until it is lashed securely.
(11) When the bail on old-type buoys does not
permlt the use of a proper size hoisting hook, never
substitute a,smauer hook ol doubtful strength. Insert a shackle which wiU hold the load safely and
which ivill accommodatethe larger hoisting hook.
F. Relieoing buovs, West Coost.-When relieving
the smaUer lighted buoys (oiher than I x 26) on
the West Coast where the same mooring is to be
reused,no hogging chain is required, since there is
room on deck to bring tlte old buoy aboard. Stop ofi
rhe moorlng and shift it to the new buoy after pulling
it up to short stay for examination. The 8 x 26
buoy can be handled as describedin seciion 27-5-35.
G. Hoisting b ogs aboard, using nechanical chdin
stopper.-when hoisting small lighted buoys &board
vesselsequlpped wlth the mechanical chain stopper,
hoist the buoy alongside as usual, with the lantarn
trimmed forward. As the boom is trimmed lnboard,
haul the lantern end of the buoy athwartships by
means of the headllne rove through the cage. Bring
2064300-52-36
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the boom amidshipsand top up or dowD,or maneuvet
the shlp so as to causethe chain to lead falr into the
siopper. should this be dlmcult to accomplish,
pass a hookline into the chain at the deck's edge
and lead it ditectly to the windlass. The chaln may
thus be hauled up into the stopper jaws easily.
When the chain has been engaged in the jaws of
the stopper, trim the boom back outboard to slack
the chain. Lower the buoy and secure in chocks on
deck. Disconuectthe bridle from the mooring chain.
Ilook the hoisting tackle lmain or whip) into the
chain just inboard of the stopper. With the boom
now trimmed well inboard so as to break the chain
oyer into the stopper, hoist the tackle, pulling the
chain through the stopper. When the tackle is
two-blocks, slack away to engage the chain in the
stopper, then lower smartly and hook in just inboard ol the stopper for another bight. Repeat this
procedure untll the sinker is at the water's edge.
With the chain engagedin the stopper, the boom is
trimmed outboard, hook engagedin the chain and
ihe boom topped up until the chain is abaft the
stopper and the sinker clear for lifting aboald. If
the sinker appears while there is still enouch lift
available to bring it aboard, the boom is topped up
without botherinc to engagethe chaln in the stopper.
When hoisting a buoy aboard for gauglng, recharging, etc., the same procedureis followed to the
point where the buoy is disconnectedfrom the mooring chain. After hoisting aboard, setting on deck in
a cradle or on chocks, and disaonnectingthe chain,
the buoy is tested or serviced as necessary. (Although the chain is securely held in the stopper it
is wise to get in the habit of always dlsconnecting
a buoy from its mooring while on deck and before
stariing to work on it.) The ship remains anchored
by the buoy sinker with its chain engaged in the
stopper. When the buoy is ready to be reset, haul
about 10 feet of mooring chain aboard and stop ofr.
Ileconnect the buoy to the chain, hoist it out over
the side, and lower into the water. Trip the chain
stopper, lower and clear away ttre main, and back
the tender clear.
II. When placing buoys in winter storage ln the
Great Lakes area, it has been found useful to palnt
the Licht List name of the buoy in abbreviatedtorm
on the bottom of the buoy to aid in identilying it
ttre following spring. Moorings are a,lsomarked, all
chain examined and- reneuTed where necessary,
Chain is often end-for-ended.
L Hqndling batterv racks,-ln relieving an electric buoy, if the battery laeks are removed from
the pockets, care should be taken ln swlnging the
racks aboard ship or on the dock so as not to strike
the rack against siationary objects. The batteries,
properly racked, are well protected and are not too
fragile, but it is necessary to handle them with
eyen greater pregaution than acetylene cylinders. The batteries are protected wiih steel cans,
and the nested cans are held ln heavy steel racks.
This afrords ample protection to ihe cells when
properly handled. Bailery racks should be hoisted
by the lifting eye on the top, or by the large hole in
one of the sectionsjust above the center of gravity
when lifting from a side position. Avoid liftins with
chain slings wrapped around the rack as this may
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incu! damage to the batteries. The wiuard low
discharge battery is so designed to ploperly vent the
cell without spilling the electrolyte. The vent and
filler plugs on the top of the cell must be screwed
down tight, and the post seal nuts and post washei
The suraround the terminals must be wateriight.
taces upon which the gaskei rings seat must be clean
and smooth to assure even pressure on the gasket
These
and proper expan$ion around the terminal.
precautions are to be followed when the batteucs
are charged, and before they are placed in lacks and
connected.
27-5-45

Hoisting Mooring Aboord-

A. Sling chains.-The
work of hoisting mooring
chain aboard, or "fleeting" or "overhauling" the
chain, may be accomplished in several ways. The
most commonly used method is to pass a short
single chain sling (nipper chain) ol appropriate
size and strength, having a pear link in each end,
around the mooling chain, then pass one end link
of the chain sling through the othel and hook it on
to a hoisting tackle and heave away. Two hoisting
tackles may be used to heave the chain up hand
over hand, lowering one as the other is raised.
Three chain slings are used so that one can be
passed while one is holding the load high, while
the thild is being taken off. An experienced man
can flip a chain out alound the mooring chain
and back aboard without having to leach out with
both hands around the chain. Passing a chain sling
places a man in a hazardous position. It should be
done as expeditiously as possible, and the man
should step back out of the way quickly. Do not
allow too many men to cluster about the chain,
attempting to help pass the sling. One man is
suincient to pass the sling, and a few others can
push the hoisting block over to him for hooking on.

A common fault in passing a chain sling is to get
the pear link. through which the other end is passed,
backward. The chain of the sling should lead from
the small end of the pear link so that the chain.
clter passing around the moofing, leads through the
large end of the pear link to the hoistinc hook. This
permits the large end of th-" link to bear more
firmly on the mooring being hoisted and does not
overstrain the pear link. When hooking into the
upper pear link with the hoisting tackle, see that
the latge bight of the link beals in the hook. Do
not take a strain until the link is all the way into
the hook.
B. Hooking d,irectlv into the chain.-Another
method of hooking on to hoist chain is to place the
hoisting hook ol ihe tackle directly into the links
of th-. mooring chain. This can only be done when
ihe chain is lalge enough to accomodate the hook.
The lalge hooks ol the main and I'elief will generally not, fit dilectly into links of less than l%-inch
open-link chain. Care must be taken that the hook
does not jam in the links of the chain. If so, do
not strike the hook to free it; strike the links of
the chain.
C. Modeer shackle.-ln
deep water o! with very
heavy chain, either heavy chain slings or special
lifting shackles are used. A l/2-inch and 2-inch
U-shaped shackle, having a locking bar-type pin
and known as a Modeer shackle, is widely used
on the West Coast. Light chain may be hoisted
with an ordinary buoy shackle inserted in the links
and the hoisting tackle into ihe shackle.
D. Mechanical chq.in stopper.-The
mechanical
chain stopper (see section 2?-3-40) is a very uselul
device for stopping ofi mooring chain which is
being hoisted. It ployides a safe and secure stopper
while the chain sling is being passed or the hoisting
tackle being hooked in. Ii permits the use of a

l'rcuRt 27-222.-A Modeer-type shackle widely used on the West Coast for hoisting heavy mooring
chain, in lieu oi chain slings.
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single tackle for hoisting, thus speeding up the
Iecovely of the mooring and releasing the othe!
tackles for steadying the boom or holding other
loads. The safety feature of not requiling personnel
to apploach the chain until it is securely held should
not be ovellooked.
E. Eoisting chaitu aboold.-As stated before, chain
may be hoisted aboard (on vessels not equipped with
the mechanical chain stopper) hand over hand,
using two tackles, the whip and main if the load is
light, or main and relief for heavy loads, or the
mooring may be hoisted in single lifts on one tackle
and stopped otr at the deck's edge while the same
llook the retackle is run down for another lift.
tief abaft and outside of the chain on the main when
hoisting hand over hand with both falls. Hooking
oiherwise wiu tangle the two falls together. The
multiple purchases of the relief or main are slow and
cumbersome. and often more time is saved by using
iust the whip for hoisting, passing a chain sling to
the main, and holding it fast instead of hoistinc it
in turn, or, a cross-deck hookline may be passed into
the chain at the deck's edge to stop ii ofi while the
whip is being lowered for a fresh bight. This latter
plactice is only suitable for light loads, and when
there is no dange! of the weight of the ship coming
on the mooring,

2?-223.-Mooring chain stopped ofl in a
FTGDRE
pelican hook.
{l) Many ships use a preventer line (up to 10
inches), wire, or chain stretched acrossthe buoy port
outboard of the mooring to keep it alongside. some
tenders use a fleely-working shackle secured to a
heavy line for a deck stopper. or a pelican hook
shackledto the deck by a short Iength of chain.
(2) In retlieving chain, it is important to keep
personnel as clear of the overhanging bights as
possible. In placing chain slings around the mooring chain, the men should work so that the stlain
is outboard and away from them.
F. Position oJ the boont.-T}le boom should be
topped up over the buoy port and trimmed so that
the hoisting tackle hangs inboard ot the edgeof the
!hip, so that the chaln when loweled will not pile
up dangerously close to the edge of the buov port.
Men passing chaln sungs must have plenty of room
to work. Also. should a blght of the chain accidentally slip over ihe side,the entixe chain could rurr
ofi the deck in a flash.
When using the nechatuical chain stopper, t'op
the boom down until the hoisting tackle is in line
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with the jaws of the chain stoppe! and hangs well
inboald. It may be necessarywhen handling large
buoys with long bridles, to pass a hookline into the
bridle or mooring chain below, il it can be reached,
and leading the hookline directly to the windlass,
h€ave the chain up lnto the iaws ol the stopper.
When handling small buoys,the chain can be made
to lead up into the siopper by judiciouslv backing or'
going ahead cn the ship slightly. (Take care not
to gather any way.)
c. Disconnect fnooritug lrott buog.-When the
buoy is on deck, hook the whip or other tackle into
the bridle, or the chain below it if possible, ahd
hoist. Be careful not to disturb the buoy bv hoi$ting the bridle too high. Il suficient slack can be
obtained by the first. hoist, stop ofi the chain by afiv
of the methods described herein, i. e., mechanical
chain stopper, pelican hook, etc. Lower ihe bri4le
and disconnect it from ihe mooring chain. /r?rogs
disconnect the mooring chain from the blidle before attempting to hoist the mooring aboard. This
is to preveni th€ buoy from being pulled adriit,. or
even overboald, should excessivestrain come on ihe
gear, or something part. If the shackle key at the
swivel does not come out fleely, do not waste time.
Burn it ofi with the oxyacetvlene cutting torch.
Always have this torch handy for use when worlting
buoys.
H. when picking up a long length ol heatu chaitl,
shackleit to the deck at the end, and if necessaly,at
severalplacesalong its length as lX comesaboard, to
plevent loss of the entire mooring should something
part. The preventor shackle may be shifted as the
chain comes aboard so as to always be as close as
possibleto the part being hoisted. Il the chain is to
be reused, such as when oYerhauling part of the
mooring for inspection, the chain should be flaked
down in even rows and stopp€dofr the same as for a
new mooring. Do this as the chain comes aboard,
instead of letting it pile up and trying to straighten
it out afterwards. If the chain is not to be reused,
spreada suitable strap on deck and pile the chain up
on it so that the entire bunch of chain mey be handled about the deck and unloaded easilv later.
Know the depth of water and how many shots
ol chain are in a moorlng, and keep track of them
as they come aboard.
l. caution.-Whe'f a mooring chain is leading
over the edge ol the deck, secured in a stopper, or
when held on a tackle, be ever alert for a sudden
movement of the chain fore or aft due to the ship's
accidentally cathering way through the water.
Even the mosi alert conning officer cannot always
hold the ship molionless,and a strain may come on
the chain which cannot be anticipated. Do 4ot allow any part of the body to protrude over the side
of the ship adjacent to the chain. For example, do
not peer down over the side closealongsidethe chain
to see how it tends. At just that moment it mav
slide up against the bulwark with sparks a-flying.
Although it may be necessary at times to reach
around the chain to pass a chain sling (an experlenced man need not do this), do so quickly and always be alert to a possiblemovement of the chain,
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Do not permit loiterers to peer- ol r.each ovet, the
bulwalk anywhere along the buoy deck. The cltain
Jnay not be conflned to the buoy polt al.ea: thet.e
nave been occasions whet.e a pool.ly handled shiD
caused the chain to rake the entit.e foc.sle head.
Make sure that all men keep cleat of the chain on
deck as it comes aboard. When br.ingine chain to
short stay in areas ',{he!e moolings ale sanded in.
care must be taken not to br.ing too sever.e a stlain
on the rigging when swells might cause r.ollins ot.
pitching.
J. Whei chain piles up otL deck.-When
lar.ge
amounts of chain are to be hoisted on deck, it may
be necessary to use a cross-deck hookline to heave
some of the chain cleal of the wor.king space to make
loom for the r.emainder as mentioned befor.e. Never
allow chain to pile up to such an extent that there is
a possibility of a bicht getiing over.board. or that it
clowds the men hooking on the hoisting tackles.

I'rcuRE 2?-224,-Sinker.

coming aboard.

FrcuRE 27-226.-Sinker
coming
aboald. Note
wooden strips ready for. sinker to be set down on.
Steadying line of sinker should be tended.

FrcuRE 27-225.-Sinker raised to deck edge just before coming aboard, If the weather were rough,
sinker should have steadying lines.

K. Breaking out sinker .-Wherr
the chain has
been hoisted up and down (at short stay), it is
genelally advisable, except in the case of ver.y small
sinkers, to break out the sinker.with the main or
relief. In certain locations, sinkers will be sanded
in beyond recovely. In others, they will be r.ecovered only after a considerable struggle. Take car.e
not to ovelstrain the rieCinC when breaking out a
sinker. If the sinker.fails to r-espond to a modelate
pull, it will be necessaly to shackle the mooring
into the deck and break.it out with the ship. The
mechanical chain stopper.is nne for this purpose.
Keeping the chain leading slightly under the ship
tends to cushion the shock on the chain, and may
prevent the chain from parting when at short stay.
The boom operator should hoisi ver.y easy when
bleaking out a sinker. Often a strain is taken causing the ship to list, and then hoisting is stopped.
A wait of a lew moments may allow the stabitity of
the ship to bleak out the sinker.. lf the sinker. fails
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to break out and it becomesnecessalyfor the ship
to pull on the mooring, shackle the chain directly
to a heavy padeye or mooring bitts on deck, and
steam in several directions to work the sinker free.
Some ships have a specially reinforced padeye Iocated on deck with a short length of 2y4-inch chain
and shacklefor this purpose. {Seefig.2?-206.)
I'ollowing is the procedure for' breaking out a
sinkel used by a tender on the West Coast:
When the sanded-in mooring is shackled on. the
dech is cleared of personnel- {The buoy has already
been disconnected.) strain is put on the mooling
by going either ahead ot astern with the ship's engines. The vesselwill generally circle the mooring
slowly. This circle should be reversedai intervals
to avoid twisting ofi the chain. If the mooring is
not too deeply sanded, it may break loose in 15 to
30 minuies. when heavily sanded, the chain wiU
usually break somewherenear the sanded-irtsection
where the chain is the oldest. If all efiorts with the
engines fail to break out the sinker or part the
chain, which is very rarely, ihe mooling mlst be
cut ofi with an oxyacetylene torch outboard of the
breaking-out shackle. Not more than 10 percent
of the sinkers are recoveredin this area. The remainder of the times the chain will part.
L. Ca.ution uhen ho*ting "chale" section.-lf
the "chafe" of the chain is badly worn, use extra
care when hoisting. Get the chain stopped off or
hooked on below the chafed section as quickly as
possible,and always be aled io! a sudden parting.
M, Cqution uhen chain is at short stor.-Many
times the chain reaches short stay o! the sinker is

FrcuBE 2?-227.-Sinker coming aboard. Note ma. nila preventer line outside of chain to keep the
chain from surging outboard. Note also that the
boom is trimmed too far in-board-sinker
wiU
slide way in on deck. This could be dangerous.
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just ofi the bottom when the tackle is two-blocked.
If the ship is rollirg or pitching it is dangerous for'
the men hooking on for the next bieht, as they are
apt to be struck by the chain as it alternately slacks
and snaps taut. When this condition occurs, ii is
better to lowel away on the two-blocked purchase a
few feet to set the sinker back on the bottom, ol to
give sumcient slack to stop the snapping of the
chain. Then hook on the other purchase and get
a full lift on the chain in ordel to get the sinker
well clear of the bottom. lf hoisting with the main
and whip, when approaching short stay, vary the
lifts so as to have the main hooked on when breaking out the sinker. If the ship is rolling heavily,
sesule preventer lines on the blocks of the maln and
Ielief to prevent them from swinging around while
being hooked on.
N . Ki1*ed, moo?'illg chahL-tloisting
a kinked or
fouled chain aboard can be a very dangerous procedure, and one which requires ingenuity in placing
rhe chain slings in order to get the balled-up chain
aboard. Sometimes wire straps must be passed into
various parts of ihe knots of chain to stop them off
while passing a chain sling fo! a fresh bight. Always
be on the alert for a sudden slipping or unravelling
of the balled-up chain. Watch out for a sudden
twisting and swinging of a loose end. A chain which
js found to be kinked may be shackled to the deck

FrcuR! 2?-228.-IIow

a fouled mooring sometimes
looks.
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and a stlain taken by the ship, dlagging the mooring
ior a sholt distance, sea room pelmitting.
This
should either clear it or- bind it so tiCht that it can
be laised on deck without suddenly clearing itself
and jerking the boom and hoisting gear and thereby
causing damage. Usually it clears itself. In some
areas. whele the curtent is swift, the moorings will
inevitably come up full of turns. If the mooling is
dragged enough, the turns will work out. Care must
be taken not to drag ovel cable or. r.estlicted ar.eas.
Use only modelate powel for this operation, increasing speed as the sink€l bleaks out and the
tulns in the chain unravel,
O. BritLgitLg si?Lker aboaral.-When the sinke! is
in sight and clear, wash it off if muddy and tlim
the boom back ovel the side. If the sinkel'is puUed
aboard when the boom is trimmed inboard, it will
swing and may strike a buoy or personnel. If the
vessel is rolling, even slightly, rig a plevenlcr line
rove oui through a chock and seculed to the sinker.
'When hoisting the sinkel in
rough weather, keep
it gliped into the side of the ship to prevent banging.
A cross-deck hookline may also be led ta the sinker
and the sinker hove aboard, holding back with the
boom, using the same principle as described in secbion 27-5-25 fol setting large buoys overboard.
Land the sinker on wooden strips or wedges. Recovered sinkers ar'e often muddy and are prone to
slip alound on deck. A sinkel covered with mud
may be dragged in the water at the surface io
clean it.
P. Cotuling ofr.cer.-The
conning ofncer must
maneuver- the ship so as to keep the chain up and
down during the entire ptocess of recovering ihe
mooring- If this is not possible, then keep the wind
slightly on the opposite bow so that the chain leads
a little under the ship. Never permit the ship to
beal'away flom the chain. Some ships rig a heavy
manila line across the buoy port outboard of the
chain to hold it alongside. Should the chain tend
ofi away fr'om the ship, dog evelything and hold
fast with everyone standing clear until the ship is
maneuvered alongside again. It may be necessary
to slack away to prevent overstraining the rigging.
27-5-50

FrcunE 2?-229.-Belt

buoy on deck, preparatory
settinc.

to

Relieving Unlighted Buoys-

A. The larger unlighted buoys are handled in
much the same manner as lighted buoys; i. e., the
8- and g-foot beli and gong buoys are hoisted on
one tackle and steadied by a headline rove through
the bell tower, and a cross-deck hookline secured
to the body of the buoy opposite to the hoisting
tackle. Great dimculty is often experienced in
hooking on to bell and gong buoys. A tvire strap
may be passed through the bell tower and the whip
hooked in to steady ihe buoy. Then the main or
relief may be hooked into the lifting lug on the body
of the buoy (with or without a pendani),
Large
unlighted buoys may have heavy chains for e moo!ing, and if so, the same precautlons for stopping ofi
the chain must be applied as described for liehted
buoys. Even in the case of small buoys with light,
chain, the moorlng should be stopped oft at eash end
to insure that a bight of chain does not get oyer the
slde unintentionally.

FrcunE2?-230.-Bell buoy hoisted over the slde.
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B. Ta\-tgpe buogs ate handled by both the main
and relief (or main and whip ) being hooked, one into
the lower (balancing) lug. and the other into the
upper lifting lug, depending upon \thich ditection
the buoy is lying in on deck. In rough weather ii
is wise to use hook lines lor steadying. A headline is rove from the buoy in all cases. when the
buoy has been picked up and boomed out over the
side, the tackle in the lowel Iug is clealed, and the
buoy lowered when on station by the tackle in the
upper lug. Tall-type buoys may also be handled by
hooking the main only into the balancing lug (the
lowe! one), and when the buoy is hanging over the
side, hookine the whip into the upper lug, take a
strain and clearing the main. When on station,
lower the buoy on the whip. In some cases, a talltype buoy wiu be found that has no lower lifiing lug.
In this case the main ls hooked into the upper liiting
lue, and the boom topped and trlmmed sumciently
to drag the buoy across the deck and over the side.
A steadying line should be attached to the butt end
of the buoy in this case.
C. Lqunching standard, tupe.-The larger standard-type unlighted buoys are hoisted over the side
on the whip (main, if vessel has no whip) with the
mooring and sinker stopped ofi as described for
lighted buoys. The tripping line in the back of the
hoisting hook serves as a headline. Cross-deck
Iines are not used except when hoisting aboard as
described below. Standard nuns and cans may also
be hung over the bulwark aft of the buoy port by
passing a line, with an eye splice looped over a cleat.
through the buoy's liftine lug, and back around the

cleat. When on station, the mooring and the buoy
line are tripped simultaneously. If reflectors are to
be installed, a separate headline must be rove
through the lifting eye to hold the buoy alongside
after launching,

FrcuRE 2?-231.-A typical lariat used for picking up
standard-type unlighted buoys.

FrcuRE 2?-233.-Hanging flrst-class standard can
buqy over the side on a stopper.

FrcuRE 2?-232.-Standing
by with lariat
pick up unlighted buoy.

(lasso) to

Third-class standard buoys may be set on deck
at the edce of the buoy port (providing the weather
is good), and when ihe mooring runs off the deck,
if the buoy does not fall over the side, a hearty push
by a few ol the men will cleat t}re buoy. The nlen
lnust sta.U clear until the chain is all ofr the d,eck,
This is sometimes resorted to in a tight place when
the old buoy has to be picked up quickly on the
whip and it is not desired to have the boom tied up
in handling the new buoy. Also, the buoy may be
pushed overboard before the sinker is dropped.
Ilowever in this case, the mooring must be well
stopped ofr and the men must take care to keep
clear of the chain. When time and conditions permit, it is always saler to hoist the buoy over with
the boom.
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D. Hoistirlg standa,rd type cbo@rd.-Many
old
standard-type buoys have lifting eyes or bails too
small to accommodate the hook oi the whip, and a
fourth-class {1 inch) split-key-type shackle must
be inserted. This shackle is left on ihe buoy. However, eyen this shackle is dimcult to hook into. since
it lies flat on top of the buoy. Thetefore, most ships
Iecover standard buoys aboard by means of a lasso
ol lariat, although some use a light wire pendant.
The lasso or lariat may be a length of wire rope
with an eye in each end and a shor.t (6- to 8,loot)
lengih of 7s-inch chain in the middle, an endless
5- or 6-inch manila stlap weighted in a bicht with
a few shackle pins seized to the line. or it may also
have a short length of chain in the bicht. The
sectlon of chain in the bicht of the lasso prevents
excessive wear at that part where the ballast ball
usually pinches the sling when the buoy becomes
inyelted during hoisting. In rough seas where the
buoy is in violent moiion the ladat is particularly
useful. A line should be made fast to the lai-iat to
avoid losing it, Some ships use a short chain sling
with a 6-insh line spliced into each end (see flg.
27-231, .
(1) When approaching the buoy,2 men tend the
lariat, 1 at each end of the length of chain. Another man tends the tail line and a fourth, the whip.
As the buoy comes alongside, the lariat is swung out
and dropped over the buoy. and allowed to sink
below it so as to catch the chain. The whip is
hooked into the upper bight of the lariat, or the
eyes at each end, and hoisted away. Should the
weather be rough, a man tends a boai hook passed
through the lariat. Thus he can hook on to the
buoy and hold it steady while the sline is dropped
down alound the buoy. Men tending a lariat must
iake care not to be pulled over the side should the
ship.set away from the buoy befor.e the whip can
be hooked on. The buoy comes up capsized when
hoisted in this rlanner, and as soon as the mooring
chain can be reached from the deck, the whip is
stopped, a chain sling passed around the mooring,
and the main hoisted away to take the strain. Never
raise a buoy up high on ihe lariat. Il the buoy is
large, hook a closs-deck line into the top ol the
buoy, so that it may be pulled in across the deck
when the main is loweled as the whip takes the
next bight of mooring chain. Do not allow standard cans to stand on their tops on deck. When the
buoy has been landed and blocked up on deck, unshackle and lecover the mooring.
(2) A wire pendant can also be used to hook onto
the buoy, A ttipping line is rigged with an eye so
that, a boat hook can be inserted to steady the hook.
E. Launching speciat tlpe.-special-type
buoys
should not be rolled overboald since they rvill come
back and strike the ship when they hit the water';
standards will not. Specials are lowered ovel the
side on the whip. If a first-class special, the lowef
end of the buoy can be lashed to plevent sliding
while the wbip hoists it ofl the deck; then ihe lashing
is let go. Special-type buoys may also be hoisted out
over the side on a strap at the balance, and pat'buckled at the gunwale until time ior leiting go.
Always attach a steadyine headlin; to a special-type
buoy il hoisted horizonially. ol,herwise the trippine
hookline will sumce.

FrouRE 2?-234.-Picking
up a tal-type
nun buoy
at the balancing lug. Note use of cross-deck
steadying line leading outboard.

FrcuRE 2?-235.-Tall

nun griped in alongside.

F. To pick up q, special-tgpe b4o3l, position the
boom as usual so that the hoisting tackle to be used
hangs just inboard of the center.of the buoy por.t.
The lifting lugs on the special-type cans are small
and a wire peldant is generally used, it being easier
to hook in than the whip. If the buoy is equipped
with a reflector, it may be necessary for the small
boat's crew to remove it before attempting to hoist
it aboard. As the buoy is hoisted clear of the deck,
have a cross-deck hookline ready to pass into the
mooling chain. Slack the buoy away on the whip
and heave the hookline to haul the buoy amidships
on the deck. Remove the whip from the buoy and
hook into the chain, or, if the chain is too small, pass
a chain sling. Hold the mooring on the whip, unshackle the buoy, and then recover the mooring as
described elsewhere in this chapter.
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Rechqrging Euoys on Slqtion-

A. Lighted buoys are often recharged on station
one or more times betweentheir annual relief. Recharging may becomenecessatybecauseof a sholt
serviceperiod due to an oversizeburner ot lamp beine
used io give a high candlepower,or due to failure
of the lichtinc apparaius through a gas leak o!
electric short elrcuit. Buoys to be recharged may
be hoisted and brought entirely aboard the tender.
or may be suspended from the boom, gliped in
alongside the ship. Small Iiehted buoys are often
recharged in the water from a cargo or buoy boat.
(See sec, 2?-?-5.) Large 8- and g-foot buoys are
generallyrechargedalongsideif the weaiher permiis,
sincehandling the 4-300 cylindels is easierwhen the
buoy is in a vertical position, and less handline of
the buoy is required. Smaller buoys such as the
7 x 18 and 6 x 20, etc., are brought up on deck.
(1) If the buoy is brought on deck,be sure L}lat,llre
mooring chain is securelystoppedofi. Under certain
conditions,the handling of the ship to prevent undue
strain on the mooring while wolking on the buoy
will be difrcult. It the mooring will safely hold
the ship withoui dragging ofi station, it is better
to allow the ship io lay quietly to the mooring rather
than to use the engines constantly in an attempt
to keep the ship in position by maneuvering. In
strong winds or current, judicious use of the ships
engines will be necessary. Bearings and angl€s
should be checked to make sure that the buoy has
not been dragced off station. Buoys in celtain
hazardous locations may have to be purposely
dragged ofi staiion in older to permit the tender to
work them safely. The mechanical.chainstoppel is
useful for this purpose. In many instanees,dropping an anchor (describedin sec.2?-10-30) will hold
the ship from dragging the mooring while laying
alongside the buoy. Also, the buoy may be brought
alongside in rough weather more safely when using
ihe anchor.
(2) ft has been suggested,when men are working
over the side such as when recharging a buoy
alongside,that a jacob's ladder be lefi hanging over'
the rail io leeward of the buoy. A life ring with
lanyard of suitable length should always be kept
handy on deck when working buoys.
B, Hobting a large buov lor recharging.-A latge
lichted buoy to be recharged is generally hoisted by
means of a double-branch chain sling about 14 feet,
long, having a 10-ton hook in the end of each
branch arld a commoD ring or pear link in the
other end. This slinC is hooked to ihe main or
relief, and the ends hooked into the oppositelifting
lugs on the top of the buoy body as it comesalongside. Under rough conditions, it is necessary to
steady the buoy before hooking on the lifting tackle.
This may be accomplished by passing a 3y2- or
4-inch line through the cage and having several
men tail on the line on deck, or a rope or wire strap
may be passedaround a reinforced part of the buoy
luperstructure, or thrown as a lasso over the tov/er
and a strein taken on the whip to steady the buoy.
Jt! any case ol attempting to steady a buoy on the
whip, do not peuit the weight of the buoy to overstrain the tackle or strap. A rolling ship may eesily
do this. It is dangerous to allow a man to board a

\-
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buoy for hooking on tackles or.for' any other purpose
until the buoy is steady and completely under control alongside the ship. The man must be cautioned
to always be alert for twisting ol turnirrg of the
buoy and must keep himself on the outside of the
buoy at all times. Whenever possible, attempt to
hook the tackles or slings in without, putting a man
aboard the buoy.
Note that there are thlee lifting lugs on a ninefoot buoy. The center one is for hauling the buoy
up by a single tackle, such as when briDglng it
aboard. The other two lugs, which ale opposite
each other', are for hoisting the buoy alongside fo!
lecharging.
good
C. Another nethod, ol hoi.rrin g.-Another
meihod of hoisting, used by many tenders, is to
hook boih the main and the relief on the buoy, one
in each of the lifting lugs. This is made easler if a
1- or ly8-inch wire pendant about ? feet long o!
more, with a suitable hook in one end and an eye
in the other, is used between the hook of the tackle
and the buoy. This pendant is easier to hook into
the buoy-lifting lug, and eliminates the need for
dragging the heavy main and relief around on the
buoy. It also helps to keep the hoisting cables flom
fouling the buoy tower.
D. Griping buou i11.to ship's side.-The buoy is
hoisted (in eithel manner) evenly, so that it hangs
vertically fal enough out of the water that the seas
wiU not affect it. Tlimming the boom inboard immediately after, or while hoisting, will help to gripe
ihe buoy alongside until it may be secured as described below. When the buoy body has been hoisted
sufficiently high, cross-deck hooklines are led from
cleats on deck, or from the windlass through snatch
blocks on deck, to the buoy, in directions that securely glipe the buoy in alongside. They may be
led as follows:

FrcuRE2?-236.-An I x 26 buoy hung alongside on
chain bridle on main. Wire pendant leads forward, hook line leads athwartships and slightly
aft. If the weather were rough, another line
should lead aft.
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rectly into the liftiDg lug.) Use at least 6-inch
manila lines for the cross-deckhooklines. If possible, keep the mooring chain leading straight up
and down or slightly under the ship to avoid putting
too much sirain on the griping-in hooklines.
12) Some ships lash the buoy in to the buoy port
with wire pendants; some use a single cross-deck
line leading to the center lifting lug, with fore-andaft steadying guys. Some use a third cross-deok
Itne leading directly athwarkhips in addition to the
fore-and-aft llnes described in (1) above.
(3) Another method is to lead a hookline out
through the forward chock, out around th€ body of
the buoy and back aboard, and hook int,oa padeyeon
deck further aft. Ilauling taut the line wilt gripe
the buoy alongside.
(4) In rough weather it is partlcularly imporiant
to use sufocient lines ot adequatesize to insure that
the buoy wiu remain safely alongside.

FrcunE 2?-237.-A I x 38 liehted buoy being recharged. Note lack of hook line leading aft. Man
is standing in dangerousposition in bighl of hook
line. Note how chain bridle keepshoisting cables
clear of tower. Men working on buoys should be
wearing liie jackets.
(1) Lead one hookline cut through the chock aft
of the buoy port and hook into the buoy at or near
the after lifting lug. Take up the slack and secure.
lead the other hookline out through the chock iorward of the buoy port and hook on to the other
lifting lug. Ilaul taut on the wlndlass and secure.
The windlass may be required for other purposes,so
the line is often shifted to a cleat or mooring bits.
(The lines may be hookedinto the neck of the liftinc
hooks or other suitable place on the buoy. :Chereis
generally not enough room to pass two hooks di-

ltcnRE 27-239.-An 8 x 26 buoy holsted by a wire
sling on the main. Note the preventer around the
A-300 cylinder. Steadying hook line6 lead properly but should be kept taut. Reverse the hook
lines to tum the buoy around to work on the other
pocket.

FrcuRE2?-238.-An I x 26 buoy hoisted by the main
and relief.

E. Riggir.g hoisting-out gear lor cllind.ers er
botteries,-Olr vessels equipped wlth a single vi'hip
in addition to the two heayy hotstlng tsckles, the
buoy m&y be held on these two tackles. and the whip
used"for llttlng out the cyllnders or battery racks.
Vessels not so equipped must elther use a, chain
brldle and hoist the buoy on e sinetletackle, using
the other one for handllng cylinders, or hook a
snatch block under the boom between the hoisting
tackles, and use a manila line led from the windlass
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for hoisting the cylinders out. Ilave the new cyllnders or battery racks ready on deck adjacent to
lhe workiru atea before hoistinc the buoy, so that
ihe boom will not have to be moved or the cylinders
Clagged over the deck. Be sure that ihe listing of
the ship under the load of the buoy will neither
topple over an unlashed battery rack nor start the
cylinders rolling or sliding.
F. Opening the pockets.-Esi\g only nonsparking tools, loosen the hold-down bolts on the buoy
pocket covers. caution: r,lollow instructlons coniained in the latest Engineerlng Memoranda when
opening acetylenebuoys. (NorE.-The generalproc;dures describedhelein, although stated for acety.lenebuoys,are applicable to electric buoys as well.)
when loosening the hold-down nuts, do not turn
the swing-bolts down until all the nuts have been
loosened and the pocket cover seal broken by inserting a nonsparking wedge, etc, if necessary.
Pocket gaskets ptoperly prepared should not stick.
Even in good weather, secure a sieadying line to
the pocket cover before removing it aboard with
the whip or gantline. When the cover is landed on
deck,usethis steadyingline to secureit there When
a lalge buoy is held alongside,the tender will have
a list, large or small, depending on the conditlon
of loading of the ship. Pocket coverscan slide overboard whlle on deck.
Pocketsfound flooded may be easily pumped out'
using a fire hose and mechanical loam pick-up
(eductor irinciple).

FrcnRE2?-240.-Lifiing an A-300 cylinder out of a
buoy pocket. A screrv-pin shackle in the eye of
the whip ls safer tha,n a hook. Men working on
buoy should be qrearing liJe jackets.
G. RertuoDingthe cgtind'ers.-Close the valYes of
the tylindels and disconnect the tubing, using only
nonsparking tools. Ilemove the wedges. Eook the
liftins canuine or whip into the bail ofthe cvlinder
ra shackle i6 safer than the bare hook) and holst
slowly untll the cylinder is nearlv out of the pocket
Before hoistiug clear, pass a steadying line around
the lower part of the cylinder, take a round turn
around the buoy tower and lead the end back on

L.
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FrcuRE 2?-241.-opening a buoy pocket iEproperly. Note the stillson and monkey wrenches
Usi only nonsparking wrenches of a type x'hich
will not burr the nuts.
deck to be tended and slowlv paid out as the cylinder is hoisted clear. Use this steadying line even
in good weathe!, since the boom's beinc trimmed
inb;ard slightly from the vertical causesthe lead of
the gantline oi whip to also be at an angle, and
thus the cylinder, if unrestrained' would s\ting in
a large arc-once free from the pocket. Use at least
a 3-inch steadying line. If water is found in the
pocket, it must be remoYed,the pocket dried out'
ileaned. rust removed, and painted.
E. Instauing n'eu cglinder.-When the old cylinde! has been lowered to the deck and securely
chocked or wedged in place, hook on to a fresh
cyliuder (many ships use a scleu/-pin shackle in
lieu of the hook as a safety plecaution vshenhandling cylinders; it prevenis the whip from coming
loose when the cylinder touches the deck). Iloist
it clear of the deck, steadying lt with a line led
out around the buoy as before. Two men then push
the cylinder outboard while men on the stesdying
line pick up the slack. When the cyllnder is
alignid above the pocket, the gantline is surged,
permitting the cyllnder to slide in.
(1) A whiie chalk mark should be placed in the
pocket before removing the old cylinder to indicat€
the alignment ot the cylinder valve, otherwise meking the connectio[ may be difficult. This is more
crilical in the case of small buovs using A-50 cvlinders, since the smaller circle of connecting tubing i8
$tifr and more difrcqlt to elicn. A new stainless steel
tubing of great nexibility is now used. If necessary'
r .ooden or non-sparking metal bar may be inserted through the bail for turning the cyliuder
into correct slignment.
(2) The cylinder is lowered completely, wedges
are driven tight, and the tubing connectlons ale
fitted with new washersand hooked up. Test carefully for leaks with soap solution. If using old-type
gaskets, coat the pocket gasket generously with
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1','et or dry graphite, or sealing compound, as indicated. Buoys using the new type neoprene gasket
need no grease or sealing compound. Any defectiye
hold-down bolts rdogs) and poor gaskets should be
leplaced. When r€installing the pocrer covers, use
the same ptocedule as in r.emoving.

(3) If the buoy is hanging on two tackles.
one of
the pockets may be outside of either tackte. If the
opposite tackle is lower.eda bit, the cylinder.can be
pushed through the opening thus made jn ol.del. to
reach the pocket,
(4) On 8 x 20 buoys ther.e ar.e
only two lifting
lugs, and one pocket wilt be on the outboald or.
opposite side. Thus, in order. to pull the cylinder
flom the outboald pocket, the buoy must be tulned
by reversing the steadying lines and heavins the
buoy around. In this case ir is betr.e! to hoisl the
buoy on one tackle, using a doubte-bmnch slins_
,5r Flat-electric buoys ale usually takFn on-deck
fol lecharging.
16) Recharging small buoys alongside is done in
a similar mannel to the large buoys desclibed above
If taken up on deck, the cylinder.s afe handled as
described in section 2?-b-b for prepaling buoys for'
sefvice,

)

FrcuRE 2?-242.-Installing
a battery rack in a large
lighted buoy. Men working on buoy should be
wearing life jackets.

FrcvRE 21-244,-Cleaning
and touch-up painting
goes on while cylinders are being exchanged.
Men working on buoy should be wearing life
jackets.

FrcUnE 2?-243.-An
A-300 cylinder
has been
hoisted clear of the pocket and is being hauled
aboard. Note that the steadying line does not
keep the cylinder from swinging. ln anything
other than a flat calm, a line should be faEt
around the body of the cylinder and led out
around the buoy and tended from the deck. See
figure 2?-239 for another suitable method. In
very rough weather, use a steadying line in the
bail of the cylinder as well.

FrcuRE 2?-245.-An

A-300 cylinder connected in a
buoy pocket.
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l. Oaerhquling lantern.-Wl\ile the cylinders are
being replaced, one man is aloft on the buoy inspecting and servicing the lantern and flashing
mechanism. When the buoy has been recharged,
the gas is turned on, the entire system checked for
leaks,and the flashel permitted to opeEte for about
20 minutes before relighting to insure thai all the
air is wolked out of the system. The buoy is then
caged, the pressureand temperature recorded, the
pilot lighted (adjusted if necessary) and the characteristic checked. Be sure that the lantern top
is ploperly secured. Always take plenty of time to
insure that the lieht is functioning propelly before
leaving the buoy. Ilaving to make an extra trip to
relight a buoy is a chore to personnelaDd an expense
io the service.
J. Cles,ningand painting buog.-while being recharged, buoys are cleaned of sea growth and the
paint is touched up where necessary.
K. Louering and, releasing buou.-Befole releasing the sieadying hooklines and lowering the buoy
upon completion of the operations, the ship should
be swung to a favorable heading for withdrawing
flom the buoy. Then the hooklines and hoistinc
tackle(s) may be quickly released and the vessel
set away from the buoy. If the buoy is held on a
bridle on one tackle, it may be well to hook the other
tackle into the buoy and take a strain to permit
easierrecovery of the chain bridle. The use of wire
pendants ln hoisting the buoy permits quicker and
surer releaseof the buoy than when the large hooks
of the hoisting tackles are hooked directly into the
lifting lugs on the buoy. When the buoy is hooked
on two tackles,one of them is held to take the strain
while the other is unhooked. Then the buoy is
lowered on the remaining tackle and cast loose.
Under ideal conditlons, casting off the buoy is no
problem. Howeyer,in rough weather it is necessary
to lower and unhook quickly and swing the ship
away befole the buoy has time to bang against the
side of the ship. It does not take much of a jar to
extinguisb the light or break a color shade or lens.
L, Verilging position.-The position of the buoy
should be verifled before completing the recherging operations. Local ranges can be observedduring the operations to indicate dragging.
M. At eoer! rechq,rging,-ln every instance when
an acetylenebuoy is recharged,a sounding is taken,
laDtern, pilot, burner, lens, etc., checked and
cleaned,the licht checkedfor proper characteristic,
and the buoy gauged and the pressure recorded.
N. Electric buogs are hand,ted,in ,nuch the satne
tnqnner as d,escribedlor acetglene buogs in the
loregoing paragraphs, uith the erception ol the
diterent apparatus inoobed, i. e,, batteries, fl,asherc,
lqntps anallanapchsngersin lieu ol cglind,ers,fl,asherr egulatorc, burnerc, etc.
O- When relighting an a,cetulenebrog, a similar
procedure to that described for recharging may
be followed, except thst the cylinders are not
exchanged. The positlon of the buoy is checked,
lens, burne!, piloi, etc., inspected and cleaned,
characteristic of the light checked and adjusted if
necess&ry,and the buoy gauged. If less than four
atmospheres,the buoy is generally recharged. If
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the weather is favorable, a man may be placed
aboard the buoy for relichtinc.
Otherwise ihe buoy
is brought aboard,or held alongside the tender.
The following method of securing a buoy alongside for relighting is in use aboard one 180-foot
class tender:
"Rig a system of fairleads ilom the deep-sea
anchor dlum (lB0-foot class tender only) on the
windlass so that a bight is formed by the wire cable
on the port side. (The Iead is taken from the starboard side to prevent any chance of injury to the
windlass operator should the wile or fairleads part.)
The bittel end of the deep-sea anchor wire cable
is secured on deck and ricced with a pelican hook
fo! quick release. The buoy is then snared in the
bight and the wire taken up taut, with the windlass.
Thus held alongside, the buoy is steady and it is
relatively simple to work on the lantern.
This
method is especially advantageous in the case of
heavily iced buoys which cannot be worked by small
DOa[.
p. De-icing a lighted. buov.-Lie}lted buoys sometime accumulate large amounts of ice above the
water line, and in the case of acetylene buoys, ice
is €ometimes found inside the lauteln.
This is due
to the buoy being run under the water.
One meihod of de-icing a buoy is as follows: The
buoy is brought alongside, and a chain or wile
rope lasso is passed over the iower and hoisted on
the whlp until the lifting lug may be cleared for
hooking in the main or relief. If there is litUe
strain, the buoy may be held alongside on the
lasso by trimming the boom well inboard. A 1y2inch rubber-covered hose is led out ready to splay
hot salt water (approx. 140' F.) on the portion of
the buoy to be de-iced. (Older-type steam-powered
tenders use a steam line for de-icing purposes.)
On acetylene buoys, the lantern top is opened and
the drainage hole in the bottom of the lantern pot
is cleared. The bose is then played directly on the
flasher and other parts of the laltern necessaty
to de-ice. 'fhis procedure does not harm the flasher.
Hot fresh water ls used to flush away the salt, and
the parts are then thoroughly cleaned with alcohol.
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Hondling spqr Buoyr-

A. Spar buoys are handled in a somewhat difrerent manner from other unlighted buoys. Wolking
with wooden spars is often dimcult, and Eray be
hazardous due to danger of splintering or breaking
the spars. The buoys are not pulled acrossthe deck
as other buoys are, nor are there any lifting eyes
to hook the hoistinc tackle in. A table iIl chapter
24 (f,9, 24-35, shows recommended sizes of spars
for certain depths. That length spar shoirld be selected which watches fairly vertically in slack water.
If the water is too deep and less than one-third
of the spar will be out of water; a short length of
chain must be connected between the bail of the
spar and the slnker. Usually ii is best to always
use a short length of chain betweenspar and moo!ing. Then if a ship's propeller strikes the spar,
there is Bomegive, and not as much chance of the
mooring eye on the spar being torn out. Also a
short length ol the end of the chain can bE left tree
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to stop ofi in the pelican hook or mechanical chain
stoppe!, instead of running a tripping or slip line
through the shackle or bail for a stopper. Even if
the spar is shackled directly to the sinker, a short
lencth of chain wiU be useful lol stopping ofi.
B. Preparing the spar.-if the spars are not
painted when delivered to the tender, they should
be given two coats of copper-bottom paint and two
coats of color enamel on the bottom and top halves
respectiyely, and numbered as applopriate, The
sizeof the numbers should be 14 incheson flrst-class
10 inches on second- and thild-class, and 6 inches
on fourth-class spars. Various tenders load spars
in different directions, some with the bails forward,
some aft. It is largely dependent on the general
arrangement of the buoy deck and what other deck
load is aboard.
C. Procedure lor settirLg the spar.-Whelr a9proaching a buoy to be relieved, the new spar may
be prepared for setting as follows: (D6cribed. lor q.
tend,er haaing uhip, m,ain, and, reliel hoisting
ta,ckl6; other boom types m,ay adq,ptproceiLuresss
pertinentr. Top the boom up so that the whip
hangs over the spar at about the upper one-third of
the buoy as it lies on deck. Pass a sling chain
around the spar, passing one end of the chain
through the other to cinch it down on to the buoy.
A length ot 2-inch manila is secured to the lower
eye of the sling chain as a recovery line. Hook the
whip into the chain sling and holst the spar vertically. Swing it over to the buoy port and eonnect
the chain (if any to be used) and slnker. Then
liftinc the spar and sinker clear ol the deck, hoist
them over the side and when on station, lower away.
When the sinker is on the bottom, the chain sling
is loo$enedby pulling on the recovery line. Should
the spar or the chain be too long to be lilted in one
hoist of the whip, pick up the sinker on the main and
pui it over the side, slacklng away until the entire
weight is back on the whip. Clear the main and
proceed as above.
D. Another method ol settiTrga spq,ris as lolluts:
Pick up the spar on the whip with a chain sling at
the balance and bring it fore and aft with the buti
end at the sinler ilt the buoy port. Shackle the
spar to the sinker and meanwhile passa line around
the top end of the buoy, securing it on a cleat to
preyeni the spar from rolling overboard. Clap on
a chain sling and pick up the butt end of ihe spar
and the sinker and hang them over the side on a
stopper,holding the top end of the buoy fast in the
light stopper. The butt of the spar can rest on the
sinker. When on station, trip the sinker stopper,.
and at the same tlme cast ofi the line holding the
head of the spar at the gunwale. Maneuver the
ship cleaf of the buoy, Most tenders work with the
butt end oi the spar and sinker forward, although,
some ships stop the sinker ofr aft. Either way ls
satisfactory. Some tenders pass an addltional licht
marila stopper line around the lower pari of the
spar, although if the butt end is resiing securely
on the sinker, this additional stopper should not be
necessaly. A steadying llne may be passedto ttle
top of the spa! while moving it around on the deck.
It should be removed before setting.

E. Parbuckling spars oaer the side.-Mhere are
many spars to be worked, to save iime they may be
parbuckled two to a side, one on top of the other,
and securedseparately. The moorings are then attached. Set the top buoy flrst.
F. Procedure uith n&chq,nical chqin stopper.-lf
the tender is equipped with ttre mechanical chain
sioppel',the following procedureis used: The spar is
hoisted by the butt, and aiter being connectedto ihe
sinker so as to balancewith the sinker attached. it is
hoisted over the side and the end of a short length
of 1ys-inch chain (at least 8 links) which was
securedto ihe sinker or spar, or Ieft over if a sonnecting chain was used, is placed in the jaws of
the chain stopper. The butt ol the spar rests on the
sinker. The top of the spar is supported by a
stopper line, or on one ship, a metal arm ("spar
rest"), located about 25 feet abaft the stopper,
which swings out over the bulwarks to hold the
iop of ihe spar. With the "spar rest" there is no
need for stopper lines of any sort, and tripping the
mechanical chain stopper automatically sets the
spar with maximum speed,accuracy, and safety to
personnel.
Q. Hand,lins ilon spc-rs,-Iton spars are wolked
in a similar manner to wooden spars. Use a good
short strap on the top of the buoy and lift the end
with the relief so as to be able to pass a heavy rope
endless sling around the balance point. Pass one
bight of this sling through the other and hoist the
buoy with the main. Then handle the buoy as
describedin paragraph (D) above,
LI. To recoaer the old, spaf b&og, proceed as folIows: As the buoy comes alongside, pass a long
sling chain around the spar or drop a chain lasso
over the top. Eook the whip into the chain while
sliding the bight down the buoy as far as possible
so as to be able to get the most lift, Meanwhile,
secure a steadyitig line around the top of the spar
with a timber hitch. Eoist the buoy. When the
spar is two-blocked,pass another sling chain around
the buoy at the deck level, and either secure it in
a pelican hook or hook on the main and set up taut.
Then, if on the main, Iower the whip and main
together until the uppe! sling chain can be removed,
then hoist acain,with the main. If held on the
stopper, lower the whip and pull the sling chain
down for a fresh bight: hoist again with the whip.
While the buoy is being hoisted,clean the seagrowth
ofi. When the buoy is clean, hoist it so that the
mooring comes up on deck, Trim the boom in to
bring the sinker aboard. Lower the spar to the deck
before unshackling, since it may be unbalanced
when loose from the sinker. Short spars generally
can be picked up in one hoist.
(1) When the spar and mooring are aboard, with
the spar held vertically on the n'hip, the boom is
swung in and the whip lowered enough to put the
sinker on deck and allow the men to disconnectthe
chain from the buoy. As stated above,sometimesit
is better to lower the spar to the deck b€fore disconnecting the mooring, since it may be unbalanced
when loosenedfrom the sinker. A hookliue is then
attached to the bail of the spar (the hookline runs
from the forecastle deck to a snatch block at the
aft enq of ihe buoy deck and then forward to the
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spar buoy). The boom is broughi inboard to the
position over which it is desired to stow the old
buoy. A strain is taken on the hookline hauling
the bail end of the spar aft, and the whip is lowered
until the buoy is fore and aft and horizontal with
the deck. Then the buoy is lowered to ihe deck,
whip unhooked,sling chain removed, and the hookIine sast ofi.
(2) It is easier and better if spal buoys can be
worked exclusivelyon one load without mixing them
up with other types of buoys. Rings and keys ale
used on the buoy shacklesconnesting the spar buoy
to the mooring and the mooring to the sinker, because they are faster and easier to connect or
remove.
I. ProceaLurewith nechanical clTain stoppet.For ships €quipped with the mechanical chain
stopper, the iollowing procedure is suggested:Pass
a long chain sling around the spar as low as possible
and hoist on the whip or main. When two-blocked,
pass a sholt chain sling around the spar and place
the end into the jaws of the stopper. Lower the
spar slowly until the stopper sling iakes hold. Ttren
pass aDother short sling around the spar just aboye
the stopper, lower the tackle, remove the long sling
and hook into the second short sling. Hoist away,
leaving the stopper sling to slide along the spar as
it rises. Clean ofi the sea growth as it comes up.
Should the second hoist be insuJncient,the stopper
sling chain is already in place ready to grab the
spar as soon as the weight slacks. For the average
buoy, one or two hoists will be enough to bring the
sinker to the deck. If the sinker is to be reused,it
may be stopped off directly in the mechanical
stopper without being brought aboard. However,
if the spar is to be unshackled while held vertically,
be sure to securea preventer line to the butt in case
the spar is unbalansed when freed from the sinker.
It is always better to lower the spar to the deck
before unshackling. Then pick up the buoy with a
strap or sling at ihe balance for shifting around on
deck. If the sinkel is to be broucht in on deck, hoist
until the sinkel is just below the stopper, then top
the boom up to bring the sinker up on deck abaft
the stopper.
J. Other 'rrlethod,8.-As with any type of buoy,
ihere are ottrer methods of handling which may be
just as adequate. Ilowever, the majority of tenders
handle spars in much the manner described.
27-5-65

Rerovering Bvoys 5unken or Woshed
Ashore_

A. Smken buogs,-All tenders ale called upon
Irom time to time to drag for sunken buoys. Most
vesselsare equippedwith large cumbersomegrapnels
weighing 400 to 500 pounds. The weight of the
grapnel makes it necessarythat the ship itself tos'
and handle the grapnel in combing the area. This
is a slow and tedious process,many times inefiective
becauseof the presenceot a shoal area nearby, thus
restricting the movementsof the ship. In the case
of 6 x 20 lighted buoys or smaller, a specially designed grapnel n/eighing about 100pounds has been
u€ed, handled entirely from a small boat, .ivhich
becauseof its maneuverability, can comb in mlnutes
an area that would take the larger vessel houts.
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B. Touing the grapnel.-At times, dragging for
sunken buoys is performed in a perfunctory manner with only a half-hearted belief that the buoy will
be recovered. No doubt of its recovery should exist,
providing the buoy has sunk on station and the
work is carrled out systematically and thoroughly.
The most common fault is thai the grapnel is ton'ed
too fast, thus causing it to hop along over the
bottom only touching occasionally, When towing
from a small boat, this can be determined by a person plaging or l.eeping a hand on the towline and
feeling the continual tugging of the grapnel as it
scrapesthe botcom. If towing wiih the ship, make
fast a Iine to the dragging chain a few feet away
Irom where the end is shackled io the deck. Wlth a
few turns of ihis line around the gypsyhead of the
windlass,a suddenstrain will readily be indicated by
the surging of the line. Towing too fa6t can be dangerous in the case of a small boat, for if the grapnel should hook into somethingsuddenly,it may pull
the stern of the small boat down and swamp it.
C. In dragging for a sunken buoy, place a few
marker buoys to outline the area. In addition to
confining the dragging to the desiled area, they
aid in insuring that the various passesback and
forth are parallel and relatively close togethe!. If
no results are obtained, the areas should be crisscrossed.
D, Procedure.-When using the heayy grapnel,
proceed as follows: Use 3/a-lo ly2-lnch chain, depending on the size of the buoy to be recovered,
shackled to the grapnel. :fhe scope of the chain
should be at least three times the depih oi the
water. Shackle the inboard end of the chain to a
padeye on deck and drop the grapnel over the side.
Haye way on ihe ship, otherwise the chain will pile
up on top of the grapnel and thus fouled, it will not
hook anything. With the grapnel on the bottom
and the ship going ahead slowly, hook a cross-deck
line ir|to the bight of the chain at the edce of the
buoy port and heave it forward with the anchor
windlass. Keep three or four turns of the line on
the gypsyheadof the windlass until such time as the
sunken buoy or chain is hooked. This wiu be immediately noticeable as the additional strain will
causethe line to surge on the gypsyhead. Stop the
engine but keep a forward strain on the chain with
the ship until sure ihat the grapnel is securely
hooked in. Haul the chain aboard. Do not let the
chaln lead exactly yertically.
E. Ficures 2?-245.{ and 2?-2458 illustrate a new
type of grapnel successfullyused under dimcult conditions. The grapnel was u5ed as follows:
"The main lifting tackle cable was removed from
the drum on the boom and about 300feet ol 7s-inch
wire rope was installed on same, to be used as drag
cable. A fairlead block was secured on deck just
forward of the main hatch. Ttre cable Was roye
through this fairlead block and securedto a length
of 172-inch chain which was in turn securedto the
grapnel. The bight of the cable was passedthrough
a snatch block just forward ol the fairlead block.
A 6-inch line was made fast to the sna,tchblock aDd
led to the starboard glpsy on the anchor wlndlass,
being hove in until the snatch block was up against
the fairlead on the for'c'sle head. The drag cable
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led oui the port buoy port. This arlangement gave
about a 35-foot bight in the cable wbich could be
slacked should the grapnel became hung up on a
rock, thus giving sufncient time for the ship to be
stopped before the cable part€d. Since the dragging in thh case v/as done in 11 to 13 fathoms ol
water, 15 fathoms of chain was used to permit hoistinc directly on the chain when the grapnel caught
something."
Although armor plate was used to
fabricate the grapnel in this case, it is believed that
mild steel of similar dimensions would be adequate.
F. Fouled, grapnel.-Take
care not to drag over
cable or restricted areas. If a cable comes up fouled
in the grapnel, there will usually be a tremendous
strain, and the cable must be sesurely stopped off,
preferably on both sides of the grapnel, before atrddiii:-'-tii6F

FrcuRE 2?-2458.-l{ook
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for grapnel.

temptinc to clear it. Strong wire stlaps in pelican
hooks can be used for stoppers.
G. Caution.-Take
care to ventilate the lantern of
a sunken acetylene buoy thoroughly, and flush it out
with fresh water.
H. Buo! uaslTed, ashore.-To salvage a large buoy.
washed ashore, the tender may have to send a party
ashore to disconnect the mooring before attempting
to pull it off the beach. There is a possibility of
parting even a lo-inch manila hawser if an attemot
is made !o drag a buoy whjch is attached to a mool.ing sunk deep in mud or sand. If the buoy is in the
surf with mooring attached, at low water ii could
be dragged clear of the water by running a hawsel
through a snatch block attached io a sand anchor
or a "dead-man" ashore. By pulling in this fashion
the working party may have a chance to disconnect
the mooring, and then throw the hawser out of the.
snatch block and pull the buoy into the water..
The hawser is always attached to one of the hoistinc
pads on the buoy except when the buoy is towed
through shallow water by a small boat. The towline
of a small boat is attached to the crown of the cage.
and thus the buoy is tipped down when puUed and
there is less chance of the tube snagging on the
bottom.
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FrcuRE 2?-245A.-DetaiI

of chaiu grapnel.

FrcunE 2?-246.-Typical remalns of a buoy washed
ashore,
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Buoys Bock on Stqtion-

A. Buoys are frequently found ofr station and must
be towed back by the t€nder. In good weather there
is little ditrculty in hooking on a 7h- ot f-insh wire
pendant or a short length of chain leading from a
padeye on the buoy deck to a hook in the liftine lug
of the buoy.
Some tenders make the to$ring line fast from the
bow to keep the buoy from having a tendency to
drag under.
B. Undue strain must noi be placed on eithel
piece of equipment. The slack must be taken-up
slowly and with strain taken, the engine power
slowly increased until the mooring chaln is feli to
be fully stretched. Greater power is then epplied
to break out the sinker. To increase power too
rapidly once slack is taken out of the drag chain or
pendant may cause undue stress on tbe mooring
if securedto a well-sanded-ln sinker, thereby parting
ihe moortrg chain with the r€sultani lcss of chain
and sinker. If there is any diffculty in breaking out
the sinker, it may be worked free by taking a strain
in various directions.
C. Touing uith the boortu.-Towing buoys by
hooking on the hoisting tackle of the boom is not
recommended except in casesof very small buoys
where the strain would be negligible. Attempting
to tow from ttte boom of a 180-foot B or C class
(double topping lift) tender could easily jackknife
the boom back over lhe bridge with disastrous results, unlessone of the boom tackles was hooked into
the deck.
D. f ouing buous in roagh ueather.-1he tollowing method of towing large lighted buoysunder unfavorable conditions has been suggested:
"When lighted buoys have been dragged ofr station as a result of a strong gale, ihere nrlll generally be a confused sea for some time after the
cale has subsided,which makes it diftcult and dangerous to pick up the buoy or tow it alongside baek
to staiion. However, lf the sea is not too rough
for a motor cargo boat, the buoy can be towed beck
on station, First, place a marker buoy on station
as a guide. Then lower the small boat and put
two capable men on board the buoy to secure the
towing hawser. The men will securea snatch block
to ttre cageof the buoy. Anchor the tender to windward so.that when sufficient chain has been veered
io insure agalnst dragging, ihe buoy will be S0 to
?5 feet astern. Pass the bight of a 4-inch messengerto the buoy and secureit in the snatch block.
Bend the messengerto a 10-inch hawser, a couple
of fathoms lrom the end, and heave it back to the
buoy, holding ii tlvo-blocked at the enatch block
until the men haye secured the end to one ol the
lifting lugs of the buoy. Remove the men from
the buoy. Heave in the anchor and pay out on the
hawser until the anchor is aweigh. If dimculty in
unshackling the hawser is anticipated, leave the
messengerrigged so ihat slack may be given the
men on the buoy for unshackling.
"Tow the buoy back on to station, approaching
trom exactly doun-wind so thai the buoy nrill be
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directly astern of the ship, and the ship wiU not
be making leeway. Estimate in advance,the dis_
tance that it will be necessaryto tow the buoy past
the marker in ordel for the sinker to arrive on
station. Passthis informdtion to the boat crew and
have them sta d by to signal when this point is
r€ached, lryhen the buoy is on station. heave to
and unshackle the hawser and recover the snatch
block."
27-5-75

Unlooding Buoys ond AppendogesA. Many of the same proeeduresdescribedunder
section !?-5-1 can be followed in unloading. Betore
buoys are unloaded they should be inspected, and
defects noted and marked for repairs. Move the
ship as necessaryto properly place the buoys on the
dock and iake care not to swinc the boom too far
aft, particularly in the case of l8o-foot class A
tenders when it is topped down low. Spacethe large
buoyson the dock to permit sumcient worklng room
around them if possibte,to decreasethe need for
future handling when being overhauled. S9e tDat
the buoUs are salel! anal securelu blocked,belore
leaaitlg thetn. Maintai! a ctose liaison with the
depot as to the placement of buoys ashore. Take
care not to damage the wharf when unloading ninefoot buoys. As the buoy touches the dock, release
the hoisting tackle immediately (if an electric
hoisier, lower away at full speed) allowing plenty
of slack lor the ship to roll back from the list.
B. When a buoy has been relieved at sea,after the
mooring is aboard and the buoy cleaned of sea
growth, the batteries or cylinders are removed.
Take all usual precautions when opening the
pockeh ol either dcetylene or electric buoys. Inpress oh the creu that opening a buo! poeket b
otE ol the most iTnportant lunctions o! buo| aork
and, is potentiallu hq,zardous. If the buoy is lying
on deck, cylinders (or batieries) sannot be hoisted
out by directly hooking a hoisling tackle into the
cylinder becauseof the poor tead out oi the buoy
pocket. A handy-biUy tackle can be rigged from
the cage of the buoy to the cylinder, and when the
cylinder is hoisted about halfway out ol the pocket,
a strap can be passed around the middle and a
strain taken on the power tackle.
Another method is to secure a heavy line on
deck and pass the end rwith an eye in tt) through
the ring of the cage on the buoy. down throuCh the
bail of the A-300 cylinder, and lead the end back
out of the pocket to a power hoisting tackle (the
whip or main). Hoist ha,ndsoriely,&nd rvhen the
cylinder is halfway out of the pocket, stop and pass
a strap around the midsection and hook on another
power hoisting tackle to take a slight strain. Now
heave the cylinder the rest of the way out of the
pocket artd lower it to the deck on the other tackle.
C. Many depots will not accept buoys from
tenders unl--ssthey are cleaned of marine growth,
bridle and mooring totally unshackled,and cylinders
or batteries removed. When a depot ls required
to perform this ivork, unnecessarylabor costsmount
and a refuse disposal probleni is created.
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on hand and report made as to type, color, and
number of buoy and location in yards and degrees
from lhe wreckage. Such a buoy shaU be as close
to the wreckageas possibleon the channelward side.
27-5
27-6-l

(with
FrcuRE 2?-246A,-Unloading a I x 38 buoy
depot.
of
a
dock
on
the
radar reflector)
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Removol of Wreckoge of on Aid to
NoviEolion-

A. Whenever a tender removes the wreckage of
a damaged or destroyed aid to navigation, the site
should be inspected to determine that no wreckage
constituting a menaceto navigation rernains. Every
reasonablemeans should be employedto insure this
fact,
11) This can best be done by sweeping with a
rop:, wire, or chain drag stletched between two
vesselsor between the tender and hel motorboat.
The drag should be weighted in the center suflcienUy to keep it on the bottom as it is towed slowly.
rf the motorboat is not available' the site can be
dragged by attaching ihe drag to a sinker and circling the site with the sinker at the cente! of the
circle. Any obstructions found should be lemoved.
Eveu though the obstructions are under water, if
ingenuity and good seamanship are used, it will
generally be possible to remove most of them.
(2) Use of a lead line, dragging a grapnel asiern'
fathometer soundings, etc., are not satisfactory
methods of locating wreckage inasmuch as it can
easily be missed.
B. When a tender rebuilds an aid which has been
destloyed with no wreckage visible, the same proccdure should be followed to find the wreckageprior
to rebuilding so that the new structure can be built
upon the site or immediately next to ii. A larger
area may have to be dragged.
C. These instructions do not include removal of
any piles which will 6b used in the new structure
In the work of dragging, it will be useful to have a
small buoy or marker prepared for immediate
placement if the obsiruction is found and the drag
slips over.
D. In all casesof the removal of wreckage or the
rebuildinc of wrecked stluctules, tenders will report
whether the site was dlagged and whether obstructions lemain. Only in those caseswhere after diligent efiort it has been found impossible tb lemove
the wleckase will it be allowed to lemain. In such
casesit shall be buoyed with whatever equipment'is

ATDSTO NAVIGATION WORK ASHORE,
COASTAt WATERS
Generol-

A. Where aids are located on outlying islands or
at shore locations inaccessibleto vehicles,and where
no docking facilities are available, the problem of
landing maintenance gear, batteries or cylinders
sometimes requires sheer ingenuiiy. Personnel
servicing shore aids in steep locky areas must be
trained to be alert, sure-fooied, strong, and in good
physical condition. On precipitous clifis, it is common to erect an A-frame or shee! legs,sink a "deadman" in the ground, ot' secutetackle or snatch block
directly to a tlee or to the structure, in older to hoist
gear flom the beach or boat below. The motorboat
is often used as a soulce of power fol hoisting.
GeaI is carried ashole in various types of craft;
motor cargo boats, rubber liferafts, dolies, skifis,
Ianding barges,etc., the palticular unit being chosen
to meet the speciflc need. In areas where landing
is impossible with a dinghy, skifi, or motorboat, or
where there is extleme rise and fall ol tide, where
mud flats extend lor long distancesflom shore, aids
are worked by means of a rubber liferaft. Paddles
are used for propulsion. The rubber boat has also
been Jound uselul for work in heavy sull and rocky
landings. when servicing aids by means of a skifr,
use a flat-bottomed onei ii is more stable for carrying heavy gear than a round-bottomed boat.
B. Preparation.-Careful planning will eliminate
needless trips by the wotkboat. Explain to the
omcer.in chalge of ihe working palty exactly what
is expected to be accomplishedand check aarefully
to see that some essential item of equipment is not
left behind. Poltable ladio equipment is widely
used in this work. Maintain a check ltut for se!vicing pariies to insure optimum performance of the
aid. Calry small tools ashore in a canvas bag.
Additional gear such as loofing material, hinges,
boalds. etc.. are taken shole when needed for repairs. Lay out the work, when possible,for a time
when the plevailing winds are ofi-shore.
C. ?ide.-Know the staie of the tide when working a shore aid. Certain alds may be worked only at
ceriain stages of tide. In areas with a large tidal
range, the handling of cylindels and batteries is
easier at high water. PIan to begin the work before
the tide starts ebbing. If the water is falling fast,
the boat may have to stand off clear.
D. Motorboat.-Maintain a continuous watch in
a boat laying to while the working party is ashore.
A boat can easily be hung up on ihe riprap with a
change of tide or wind. Watch out ior projecting
bolts or sharp ends of timbers stickinc out from
marine structures. When ln an area with rapidly
rising tide such as Cook Inlet, Alaska, the motor'boat should be kept closeat hand until the men are
safely above the high water mark. Watch out for
quicksand areas such as are pLesentin Bristol Bay,
Alaska.
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E. Approachii.g the oid.-lt is better to approach
a maline site from lee\trardand, if possible,land on
the side of the structure that has ready accessto
the door of the tank or battery house,if not on the
weather side. Stem the current, if strong. Avoid
couidinc with the foundation of the aid. Excepi
under ideal conditions,it is better to drop an auchor
ofishole and approach cautiously. If an anchor ls
used, a tripping line should be provided. See section 2?-10-50 for further details legarding landing small boats. When servicing a light on a
breakwater, an anchor may be dr-oppedas the small
boat approachesbow on to the riprap to land the
men. Then, weather permitting, bow and stern
fasts are passedashore and the anchor line shifted
to lead from amidships to breast the boat off the
bteakwater'. Use long leads on the bow and stern
fasts.
F. Inland wq.terwags.-When operating motorboats in inland waterways, slow down if you must
leave the channel and rvhen going close aboard
bridge lendels, wharfs, etc., to avoid stliking tree
limbs and othe'r'debris that may jammed between
the piling beneath ihe surface. Be cautious, even
if you knew it rtas clear the last time you were
there. Take advantageof the current when making
a long tlip in a small boat, to reduce the time of
opelalrons.
G. Slipperv cond,itio11,s.-Whe\ servicing aids
ashorein winter under icy conditions,or.when landing on slippery kelp-covered rocks, take along a
bucket of sand to spread in the way of the rvorking
area.
H. Lodders.-Ma\y structures which are located
ln exposedareas have ladders on the side sheltered
flom the prevailing winds. In the caseof round or.
nearly so structures, this ladder is at the point
where the wavesroundin'g each side of the sttucture
meet, and in winter wiU lorm considelable ice as
the spray fises in the air. personnel must use extreme care. Before climbing any ladder, check it
for rotten or missing steps.
7. Land,ing d,ato,notebook.--4ertain vesselsmaintaln landing information notebooks which contain
local data and photographs. An example of a typical entry is as follows:
"Mitrofania Island Light, Ll,#2bbo, paciflc Coasi
Light L,ist,is perhaps one of the most diffcult liehts
to service in the entire Alaska area. It must be
worked near hiCh water and in a calm sea. A
rubber liferafi is extremely useful for ferrylng personnel and material ashore from the small boat.
In order for personnel to scale the clifi, a line is
Iead around the southeastside along a crevice. The
danger to personnel handling material is magnined
by slippely rocks and loose shale. This vesselhas
been delayed for many days awaiting favorable
weather condiil6ns to qrork the licht. Attached are
four photographs taken of the landing operation
and position ol the light. The landing conditions
were considered good at the ttme; the sea was
comparatiyely calm."
J. Hoisting acetulene culind,ers or batteries,_
Various methodsare usedto haul acetylenecylinders
or batteries up to the jtruciure of shore aids. Lufl
tackles of 2l-thread line are used at many struc-
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tures where the tank houseis abovethe ground or on
a marine foundation, Round bar davits are installed at some aids; at others the tackle must be
securedas best one can. Car.efullycheck the frame
of the structure, or wherever the tackle is to be made
fast, befole hoisting. A common place of making
fast is at the intersection of the tower cross-braces.
(l) When hoisting A-25 cyllnders up a sheer clifi
with a haulinc line roye through a snaich block, the
cylinders can be made fast as follows; put a clove
hitch over the cap end, then a hau hitch with one
of the lines alound the butt end about 10 inches
from the butt; rnake a half hitch with the other
line close to the fir'st one; then a secondhalf hitch
with the ffrst line, placing it close to the nrsi one.
This gives two half hitches with one line and one
with the othe!, which is in the middle. When
loweling, an additional hau hiich is placed over the
cap end using the line leadine into the boai. Never
apply a sling directly to the neck of an acetylene
cylindel valve.
(2) Cylindels can also be hoisted by the special
lifting cap {if not using the adjustable cap, check
the thleads carefully; see Ch. 20), or by a sling.
One method of Elinging is to take a line with a loop
in the end, place the loop over the neck of the cylinder and then passseveral half hitches around the
body, weu spasedapart, and hoist the cylinder upside down. Be caleful, if slinging cylinders by
means of an endlessstrap in the conventional manner, that the strap is well spread. A dropped cylinder can lead to a catastrophe. Cylinders should
generally be hoisted one at a time and an empty one
sent down with each trip. Keep a tail line on cylindels to slack away or hold as needed,io prevent
cylindel from striking the foundation or rocks. A
heavy thrummed canyas sling, simllar to a collision
mat, has been used for hoisting cyllnders. Cylinders may also be hoisted in a cargo !et.
(3) Take care when transterring a heavy A-50
cylinder into a small skifi or dory, when the motorboat cannot land. One cylinder in the boat at a
time should be sumcieni. When hoisting cylinders
directly from the boat to the lieht, move the boat
immediately out from under until the cylinder is
clear. The frrme applies when lowering. Wait
until the last minul,e befol.emoving rhe boat under
to leceive the cylinder.
(4) The cargo boats of one tender have been
equipped with small davits and a step hold on one
side of the thwart forward of the engine compartment for use in hoisting A-50 cylinders in and out
ot the boat.
K. Other method,sol hand,Iing cgliniters.-tr. Lhe
caseof shore lights easily approached,cylinders are
cauied from ihe boat to the light. An experienced
husky man can carry an A-25 cylinder alone. Howeyer, li,henever possible,and especially in rocky or
slippery areas, use iwo men. When carrying aylinders over a boulder-strewn beach or slippery ledge,
take care not to drop them.
(1) In certain instances where the only convenient landing poini is some distance lrom ttre
aid and the approaches to the light are fairly
smooth and level, a small t$'o-wheeledcart has been
sucsessfullyemployed in carrying as many as four
A-bo cylinders at a time.

'j
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12) The following method of handling cylinders
is in use on boald one tender'; make a carrying
bar,3/4-inch diameter,42 inches long with a circular'
halt bend in the middle to fit the contour of an A-50
cylinder. Use a section of rubber hose to fit over
ihe iron bar. to prevent sllpping. Three men haDdle
the cylinder, one on each handle of the bar and the
other carrying the valve end of the cylinder.
(3, Shori manila toggle straps can be made for'
four men to carry an A-50.
14) A two-wheeled hand truck mad€ of angle iron
and thin wall conduit wiih pneumatic l4-inch tiles,
having a two-plonged fork instead of the conventional halfmoon-shaped bibb, has been useful in
moving A-25's ovel solt sandy levees and over I'ough
uneven ground.
(5) In tlansporting cylinders in small boats, removable wood€n lacks, notched to hold the cylindels,
ar.e useful. When cylinders are stacked in tiers,
burlap bags placed between them will help to prevent
slippage in the event of excessive loUing ol the
small boat. Keep plotestion caps on at all times.
(6) An acetylene cylinder skid lack for sliding
them ashole can be made from two pieces of oak,
3 inches x 4 inches x 18 feet. bolted together so as
to folm a track. Space the pieces and cut a bevel on
the inner sides to form a Iace that wiu fit the perimeter o! an A-50 cylinder. Blocks on one end may
be attached to clasp the gunwale of the boat so
that the skid will serve double duty as a fend-off.
Short battens lastened to the underside of the skid
opposite the race will serve as steps for a gangway.
(7) The following method has been used for loading and unloading cylinders ftom a boat; provide a
quantity of 21-thlead manila straps 8 feet long
with an eye spliced in each end. Spot the boom so
that the hoisting tackle hangs just clear of the cente! of Lhe buoy port. Alrange all the cylinders, each
with its strap rigged by passing one eye over ihe neck
of the cylinder and making two half hitches around
the cylinder near the other end, and lay them out
in the way of the buoy polt. Hook the free end of
the stlaps onto the hoisting hook, and when the
boat is alongside, place them in the boat. In rough
weather, the small boat can ride alongside on a seapainter and receive the cylinders safely. Cylinders
This method obviates
may bq unloaded similarly.
the hazards incident to balancing the cylindels
around the middle $ith the conventional endless
strap.
I". Etanples ol sen)icirr.gpt'oced,ures---The following examples illustrate iome of the procedules requiled for servicing shole aids. (These were
furD,ished by a West Coast tender.)
Many variations of procedure wiu exist.
(1) "Servicing Newport Bay East Jetty, a 5o-fooi
gged
boom of telescoping 2y2-inch iron pipe is
with a topping litt, two manila guy lines, and a permanent hook line. A 2o-foot dinghy Iands personnel on the jetty and then lays to about 30 feet ofi
The boom is swung out over the dinghy
the jetty.
and one A-50 cylinder wiih wire strap (10 feet of
7s-inch wire-with an 8-inch eye in each end) is
hooked on; then the boom is swung around to the
jeity. A twofold tackle ls used io hotst the eylinders
up to the stowage platform.
The boom is telescoped

and left chained to the tower', and all ligging is removed after the light is serviced."
(2) "Newport Bay Channel LiCht 4 is selviced in
the following manner: At the top of the pile stluctule, a base for a 2}4-inch round bar davit is permanently installed. The motor launch delivers per'lonnel and A-50 cylinders to the light. A 4-foot
davit is ligged on tbe structule and a 2l-thread
twcfold tackle clapped on. Cylinders ar'e hoisted
trom the m9tor launch with wi(e stlaps.
After'
selvicing, all rigging except the pelmanent davit
base is removed.
( 3 ) "At Catalina East End Light, the shore palty
is landed in a l5-man lubbel boat having a 212-inch
line leading to the motol launch ancholed outside
the swf. After the initial landing, the lubbel boat
is hauled to and from the b:ach by lines. Six A-25
cylinders ar'e placed in the rubbel boat at a time.
A 9/a-inch wire Iope hangs down fi:om an A-fi'ame
at the top of the hiU to assist, personel in climbing.
A wire strap is made fast to the A-frame and a
wooden block for' 3-inch line is moused on the str.ap.
Eight hundred feet of line is love through the block
and down to the bottom of the hill. The othel end
is passed to the motor launch.
A special mgtal
strap with clamping hinge bolt and liftinc eye is
made fa$t to the cylinder. At a signal from the
bottom of the hiu, the motol launch hauls away
by running to reaward. When the cylindel nears
the top, a signal is given to stop hauling.
The
cylinder is removed flom the metal strap and exchanged for an empty one. The empty cylindel is
slack.d down the hill. Aftel the aid has been serviced, the working party is hauled ofi the beach in
the rubber boat."
(4) "At, Ship Rock Light, the working par.ty is
landed in the dinghy on a roch at the base of the
liCht. A breeches-buoy rig is used at this light.
The hawser (2y2-inch manila) is made fast at the
top of the rock and the othe! end is taken by
dinghy to a tidal rock about 150 feet from the
light. A wire strap is passed around the tidat rock
and a two-fold tackle is clapped on the str.ap. A
small length of chain is attached to the hawser as
a stopper; tbe'other end of the tackle is hooked
into ihe chain, and the clew of the dinchy tichten
the hawser by haulinC on the tackle. During the
operatlon, slack may be taken out of the hawser by
this tackle. A 500-foot length oi 2 t', -inch line is
passed through a block seculed on the light and
the end lowered to the dinghy. The motor. launch
has the other end. A riding block is placed on the
hawser and the A-25 cylinder metal stlap is put
on the block. Ttre end of the hauling line is made
fast to the metal strap. When the cylindet has
been secured in the strap, the signal is given for
the motol launch to haul away. Empty cylinders
are slacked down the hawser by the working party
at the top. Altel the light has been selviced, all
rigging is removed."
(5) A special tool lor towing (hauling) with the
motor launch, as mentioned aboye, consists of two
ey€bolts bolted into the bulwark and a ys-inch wile
lope spliced between them. A 6-inch hook is
clamped in the center of the bridle ihus formed to
plovide a towing lulclum folurard ol the ludder,
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FrcuRE2?-2468.-Acetylene cylinders being hoisted
ashoreto a minor light from a buoy boat by means
of tro tackles. Boat has nose up against the
riplap of the lighi.
M, Check lor presence ol Sos.-The omcer in
charge of the working party should personally open
the door of the tank house of an acetylenelight and
check fo! the presence of gas. Sufficient time
should be allowed for the inierior of the house to
veniilate thoroughly before starting wolk.
N. General seraicing proceiLure,acetAlenelight.When an acetylene shore aid is serviced, the following (as appropdate) is accomplished: aU cylinders are gaged,serial numbers recor.ded,and cylinders replaced with iull ones if necessary. All
fittings and connections are tested for leaks with
soap solution. Only new aluminum washers are
used whenever a connection is broken and remade.
The flasher, burner, pilot, and lantern are checked,
cleaned,and repaired as necessary. Shut ofr pressure to the atmosphe(e gage (if one is permanently
instaued) located in the tank house, and bleed oui
the gas remaining in the gage. The sunvalve is
checked,and ihe characteristic oi the light obseryed
and checked against the light list for correctness.
The structure is repaired and painted as necessaly
and any brush or trees obscuring the licht cleared
away. For somplete details concerning acetylene
apparatus, seeChapter 20.
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O. Ha.tld,Ii11,g
batteries.-Air
cells may be cauied
ashore in canvas pack-sacks slung over. the back by
12-thread line shoulder straps, two T-2600-type
batteries in each pack-sack. The sacks allow full
use of the hands and arms in scaling the steep and
lough ascents to the lights, holding on to r.ocks.
lines, blanches, etc. Air. cells may be nlled wiih
water on board the tender, breather.tabs left on
and caps replaced, When the batteries have been
landed at the light, they are removed il.om their
caltons, wate! level checked and adjusted. and
breathel tabs lemoved.
(1) Primary {Edison) cells are olten made up
befole being taken to the light and ar.e cal'tied in
the boat in a box containing a number of separ.ate
spaces, one fol each batter.y. Exercise extreme cautjon to avoid contact with the electl'olyte.
12) Battelies should be hoisted in a bucket or
box on a line; never by the cauying handles. The
line used fo! hoisting battelies should be frequen y
checked for weak places caused by contact $ith
the acid.
(3) Check the battery house to see if thele are
any leaks from weather. Air cells must be kept
perfectly dly to opelate propelly. Il air.cells have
not been fiIIed aboard the tender, car.ry a large
supply of fresh water for chalging them. In any
event, carry water fo! topping them of.
(4) When air cells are installed, it is often necessary to add io the water level after a few days of
service. However, if the batteries ar.e fllled on
boald the night before, and are topped off when
installed at the light, ihere should be no fur.ther
diflculty.
Do not remove the bleather. tabs until
actually installed.
(5) Batteries should alway6 be placed as far. as
possible from the door to prevent rain and snow
that may be driven in through a warped section of
the door flom "sholting out" the batterie8.
(6) Be caleful in disposing of used electrolyte or
exhausted air cblls; discard them whele present or
future damage will not be caused to pelsons oI
animals. or a water supply will not be poUuted.
P, Generq,l seruicill,g proceiLure, electric light.When an electlic shore aid is selviced, the fouowing
is accomplished as appropriate; check voltage of
battelies, take hydrometer readings, recharge cells
as needed, check wiring throughout the sttucture,
check flasher, Iampchanger, and clean the lantern.
Check sun relay or timeclock. Inspect the sttucture
for leaks or needed repairs; make repairs if possible.
Check the light characteristic for colrectness with
the lieht list. Clean away brush or trees obscurins
the liehr and daymat'k.
(1) When servicing electric range lights controued by a time clock, reset the clocks at each
service period so as to synchlonize the time of
lighting and extinguishment.
This will eliminate
many reports of apparent failure caused by one
licht of a range burning when the other is extinguished.
(2) Por complete details relative to servicing electric apparatus, see Chapter.2l.
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q,. Sa.tetusting.-When painting large davmarks
on lange lights, a safety belt can be made from an
l8-inch length of 2- x 4-inch lumber, with a 2-inch
manila sling spliced through a hole in the lumber,
making the sling to flt the waist. The 2 x 4 is
inselied through the daymark slats in a vertical
position, and when turned across the slats, holds
personnel securelY.
R,. A smau level is useful to carry in the tool bag
for tni'ing up the lantern,
S. Irl.spectionlor rep@irs.-When visiting a minor
shore aid, make a thorough inspection of the building, structure, and accessories.Take any necessary
action to correct deiects within the capabilities of
the forces at hand, and if beyond capabilities, make
a full and detailed report including a list of materials required, sizes,dimensions,etc.
27-7
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AIDS IO NAVIGATION WORK, INIAND
WATERS
Generql-

A. Rules of seamanship,as describedin foregoing
sectionsfor large tenders,apply as well on a limited
scale to smaller tenders working in inland waters'
Although buoys and other weights to be handled are
smaller and lighter, the fundamentals of handling
are much the same with regard to the prdportionate
relaiive size, and the salety precautions and rules
stressedihroughout this chapter should not be 19nored. In additlon to the usual work of handling
lighied and unlight€d buovs and servicing miltor
lights ashore, inland ienders are called upon to
perform certain types of construction work such as
driving piles, etecting minor stluctures of a vadety
of types, both ashore and on marine sites, and pulling out damaged or bloken pillng which might
constitute a menace to navigation. Althoueh most
of ihe work of inland tenders is done in protected
waters, they are sometimescalied upon to work aids
located in inlets or large inland bays where extremely rough conditions can prevail.
B, Relieoing a buog.-when working buoys in inlets where conditions are generally severe,handle
buoys with much the same caution as describedfor
working large buoys at sea. Do as much as possible
of the preliminaly arrangement of buoy, sinker and
mooring before leaying sheltered waters. Take all
possible precaution against permitting weights to
swing when the tender is rolllng in the inlet. Small
unlighted buoys are often rolled over the side to
avoid having to hoist them out. Upon occasion,a
relieved buoy is left hanging on the boom with iis
butt end securedby preventer lines until the tender
reaihes calm water where the buoy may saiely be
lowered to the deck.
C. 1?zrets.-when working small buoys in sheltered waters, the iender approachesthe buoy so as
to brJng it closeaboard ai the buoy port. The same
rules regarding stemming the wind or current hold
sood ab describedin section 2?-10-35 for the larger
tenderd, The buoy is pulled close aboard with a
boat hook, and the hoistinc tackle is hooked into the

lifting lug on the body of the lighted buoy, or on the
lop of the unlighted buoy. some tenders use a
4-inch line passedout around the buoy and secured
fole and aft on deck to keep ihe buoy and the
mooling close aboard. The buoy is holsted until a
stoppercan be passedinto the mooring chaiu. (Unlighted buoys may be hoisted two blocks.) Any of
the methods of stopping ofi, described previously
herein, may be used, i. e., hookline, manila stopper,
wire strap, pelican hook, etc. Several tenders use a
length of tb-inch chain, fitted with a hook and secured on deck so that the hook hangs just over the
edgeof the deck. When the chain has been stopped
off, the buoy ls lorrered on deck, unshackled, and a
second bight of chain taken by the hoisting tackle.
Many inland tenders have only one tackle available
lor hoisting, the whlp being used as a power vang to
the deck, or vice versa, In this case,the method of
"hoist and stop ofi," such as is practiced in a buoy
boat, is the only way to hoist a buoy aboard. Moorings are generally short since most buoys handled
by inland tendels lie in shallow water. If the sinker
is to be reused,it is stopped ofi over the side on a
manila line or pelican hook. The mooring chain is
inspectedfor wear, repaired if necessary,and ranged
out on deck and stopped ofi, ready tor settinc the
next buoy.
(1) In picking up a lighted buoy tn ahoppy water,
the whip is often hooked into the superstructure
to steady the buoy. This must be carefully done.
Headlinesare used for all lighted buoys. In putting
Iighted buoys over the side, a similar procedure to
that described under section 2?-5-40 is followed.
The buoy is hoisted out over the side and is let go
usually simultaneously with the sinker. Small unlighied buoys are often rolled over the side.
(2) When installing batteries in a 3y2 x IoE
lighted buoy, pick the buoy up on the main or relief, and then hoist the battery rack into the pocket
with the whip. If the rack is installed in the pocket
while the buoy is lying on deck, it wi be difrculi to
get it in and will necessiteteadditional handling,
which thus lncreases the possibility of damaging
ihe batteries.
(3) Preparing buoys for setting in inland waters
entails much the same preparation, charging, inspection, tests, etc. as describedfor larger buoys in
section 2?-5-5.
(4) When allowing men to board buoys, be sure
that the buoy will not become top-heavy and fall
io support the men safely. A ? x 18 buoy, for example, will support one man, but not two. A 3yz-foot
buoy will not support a heavy man.
(5) When hooking the whip into a lighted buoy
for steadying, on vesselshaving air-driven hoistels,
do not hold the load on the brake; just crack the
throttle and tend the hoist to meintain a slight
strain for steadying purposes, but not enough to
bend the superstructure.
(6) Buoys are hooked on and lifted ln much the
same manner as described for liiting aboard
athwartships in section 2?-5-30, except that hooklines or steadying lines, other than a heedline passed
through the cage, are seldom used, Many inland
tenders have no means for heaving a cross-deckline
under power.
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(?) Buoys should be scraped as clean as possible
while still hanging over the side 'Ihis has a safety
application in ihat it keeps the deck cleaner and less
slippery.
approaching
(8) Severat tenders lecommend
soniewhat wide of the buoy so as to keep it in
view and not scraping the side; then' when nearly
abreast ihe buoy port, \rork the vessel ovel close!
lf
and pull the buoy alongside with a boat hook
men are to be landed, take care lo have the bow
of the tender swinging away, r'ather than down
onto the buoy.
(9) When buoys ale in locations necessitating
short scope such as narlow channels, etc, if it is
known that the mooring will sand-in, take the precaution of having the mooring long enough so that
at high water the buoy can be hoisted suficienuy
to get a chain sling on the mooring fol hoisting
on the main or relief.
(10) lvhen buoys are to be set in shallow water
and only sholt lengths of chain are involved, the
chain ranged out on deck need not be stopped ofi
except at the e\ds. CautiotL all hand's to keep clear
of chain, no rndtter how sm'all or hou short a length
D. Recharging a srtuall lighted bloE.-Follo'iving
is a description of the procedure fo! rechalging a
small electric buoy followed on one inland tender:
(1) The tender approaches the buoy up against
the tide or wind, depending on which is the stronger'
(2) The boom is spotted over the centel of the
buoy port, and slightly inboald of the edge of the
deck, with a double-branch sling hanging on the
relief purchase. One man stands by with the whip
to hook into the cage of the buoy.

a small lighted buoy
FrcuRE 2?-24?.-Hoisting
aboard an inland tender.
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(3) After the tender is alongside of the buoy,
rhe whip is hooked into the cage and raises ii hieh
enough to pass steadying lines around the fore and
aft Iegs of the lanteln tower. When this has been
done, the sling is hooked into the lifting bails, and
the buoy is raised until the battery pocket is level
with the deck. The pocket cover is removed, the
wiles disconnected, and the battery hoisted out with
the whip.
( 4 ) A new battery is insetted, connected, and the
complete wiling system checked for correct voltage
befole replacing cover. The lantern is also checked
for'flashel and lampchanger opelation and proper'
characteristic.
(5) The whip is hooked into the cage of the buoy,
the slings removed, and the stoppers cast loose. The
buoy is then lowered into the water.
(6) Caution must be exercised in hoisting a buoy
by means of the whip hooked directly into the cage.
Heavy buoys must not be hoisted in this manne!,
as the cage stl ucture is easily bent.
27-7-5

Buoy Boqt Operqtions-

A. Buoy boats are designed primarily to service
buoys in shallow water or restricted areas where
vessels of the tender class sannot navigate. Buoy
boats are small motor boats of various sizes, from 38
to 65 feet in length, having a boom and hoister
capable of handling second and third class unlighted
buoys (exc3pt tall-type), river buoys, and 3y2-foot
lighted buoys. The larger 5- and ?-foot lighted
buoys may be recharged from a buoy boat (or motor
cargo boat) but cannot be hoisted. First class
special buoys may be worked occasionally, and a
procedure for doinc so is given below. fn many
areas where a large number of buoys are to be

FrcuRE 2?-248.-Towing buoys astern enroute to
workiDg area.

l
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worked, the buoy boat works frcm a shore unit, or
in conjunction with a tender. If the latter, the
tender carlies the buoys and appsndages, paints the
numbers, cuts mooring chain to the proper length,
etc., and loads the buoys in the buoy boat or alongside in the water. If the buoys are to be towed
astern they should be alranged in the order in which
they are to be worked. When working buoys by
buoy boat, do as much preliminary work as possible

FrcuRE 2?-249.-Buoy boat hoisting a second class
can buoy.
-

FrcuaE

2?-250.-Stopping
off the mooring
a 3Y2 x 10 lighted buoy.

of

at the depot or on board the tender prior to loading
the boat.
B. Toob/equipment.-A typical assortment of
tools and equipment peculiar to aids to navigation
work used by a buoy boat is as foltows:
Hammers, bl-acksmiths. cross peen/stralght peen__ 4
unl se$, coto, assol [ed si zes_______
3
Il acksaw , w i th extr{ btades--____-- _--_-____-, I
H atchet6--'-.--_,____-,__ 2
Maul s, top, tap€red poi nt, shol t handl ed______,, 2
Marl l nesFi kes____-. -,-__- -______,__-,-___- __ 2
K i t of rool s. acetyl ene el ectri c apparatus ______ 1
N onsparkl ng w renches, hammera, bars, erc______ I ser
H ooks, spare hoi sti ng__-_-,_-____
z
Leaal l l n6 '-..-------_
,_____- -____ 2
S extant -,---------,
_______ 1or 2
P rotractor, 3 arm, --________,-________--______
1
S hackl es, screw pl n, essol ted sl zes-_________I daz,
Tackl es, l ur,3-1nch/21 thread-_ __, _______-__z
Stoppe$, manila, adsorted sizes.
stoppel s, chai n w i th grab hook___--_____________
2
Rop€. manila, assorted sizes for lashln$.
Marker buoys, ni th 6-thread l i ne_
____-,____ z
Chart of the area.
Spar€ llghting apparatus as necesssry, gaske1,s,
graphlte, etc.
Spare chaln, shackles, keys, sinker, etc.

C. Boorr.-Buoy boats are generally equippedwith
only one hoisting tackle, which means that after
each lifi the chain must be stoppedofi and the tackle
lowered for a fresh bight. Manila or.chain stopper.s
of appropfiate size are used for this purpose. Inspect the boom, nttings, riggings, and all working
gear before beginning the day's work. Safety is just
as important ln a buoy boat as on board the tende!
or at the depot. The weights handled may not be
as heavy but they can crush just as efiectively. The
boom should be set so that it will noi be necessary
to top it up o! trim it in or out while handling buoys
or sinkers over the side. It should be topped high
enough so that a third-class buoy can be picked up
well clear of the gunwale, and should be trimmed
inboard so that when a sinker is picked up ofi the
bottom the top of the boom will not extend over the
gunwale. To permit a boom to pay out while supporting a heavy load is very dangerous. With the
boom trimmed inboald of the gunwale, the list of
the boat under a load will be sumcient to provide
the proper lead lor the falls. Some buoy boats are
equipped with a wire preventer the same length as
the boom guy when in working position. This preventer, when rigged, will keep the boat from capsizing should the manile guy part under a load.
D. Current.-ln extreme currents, an anchor is
useful and should not be neglected becauseof the
extra rigging work entailed. Since the buoys are
being held amidships on most buoy boats, lt is easy
to broach to the current, with capsizing a possible
result, The motor should be kept running, and the
helmsman alert to keep the boat headed lair to the
current.
E. Ballast.-lt, is good practice to carry a 2,000pound concrete sinker in the boat for ballast. It
may be shifted to the off side to counteract excessive
listing, which occurs frequently when aitempting to
break a sinker lree from the bottom. Ballast is also
useful when the boat becomesgrounded. Swinging
the ballast over the side wiU causea list, or dropping
it on the bottom may raise the draft sufnciently to
free the boat, after which the sinker may be dragged
into deeperwater for recoYery.
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F. Load,ing.-A three- or iour-man crew is generally used in handting buoys. If many buoys are
to be worked, an extra man or two is assigned. One
operatesthe hoisting winch, one tends the helm and
molor, and the other(s) hooks on and stops off, etc.
Thlrd-class special buoys may be loaded in the boai,
stacked up against the gunwale and each other with
counterweights down. Other buoys are stowed in
the bottom ol f,tleboat, as much to one side to keep a
working spaceclear as possible,commensulate with
the permissible list of the boat. A square siuker'
chain, bauast ball, shackles, etc., comprise the
appendages. Buoys musi be securely lashed and
wedged at all times to prevent shifting. When a
considelable number of buoys are to be worked in
one area they are often touted astern. Buoy boats
have handted as many as 20 buoys in this manner.
G. setting o b4o?.-Following is a description of
how a buoy may be set from a buoy boat:
(1) The mooring should be made up in the proper
length with one end of the chain shackled to the
sinker. The bauast ball, if used,should be shackled
to the mooring eye of the buoy. split-kev shackles
are used at these two points. The buoy and append&gesare then loaded into the boat by a mobile
crane on shore or by the tender's boom (the buoy
may be put overboard alongside).
(2) On arrival at the location where the buoy is
to be established,the sinker is hoisted oul over the
side of the boat and seculed just below the gunwale
with a manila slip-stopper. With the boom properly irimmed, ii will be necessaryto push the sinker
out over the gunwale when hoisted clear. The
inboard tend of the falls will help to keep the sinker
close aboard the boat and minimize banging ihe
side in rough wate!. (If the weather is not too

favorable, the sinker may be slung overside beforehand, when the boat is in sheltered waters.) If
the sinker is heavy, it may be well to dip the chain
under the boat and stop it ofi at the other gunwale,
so that when the buoy is hoisted on the other side
for shackline on ihe end of the mooling chain, the
boat will not list excessively. The buoy, aftet: connecting, may be lowered into the water and kept
alongsidewith a light head line passedthrough the
lifting eye, or cage (if a lighted buoy). One end
of this line may be securedin the boat, but the other'
should be tended by one of the men.
(3) Determine the position of the buoy in accordance with any of the methods describedunde!
part 2?-11. When nearing the exact posiiion of
the buoy, put the rest of the mooring chain over
the side so ihat no chain remains in the boat except
where it is stopped ofr at the gunwales. If it is a
iong mooring, it must be stopped off with line every
10 or 15 feet, and each stopper cut or slipped as the
chain runs out. Chain must never be permitted to
"take charge" and run out wildly.
(4) When "on-station," cut or slip the rope
stopper holding the chain at the gunwale on the
buoy side and when all clear, slip Nhesinker stopper
and cast off the buoy. If the sinker is not so heavy
but that both the weight of the sinker and buoy
can be borne by the boat on one side, dipping the
rnooring chain is not restorted to, and the chain at
the buoy end is not stopped ofr.
(5' Tf desired,the buoy may be seculed to the
chain flrst and placed over the side before the sinker
is hung.
(6) Always stop ofr the chain before hoistinet
either buoy or sinker out ov€r the side, to prevent it
from suddenly running out. A small bight of chain
permitted to slip over the side can gather momentum with telriflc speed and often disastrous
results.
i?i Be sure all the chain is allowed to run out
of ihe boat belore tripping the sinker. If this is not
done, the chain will whip around in the bottom of
the boat, injuring personnel or fouling other gear
which might capsizethe boat.

FrcuRE2?-251.-'lhird classspecialnun two-blocked
and mooring stopped ofr.

I'rcunE 2?-252.-Hanging a sinker over the side on
a manila stopper.
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FrcurE 2?-253,-Stopping ofi the mcoring of a third
class special nun.
!T. Relie,ing 4 broy.-Second and third class unlighted buoys (except tau-type) may be relieved
by a buoy boat as follows:
(1) Approash the buoy, stemming the current or
seas. Place a marker buoy or set the new buoy on
station after the position has been verified. Position the boom so that it is not outside the gunwale,
and hook the hoisting tackle into the lifting lug
on the top of the buoy. Two-block lhe tackle.
Pass a 3- or 4-inch manila stopper out around the
buoy to keep it, and later the chain, close aboard
as it is being hoisted. Hold the buoy at the gunwale
while the chain is stoppedoff belowthe shackle with
an appropriate sizemanila or chain stopper,and unshackled. Lower the buoy into the boat or back
over the side and secureit.
(2) Often, when there are many buoys to be
rvorked,it is not broucht aboaldbut is towed astern
or left tied up temporarily to the new buoy until the
remaining buoys have been relieved. A toggle line
10 feet long (1/2-inch or 2-inch line) may be used

for securtrg the old buoy to the new one while
waiting to be picked up on the retuln tr.ip. Form
a grommet 18 inches from end of line by making a
throai seizing. Make a toggle in the othel end using
a one'half-inch iron rod aboui 8 inches long. Ser.ve
the line between the toggle and grommet to prevent
chafe.
(3) Unhook the falls fi'om the buoy, hook into
the mooring chain as low down as possible and twoblock the tackle, casting off the stopper as the stlain
is eased. Again stop ofi the chain at the gunwale.
(When a chain stopper is used, it consists oI a length
of chain secured in the boat and having a grab hook
on the other end extending about 6 inches beyond
the gunwale.)
It, is a good plactice to secure the
bitter end of ihe mooring chain somewhere in the
boat while hoisting the Iemaindel of the moodng,
particularly in the case of long lengths of chain.
Lower the bight of chain into the boat and asain
hook into the chain over the side. Hoist and stop
ofi until the sinker is in sight, if it is planned to
bring the sinker aboard or' to inspect it.
(4) Often moorings. especially in Soft bottoms or.
in inlets where the sinker is sanded in beyond possible recovery, are hoisted only far. enough to inspect
the "chafe" (that short length of the chain that rubs
along the bottom as the buoy rises and falls in the
swells). In this case, the worn section oi chain is
replaced ll necessary and the new buoy hoisted out,
shackled on to the old mooring and lowered away.
(5) When picking up a long mooring, it is good
practice to stop ofi the chain in the boat at frequent
intervals, so that in case the rigging parts, the chain
will not run out. In most cases this is not necessary
since, as a general rule, buoy boats are used to work
buoys only in waters too shallow for the regular
tender.
(6) If the new chain is to be bent on to the sinker,
see that it doesn'i foul the old chain in ihe bottom
of the boat.
(7) As mentioned above, it is wise to mark the
position of the old buoy with a marker buoy (also
ooserye some temporary ranges ashore) before
hoisting the sinker ofi the bottom. Some boats
plant a new sinker and chain ofi one side oi the
boat while bringing the old mooring aboald from the
other side. This method is preferable to marking
the station with a tlial or marker buoy when opetating in strong currents.
(8) For boats not having sufrcient hoisting lilt
to bling the bottom of the buoy to the gunwale, a
slip chain may be passed around the buoy and slid
down to grab the mooring chain for hoisting, as in
the manner described lor first-class special buoys
below.
(9) SmaU Iighted buoys are relieved in much the
same manner as unlighted buoys, care being taken
not to damage the lighting apparatus when hoisting.
Steadying lines are used in the cage of a lichted
buoy.
(10) If it is impossible to keep the boat headed
into the current, it is generally better to keep the
chain on the downstream side of the boat, but
extreme caution must be obselved when making a
heavy lilt if the boat is not headed fai! to the

current.
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(11) lvhen working spar buoys, chain slings are
used to secule the buoy fol hoisting and fol stopping
ofi. Sevelal lifts are lequiled before blinging a
spal aboald.
1. Relieahw jtrs, cr@ss sp€ciot b?rou.--:Although
buoy boats cannot lift a nlst-class special buoy clear
of the riater by hooking onto the top lifting lug,
they may be relieved as follows:
{1) Using a piece of 3/4-inch open link chain
folmed in a loop by a freely running shackle over
the standinC part (i. e., a lasso), pass it over the
buoy and lowel the chain loop to the bottom of the
buoy. Ileave in and stop ofi the standing part of
the chain lasso in the usual mannel until the mooring eye of the buoy is flush with the gunwale. Stop
ofi both the mooring eye of the buoy and the mooring chain below the shackle, and disconnect the
buoy. Holding the stopper on the mooling eye oI
the buoy, pass a manila strap around the buoy at
the balance point and take it aboald if desired,
otherwise secure a line to the bottom of the buoy so
as to be able to lower it slowly to permii the buoy to
resume an uprieht position. Heave the mooring
chain aboard for inspection or'feplacement in the
usual manner'. In setting a first-class special buoy,
it is hoisted ovelboard with a sliDg at the balance
and is shackled to the mooling chain. A manila
stopper is passed around the bottom of the buoy to
be slipped aftel the sinker or mooring chain is
dlopped.
(2) Anothel method is as follows: Eook the hoistinc tackle into the lifting lug on top of the buoy.
Two-block the buo:r and hold it fast while the boat
moves ahead slowly. As a strain comes on the
chain, the buoy trails aft and the bottom dses to ihe
surface where stoppers can be passed to the mooring
eye of.the buoy and the chain. Continue as above.
J. Situker sand,ed, in.-When
a sinker is sanded
in and cannot be raised with the boom, heave it
short and sesure. Then take a few turns around
the sinker with the boat, keeping the chain taut.
This may help to break the sinker free. It is also
often possible to free a sinker by surging back and
forth on a taut chain.
K. Irragging buo! back o/, srorio?..-When a buoy
is found ofi sialtion a short distance, it may usually
be dragged back by the buoy boat. when in a
strong current, the following method has been suggested:
(1) Flake plenty of heavy line back and forth
over the gunwale just abaft the working cleat to
keep ihe buoy from chaflng the side. Take a strain
on the chain by going ahead against the culrent
at slow speed, then put the rudder over slightly
so that the boat comes about toward the side on
which the buoy is secured (i. e. buoy on port side,
turn to port). This must necessarily be toward the
channel so as to keep the boat out of shallow water,
therefore, approach the buoy accordingly when
makinc fast. When the boat has swung stern to the
current, speed up the engine to break out the sinker.
The force of the current is thus added to the power
of the engine. Once the sinker is loose, the boat
will again have steerageway and may be headed in
any desired direction. It should be noted that pre-
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caution is taken to go ahead inio the current to
tauten ihe chain and keep it so, before turnlng
with the current to break out the sinker. If the
boat is turned while it and the buoy are riding down
with the current,.the towing gunwale will, at the
moment the boat is broadside to the current. suddenly dip down, either causing the boat to ship
water and possibly capsize, or putting aD undue
strain on the towing cleat. Never tow a lighted buoy
by making fast to the cage. It will bend and the
lantern may strike the side of the boat.
(2) When trying to relocate a spar buoy which
is ofi station, and being unable to do so becauseof
lack of power, it is sometimes possible to drag it,
using a chain Make one end fast to one of the towing bits on the stern, then take a couple of round
turns around the spar and work them down to
the sinker chain, if any, and make fast to the other
towing bit.,
'.
L. To rechq,rgeatl electric tighted buog, t}re boal
should be securedalongside the buoy with bow and
stern fasts in such a position that, with the boom
well topped up and swung out, the falls are directly
over one of the battery pockets. Place a heavy
fender between the buoy and the boat. A two-leg
sling consisting of two 6-foot lengths of manila line
of suitable size,having hooks in one end and joined
to a ring at the other, is used by some boats to hoist
the buoy so that the battery pocket is level with
the gunwale of the boat. If the water is choppy it
is better to hoist the buoy and gripe it in to the boai's
side with lines.
(1) Remove the covers from the battery pockets
and disconnect the battery wires. Always sed.rrea
preventer line to the pocket cove! before removing
it. Tape the ends of the wires io prevent short ci!cuiting during the process of insta lne new batteries. Also break the connections at the lantern
and leave disconnecteduntil after the new batteries
have b-.en installed. Loosen the setscrewslocated
around the top of the battery rack to hold the rack
Eecurein the buoy pocket,
(2) Now hook the faus (if they are in use fo!
hoisting the buoy, use one of the manila guys for
a tackle or have a lufi tackle suspendedfrom the
boom just below the main block) into the lifting eye
located at the top of the battery rack and hoist
the rack of batteries out. Lower ttrem into the boat
and secure them so as to prevent movement when
the boat rocks in the swellsor lists under the welgh0
on the boom. Eoist the new rack of batteries and
install them in the buoy. (The new rack was made
up at the depoi or on board the tender.) If there
is water or electrolyte in the bottom of the battery
pocket, swab it oui before installing new batterles.
Take care not to drag the swab over manila lines,
and rinse it out over the side after using.
(3) When the rack of batteries has been installed
in the pockei, using a voltmeter, iake a readilg of
the voltace of the bank of batteries just ilrstalled,
to insure that the voltage ls still the desiredamount
and that no grounds have developed during ttte
processof placing the batteries in the buoy. If the
proper readings are obtained, connect the wires to
the battery rack and secule the rack in the pocket
by setting up evenly on all setscrewslocated around
the top of tbe battery rack.
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(4t If the buoy is to operate under severe conditions such as in an inlet, it has been found that the
setscrews for' holding the rack secure are insumcient
and the placing of thlee wooden wedges midway
between the screws has been recommended. Wedges
ale made as follows: r'ip a 2-inch x 4-inch in half
and cut into blocks 4 inches in length. Bisect the
blocks diagonally to get suitable wedges. Be sure
that the wedges are driven down around the battery
rack far enough so as not to plevent the pocket
cover from seating plopelJy. Check all wolk carefully and when satisfied that all is in order, apply
slaphite to the gasket (if old-type) and replace the
cover, tightening the hold-down nuts evenly and
alternately.
(5) Now, turn the buoy around so that the other
pocket is in working position. El,echarge the other'
pocket(s) as above. Make the necessary tests for
correct voltage and grounds at the lantern and if
found correct, connect the laniern and check it
for proper operation and characteristic.
Il the
wirlng lrom t}le battery pocket to the Iantern seems
to be in doubtful condition, it is better to check the
voltage at the laniern before closing the pockets,
in case the wiring must be checked or renewed.
Touch up paint wherever necessary before casting
off from the buoy.

new battery rack into
FrcuRE 27-2538.-Lowering
pocket of 3lz x 10 E buoy.

FrcuRE 2?-253A.-Eiemoving battery pocket cover of
3 t/z x 10 E lighted buoy.

(6) 3y2 o r0 t.-When
picking up 3ye x 10 E's
without a two-leg sling, hook on to the padeye
nearest the battery pocket. When hoisting with a
sling, take care that the battery pocket swing bolts
do not catch on the guard rail or gunwale of the
ooat.
(1) 3y2 FE.-T0 lecharge a 372 FE liehted buoy,
moor the boat fore and aft alongside the buoy.
Secure a pleventer line from the pocket cover to
the superstructure of the buoy befole removing the
hold-down nuts. Exchange the battely rack as
described above.
(8) Ernergerrcu light.-In
an emel gency, vhen
any electric buoy becomes inopelative and lecharging is impractical at the moment, a "Hotshot' dly
battery of propel voltage may be temporarily conAnothel method of emernected to the lanteIn.
gency procedule is as follows: Install an emelgency
light consisting ofr one A*25 acetylene cylindet in
a rack, secured to the buoy supelstlucture, and one
150 mm. lantern connected with I mm. acetylene
tubing. On the smallel buoys such as a ? FE, the
200 mm. electlic lantern is lemoved and the aceiylene lantern installed in its place. On lalger buoys,
the 150 mm. Ianteln may be seculed to a board,
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2 lnches x 12 inches x 36 inches, which is in turn
securedon top of the daymark of the buoy by means
of through bolts and large 'drashers. It has been
found that this type of emergency light is easy to
install and will greatly outlast the smaller electric
emergencylights, and is more dependable.
(9' SeeChaptel 2l for further details regarding
electric apparatus.
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pocket wall. Lift out the cylinder with the special
lifting cap (seeCh. 20, sec.20-5-20). When lifting
out tbe cylinder, pry out the wedges with a nonsparking bar.
(2) Cylinders are handled in the same manner as
battery racks described in paragraph (L) above.
When wedging in the new cyllndels, do not use a
steel bar or ordinary metal hammer. Use onl! nonsparking tools in ond,around.buou pockets, Connect
the cylinder to the staybolt f,tting, using NEW aluminum washers. Do not turn on the gas at this
time-leave it closed until all the tanks have been
replaced.. Now, turn the buoy so that the next
pocket is in position and repeat the aboveprocedure.
When all empty cylinders have been replaced by
full ones, open the valve of one cylinder and test
all sonnectionsthroughout the buoy for leaks with
soapsudssolution, using a,brush or a sponge, When
satisied that no leaks exist, open all cylinder valyes
and replace chain plugs over the valve stems.
(3) Closethe pockets,tightening the coversdown
alternately and evenly all around. Open the lanLer^, Dentilate it thoroughlV and light the pilot.
Allow ample time for the air to work out of the
system, check characteristic and touch up paintwork where Decessary,before leaving buoy.
(4) When recharging a buoy such as the ? x 18
which has four pockets,it is possibleto becomeconfused and reaharge a pocket twice. Throw a wedge
down on iop of each full cylinder until all have been
installed.
(5) Cautiorl,-Wben recharging a 5 x 15A or ? x
184 lighted buoy from a moto! cargo boat, rig a
Iufi tackle flom the cage to handle the cylinder. If
there is a strong current, use the motor and rudder
to keep the boat headed fair. Otherwise the boat
may swing broadside to the current and partially
capsizethe buoy, nlung the pocketswith wate|when

FrcuRE 2?-253c.-Securing battery pockei cover.
Remember to tighten hold-down bolts alternately
and evenly. Note that old battery rack is securely
lashed.
M. To recharge an acetllene lighted,buoE, sectte
the buoy boat alongside as describedin paragraph
(L) above. Use extreme caution when nrorking with
ac€tylene buoys and use only nonsparking tools.
(See Ch. 20, "Asetylene Apparatus" for details relative to acetylene gas. see also latest Engineering
Memorandums for additional instructions on opening buoys.)
(1) Now, remoye the cover, using a preyellter line
to keep it from falling overboard. close the shutofi
valve on the cylinder and loosena connection at the
manifold or remove the pressure gauge plug to relieve pressure. Malk the position of the valve on
the side of the pocket wall and remove the tubing
betweenthe cylinder and the staybolt fitiing in the

FrcuRE2?-254.-Working a spar buoy from a buoy
boat.
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ihe cylinders are suspendedfrom the cage. Remember that the conical bottom buoys such as the ? x 18
are unstable il more than one man climbs aboard.
Nevel permit a man to board a buoy unlesshe wears
a life jacket.
(6t Enrergenc! proceilure lor acetulene buovs.Lash an A-25 cylinder to the superstructure of the
buoy and pipe it directly to the lantern.
(?) See Chapter 20 for further details regarding
acetylene apparatus.
N. 63-/oot patrot boat,-W}jen servicing a buoy
from an 83-foot patrol boat, the following procedule
has been suggested:
It has been found that a better approach may be
made stern-to into the wind or current. llhe stern
life line is removedand the man has a large, steady
platform from whtch to jump onto the buoy. If
the buoy requires recha,rging,lines are passedfrom
each liiting lug to the quarters of ihe boat and a
large truck tire is hung over the stern as a lender.
O. Eecords.-Keep accurate records of all servicing operations,
27-7-lQ

Relieving lighted Buoys in
(With Ship's Boqts)-

Inlels

A. It is sometimes necessaryfor a tender to establish or relieve lighted buoys in inlets or shallow
water where the tender cannot operate, and no
specially fltted shallow dra,ft buoy boat is available.
In this case the ship's boat may be used as describedbelow.
B. Selecting rnooring chain,-To establiBha buoy,
determine the depth of wate! and select the proper
length and size of mooring. Select a heavier chain
than would ordinarily be used, preferably die-lock
chain; the length to be several times more than
the depth of the water. Shackle a length of lighter

.Rig ein p a te mpolaly hois t ing gear .
FrcuRE 2?-255.-Jury

chaln somewhat longer than the depth of water to
this heavier chain. This wiU be the wearing length
which will be renewed annually, as necessary. The
heavy bottom chain should last for years.
C, Hanging sinker on bo4r.-Select a sinker of
appropriate weight, connect the heavy chain and
lower it overboard alongside the cargo boat. Pass
a heavy rope sling around the boat and through
the bail of the sinker. Knot both ends together.
taking up aU possible slack. When passing the
chain slinc around the mooring for lowering on the
whip, make sure that it is far enough away from
the sinker to permii easy recoyery once the siDker
is hung. Lowe! the sinker carefully on the strap,
making sure that it hancs evenly under the boai.
An ordinary cargo boat will support a good sized
sinker. Stop ofr the mooring chain lightly and
stow the remainder of the chain carefuUy in the
boat. Be sure it doesn't get kinked or knott€d so
as to loul when paying out later.
D, Setting the buo!.-Las}] the bridle of the buoy
to a leg ol the tower and bend on a tow line to the
buoy head. Set the buoy overboard astern ol the
cargo boat and pass the tow line aboard. When
the c&rgo boai has tov{ed the buoy to the working
area, pull it alongside and connect the mooring to
the bridle. Always carry extra shackles and keys.
Stop ofi the chain a short distance from the buoy
at the gunwale. Allow the remainder of the mooring to run overboard when on station, and clear
the stopper holding chain near the sinker. Cut
the stopper holding the sinker, then the remaining
chain stopper at the buoy, and the buoy is set.
Someshackle ihe buoy to the mooring aboard the
tender and then tow it to the area all connectedEowever, the boat is more maneuyerableif the buoy
is just towed freely.
E, neliexing the buoy.-When relieving, securethe
bridle of the new buoy to the tower as described
above,put a length of ne'fl light chain ln the boat
and tow the buoy to the location. Rig a single
sheave ginpole in the bow of the boet, extending
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sev'eralfeet over the water. Reeve a single hook
line ihrough the sheaveand clap a jigger tacKle on
the inboard end. IJ possible,have a man or two
climb on the buoy to heel it over to exposethe bridle.
Pass the hook line into the bridle as low as possible
and haul in a bight; stop off and r-epeatthe procedure until all of the light mooring chain is hove
aboard and the heavy mooring chain is exposed.
Removethe uoln light chain, r'eplacewith the new
chain, connect the new buoy, and tow the old buoy
back to the ship.
F, ReplacitLgmoorillg.-w})en the old mooring
needsto be replaced,it will have to be scuttled and
a completenew outfft used,as the small boat cannoi
retrieve lhe heavy chain and sinker. If it is found
possible to hoist any of the heavy chain aboald,
before scuttling the mooring, do so and buln off the
cha.inwith a portable oxyacetylenetorch. This will
teavelesschain to foul the bottom for the new moor'ing, in addition to lecovering some expensivechain.
c. The above method is not used with buoys
larger than 5-FE.
(S peti ol
R e l i e v i n g Smo l l B u o y s
Cqse)A. In some casesit is not possibleto relieve small
buoys located in shoal water directly from the buoy
deck of the tender. In such cases the procedure
may be as follows:
i1) A malker buoy may be usedto locate ihe buoy
station, this being placed from the motorboat.
(2) The buoy, chain, and sinker are shackled together and the sinker is suspendedfrom ihe bow
ol the motorboat by stopping ofi the chain as near
the sinker as possibleon ihe bow cleat and allowing the remainder of chain and the buoy to trail
astern. (A heavy sinker is sometimesbetter slung
under the middle of the boat.) The rope stopper
holding the sinker may be cut with an axe or cast
Ioosewhen on station.
(3) A long hook line may be carried out from the
ship by the boat and hooked to the buoy, whereupon
the buoy, chain, and sinker are dragged ofi station
and to the ship's side. T'his may be done before
or after setting the new buoy, depending on how
close the old buoy was on siation.
27- 7- 15
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Consfuuction of Single- ond ThreePile Minor Slrucluresby Tenders-

A. Work ord,erdota.-The order from the district
ofice will specify the type of structure (accompanied
by drawing), the size of lantern, the voltage and
amperage of the lamps, the characteristic of the
light, type of daymarks with identification markings
it required, and data pertaining to location of the
structure such as bearings and dlstances to reference polnts, etc. The draiving will show all details
of consiruction pertaining to that iype of structure,
and will also show the desiredamount of penetration
for the piles, the depth of water to mean low water
level, and the distance from mean low lvater level
to ihe focal plane of the lantern.

27-1Ss

B. Site locatiolt.-If ihe site of the structure has
not aheady been located and indicated by a marker
buoy, this work is accomplished immediately upon
arrival at the site, by the use of sextant angles or
othel standald method. See palt 2?-11 of this
chapter.
C. Depth ol uater.-Carefully sound the depth of
watel at the site and determine the mean low watel
datum plane, making all usual corrections lor height
of tide at that moment, correction for site locaiion
in respect to reference station, the piling effect of
wind if any, etc. The mean low water Ievel is
shown on the drawing furnished by the district.
D. Preparatiotr of piles.-The required length for
either vertical or sloping piles is determined by the
summation of the various pile dimensionsas shown
on the drawings, except that when the depth of
water to mean low water as indiaated on the drawing difiers from that as actually measured at the
site, the lattel shall be used. Having determined
the lequired length of piles, the butt ends are lawed
squarcly with the pile axis to the determined length.
The squarely sawed butt facilitates driving since it
permits Lhe delivery of maximum energy from the
hammer blows. The bottom tip of the pile is usualli
chamfered sliehtly and uniformly io facilitate
driving, but a very sharp point should be avoided
becauseof the possibility of brooming of the polnt,
with consequent increased difficulties in driving.
Whenever a pile is expectedto be driven in an exceptionally hard gravel bottom, the bottom tip of
the pile is often provided with a metal shoe of
conical or wedge shape to prevent brooming of the
pile point.
In order that it may be readily asce$ained, during the driving operations, when the pile has
reached lts requhed penetration, each pile should
be narked by a line (waterproof yellow crayon suggested) indicating the distance from the pile tip
to mean low water level, An additional line (waterproof red clayon suggested),representingthe actual
level of the rvater at time of driving, should also be
placed on each pile immediately before driying.
Thus, during high water conditions, the red line
should be above the yello\r' line; and during extreme low water conditions the red line should be
below the yellow line, Durinc the pile driying operations, the pile is sunk until the red llne just
touches the sulface of the water, after which driving operations ce&se. Thus, the tip of the pile will
have its required penetration, the yellow line representing mean low water will be at its proper
elevation irrespectiveof fluctuations in tide or riyer
level; and the pile head wiU be at its proper elevaiion to receive the platform and lantern with foaal
plane of lantern at its required elevation. In ca,ses
where the pile cannot be driyen to its required
penetration becauseof an exceptionally hard bottom or becauseof an obstruciion encountered. if
the penetration obta,inedis rea,sonablyclose to that
required, the pile is left in place, and the top is
sawed off by an amount corresponding to the distance that the red line remains above the surface
of the water.
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E. Anchoritlg.-Slnce many of the inland tendels
rcquired to drive pile are not equipped with spuds.
it is necessaly to lay out anchors flom each
bow and trom the stern in order to hold the ship
steady for pile drivinc. Even so, unless wind and
current are moderate to light, piling cannot ordinarily be driven. At some locations, the bow can
be groundedout and the ship thus held steady. The
flying moor (described in any standard work on
seamanship) is sometimes used in connection with
anchoring the tender for driving pile. A heavy
sinker lowered at short stay will help sieady the
moor. Accomplish the maneuver so thai the bow
or stern is headed into the wind or culrent, if
possible, A lot of time and efrort will be saved in
the long run if the vesselis completely steadied before attempiing to drtve piling.
P, Standard,pile-drioing equipnertt.-The use of
standard pile-driving equipment faciliiates speed
and acculacy in the driving of piles, and the iniiial
cost of such equipment is soon repaid by the resulting savingsin time and efolt. This standard equipment comprisesan A-frame, hammer',and hoisting
equipment. For a drop hammer, the A-frame should
be about 10 feet higher than the maximum length
of piles to be driven. The A-frame is plovided with
leads for guiding the hammer. The leads should
preferably be arranged for tilting, so as to permit
the driving of sloping piles. The hammel may be
either drop, steam, or air type, and should obviously
be furnished with the requisite type of equipment
tor operation of same, The,hoisting engine should
have at least two dlums; one for the hammer line,
and one for the pile line. An addltional drum for the
use of a jet line ls desirable. The A-frame and
hoisiing equipment should preferably be mounted on
a barge, preferably about 30 x ?0 feet with a square
end n/here the driving equipment is mounted.
Although the pile-driving equipment may be (and
frequently is) arranged for use from the deck of a
tender or other vessel,this arrangement is inconvenieni on account of frcquent need for assembling
and disassemblingoi this equipment aboard. Also,
tenders mounting pile-driving equipment are unwieldly and ditrcult to handle in moderate io strong
winds. The mounting of pile-driving equipment on
a barge permits the pile driver to be in a constant
state of readiness for immediate use, and creates
lesswear and tear on the vessel.
O. Irnptopised, pile-drioing
nethod,s,-W}len
standard pile-driving equipment is lacking, piles
may be driven by improvised methods as follows:
A standard pile hammer may be suspendedfrom a
boom on the whip with or wiihout guide leads fo!
ihe hammer. The use of cuide leads is preferable
as glancing blows on the pile head are thus avoided,
and plumb driving of piles is thus better assured.
Another improyised method for driving piles is by
using a buqy sinker lor a hammer suspendedfrom
the rvhip as explained above. In either of these
cases,means must be provided for handling the pile
as well as means for hoisting and dropping the hammer or sinker. Another method is to place the pile
in vertical position at the site of structure and apply
a downward pull by means of a line from the pile
head run verticauy to a snatch block on deck and

thence to a winch dr.um. A steady pull in such
mannel will bring a pile down to requiled penetlation in mud or clay, but care must be taken to hold
the vessel in such position as to keep the pile Vertical.
lL Jettirg (the use of watel pressur.e thr.ough a
pipe alongside the pile) is useful insinking piles when
pile-drivine €quipment is lacking, in which case it
may be used alone or in conjunction with a weighted
pile (i, e. a sinkel swung out to lest on top of the
pile ) . Jetting is also useful in assisting the driving
of piles with standald pile-dliving
equipment in
hald ground conditions, aDd is especially valuable
in sand, glavel, ol hard packed clay. The purpose
of jetting is to loosen the gr.ound under the point by
waiel deliveled undel plessure. The jet watel
should be delivered io the pile point in sumcient
volume and plessure to wash away the soil fr.om
undel the point and to reduce the friction of the soil
alound the pile body. Aftel the pile has been sunk,
the ealth settles natulally around the pile to retain
the pile pelmanently in position. When jetting is
used in conjunction with pile-dliving equipment,
jetting is usually discontinued a few feet befole final
penetlation is reached, and the pile is dl'iven the
lemainder of the distanse with the hammer. alone.
Fire pumps delivering 150 g. p. m. make excellen!
iei pumps.
The jet pipe is sometimes secured to the uood pile
by means of staples, straps, ol nails in such a manner that the p-:pecan be pulled iree when driving is
completed. Some opelators nnd it preferable to
keep the jet pipe free, and in constant motion up,
down, and around the pile. In such case the jet
pipe should be suspended from an ovelhead tig
permitting free movement of the pipe.
l. Sloping piles,-To slope piles for dolphins where
tilting pile-drlving equipment is not available, they
may be driven or jetted in a vertical position along
the circumference of a large circle, after which the
tops are drawn together. This m€thod is easier in
relatively soft ground. Howeyer', where the gr.ound
is hard, there is danger of breaking the piles near
the bottom, in which case the process of drawing
togeiher the tops of the piles is assisted by jettinc
the ground near the pile on the side facing the interior of the circle. The drawing together of the
pile tops is accomplished by means of a sling hooked
around the tops, and by tightening the sling with a
block and tackle. If the pile tops do not move unifolmly together towards the center of the circle, the
resisting pile is assisted by further jetting at the
ground. Wood cleats should be nailed temporalily
near the top of the piles to plevent the displacement
of the slinc while being tichtened.
The use of the
block and tackle, if maintained const$tly
in the
Eame relative position, may cause all pile tops to
move iogether as a group toward the dilection of
pull of the running ltne. To avoid this, the block
and tackle may be ocsasionally shifted in location
with respect to the various piles; or the block and
tackle may be substituted by a turnbuckle auangement to pull on the sling ends.
a drop hammer is
J. Pile-d,riaing hints.-When
used, the heads of wood piles may be protected with
a steel ring fftted over the pile head, the cross seciion of the ring metal being approximately 16 x 212
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inches. The purpose of the ring is to avoid brooming and splitting of the pile head during drivlng'
sincea broomedor.split pile head results in unnecessary length of cuiofi due to damaged pile top, end
reduces the transfer of energy from the hammer
blows to the Pile.
(1) If, during the driving, the pile head begins to
bloom excessiYely,even with the use oi the metal
ring, it indicates that the pile has been driven to
refusal. If the penetration must be sontinued under
these conditions. the pile must be assisiedbv jetting.
(2) If. during the drivinc, the pile begins to stagger and the hammer bounoes,it indicates that a
boulder has been encountered,or that the pile point
has been damaged, or that the pile has split somewhere in the ground. In such aasesthe pile should
be pulled and a new sound pile should be driYen in
an adjoining location.
(3) To aid in ihe construction of a three-pile
structure, a jig for properly placing the piles ln
a triangular position may be built out of 2- x 4inch lumber. To construct such a iic, place three
piecesof 2" x 4" x 12 feet in a trlangle with the ends
overlapptng. Uslng a deck bucket (it is about the
same iiameter as a pile), place it in ihe vee formed
bv these overlapping ends, and adjust the pieces
oi lumber to give equilateral sides according to the
distancd specifledbetween the pilings, lf anv. NaiI
the 2 x 4s together and cut ofr the ends' leavlng
a small vee at each corner of the triangle, After
the flrst pile has been established' the jig is used
fo! positioning the rems,ininei piles. Elemembe!
that the apex of the tria.ngle should be at right
ancles to the channel, so that when the daymarks
are seculed to the finished strusture they will be
clearly visible both upstream and downstream.
(4) After a pile has been jetted, it should be alIonred a period for "siifiening up," i. e. to permit
the mud and sand to settle around the pile. Twenty
minutes or so is usually sufncient.
K. Sawing pile tops.-},fter the piles have been
ddven in place, or drawn into position, as the case
may be, the tops of the piles are sawed off at the
required level. rn order to saw the piles properly,
v,/ood cleats may be used to guide the saw. The
cleats are placed on opposite pile faces. It is preferable to use top and bottom cleats with iust
sumcient space between to permit clearance of the
sa,wblade.
L. Coltlptetion ol the structure.--'Since there is
a large variety of types of structures in use in the
several distdcts due to partlcular local requirements, no discussion of the consiluction of platforms, daymarks, ba,ttery or tenkhouses, and lantern supports, et4., will be made. suffcient tnformation is furnished by the District's drawing'
work order and specifications.
M, Pulling pili?r9.-Tenders in inland waters a're
often called upon to remove old piling from destroyed or unused aid6. These pillDgs &re sometimes pulled without much efiort, using a heaYy
, ch&in o! wire sling passed around the pile and
hooked onto ihe main. Generally, the pilings are
more stubborn and other means must be deYised
to get them out. (A few downwald blows with the
206430 0-62--3E
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hammer may loosenthe pile sumciently to facilitate
pulling.) If the piling is located in sand and re- .
fuses to come out, jetting may be resorted to as
follows: Set taut on the pile with the main boisting tackle and hold fast. Rig a iet pipe, 1y2-inch
diameter. with a fire hose and pump secured to
one end, and hoist it on the whip alongside the
piling to jet the sand away. Use all plessure available and keep the iet pipe in motion, i e. Iower it'
raise it slightly, then lower lt a Iittle below where
ii was before until the jet reachesthe bottom of the
pile. If the jet pipe is not kept in constant motion, it wiu stick tighily in one place and another
jet must be rigged to flee the irs! one. First one
side, then the other of the piling is looseneduntil
the maln can pull it up. In hard mud and clay
bottoms water iets will not work. In this event,
sei taut on the pile with the main and pass a
length of 3/a-inch chain around the pile at the
deck leyel. Secure this chain on deck so as to
steady the piling fore and aft. work the sbip
slowly ahead and asteru to loosen the pile. Stubborn pilings require patience and perseverancebut
nearly all ol lhem can be pulled eventually.
N. Handling pilings.-The use of tongs or snap
hooks in loading piling has been common praclloe
for a number of ve&ls. However, several accidents
and many narrow escapeshave resulted from thei!'
use. Whenever possible,it is better to pass a chein
sling around the pile, This requires a little more
time and the piles must be wedced in order to be
able to pass the round turn of the shain. In some
cases.such as floating piling. this proceduremay not
be feasible, but whenever possible in hazardous
Erork,the safest method should be employed. Also'
the penetration of ihe hooks through the protective
coating tends to destroy the effectivenessof the expensive protective treatment Men handling piling
should wear gloves. A splinter from cleosoted piling can becomea seriousinjurY.
27-7-25

Aids to Nqvigotion Work Ashore, on
Rivers-

A. The procedure of servicing shore aids presents .
difrerent problemson difierent rivers. For instance'
brush and tree cutting on the lower Misslssippi is a
major item in servicing alds ashore, while on the
upper Mississippi the problem is relaiively simple.
This is due to the difrerencein stability of the shore
line. Painting structules is another item which
should be deferred until later in the seasonon rivers
likely to haye a maior flood every year. shore
stluctures should be checked for soundness' any
rotten portions replaced, and checked for appearance, all in addltion to routine servicing of the light
apparatus (as describedelsewherein this manual).
The outstanding featule of handling shore aids on
the lower Mississippi Eiiver is the fect of the impermanenceof the structures. The structures have
to be constantly moved back and reset due either to
channel changes ol active caving banks caused by
the constant, and at times rapid' change in water
levels. Many structures are lost in this manner.
During hleh water Etageswhen the banks are overflowed, the structures arc dismaniled. moved a safe
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distance back from the river, and wired to trees for
one in each corner and one in the middle. Zigzag
safekeepinguntil such time as the stage ol the riyer
wires from the battery box platform to the battelv
recedes sumciently to replace them. During ihis
box. If there is a da)'mark. a length of t x t-incn
time a temporary light is exhibited from a ',Little
fitted with wires as above will helD,"
ciant ' hand lantern or similar device.
B. Building shore structures.---Constructingshole
structures along rivers is a job requiring some ingenuity at times, and good common sense. In most
cases, river-type shore structures are elevated as
much as possibleto prevent being carried away during high river stage. To construct and maintain
.them generally requires either a laddEr, linesman's
spikes,or where the structure is to be secured to a
tree, the ladder staps may be nailed direc y to the
tree. Before climbing a ladder, be sure that it is
well anchored at the top and bottom, and ihat it is
givcn enough angle. Do not attempt to climb a
structure or steps that appear rotten or weak. If
working around under someoneon a structure, watch
out for dropping tools and materials. When clearing brush and trees from around shore aids, do not
work too close to each othel and take care that all
is clear before a tree is permitted to fall. Make sure
of your footing and see that brush, vines, etc., are
clear from overhead, before swinging an axe or
brush hook.
(l) AII structural parts and materials are precui
and painted, ready to be assembledon the spot.
Many structures have wingboards fitted with sheets
of leflectlng material, In preparing precut sections
of structures,if it is known where the nail holes will
come, undersizeholes may be drilled in the proper
places.
(2) When painting structures, scribe in the outline ol the number or letter with a nail or other
sharp tool to make repaintlng easier. To prevent
smearing of paint on reflector buttons, place a short
length of rubber hose ol suitable size over each button as you paint.
C. Seruicing shore structures.-The seryicinE of
I'TGRRE2?-256.-Seryicing a daymark located high
lighting apparatusat shore structuresis similar to
in a tree.
the proceduresdescribedfor other structures elsewhere in this manual.
(l) Wasp's nests are often found inside of batterv
boxes,etc.. on shore structures. Take care in opening these boxes,as a suddenwasp sting might cause .
you to lose your balanceand fall from the structure.
(2) Following are some effective methods of
iabricating bild guards suggestedby a light attendant on the Intracoastal Waterwayi ,.piling and
Pointer-Take a piece of lumber 12 inches square
and drill about 22 holes 3 inches apart. Take nine
12 to l4-inch lengths of stifi wire and bend them
into a U. Thread the points of the wires through
adjacent holes, continuing u[til all but four holis
are fflled. Nail the board to the top of the piling.
Use a length of 1- x l-inch lumber fitted with wires
sticking through as above and secure it to the
pointer and top edge of the daymark. Five-pile
Dolphtn Lights-Drive nails in each corner of the
top of the battery box and one on each side bet.ween
them. Secure a wire around the pot of the lantern
just below the swing bolts. Now zigzag the wire
from the nails to the wire around the lantern. Drive
a nail in each corner and on each side of the batterv
box platform, and drive eight nails in the side oi
FrcvRE 2?-25?.-Seryicing a light on the bank of a
the battery box about 19 inches from the bottom.
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Aids lo Nqvigqlion
Rivers-

Work Afloot, on

A. Saiisfactory buoying and lightine a certain
seciion of river calls for a knowledgeof the eccentricties of the section in question plus a knowledge
of ihe types of vesselsand equipment, their limitalions and methods of navigation. First of all, the
gage above and below a section to be buoyed must
be known, i. e., the present reading, the low-water
reading, and the project depth for the section. For
example, to properly place a buoy at mile 223.0
Upper Mississippi River, the Dixon Landing gage
at mile 228.3 Upper Mississippi River and the
Grafton gage at mile 218.0Upper Mississippi River
must be known, The project depth lor this section
of riyer is 9 feet. The presentgagereading at Dixon
Landlng is 8.3 feet, low water reading ?.58 feet.
Grafton gagepresent is 15.0feet, low water 14.2feet.
With this information the slope is computed on
greph paper. Reading from the grap thus constructed, at mlle 223,0it is found that the buoy in
question must be placed ln 9.6 feet of water in order
tjo maintain project depth.
(l) In low water seasonin certain sections it is
not always possibleto mainiain the desirablewidth
of three or four hundred feet between buoys, and
sometimes the channel must be narrowed to 200
feet. Anything under 200 feet presents a problem.
In a straight crossing it can be narrowed a little
more, but in a crooked channel or at a turning buoy
this is not practicable becausethe larger tows are
unable to navigate in such a narrow space. It is
better to leave 200 feet width and notify nayigation
that one side of the channel is less than project
depth. This should be on the upstream side, due
to the fact that a downbound tow would.be sliding
away from lhe shallow side and upbound tows will
"run from it" (the tendency of a vessel or tow to
sheer away from a shoal in some cases). Also,
should a vesselground, it is much easier to free it
from an upsiream reef.
(2) The above example is given to show some of
the knowledge required to perform buoy work on
certain inland rivers. Perhaps more than in any
other type of aids to navlgation work, intimate piloting details must be ihoroughly learned through years
of experience.
(3) On the Mississippi and Missouri Rivers, the
commanding omcer of the tender prepares sailing
directions for the guidanceof navigation basedupon
information gained trom hls regula! patrols of the
area. These sailing directions include, in addition
to directions for navigation, gauge readings which
tell the piloi how much water depth is available and
indicate how closelyhe must adhere to the marks in
all directions. AIso least sounding depths alonc the
section are shown. These sailing directions are
written in a jergon peculiar to the river and understandable by pilots. They should be urritten irom
the point of view of a large tow. rf he can navigate
lhe section, then anybody can.
B. Working baoys.-Many river .tenders work
their buoysfrom a barge pushed ahead of the vessel.
on one tender, unlighted buoys (15 and 18 river
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types) are stowed in a pen amidships on the barge.
Wire rope for moorings is placed torward, sinkers
along the side, chain for moorings aft, and lichting
apparatus inside the barge workshop. To load, the
barge is maneuvered under a boom ashore at the
depot. Following is a description of how 15 and 18
river buoysmay be handled:
The 250-pound sinkers are placed on the edge of
the barge neal the bow with about 50 feet ol mooring
wire stretched outboard down the side of the barge.
The buoy is resting on the deck at the stern of the
barge. On whistle signal, the sinker and buoy ale
pushed overboardby hand, one man to each. When
picking up the buoy, the vesselmaneuversthe barge
alongside,stemming the current. The buoy and ihe
attashed mooring wile are manhandled aboard with
a boathook and the wire is seculedto a cleat on deck.
The hook of the whip is then passedunder the wire
outboard of the cleat and run up, thus hauling the
sinker aboard. The successof this method depends
on obtaining enough slack in the mooring wire to
secure it around a cleat. When slack cannot be
obtained,the buoy must then be hoisted by ihe whip,
stopping ofi, etc. as with any single hoist.
C. Sinker sanded-in.-Complete sandinc-in of the
sinker almost always results in its loss. If believed
only partially sanded-in, stop ofi the wire and then
maneuve! the tender and barge until the wire tends
upstream, Slowly apply a steady strain. Do not
jerk on the mooring, and keep all hands clear while
Pulling.
D. Miscellaneousrof es.-Following are somemiscellaneousnotes on working buoysi
( 1) In the caseof larger sinkers, i. e. 2.000to 4.000
pounds, a dumping board is used for tripping, being
hoisted on the 'rr'hip. The usual precautions in connection with ranging out chain, etc., must be
observed.
(2J In picking up buoys equipped with mooring
chain, a 6-foot length of s/s-inch chain, haying a
grab-hook on one end and shackled to a padeye on
deck at the other end, is used for stopping ofr the
chain, either while Cettinc a secondbight for hoisting, or for holding the mooring while the new buoy
is exchangedfor the old.
(3) One tender, having a number of 3% FE's in
its area, carries two complete spare buoys aboard,
one red and the other black.so that should a buoy
require seryicing, lecharging, etc., the entire buoy is
relieved and the old buoy then saiely oierhauled
while on deck en rorite to the next buoy. This sayes
time and obviates the need for keeping the tender
alongsidethe buoy in strong current, etc.
(4) A chain stopper consisting of a slotted piece
of l-inch steel plate has been developedby one river
tender. This plate is welded in an upright position
on its edge on the outboard topside of the deck at a
favolable location of handlinc buoys. Suitable gusset plates are used for reinforcement. The depth
and width of the chain slot are governedby the size
chain to be used. This is a variation of the mechanical chain stopperdescribedelsewherein this manual,
(5) When loading heavy materials on inland
tenders which may causeconsiderablelisting, check
to seethat aU portholes Iocated near the waterline
are closed.
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FrcuRE 27-260.-4. small can buoy, mooring chain
and sinkers laid out on the barge.

FIGURE2?-258.-.{ river-type can buoy and mooring
being hoisted aboard for relief.

F\cnnE 2?-261.-A

FrcuRE 2?-259.-Picking
up a third-class
nun buoy.

typical river tender working
small nun buoy.

standard

E. Itrq,gging b?rogs.._iometimes it is necessary tD
drag a buoy a short disLance to cover the tip or fin:er.
of a bar making out or down. This is accomplishe.l
by maneuvering the bow of the barge alongside the
buoy at the point of rake and dead flat. The bar.se
should be on the side in which direction the bu;!
is to be dragged. Bring the buoy aboard and stoi
ofi the mooring wire to a cleat. The new location
having previously been found by sounding, take

FrcuRE 2?-262--Fishing
a small buoy alongside
with boathook and grapnel.

a
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a river-type buoy aboald
FrcuRE 2?-263.-Pulling
the tender's balge. Men on balge should all be
wearing lifejackets.
a slow strain and drag the buoy over to the new station. At the signal, one man casts ofi the moorlng
wir-e from the cleat and another pushes the buo:/
overboald. Be sure that the strain is ofi the mooring wire before signaling the man to cast ofi
Always have a stand-by buoy and mooling ready in
case the wire should part. Have a range picked
out previously to determine the new location quickly
and easily. and allow for the Iengih of cable to the
sinker in computing station. ,41o4?s check lour
resulb with a sou?td,it1,g,
27-7-35

Building
conS-

ond

Repoiring

Doybu-

A. The maintenance of daybeacons often involves
the erection oI metal spindles, and installation of
heayy cage-type structures on top of the poles Each
presents its own problem of rigging as the following
photographs illustrate.
In some cases, a flat working platform and gin pole ale hoisted into place
and secured at the iop of the pole. The gin pole is
gener€itly only used when the cage or daymark structure is heavy.
B. Figure 2?-269 shows a method employed foi
paintinc a 68-foot tower daybeacon, using a portable
nre pump and 1y2-inch hose with a small spray nozzle. This method obviated the need for elaborate
staging and rigging, and shortened the painting
time to about 4 houls. The calbide sludge solution
mixed with salt water was prepared in 55-gallon
drums.
27-8
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a hole in a shoal for a
FrcuRE 2?-264.-Digging
daYbeacon

Generql-

A. Because of ihe geographical locations of many
lichtships and light stations, the maintenance of
the stations and their crews presents a dimcult yearround logistics problem. Food, fuel, wat€r, gasoline, kerosene, mail, Iiberty parties, medical relief,

FrcuRE 27-265.-Painting a daybeacon.
and scheduled repairs all fiave to be provided by
water transportation and, in the great majority of
cases,under hazardous conditions of weather and
sea,frequently exposing the servicing Yesselin tenuous anchorages. The dimculties of supplying light
stations and lightships are generally the same, although the details of execution differ to such an extent that in the First District, for example, it is a
foriunate coincidence that, geographically, isolated
stations are fairly well concentraied along the coast
of Maine. while the lightships are stationed along
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FrcuRE 2?-266.-EIecting a spindle-type daybeacon
by use of shear legs.

Frclt8s 2?-268.-Replacing daymark pendants on an
isolated daybeacon

FrcurE 2?-267.-Hoisting a cage daymark by use of
ginpole and temporary working platform.

FIcunE 2?-269.-Spray

painting a daybeacon towe!.
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the coast ol southern New England and are concentrated in the waters of Cape Cod. This situation makes it possible for the tendeN and other
servicing vessels to specialize and become expert in
the techniques necessaly to the solution of the particulal ploblems of their respective areas, tllus leducing unit selvicing time to a minimum, consistent
with safe plocedure.
B. SuDplUi?Lgco@/.-Many of the light stations
in the Filst Distlict, fof example, still depend upon
coal as a source of heat for' qual tels and other station dwellings. The coal is bagged at the depot or
is deliveled by the contlactol in bags of about ?0
pounds. The coal in bags is loaded onto the deck
of the tendel by means of the cargo boom, and the
vessel ploceeds and anchols close by the station to
be selviced. The loaded boats ale sent ashore to
land at the boat slip oI lamp, if any. If the station
has a lamp, the boat is Iun up the gleased lails
at full speed. As the boat comes to a stop, a hoisting whip is hooked into the stem fingbolt and the
boat is then hauled clear of the water'. Flom this
point on, all hands folm a human conveyol belt
and cally the qoal to the station.
delively of fuel oil.
C. FueI oil alLal uater.-T}re
kelosene and watel to light stations and lightships
may be accomplished by means of a hose line and
either pump or compressed ait. The hose is floated
ashole from the tendel and run up to the tanks.
The iendel may take suction from the ship's tanks,
oI from a special tank which is kept at the depot
fo! the purpose, and which is cauied on deck dur'ing fueling trips. If the ship's tanks are used, this
fuel-transfer'
means running
the low-capacity
pump-and
the job seems to last forever. If the
deck tank is used, an air complessor is hooked up
to the tank and ail plessure folces the fuel ashore.
Most of the time this is a vely satisfactory method
because of the great length of hose lequiled (producing a large line loss due to f ction) and the unusual head pressure caused by the high elevation of
the light station in many cases. The ship's small
transfer pump was never designed to wolk against
such odds. When the delively of oil is completed,
using this method, the hose is blown clear with
compressed air' (each length of the hose contains
about four gallons), and the hose is taken in. By
keeping the air passing thlough the hose, it will
float and at the same time will be propelled by jet
action thlough the water', thereby simplifying the
work of haulina it aboard.
(1) Caution.-'l}le
procedule of forcing fuel
ashore under air pressule can be do?rgelous if proper
pr-ecautions in the use of high pressure air ale not
observed. Tanks must be inspected and tested as
safe to withstand the pressure. Pumping oil and
watel ashorc is considered to be a safer plocedure.
(2) A variation of the use of the ship's transfer
pump ol the complessed air methods is the use of a
booster pump, $hen a long hose line is involved.
Watef can be deliveled by use of a Hale skid pump
as a booster on eithel d 1y2- or 2y2-inch hose.
With a Y fittinc in the line it is possible to deliver'
as much as 15,00 gallons per hour, depending, of
coulse, upon the ability of the receiving unit to take

FrcuRE 2?-2?0.-Launchway
and boat house at
Libby Island Light Station, Maine

FlcuRE 2?-2?1-Ramp

at Cape Ann Light
Mass.

Station,

area of an Alaska light
FlcvRr' 21-212.-Landing
station.
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open water are important in the consideratlon of
where to anchor in respect to a station, However,
proper evaluation is the result of numerous carefully
obserYedexperiencesat the unit.
(1) The change in curlent, and the eddies produced therefrom, musi necessarily guide ihe tlme
and manner in which the hose is passedfrom the
ship to the statlon. The swinging of the vesselat
anchor may foul the hose in the anchor chain, or
even Dart it.
(2) If the bottom is soft and the shore is steep,a
tender may sometimesnose in slowly and touch the
bow ashore. This is frequently done at stations on
the Great Lakes. In tidal waters thls should never
be attempted on an ebb tide.
(3) In some locations, tenders can anchor close
to the landing and pass a stern line to the beach,
thereby warping the stern in as close to the beach
as is sale and practicable,

FrcuRE2?-273.-Fueling opelations in Alaska.
the water at the rate. The booster pump which is
used for delivery of fuel oil or keroseneis the nospark electric type.
(3) Following is a method of passing water and
luel hoses to a lightship where the fueling vessel haE compressedair available:
Using ly2-inch hoses,cap them, put them under
a light ai! pressure and float them over to the
lightship. After pumping i6 completed, the men
aboard the lichtship hold the hose over ihe side
where it cen be secn and the remaining fuel or
water is blown out. T'he hoses are again capped
and put under llght air pressure. They are easily
puued back to tbe ship. The same method may
be used at light stations to make the hose easier
to pull across.
(4) Il{6sy lighi staiions in the creat Lakes area
are fueled by means of drums of gasoline,kerosene,
etc., taken ashore on a Emall barge, nrhere they
are hoisted onto the crib and emptied into tanks
by pouring each individual drum. At somestations,
the tender may come alongsideto unload the drums.
ErtrerLe care must be taken when pouring drums
ln thls manner, slnce explosive yapor will gather
around the structure. All auxilia,ry machinery
should be securedduring fueling operations,in addition to taking all other normal safety me&sules.
D. Approaching the light station.-Although it is
hichly desirable to get as close as possible to the
unit to be serviced to not only use the minimum
amount of hose but to maintain the highest rate ol
flow possible,until familiarity with the area of the
individual light statiou is acquired,cauiion musi be
exercisedin approaching. If the area is unfamiliar,
sound out thoroughly with the small boat and lead
line for the best anchorage. If possible, observe
local ranges so that the same spot may be located
the next iime. The approachesof somestations are
such that they can be yisited under most, if noi all,
stagesof current and wind conditions. Others can
be vistted only on certain speciic bearings,and such
visits are conditloned by the wind and current. Ttre
eddy currents developedabout stations located ln

E. Approaching the lightship.-Ttle normal
method of fueling and watering lightships is to approach lrom direcily astern (unless a considerable
sea €xists) sufficiently close to pass heaving lines,
wheleby a 6-, 8- or lo-inch hawser (depending on
weather condiiions) and fuel and water hoses are
run across. A man can pass a heaving line further
if he stands at the break of the forecastle head so
that he can swinc the line in a big arc along the
side of the ship. Althoueh this requires practice, a
good man can pass a heaving line for a remarkable
distancein this manner. It is well to favor the starboard quarter of the lightship if approaching in a
single screw vessel,so that il it becomesnecessary
to back off suddenly, the bow wiU swing clear. In
a heavy sea with the lightship veering, it is not
advisable to approach too closely. In this case the
liehtship caD trail a line astern to be picked up by
the tender. Lay on 150 to 300 or more feet oi
hawser, depending on the weather. The length of
the hawser should be such as to allow the bow oi the
tender to rise on the swell at the same time that the
stern of the ltghtship goes up. This will prevent
suddenjerks and resultant overstraining of the line,
When paying out hawser, do noi forget to pay out
fuel and waier hosesas well, as you drop back.
F, Makitug a lee lor the boqtu,-I\ several instances,with a slight to moderate swell running, it
has been found advantageousto the boats lowered
for transferring supplies and personnel,to create a
lee by taking a strain on the mooring line to haul
the stern of the lightship to windward, and by proper
maneuvering of ihe tender, hold the lightship there
until boat operations are completed. See that the
boat has plenty of fenders and long bow and steln
palnte!s.
G. Laaing stern-to.-ll has been found that ln
the case of cerlain twin-screw vesseld in rough
weather, lessya\{ing is experiencedby laying sternto while lueling the lightship. In the caseswhere
there is a tendency for the tender to creep up on
the stern of the lightship, such as in calm weather,
the engine(s) may be turned ove! slotr'ly to keep
the ships apart. A single-screwvesselwould maintain a steady heading more eesily under these conditions if laying stern-to.
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E, Delber! ol ,niscellaneousrtuqtetial.-In additlon to the routine servicing of stations with fuel'
water and stores, there often are consttuction materials to be transported ashore-lumber, cement,
brick, well-drillinc equlpment, sanitation gear, and
other materials used in connection with improvcment projects. All this equipment requires special
handling because,in most instances,it is not serviceowned, but belongs l,o some private concern.
Naiurauy, this equipment must be delivered in the
same condition as when received,so ihat the work
scheduledlnvolving the useof this specialequipment
can be performed. When the lmprovement or
repair job is completed, the equipment has to be
removed from the station and transported back io
the depot. Somespecialcasesrequire noating gear'
rafts (tawed by the ship's boats) and the need of
the most ideal weather conditions.
d,inghy.-T}j.e developmentof the peaI. Peo,-pod,
pod dinghy is one part of the soiution to the problem of landing a small boat at an island station
which i3 exposedto the almost ever-plesent ocean
swell. This development is complemented by the
improved design in hoisting gear and launchways
which are used ln launchilg and hauling out the
dinghy. The pea-pod is a 15-foot double-ended
caryel-planked boat with a beam of about 5 feet
and a draft of about 2 feet. The boatman rows ftom
a standing position, facing forward' in order ihat he
can watch the swell, timing his dash for the launchway so that he arrives at the top of a swell and can
hook the holsting \4thip lnto the ring bolt in the
stem of the dinghy. As soon as the hook is secured,
the wingh operator in the boathouseheavesaround
and hauls the boat up the launchway.
J. Fueling Alo,skan stations.-The followlng procedure has been used in fueling some isolated staUons in the Alaskan area:

FrcnRE 2?-2?4.-Boat launchway showing pea-pod
dinghy. Libby Island Light Station, Maine,
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"Ship's landing craft, an LCM and two LCVP'S,
rvere used. The LcM was loaded with four 1,000gallon pontoons and had a chrysler Marlne flre
pump unit mounted on the stern, connected by a
4-inch rubber suction hose to a manifold which in
turn was connectedto the pontoons. Another tnanlfold was used to nll the pontoonsfrom the shlp. The
flrst (emptying) manifold consisted of 3-inch pipe
leading trom each pontoon into a 4-inch cross pipe,
each being provided with a gate valve. The second
(fllling) manifold consisted of a 3-lnch cross pipe
with four ly2-inch outlets, each equipped with a
plug cock. Two 25-foot lengths of rubber nlling
hose were led lrom each outlet to a ponioon, and a
4-inch main filling line led lrom the ship.
(1) Fifty-gallon drums wele lined up on shore,
emptied of water and bungs removedby statlon personnel. The LCVP made a preliminary trip ashore
with hose, extra bungs, manilold seals, valves,
couplings, and nozzles. Two and one-half-inch
water hose in 50-foot lengths was led from the
drums to the water's edge. A manifold consistlng
oI 2t/2-i']'c}] pipe with four ly2-inch outlets was
fitted to the 2ll2-inch water hose. Enough sections
of ly2-inch rubber or canvas hose led from the
manifold to the drums and a quick closing nozzlewas
fitted on the end of each hose,
(2) The LCM and the beach party were equipped
with portable radio so that emergenciessuch as a
broken hose or low pressure,etc., could be remedied.
water hose is generally unsatisfactoly for fueling
purposesas it soon developsleaks.'
CARGO HANDIING
t
Generql27-9-1
27-9

A. Tender-classcutters are frequently required to
carry cargo of a nondescript heterogeneousnature,
n'hich may be dimcult to stow and secure lor that
yery reason. Certain tenders, eugaged in loran
and lighi station logistic runs, carry cargos which
include crated electronic parts which mu;t be kept
dry and handled gently; drums of kerosene,gasoline,
and fuel oil which are usually stowed on deck; vehicles and construction equipment, also stowed on
deck; and miscellaneouscrates, cases, and packageswhich completethe below-decksstowage. Just
as each buoy trip presents a new stowage problem
tor handling and securing, so does every logistics
trip. Proper applicatlon of the fundamentals ol
cargo handling as varied to meet the conditioDs
present wlll enable the commanding oficer to feel
secure.when his vesselputs to sea, that the cargo
will arrive undamaged, and that the 6hip's safety
will not be jeopardized em'oute. The following sections and paragraphs describe some of the principles of cargo handling which are applicable and
adaptable to vesselsof the tender class.

T
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Plqnning ond Distribution of Corgo-

A. One of the impoltant phases of cargo handling
is planning the loadine and proper distribution of
cargo in a vessel lt may be well to point out at
this time that the practical side of loading a vessel does not always conform to the theoretical.
UsuaUy, the cargo is planned in advance. It is
possible, with experience, to make the segregations
as to the various types ol cargo for suitable hold,
deck, or on-deck stowage. as shown. This, howeve!, can be completely upset by a last-minute
part of the weight
change in plans-canceling
cargo, making substitutions and additions-necessitatinc the immediate revision of the preliminary
planning set up for the vessel. Trim and stability
inf,uence the planning of stowage, with full consideration given to the individual iype of vessel.
Care must be exercised in distribution of weight
fore and alt to keep the ship in proper trim. Stability is discussed under section 2?-9-65 briefly.
B. Stowing tboard, the oessel.-Stowing of cargo
in a vessel requires skiu and experience. Stowing
is more than just placine cases in position to keep
them protected ilom damage. The theory of stowage of a ship's cargo is based on the same principles as packing a clate-the
idea being to get
the greatest possible goods properly and safely into
the crate, and so packed that they will not be
damaged in transit.
C. Separation ol cargo.-Separa|ion
of cargo is
yitally important.
Consideration must be given
to contamination, dust, moisture, leakage, crushing, and chaflng beiole deciding where the cargo
is to be placed in the vessel. Restrictions and
regulations are placed on the stowage of explosives,
ammunition. inflammables. and 'labeled cargo.
D. Stouage l@ctor.-Problems in stowage involve
the use of the stowage factor of the commodities to
be loaded and the cubic capacity of the compartment in which the cargo is to be stowed. The
stowage factor denotes the amount of cubic feet
required to stow a ton of any specific commodity.
The long ton (2,240 pounds) is always used in these
calculetions.
ErarLpte
tractor
Drum lubricatlng oil-,,--__________,- ,,___-__ 52
S te €l -_ _--------______, ___- - 10
A weigbt ton (2,240lbs.) of atrum oil measures
52 cubic feet.
Usually the term "measurement cargo" describes
goods having a stowage factor of more than 40,
while those stowing at or below 40 are termed ,,deadweight cargo."
E. Computing cubic measuremen s.-The standard practice in computing cubic measurement is to
take the oyer-all outside dimensions of the container
or its conients, whichever is greater. T?re cubic
measurement is obtained by multiplying the over-all
length by the over'-all \ridth by the over-all height.
In considering over-all dlmensions. bottoms and
ends of containers are included, as well as greatesi
projections for irregular-shaped objects. Drums or
rounds, such as tires, are considered as rectangular
solids, ihe diameter being used as the length and

The following examples illustrate correct
width.
dimensions used in deiermlning cube (see fig. 2?215):
Weight
Gloss-weight
of contents and container.
Tare-weight
of container.
Net-weighi
of contents.
'Io nleasufe
LXw xH equals cubic.
3 leet X 2 feet X 2 feet equals 12 cubic feet.
Discrepancies between package markings and actual measurement can be determined by a check on
the pier o! at the ship's side. Measurements of
vehicles taken flom standard published measurements should be car:efully noted to include condition
of vehicle shipped as to whether extending parts
have been removed, tops down, etc.

F\cuRE 2?-275.-Ca!go

measuremeDts.

F. Tipping angle.-The problem of loading cases,
requirhg hoisting at an angle to reduce the over-all
length, is one that can easily be calculated by the
use of a scale proflle of the vessel's hatch iu which
the piece is to be loaded. A scale facsimile of the
case, when placed in the desired position for clearance, will show the tipping angle necessary, and
also clearly lndicate wheth€r or not it is possible
to place the piece in the hold or'tween deck, as the
case may be. When doubt exists as to whether or
not unusually large items can be calried below deck,
predetermination
by this method will eliminate
speculation and save many man hours of unnecessary labor,
G. "fuU and, d,ourL".-ldeal planning would be to
load the vessel "full and down." This term is used
to define the condition whelein the ship's cubic
capacity is completely filled and the vessel is down
to its allowed maximum draft.
It is dimcult to
accomplish "full and down" loading because of the
nature oJ cargo and priorities involved.
H. General cargo,for purposes of stowage, usually
includes miscellaneous case goods, bale goods, and
cardboard containers of all sizes and descriptions.
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WHEN
DETERMINING
]IPPING ANGI-ENECESSARY
PIECEEXCEEDSTHE LENGTH OF ]HE HATCH

C. Matui,lest.-A manifest is a complete listing of
all cargoaboarda vessel.
D. Stowage pro?r.-A stowage plan is a form on
which is shown the location of all cargo on boald
a veseel. When a vesselis loading for several discharge ports, colors ale used on the stowageplan to
distinguish the various Ports.
' 27-9-lS
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!\cnRE 2?-2?6.-TiPPing angle.
General cargo requiresthe flttinc of small caseswith
large packages,and bales with cartons, to mlnimize
the amount of lost space, and to maintain a level
upon which dunnage is placed to provide an even
Eoor for overstowagewith other calgo when necEssary. Hooks may be used on most general cargo,
excluding bales, bags, and flberboerd containers.
27-9-l0

CorgoAccounting-

A. Tattuing and checkirtg.-'Iallving is tlle act of
recording the amount of calgo when counted by the
checker. Accurate checking and tallying are essential for eficient transporLation.
B. neceioing cargo.-Caigo is received at the
warehouse. wharf, or pier by rail, barge, lighter,
truck, express,and parcel post. A shipment goes
thlough many hands before ii is loaded aboard ship
for its destination. Every time the cargo changes
hands, a physlcal count must be taken by a checker
and a proper record must be made. Various systems
of checking and tallying may be used,but in content
they are substantially the same. Checkers must
know the nomenclature used in checklng cargo,sush
as commodlty or content, units, location, marks,
numbers, weights, cubic measurement, consigndr,
and conslgnee. They should also be famUiar with
the abbreviations used in cargo checking, both in
the recelpt of cargo and in stowageaboard ship, as
well as code and markings. In checking, there are
a number of methods of recording the amount of
care;oloaded or discharged; by units, block system
or straight check,
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A. Following is a group of definitions relating to
measurementstandards of shlps.
(1) G/oss tozs.-The entire intelnal cubic capacity oi the ship expressedin tons of 100 cubic feet to
the ton. excluding celtain exempted spacessuch as
ihe peak and other tanks fol water-ballast, wheelhouse, galley, excessof hatchways, open forecastle.
bridge, poop, domes and skylights, etc.
12) Net tons.---Thetonnage of the ship remaining
after certain deductions have been made from the
gross tonnage expressedin tons of 100cubic feet per
tort, such as crew and navigation spaces,maste!'s
cabln, percentage of propelling machinely spaces'
and other items.
(3) Dead,weightto7rs.-The carrying capacity of
the ship ln tons of 2,240pounds. It is the difrerence
betweenthe "displacement,light" and the "displacement, loaded."
(41 Displaeetuent,light.-The weight of the ship
etcluding cargo,passengers,fuel, water, stores,dunnage, and olher items nec'essaryfor a voyage.
(5\ DispracemetLt,Ioaded--Tbe weight ol the
strip inctuding cargo, fuel, water, stores, etc , which
bring the vesseldown to her load draft.
(6, Co,rgodead,-ueigfu,,ot!s.-The number of tons
(2,240pounds) which remain after deducting fuel,
water, stores, dunnage, etc., from the dead-weight
of the vessel,
(7) BaIe cubic.-Ahe space avallable for cargo
measured in cubic feet to the inside oi the cargo
battens, on the frames, and to the underside oi the
beams.
(8, Measurement or ship ton.-Ca'lculated as 40
cubic feet volumetric or spacemeasurement.
$) Weight ton,-calculated as a long ton of 2,240
pounds.
B. The vessel'sdead-weight scale will show the
displacement, dead-weight tons, and tons-per-inch
immersion lor any draft.
c. When reading the draft of a Yessel,the numbers are 6 inches hich, the bottom of the number
is the mark, and the mean draft is the sum of the
draft lorward and the draft ait divided bv two.
27-9-20

Gorgo Hondling Geor-

A. Proper useof cargo handltng gear-essential to
prevent unnecessarydamage to cargo or injury to
inen-means selectingthe right gear for the job and
using lt couectly. After the right type ot gear has
beet selected, it must be checked for defects. If
defective, it must be replaced or r€paired. Usted
in the following paragraphs are some of the various
types of cargo handling gear together witb methods
ot their use.
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B. A uire sling or stra,p is a length of wire r.ope
with an eye in each end. Slings vary in length and
are used io! heavy lifts. A sline that just reaches
around a load has a greater crushing efiect than one
that eoes around 172 times; therefore, to prevent
crushing, a longer sling should be used.
(l) The diameter. of the wire used in the sling
and the itdividual length of the legs, depend upon
the size and weight of the load to be handled. After
detelmining
the requirements as to weight and
measurement, furthe! consideration must also be
glven to pressure. abrasion, and slipping. In most
instances, wiles are used in btidles, but there are
many cases lequit'ing only the use of a single leg.
This will vary from a small 3-foot strap with a wire
splice in each end, to the single wile lee of b0 feet.
(2) Particular care must be exercised when usins
bridle wire slings on such things as unboxed trucks,
boats, automobiles, etc., to relieve pressure by the
use of suitable spreaders of sufrcient strength to
keep the leg of the blidle sling from complessing the
load being lifted. The angle of each leg of the sting
above the spreaders should not exceed 45" from the
ver.tical.
(3) WiIe abrasion is caused by the movement of
the wire leg over a sharp or abrasive surface without suffcient protection of wood or paddine at ihe
sharp corners usually found on the bottom edges of
the pieces being hoisted. In some instances it is also
necessary to provide longitudinal stifiness both at
the bottom and at the top of a case to act as protection and reinforcement.
(4) WiIe on steel, such as pipe, structural steel,
etc., will slip unless the cargo is properly slung and
provided with some protection between the wire and
the steel in the form of manila rope, wood, or matting. This is particularly true when a single wire
leg is used aird the cargo slung at an angle in orde{
to reduce the length of the draft to enable it to be
lo\l,ered into the hatch.

fncorrect

C. Rope slikg.-Tbis
type of sling. made of line
spliced to form an endless stlap, was used prior.to
the more specialized gear recen y developed, such
as pallets and platform slings. Although this type
of sling is used for certain types of bae calgo such
as sugar', cofiee, etc., it is mpidly being replaced by
the paUet. Rope slings have a tendency to crush
packages and also tear. bags if imploper.ly used.
Their use is only recommended when pallet boar.ds
ale unsuitable o! unobtainable.
The lope sling may
become frayed and weakened by sharp edges. It is
passed around a dr.aft of cargo, the long end being
passed through the short end or bight, then placed
on the hoisting hook. When necessaly, the long
end may be shortened by taking a bicht of the tine
in each hand and tying them into an ovelhand knot.
,lt Snor/er.-A short strap. having an eye on
each end, is called a snorter. It helps to eliminate
ovelclowding a hoisting hook {'ith eyes of draft
slings or straps. One of the snorter's eyes is placed
in the hook shackle; its other eye is then led thlough
the eyes of the slings or straps holding the dr.aft.
and then placed on the hook. The snor.ter is also
used to secure snatch blocks to stanchions, rails, ol
other'fittings.
t2) A rope straFt ls a Iength of rope \rith an eye or.
hook spliced in each end. The hook is spliced on to
make its use more flexible. Used to lift light loads,
it may also be utilized as a dragline, or to remove
single pieces of large lumber.
D. The cho.itL sri?rg has a definite place in cat'go
handling. It does, however, r'equile much more care
than the average wire or lope sling. Until recent
years, chain was seriously afiected by extreme cold
and many accidents have been caused as a r.esult
of this physical change. Cer.tain types of chain.
undef strain, change their.normal shape and give
some walning before breaking. Some chain defecis.
such as elongation of links, fractules, and stretching ol opening of hooks, can be detected by a super_
ficial examination.

Correct
FIcvRE 2?-2?7.-Methods ol securing a rope sling.
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Bridle chain sling.

Single chain sling,
FtcuRE 2?-2?8.

(1) Chain slings are used in bridles or single legs.
Bridle chains are used ior bar copper, steel, and
other hard-suriaced metals. Single chains are used
mostly for rails, heavy pipe, sl,eelrods, etc.
(2) When using this type of equipment, protec-,
tion must be provided between the chain sling and
ihe draft by the use of wood, old rope, or mats.
Such protection also should be used between the
individual pieces in the draft io preYent slipping.
The rule should also be establishedin the hoisting
oi the above-mentionedcargo, to place a complete
lound turn with the chain around the dlaft.
{3) See section 2?-3-20 for further data concerning the special type of chain slings used in
handling buoys aboard tenders.
E. Net ca,rgosling (uire or J'ope).-This type of
sling is used to handle cargo such as mail, ship's
stores, small packages,etc., strong enough to withstand plessure. fi has a particular usein opelations
where cargo is dischalged into small floating equipment, such as landing boats, etc., where the safety
of the men working below, conffned to a small area,

This type of sling has
is a prime consideration.
also the same characteristics as a rope sling since
the breakage of cargo improperly piled in the sling
is exceedingly high. It is also used in many instances by inexperienced men who are unfamiliar
with orthodox slinging methods, as a safety precaution. Its use. however, should be confined to
conditions outlined above and made to augment
the pallet raiher than to replace it.
,let sting.-A
new cross-type
tl\ "Pie-plate"
cargo net has been developed which is particularly
adaptable to Dukw operations. It provides greater
capacity, requires less material for construction,
and gives a considerable increase in safety of operations over the old type cargo net. Corner draw
strings close corner gaps, and make it difficult for
boxes or other cargo items to drop from the loaded
pie plate inclosed in the nei.
The securing of
bridles over the top of the drafi keeps each load
intact. The pie-plate is about 5 leet across.
(2, Wheel zet6 are used for wheeled vehicles
when use of straps might result in damage.

Cargo net.

Cargo net and ple plate.
IIGURE 2?-2?9.

L

l
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F. The running hook wire can be used very eifectively for handling pipe, dunnage, ot steel items.
It ls used on any item which requiles a good Cl.ipping
action. When this gear is used in pails, the hooks
should pull from opposite sides of the draft.

FrcuRE2?-280.-Running hook wire.
G. Barrel slings d,ruTnhoolcs)ale used to hoist
drums or barrels of standard size by hooks placed
over each end. They are particularly adapted to
the hoisting of drums. Balrels constructed similarly to oil and glucose barrels have a chime and
a chime hoop of sumcient, strength to withstand
the pressure exerted by the hook. This type of
sling is not recommendedfor barrels of the sugar
or flour type, as such barrels are not intended for
this method of hoisting. A spreader bar or frame
used in connection with six sets of hooks will increasethe draft capacity to six drums. When used
in multiple, the barrel hooks should be adjusted so

that the drums are all hanging at the same height.
The drums should be placed so that they will not
shift.
H. Spreailers are used when it is necessary to
Ieduce the side pressure against a vehicle. wlre
clips are placed on the sling above and below the
spleader to prevent slipping. Spreaders are also
used on pallet blidles to relieve the pressure on the
sides of the draft.
A spreader may be used to
splead dlums, thereby stabilizing the dlaft.
I. TlTe snatch btock is a very useful piece of equipment because of its flexibility.
It is used as a lead
block, usually in the compartment in which heayy
or bulky pieces of machinery and similar cargo are
being stowed. There is a unique coupling a angement on the side of the block through which the
hauling part of the wire or rope can be passed
quickly. The hook may be fastened to the vessel
with a strap or into a pad eye.
This type of block comes in several forms. The
hook arrangement is the most widely used. But
the shackle arrangement instead of the hook seryes
a very useful purpose under certain conditions.
From a safety standpoint, the shackle is the safer
of the two. However, the hook, when used, should
have a mousing o! seizing by rope yarns across the
mouth of the hook to keep it from becoming unsecured. This iype of gear should be used and
made part of the equipment in the handling of
heavy lifts.

FtquRE 2?-282,-Snatch blocks.

ItctrRE 27-281.--€hain balrel sling hoisting six
drums.

J. Cargo pollet.-A pallet board ls a small platform on which cargo is placed so that the board and
c&rgo may be moved easily as a unit, and stacked
without rehandling. The three principal deslgnsare
Llre d.oubleplatlorm, paUet, the skid pallet, q,tud,
the
bor po,Ilet. The doubleplatform pallet is usedin conjunction with fork-lift trucks a,nd tractor-trailers.
Packages of uniform size such as blitz cans, subsistence, and small arms ammunition a,re ideally
handled by this type ol operation. Tttis pallet is best
suited tor stevedoring and transit shed operations.
Round commoditles, such as gas cylinders, may be
palletized by the useof speciallyconstructed chocks.
Thesechocksare made up and spacedto fit the particular commodity. They are tled together by two
narrow strips which lay into the spacebetween,and
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FrcuBE 2?-283.-standard pallet used for cargo
handlinc,
flush with, the top of the boards of the pallet's platIorm. The second tler lies in the cantlines of the
first,
(1) When loading a pallst board, two things
should be remembered: Maximum load in the minimum of space,and the stability of ihe load. Attaining the maximum load not only requiresthe selectlon
of the proper sizepallet for the cargo being handled,
but also requires the development of a pattern o!
key. Figure 2?-285 demonstrates this point. To
have a well-stecked paUet, ihe entile pallet should

FlcdnE 27-28{.-Pauet board and bridle.
NOT RECOI'I'EIIOED

FtcunE 2?-285.-Pallet loadlng,
I
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be used-tying in the boxes on the pallet. !'igure
21-285 @) and (c) show two methods of arranging
the same number of casesfor the first tier. The
entire pallet area is fully utilized in each case,
However, in the second tier, ngure 2?-285 (b) and
(d), it is evident thai ihe tiering done in {o) and (D)
wiU allow more flat surfaced boxes per pallet, permltting enothe! pallet load to be stacked.moresafely
on top than does the tiering illusirated in (c) and
(d). Time required to develop a good "key" tier
for a commodity is well spent. In addition to maximum space utilization and stability of tiering,
checking can be done more accurately and quickly
when every pallet load of the same commodity bears
the same number of boxes. Ploper selectionof pallet board will assist in developingthe most efncieni
key. The easiestway to developa key on the colr'ect
sized pallet is to make a iemplate of your pallei
boards.
(2) When loading a pallet with casesof uneveir
size,rhe highest and strongestcasesshould be placed
at each end of the pallet with the smaller and more
fragile casesin the center. Thus when one pallet is
piled on top of another, a stronger and more level
bearing surface iS obtained.
K. Graoita roller conoeuorsare made in valious
lengths and are fitted with e series of steel rollers
of sufficient strength to handle the weight desired.
When set on an incline, packages move over the
rollers by gravity. Conveyor:scan be set up with
curved pieces and other adjuncts, which can be
pieced together to provide a continuous flow in the
desired direction. The nolmal gradient required
varies from 2 to 5 percent, according to the weight
of packagesbeing handled. Particular care must be
given to the suppori placed under the conveyorsas
to rieidity, strength, and bearing surtace,
L, Crowbars and rollers properly used save many
hours of hard work. The rollers, placed under cases
of boxed vehicles, cases of machinery, pipe, and
many types of steel, allow nexibility of motion and
direction. BaIs and rollers in most instances are
used simultaneously and should be kept together.
M. Dunnage is any material used to protect both
the ship and her cargo. Ordinarily, the term dunnage is used to refer to rough-nnished boards and
other piecesof wood, but a number of other materials are also used, including battens, cardboard,
heavy paper, burlap, etc. Boards used tor dunnage
are usually f-inch thick, 4 to ? inches wide, and
6 to 16 feet long. Dunnage is used to prevent chafing, movement, separation of cargo, equalize pressure, obtaln ventilation, protect flom sweating, and
for chocking and bracing.
(1, Sufrcient, and proper tape.--Ihe most important consideration in the use of dunnage ls that
il be sufr.cient to protect the cargor Equal to this
considerationls the requircment that dunnage be of
tloe proper tupe and, suitqble for the purpose for
which it is used. Bear ln mind thai dunnage ls not
only for the protectio! of cargo under ordlnary conditions, but must be selected aad used to provide
proteation under extreme conditions of ship operaxlon.
(2, cargo can be dand.gedbU the d,unnageihell.
Wet dunnage placed ln the hold of a ship will cause
evaporation due to the heat in the hold, thereby
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damaging the cargo. Take cale to see that dunnage which has becomedilty, greasy, or oily is not
Ieused. An actual caseinvolved dunnagewhich had
been used for a shipload of potash and then reused
for a cargo of wire spools, with the result that ihe
wire was pltted.
(3) lf removed from the ship, dunnage should be
properly washed,dried, and assorted lor futur.e use. '
If not removedfrom the ship, it should be d ed and
assoratedaccording to its usage.
(4) There is.no deffnite set of rules applicable to
dunnaging other than the use of goodcommon sens-5
and forethought. The dunnage must be sufrcient,
and sultable to protect both calgo and ship.
27-9-25

Coryo Hoisting-

A. Cargo boo7n.-An important factor in cargo
handling is the boom and hoisting machinery. Descriptlon ol someof the representativetypes is given
under section 2?-3-50. Tenders equipped with a
single rflhip eqioy an advantage of speed and ease
of handltng in loadinc and unloading. A disadvantage of yesselsequippedwith the tender-type boom
is that ttle boom must be swung in and outboard
for each draft, similarly to the jumbo boom on a
merchant vessel. This i$ time-consuming and is
wearing on the rlgging.
B, Handling tlle d,rs,lt,-W})en cargo is being
hoisted or lowered, swinging should be avoided if
possible. Usually, swinging can be prevented in the
hold or on the dock by dragging or "touching" the
draft until it is directly under the upper block of
the hoistlng tackle, or by positioning the boom directly over the load before hoisting. Occasionally
a dralt $'iU start to sri'ing athwartships while being
carried across the deck. This swinging must be
stopped belore the draft can be landed. A wildlv
swinging dratt often results in damaged ca"go and
endangersthe men working in the hold or on deck.
Tag or steadying lines should be attached to the
heavier drafts.
(1) Coordination is essentialfor good boom operatlon. During the early stages of iraining boom
operators, the draft should be handled with three
dlstinct movements-hoisting, racking (athwartships motlon), and towering. A well-trained boom
operator can comblne ihese movements to deposit
the drali ashore or aboard smoothly and quickly.
Always bear in mind ihe safe working capacity of
the single whip, and never oyerload it. Avold violent stops and starts in handling cargo. When twoblocking a tackle, the boom operator is lesponsible
for lratching and insuring that the hook and blocks
are never hoisted high enough to jam, even thoueh
the person in charge fails to order.,stop', in time.
Faial accidents have been caused by jamming a
hook too hard up against the upper sheave,with
the hook subsequentlyletttng go and striking a man
on deck,
rZ) PettE oitcer itLch@/ge.-The boatswain'smate
or other petty ofncer in charge on deck is the safety
engineer ln handling cargo. He is the director. or
quarterback. in any loading or discharging operations, and all eyes look to. him tor cues. He must

be level-headed,unexcitable,and abte to foreseeand
avoid trouble. A conscientious,alert boatswain's
mate and a capableboom operator instiU confidence
in the men working cargo and help grea y to inclease the safety and emciency,of operationi. To
understand the job ot the boom opemtor to whom
he is giving signals, the signalman must be able to
operate the boom capably.
C. Standard, hoistirlg sigrnls should always be
used. They are given under section 2?-3-5b. Boom
operators haye authority to move the load at their
discretion only when the signal to rack is given.
This authority terminates when the personin charg€
gives the hoist or lower signal. This is necessary
for safety and for quick control of the dr.aft. Sometimes it is necessaly for. the person in charge on
deck to take signals from men ln the hold, or. on
the pier. To avoid confusion, one man in the hold
or on the pier should be designated to give these
signals. The boom operatol shoutd take orders only
fron the person in charge. Complete coordination
of every man in the gang is a pret'equis;.tefor safe
working and fast handling of cargo.
D. PreaelltiDe nwasures.-When the cargo consisis of numerous small packages of odd sizes, it
is not uncommon fol individual packages,or even
an entire draft, to be accidentally dumped overboard
during the course of Xhe operation. A save-all
should therefore be rigged over the side in the path
of the draft. A rope cargo net stretched from the
bulwarks to the dock is the mgst common type of
save-all. Always leave sufrcient, slack to allow for
rise and fall of tide.
E, Tetld,lllg boorn gu!s.-A dificult phase of the
operation for those tenders not having the double
topping lift-type boom is the handlinc of the boom
guys or vangs. Except on the classB and C 180-foot
tenders, every change in tbe position of the boom
must be accompaniedby a change in the adjustment
of the guys, Unnecessary slack should neyer be
alloEred to develop, because the boom will slaD
around. Likewise.the guys must never be tightened
to the point where the guy tackle may be paded by
the strain. When a boom is topped, the guys must
be slacked ofi slightly. When the boom is lowered,
the guys musi be taken in. Swinging or racking a
boom requlresepecialcoor.dinationbetweenihe men
tendine the guy lines. When the boom is swung
outboard or inboard, one guy may be consideredas a
"hauling" guy. cenerally speaklng,the,,foUowing"
guy is a troublemaker. creen hands often fail to
slack this euy ofr quickly enough, and the guy is
parted wlth disastrous results. It is good practice
to allow a small amount of slack in a ..following"
guy. A heavy lift, suspended outboard from the
head of a boom may causea tende! ship to develop
considerablelist. This placesa great deal of added
strain on the guys. The boom has a natural tendency to sn'ing outboard in the direction of the list.
If this is not properly controlled, a guy tackle may
easily be calfied away. Tenders usually hook one
of the other hoisting tackles into a padeye on deck
to act as a power vang when hoisting a heavy load.
F, Stop,look, and listen.-lr\ maklng a heavy llft,
all men must be on the aleri ior failures in the gear,
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and other possible hazards. Before a heavy lift is
flnally hoisted, ii should be picked up a few inches
and thoroughly inspected. The slinCs should be
checked lor adjustments and chafing. If necessary,
the load should be lowered and the sling readjusted
or blocked out with dunnage. While the load is
suspended otr the deck, the rigging (including the
boom, topping lift, hoisting and guy tackles) should
be carefully obselved for' indication of unusual
strain. When it has been asceltained that everything is in order', the load should be hoisted in one
continuous, smooth operation. AII blocks should be
running free with no chafing of lines against the
cheeks of the blocks. Much can be determined by
listening to the gear as the lilt is being made. A
faulty block or wire or lope under stlain generally
squeaks and groans loud enough to give warning to
the alert man. When operating heavy litt gearStop, Look, and Listen.
27-9-30

Stowqge of Smoll Corgo-

A, Srtuall boaes ol utlilorTn size a?fi, commoditg.In ngure 2?-286, the hold has been prepared for
stowage of small cases of uniform size that should
be kept top side up. Uach tier of boxes of similar
size and shape should be kept perfectly level. In
some ships, the deck of the lower hold may lise a
little in the wing as the deck approaches the turn
of the bilge. Avoid stowing boxes on this rise as
the next tiel above will put extra pressure on ihe
tilted edce of these wing boxes. The space left
vacant should be filled in ot bilged over with dunnage. When stowing a numbel of boxes of the same
dimensions, if possible, arrange the tiers as bricks
are laid in a wall; that is, each box should rcst on
two boxes beneath it. Figure 2?-286 shows the first
tie! of boxe6 with dunnage along one side against
the bulkhead. Depending on the constluction ol
the box, dunnage between tiers is used whenever
necessary to spread weighi. When the contents and
construction of boxes permit stowage on the end or
sides, a more economical use of space is possible by
worklng from the sides of the ship to the centerline
of the hatch. Boxes can be turned up on ends or
sides to it into spaces too small fo! stowage in ihe
usu&I manner.

27-173

B. Block stouqge.-At
times it may be advisable
to depart flom the method of keeping a level floor
and to segregate calgo into blocks: however. the
principles are the same, level floor and brickwork
fashion. This makes a solid pile, and distl.ibutes
weight. A bulkhead is constr.ucted of wood to secure
calgo by blacing from stanchion, deck, and ship's
side. (See fie. 27-281.t
C. LeDel fl.oor.-Normally, ever.y effor.t should be
made to keep a level floor as the stowage p.oceeds.
This may be achieved by filling the empty spaces
with small boxes or oiher fillel cargo. If necessary,
small pieces of dunnage can be used for. this pu!pose. Care should be used to properly dunnage
canned goods used as nller. cargo. Every effort
should be made to keep canned goods of the same
type togethel in a block. Delays have occu$ed at
overseas ports because difietent commodities were
mixed in the same hatch. When stowing sub,sequent tiels, no box should be placed so that it lests
directly on the top and inside of the lour colners
of the box beneath it unless dunnage is placed acr.oss
the top of the lower box to take the weight. because
the combined weight of a number of tiels may crush
the lowel box.

FtcuBE 27-28?.-Bulkheadlng
ofi a block of small
boxes.

FlcvRE2?-286.-Stowage of small boxes.
'06430 O_59_3C

D, Use ol cozoetlors.-Small
cases may be handled with a gravity roller conveyor in the conventional manne!, when the place of stovage is some
distance from the square oi the hatch. For some
cafgo, flnished lumber or waxed dunnage used as
slides will serve as a substitute for roller conveyors.
Water-proofed, tough, paper bags used for p!otecting some commodities work very well on these
slides. Ibr some operations, one or more sestions
of roller conveyors can be placed, inve$ed, o! tracks
running from where the dlaft is to be landed to
the place of stowage can be made fr.om one or iwo
pieces of dunnage. PaUei loads may be landed on
these reversed conveyoN and rolled to place oi
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stowage. This method allows the entire draft to be
Large
moved at one time and reduces handling
cases may also be handled in a like manner' when
cases ale too wide to balance well on one secilon
of roller conveyor', two sections laid palallel may
be used. with the case landed on both'
27-9-35

Miscelloneous

Slowoge-

A. Drurn s for' Iiquids are usually made of steel
,see ng. 2?-288,. Ptepalation of a hold Iequires
that stlipping be laid about 4 inches apalt with
added dunnage and cribbing of cordwood on bilge
or flare (see fle.21-2A9), or a shell may be built
over the bilge or flare. when making up a bilge
or nare with coldwood, the closs-stacking method
shown in flgure 2?-289 saves dunnage and permits
make-up in advance of stowage

aufiG

the second row is placed deeper in the cantlines
ol the first. Eaemember that the sum of the spaces
between the drums is less than the diameter of
one drum.
(2) In stowing the second tiel of drums' the
top of the first tiel should be sttipped with dunnage
(see fic. 2?-291). Care should be taken to cove-!chimes. Succeeding tiels are stowed in like manner.
(3t Petroleum caugos must be well ventilated, as
petloleum vapols are heavier than air, Heavy oils
;uch as lubricating, fuel, and gas oils should never
be stowed over cases of renned oils

V EN I
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FrcuRE2?-290.-First row of drums.

FtcuRE 2?-288.-Nomenclature

of a drum.

FrorRE 2?-289.-Make-up of bilge using cordwood
{1) When starting a key for drum stowage'place
between the drums and the steel bulkdunnage
-The
first draft is landed so that the drums
head.
can be rolled in the direction of the stowage' then
worked lrom the wings to the centerline of the
(See nc
ship vrith one gang wolking each side
2?-290for "key" low.) The bungs are alwaysplaced
up, and the chime must rest squarely on the dunnage. The succeeding rows are stowed in ihe
cantlines of the first row. If the first row of drums
does not fit securely across the bulkhead' you can
save space by spreading out the nrst row so that

FrcuRE2?-291.--Start of secondtier'
B. Barrels should be stowed bilge free and bung
up, which means that the bilge' or belly, of the
tairet is xept clear and the suppolt is taken by
irre quarter tf the barrel by the use of scantling,
Outttug". ot quoins for the nrst height' The bung
to preventleakageof contents The secis kepiup
-treignt
of barrels is placed one-half barrel in
ona
on top oi the lower tier, which disiributes the weight
on four barrels, and is known as bilge and cantlille'
The most important thing to remember in the stowing of barrels is that, unless a ploper floor is made
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with the first height, difrculty will be experienced
in stowing additional heights. The lost space
against the bulkheads and in the wings is usually
taken up by the use of cordwood and dunnage.
Cordwood is also used between the barrels to make
a chock.
C. Bagged,calgo.-Many commoditiesare carried
in bags of difierent sizes and matelials: flour, in
some cases,in white cotton bags; cement, usually
in heavy paper bags; cofiee, in burlap and grass
bags. AU containers of this nature are subject to
damage by sweat, moisture, rust, and tearing. In
the case of cement bags, improper placing of dunnace will break the bag open. White bags of flour
qulte naturally will show dirt, footprlnts, and sling
marks, and it is important that proper care be taken
in this respect. Bagged cargo conforms, more or
less, to the irregular sections of the yessel and is
suitable for stowage in such places. This can be
efiected with a minimum amount of lost sDace,
D. Vehicles are of many types, shapes,and sizes.
Each vehicle musi be considered as an individual
item, whether il be a ya-toa jeep or a 6 x 6 truck.
efiected with a minimum amount ot lost space.
The former, for example, can be stowed in the body
of the latter. Vehiclesrequire the use of wire slings
with spreaders sumciently long to keep the wiles
from damaging the truck.
One method for lashing vehicles on deck is pictured in flgure 2?-292. Dunnage must be placed on
deck under the wheels,the!! the wheels are chocked
seculely and the chocks braced. Two lashings are
required on the front, and two on the rear of such
vehicles as tlucks and construction equipment.
Theselashingsmay be either crossedor led outboard
from the vehicle. the chassisshould be blocked up
to take the weight ofi the body, and compression
applied by lashings ofi the spring. Lashings may
be made fast to front and rea,raxlesin lieu of chassis
lashing. In this case, it is not necessaryto block
under the springs.

FlcuRE 27-292.-Stowa,geof vehlcle on deck.
E. Tinaber,-The Amerlcan unit of measureinent
tor timber is generally 1,000board feet, equal ln bulk
to 83y3 cubic feet. To calculate board measure or
the number of square leet of planklng I inch in
thickness, multiply the thickness by the width (in
ilches) by the length (ln feet) and divide by 12.
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F. Proced,urein the hold,.-To allow bridles and
slings io swing wildly when being hoisted is danger,_
ous. Drafts should be landed as near to the place
of stowageas possible. A sumcieni number of men
should get behind the draft before it is landed, pushing it over to the desired spot. Boom operators
slould lower away carefully to avoid dumping or
damaging the cargo. Unless boom operators are
exceptionally skillful, drafts should not be swung
into the wings.
To facilitate removal of slings from heavy cases,
the casesshould be landed on rollers, or dunnage,
as shown in flCure 2?-293. Also, the slings should
be kept cleal in order. thai they may be removed
from the ends of the case. If lollers or dunnage are
placedunder extreme endsof the casewith the slings
between, one end of each strap must be removed
from the hook. The slings can be pulled out by
hand, or by taking up on the hook. Extreme cale
must be exercisedif the slings are pulled out by ihe
winches,since,when the slings come from under the
case,they may snap and swing or uThiparound the
hatch. This is particularly dangerous when .ihe
sling is made of wire rope; therefore it is an undesirable practice. Under certaitr conditions, this
method mey be necessary,but the straps should be
held at the point of breaking-out to preyent snap.
Using a shackle to fasten one eye of each strap to
the cargo falls, then placing the otber ends on the
hook, will provide a faster and surer method of
removing the proper sling-eyesfrom the hook,
27-940

Slowdge of Heovy Corgo-

A. Location ol stouage.-Eeavy cargo should not
be stowed in the ends of a ship_ A yesselso loaded
\Irill steer badly and wiU ship excessivewater oier
the bow. In addition to the usual precautionstaken
to safely lift and stow heavy pieces of cargo, care
must be taken to spread out the bearing surface.
Stout timbers laid fore-and-aft, and long enough to
distribute the weight over at least two floors, should
be prepared to take the bealing points of such
weights. When local stressesdue to a heavy weight
siowed in a 'tween deck are set up, the deck beams
should be shoredup flom the deck below. As a rule,
stowing heavy cargo amidships and in the wings
will result in a more comfortable ship ln a seaway.
Since the raising and lowering of welghts in a ship's
hold has a direct efrect on the vessel,sstability, the
dlstribution of cargo should be consistent with her
"tender" or "stifi" qualiries. See 2?-9-65 fol data
on stability.
B. Prepafing the holit.-Iles,yy cargo will often
be placed on skids, or cased. A hold should be
floored ofr wiih dunnageln preparation lor the cargo
below. This will aid in the moving of cargo from
the point of landing to the point of flnal stowage.
Should the bottom of a casebe not sumeiently strong
to be directly landed on rollers, speciallyconstructed
skids of heavy timbers may be used with rollers, or
the cargo may be landed on greaseddunnage and
moved without the aid of rollers. The point of
landing should be as near as possible to the place
of stowage,and in such position that the minimrrm
amount of turning wiu b€ required.
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C, UseoJ manpouer.-After landing, casescan be
moved into place either by hand or by use of ship's
power. Men can push or ba! cases into position.
Crowbars (as shown in figure 2?-294) are used by
placing the pointed end of the bar under the end
of the case, then lifting upward and forward. A
load being movedon rollers may be turned by cuttina
the front roller in the direction desiredand the rear
roller in the opositedirection. Thia may be accomplished by striking the rollers while under the load
with e heavy maul, or by cutting them one ai a
time as they are placed under the forward end of
the cese, To remove rollers from under the case,
the heel of the bar may be used (as shown in fig.
27-294J to raise the load suficiently to slide the
rollers out to the side. Neye! straddle rollers when
remoying them in this manner. Should the case
drop, the end of the roller, which is still under the
case,may be pinched, causing lts free end to spring
suddenly upward, injuring the pelson handling it'
To remove a roller flom beneath extremely heavy
cases,a jack may be required, A railroad track jack
may be used. After removal ol rollels, the jack is
slacked all the way down. It may be removed
then with the aid ot a crowbar, Heavy casessuch
as those discussedin this paiagraph should noi be
landed flat on the dunnage f,oor, but should be set
up on blocks to facilitate discharge.
D. Finat shilting,---To accomplishflnal shifting of
a few lnches for tight stowage,crowbars again may
be used. One or more bars are placed with th€
toe of the bar under the case,lilting it sufficiently to
allow a good bite for the pointed ends o! oiher bars
used as explained in paraglaph (C) above.

for the hold men handling heavy cargo. There are
ways by which the ship's power can be utillzed to
savemanpower. A few will be mentioned;

FfcusE 2?-294.-Use of crowbar ior lifting, and with
rol!ers.

FtcuRE2?-293.-Landing caseson rollers.
E. Final stouage.-When it is not possibleto stow
with lts end against other heavy cases,the case belnc stowed must be securely braced or chocked to
prevent any movement. Every considerationshould
be given to make the job as easy as practicable

i-

(1) A case can be moved a short distance into
a wing, or forward, or aft, oi the squereof the hatch,
by removing the sllng from the end oi the case toward direction of storage. (Seeflg.2?-295.) Then,
picking up on the load with the remaining slinc
until the case is at an angle of about 30' with the
deck; and placing a roller under the end ot the case
resting on the dunnage, the case will move on the
roller in the desiled direction by rapidly slacking
ofi on the faU.
(2) Heavy cargo may also be moved by the use
of a dragline or hookline. When using a dragline
in the hold or in the 'tween deck ol a vessel,care
must be taken so thai there will be no danger to
the men stowing these lifts. I€ad the dragline to
the windlass to avoid having to use the shipis lall,
except in the case of light leads being hoisted on
the whip. The dragline should be clear and should
not rub or chafe on any part of the ship's construction. A fairlead can be obtained by using snatch
blocks (seeflg. 2?-29?). The dragune may be made

Aids lo Novigolion Seomcnship
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FrcvnE 2?-297.-Fairleading dragline.
to prevent slipping. In slinging heavy lifts, remember-shackles are stronger ihan hooks.
27-945

Slowoge of Deck Corgoes-

DIRECTION
OF STOUUAGE A. Deck cargo usually consists of
FtcERr 27-295.-Moving caseusing cargo runner &nd
roller.
of wire rope in lieu of manila or sisal. the leads
on which the snatch blocks are hung should be of
chain or wire ropie. Dunnage should surround
stanchions rvhere the leads are made fast. Keep
men clear of all lines. If possible, rollers should
be used under casesto reduceshain on the dragline.
Il the case is too heavy, a tackle may be rigged.
If necessary, improyise a tackle by uslng additlonal
snetch block6: See flgure 2?-298 lor a method of
riccinc a single or double purchase using beam
clamp and snatch blocks. When oyerhead clearance
is sufficient, bearn clamps can be used to hang a
snatch block to a deck beam, permitting the case
to be lifted into place under the wings, or for€ or
aft of the squareof th€ hatch.

FrcsnE 27-296.-Rigging single and doubl€ purchase
using snatch blocks and beam clamps.
r3r To save time and work, heavy cargo, cases,
or vehicles should be headed in the direction in
which they will be rclled-or dragged when they are
landed in the hold. (Seeflg.2?-298.)
(4) To remove wlre rope slings from closely
packed cases by ship's power, unhook opposite ends
of each sllng and hoist as shown in flcure 2?-299,
F, Slinging.-Extreme care is urged in slinging
heayy lifts. Sling should be blocked out with dunttage to prevent chaflng and possiblecutting; dunnage should be placed betweenwire sllngs and metal

miscellaneous
cargo for whlch there is no space under deck, dangerous articles which cannot be safely carried below, and articles which, becauseof their size, nature, or shape cannot be readily stowed underdeck.
Because of the varying sizes and shapes of commodities stowed on deck, few speciflc rules for
their stowagecan be stated. When stowing a large
amount of cargo on deck, care must be taken to
avoid blockine otr bitts and chocks, sounding pipes
to bllges and ballast tanks, handleE of yalves of
piping systems, or any other pieces of equipment
essential to the operation or saiety of the vessel.
To outline the spacesto be kept clear in chalk is
good practise.
B. Cqseson d,eck.-Deck cargo (cases) should be
stowed so ttrat it can be lashed in separate blocks
(one on the square of the hatch, and one on each
side, for example). If the nature of the load warrants, additional over-all lashings can be used,
(Rods or straps may be substltuted for wire or
chain.) Turnbuckles must be fitted in each lashing to permit further tight€ninc, lrrespective of the
type of Iashing employed. In this connection, hook
turnbuckles (except regular deck lashing turnbuckles wlth slip hooks) are not to be used. When
using wire or chain, round-turn lashings are used
on each end of each block of cases. Other lashings can be over-&ll.
(1) The edgesoi the casesunderneath the lashings must be protected by wooden capping and
sometimesby angle lron.
(2) When lashing deck cargo, care must, be exercised so as to obtaln the utmost value from the
lashinc by proper leads and angles of stress, and
by equal-velue materlal in the component parts
thereof.
(3) Angle iron ma,y be used along the edge of
the case under the lashing to prevent the wlre or
chain trom cutting through the edges ol the case,
End lashing may be given s round turn and drawl
up tight by taking a bight of the leshing where it
oomes from under ihe case, and pla,cing a black-
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IrouRE 2?-298.-Eeading vehicle in direction of
stowage before landing.

wall hitch on the hoisting hook: then "taking up."
Turnbuckles should have space left for further
tightening enroute. Lumber sheathing and 2inch x 6-inch wood angles along the edges seNe
to spread the pressure ol shoresand braces.
C. T{rnbuckles play an important part in securing deck cargo and are useful in other operations. When they are exposedto the elementsthey
should be well otled or coated with grease to prevent corrosion. To determine the safe load for
turnbuckles, lhe diameter of ihe threaded rod is
measured. The following table gives the safe load

wire rope slings using
frcuRE 2?-299.-Removing
ship's power.

for turnbuckles (values given in tons of 2,000
pounds).
sale load
Diameter irL inctLes
y2
e
-------------------------------sh,-___________-_ -_________-__,------ 1.5
22
Ta - -- - -- - -- - -- -- - -- - - - - - -- - - ---------Ta ---------------------- 31
4.1
1 _________,---------_ --,---------5.1
l ys --------------------------------6,6
1y4 ---, ----,--------,---------------

D. Too much stless cannot be placed upon the
proper securing of deck cargo, if it is to arliYe ai its
destination in usable condition.
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FrcnRE2?-300.-Securing deck cargo.
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Cargo Domoge-

A. The knowledgeol what may happen to a cargo
during loading, transportation, and discharge, and
of the means of averting such losses,is a gleat portion of the iequilements ot proper cargo handling
and plotection. The various kinds of damage mosi
commonly met with ale noted in the paragraphs
below.
B. Belore toad,ing,-A1l packagesshowing signs of
breakage, piuerage, or leakage should be rejected
until repaired and put into their original condition
by the shipper or responsiblepalties receiving goods
for shipment.
c. By hatld.ling.-careless boom work must be
avoided; as in lowering drafts heavily upon other
cargo in the hold, or in swinging goods against the
ship's side or hatch coamings; dragging cargo along
the dock, or to and from remote placesin the holds;
dropping packagesfrom trucks, cars, tops of tiers,
or from slings; carelesssorting and piling; slinginc
fragile and heavy packagestogether.
D. Bu use ol improper &ppli&nces.-Damage is
causedby hoisting ealgo in slings or nets not suitable
lor packages,and the lack of landinc plattorms or
chutes when working over cargo already stowed.
E, Leakage and, d.rahnge.-wet goods should be
stowed in compartmentsset apart for their exclusive
use,and drainage and odors from same kept clear of
dry cargo.
P. condensation and sueating.-During sudden
temperature changes,moisture will condeDseon cool
sulfaces and causesweating. ventllation should be
arranged to equalizethe inside and outside temperatures gradually. When Ieavlng warmer latitudes,
vigorous ventilaiion should be the aim in order to
equallze the temperatures as soon as possible,but,
upon a suddendrop in temperature, check the ventllation so that condensationcausedby the ingressof
cold air will be reducedto a minimum.
e, Crushing dqmq.ge ia caused by subjectinc
packages to more pressure than they can stand.
Crushing is further aggravatedby the ship's motion
in a seaway,as when goodsstowed near the ends of
a vesselare subjected to the efrectsof pitching in a
head sea,or during heavy rolling when cargo in the
$ings is under extra pressuredue to the "scend" of
the vesselsroll. This classof damageis often due to
frail packing; often to bad stowage. Weighty packages should be stowed nexl to the floor when possible, with lighter cargo ove! them. Stow light
goods in the 'tween decks where top weight would
be at a minimun. Stow strong packages in the
wings. Tl:e necessityfor compact stowage is obvious here.
H. Chaflng ilamage is caused by the to-and-fro
motion arising lrom the vessel's movement in a
seaway. It is mostly found in bale or roll goodssuch
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as cloth, rugs, paper, linoleum, and coils of cordage, copper piping, etc. Keep such goods away
from projecting structural parts of the shlp's holds,
and avoid stowage of same over Iively or springy
cargo. Compactnessof stow&geis of nrst importance hele. Chaffng is sometimes caused by the
improper chocking of cargo within the vessel.rallIoad car, or lighter. Chafing can be serious in
connection with inflammable cargo in metal containers, particularly if a spark is produced by static
electricity. Chaflng can also be causedby dlagging
cargo-handling equipment,such as pallet boardsand
lift boalds, acrossthe top of unprotected containers
and fragile cases. If the cargo is properly dunnaged
and chocked, there is slight possibility that channg
will occur.
L Tair.ting.-Cateful considerationmust be given
to segregation of cargo in the various compartments of a vesselto avoid coniamination and tainting. Many foodstufrs can easily be tainted by being in close proximity to such things as gasoline,
rubber, certain types of asphalt, etc. ltesh eggs,
for example, due to their porous natule, will absolb
taint very quickly. Flour can be tainted by fruit.
A notrd source of taint damage is a leaky fuel oil
tank top just below the cargo. Obnoxious odors
left by such commodities as barreled flsh, copra,
fertilizers, strong liquid chemicals, or oils of many
kinds may be eliminated by freely sprinkling common slaked lime upon the hold ceiling and in the
bilges. The lime should stand for a few hours beiore sweepingup the hold; if necessary,repeat the
p!ocess.
J. Spontaneousheating.-Many vegetableor animal-originated commodities are susceptible to
spontaneousheating, especiallyduring long voyages
in warm weatber.
R, Cargo ,niature.-Preyeniion of the annoyance
causedby mixing cargo catl only be effectedby carefuuy placing separation malks or "separation
clottrs" where dlfrerent lots are shipped, and by
arranglng the stowageso that no mixture can possibly occur. Consignments for difrerent ports or
lots ot general cargo may be separat€d by boards,
mats, or rope yarns between tiers of begs or cases,
or by wire stretched s,crossmetal rails, rods, piping,
etc.
L, Broaching a,nd,pillerage, although prevalent
ln some general cargo trades, is not generally encountered on boald vesselsof thls Service.
M. Inherent ?ice.-Some cargos are damaged by
their very nature of inherent yice, which is a quallty
or change in some cargos which damagesthe col!modlty itself. This kind of dsmage auies ikell to
that of sponianeous heating in that goods ln the
yicinity of ihose subject to inherent vice may share
in the damagefrom said cause.
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Sofety-

A. Securing shackles, hooks, erc.-Shackles,
hooks and gaies of snatch blocks used in rigging
should be securedwith rope yarn (mousing) or wire.
Various methodsof securingthese it€ms are pictured
in flgure 27-301. In mousing a shackle, the pin
should be tightened, then seculed with lope yaln or
wire as illustrated. In all cases whele ligging is
aloft, use wire for mousing. Care should be exercisedto place the mo:rsingwhele it may not.becui by
the wire lope made fast to the shackle. Hooks are
moused for two principal leasons; to strengthen
the hook, and to prevent the slings from slipping
ofr the hook, Hooks may be mousedwith rope yarn,
wire, or a shackle as shown. The gate of snatch
blocks, unless fir'mly moused, may open, allowing
the line to jump out. Before any operation, check
all shackles,hooks, and blocks to seethat they have
been secured.

greater satety, they must stand fore or aft of the
square of the hatch.
D. Steqd! d.ralt when ,o?reri?rg.-When a dtafi is
loweled into the hold, it should be stopped about 1
foot above the spot where it ls to be landed. The
hold men then come out from under the deck and
steady it while it is landed. They musi never. reach
up lor a draft.
E. Datlgers erbt colBtarrtl! u|l,ile workirl,g co,rgo.
You nlust be on the alert at dll times:
(1) Be sule the draft is ploperly slung befole
hoisting.
12) Do not cover a hatch with tar.paulins unless
the hatch covers are in place.
(3) Do not have "dlift" too long on the draft.
Sholten sling or top up boom if necessary.
{4) Do not tow freight cars with the ship's car.go
gear.
(5 | Do not use woln-out geaf.
(6) Never reach up for a dralt.
Wait until it is
even with your shoulders.
(?) Nevel ride a draft or sling.
(8) Nevel stand in the bight of a line or wire.
(9) Never stand under a draft.
(10) Nevel throw or dlop anything below decks
without shouting "Look out belorv," ond behlg'sure
the space is clear.
(11) Remember that shackles ale stronger than
hooks.
(12) Stretch a life line around'tween deck hatches
when not working cargo.
(13) Walk behind a draft-never
in front. Wait
until it is being lowered. Better yet, use the other'
side of the deck.
{14) Watch out for swinging hooks, slings, and
gear.
(15) When hoisting heavy lifts, stand clear ol
whip action of ropes, etc.
116) When landing a draft, never pull. Always
push lt in the desired directlon.

ffi&$
FtcunE 2?-301.-Methods

of moustng.

B. Cleaf square ol hatch,-T}]e
square oi ihe
hatch should always be kept clear and flee of any
debris to reduce hazalds that interfere with quick
handling of cargo. After a tier of cargo that does
not provide sound footing for hold men, or which
requires protection from cargo being landed, has
been stowed in ihe squale of the hatch, a solid levet
floor of dunnage must be placed.
C. Do ltot stand under d,rq,lt.-lller
working in
the hold should nevel stand in the square of the
batch when a dlaft ls overhead. because the tendency ol the draft is to swing athwartship.
For
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Lisl of Stowoge

Fqdors-

Following is a list ol stowage lactors of various
representative types of alticles which may complise
a ship's cargo:
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Stobility-

A. The condition in which a vesselis loaded is of
utmost importance becauseit involYesthe safety ol
the ship, cargo, and personnel. Stability, with all
it ramifications, is a technical study, of which vessel loading is only a small part. There are, however'
cerlain fundamentals used in connection with the
loading of vesselswith which all those responsible
for or engagedin such loadings should be familiar.
The inforiration supplied by the designeroI buildet
of the vessel,coupledwith the vesselplanning. such
as the distribution of weight in varlous compar'[ments in and on the deck of the vessel,will result
in a definite value lor the GM, which is the determining lastor as to whether the ship is pl'operly
loaded and seaworthy.
is denned as the
B. Definitions.-Slability
measureof the inherent abilitv of the ship to right
iiself when rolled or heeled to one side by some
external forse. fn dlscussing this subject, teulls
will be used that ale defined as follows:
\1) Center ol Graoit! (G) is that point in the
ship through which acts the resultani force due to
all the weights of the hull and its contents
12) Center ol Buoyancv lB) is l}rat' point through
which acts ihe resultant force due to buoyancy. lt
is the center of gravity of the water dlsplaced by
the shape of the vessel'shull.
13, Metacenter (M) is the point of intersection
between the centerline of the ship in an uprigltt
position and the line of action through the centel' ot
buoyancy at its various positions due to slighi, heel
of the ship.
t4) MetacetutricHeight (GMt is the height of the
met&senter above the center of gravity. This is
expressedas a negative distance when the center
of gravity is above the metacenter.
t't Vertical Center ol Graoit! (VCGt de\otes
the point at which all the individual items making
up a weight may be colrsideredas concentrated,and
is measuled as a vertlcal distance above the keel.
The yCG may refer to the load in one compartment
or to any individual item oI!.board. It a homogeneous cargo fills an entire compariment, the yCG
will be the geometrical center of that compartment.
(6\ Molnent is the product of the weight multiplied by its distance from a designaiedpoint. The
vertical moment (weieht multiplied by VCC) will
give "the moment of weight" for each individuai
compartment of the vessel.
t7) Displocenent Gotal ueight ol oessel plus
c@rgo,luel, uater, stores,etc., is the total of all the
weight items, including the weight of the vesselwhen
lishi.
(8\ KG Otueasurem.ent
lrom' the keel to the centet
ol graDit!, ts the yCG of the entire ship, including
any of the load that might be aboard, and is calculated by dividing the tot&l moment bv the total
displacement, IfG ls given for a deflnite light condltion of the ship and must be corrected, when cargo
or fuel is taken aboard, to giYethe IfG for the whole
system of welghts, or the dlstance from the center
of gravlty abovethe keel ol the eniire floating mass.
(9) KM (the d,istdncelrom the keel to the rnetacenter) is furnlshed by the builder of ihe vesselto

correspondto the total displacementof the ship as
indicated. Values ol .I(.ll,tare shown by a curYe,or
may be tabulated, for any draft of the vessel.
(lO) cM (the d,tstancelrom the center of gratit!
to the metacenter, is KM mlnus ,(G.
(Ll) Free-surlace Correction is the allowance
made for slack or fuu conditions within the water
and fuel tanks.
112, GM Aoai,lableis (10 minus (11) above.
(13) GM Reauired,is usually drawn as a curve of
minimum Gltt necessary for safety under norrnal
operating conditions (including demaged ship conditions). Under normal operating conditions, consideration is takeD ol deck loads, crowding of passengerstp one side,efrectsof high beam winds, high
speedturning, and weights to be handled by booms
must always be gredtet
over the side. GM q,Dq,ilable
than GM required,;if not, ballast must be taken in.
(14) Tons-Per-Inch-Innersion (?Pt) is ttle flCure denoting the number of tons weight required
to be taken on board to increase the ship's mean
draft one inch,
(15, Inch-f fim-Mortuent IITM) is the value in
foot-tons of the moment about the transverse 8,xis
passing through the center of graYity of tbe waterplane which will cause a change of one inch in the
diEerence between ihe forwald and after dlafts.
such a change is indicated bv a y2-inch increase
at one end and a similar decreaseat the other,
where, as is usually the case, the center of gravity
of the rvater-planeis roughly amidships.
(16t The Righting Arln or Leoer, gen€rally refeued to as Gz in the transversestabtlity dtagr&m,
is found from the curves drawn through o set of
values for each 10 degreesof heel. Since the curve
ls based on an a,ssumedvalue of GI{, a correction
must, be made to the lighting leYers glven thercon
where the exisiing cllt difrers from that used iu laying down the curve. The righting moments lor the
ship may be calaulat€d by multiplyinc the richtins
arm by the displacement.
C. Trhn is a term used to describe the position
ot a ship in relation to the still-water level when
viewed tlom broadside. The technical meaning;of
the term is the dlfrerence between the drafts of
water at the forward and after perpendiculars. T?te
trim is a very important factor entedng into the
seaworthinessof a ship. After the fuel, water and
stores are teken aboard, the trim of the vessel is
usually governed by the distributlon of cargo. In
trany instances. due to late arrival of cargo, it is
dimcull to keep the vessel in proper trim. In such
cases it may be negessary to carry water b&[ast in
the fore or aft peak, n'hichever the case mieht be.
It is essentlal,therefore, that during loading operations a frequent check be m&de of the vessel's.
draft In' order to alter distribution of weighf before
the ship gets completel out of trim. Ttle dreft
should be checkedafter the fuel oil, ballast, or water
is taken aboard. It should also be the practice to
fuel and store the vessel a,squickly as possible upon
a,rrival on berth in order to properly plan the cargo
distribution. "Down by the head" means that the
vesselis deeper forward than aft. "Down by the
stern" means the reverse.
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D. Zist-A yesselhas a list when it is not floating
in an upright position. The amount of list is expressedin degreesmeasuredfrom the vertical, The
reasons for a yessel listing, while loading or discharging, should be k[own to the ship's officers and
those in charge of the cargo aciivities. Ttfs knowledge wiu enable immediate colrective steps to be
initiated if such are needed. In many instences
the llst is due to the unequal distribution of fuel
oil or wat€r while being loaded. The most serious
cause of list is the uneven distribution of cargo.
Care should, theretore, be exercised by those in
charge of loading the yessel to see that the distributlon of cargo in the vesselis not responsiblefor the
list, The list of & vesselis describedas either port
or starboard.
E, Required inlornlation,-Betofe the cM of a
vesselcan be determined, information regardlng the
characteristics of the yesselmust be available. In
vlew of the fixed naiure of the data there is slight
chance of error until lt is used in connection wlth
the estimated weight distributton iII the vessel's
compartments.
(1) The follotving informatlon should be available to the ship's oncers:
(o) A scaleor table shonringthe displacementand
dead-weight tonnage, freeboard, TPI, arld ITM lot
any draft.
(b) A curve or table of metacent€rs,showing the
height of the metacenter abovethe keel at any draft.
(c) A curve of righting levers (CZ), the so-called
stability curve, for two or three difierent conditlons
of loading, or cM values.
(d) Eeight o! the center of gravity abovethe keel
(IfG) of the ship in light condition. LiCht condition dennes the ship as complete end ready for
service, bui with I:'o cargo, liquids, stores, ammunition, or men and their efiects on board.

(e) Dimensions-length, breadth, depth of hold,
etc., and the docking plan, the general arrangement
and capacity plans.
(2) Extreme care must be exercisedin compiling
the total tonnage in the compartments, and when
considering the liquid condltions of the various fuel
oil, water, and cargo oil tanks. It is also highly
important io note the weight and height of the deck
cargo. All figures and computa,tionsmust be accura,teif the final result is to be a true picture.
F. Measureol stabilitsr.--Ihe stability of a ship as
previously meDtioned is its abiliiy to right itseu
when rolled to one side. This power dependsupon
the relation of the center of gravity of the vessel
and the center of buoyancy, The unusual measure
of stability is the metacentric heiCht (G.Itr); that is.
the distance of the center of grayity (CG) from the
metacenter (M). The location ot the center of
gravity depend$ on ho\r' the ship is loaded. Ttte
location of the metacenter dependson the form of
the ship, and for a giveD ship, on the mean draft.
GJlf controls the stability of the ship up to about
? degreesof heel, for at these smalt angles, GZ is
equal to Gllt multiplied by the $izr,, or the sine ol
the angle of heel. At larger angles of heel the freeboard becomesa determlning factor for the length
of the righting arm.
G. Considerationslor d, gioen oalue oj GM.-I"or
a given value of Gtt ttte followinc considemtions
must be noted:
(1) At small angles of heel, increase of beam produces, great€r GrlI and therefore greater GZ or
rightinc power.
(2) The limiting angle io which a vesselmay heel
and still possessrightlng power is governed by the
amount of freeboard.

Vessel ln sta,ble condition.
Vessel in a sta,blecondition with the cent€r of
gravity (G) bero?,the metaceDter (.lf). The richting lever (eZ) shows buoyance oine B) and welght
(line W) exerting force to richt the vessel.

Vessel in unstable condltion.
Vessel in an unstable condition with the center of
grayity (c) obooethe metacenter (M). The richting lever (GZ) shows buoyancy (line B) and rveight
line W) €xertlng force to contlnue turning the
vessel.
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(3) Tlre potnt ilt, th€ metacenter, llmlts the posiUon of G tf the ship i,s to possessstabilitv, and it
will be noted that the distance GM, the height ol
tlre metacenier above t}le center of gravity, is actually the measure of the Yessel'sinitial stabilitv'
(4) At smaU angles of heel, a, flne-lined vessel
has a shorter GZ, or righting arm, than a full-lined
ship.
(5) G/lf, afreck most ihe behavior of the ship at
sea, particularly the period and violence of rolllngl.
cz, the lencth of the righting arm, governs and
determlnes lhe resistence of the ship to capsizing,
and hence ls the element of greatest int€rest in
assuring survival of ihe ship atter underwater damage. A vessel with a comparatively low center of
cravity and great length of GM $'lll be a "stifi"
vessel, This condition is accompenied by short,
sharp rolllng in a seaway, is uncomfortable, and
may damage the vessel and cargo. On the other
hand, a "tender" vesselhas a long easy roll. Ilere
the center of gravity ls comparatively high, the Grlt
short; and lf a high freeboard value (which afiects
GZ) i,swanting, the danger of capsizing in a heavy
sea ls always present. Ilowever, sush a Yessel,possessing a hlgh freeboard, might actuallv have a
greater range of stahility than had she been in the
"stiff" condition with less ireeboard. The value of
GM maJ, in most cases of loading and ballasting,
be controlled by the proper vertical distribution of
weight a,board shlp. An otherwise "stifi" Yessel
may be changed into an ea,syone, and vice versa.
th€ location of
lI. Incuning eaperiment.-Sitce
G by computatlon involving the weigbts of all structulal parts, b&llast, fuel, etc. on board is a huge calculation easily fraucht n'ith error, the inclining
experlment ls made on a vessel in which ttre angle
of heel caused by placing a known welght a known
distance from the fore-and-afi mld-ships line is
found. A slmple calculation derives the GM, and
The location of C now being esKG:KM--4M.
tablished, for any subsequent change in position or
addition to the n'eights on board, a new G, and consequently a new GM, are easily determined. In the
inclining experiment problem, to find the distance
ttre ship's center of gravity has moved during the
experiment, multiply the weight moved by the distence and divide by the displacement tonnage.
For etatnple: A 30-ton weight ls moved 25 feet
to. one side of the fore-a,nd-aft line ln a vessel of

2,500tons dlsplacement. I€ngth of the plumb line
(usedto measuretlxe angle of heel) is 20 feet, mean
deflection (measured along a betten) is 24 inches.
Required the G.ilt.'
since G moves to G,, we haye GC,:(?rXd) divided by w. Let Pt equal the length of the plumb
Iine and Ll' equal the deflection, then Pt divided
by Zt equalscM diyided by GG,, from which Gll4:
(PLXGG.'-LL,.
Therefore, shiit of CG:GG,: (30X25):2500:
3.6inches.
GM: (240x3.6)
-24:
36 lnches or 3 feet
(1) The inclining experlment booklet fulnished
to the ship will glve a light condition for the vessel
and one or more assumed conditions of loadins.
These conditions can be u6ed es a basis for estimating or calculating the stabillty under aciual
load conditions.
(2) The above description is given lor genera,l
information pulposesonly, To conduct an inclining
experiment, refer to more complete details and instructions glven in standard texts on stability,
I. Ninding GM Jor q loqd, condition.-Compula.tion of lfc is simply an application of the principles
of moments about the ba,sicpoini If, in order to nnd
the CG of a vertical system ol welghts.
(1) For example: A ship in licht condition displaces 1,000tons, the I<G being 10 feet; and the ,Iftt
ln loaded condition being 13 feet. Two hundrcd
tons of cargo are loaded 10 feet aboye the keel and
200 tons of fuel 15 feet above the keel. Find ttle
GM.
Sollltion. (Sum of moments aboui K-total weisht
or displacement) equalsKG.

I:e(t

I(G:15,000- 1400: 10.?1
KM:13.00
GM: 2.29
.

Ftcunr 27-303.-(A) Measuring efiect of shift of s'elght. (B> IIM-I(G:GM.
(Reprint€d from Merchant Marine OEcer's Ha,ndbook by permission of Cornell Marltine Press,)
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(2) Assuming that the above exaEple is a trial
by computation for a proposed loading, it is now
proposed to shorten the GM by .25 foot. Ilow
many feet must 50 ton6 of cargo be raised to efrect
this?
Sorrrtion.' Here it is required to raise the Cc .25
foot. By the principle of moments, the welght
moved times the distance moved divided by the
tot&l welght is equal io the shitt ol the center of
gravity (CG) of the system.
.25 foot lise of e:(50Xdistance
raised) -.i-1400
l
4
0
O
. ..2 5 X
'rhen distanceraised-5b-?- feet
Therefore 50 tons of the 200 tons of cargo aboard
must be placed 10 plus ? or 1? feet above the keel.
Note that 25 tons raised 7X2 or 14 leet would give
the same result: or 100 tons raised ? +2 or 3.5 ieet
gives a third choice in the matier,
(3) Taking another example, assume a vesselof
2,000 tons displacement is to fiU a ballast tank
whose CC ls Ly2 feel above the keel. cM equals
2.0 feet and .IfG equals 1,1feet, The capacity of
the tank is 50 tons. What will be the efrect on
tlle GM?
Sotrrron. Distance of CG of tank from c is
L4-ly2 or !2y2 leet. Shift of G (50x12y2) -,.
(2,000+50)
:625-2,050:.304.
Therefore KG:14-.304:13.696
GN[: 2+.304: 2.3 feet
J. Stq,bilit! curres.-'I}jre value of Glt, as previously noted, must be considered in connection
with the curve of righting arms, which is generally
called the stability curve. Usually, curves are
drawn giying the righting arms for a ship in three
estimated conditions; light, normal or cruislng, and
full load. For practical purposes, il the eM ol
the ship can be estimated for an exlstlng condition,
the righting arm curve may be selectedwbich most
closely resembles the existing condition. The
curve can be couected by multlplying the difierence betweenthe CM from which the curve ls drawn
and ttre Glt of the existing condition, by the sine
of the angle of heel: (cltt actual-cltt fo! the
curve) X Sire of the angle equals the correction.
It the actual Cjlt is larger then curve cIt4, the
coraectionwill be added to the values of the curve:
subtracted if the actual GM ls smaller.
wlile a satisfactory stabtlity condition may be
apparent through the lnformation shown on the
curve, a later experiencs may prove ure vessel's
beha,viorat sea to be poor. The ship,s rolling period ls usually the key to this. Il the wave period
and the vessel'sperlod of roll are Dearly in agreement when the sea is near the beam, excessive
rolling is the consequence. The most satisfactory
rolUng period is one which is grea,ter than the hau
wave period, and not coincident with the full wave
period.
K. BM or rnetacentric rqd,ius--W e have seen
thet the vector representing the upward force of
buoyancy meets the point M, the metacenter, on

I
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ihe mid-shlp vertical line. The total buoyancy
force concentrated at B, the center of buoyancy,
has its origin at this point. We accept the values
ot BM lor any given floating position or draft condition as beyond our control. A desired location
of G may be afrected by means at our disposal,,but
M and, B, and consequenUythe distance 8.1tf,are.
lald down by the inexorable lav,'s of nature. BM
(feet) equals (moment of inertia of water ptane)
dlvided by volume of displacement (feet'), or
the numFrator I being sonsidered relative to
?,
the longitudinal axis. It will be observed trom
this lormula that the value of Bt4 depends atmost
n'holly upon the volume of displacement, since an
ordinary vessel's water plane area changes comparatively little throughout her range of working
drafts. This accounts for the high position of the
metacenter at the lighter draft, so that a given ,fG
results in a grealer GM at the light draft than at
the load draft. Also, for a given displacement,ttre
vesselhaving the greater beam will have the greater Bllf, since the moment of inertia of the water
plane aboui the fore-and-aft line varies as the
breadth cubed, al.td only directly as the leneth.
We therefore note that the broad-beamedshallowdraft vesselis characterized by her great metacentric height (GM) becauseof the comparatively great
height of M (-KIt), This is a "stifi" vesselwith a
short rolling period, Consideringa narrow-beamed
ship, the formula showsthat the Ei" will be seriously affected by a heayy draft, or increasein displacement. We have here the naturauy "tender" vessel
in the load condition, and particular care must be
taken to keep C well down.
(1) In ordinary cargo-type steamersthe .BM approximately varies inversely as the draft. Thus a
yessel of 12,500 tons displacemeni, 400 feet in
length, and 55 feet beam, at 12 leet dral.t wil}l a BM
of 21 feei, has ai 26 feet draft a BM of 10 feet. In
such a steamer the location of the center of buoyancy, or lfB (shtp upright), is approxinrately .55 of
the drait above the keel.
(2) The moment of inertia of the water plaDe
(I), as used ln the formula above, is equal to the
length times ttre breadth cubed, divided by 12.
L. The longitud,inalBjlt, which is required in trim
calculations, is computed on the same principle.
The moment of inertie of the lirater plane is considered as about the transverse axis passing through
the center of gravity of that area.
M. Pitching.-A yesselof light draft as compared
to her Ioad condition will react to a head sea with
a much more lively moiion, due to the fect that the
longitudinal BM correspondsto a shorter pitching
period, just as we have 6eenthat the greater tran6verse BM (unlesscounterdctedby a raised center of
gravity) produces the shorter tolling period. The
pitching period has been found to agree closelywith
f,heresult eiven by the formula: ,--0.554 lc .t t&8,
k being the radius of gyration about the transverse
axis passing through the center of grayity. The
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value of t (in seconds),o{ course,dependsupon the
moment of inertia of the mass about the center of
gravlty, so that greater weight toward the vessel's
ends, and a consequentincrease in the numerator
k, will result ln a longer pitching period for a given
tctf (longitudinal metacentric height). Ahe same
effect on the period of roll is produced by stowlng
heavy cargo ir the wings of the holds, but, due to
the comparatively small distance froE ttre mid-ship
line to the center ot the weight, such efrect would,
in most cases,be negligible. Unusual weight placed
near the ends of a vessel produces sluggishness in
a head sea,which causesthe shipping of heavy water
over the bows, a consequent loss of speed, and undue
longitudinal stresseson the vessel'sstructure.
N. Balhsting,-From one-fourth to one-third of
the deadweight carrying capacity is, in general, a
suitable amount oI water ballast to be carried ln
double bottom and deep tanks of a ship in light
condition. Double bottom tanks alone are seldom
ade4uate for encient ballasting, considerlna the
dincdties of lavlgation and wear and tear on the
structure in a heayy seaway. Deep tanks, or wing
tanks are almost a necessity in most trades, and
absolutely so in stormy waters. Ttre obviou6 advantages of supplying th€ needed deadweight as well as
a ralsed center of grayity needhardly be commented
on. Slack water ballast should partlcularly be
guarded egeinst, as it has a damaglng effect on tank

tops and causes stresses ln the tank structure and
vicinity.
(L) Filling ballast tanks at s€a.-Loss of G.l{ due
to consumption of fuel or water may sometimesrequire fillinc a ballast tank at sea. It is not good
seamanship to wait until ihe vessel is in a tender
condition, especiallyso lf rough weather ls encountered, before taking such action; and padicularly
should the tanks be of the undivided type, i, e. a free
surface extending from slde to side of the entire
tank, GM is reduced in the case ol a free liquid
by an amount equal to the moment of inertia ot the
surface of the liquid dtvided by ihe displacement
of the yessel: Reduction ol GM:i-V,
i being the
moment of inertia ol the free surfa,ce and y the
3),
dlsplacemeni (in feet
It should be noted that i
in the formula is independent of the yolume of the
llee Uquid, being, for a, tank of rectangular form:
i: (l X b ") - 12,I and b being tbe length and breadth
of the free surface, respestiYely.
(2) As an example of the efrect on the GM ot the
lree liquid surface in a vessel,'s tanks, conslder a
double bottom 4 feet deep, filled to a depth of
3 feet rtrith sea water: The tank is 50 feet wide and
52 feet long, and the water is free to flow in any
directlon. Assumethat the height of the CG before
running wa,ter into the tank is 22.8 leet and the
ships displacementis 13,000tons. Weight of water
in the tank ls 220 tons.

j
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Change in .KG due to water in tank:
(22a-1.5) X220
13220
Reduction in GM due to slack water:
(5 0 x 5 0 x 5 0 x 5 2 )
.-I or,
:1.? feet.
(1 2 X1 3 2 2 0 X 3 5 )
v
: .35 foot
FaU in CG due to taking in wate!
Reduction in Gilf due to slack water :1.1? feei
: .82 foot
Total reduction in cM
(3) Instances of such large free surfacesof liquid,
of course,would,be rare in any vessel. It is worthy
of not€ that. sincethe value of the moment of ine|tia
of the free surface varies as the cube of the breadth,
a watertight centerline division in the tank would
resuli in one-fourth of the GM reduction due to free
surfacein the through tank. The centerline division
would appear, then, as follows:
:.3s-toot
FaU in Cc due to taking in water
Reduction in Gllt due to slack water:.2g-foot
:,06-foot
Increas€ in (;M
Ttre presenceof slack oil or water in subdivided
tanks, therefore, is not generally a seriouscondition
in ship stability consideration. However, the
probably perllous caseof a tender vesselhaving he!
lower hold full of water is realized when considering
the efiect on the cM ol comparatively large free
liquid surfaces a,sgiyen in the example.
a given weight is
O. Change ol trin.-When
placed in a vessel at a given distance forward or
abaft the tipplng center, or center of flotation, the
change of trim due to the moment about that point
(expressedby the weight X the distance) is found
(tDx d\
by the formula C:
where C is the change
_
ITM

of trim in inches; rr, the weight in tons; d, the dlstance from the tipping cenlet; ITM, the inch trim
(!M
moment. The ITM may be found by
*5"r"
D

t is the tons per inch immersion; b, the breedth ot
the vessel; ft, a constant depending on the block
coeficient.
For coefnclent ol .65. value of k is 28.
!.or coefnclent ot .?0, vslue ol k is 30.
For coefncient of .85. value of k is 32.
Another name lor the center ol f,otation is the
cet]ter of graviiy of the waterplane. This curve is
usually found in the "Dlsplacement and Other
Curves" or "C.lrrves ol Form."
For exarnple: 100 tons of cargo a,re loaded in a
vessdl 50 feet forward of the ttpping center: tons
per inch are 12; breadth ol the ship 40 feet; a block
coefrcient of .65. Draft before loading, 11 leet forward and 12 feet 6 inches aft. Find ihe draft a,fter
loading,
For the lf./l4 (28X 12X 12)
foot,/ton.
-,10:100.8
For the change of trim (100X50)-100.8:50,nches or 4 feet 2 inches.
For the increaseirl mean drett 100-:-12:8 tnches,

.4.
t2 064
- 2',01"
+ 08"
1l'0f,

Since the change of trim is equal to the sum ol
the increese of draft at one end of the ship and
decreaseat tbe opposite end, due to the "tippinC"
efrect, we apply only half-trim in the manner
required.
(1) The location of the iipptng center is a,t the
center of the wat€r plane area, or is approximately
at the mid-distance betweenperpendiculars.
(2) When weights are shifted in ttre fore-and-att
line, the moment found by multtplying the weight
by the distance moyed is tha,t which causes the
change of trim, Therefore, it is not necessary to
know the position of the weight moved relative to
the tipping center. For example: 100 tons ol fuel
oil are shift€d from No. 3 to No. 6 tank, a dlstance
of 110 feet. The ITM is 550 foot/tons. Draft
before shifting fuel is 15 feet l'. and 14leet A. Find
the new draft.
(100X110)-550:20" change of trlm (by the
slern ) .
lhft b€Ioreshilringfueltr tri m- -, ,----.-,----,-New drr{t-

F.
, -,-,------,-

-10,

,4.
t4,00"
+10"

r4t\zr

t4'10,

Note that in this ca,sewe have not added or teken
away any n'eight so that the tons per inch (?pI)
value does not enter the calculations.
(3) Tabulated information on the draft and trlm
efiect due to loading, discharging, shifting cargo or
ballast, etc., is ot much pra,ctical value aboard ship.
Such information may be comput€d for Ught &nd
load drafts, the neecssarycorrection lor intermedlat€ drafts being estimated and properly applled.,
A convenientform of tabulating this data ln the case
of ships ball&st or bunker tanks might be as follows:
Fore peak sinks l0 inches folward; r.isesA inches
aft.
Number 1 D, B. sinks 8 inches torward; rises 2
inches aft.
Number I D. B. rises 3 inch€s forwerd; sid<s
6 inches a,ft.. et4.
Similarly, the efiect due to loadlng 10,25, or 50 tons
of cargo in the center of the hold might be arranged
as a table.
P. Follouing are sofite uselul lonnulo,e lor rse in
stqbilitg cornputations.
(1, CM:KM-KG
(shlp uprtght) ; ff:hetCht
of metacent€r a,boveke€l.
rgl r/b-M:.gzb-+t; b:bread*r of vessel. a,trd
t:single period of roll ln seconds.
(3) fB:.55d
(ship upright);
-trB:center of
buoyancy above keel, and d:mean draft (a clos€
approximation in cargo steamers)
Q) BM:I-V;
f:moment of inertia ot waterplane &bout fore-and-&ft axis, and y:volume of
displacemert.
(5) Bllf:.o8 b'-d; D:moulded breadth of vessel,
&nd d:mean draft {a close approximation for c&rgo
steamers).
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(6) KM:RBIBM
(1' LGM:(LBM*RB) _KG
(8\ LBM:I-V:
I a\d V. see(4) above.
(9 ) l TM : ( LG M Y W ) ..(l 2 x L e 7 w th \: V l : d i s placement in tons, and Length:lhat between per'pendiculars.
(1 0 ) ? P I : ( A r ea of w a te r-p l a n e ): (1 2 X 3 5 ).

( 11) Area of water-plane:Length
X breadth X coefncient of nneness.
(12) cG,:(?rrxd)
: ty; cc,:shift
of center of
gravity {in feet); ?r:weight shifted; d:distance
weight is shif ted; and W:displacement (in tons).
Q. Stability data for several representatiye, types
ol tendels is given below; (some values are approximate).

(i \t

l8$lml,,cliss (.tonqril) :
Lrgnr
Full lol|il
180-tootct'lsses(A, B & c):
L i s h t . - -, - - - - - - - - - N o r m a l --.-.,---. - F u l l l o r d.--. ,--,--.--lTtsroot class ( Il:nrrrl):
Lisht
,--,--Full load .. I7.]-loot clNss (,ttirll?toe) :
Lighi.
--- Full lotd .
lr3Joot class (lrliitd /Ieatn):
Lisht
F u l l l o n d . .,,

;J.tii
-

l,?3!

l!.0

tilt{
'J81
l,0215

9.85
12.4
12.t'7

2. rl
:t,72

'{. i5

2. ft

2.7 5

9. 5.q
11.5

K (l

Lil
1.5

1:',31

1.50

8l

15.4

2.0l

88

14.I

8.25

'r70

5. 73
7. t9

t.01

t2

+0 0.1

2,-

- 0 .ls

(2) A rouCh method of deter.mining metacentlic
height (GM) ol a vessel at any time when the ship
is rolling, may be used by observing the period of
Ioll with a stop watch. The relation connecting the
peliod of roll with the GM is as follows: GMr,

I-

whele rf is a contant, with a value fol the 180-footclass tenders of about 64, and t is the time of the
half-roll, that is, the time in secondsbetween the
ma,ximumroll from one side to the maximum roll on

11.03
l l .83

66.8
96.26
100.9

8.8
nl .5
10.55
9.2
10.0r,

8t.0
97.0

5.3i

11.55
10.8t

85.0
& !.3
.t5.jt5
51.45

2,85

t\2
6l

l l .0.t
10.06

TP T

r(11.0
116.5

l i l .4u
12.83

N o r E - - T h € rh o rc4 $ ta fo .l l h h rl rn d,Vi3r k1n.hhl\r r l,' nindinInsc\I' cr im r nr sm a,l ei nl s 3!r ndi s i her .for es om ew hatoutol data.
oDl y t o s h o e . r.t'rp sr.n ri rj o n o l $r .r r l r yt\' s nI l.n' hr s, cor nt' Jr ir p lh. ol,i wi r h r l ' 1c r .

(1) Taking the 180-foot class tender for example,
at normal load the table below shows the efiect on
the transverse metacentric height (GM), of adding
15 tons additional
weight at various heights.
Weights up to three times this amount will have
approximately ploportional effects on the cM.

l@t

l .79
2.58

2 .25
t-25

IT M

7.08
t- .45

Ir j s i nc l uded

the other. T?re value of the constant.If may be more
accurately established by otserving the roll period at
a time when the cM is approximately known, such
as when the ship is about in a normal condition. By
placing the time of the half-roll so obtained, and the
GM, in the folmula, the value of If may be checked.
In obselving t, it is besi to get the total time of a
number oJ successive half-rolls, such as 10, lather
than to use only a slngle cycle; then divide the total
time by the number, in oldef to average out inaccuracies. This method is valid, theoretically, only for
free and unrestricted rolling; that is, the natural
loll of the ship without outside influences terding to
change the time of the roll. Consequently, the time
should preferably be iaken during fairly salm
weather, when the roll is not appreciably affect€d
by deep waYes.
(3 ) It must be lemembel'ed that the above method
of determining GM gives only approximate results,
and it should be used only with a thorough understanding of the plinciples involved, so that its limitations may be understood.
R. The description of stability in this section has
been but briefly touched, and the interested reader
is invited to pulsue this subject further in any of the
well-knowu iexts dealing wiih cargo-handling or
damage control,
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S. I'or information, a few siatistics oi various
classesof tenders are given below (somevalues are
approximate) :
{1) 189-footJozquil-classtender:

(3) 1?3-footclasi (Mistletoe):

11.000

10.r{0

| 3,500
,9.000

l J . rJ
10 4.0

F or " I, ak . - ..
.\ fl ,,r tr ..\
F r , l l 12 S. ...- ....
l :r . l l l l I

i l .2tr i
i 1.500
l . {i i i
t,675

.9
til.o
6.2
6,2

l' . .

0.
6.

19.7
t9.7

Ha tcl si z.,9 l cct3 nr ch.s x 9leet3 inchcs.
Hold @DacitJ, lowcr, 9,050cDbic foet.
'hvecn decks. 6,375cubic lcct,
Fresh wakt
F rs. 1 6 2 4 C/L- - - ,- - .
2 5 {2 s
_- - __
2 5 4 2 P""
"' '
t8 8 t c/L,, Diesr oil or ballost:
rrs. ti -1 6 c/L- - - - . .- - 6 -1 6 S - - - - - - - ,- ,- - - 0 -1 6 f - - - - - - - - ,- - - - - - 5 6 7 ? S- - - - - ,,- 5 6 ? 7 P- - - - Fu€l oi|
Frs, {S-55 S
49-b5 P
4 3 .1 9S- ,
4 3 4 9 P_- -

_"'

---,
- ---,

Gauons
4,787
5ll2o
_
5820
14,011
oil
Gattons (tons)
5,87t l8 2 5
5,4?7 17.01
5"{ 7? l7 0 l
5,498 17. 07
5,244 16 2 9
Collons
11,697
12,m8
11,989
\2.23t'

( 4)

17,?8
21.6r
21.tit
52.l 1
22.4t
20.!2
!0.gil
21.00
20.03
42.2
44.r

(2) 180-footclasstender:
Hatch size. lwd,, 7 (ect r T leeti main 9 ie€t x ! fcei,
Hold cap.,iwd,,4,000cubic feeiimrin 11,000cubic leet
G

Frcsi water:
Fore oerk
F sd . S
Fqd. P
----.
A (t. c/L
Ail. s
A tr. P
..- ....
Afrer pcak .
Fuel oil:
CL

s..
P

- _- - - - ....

? ,0 00
1 9 ,6 80
1 r ,4 76
I l,4 7 6
7 ,2 50
3 .0 60
3,060

26.0
i 3.2
42.1
42.1
27.n
11.4
11.4
{6,4

1 2 ,8 00
8 ,7 05
8, ?05

lo, c

41.3
28. L
2E.l

133- foot

52_rO

( W hi te

H eath,

I

0
0

instrument known as StaT. Stabilogauge.-An
bilogauge has been issued to the 180-foot class tenders. This is a calculating device which instantly
determines the mean dlaft, displacement, deadweight, and stability which a ship will have under
any condition of loading or at any time during a
voyage. The indicato! in the left hand window gives
the metacentric heicht (GM) of the ship for anv
condition, based on information set into the instrument by micrometer-type thimbles, according to the
actual condition of loading. Complete instructions
for the use of stabilogauge are furnished with the
A Stabilogauge prepared for a certain
instlument.
yessel or class of vessels may not be used to compute
yalues for any other type vessel,

FlcvRE 2?-305.-Stabilogauge.
2O\j4i,OO

c l as s

H r l c h s i r o, r 0l r c l x 10I( \'r ,
C .D l c i l y of hol ds :
\uDrber 1, 7,2r0 cubic ft'rt,
\unbcr 2, 1,780cubic {('1,
\um bo.3, I,140c ubi c nl l .
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5HI P HA NDT IN G
Generql-

A. Purposeof this Eectiolt,-The phlase "difierent
ships, difierent long splices" holds good in shiphandling as well as in other seafaring functions. A
more controvelsial subject may not be found. Howsver, it is the intent of this section to set forth for
inforrqative purposessomeof the fundamental pdnciplesinvolved in maneuveringsingle and twin screw
vessels,along with some practical hints developed
thlough the experienceof many capableshipmastels.
B, Good shiphand.lingessentialto a.id,sto nauigation work,-Alt}l.ottgh shiphandling, especially in
aids to navigation wo!k, is an art which can be
learnedonly by constant study, analysis,experiment,
and practice (or in other words, experience), nevertheless a thorough understanding of the fundamental efiects of a vessel'srudder and propeller(s)
and general characteristics of certain types of vessels will enable the conning omcex to profit more
readily from his expelience. Good shiphandling is
absolutelyessentialin aids to navigatlon work from
a standpoint oi safety and operational efr.clenc!.
When setting buoys, one is often required to put a
ship in places where no prudent seaman would
voluntarily go. Constant vigilance is the watchword when working buoys. The slightest inattention on the part of the shiphandler when a buoy is
alongsideor is being hoisted-allowing the ship to
fall off for a moment or gathe! way-and the damage is done. A man is injured, gear damaged, etc.
Since aids to navigation tenders may be either single
or twin screw, the principles involving each will be
discussedin turn. Although these principles may
be describedin terms of large vesselsat times, neverthelessthey apply to smaller tenders (in proportion)
as well.
C, eenetql hints.-T}le conning omcer who is respectedis one whosebridce is taut and quiet, There
should be no excltement or confusion when working
buoys,or handling a ship anywhere for that matter.
A few quiet commands to the wheel, a wave of the
hand to ihe deck is all that is neededfor well-trained
personnel. Never expect a ship to handle exacily
the same as she did the last time you were in what
apparently is the same situation. Conditions will
never be exactly the same. Always be on the alert
for a sudden sheer when in a confined channel or
approaching a dock. A quick full ahead or back for
a short period with the engine, as the case may be,
niu break the sheer and straighten her out, prooialed you don't have too much way on. Speed
throuch the water is deceptive, It may appear that
the shtp is almost stopped, in fact you may be deciding to work the engine &head, but as soon as
the buoy gets past the bow and is cominc alongside,
it wiu generauy happen that the ship is movlng
fasier than you thoughi. Iiem€mber the phrase
"You can aln'ayscome ahead,but you cannot always
back".
(1) FUU ahead on the engine ln maneuvering
should not be confused with speed. Althoueh it is
generally desirable to maneuver the englnes genuy
when in the proximity of a dock or a buoy, there
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will be times when a quick cant one way or anoiher
is desirable, yet without increasing the headway.
Using full rudder and two-thirds or fuU speedahead
tot a briel interval will be much more satisfactory
than prolonged use of the engine under less power
which permits a great€r distance io be covered
ahead and towards the dock or buoy before the desired turn is achieved. fiiis is especiallytru€ when
dead in the water or moving slowly in the direction
you wish to turn the engine. It is always the strong
initial thrust that has the greatest turning effect.
(2) Another good reason for going slowly is the
chance of mech&nlcalor human failure. The pilothouse control may suddenly co dead, a circuit
breaker cut out if you haye moved the control too
quickly trom ahead to astern, an engineroom telegraph signal misread, a man on deck may hold the
spring when you want it veered,etc. In any of these
events, il your headway is what it should be, you
will probably have time and space to counteract
what has happened.
(3) If, when approaching the dock o! buoy, you
nnd that the ship has too much headway, don't
hesitate to back and stop her, even if it spoils the
approach and ii becomesnecess&ryto turn around
and come in again,
D, The principal lactors in connectlon with the
handling of any shlp are the size of the vessel
(length, displacement,), her speed (power), the
depth of water under her, the force and direction
of the wind and current, spaceavallable for maneuyering, and princlples of the efiect of rudder and
engines. The latter is the most important and will
be discussednrst.
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Principlesof Rudder ond S<rew Efiect
lTwin-screw).-

A. Position ol the rud,aler.-tn steering a twinscrewyessel,the position of the rudder dependsupon
ihe direction the ship is moving throuch the water,
and not the directlon in which the propellers are
iurning. The various forces set up by the action
of a single ssrew balance out in the case of twin
screws,and for that reason can be disregarded. As
long as both screwsare working ahead or astern at
the same speed, tlrc force o! water against the face
of the rudder will control the steering of the ship.
B. Headuag anatthe rudd,er,-When the 6hip has
h€hdway, and a turn to the right ls desired, apply
rlght rudder. The ship's stern will swing to p;ri
and ttrus change the heading of the shtp to the
right or starboard. The ship pivots on a polnt well
forward of amldship end it should be remembereal
that the stern, not the bow, sn'ings when the rudder
is pFt over. Ttlis swing, a,way from the direc{ion
to which the rudder is applied, causesthe ship to
change to 'the deslred heading. To turn to the left
when going ahead, left rudder is applled.
C. Sternue! anil the rudater.-Whert the ship has
sternway, the rudder efiect is the opposlte. Right
rudder when the ship is going astern causesthe stern
to move to the right, changing the heading of the
ship to port. Left rudder, vice versa, A twin-s€rew
ship steers similarly to an automobile.
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D. Efrect ol scre1./|s.-When both screws are turDing ahead or astern at the same speed,ttre ship, if
not influenced by external facbrs of wind and current and with the rudder emidships, will move
stralght ahead or back. If either screw ls working
singly, a iurni_ngmoment is created which will swing
the ship away from the side on which the screw is
acting. For example,if the starboard screwls turning atread alone, the shlp will swing to port. If
backing, then the ship's bow swings io starboard as
the stern goesto port. when the screwsare turning
at difierent speedsin the same direction, i. e., one
turning a,headone third, the other ahead full, the
bow will turn toward the side which h&s the engine
turnine ai ihe slower speed, and the greater the
difrerence ln speed, the sharpe! the turn. when the
screwsare opposed,the ship's bow will turn towards
the side that is backing; i. e., port screwahead,sterboard screw backing, and the bow wiU turn to starboord. Whether the ship will have headway or
sternway will dep€nd on the dlfrerence betwe€n the
relative speed and power of the two engines and the
amount of way that was on the ship when the operation was begun.
fn order to turn a twin-screw ship in place, the
relative speed of the resp€cilve engines must be
aqiusted until they balance each other (not turning
at the same number of revolutions necessadly), discounting of cours€ the external efects of wind and
current In screws workilg opposed,it should be
remembered that the screw backing must turn fa,ster
than the screw going ahead in order to ba,lancethe
thrurt, In turning a ship in place,it may be necessary to alternately stop a,nd start the engine. Under some conditions, one screw backing two-thlrds
will about balance the other screw going ahead one
third.
E. Rudder and, screrrs.-As stated before. the rudder is used in relation to the direction of motion of
the ship through the water rather than in rela,tion to
the direction of rotation ol the propeuers. For
example,when going ahead on both screwsand lt is
deslred to turn to starboard sharply, stop and back
the starboard sarew and apply full right rudder.
liowever, when having sternway and desiring to turn
the ship to starboard (stern to port), go ahead on
ihe port enedne, bark on the starboard engine and
tull left rudder. When the ship is being swung in
plece with no way on, the rudder should be-left
arrtdships.
F. Steerage.-When ttre ship is dead in the wa,Gr,
or nearly so, the ship lacks st€eragen'a,y and the
rudder will have little or no efect. This is true as
the ship loses her way when coming to a stop or
when starting to make way aft€r being stopped.
Control must then be accomplished with the englnes
until steerageway is gained.
G, Knou lour ship.-The ofrcer handling the,ship
should know certain individual charactelistics ot his
ship: for example,how muctr power to expect when
certain speedsare ordered, how long it takes the
engine room to reverse the engines, how tar ihe shlp
will iruvel if the englnes are reversed at various
speedsahead, what turning efiect certain degrees ot
rudder angle will have, the diameter of the ship's
turning circle, etc. This paragraph applies to
slngtle-scre\r' yessels as well.
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H. Stand&rd, orders to the uheel,-Si\ce
lbe
standard orders to the helmsman should be familiar
to all (they may be found in any standard text on
seamanship) ttrey wiU not be repeated here. IIowever, it is emphasizedthat only standard terminotogy should be employed. A confusedhelnsman c&n
easily cause an accident.
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Principlesof Rudderond 5crew Effect
(Single-screwl-

A. In the following discussiona right ha,nd propeller is essumed.
B. Ulhen going ahead., lhe efiect of the rudder ls
the sameas describedfor a twin-screw vessel. Right
rudder turn$ the ship's head to the right and the ship
pivots in a similar manner to a tqrin-screw vessel.
C. When backing, a difrerent problem is involved.
The sidewise thrust of the ba.cking scr-ew has a
tendency to swing the ship's stern to port. Conversely,when golng ahead, il there is no countering
efiect of the rudder, tl]e sides'ise thrust of the screw
going ahead tends to swing the st€m to starboard.
The screw when going ehead h&s its greatest turning efiect on the ship when turning over slowly.
However, when the sarew is backing, its greatest
turning efieci is at full speed, When ba4king, the
rudder has litile efrect until the vesselhas gained
considerable sternway, in which case if the sidewlse
thrust of the screvsto port is not too strong, the vessel may mind her helm and back to the rudder ttrle
sa,meas a twin-screw vessel, A single-ssrew vessel
ts rnore eaaily afiected by current and wind when
backing, It is a t€ndency of most vesselsto ba,ck
lnto the wind and away from the current. This is
true, to a l€sserdegre€,ln twin-screw vesselsalso.
D. The following illustrations show the efrect ot
screw and rudder on a powerboat. The principle is
the same for shlps.
E. The followinc four cases iUustmte ihe efiects
ot varlous comblnatlons of screw and vessel motion.
and are explanations of some of the lollowing
illustrations.
(1) Ship and sereu going ahead-|f. the ship is
stopped and the screw sterts turning ahead, the
screw current striling the rudder caus€s the ship to
turn in the dlrection the rudder is put over, As ttte
vessel gathers way, the efiect of the screw current is
lessened and the normal acuon of tbe rudder takes
control. Ttris is ivhy a short application of full
power ahead when tJre ship is stopped has a great
turning efiect without ca,using much advance. This
is & most useful maneuver, bui one which many
shiphandlers are &pparentLy hesit6nt to use. When
the ship ls proceedlng normally a,nd the rudder is
suddenly put hard over, the st€rn wiU nrst move
away from ttre direction of ttre turn. The ship then
'cfabs- ofi in the same dlrection as it slowly begins
lo turn. Due to her momentum along her original
course,the ship will range aheed along that course
for a length or two before beginning to gain ground
in the desired directlon.
(2, Ship ahd screu going asterrL.-ln lhis casethe
steering efiect of the rudder is negligible until the
ship gaihers suffcient sternway; meanwhile the
screwcurrent has siarted to swing the vessel'sstern
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to port. As the sternway increases.the rudder. if
put hard right, will take increasing efiect and tf the
screw ls backed slowly so as to minimize its thrust,
the stern wiu swing to starboard. If the rudder is
put fuu left, the stern q'ill swinc rapidly to port.
This tendencycan be useful when turning in a short
narrow space, provided the ship is turned to the
right. By alternating full ahead on right rudder
and full astern on left rudder, a ship may be turned
quickly in a small area. The wind generally has
quite an efiect on yesselsgoing astern. If there is
much wind, the ship n'lu back its stern up into it
regardless of rudder or screlv. Therefore, when
turning in a narrow space n'ith wind on one bow.
make the turn away from the wind, backing the
engine when the wind is well abaft the beam,
(3t Ship goitl.g ahes,it, screw going a,stern.-It
must not be assumedthat the rudder will still afrect
the ship's head while the ship has headway. As
soon as tlre screw is reversed,new forces are brought
lnto efiect. If the rudder is left amidships, the
ship's head will faU ofi to starboard. If the rudder
is put fuU riCht at the instant the screw starts
astern, ihe ships head will 6wine to starboa,rdat Arst.
The bow may continue going to the right but usually
will stop, then slowly swlng to port, the stern swinging to starboard as the ship gathers sternway and
minds her helm. If the rudder is put full left at the
instant the screw starts astern, the bow will swing
slightly to ttre left at nrst, but as the speeddecreases
it will lall ofr to starboard, slnce all forces are acting
togelher to swing the stern to port.
G, Ship going q'tern, screu going ahe@d.-Il the
rudder is a,midships,the sidewise pressure of the
screw blades sounterbalancesthe discharge current
striking the rudder, and it is impossible to predict
in rvhich direction the ship will swing. If the rudder
is pul full right, the stern wiU go rapidly to port; if
put full left, the st€rn goes rapidly to starboard.
However, if the ship is making considerablesternway and full power is not being used, the steering
efiect of the rudder may cause the ship to back to
her rudder until the sternrvay has decreased,when
the discharge current of the screw takes effect and
causesthe ship to react as describedabove.
(5) In the tn'o sases described aboye of a ship
golng ahead with screw backlng and a shlp going
astern with screw going ahead, the predictions of
the ship's actlon are predicated on the use of fuU
power on the screw under average conditions.
Should speed through the water be high and only
half powe! used, some of the tendenciesnoted may
be reversed.
F. A s|:tnging ship carries considerable momen' tum and tends to contlnue to swing in the direction
in which it started. Therefore if conditions permit.
start the swing wiih the rudder betore using the
engine to change the direction of the ship's movement. In this manner the swing can be started in
the right directlon and the rudder and enginesused
to best advantage to continue the svlng. When maneuverlng a single-screw ship, remember that the
position of the rudder depends on what the propeller
is doing rsther than on the direction of the motion
of the ship ttrrough the water,

c, Difrerent cond,itions.-lL must be remembered
in the foregoing that difierences in trim, v/'ind. sea.
current, suction of the bottom, slze of rudder and
propeller, etc., all produce new forces, or modify
existing forces, and the vesselmay at times act in
a manner other than predicted herein.
27-10-15

Alongside o Pier-

A. Bringlng a ship alongsidea pier requiresaction
with the rudder, engines, and mooring lines. The
extent to which each of the foregoing is used depends on the existing conditions of wlnd and current and the indivldual characteristics of the ship.
A landinet should not be attempted without obs€rvine the set to be expected. Check the tide and current tables and note the wind condifion, Ships
swinging at anchor may noi ahvays be a reliable indication of the current along the shore becauseof
counter-currents and eddies. When approaching a
pier, ii ls a good practice to usevarious fixed objects
on shore as t€mporary ranges to ascertain the direction of the set.
B, coing alongside with no set-twin-scrcu.Under these conditions the vessel may be docked
equally well on either side. Lines and fenders are
made ready, and the berth approached at an angle
of 10 to 20 decrees,maintaining only sufrcieni speed
for steerageway, Engines should be stoppedand the
bow allowed to approach fairly close to the dock,
at which point the rudder is pui over iII the direction
away from the pier. This Iatter action wiu bring
the stern in so the ship is parallel with the wharf.
Ileadway is then stopped by backing the outboard
engine,or, it the ship tta,sreacheda parallel position
before she loses her headway, it will be better to
back both englnesto prevent the stern from swinging lnto ttre pier.
C. Going alongsiateuith no set-single-screu,-A
single-screw vessel can be easily handled when
going alongsidea dock to port, as the stern wlll go
in when the screw is backed. Approach the dock
at a smell angle as desaribedebove for twin-screw
vessels. When the bow is close, back the engine.
Too much headway will require the engine to go
astern for too long a pedod, in order to stop the
ship. This may force the stern in too ctoseto ttre
dosk, necessitatinc a short kick aheed on full left
rudder to throw the stern out away lrom ttle pler.
ft is better to come in slovlly. Most single-screw
vesselsput a springline ashore flrst, leading ait on
the dock from some polnt forward of amidships on
the vessel,and by judlciously working the engine
ahead slow, the vesselcaII be sprung aloncside,after
whlch the remainlng lines may be put out, i. e. bow,
stern, quarter spring, and breasts. When a vessel
is working ahead slow on a spring line, she may be
st€ered at the dock with the rudder, and the bow
steered in or out as desired. This is useful when
taking up slack in the lines.
Wlren a single-screw vesselis mahlng a dock to
siarboard, the approach must be made as parallel
as possibleto tlte fa,ceof the dock. since the screw
when backed will throw the bow in to$'a,rd the dock.
a!!d the stern out, It lefi rudder is given while
the ship silU has steeragewayand before the screw
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is backed, the vessel will be given a sheer to the
left which will otrset the screw's action in backing.
IIow much left rudder and exactly when it should
be applied are variables,determinable by experience
and the lndlviduel ship. once the spring line is
ashore, steaming;ahead slow on a little left rudder
will breast the ship alongside while the other lines
are belng lun out.
D. Going alongside-beit.g set on to the dock
Gingle- and tutn-scre?r).-Making a landing when
being set on to the dock may be a dangerous operation that must be boldly, declsively, and skillfully handled. The sbip should be brought to a
stop parauel to the pier and about half a beam's
lengt-haway. The current or wind will set the ship
on to thb pier; A close Ianding under these conditions is dangerous, if the set is underestimaied.
Therefore plenty of room for error of judgment
must be allowed. Should the set be unexpected
and th€ ship too far in, the relative value of the
set can be diminished by going ahead faster and
making the landing in a shorter time, thus decreasing the time during which the set is effective. T?rrs
requires good judgment and instantaneous decision.
T'he set uay be strong enough,however, to cause
damage when the vesselcomesup against ttte pier.
This can be overcome(except in the caseo! a single
sclew vesselmaking a pier to port) by bringing the
ship in faster; canting the bow outboard, and, when
close to ttre dock, beckinc down full (if a lwinscrew) on the lnboard engine. The inareasedspeed
cuts down the efiectivenessof the set, while backiag the engine straightens out the ship, siops the
headway, end creat€sa wash to cushion her against
thE pier.
E. Going alongside Dhile being set off Gingleanil, tuln-screut.-If
the current is such as to sei
the ship off the dock, the approacb should be made
at a faA angle with conslderable speed. Lines must
be passedas soon as possible,and the stern brought
in by putting the rudder away lrom the pier. Ileadway is stopped by.backing ihe engine (outboard if
a twin-screw). Ihis also helps to bring in the
stern. Ilovi'ever;it is often necessaryto back down
on a forward quart€r spring while holding the bow,
breasi, or bow Une. If ihe set is strong, careful
handling is neededto prevent parting the lines.
F. Coing alongsidp, current tron ahead, GinSIeanalhDin-screu>.-]fi'hen the current is running parallel to the face of the pier, it is best io stem it when
going alolgside. In this way the ship can maintaln
steeragewey,as she is moving faster through the
water than over the glound. The approach should
be slow r*'ith leference to the dock, and on a parallel
headihg. It is dangerousin this case to come in at
an angle, as the current may take charge and force
the bow in agalnst the pier. The ship ls brought
above the point of mooring and her lines passedto
the pier before stoppinc her headway. Bowlines
ale put ashoreflrst, and the yesselis allowed to drift
ln on her springlines le&ding torward on the dock.
The rudder is used to swinc the stern, and undue
strain on the lines is preventedby an occa,sionalkick
ahead on ttre englne(s). A large ship may drop ihe
outboard anchor upstream and spring in on a line
while veering chain.

G. Going qlon$id,e uith current lron astern.Bringing a ship alongsidewith a fair tide is always
dimcult and often dangerous. Il spacepermits, it is
always better to come about and stem the current.
If space is limited, the vesselmay be swung on an
anchor to achieve the same result. When it is
necessaryto come alongside with the cutrent from
astern it is essentialto get the steln line and after'
quarte! spring ashore filst, When this has been
done, the shain on these lines will spring the ship
in to the wharf. This placesa seriousstrain on the
lines, which must be easedby backing the screwls) .
However, il the screws are backed before the lines
are passed, steerageway may be lost, which may
prove disastrous. Again, the backing of the inboard
screw of a iwin-screw vessel forces a cushion oi
water between the ship and the pier'.
E. Clearing a. pier, ro uitlil or curretut.-T]nis is
not a dimcult operation. Slack off the lines and
observe whether the ship will drift clear. If not,
it will be necessaryto force the stern away fi'om the
pler.
(1) In a single-screwship, starboard side to the
dock, the engine is backed,letting eo all lines (excepi
a quarter bleast, if the ship is large, which is slacked
well off). This swings the stern rapidly to port.
If the bow is forced-into the pier, ahead full for
a moment on the left rudder wiu straighten her out,
or, the rudder may be placed full light as the ship
gathers sternway. When the ship is well ofl the
dock, the bow will be pointed in towards the pier.
If the quarter line was used, hold or check it, as it
now acts as a spring to bring the bow out. when
pointed fair, let go the spring and go ahead. In
the caseof small ships with plenty of r.oomto back,
the quarte! Iine need not be used, but the vessel
backed with right rudder uniil there is room to go
ahead on left rudder and proceed.
(2) If a single-screwvesselis port side to the dock
(or if in the abovecasethere is a vesselmooled close
astern), a bow spring is used and the ship gently
goesahead on it with full left rudder. This throws
the stern out (Protect the ship and the pier with
felrders when steaming ahead on a line.) The line
is cast ofi and th€ ship backs slowly on full dght
rudder until clear, Backing slowly in this caseprevents the sldewisethlust of the screw from having
its full efiect to force the stern back into the pie! too
rapidly. However,the stern will probably graduaUy
turn in torrard the pier in any event, and it will be
necessary to stop when parallel to the dock and
several beam's width out lrom it. The vesselnow
goesahead on full richt rudder and the bow falls off
as required. Care must be taken to watch the swing
of the stern and easethe rudder if necessaryif approaching too close to the dock or other moored
vessels.
(3) On a twin-screw vessel,the inboard 6crew is
backed,the outboard screwturned aheadjudiciously
if desiredto keep the vesselturning in place, or, the
outboard screwalbne may be turned ahead agaiDsta
spring, to force the stern out. However, the bow
comes in against the dock and fenders musl be
tended. If there is plenty of room astern, by backing the inboard screw, and later as the bow swings
in, by backing the outboard screw to stop the swing
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of the bow, the vessel may be backed away without
the bon' touchlng the pier. The discharge current
of the inboard screw also will tend to keep the bow
ofi when it rea,chesthe bow. As soon as the stern is
well clear, the yessel ma,y be steered by the engines
until aat€rn steerageway is obtained.
I. Clearing a pier uhile b€izg set on.-This is a
dificult sltuation. To co out ahead without the use
of o tug or outlyir€ anchor is dangerous.
( 1) A slngle-screw ship lying stalboard slde to ttle
dock should go alead slow on a spring llne wlth full
right rudder, t€ndlng fenders at the bow. When lhe
stern ls well clesr, cast ofr and go astern full,
(2) A sbgle-screw vessellaying port side to re
dock should qraii for more favorable condiuons. if
posslble. Ilowever, if she must go out, the st€rn
murt b€ worked out as far as possible to allow for
the sidewlse thrust of the screw, rvhlch will combine wlth the set of tlxe current or wind to force the
st€rn ba,ckalongside the dosk. If the wind is strong
end the st€rn ca,rl be worked ofi far enough, then the
ship may bark to the wind and thus ofiset the thrust,
of the screw, In working ttle stern ofr, it is better
to lead a spring aft from the bow end prot€ct the
pier s'ith adequat€ fenders, Wiih a spring leading
from the bow in this fashion, providing the construstlon of the bow of ttre ship and the pie! permlts,
the vess€l may be turared to a tull perpendicular to
the pier (ploviding the wind or current is not ioo
strong) and then backed ofi quickly.
(3) A twin-screw yesselshould nrst go ahead on a
spring wlth the outboard screw, tending fenders at
the bow. Thi6 will throw the stern out against the
set. The ship should then be backed immediat€ly
with plenty of power on the lnboard engine, casiin€i
ofi the sp ng. The wa,sh of the inboa,rd engine
should tend to keep her ofi. The outboard screw
should now be backed io get the ship away a.s
qulckly es possible.
J . Cleafing a pter , being se, ot.-This
is the
easlest situation, Cast ofi aU lines, and when the
ship has drlfted away from the pier, proceed.
lL Clearing u pier, current lrqn ahesd,.-ff a ship
is headed into the curreni, hold a spring leading
forwa,rd from the qua,rter. Tttis altows the bow to
cant ofi tnto the current. Go ahead slow on tlle
screw (outboard if twin-screw) to keep the st€rn
away from the wharf. Ttre bow will continue to
swlng, When far enough off, ca"stofi ard proceed,
U the stertl is nqt clear to go ahead on the engine,
& bow breaat should be kept uoder a light strain and
when the shlp is headed correcdy, check ttre bow
br€ast arld slack the quarter spring. The stern will
tben swing out and clear, then cast ofr all lines and
proceed. To use ttte bow brea,st in thls mamer. the
bow must be further out tttan the stern, otherwise
ihe shtp will tall beck alongside. Should the $'lnd
prevent the borv from falling ofi, ii wiu be necessary
to go out astem a,s described above for a ship
beinc set on the pier.
L, Cleoring a pi.er, current lroln q,stern.-lIold. a,
spling leading aft trom the bow and ease out on a,
qua,lter br€ast, When point€d correctly, cast ofi all
llnes and go out ast€rn.
M. Wn ting ship.-It ts occasionallyn€cessaryto
turn a small ship from one slde to the other at the
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same berth at a dock. This may be accompushed
by makinet use of the current or rvind. It is safer
to let trhe stern swlng outboard ihan it is the bow,
as there is a chance of damagilg the rudder and
propellers when the stern is toward the dock.
(1) When the current is feeble and froE astern,
all lines are slacked except, a spring led aft Jrom
the bow. If the stern fails to drift oui into the
current, back the inboard screw of a twin-screw
ship, back ihe screw of a single-screw ship siarboard-side-to, or go ahead slow if a single-screw
ship port-side-to. As the stern swings out, the current will catch it and swing it rapidly eround. All
after llnes are let go, and by becking a btt the bow
is kept clear of the pier. As the vessel swings
around, a spring is'led out forward from a, point,
well aft on the forecastle ol the opposlte bos' in
order to increase the effectivenessof the rudder ln
controlling the siving ol the vessel, When the line
has a clear lead, a, straln is taken and the orictnal
spritg is cast ofi. T'he ship then goesahead slowly
with the engine, and the rudder is used to easeher
into the berth,
(2) If the engine is not ayailable, vlnches may
be used,iu which casea long line is run from the ofr
quarter, well forward to the dock. This forward
spring is an aid iD completing ihe swing should the
curlent be insufncient. Fenders or a camel are
placed at the bow and the ship allowed to taxe up
on the after bow spring. The inboard lines ars
slacked up and nnally cast off.
N . Loqd,ing at a, pier .-Whett it ls necessary to
move a tender up and dowrt a pier to load yarious
items, much time can be savedby handling the ship
on one line. This line is the spring leading ait from
a point forward or afi on the buoy deck, depending
on which point is most suitable for keeping the vessel alongside the wharf. The line is psssed ashore
with the end lead aft on the pier, and a turn or two
taken on the cleat on deck. The engine is turDed
over slowly ahead and the ship fetches up on the llne
and is breastedsnugly in against the pier. Judiclous
use of the rudder will swing the bow ln or out as
desired or wiu hold the shjp steady for loading.
'When one item has been loaded, the tine is
slacked
or shifted to another bollard and the vesselranges
ahead to the new position, Should the current be
strong, additional lines may be necessary. Ttle side
of the yesselln respect to tJle dock should be consideredin ihat thd vessel,listing as the load is raised.
mey not be damaged by any dock structure.
27-lO-2O

Miscellqneous Notes-

A, To stop q, single-screw shlp without, q EheetTo stop a single-screw vessel without sheering ofi
too far to sterboard, proceed &s follows, provlding
there is sumcient space. clve the vesselleft rudder
to begin a sheer to port. Back the ensine full. As
the vessel slows down and begins to swing back to
starboard, klck the engine ahead full on full left
rudder to break the sheer, then back full agai!,
alternately basking and coming ahead untit the
veseells stopped. In small ships proceedingslowly,
one sheer to t&e left at the beginning is usuallJ
sufrcient.
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B. To turn a single screu ship short around, ptut
the rudder full right, engine full ahead. When
headway is acquired, back the engine full. As the
ship gathers sternway, shift the rudder to full left.
When the vessel has gone fal. enough ast€rn, go
ahead full on full right rudder. Elepeatthe maneuver until the ship comesaround to the desitedheading. If no sternway is acquiled, there is no need to
shift the rudde!.
(1) If there is not enough room to go ahead and
astern, drop the anchor and steam around it with
the helm hard over, paying out just enough cable
for the anchor to hold.
(2) If there is not enough rdom to anchor, place
the bow against the bank or wharf (be cautious,
wharves are usually crumbly and rotten and damage
easily), and heave the ship alound, utilizing wind
and current if possible,
(3) If coming upstleam with a flood tide or down
river with the cullent, sheer toward the starboard
bank, so brincinc the bow into slack water and stern
into the current. Coniinue as for turning short
around with the helm and engines.
C. To turn around to port Ginsle scre?r).-It is
dimcult to turn a single-screwship to port in a narrow channel. What is gained by going ahead on
left rudder is lost when it becomesnecessary to
back. Therefore,when it becomesnecessaryto turn
io po$, giye Ieft full rudder and when you have gone
as far as prudent, let go the port anchor and veer
to 10 or 15 fathoms of chain (the amount depends
on the depth and nature ol the bottom). Go lull
astern. If there is much way on the vessel,let the
engine help to check her, not allowing all the strain
lo come ou the anchor windlass and cable. As the
ship swings around to port under the drag of the
chain, stop her way and let her bring up on the
chain. Eeaie in and proceed.
D, Turning against a, strong curTent.--{o lut']
a single-screwvesselagainst a strong current, steam
over to the port side of the channel and stem the
current. Go fuU right rudder and full ahead, until
the bow starts swinging to starboard, then stop the
engine. Let the current swing the vessel athwart
the river. When the ship has reached ahead as far
as prudent, go full astern and shift the rudder to
fuU leit. This will have a tendency to hold her
stern up against the cuuent and she will come
around more quickly than had you gone over to the
starboard shore and turned to the left.
E. Efrect ol cutfent and,@ind.-The enect of current will be greater on a deep draft vesselwith low
freeboard, while a high ireeboard vessel is more
influenced by the wind. When steaming wiih the
current, backing with either a twin screw,or particulally with a single-scre\r'ship, will result in loss
of steerageway which, with ihe current acting
against the quarter, may cause the ship to swing
exactly oppositeto the direction to be expectedfrom
the action oI the screw(s) . Loss of steeragewaycan
be daDgerous. It gives one a helplessfeeling to be
coming up on a delayed-openingbridge with a fair
wind and tide.
(1) A single-screwvesselIight in the water with
a slight breezeon the starboard beam will generally

back dead astern. Some ships are so unpredictable,
however,that they will do anything anytime.
(2) In a moderate or strong wind, the stern of
single-screwships will ,swingrapidly into the wind
when backing. Twin-sclew ships wiu do so to a
lesserextent.
F. Dred,ging with tfue o?,clrol.-Dropping an
anchor and steaming ahead while holding it at
short stay is an efiectiye means oi conirolling vessels (especially single-screw). It is useful when
there is a need to hold the bow up against an ofrshole wind at the dock. The u6e ot ihe anchor
permits the application of greater porrer to ofiset,
the ship's normal slownessto answer her rudder in
shallow water and her tendency to shee!. The speed
of the ship may also be conirolled by paying out or
heavinc the chain as deslred. This maneuver is
known as dredging with the anchor.
G. Working the engine around a. dock.-Avoid
working the engine strongly arouod docks. When
in shallow water, ihe propeller in turning over will
create water currents, eddies,whirlpools, and suction that may throw the ship out ot position. For
example; when making a landing at a solid bulkhead, the propeller in backing will force a wedgeof
water between the ship and the berth, and the
stronger you have to back, the fariher this cushion
ol water will forae you away from the wharf.
H, Ships do not aluags obeu the rul*.-Althougll
a single-screw shlp with right-hand propeller will
normally back to port, learn the idiosyncraciesof
your own ship. All ships do not handle alike. some
will straighten out with only the sllghtest touch
ahead on left rudder as th€y should, others make it
necessaryto work ahead full for a moment in order
io shaighten them out. Some low-powered deep
draft vesselswith little o! no dlag will take a long
time to swing and will be hard to stop once they get
going. Some ships may swing their bow to port on
backing. This occurswhen they are trimmed by the
head and haye a starboard list, such as a heavily
loaded tender returning from a day's work.
I. The lollouing a,rea lew rules uortll renLember1ng:

(1) The diameter of a ship's turning circle is least
at slow speed.
(2) Ships have a tendency to fall into a trough
when going ahead ai an angle with the sea. Backinc tends to throw the stern up to the sea.
(3) A ship cants best with full rudder and engines
full ahead.
(4 ) Steering is usuaUybad at full speedin shallow
water. When steering by twin screwsalone, set one
screw at two-thirds speed and vary the other
accordingly.
(5) A vessel havlng no way upon her and not
afiected by the wind will lie broadside on the flgw
or sel of the current.
(6 ) When turning a twin-screw vesselby opposing
the screws,the ship wiu swing faster if given a litile
head or stern way.
(7) When dredging with the current, have just
enough cable out to check the ship's way. gheer
with the helm. If thele is too much way over the
ground, pay out more chain.
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(8) In iaking vray ofi most ships, the backwash
of the screw reaches amidships when the vessel's
headway is stopped. On some ships, the backwash
may reach the bridge before they are dead in the
water.
(9) The pivoting point of a ship going ahead and
swinging is generally from one quarter to one third
the length ol the ship from the bow
(10) ships turn more slowly into the wind and sea
than away from them.
(11) The stern swings first when the rudder is
pui over. Keep it clear for swinging either way as
long as possible. Don't turn your bow away and
in doing so slam your stern into the dock.
(12) Alongside a wharf with a twin-screw ship,
bank suction is caused by screqs turning ahead,
bank cushion is caused by screws turning astern.
(13) When about to touch in making a landing,
have no fore or aft motion on the ship,
(14) Do not veer lines under a strain unlessabsolutely necessery. Use the englne to easethe strain.
A man veering a line under a heaw strain may easily
get caught in a bight.
(15) Remember the side suciion when coming
alongside a solid pier or bulkhead. Keep a little
further away from the pier and approach at a
greater angle than usual.
(16) The efiect of bottom suction is to sheer the
bow away and suck the stern in.
(1?) Keep your eye open to deiect any change in
the situation: that is, rvatch ranges on shore to
detect being set ofi or on. When backing, watch
your mast or stern flagstafi to detect the stern's
falling ofi to either side.
(18) Use plenty ot power when needed but keep
the speed to a minimum. When in doubt, stop!
27-lO-25
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ln Reslri(led Wqlers-

A. In addition to the various prlnciples of rudder
and screw efiect discussedin the foregoing sectlons,
certain other factors are involved in maneuvering
vesselswithin the connnesof restricted waters such
as dredgedchannels with abrupt shallon' waier outside the channel limit6, canals or narrow rivers.
Althouch thls discusslonis stated in terms relatiYe
to a large 6ingle-scren'vessel,the principles involved
are applicable to somewhat lesser extent to Yessels
of the tender class. Handling e ship in a narrow
channel is an inex&ct scienceand no text can cover
precisely'the myriad of conditions that must be
coped with, Therefore, it is intended that these
comments should only be used as a corollary to
expelience and judgment.
B. Efrect ol suction.-One of the foremost of the
factors to be considered in handllng vessels in
restricted waters is suction. This force is made
manifest when a vessel's stern appros,ches the bank
of a chennel too closelv. The bow tends to sheer
away and the stern wiu suck.in towerds the edge of
the channel, Often. in the caseol a large ship, this
force is stronger than can be overcome even by tull
rudder and full ahead on the engine. Someships go
completely out of control when a,pproaching shoal
water; others can be induced to remain near it if
properly handled,
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(1) A dependabieship running a straight narrow
channel with shoal water on boih sides in fog or
darkness will cive a definite indication when approaching too close to either bank by carrying extra
rudder toward the bank. If it becomesnecessary
to keep her close to the bank, she can be made to
siay there in Spite oi the fact that the ship itseu
would prefer not to do so and if left alone vlrould
sheer away. If it is desired to stay in the center
of ttre channel, this can be accomplishedby heeding
or
her warning and by altering course slightly-l'
2'. The ship wiU signify when she has gotten
further away from the bank by carrying lessrudder
and will indicate when she has reached the center
of the channel by ceasing entirely to carry extra
ludder.
(2) When the vessel is cranky adld hard to steer
and has a tendency to sheer from side to side, work
over toward one bank and then when she wants to
sheer constantly away from that bank, the rudder
can be used to hold her steady against the tendency
to sheer. This method was used to handle a cranly
lightship in a narrow channel when she refused to
steady up when in the middle of the channel.
C. cuttins the point.-T 'is tact of carrying extra
ludder is useful when coming io a bend in the channel in obscuredvisibility. Assuming the channel to
change from North to East;' whlle on the stralght
reach, run parallel with and close enough to the
starboard bank (the side the point of the bend will
be on in this case) so as to cause the ship to be
"afraid of the bank" and therefore want to run away
from it. This will cause her to carry considerable
rudder. As soon as she beginsto require lessrudder
to hold her steady, it is an indication that the bend
has been reached. At this moment alter course to
the right sumciently to bring tbe ship in toward tlxe
point, Keep her on this heeding until she again
beginsto lose suction (or in other words, carries less
rudder) at $'hich time again alter course to the
richt. Continue this procedure until the ship is
headiDc East.
Althoueh under normal conditions when full speed
or at least aonslderableheadway can be maintalned,
it is almost ahvays preferable to "keep in the bend"
when making a turn, only when it becomesnecessary
"to cut the point" such es in poor vlslbillty, can the
efiect of suction and the caryying of extra rudder
be used to indicate the ships position. If this
method were used when the ship was near the bend
slde of the channel, the'fact of carrying extra rudder to denote that the bend had been reached,since
she would already be carrying; some rudder, would
be diffiault lf not impossible to detect in time io prevent the bow from grounding. Therefore, wheD
usins the effect of suction to impa,rt inform&tlon ln
working around a bend, keep the ship on the point
side only.
D. Keeping in the bend,.-Vader norm&l conditions of good visibility with the vessel making good
headvay, a ship should keep in the bend of a iurn,
There is a natural tendency to begin the turn too
soon and should the vesselfeel the efiect of suction
from the point, it will require, besidesthe normal
amount of rudder tor the swing, whateyer addiuoual
amount of rudder is necess&ry to counteract the
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retarding efiect of the suction from the point. For
example; 20" rudder is assumed to be ihe normal
amount required for negotiating the bend. If it
takes 10' rudder to ofrset the efiect of suction from
the point, then this would mean that 30" rudder
would be required to get.the ship around,
A pilot who is not suction consciousmay feel that
he is beinCcautious in turning early, but ironically.
he is placlng the ship into more danger because.
when making a turn in this manner. to have a lit e
stronger head tide or heavier head wind might cause
the ship to fail to answer even with tull rudder.
Criticism of this comment may be that the ship
should be sloweddown beforehandso as to be able to
give her full speed when ready to make the turn
and thereby do it more safely. It will be agreedthat
this is a proper precaution whenever it is expected
that much rudder will be required to make a turn.
However, here is how the turn can be made with
very liitle rudder: Before coming to the tu!n, work
the ship over to the bend side of the channel so as to
require 10' of rudder to hold her parallei with the
bank. When reaching the turn and in makinc it.
rhe will be kept this distance out of the bend and
will thereby eet the benefit of an amount of suction
that will cause as much swing as 10' of rudder
would. So to make the turn (assuming20" rudder
is required were there no suction) , only 10" of rudder will be required instead of 30" as in the previous
example; and by keeping still closer to ihe bank,
she might not need any assistanceat all irom the
rudder.
E. Caution.-The illustration cited in paragraph
(D) above requires something to counteract it emphaticaUy, becausenot only do the proper way to
.rnakea bend and the propel way to pass a,ship in a
narrow channel seem like reckless indifierence to
those unfamiliar with closework, but very unfortunately indeed, after one doesbecomeaccustomedto
keepingcloseto the bank, or p@ssing
closeto another
vessel,then ihe reaction almost invariably is to go to
the other extreme and want to keep too deep in a
b€nd or io crowd a,passingvesseltoo closely. Wben
about to meet another ship in a narrow channel, do
not get over too far, or if the channel is yery narrow,
do not glve wa,ytoo soon: bui it is essettial to guard
agalnst the mistake of not giving way enough ai the
proper time, These comments would be incomplete
if the other important precaution were not, at least,
mentioned: Reduce headway.
F. Meeting and, passing another tessel:-4uctlior.
in this case is caused by two difierent ttfncs: the
shlp's headway (or the actlou of the water passingby
a moored or anchored ship) and tllre turning over of
the ship s propeller. In the case of the latter. it is
abreast the quarter. where the water apparenfly has
the least motion, ttrat the suction is the most powerful and dangerous. The efiect of the ship's bow wave
ls slight when the shlp is going slowly, but can be
very pronouncedin connned waters-especially from
a loaded shlp making much headway.
( 1) Assuminga problem of two ships mee ng in a,
narrow canal such that tvith each ship giving way
the maximum amount possiblewithout getfing too
closeto the bank, there will be about b0 feet between
them rvhen abreast ot each other. The ships will
pass port to port. (Bbth ships should follow the

actlon described; however, the actual handling of
only one will be discussed.) The ship should be
slowed down in ample iime without sacriflcing good
contlol over her. Presumeconditions are such that
shehandleswell on slow ahead. In approachingthe
other ship, she is kept lar enough away from the
starboard bank to make certain that the suction
from the bank will not prevent her fi'om readily
answeling her right rudder at the necersary time.
Now, just before the bows get close,both ships give
considerableriCht rudder with the result that each
heads decidedly toward her own starboard bank;
and then shortly afterward each reversesthe rudder
so as to throw their respective sterns clear; then
each steadiesup. At the completion of this combinaiion of maneuversthe position of each shlp is parauel with and closeto her starboard bank. (From
now on the other ship's maneuvers wiU not be
noted.)
(2) When the ship gets parallel to the bank, she
will require a great deal of right rudde! to hold her
steady. Shortly after being steadied up, her bow
will be abreast the quarter of the other ship and the
suction coming from the other ship's quart€r will
pull the bow out to port. It would seen to be the
logical thing now to apply more right rudder. Asruming that this were done to stop the swing, the
bow would soon get beyond the influence of the
other ship and the rudder would be eased. Meanwhile the stern has gotten to where it is feeline the
pull-which is much stronger than the suction from
the bank, so she heads in still closer. Ilowever, ihe
other ship's suction is soon lost and, r rhen it is, our
ship is so closeto ihe bank that the combined efrect
of full right rudder and fuU speedahead is insu6cient to oyercomethe bank's suction, and much to
our dismay, the ship goes across the canal and
strikes the other side.
(3) Now, consider what could have been done to
prevent the a,bovemishap. Ii should be remembered that an object directly astern will be forced
further astern by the engine working ahead on a
ship with headway, but an object on either side of
astern will be forced farther ofi to the side. Thelefore, immediately after passing, our ship in the
illustration aboye came under an influence ihat
forced her stern towards the bank, thereby aggravating the already unJa,vorablecondition. A
ship, immediately after passing another ship, tr/ill
continue to go contrary to full rudder although at
any other time she might answer her rudder in spite
of being equally close to the bank. It takes more
rudder to counteract bank suction immediately after passing another ship than at any other time.
Returning to the illustration a,bove,we will proceed
wlth our ship just the same as ln the foregoing account up to the time the ships were abreast of each
other. Ttren, althouCh the bonr does take a rank
sheer toward the other shlp's quarter (and here
begins the knack of keeping control) it u,iU be allowed to go quite a bit ln that dfection, because
there is very little likelihood of its striking the
other ship's quarter since the other ship's stern is
moving out of ttre way, So we let our ship's head
swing out to about tlle middle of the canal. Shortly after the bow heads out, the stern of our ship
feels the efiect of the suction from the other ship's
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quarter. when this happens (and here is the remainder of the knack), let the other ship's suctio!
pull our own ship's stern away from the bank. At
this time she should be given full speedto overcome
the lat€ral efrect of the other ship's wheelwater, or
wake. T?le ship will be near enough to the middle
of ttre canal to make it qulte ceriain that rudder
power will predominate over bank suction.
(4) If a canal is so narrow that there is very
limited space between the ships when they are
abr€asi, then there is serious danger of each ship's
bow being sucked into the other ship's quarter. In
such cases tbis method of passinet must not be
resorted to.) In this case, the anchor may be
dropped, held and dragged at short stay to steady
the ship.
G. Contour os. suction,-'lhe contour of a bank
governs the strength of suction. A sloping bank
will give greater suction efrect than a perfectly
vertlcal bank, such as the wall ol a lock.
H. Passing tuoored Dbsels.-Vessels should always be slowed down early when approaching
moored vesselsin a narrow ahannel. The distulbance that goesahead can be felt for quite a distance
and should be allowed to subside. Stop the propeller shorily before getting abreast of the moored
vessel.and headreach by,
I. Ship'soun &rell ntag float her uhen grounded.A vessel agrouDd may be floated by another vessel
passlng with considerable headway. Ilowever, as
a precautiou, tlle vessel aground should have her
propeller motionless while the ship underway is
appro&ching and until she is sufrciently past. A
ship may sometimesuse her own swell to lift herself over a shoal. Supposewhen going tull speed
doqrn a, narrow channel, she suddenly fetches up on
a lump, causing her to come to a complete stop.
Just a trifle later the swell. that has been touowlng asiern, will overtake her and frequently has
enough lifting po$'er to doat the ship-sriih the assistance of full speed ahead on the elgine.
J. To d,eternline the direction oJ current,-lt 7s
often desimble to know the directlon in which the
current is running in a canal, or whether it is slack.
In some inland waterwa,ys the dlrection of ihe current is subject to sudden change and is generally
unpredictable. If no other means is available to
indicate the direction of the current, it can be
judded by noticing how the ship acts at the turns.
If she sets toward the point, it is an indication of
a head tide. With a strong head tide, ttre swingtng should be delayed ihe longest; wlth a slack tide,
begin swinging a little sooDer; and when the tide
is strong fair, commence swinging very early.
K. Efrect ol head, and, la,ir tid.e.-A head ttde is
preferable becausea ship can be easily stopped if
necessary; and il she takes a rank enough sheer
to cause her bow to ground out, she will not get
"jacked" athwart the channel. Ilowever, a ship
wtll steer much better with a fair tide. A poor
handllng ship can be kept under control and v'dll
get over the bottom with a strong fait tide because
she needs to make very ltttle, if any, headway.
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Thus the efieci of suctio! would be lessened,whereas wlth t.Le same strenEith of head tide, the speed
she would have to make to get over the bottom
would cause her to go wild. The more speed,the
more suctlon.
l'. Mqking a bend,uitk a strong l(tir tid,e.-As a,
rule, the current runs most stroncly on the bend
side of a channel, whereas "under the point" there
ls apt to be an eddy. In making a sharp turn, it
the fuU force of ttre current strikes the ship on
the quarter and at tlle same time the bow runs
into slack water or opposiie current, the vesselmay
sheer completely around. Therefore, the bend must
be approachedln a manner that will minimize and
most nearly neutrauze suction as well as avoid gettlng lnto these contracurrents. Minimlze the suction by proceeding sloa'ly through the water and stay
in the middle of the channel instead of "keeping in
the bend" as is most generally advisable and sometimes necessary. Although staltlng to swing from
this position, the ship will set quite a bit toward
the bend side ot the channel before the turn is completed. As soon as she cets a little nearer to the
bend side of the channel she will commencefeeling
suction to help her swing, and in addition to this
(since she wlll be set toward ttre bend) she wlll
have to be headed, at least slightly, diagonally to
the direction of the channel. T?ris position will
cause the current, also, to help in swinging.
IIad the ship approached the turn near ihe bend
side of the channel, when arriving at the turn, she
would haye to head decidedly torva,rdthe opposlt€
(or polnt) side of the channel to avoid having the
current set her against the bank. This diagonal
heading will cause the alter palt ol the ship to be
struck by fair curreni where it is running most
strongly, forcing ttte ship to swing. Bank suction
will aggravate this swing still more. Ihen, ln addition, the bow wiU be in, or close to, slack water or
opposite current. Ttre ship would now be in an
extremely vulnerable position.
M. Passing o tou.-When a tug with a tow
astern is being passed, the two should declease
speedin order ttrat the passingship will not require
too much headway to pa.ss,wlth the resulting forces
of suction being increased to the extent that the
tug may not be able to control the tow. This same
reasoning should be applied to any oyertaking situaiion. If you are being overtaken ln a narrow
shannel and int€nd to permit the other vessel to
pass, slow down and make it easier and safer for
both vessels.
N, In summarizing, it can be said that suction ls
generally thought of only as a handicap or as a
sourceof trouble; but by taking proper precautions,
its harmful efiects can be satisfactorily ofiset. F'urthermore, suction can (1) give inyaluable information on occasion,when navigating a narrow channel;
(2) help in making a bend; (3) frequently, by utilizing a passing vessel'ssuciion, prevent a ship from
getting out of control after the passingis completed;
(4) often be a most efrective means of getting a
vesselafloat; (5) in various situations be made to
act as an auxiliary tc the rudder.
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Use of the Anchor in Moneuvering-

A. There have been several leferences in ihe foregoing sections to the use of the anchor in shlphandling; fol example, dragging an anchor at sholt
stay (dredging) io steady a ship's head in nal'l'ow
channels or when docking under unfavorable conditions. There is a tendency for. many shiphandlers
to be Ieluciant [o use an anchor in maneuvering.
On these ships, elaborate measules are taken to insur.e that the anchors are leady for letting go, yet
seldom if ever ar'e they used. On a 6ingle-scre',v
ship, an anchor can, when properly used, aid in the
successful and safe completion of a maneuvel that
would normally be almost impossible under the conditions present. This section will not be concerned
with the normal ancholing of a ship, which procedule is set forth in any standard book of seamanship, nor. will the material already discussed in the
ioregoing sections lelative to the use of anchors in
maneuvering be repeated. Ilowever, some additional methods and "wrinkles" ale given below.
ts. f o ,nake a lee lor boat alongsidP.-Wher
arLchored in a strong wind, to make a lee for a boat
or lighter, bend a hawser (a cross-deck hook line
may be used) io the anchol cable outside the hawsepipe and lead it along to bits on the after end of
the tole deck. Ifaul taut and secure. Slack away
on the cable until the hawser straighiens out. The
vessel will now cant away flom the anchor. and
provide the necessary lee.
C. To cortue alongsid,e a buou uhen cl6e to the
botlk, or in rough ueather.-When
necessary to
come alongside a buoy located on the abrupt edge
of.a channel where thele is danger of the tender
setting up on the bank by wind or current, while
working the buoy, the anchor may be dropped upst1'eam such that the ship sets back abreast of and
a beam's width or so away from the buoy, By using
the rudder, and the engines if necessary, or by bending a hawser as described in par.aglaph (B) above,
the vessel may be sheered over alongside the buoy
as neceisary. A rapid method of bending the hawsef
on a tender is to use the cross-deck hook line in the
chain. This maneuver is useful in r.ough weather
when it is necessary to bring a buoy alongside the
tender when the buoy is rocking violently in the
seas. The vessel may be sheered over close aboard
the buoy and kept undel control while awaiting a
lull ln the seas to get the buoy quickly hooked on.
D. Anchoring alortg the bank ol a caTlal.-Wherr
anchoring a ship alongside the bank of a canal, use
two anchors, laying the outboald anchor out ahead,
veering sumcient chain to drop ihe inboard anchor
so that when the ship is heaved ahead to normal
riding scope to the outboard anchor, the inboard
anchor leads aft with about one-third the scope of
the other. Thus when the tide turns, the vessel will
swing without danger of crossing the cables. When
the ship has swung to the new direction of current,
reverse the scope of the anchors.
B, Fluk6 louted, uith rtuud.-When dragging an
anchor in maneuyering, the flukes may become
baUed up with mud and will fail to iake hold. This
can be readily detected as the ship surg€s ahead. If
this takes place, and the anchor cannot be hauled

up to free it from the mud, pay out more scope of
chain and hold it, then, as the ship fetches up with
a jerk, the mud will usually come ofi.
F. Making c!,shdrp turn.-To use the anchor in
making a sharp turn, assuming a right angle turn
to the left, drop the polt anchor when approaching
the turn and pay out enough chain to almost stop
the ship's headway with the engine slow ahead.
The anchor must be dropped soon enough to get the
necessaryamount of chain out and have the ship all
but stopped just before she is at the point where
the swing must be made. Now go slow ahead on full
left rudder, and the anchor chain servesto spring
the ship alound as if she were working on a sprlng
Iine around the corner of a dock and into a slip.
G. Amount ol scope.-When an anchor is dropped,
the chain should not be slackedout so fast as to make
it pile up on top of the ancho!. A rule to remember
in working a ship on an anchor is to use the minimum amount of scope that wiu accomplish the
maneuver. A light ship in a strong beam wind in
docking should use the lee anchor, as the lead under
the bow wiII enable less scope to be used and will
help to hold the entire ship up to the wind instead of
just the bow as would be the case when using the
weather anchor.
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Moneuvering Around Buoys-

A. The maneuvering of a buoy tender into the
exact spot where a buoy is to be moored is not an
easy task except under the most favorable conditions of wind and cunent. cenerally twin-screi{
tenders,being more maneuverablethan single-screw
ships, can be brought "on station" more readily.
However,with a thorough understandinCof the foregoing principles of handling ships in general, and a
knowledge gained from experience concerning the
peculiarities of ihe individual ship, and v,'hat is very
important, a pilot's knowledge of the Iocal conditions that may be expectedin that particular spot,
a tender may be maneuveredso as to dlop the buoy's
mooring with a close tolerance of accuracy.
B, Approaching the buou.-Before approaching a
buoy to be serviced, consider the wind, current.
s$'el]s,location of foul glound, and channel tre,frc.
Unless Iocal conditions make it inadvisable, it has
generally been found that a buoy may best be approached with the ship heading into tlxe wind. seas.
or current; whichever is the sontrolling or strongest
factor. This permits the vesselto approach slolvly,
be stopped and straightened out if necessary,and
when aloneiide the buoy, allows a quick application
of rudder and engine when necessaryto correct a
cant of the bow to either side or to preyent drifting
astern, Control the tender so that no quick water
rises near a buoy about to be picked up, Never hook
on to a buoy while the vesselis in motion.
(l),When approaching the buoy, the wind br
curreni may be brought a little on the oppositeside
to insure that the 6hip wiu set alongside the buoy,
however,once the buoy is hooked on, the bow of the
tender must be turned back into or toward.s the
rvind or culrent so as not to unduly strain the gear
or drag the mooring. Experiencels most important
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iD this respect; to keep the buoy or chain close
aboard so that hooking on and hoisting will be sofer
and easier, yet not to allow the weight of the ihip
to set down on the buoy or moorlng, is a knack of
shiphandling not easily aaquired by some. At no
time should the bow be permitted to snringofi away
trom the qurent or wind so that the ship sets away
from the mooring. should this happen, however
(it does once in a while, even to the besi), hold
evelything and stand well clear on deck until the
ship can be blought back under control by judicious
backing and fllling. Many ships use a prevenier
line rigged across the buov port outboard of the
mooring chain to hold it closeaboard.
(2) In the case of large buoys with heavy moorings, many tenders work with the wind a point or
iwo on the opposite bow to insure that the chaln
wiu lay alongside. However, !f the weicht of the
ship is permitted to set down on top of a small
lichted buoy, it may be dragged under the vessel
with damageto lantern and superstructureresulting
(3) If the buoy is located close to a shoal, rocks
o! other obstruction, do not assume that, it is "on
station" and proceedblindly. Take bearings,angles,
soundings, etc., and approach carefully in every
case. Remember that you are being celled upon
by virtue of the job to be accomplishedto take your
ship into situations the ordinary mariner would
avoid.
(4). It is oiten dimcult to judge the speedof advance of the iender due to the presenceof current
watch the shore, if close enough,for an indication.
(5) It has been found that'under certain conditions it is better to give coursesto the helmsman
to steer, raiher than to give numerousrudder orders.
This is especiauy true in strong currents. This
procedure can be used alongside the buoy to some
extent, as well as when approaching it.
(6) It has been found that when approaching
I x 38 buoys with the 189-foot classtender, the buoy
should be brought further ofi the bow, and when
abeam the buoy port, the ship should then be allowed to set down on ihe buoy. This prevents the
lantern from being struck by the flair of the bow,
C. Appros,ching in rougb ueather (not using
4/rchor) .-unless loca,l conditions preclude, a buoy
may best be approachedwith the ship heading into
the wind, seas,or current. This permits the vessel
io approach slowly, be stoppedand straightened out
if necessary,and when aloncside the buoy, allows
a touch ahead on appropriate rudder when necessary to correct a cant of ihe bow or to prevent
drif+ihd

o.+arh

D. Approaching in rouglt weother (using anchorr,-l\
approaching buoys in rough weather,
whether to hook on for hoistinc or to recover a man
aboard, the use of an anchor by single-screw ships
has been succestedas a procedure safely and emciently accompllshedmany times, partisularly on the
Great Lakes. There is a danger in connectlon with
using an anchor in the manner describedbelow,however,that the anchor might drag and foul the moorinc of the buoy. The shiphandler must make sure
that sufncientchain is out to hold the vesseland that
the character of the bottom is such that the anchor
will not drac.
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(1) An example of approa,chinga buoy using the
anchor is as follows: assumethat the buoy 6ets on
the edge of the channel and you wish to pick it up
on the port side. Eead into the wind and leave the
buoy 50 to 75 feet ofi to port. When tlle stern of
the ship is abreast of the buoy or nearly so, stop,
drop the starboard anchor and set back, taking aare
to lay the chain out straight, not bunched up on
top of the anchor, yet making sure that it doesn't
dlag. Ifave an experiencedman tend the windlass
brake. Allow the ship to settle back until she lays
fair to the anchor with the buoy 50 to ?5 feet abres,st
of the buoy port. Put the rudder full lelt and leave
ii so, Work the englne slow ahead, starting and
stopping as necessary to cause the ship io work
over toward the buoy. It will be found that wlth the
wind coming over the starboard bow, a lee of sorts
will be created at the port buoy port. It will probably be necessaryto pay out some additional chain
to bring the buoy within boat-hook reach of the
buoy port, Note that the stern stays out in the
clear channel all during the maneuYer. If not too
much chain is paid out, the buoy and the ship win
not collide and the lee created will allow hooking on
in weathe! much too rough to come alongside in
normal fashion. It will be necessaryto give a few
Fhort kicks ahead on the engine from time to time
to keep the ship in position (backing is seldom
necessary).
(2) The above maneuver is useful in working
buoys when located along the edge ot a shoal with
the wind slightly on the bank, or such that the ship
cannot safely lay alongside normally without danger of grounding.
(3) The above method may also be used in putting men aboard or taking them ofl a buoy under
conditions which would otherwise be dangerous.
The tender can lay to her anchor oui in the channel
while the man completeshis work, and then swing
over to piek him up with very little danger of the
ship ever touching the buoy if the malreuver is
properly executed.
(4) when heaving around on the anchor after
working ihe buoy, pay particular attention to the
ship to avoid being set over onto the buoy or getiing
the propeller fouled in the moollng.
(5) In lestricted waters, twin-screw tenders have
found it advantageousto use the anchor in a manner similar to that describedabove for single-screw
vessels.
E- Approaching the buog doun-wind.-Oflelr
'local conditions require that a buoy be approached
down-wind or with a fair current. ln this case it
must be remembered to approach the buoy with
less headn'ay as the ship ls moving faster over the
ground; also it is better to have more time to observe the set of the ship and apply corrective action.
It was found. rvhile working on some West Co&st
bars with a twin-screw tender, that holding the
vessel'sstern to the sea made somewhat of a lee &t
the buoy port. The 133-foot White Heath class
tender has also been found to work well stern to the
sea. In working ofishore, in a moderate swell, the
greatest stabillty of a vessel such as the 180-foot
class is usually obtained by holdlng the stern to the
sea. The buoysmay then b€ prepared with the least
difrculty and danger.
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(1) The vesselmay be positioned so es to permlt
her to proceed on the desired heading whlle the
buoy is being prepared, and be at the correct position just as the buoy is readied for letting go.
(2) When ivorklng with the wind astern with a,
single screw ship, take care not to cet the wind too
lar on the starboard quarter, especiallywhen u'orking alongside a bold reef with an onshore n'ind.
Should the wind get too far around on ihe quarter,
when the ship is basked to clear the buoy she may
not back io the wind but may back to her natural
iendency to go to port throuch the action of the
screw, and thus end up broadside on the reef.
ghould ttle tackle becomefouled and the buoy not
be unhooked in time, the sameend result may occur.
The mechanical chain stopper described elsewhere
in this chapter is useful ln such a case in providing
a quisk and positive means of stopping ofi a mooring when it is necessaryto back clear at once.
(3) As stated above,it has been found that some
ships lay more quietly stern to the sea and in some
cases,buoys, unapproachable in rough weather ln
normal fashion (i. e. ship stemming tbe wind and
sea), may be worked with the sea asiern.
F, Approaching a ,nqrker Duolr.-Section 2?-11
ot this chapter deals comprehensivelywith the varlous methods of locating the position of a buoy.
Assuming that the exact station of the buoy has
been located and marked with the usual small
marker buoy, the problem remalns to bring the ship
to that spot so that the buoy sinker may be dropped
exactly "on staiion." Care musi be taken in approaching ttle small marker buoy. The slightest
setiing down of the ship on the marker will generally drag it ofr position. Once a ship has touched
a marker buoy, do not trusi its position further.
Take newangles and recheck. If a ship apploaches
a marker buoy with too much headsrayand has to
back down luriously to prevent overreaching, the
backwash of the screw may olten shift the marker
out of position.
G- Handling tend,er alongsid,e buoE.-Working
portside to with a single-screw ship provides the
advantage of beinc able to throw the bow away
from the buoy when backing if approaching too fast
or too close, and turning the borv more easily to
port by going ahead il being set down away from
ihe buoy. It is wise to keep the buoy forward oi
the vessel's pivot point, particulally in the case
of slngle-screw ships. fn this manner, the shiphandler can alw&ys move the bow quickly toward
or away from the buoy. With the buoy abaft the
pivot point, appreciable time is consumed before
th€ ship wlll move in the desireddirection. In handling buoys alongside as $'ell as in approachlng
them, wind and current must be kept constantly in
mind. In approaching, the shonger of the two, il
oppo6ed,is determined, and the yesselstemmed in
that direction. Ilosreyer, eddies near the buoy can
change conditions observed a few yards away.
Sqmetimes a heading whlch i6 a compromise between ihe two forces wlll serve best to keep the ship
steady alongside the buoy.
The importance of not permitting the weight of
the ship to bear heavily against or away from the
mooring, as mentioned before. cannot be overem-

phasized. This problem plagues the shiphandler
not only in approaching and initially hooking on,
but remains as long as the vesselhas the buoy alongside. Even when the buoy has been hoisted and
griped in alongside for recharging, the connlng
ofrcer must remain alert and be ready to maneuver
to keep straln ofi the buoy and mooring all during
the recharging process,which may take some time.
Take care not to build up way on the vessel,while
maneuvering to hold the ship steady alongside the
buoy, that will requlre vigorous corrective action
to counteract. This can be built up into a vicious
cycle with disastrous results.
A. Working in nq.rrou channels.-lf the wind is
on one side of the channel and the vesselis to relieve
a series of buoys, relieve the buoys on the windward side nrst. Il the wind has not changed when
it comes time io work the leeward buoys, use an
anchor to help keep the tender ofi the bank or
shoal, or, if the shannel is wide enough to permit
the tender to work athwart the channel, work the
buoys, stern to the wind. :f it is necessaryfor a
tender to go up a narrow channel to relieve buoys
and there is insuf,ncient room to turn around, go
up with the flood tide, drop an anchor to swing on,
and work the buoys on the way out, stemming the
current.
l. Plqci.nga nen a,board.a buo!.-The placing of
B man &board a buoy from ttre tender to perform
routine gauging. relighting, or other servicing is a
hazardous operation under almost any circumstances and srloatd be atoided wheneoer possible. The
maneuver requires the highest degreeof skiU on the
part of tlre conning ofncer,and unlessconditions ar.e
extremely favorable, the practice is not recommended. Only men who can swim and who have
had experienceon the buoy deck should be allowed
on buoys.
(1) When in an emergency, due to a sudden
change in weather, etc., it becomes necessary to
approach ttre buoy with the ship io recover a man,
tbe buoy should be brought abreast the buoy port,
not too close aboard, and the ship steadied up and
stopped. A line is passedto the man on ttre buoy,
rove through the cage and the end brought back
aboard. The buoy should noi be puUed alongside
until the ship is under control and is not sheering
cfr under the influence of a backing screw or the
wind and sea. Use plenty ol manpower to haul the
buoy alongside. In almost every casethele is sufncient slack in the mooring to permit this: howeyet',
one or two men cannot do it. When the man is
aboard, let go one end of the line and the buoy will
spring away from the side of the ship, puUedby the
weight of the mooring. Do not permit the wind to
get on the opposite bow and cause the ship io fall
down on top ol the buoy, nor should the buoy be
approachedso closethat it rubs alongsidewhile the
ship stiU has headway. In the caseol a Iarge ltghted
buoy, a maD is safer inside the cage should the
ship stl ike the buoy. The use ol the anchor as
describedin Paragraph (D) above permits a safer
approach to a buoy under adverse conditions suctr
as a suddensquall, etc. It is worth taking the extra.
time to rig the anehor if an accident can be avoided.
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(2) When it is necessary to put a ulan aboord a
buoy, and sonditions permit, it is generally bett€r
to use one of the ship's boats lor this purpose. The
telder can steam in circles a,roundthe buoy at lull
speed to knock down the seas and thus permit the
boat io approach the buoy even in quite rough
weather.
(3) If conditions are such that ttre ship may not
bring the buoy alongside under any circumstances,
&nd there is no other means of getting the man ofi,
he may be recovered by passing him a bovr'line while
the buoy is still several feet ofi and puuing him
aboard through the water. A wet seeman is better
tlran a crushed one.
J. In shitllou usteft,-4ften it is thought best to
enter waters of doubtful depths durlnc high tide.
In some pla4es this may be necessary, nevertheleis,
ihere are times when this does not hold true. A
thought to consider; should the vessel become
grounded,it would sufrer lessdamage and be easier
to refloat it grounded during or near low water.
When working buoys when there is insufficient water
to float the ship at low tide or 1 or 2 hours before
low tide, it is best to go ln and leave promptly
b€tE'een hall and high tide to a,void being saught
and laying aground over a fuu tide interval. Certain types of hull form may safely rest aground
without ca,psizing. The ship should rlse io the following tide if maintained absolutelywatertight, and
there is not excesslvemud suction.
Working buoyswith the anchor ai short stay ls not
recommended on rocky bottom or when working
near a dangerous rock in tidal wat€rs, as it may
catch and delay the prompt departure ol the vessel
long enough for damage to be sustained.
K. Follouing are some niscellaneous notes on
this subiect contributed bg experienced, tend,er
personnel.
(1) Remember to work with the elementsrather
than io try to force the ship aga,inst ttlem.
(2) When working in swells with contrary wind
or current, stem the swells if possible to mlnlmize
rolling.
(3) Single-screwtenders, when there is a cholce,
generally work buoys from the port side becauseof
the tendency ol the bow to swing clear of the buoy
as the ship ls backed anray.
(4) When u'orking buoys in shoai areas, take
advantage of any stage of the tide or current that
wiU tend to keep you ofi the shoal. Similarly take
advantage of wind conditions.
(5) When relieying buoys, bear ln mind thai it is
possible to set a buoy under sea and weather co!ditions which would make it dangerous io pick up
the buoy being rcli€ved.
(6) In clear water, if there is any difrculty in
maintaining the proper position of tlle vessel toward
Ivind, current, or sea, and staying on station, then
forcet the latter. The buoy can always be dragged
back on station.
(?) After the vesselis made fast to the buoy, take
a side range on shore so as to detect any dragging,
Once a ship fetches up on the moorlng and does
not drag, it is good practice to allow the ship (it
not loo large) to set on the mooring and not work
ttre englnes unless necessary.
g\i+ao (J-62-4!
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(8) When backlng away from a buoy, take ca,re
that the cage of a lighted buoy does not foul the
anchor. Thls ls why single-screw vessels usually
work their buoys on the port slde.
(9) When setting a buoy, it is weU to bring the
wind or current a bit on ihe working side just at the
last minute as the buoy goes oyerboard, so that
when backing clear, the wind or current will help
to keep the ship ofi.
(10) When working in close quarters, it may become necessary to back the ship away from tlle
daDger before getting the Eooring aboard. If not,
equipped with a mechanical chain stopper, the
mooring may be quickly shackled into the deck, or
cut with an oxyacetylene torch in an emergency. A
cutting torch should always be immediately ayailable on deck when working buoys, and more than
one crelvman should be trained in lts use.
When & vesselis equippedwith a mechanicalchai!.
stopper and is in a tight place, the chain may be
quickly securedin the stopper and the vesselba,cked
away io safety dragging the moodng along. wheneyer possible,however, ln any case of dragging a
mooring, unshackle the buoy beforehand if tilrre
permits, as an added precaution.
(11) The conning omcer generally staris to maneuver the bow of the ship away lrom the buoy (so
as not to damage the lantern) just after it is set
while the crew is clearing the hoisting tackle from
the lifting lug on the buoy. This maneuver should
not be premature or too drastic until it is sure that
the hoisting tackle is completely unhooked and
clear of the buoy. Otherwise the conning ofrcer
may flnd himseu dragging a buoy on the tackle with
the ship drifting rapidly away.
(12) When working outside areas, head the shlp
on the easiest course, to mlnlmize rolllng when
buoys are beiDg holsted or moyed a,lound in prepar&tion for workin€i. In rough weather, as'a,it a
quiet interval when ihe shlp is fairly steedy before
maklng any hazardous lift. Should a buoy start
to swing wildly, a quick boom operator will touch
ii to the deck jusi enough to steady it but takinc
care not to give it enough slack so as to become
unhooked. A couple of blocks or wedges can be
thrown under the buoy. The best practice is to
use plenty of steadying cross-deck lines of ample
size and neyer give the buoy a,chance to eet start€d.
Should a buoy break loose and take charge, it is
possible to lower the boom right down on top of
it and vedge it over against the bulwarks or up
against another buoy untll it ca! be secured. This
may be a little hard on the gear but is nothinc to
$rhat the buoy could do U permltted to take ch&rge.
(13) In the case of the double toppiag lut (180
foot B & C) class tenders, there is danger in permittinc the shlp to range ahead too tar with a
buoy or moorlng over the side suspended from the
boom. If the boom happens to be topped high and
the buoy or cha,in starts moying a,ft a,loncside the
ship abaft the buoyport, the boom may jacknife
back over the bridge, resulting in possible ext€nsive
damage and lnjury.
(14) In the case ol a htCh-stded single-screw
tender which tends to back easily to the wind, the
ship is swung nr$ until the wind is on t.l:e quarter
ln whlch direction it is deslred to back: ttten the
engine is backed,
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(15) Twin-screw tenders are noted for their different handling characteristics. some can be easily
turned -in their own lengths, others need plenty of
headway or sternboard even in little wind. Nearly
all twin-screw tenders lequire' way ihrough the
water before being able to turn in high winds.
(16) The 180-foot-class tender has been found
to handle well with good ludder action and sufficient power. In connned spaces,it is necessary
upon irequent occasionto handle this type of vessel
with hard-over rudder and full power. whereas
no single-screwtender can be expectedto maneuver
as easily in tight placesas a twin-screw ship, nevertheleis if handled in the licht of making the most
of the cood maneuvering qualities of this class of
vessel as compared to most single-screw ships and
not expecting to accomplishthe impossible,the 180loot tender can show an excellent record of performance.
(1?) When outside buoys need relighting in a
heavy chop and there is too much sea for ihe buoy
to lay alongside the ship, a motorboat is put ove!
on the lee side and run ln close to the buoy. The
ship is then run at tull speed around the buoy,
making a circle the turning radius of the ship,
After one turn, the chop is knocked f,at and the
boat can lay alongsidein somewhat of a slick calm.
'rhe ship has to continue this operation as long as
the boat is required to lay alongside the buoy.
27-lO-4O

Towing-

A. TotDingqualiti* ol tend.ers,-Aids to navigation tenders are trequenily called upon to tow other
vesselsin connectionwith rendering assistance. The
180-foot class single-screwtenders are particularly
adapted for thi6 duty, beine fftted with towing bits,
a winch or capstanfor handling the line, and having
the tafirail designedfor manila lope towing. Towing
with wire is difficult with the classA 180-foottender,
as there is no provision for handling the wire. The
classB and C tenders have a small winch aft which
will accommodatewire up to I inch diameter, however, for heavy strains the wire must be stopped ofi
to the tcwing bits rather than to permit the strain
to come on the winch. On all classesot 180-foot
tenders no provision is made for preventing chafe of
a wire has'ser over the iafirail, such as roller chocks,
etc. Eight- and ten-inch manila hawsersare standard towing equipment on large tenders. The capstan
on the class A 180-foot t€nder will handle lz-inch
manila, but the cypsy heads on the wlnch of the
class B and C 18o-footerswill only handle up to
10-inch, and that not too well. Towiltg with the
180-footclasstenders is lessdif,ncultthan with older
twin-screw tenders since these vesselsare extremely
maneuverableand are bett€r equipped. Some general facts relative to towing are given in the paragraphs below.
B. lowing hdwser.-A vesselmay be towed with
manila or wire rope, a combination ol both, or either
of the above plus the vessel'sanchor chain. Most
tenders tow with manila rope. Although wire is very
satisfactory if the vessel'shandling facilities permit,
manila afrords more spring and is more easily handled. Where a combination of manila and wire rope
is used, the wire rope is usually securedto the tow.
As a rule, towing is made eesier if a long and heavy

toti'line is used. Variations in tension are taken up
by the elasticity or spring of the sagging bight,
thereby decleasingsudden jerks.
C. LeLsth ol |itue,-"Iwo hundred fathoms of 10inch manila or' 1y2-inch wire lope should be used
for ideal towing of a vesselof 2,0C0tons, for example. In tcwing in a seaway,it is important that the
two ships involved ke-.p "in step", that is, use a
length oi towline such that the ships will meei the
waves and ride over them together. If one vessel
js in the trough of the sea as the other is on a crest,
the line will first become taut and then suddenly
slack, thereby p1'oducing a jerky motion. Waye
lengths ale usually approximately the same,so it is
a simp'e matter to adjust the length of the towline
by heaving in or veering hawser.
D. Preparirl,glor em.erge1l,t
letting-go.-h sec\ting a towline, consideration should be given to the
possibility of a sudden need for letting go in an
emergency, and preparations made appropriately.
When towing with wire, a pelican hook is desirable.
rf it is impossible to rig a pelican hook, have an
oxyacetylene cutting torch handy. An ax should
alwaysbe kepi closeby a manila hawser.
E. Steefi?ug.-Vessels,such as the 180-foot class,
ntted with towing bits located well forward of the
rudder, and a towing IaiI, may be easily steeredwhen
towinc. All personnel must be kept clear of the
path of the hawser as it is free to sweepfrom qualter
to quarter. vesselsnot so equippedbut with plenty
of power may tow through a steln chock, but smau
ships will find that they handle poolly when so
rigged. Steeling can be made easier by rigging a
span consisting of two lines brought in through the
quarter chocks. Ample chaflng gear must be used
in the way of the chock or over the towing rail.
F. Maneuaers lor passing touline.-Ttl.e meL}rod
of passing the towline from the towing vesselto the
towed vesselis dependent upon the condition of the
vesselbeing towed and the weather. The method to
be used should be determined by the commanding
ofncer of the towing vessel,giving consideration to
the factors involved,and communicatedto the Commanding Ofncer of the disabled ship before the beginning of any operations. The follou'ing methods
are recommendedunder the conditions indlcated:
(L, Toued Desseldisqbled,,seacond.itionlaroro,ble.
(o) Towing vesselstands to weather side of disebled vesseland in passing, shoots Iine across the
bow of the disabledship.
(b) Disabled ship hauls in shot line, manila messenger,and hauling line, and bendsthe manila hauling line onto her towline.
(c) The towing vessel hauls in the messenger,
hauling line and disabled vessel'stowline, connects
her own and disabled vessel'stowline together ard
veers line to the necessarytowing distance.
Q, Toued, pessetd,isabled',sea conditions untaooroble.
(a) If the use ot line-throwing facilities is impraaticable, the towing vesselstands down the leeward side of the disabled ship, passes under her
stern, fouling the disabled ship with buoyed manila
messengerline, Ttlis Iine is picked up by mea,ns
of a grapnel.
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(b) Ttte 6ameprocedure as outlined in (l) above
is then appllcable.
(3> TuDed,a6sel not conpletelg d,isabled,ang sea
conilition.
(o) Vesselto be towed comesclose aboard under
Iee counter of towlng vessel. Towing vesselpasses
shot-line and messenger,etc.
(b) The same procedure as outlined under (1)
above is then appllcable.
(4, Alternate methotl, towed oe|6el d.isabled,.
(o) Disabled vesselputs overboard a buoyed line
which floats aft and to windward. The towing vessel
cruises slolvly up and retrieves this line with a
grapnel.
(D) The same procedure es outlined under (1)
above is then applicable.
G. Getting underua! with the tou.-ALtet l}j^e
towline has been made secure to both ships, and
chaang gear rigged as necessary,full instructions
are given the chiet engineer about starting, if necessary. When &ll is in readiness,the engine(s) is
started ahead as slowly as possibleand stopped the
instant the line begins to tauten out; then a few
more turns are made until the ineriia of the tow
is overcome,end both ships are moving slowly with
constant tension on the line. Speed ls lncreased
IitUe by little and the course changed gradually as
necessary. When the tow is straightened oui and
moving steadily, ihe speed is worked up to that at
which it is consideredwise to continue. This speed
is goyernedby weather conditions, the sizeand condition of the hawser, and the size of the ship being
towed. T'lre primary factor to be consideredis the
towlng hawser, and the speed should be adjusted
to a point where the towing hawser will not be
overstressed. Recovering a parted ha,wser and
passing a new one (whlch you might not have) is
a dangerous and ditncult operation under bad
weather conditions. Many a towing hawser has
parted unnecessarilybecauseof ignored fundamental principles.
H, Wire and, rtuanilacombino,tioz.-When towing
with a combination of wire and manila rope, be sure
that the length of the wire is not less than the
manila rope il leading through a chock, since the
accumulaiion of twisting (greater in ma,nilathan in
wire), due to the vessel'ssurging in a seaway,must
be dissipatedthroughout the wire's length.
I. Touing uith anchor cable,-lf necessaryto tow
with anchor cables, get up such chain from the
locker as wlll reach the stern of your ship. Stretch
the chain aft and place a couple of heevy plenks
between the anchor flukes and the shell plating.
Ifaving maneuveredyour vesselso the stern n'ill be
as close as possible to the disabled vessel'6bow,
heayeover the end of her chain on board and shackle
lt to your own cable. The towed vesselwill regulate
the length of cable by her windlass. Your cable is
toggled by the ancho! in the hawsepipe.
J. Letting go,-When letting go a tpw, if a wire
rope or chain cable has been used, do not allo.*' the
towed vessel to casi ofi without bending a, llne to
the end 60 that the towline may be veered slowly.
If a heavy wire or chain towline is cast ofi loose, it
will hanc as a deadweight from the other vessel,
constituting a hazard to maneuvering, and possibly
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placing too great a strain on the vessel,swinch or
capstan when heaying in. Ordinarily, when casting
off, the vessel towlng slows down and the to\r'line is
hove up short, and when the two vesselsare reasonably close (do not get dangelously close), ihe line is
cast off. Take care not to foul the propeller(s). A
long length of manila may easily drlft into the
propeller if the shlp is stopped.
K. Towing airqa,lt.-Ee\derlng assistanceto aircraft requires a special knolvledgeof torving which
must be used in order to prevent damage to the
plane. Consult a standa,rd work on sea,manrhip.
L, Storn oil.-The use of storm oil in towing during heayy weather cannot be too st{ongly recom_
mended. Herb the towinc yesselis in a position to
protect her charge and generally make better time
on a passage. In maneuyering to pick up a tow in
bad weather, it is well to remember that a vessel
wiu drift to leeward faster than the oil will spread
in that direction. Thelefore, spread oil well to
leeward of the disabled vessel,so that both ships,
during the operation of connecting a towline, will
be protect€d by the oil slick, and a less arduous job
will be the result.
For storm oil, animal and vegetable oils ard the
best, Fuel oil thinned out ivith kerosenehas given
good results. About 2 gallons per hour is the rate
reported by many vesselshove-to in heavy weather.
A slow drip from canvas oakum-ffIled bags. o! from
rags kept soaked with the oil and placed in waste
pipes will be found efrective, but the quantity required will be governed by the efiect produced, as
observedin any particular case.
M. FolloDing a,re some general notes on ofrshore
touing:
(I ) When towlng with a heaw line heving a deep
sag, shoal waier musi be avoided.
(2) Before attempting to take another vessel in
tow, reach a clear understanding between the two
ships as to procedure.
(3) Be sure the towed vesselusesplenty of chenng
gear in the way of the bow chocks. It has been,
found that many nonseryice vessels elther have
little or are reluctant to use it.
(4) When getting ready to pay out a manila
hawser, coil it down in large ffgure-of-eight colls,
or if necessary,fake down, lapping the coils to ayoid
foulinc. Pass out the hawser on a heuling line
which wiU allow the end to revolve and take out
turns.
N. Touing alongside.-Whet ton'ing in port or in
confined waiers, the towing vesselshould be made
fast alongsideif possible,as this gives greater ease
and certainty in handling. When used in this way,
the towing vesselis usually placed on the quarter,
where its rudder acts wlth that of the tow for steering, As the power i,s applled at a distance trom the
midship line, there is here a considerableturning
moment, which will throw the ship's head to one side
or the other, according to whether the towi4g vessel
g6esahead or back; the efiect being exactly as if the
tow had twin screws and was using only one of them.
In going straight ahead, the turning efrect ls neutralized by a small amount of rudder. The towinc
vesselshould be securedwell aft alongsideof the tow
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with her bow snubbeditt towards the tow with a line
from aft for goinc ahead, and one from lorward
lor backing, These lines are usually made fast at
the bow of the towing vessel,her stern beinc held
from swinging out by an after breast leading to the
tow, figure 2?-30?(l).
rlr If the towing vessel has a right-handed
screw, she will be able to make a straighter sternboard if securedon the port side of the tow, since in
backinc, the tendency of her screw is to thlow her
stern out to port, while the tendency due to her
position on the port sjde of the tow is to throw
the stern of the tow the othel way. When seculed
on the starboard side, both thes€ elements vill act
together to throw the stern ofi to polt.
(2) It there is a sharp and dimcult turn to be
made, the tuc shoiud be made up on the inboard
quarter, that is to say, on the side towald which the
turn is to be made. Ilere she will be properly placed
for backing to asslst the turn. So long as she is
going ahead,the outboard side would plase hel more
favorably lor turning; but if her turning effect when
so placed should prove insufncient for the turn she
would then be helpless. To back, under these circumstances, even for keeping clear of the beach,
would only make matters worse. It is the practice of
tug masters to place ihemselveson that side of the
tow toward which they wish to turn, if the turn is
one which involves some difrcultY.
(3) rt frequenily becomes necessary to turn a
large vesselon a pivot. Supposethe tug is on the
starboard quarter and wishes to slew the stern
of the tow to port. she lets co her after breast and
goesahead with left rudder, holdinc the "go ahead"
line. This throws the tug's stern out and she puts
her bow (invariably weU protected by fenders)
against the stern of the tow and pushesit around.
If ii is desiredto pull the stern to starboard, she lets
go her line from the bow, slacks the aftel line, and
swings ofi clear, going ahead as in flgure 2?-30? (8).
observe that for ihis maDeuverit is necessarythat
the line used for towing should lead from a polnt
far enough forward of the rudder to allow the tug's
stern to swing freelv. she will then be able to head
in any direction desired, even though there be a
curyent setting her down,
(4) A tug towing a vesselolongsideoften has occesion to "wind" the tow for putiing her alongside
in a particular ]vay, or for getting on the ofiside
iir landinc, to avoid being jammed between the
tow and the dock. In ficure 2?-307 the tug ffrst
gives ihe tow a she€r with the rudder (3). She
then backs, slacking all lines except the backing
line (4). then a little later, slacks evervthing and
puts her st€m against the stern of the toiv and
goes ahead, pushing the stern around (5), and
ends by making fast alongside !fliih her bow toward the stern of the tow (6), and with her port
side to ttle to$' instead of the starboard side, as
in the beginning.
O. It has been suggestedthat the below listed
"emergency" method ol towing or pullinel on lalge
vesselswith the 180-foot C-class tender has proven
to be very successfuland particularly so in that it
obviates the almost impo$sible task of handling a

l0- or l2-inch haw€er with the small gypsy heads
on the existing towing winch.
The deep sea anchor cable is disconnectedfr.om
the fair-lead at the bow and lun aft acloss the
buoy deck and boat deck throuch a se es of snatch
blocks then over the towing lail. Altel the desiled
amount of cable is payed out, it is stopped off wiih
a chain stopper at the towing rail and some slack
reeled off the dlum and used to take the necessaly
turns around the towing bit. Ii is necessar-yto
place chaflng gear around the cable whele it rides
the towing rail. Furttrer, some method of putting
an eye in the bitter end of the cable is necessary;
cable clamps have been successfully used for this
pulpose. This method pelmits the towing tender
to pay out as well as take in the cable with ease
by use of the level winding deep sea anchor winch.
Moreoye! the 1 '/r" diameter cable wlth a length ol
300 fathoms which is installed on thb class tender
permits the towing vessel to take a tremendous
stlain and allows for an ample catenary in the
cable.
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FtcuRE 2?-30?-Towing elongside-turning a tow.
(R€printed from Knight's Modern Seamanshipby
permission of D. van Nostrand Co.)
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Stronding-

A. Pra4tically every searlan, at soEe iime or
ottrer, puts his vessel aground, or at least ls aboard
such unlortunate craft. The dauge! of groundiDg is particularly pertinent to aids to navigation
tenders since the very nature ol their duties requires that the ships be sometimesplaced in hazardous positions where no ordlnarily prudent navigator would take his ship.
your
B. Natural inpulse b to boct of,-When
vessel strands, resist the first lmpulse to put the
engine(s) full speed astern. This is a natural
tendency, but should the vessel be ashore on rocks.
she may have a hole in the bottom and to back ofi
may result in slnking ber witlout leaving tlme even
for saving Ufe. If aground in soft bottom, to
work the engines ln either direction may result
in disabling them by filling the condensers or strainers witll s&Dd or mud. Again, when a sinetle-screw
vessel ls aground forward, backing the screw may
slew her stern around and put her broadside on
the beach.
C- Ie,g out anchor .-Krtow the state of the tlde
-lf falllng, act wlthout hesitation and at orce. Assuming that there is leason tor not backing ofr
at once, it is imperative thai an anchor be laid out
ast€rn to keep the ship from slewiEg around broadside to the seas or from wolking further up the
beach. Such a line, hept well taut, wlll sometimes
start a ship ofr qult€ unexpectedly by the steady
puu which it exerts; a slight rise of tide or a llttle
working of the ship by the witxd or sea contrlbuting
toward the same end. If there is current seiting
along the coast, as frequently happens, the a,nchor
should be laid out a little ofi the quarter to keep
the sieln from being swepi around. A buoy with
a good recovery line should be made fast to the
anchor.
While the anchor is being laid out, soundings
should be taken all around the ship. If there is a
chance that help will be needed, it should be request€dpromptly,
D. Eralnine ship,-Make a thorough examination of the ship and lsolate watertight compartments found holed or leakins. Brace bulkheads
and start pumps. Il the hole is large, there may
be danger in haulinc ofi before it is at least partially stopped. When measures have been taken to
prevetrt the ship from worklng further inshote, and
not until then. tlxe work of llghtening shtp may be
besun-ballast tanks pumped out, cargo shifted,
llghtered, thrown overboard. U the ship is aground
forward, something may be gained by nlling the
efter tanks or otherwise adding weight aft. If the
vessel ls pounding hard from the sea, and it a,ppears
thet it may be some time before a successfuleffort can be made to get her ofr, it Eay be well to
flood her double bottom tanks or even her holds.
to prevent smashing in the bottom irom the pounding or worklng further inshore.
E. ObtaiT local inlontuation.-7t is generally ossumed that a vessel will come ofi most easlly the
yay she went ashore. T'his is not always t,lre case,
h9wgver, ?nd the reason why not w l probably b€
obtained from those havlng local kuowledge of itre
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erea. Do not hesltote to seek lnJormation as to
the nature of the bottom, peculiarities oi wind and
current, etc., from local fishermen, and others who
may be available.
F. The a$isttng oessetshould, as a rule, anchor
to seaward with a good scope of chain, get good
lines from the stern of the wreck, and keep them
taut. When the time comes for a combined efrort.
she steams ahead with her engine and heaves on
the anchor windlass as well. It is often good for
the assistiug vessel to lay out her own spare anchors
well off shore with cood lines bent to them and
send the ends ol these lines aboard the wreck. In
bad weather, passing lines to the vessel ashore is
a dimcult job. However, by the use of line throwing apparatus and small boats, messenger lines
may be run and if the stranded ship has power
aveilable,she can heave the heaviestha.wseraboard.
IJ no power is avail&ble, the asslsting vessel can
heave the Iine over using a whip and tail bloch,
or it can be colled down in a small boat and
run over. Ifeavy wire hawsets can b€ buoyed at
interyals to preyent fouline on the bottom. It ls not
satisfactory to attempt to noat a hawser in to a
stranded vesseloD an open beach.
G. fn cases where a strong current runs along
the beach ai certaln stagesof the tide, if lines are
hove taut at sleck water, the current, nrhenit makes,
will be on ttre bea,mof the anchored vessel and s'ill
exert tremendous force, with aU the advantage from
the span formed by the anchor cable and the towline. It would be well here for the assistingvesselto
heave two anchors down.
It is imperative ttrat the asslsting vessel be prepared to ca,st ofr or cut the line between the ships
instantly in case she nnds that her anchors are
dragging and that she is belng set down on the beach.
In the case descrlbed aboye, and where the assisting
vessel catrnot anchor. it is better to lead the haulins line from a chock well torward of the stern to
permlt using the rudder for bolding her head up
against the current. Also, she s'ill thus always be
pointed toward safety should she start to drag. The
assistlng vessel should a,lweys be &lert to the pot€ntial danger of herself becoming stranded while
attemptlng to render sssistance,
pulling ofi a
H, Dqnger ol collision.-When
stranded vessel, there is always the danger of collision lf she coEes off suddenly; therefore, the assisting vessel should always be ready to sUp everything and get out of the way.
L ToDing oessel und,erway.-An adyanlage of
having the ton'ing vess€l underway is that if the
,wreck does not come ofi from pulltng direcuy asstern, she cen place herself on either quarter alternately and may thus be enabled to slew the stern
of the wreck around and so loosenher up in her bed.
However, the dificulties are ott€n increased $'hen
the assistlng vessel cannot anchor. It is difrcult
to malntain a steady iension on the line; and if
the wind or current is across,there ls great danger
that she will swing a,round on the towline and end
by going ashore herself. In any case, when the
assisting vessel cannot anchor, she must not take
the line from her stern chocks under any circumstances.
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J: Taking a line loruard,.---$ometimesthe assisting vesselcan approach bows-on to the wreck, receive a line forward and back her engine to pull
ofi. The time saved in not having to maneuYerto
receive lines astern might iD some casesbe enough
to make the difierence between "just in time" and
"just too late". Here again the importance of retaining pivoting maneuverability is emphasized,and
ttre line should lead in through a chock some distance abaft the stem (fig.2?-308 (3)).
K, Attenpt to back ofr in nediatel!.-Thete
^re
caseswhen the efrort should be made to back ofi
is
on
a
immediately: as, for example,when the ship
ha!a, steep sandy beach. Here she is aground forwald, and if steps are not taken immediately she
may swing around broadsideand ground throughout
her lencth. On this kind ol a beach an anchor'
should be gotten out ai once if backing does not
bling her flee. On a steep beach, if the steln is
free, steaming ahead dead slow to keep the stern
from broaching may be necessarywhile anchors are
run out, etc.

A can naDalv.rfn
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FtcuRE2?-308.-Assisting a stranded vessel. (Eaeprinted from Knight's Modern seamanship by
permissionof D. Van Nostrand & Co,)

L, Jetting.-when a vessel grounds on sand, it
frequently "packs" up around the hull. The presence of packed up sand can be determined by use
of the lead line. In this case,water jets (pipes over
the side) can be rigged irom the ship's nre pumps
to 'liven" up the sand,
M. Jurnping on a line.-'Ihe practice of "iumping
on a line" is generally futile in the case of a large
stranded vessel,unless she is hung up on one spot,
which is easy to determine as she will swing. It is
also dangerousand hard on the gear.
N. When lalling out a,nchors,carry out a kedge a
little beyond ihe spot where your heavy anchor is to
be dropped and bend a 3-incb line to lt for a "guess
warp." For the heaw anchor, use two boats, catamaran fashion. Ilang the anchor (the spare or
regular bower) between the boats from a spar or
timber lashed amidships. .If there is a swell, lash
a spar across the after ends of the boats al,so,so
that the two wiU take the swell as one boat. Buoy
each anchor as laid down.
O. Following are a leu tuotesort proceatrure:
(1) Secule the lunning line about 6 to I fathoms
from the end of the hawser with a rollinc hitch, and
then at frequent intervals stop the running line to
the hawser wlih sail twine or small stufi that may
easily be cut adrift. About 2 fathoms from the end
of the hawser take a marline or clove hitch with the
running line around the hawser &nd again stop the
running line to the hawser $'ith small stufr beyond
this hitch. Ttlis prevents jamming when beine
taken on board, and gives plentv of ddft to make
fast before casting ofi the running llne.
(2) No precautions are too great to prevent a
hawser from cetting into the propeller. An ofrcer
should be stationed where he can direct and supervise the paying out and handling of the hawser
while it is beinc run.
( 3 ) Neverturn over the enginesuntil the omce! in
charge aft leports all clear o! the propeller.
(4) Ilave a reliable man stationed with a sharp
ax where he can cut the hawser promptly.
15) Except in an extreme emergency,never start
o! stop the engines suddenly n'ith a hawser made
fast to another vessel.
(6) To prevent a vessel'scharging into the assisting vessel,have a thorough understanding with the
masier of the stranded ship as to iust what to do
if she comesofi with a rush,
(7) If the vesselcoEes off, or if it is fouDd that
she cannot be floated on the tide that you are working on, decreasespeedby slowing down a lew revolutions at a time until the stop order is giyen. Thus
you wiU have full control of the situatlon and avoid
any dangel of louling the plopellers u'ith the hawser.
(8) lttrhen asslsting a vessel stlanded on a lee
shore, proceed ss above in gettlng a strain on the
hawser. Both vessels he&ve ir on their anchor
cha,ins at the same iime. If you have anchored lvith
a grcater scope of chain than she has, she will break
oLt her anchors nrst, and should immediately get
one readv for letting go. Bv the time you break
yours out you will have taken the necessarystroin
to tow her of shore and probably to a safe anchorage. rf anythlng goes wrong, she ca,n let go her
anchols and probably be in no worse position than
before,
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P, In sun nar!, reneftiber the lollowing:
(l) Know the siate ol tide.
(2) Sound all around.
(3) Form a plan-be careful,
(4 ) Lay out anchors if it can be done-at once,
(5) If bow on, try to keep the stern free.
(6) Wheg n'ind and tide are right, trim tanks,
drop weights, work all freeing agenciestogether.
27-1O-5O

Smoll Boqt Hondling-

A. An important phase of aids to navigation work
involves the servicing of unattended aids and light
station$ on shore. This requlres competency in
handling small boats and making landings on exposed coasts. Olocers and crew who are experienced
small boatmen and good seamen are essentiel for
aids to naviga,tionwork, but it must not be assumed
that one who is an otherwise competent seaman
has the necessary knowledge and expellence to make
sm&U boat landings under dangerous conditions.
This is an art in itselJ, requiring special knowledge
and skill only acqulred by praciical experienceand
one which many seafaring men never have occa,sion
to practiae. When undertaken by the iuexperienced,
the danger involved can scercely be overesiimated,
The handling of a small motor boat fouows the
prlnciples of handling a single-screw ship as described in previous sectlons, with due allowance
being made ior the difierence in size and tl:re fact
that most motor boats used in aids to navigation
work are steered by means of a tiller in lieu of a
wheel. Thus it is necessaryto move the tiller in
the opposite direction to that of the wheel in order
to make the rudder act ln ihe manner described.
B. Lowering the boat,-A variety of 'opinions exists as to the best method of lowering a boat; however, a general procedureis describedin the following paragraphs (chcumsiances,of course,ma,yalter
these procedures):
(1) The boat is designated by the oncer of the
deck's order, "clea! aw&y the starboard (port) cargo
(lite) boat." The crew dons Ufe jackets and lake
their positions in the boat. If the boat is al the
davits, the ct€w members not oiherwise engaged,
seizethe liie lines as a safety precaution. When all
members of the crew are in the boat, the gripes are
cleared away. Frapping lines,sternfast, and steadying lines (if necessary) are used to keep the boa,t
lrom swinging. Frapping lines a,re passed around
the falls and kept taut by men on deck, Most ships
have a metal ring, served with lea,ther,around the
falls to which the frapping line is secured. The
steadying lines may be secured in the boat or held
by hand. Many ships use no other llnes for steadying than the frapping lines and painters. The
sternfast should be led well alt. Members ol the
crew in the rvaist of the boat breast ofr the ship's
side. When using boat hooks, they must hold the
ends above the gunwale to avoid the possibility of
staving holesin the boat. Use extreme care ln manning a boat hook. The ends can be dangerous to
not only the man handline it but to the rest.of the
crew as well. Members of the boat crew stand by
the falls and sea-painter. When all is ln order. ure
one in charge commands, "lorver away together,"
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or, if the boat is on the cargo boom &nd ln checks.
"hoist away," and "swlng out and lon'er away."
(2) Strain is taken on the frapping Unes,and the
boat is steadiedby men in the waist with boathooks.
Any slack in the sea-painter and sternfast is taken i|c.
on deck. The sea-painter is securedby e toggle in
the boat, n'ith a round turn around the inboard side
of the second thwart (it a pulling boat). A man
stands by to clear the sea-painter by pulltns the
toggle when ordered. In boats at the davits, men
must tend the falls to keep then clear and to keep
the blocks froE siriking members of the creq, a,fter
the falls are let go. The boat must be lowered
smartly, especially in rough weather. When th€
boat is at the davits, the talls must inyariably b6
lo$'ered together. While beinc lowered, t.lre crec'
not otherwise engagedclear away the oars and hold
nrmly to the lifelines (or the englneer starts the
engine). The boat ls not lowered entirely into the
water untll the coxswain determines that sea conditions are favorable and he gives the order, ,,let
faU." The men on deck tending the fa.lls throw ofi
the turns so that the falls pay out freely.
(3) As soon as the boat is waterborne, the boat
ofncer (coxswain) commands,"let go the after fall,,,
then "let go the forward faU." The alter iall ls
always let go flrst unless the ship has st€rnlvay, If
being lowered trom a cargo boom, the hook is tripp€d
and the sllng ring thereby unhooked when the boat
is waterborne. A hazardous moment ln lon'ering a
boat comesjust as it is water-borne, becauseof the
great danger that the boat will be dashed acainst
the ship's side. Expert boat handling is demanded.
Sternfast and steadying lines are cast off and the
coxswain giyes the stern a sheer iz with the st€ering
oar or rudder to get the bow out. A rudder Ehould
never be used on a pulling boa,t"iD rough weather.
The strain on the sea-painter sheersthe boat &way
from the shlp's side.
When clear of the side, the coxswaln commaflds.
"cast ofr the sea-painter." An axe or hetchet
should always be ready for use in case of a jaE at
a critical moment. When the boet is clear, the men
man their oars (the englneer engageshis clutcb),
and ttle boat moves ofr on her migsion. rl a motor
boat, the crew on deck should rapidly haul the sea,painter aboard to prevent its being fouled in the
boat's propeller.
C. The sea-palnter mentioned abovels e long line
used to sheer a wat€rborne boat cleer oI o shtp's
side. The llne is secured by a tocgle oyer the lnboard gunwale, to the second thwa lt a pulling
boat, or to a correspondlng posltion on & motor
boat, ln the bow ol the boat. It is led outboard of all
rigging and well forward where it is tended olr the
deck of the ship. ft creates s pivotlng point on
the inboerd side of the boat Just abaft the bow. Its
usefuhess would be entirely neg&ted lf tt were m&de
last at the bow. As both the boat and the shlp
have headway, tJre pressure of water on the bon'
of ttle boal causes lt to sheer &way lrom the side
of the ship. The coxswsh supplements this action by using the rudder or steerlng oar.
' D, Hoisttng a boat,-Tlle same principles of good
seamanshlp followed in lowerlng a boat are applled
when hoisting her aboord ship. The most lm-
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portant task of coxswain and crew is to keep their
craft away from the ship's side to prevent damage.
The boat should neve! have to wait for preparatlons
on deck. Boat falls should be well overhauled, led
along the deck, and well manned or taken alound
the drum of the winch, which should be turning at
the desired speed before the order, "]Ioist away" is
given, The boom hook (if used) should be lowered, but clear of the heads of the crew. The
frapping line6, and steadying Iines (the boom hook
tripping tine) , and the sea-painter should be ready
for use.
(1) When all is ready on deck and a lee has
been made, the boat comes alongside and the seapainter is passedto her. The sea-painte! is given
one turn about the inboard end of the forward
thwart, and its end held ln hand. The ship must
have some way on her, and once the sea-painier
is passedaround the thwart, a strain will be taken
thereon. By proper use of the steering oa,r or
rudder, the coxswain can now hold the boat at the
desired position ofi the ship's side. By moving the
oar or rudder, the sheer in of the stern may tte
lessenedand the boat brought in slowly to ttre ship.
If the boat should lurch toward the ship, the danger of being crashed against the side may be ofiset
quickly by increasing the sheer in of the stern
and sheer oui of the bow, with ttre oar or rudder.
The strain on the sea-painter will then puU the
boat clear. Do not make the sheerofi so radical thai
the sea-painter must be cast ofi to avoid swamping.
(2) The boai is hauled under the devits or boom
by menning the sea-painter on deck. Next, the
frapplng lines, and steadying lines (tripping line)
are passed. When hoisting with the boom, the
tripping line is rove through the sling ring and made
fast to the eye of the salety runner. A line should
be led from the stern of the boat to a point well
aft on the ship to prevent tbe boat from luchinc
forward when it leaves the water. This is known
as the stern-fast and is essentialif the ship is pitching. Men tendinc the blocks of the falls while
hookinc on should hw ihe block firmly egailst their
life jackets, holding it upright until a strain is
taken and the boa,t hoisted clear ol the water. llrus
the block will not snap and whip about as the boat
rises and falls in the seas. Attempting to hold a
block steady in the hands often results in mashed
fingers and heads.
(3) when all is ready on deck a,nd in the boat,
stand by atrd wait tor relatively steady conditions.
Then, lf at the davfts, hook forward, then aft, haul
taut, and hoist away as the ship rolls toward the
boa,t, holsting the boat quickly and sieadily. If
at the boom, hook the slinc ring on the boom-fall
hook by a pull on the tripping line from on deck,
start the winch as the ship rolls towerd the boat,
and hoist the boet quickly and st€adily. Frapping
lines and steadyi:xg lines should be tended and the
bost hooks used as ln lowering, to keep the boat
troE bumping into the shlp's side.
E. Running a line---A}rere are numerous
occesionswhen e boat crew may be called upon to
run a ship's Une to a mooring buoy. another Yessel
or dock. when so ordered, the crew wlU coll most
of the line in the stern sheets, and leave enough
in the bow to make fast when the landing is reached.

Be sure to haye enough line to reach, and have
plenty of good seizing stufi (small stufi used for
binding) for securing. Haye an axe handy for
cutting if ordered to do so. Il moving with the
tide, take less line in the boat than otherwise. If
against the tide, it will savework to take aU the line
in the boat, pull up, make fast, and then bring the
end back to the ship.
(1) When required to lay out a long heayy line
in a strong current it may be necessaryto have
two boats----one
to run away with the end, the other
to underrult ihe line at intervals, floatinc it and
pulling upstream with the blght. Thls lessensthe
line's resistance to the current.
(2) When nece€saryto tow a heavy lencth of line,
do not make it f4st to the stern of the boat. Take
a turn around the bits forward or around a thwart
midships so that the stern may be free t,o pivot.
This may prevent the boat from being set constantly
to leeward in heavy seaswith no means of bringing
the boat's head up to the seasor wind. Be careful
to keep the line out of the propeller. Ila,ve an axe
or hatchet handy in the boat at all times.
F. Running belore a sea uith q powerboat,-one
of the more rlsky situations ariseswhen a powerboat
is running before a sea. when the hull ts lifted by
the stern, there is danger that steerageway and
power may be lost. 'fhis may occur when the scren,
and rudder are clear of the water. 'Ihe boat may
then 6wing around broadsideto the seas. The coxs$'ain must call upon aU his skill and adroitness in
the use of the rudder to keep the stern to the
mountains of !flater that sometimesare encountered
when the going gets rough. It is helpful to reduce
speed,and to allow large swells to roll by. In extreme cases, a drogue or long hawser may be
streamed astern,
G. Running into a sea uith a powerboat.-Running into a sea is less hazardous, but not n'tihout
peril in bad weather. Reduced speed will lessen
the strain on both engine and hull. To this end, the
throttle should be adjusted so that the bow will
rise with oncoming waves rather than drive into
them. Taking season one bow is soundseamanship.
Avold the trough except in an emergency. When
moying broadside to the waves, swing the boai
momentarily so as to take larger wave crests on the
weather botr', then return to course when condltions
permit.
H. For an excellent description of landing craft
and their handling, such as LCVP'Sand LCM'S used
by aids to navigation vesselson loran statlon logistic irips, seeNavpers 16044,The Powerboat Book.
l. Handllng boat under oqrs in rough uo,ter.Although ihe skiu required for handling boats under
oars in rough water and surf can be acquired only
by continuous training and experience under such
conditions, a knowledge of the loUowing prlnciples
will aid the boat handler in acquirlng the required
sklll:

(1) The forces exerted by wavesand breakers are
tremendous and must be understood and respected.
A poorly or improperly handled boat is almost sure
to be swamped,broached,or pitchpoled. Swamping
results lrom seas breaking into the boat or results
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from broachine. Broaching resu.lls trom permitting
a brea,kerto strike the boat on the bo{' or quarter
and to slew the boat around uniil the seas are on
the beam, with the dangerous probability of being
swampedor capsized. Pitchpoling restlts from permitting the boat to ride on the shoreward or front
side ol the sea. The stern is elevated and the bow
depressed into the slower water at the base of the
bieaker and, as the resisianc€on the bow increases,
the stern is raised higher and higher until the boai
is toppled oyer, end for end and bottom up.
(2) Adequate speedto overcomethe force of the
breakers must be used when heading into them.
Only use that speedwhich is necessaryto keep the
boat under control and prevent her from being
carried back by the surf. Too much speedwill have
a tendency to drive the boat lnto th€ oncoming sea
or causethe bow to fall too heavily after topping a
sea and thus place unnecessarystrain on the boat.
(3) If at all possible,managethe boat so that the
heayier breaking seas are avoided. If it is impossible to so luneuver the boat, meet the breakers
squarelyso that their force will be equally distributed
on each bow.
(4) In running with a surf, maneuver the boat
so that the seaswill break ahead. Make sure ttrat
the boat has sufrclent inertia to permit the breakers
to passthe boat. Do not try to ride the surf. Trim
the boat by the siern and keep the stern ln such a
position that oyertaking breakers n'.ill meet ihe stern
squarely with equal torce on both sides.
(5 ) Better and more positlye control of the boat is
obtained with the steering oar. Theretore, zrxship
the rudd,eralld ship the steeting oor before entering
ttle surf.
(6) Any of severalmeans of increasing the inertiq
of the boet relatiye to overtaking breakers may be
used. A drogue may be towed astem, apex forward,
until just before the time a breaker oyertakes the
boat, at which point the tripping line should b€
released,creating a drag on the lorward motion ol
the boat. The boat may be backed in, with the
oarsmen pulling ahead as each breaker approaches
the boat. The boat ma,y go in bow flrst, with the
siroke oarsmen faclng forward and pulling acainst
the seas as each breaker approaches. In the case
of power boats, an oarsman on each quarter can
check the n'ay on the boat by rowing a,gainstthe
surf as each breaker approaches, however, a aea
anchor is probably better.
(7, T}re use ol oil may be of assistancewhcn !unning vith heaw seas. Oakum or cotton waste saturated with oil, stufred in a canvas contalner may be
attached to the drogue, The container should be
pricked with a sharp instrument in severalplacesto
permit the oil to escape.
J . Launching o,boqt into a surl :
(1) A surf makes launching dangerousand it is,
ttterefore, important to await the opportune ,nonent
lor launching the boat into the surf. Usually, a
comparatively mlld interyal will follow a serles of
heavier seas. During this iDterval, launch the boat
as quickly as possible so that it may pass beyond
the first llne of breakers before the next series of
h€aw seasbegins.
(2) At the command OO, the oarsmen jump into
the boat (if not elready ln), take ttreir respective
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thworts, and all start rowing immedlately, without
further command. Ttrls is a most clusial moment
and the entire crew must pull a strong, coordinated
stroke to pass through the onrushing seas.
(3, Speed is essential when rowlng against an
engry surf. If the seais heavy, the crew must exert
every efrort to keep sufrcient way on to enable the
boat to pass oyer the onrushing sees.
(4) Alter launching into the f,rst line of breakers,
endeayor to maneuver the boat so thet it tvill not
strike a breaking sea,
K, Lanaling through a surl:
(1) When approaching the outer liue of breekers,
bear in mind lhat lhe height of the sea as Dieue.t
tront ofrshore is d,eceptioe. T?re seas wlll appear
much smaller and less dangerous from seaward than
they actually are. Watch the successionof seasand
begin the run lor the beach during a compa,ratively
mild int€rval, When the run is start€d, use enough
speed to keep the boat under conirol, but be prepared to check the way of the boat to permit overtaking seas to pass.
(2, Iending b! backing in.-Betote entering the
outer line of breakers. turn the head of the boat to
seaward and back (Eaking sternway) toward the
beach. The crew pulls ahead each time a heavy
sea approaches. After the sea passes. the cre\i'
agaln backs in toward the shore. This method permits the full force of the oars to be used against
a heaw surf,
(3t Laniling bg useol drogue.-Ihe dtogueshould
be rigged before entering the surf and towed apex
forward untll lt is desired to check the headway
of the boat, In ord€r that the lines may b€ distincuished, the holdtng llne should be ma,rked with
a piece of red bunting tucked in the lay at the polnt
where it ls normally belayed. Care must be exercised not to foul the lines. The holdine line should
be belayed on the quarter. When headway ls desired, the tripping line is hauled in unttl the drogue
is towed apex forward. When it is desired to check
the headway, the tripping line is peid ofr until the
drogue is torved mouth forrvard.
G, Landing bUusing stot-line qnd ancnor.-Drop
&n anchor from the stern of the boat just outside
the breakers; keep a strain on the line and pay out
the anchor line as the boat movesthrough the surf.
Usually the surge of the sea will carry the boat toward the beach as quickly as deslred; if not, headway can be increasedby use of oars
l5\ Landlng bg tlsing sutl-line and porDerboat.-The ofishore end of the surf-line is made tast to a,
powerboat lnstead of to an ancho!. The pon'erboat
may be anchored, but usually it is kept underway
rvhen there is a strong current parallel to the ghore
so that the line can be paid out in directions thet
wiU permit the pu ing boat to pass through the
breakers €rrd oz to the sea. Ttre llne should be cut
instantly if ttle pulling boat will not pass through
the surf €nd or,
(6) Lqnding bg uslng the hauling line-l',
addTtion to employlng a surf line (anchor or powerboat)
attached to the ofishore end ol the pulling boat, an
4dditional hauling line can be a,ttached from the
inshore .end of the boat to the beach. wlth competent assistance on the beach, the boat is simply
hauled back and forttr through the surf. Ttris

T
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method ls especially desirable when a number of
trlps must be mede through the surf.
(?) /s sooz as the boat strihes the beach' t"be
crew should lea,p out and pull the boat up well out
ot the wBy of the seas.
I', Simple ld,nd'ing uith porrerboo.t.-When surt
ls not a major problem and a simple landing wlth
a large motor launch is to be made, and where the
current or wlnd may turn the boat broadside to the
beach, anchored surf lines may be etrectively used
(1) As the boet heads in toward the beach, en
anchor is dropped from the quart€r, rvell outside the
rough waier. The boat, under power, then quarters
ofi toward the opposit€ side and another anchor ls
let go from the oppositequarter, prefelably to wlndward, in such a position as to give the largesi possible span. The boat ls then headed for the beach,
veering the surf lines a,s recessary. The bow is
rammed Armly into the sand on the beach. The
boat is then held bows-on to the beach with her
nose iD the sand, the surf lines tendinc at &n angle
from each quarter and resisting the tendency of
the boat to bring up broedsideto the beach. Should
the boat cet broadside-on she might sustain iniury
to her propeller or rudder and getting clear of the
bea,chwould be difoculi,
(2) With the boet held bows-on to the beach
with the surl line, getting clear involves nothing
more ttran heaving on the sutf lines and backiDg
ttre engine. The 6urt lin€s m&y be used to overcome any tetrdeDoy of the boot to back lnto the
wind and sea or to back to port. As in all cases
where lines a,re over the side, care must be taken
ihet the lines do not foul the propeller.
(3) In any case where & powerboat is landed on
a sandy beach ii must be remembered th&t the send
kicked up by the turbulence ot the propeller stream
or surf may enter the cooling systeE through the
injection arrd possiblly put ttre engine out of comtnlsslon.
M. In surnnar! , some lmportaDt rules to lollow
in connection with small-boat lendings under difrcult conditions are as follows;
(1) Use onty €xperiencedpersonnel.
(2) Conditions never appear as dangerous lrom
seawardas they re&lly are.
(3) Always use a st€ering oar, never a rudder.
(4) Keep ttle boat under control at all times.
(5) The outermost series of breakers is much the
heavlest.
(6) In a strange locality,lie-to outside the breakers to study the pa*iculer conditlons before attempting a landing.
(?) The No. 1 danger, when rururlng before a se&,
ts that of broaching-to.
(8) A number of heavy swells ale often followed
by a short and comparatively mild interyal,
(9) Launchlng a boat ihrough breakers is a more
dincult and exhausting operation, though not necessarily a more dangerous one, than making a landing
under similar conditions.
( 10) An entirely difierent t€chnique is requlred on
a steep, rocky shore trol! that required on a gently
sloping sand beach,

(o) For example, on & rocky shore, the locality
selected for landing should be free from nearby
breakers and back of some rock or small point if
available, but a small area partially enclosed and
subject to violent to-and-fro movement of the sea
should. of course. be avolded. The best landlng
place is one havine a fa,irly steep-to face, where
covered a,nd uncovered by the swell, and at the same
time ofiering adequate foothold, The swell here
has less tendency to break or may not break at all.
(b) On a sandy beach, a double-endedsurf boat
is the best for landings, but for landlngs on rocky
shores,use a light, easily handled square stern-type
boat. Approach stern flrst under oa!s, heving a
bow line to an &nchor ofishore. The line is manned
so as to be able to haul th-eboat away at any time.
The stern is brought within jumping or stepplng
distance of the selectedspot lmmediately following
the end of a break, a,nda landing is made preceding
the approach of the next bre&k if there is tlme to do
so. Several attempts may be necessary b€fore &
quiet spell of sumcient duratlon occurs.
27-1r
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POSITIONINGOF BUOYS

GenerqlA. Accurate position.---The accurate positionilg
of buoys is one of the major responslbilities of the
ofrcer enga€:edln aids to navigation work. A buoy
which is ofi station is a, lalse aid and in some ca.ses
it may be worse than no aid at all. Ttle posllion of
a buoy and the method used in ascerteinnent
thereof has been the subject ol litigation involving
the Coast Guard in the past, and too much eEph&sis cannot be placed on this matter.
B. Tolerance ol accutac!.-E'ety reasonableeffort shall be made to place buoys on their correct
locations, using all available means commensurate
with the clrcumsta,nces. The tolerance of accurasy
is dependent on the immediate purpose of the buoy
and the means available for det€rmining its posttion. Buoys located a.long the edge of a dredged
channel or conflned wa,ters must be more accurately
placed on charted position than see buoys marking
the entrance to a bay and located maBy miles ofrsho!e,
C. strong three point fir not aluqus areilabte,The tender omcer will not alnays find three prominent objects conveniently loca,ted so as to provide a
strong three point flx. Sometimes the angles &re
too large or too small, or the distancesto the objests
proportion, etc. Often prominelt
out of rea,sonable
objects such as r&dio towers, etc,, which would be
excellent for observation purposes,are not charted.
Ilowever, in such cases, if time or circumst&nces
permit, the location of these obiects c&n be found
and plotted for fuiure use. See the method described under paragraph 2?-11-10 (A). Tlrerefore,
tender omcers must use their Judgurent ln selecting such available methods as wtll gtve them the
strongest nx under the clrcumst&nces. A buoy
placed on station by one method should be checked
by other avallable means whenever practlcable.
The observer is strictly cautioDed agalnst using the
following in deiermining the position of a buoy:
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11, Buous or other fi.oating obiects.-Althoucb
the positions of the buoys may have been accurately
determined, they are subject to displacementdue to
scopeof mooring and the effects of chenge of current or wind.
(2) Minor fired, lights-lr\less it ls deflnitely
known that the position has been accurately determined.
D. The general nethod.s currently used for locating the position of a buoy are as follows;
(1, TlTertuostaccurqte nethod is the three-point
fix (dessribed unde! section 2?-11-5). There are
several variations or special caseswhere the threepoint flx is combinedwith other methods (described
under section27-11-10).
\2t Other accuratemethoaLs
are'
(a) Two natural or artiflcial ranges.
(b) One range and one angle from the range to a
third object.
(3) Other lessaccurate nethods are:
(o) Inclined angle and azimuth of the sun.
(b) Soundings and character of the bottom.
{c, Soundingson a visiblerang€.
(d) Rader bearing and distance (range).
(e) Visible range and radar distance.
(l) Radio direction-flnder cross bearings,
(g) Visual cross-bearings.
(fu) Loran lines of position.
E. Soundingsshould olwqgs be taken Dhen a buo!
is set.-Ofien the nature of the bottom has changed
through shoaling, and for the safety of navigation
the buoy must be moved from its charted position.
When there is good reasonwhy the buoy should not
be placed on its charted position, it should be so
repo$ed to the District Commander by dispatch.
There are times when soundings, instead of being
used as a check on position, must be used in combination either with the nature of the boitom or with
a visible range, bearing, or ladar distance as the
prime means of determining the position. Naturally
the accur4cy is not "pin-point" in this case.
F. Record all aisible ranges.-The following is a
good practice: when the buoy has been initiaUy set
and its position checkedand recheckedby standard
methods, record all visible natural and artiflcial
objects which form a range through the buoy'sposition. These objects may not necessarilybe charted
but if readily observed,logging the information on a
card for each buoy will materially assist the tender
in the future in more rapidly ascertainingthe buoy's
position when tlme for the buoy'srelief. Someolde!
tendersstill have "angle books"kept by commatding
omcersyears ago,in which similar local information
was listed. There are some locaiions where this
Iocal information is practically the only meansavailable of setting the buoy on station. When logging
artiflcial or natural ranges, give very complete descriptions. Another man's ranges are dlmcult to
identify unless the descriptions are complete. Do
not chooseranges in the winte( months that will be
obscured by foliace in the summer. Relrain from
describing objects by color, as changesmay be expected. The logging of ranges is particularly important in inland waters n'here charted objectg frequently change or dlsappear.
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G, Buo! nq?! be dragged ofr station when setting.-Mer\y buoys, although accurately stationed,
are draggedofi position by the wind or current acting against the tender, when the buoy is not unhooked smartly. Care must be taken in handling
the vesselnot to drag the buoy ofi statlon. In every
ca,se,after the buoy is clear, its positlon should be
verified by check angles (preferably other than the
ones used in placing the buoy initially) or by other
ayailable means. An excellent proof of angles is to
read them around 360" (close the horizon) when
possible. It more than one observer is takinC the
angles,they may not total 360' exactly, being generally 6 or I minutes difierent.
27-l l-5

Three-Point Horizonlql Angle Fix-

A. Setecting obiects.-Extreme care must be
used in selecting objects for the three-point horizontal-angle nx. The latest and largest scalechart
should be used, taking care to select prominent objects such as major liehls, church spires, towers.
or buildings which are hdicated on the chart and
are readily distinguished from surrounding objects. If points or tengents of land a,reused,choose,
when practicable, rocky blufrs or clear out rocky
points that are lesssubject io change,
B. The theory of the three-point ix is as follows:
(1) Ttle circumference of a circle can be described through any three given poilts,
(2) If two points are fixed in position, the engle
between them measured at a third point will be
the same for aU points on that part of the circumference of the circle on the same side of a line
ioinins the trvo Axed points.
(3) If, in eddition to the first angle, e second
angle is measured from the same un*nown polnt
to two points, one of which always, and both of
which occasionally, difrer from the flrst two, the
position of the unknown point will also be defiDed
by a seaond circle. Since the unknown point lies
on the circumference of the two circles, its posltion will be denned by their point of intersectlon.
C. "Strong" or "weak" rl$,*The three-point nx
may be either "strong" or "weak;" depending on
the relative position of the objects selected to the
location of the obseryer. Care should be taken to
selecl, wheneyer possible, objects that give the
strongest posslble flx in accordance with tJte rules
qiven under paragreph (D) below. The strength
of a position determined by a three-point fix depends directly on the angle of intelsectio[ of the
two circumferences defined by the two angles and
the thr€e known points. Consider now in ngure
2?-309, a circle may be drawn through points A,
B and P (A being the lefthand object, B the right,
P the position of observer), Similarly anothe! circle may be drawn through B, C, and P (C being
the righthand object). Ttre angle of intersection
of these circles determines the strength of the nx;
the more nearly this interseciion approaches90" the
stronger ttre fix, the more nearly the circles approach tangency, i. e., the angle at interception
approaches0", the weaker ihe fix.
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D. Rules lor a strorlg tbr.ee-poirrt trc.-Th€
following genelal lules will be useful in seleciing obJecis:
ll) Tbe stlongest nx is when the obselver is inside the triangle formed by three objects. In each
case the fix is silongest when the thrce objects
form an equilatelal triangle, wlth the obs€r.vel at
the center, and the objects ale close to the obseLve!,
(See fi9. 2?-309. )
(2r The fix is stlong uhen the sum of the two
angles is equal to or greater than 180" and neither
angle is less than 30". The neale! the angles equal
each other', the strongel the fix. (See ng. 2?-310.)

FTC!'RD

2?-309.-Illustrating
f,x.

FrcunE 2?-312.-A

stlong

thr.ee-point fix.

{5' The fix is stlong when l,wo objects al.e a considerable distance apalt and in range, and the angle
to the thi|d object is not less than 45'. ( See ng. 2?3 1 3 .)
(6) A stlong fix will be obtained with one small
angle when the vessel is a little off range and the
nearel of the two objects in the range is the centet.
object. rsee fig. 2?-314.) In this case the small
angle must be observed vely accurately and the position of the two lange objects must be very accurately
plotted, or large errors in position wiU result. It
should also be noted that such fixes are sirong only
when the center object is nealest the observer.; it
will become very weak when the obseryer moves to a
position where the distani objeci is the center
object.

a stlong ttlree-point
\'_7]

:

llcuRE 2?-310.-A silong three-point fix.
(3) The ffx is strong when the thlee objects are
in a siraight line and the center object is nearest
the observer. (Seenc. 2?-3ll.r
(4) The fix is strong ivhen the center.object lies
between the observer and a line joining the other
two, and the center object is neatest the observer.
(See ng. 2?-312.)

FrcuRE 2?-311.-.4 strong three-point flx.

FrcuRE 2?-313.-A

strong thlee-point

flx.

a

FrcuRE2?-314.-A strong three-point nx.
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E. Caution-"reDoloer" or " suinger" r?t.-Avoid
using objects where the two circles coincide, or the
angle of intersection is near 0', becausethe position
becomesindeterminate and results in a "revolver" ot
"swinger." When an attempt is made to plot such
angles with the protractors, the protractor Inay be
moved along the aro of the coincident circles, since
any point on them will satisfy the conditions. (See
fig. 2?-315.) An easy method for checking objects
lo determine whether or not a "revolver" is being
inadvertently used is to erect a perpendicular bisector to the chords bet\r'een the center and left
and the center and rlght objects respectively. with
the intersection of these two perpendicular bisectors
as a center, draw a circle through the three objects.
Any polnt on or near this circle is a "revolver" point.
Revolveror swingerdo not use objects
in or near thesepositions

a

Observer
FrcsRE27-315.-Unsuitable arrangement of objects
for a three-Point flx.
F. Aooid sm.all a.ngles.-Ge'lerally, small angles
shoutd be avoided. as they result in weak nxes.
Avold using indef,nlte objects or one whoseposition
ls uncertain. Do not use buoys as objects, as iheir
positions change with the current and the drift ol
the mooring.
G, Plotting,-Tbeoletically, a three-point flx cannot be plolt€d precisely on a Mercator plojection,
the error varying with the latitudinal and the longitudinal distance between the buoy and the shore
objects. A line of sight is a portion of a great circle,
and for precise work the angles musi be convert€d
On large
to Mercator bearings before plottlne.
scale harbor charts, or for ofishore locations where
the buoys are within a fen' mlles of the shore, the
difiereDce between the actu&l and plotted positions
is negligible. However, considering a buoy 10 miles
ofrshore ln Florida and Maine, the difrerence between actual and Mercator bearings are rho'Jt 2y2
and 5 minutes, respectively. TLis wlll explain why
an angle taken to & fourth object may not check
exactly with the three-point nx.
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H, Locqtinq position bu three-poiltt fi,s.-Although
the method of losating position by trro sextant
angles betweenthree objects is somewhat trial-anderror in its application when attempting to maneuver the ship or small boat to the point where the
angles ale "on," there are several steps that may
be taken to make the job easier.
( 1 ) One method of locating a buoy position used
by many vesselsis to "angle in" the buoy being rclieyed, plotting its actual position on the chart and
thereby obtaining an approximate bearing and distance to the couect position of the buoy. This may
be esiimated to assist in maDeuveringto bring the
correct angles "on." Depending on location, the
angles may be taken flom the tender or small boat.
(2) A malker buoy may be dropped, its position
found by angling, and the estimated direction and
distance to the correct spot obtained. Several
markers are usually dropped before the exact spot
is found.
(3) When it is not desirable or feasible to approach the buoy (due to rough 'weathel or close
ploximity of a shoal, etc.) then any of the methods
listed below may be used.
(4) See the methods involving the special cases
of a three-point fix describedin section 2?-11-10.
(b) Using table 11 of Bowditch, "Distance by
Angle Between Object and the llorizon Beyond,"
obtain the distance from the vessel to the buoy by
obserying accurately tl:re angle between the wate!line of the buoy and the ho$zon beyond, fronl a
known height of eye. The position of the ship being
flxed simultaneously, the bearing of the buoy observed, and the distance computed, the position of
the buoy may be plotted.
(c) Table 11 ol Bon'ditch "Dlstanoe by Angle Between Object and the Horizon Beyond," can also
be usedadvantageouslywhen lelieving a buoy, using
the procedure describedunder Paragraph (H) (1)
above,particularly if the old buoy is well off station
where distance would be hard to estimate. Determine the position ol the buoy being relieved as in
Paragraph (H) (1) above,and from the cha,rt obtain
the bearing and distance to the correct position.
Compute from table 11 the vertical angle for the
distanae lnvolved. As the tender steams toward the
buoy on the proper bearing, observetionsof the vertical angle of the waterline of the buoy to the
horizon beyond will indicate when the shlp is cominc "on." Of course,the position should be verlfled
by the usuel three-point nx angles.
(4) If a mental picture is held of the arcs of the
two circles passing through the buoy and the respectivepair of objects,it may be easierto maneuver
as the angles approach ihelr correct value.
(5) Ifere is one method that has been u6ed successfully; Use trvo observersif possible, and have
each measure the actual angle at frequent regular
intervals, calllng out to the conning ofEcerthe dilference in minutes between the observedangle and
the correct charted angle. For example, "left 20
large, richt 12 small." This denotesto the conning
omcer that he is outside the circle of position passing tblough the buoy and the center and right hand
objects, but is inside the circle passlng thlough the
center and left hand'objegts. Therefore he maneu-

l
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:
vers accordingly, and is able to waich the efiect ol
his maneuvering on the angular diEelences as the
obsefvers.reportto him every feiv minutes oi change.
l6) In any method using sextant angles,the angles
should be obseNed from a single observation station. When angles are observed from aboard a
tender, the observation station should be as near
as practicable to the point from where the sinke!
is dropped. When necessary,due allowance should
be made for the dinerence in location betweenthese
two poinis.
27-ll-1O

Speciol Coses of the Three-Poinl
FixA, To fix position uhetu rot at that position.-To
cut in the position of a buoy or other station from
a point away from the position, proceedas follows:
{1) Fix successivepositionsof the vessblor launch
by three-point fixes, from each ot which a simultaneous sextant angle is measured from one ol the
objects to the buoy. Ttte vesselshould be stationaly
aX each three-point flx since accurate results cannot be obtained lrom a vesselunderway.
{2) For best results, the angles should be measured simultaneously, and if veriication is undertaken, the anglesshould be intetchanged among the
obsefyers.
(3) The ship or launch positions should be carefully selectedso as to give strcng fixes, and so that
the cuts to ihe buoy will give a good intersection
at the new station. A minimum of three cuts should
be taken, and the more nearly they approach an
intersection of 90', the stt'onger the flx.
(4) The above method is useful for. cutting in
prominent objects ashor.ewhich are not charted
but which would be useful for future observations
as a control point.
B. Three-point fiIes on range uith shorc obiects.-The position ot a buoy may be determined
by obs€rvlngthree-point fixes at three or more ship
stations, each of which is on a range wlth tl]e buoy
and a shore object. The position of the buoy is
easily determined by craphic plotting. (See flg.
2?-316.) The shore statlons should be selected to
cive the best possibleintersectionsat ihe buoy. A nx
is obseryedwhen the ship is exactly on range with
the buoy and the shore object at any convenient
distance (a qua$er to one-half a mile) from the
buoy. The flx may be repeated several times if
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FrcsRE 2?-316.-Buoy location from ship stations
in range with shore stations,

desired, while steaming slowly directly away from
or towald the buoy, but keeping the observation
siation exactly on the lange.
In orde{ that the angles will be obser.vedwhetl
€xactli on the lange, the obsefver who is viewing
the buoy dircct, not reflected,should give the mark.
rThis is possiblein all casesexcept when the ship
is on lange with the right hand object.)
C, Obseraatiorls betueen buo! atual shore.-A
buoy may be Iocated by sextant al a nr,arinlunLalista1rcefrom shor.eby obserying thlee-point fixes at
successiveship stations betbeen the shole and the
buoy simultaneously with cuts to the buoy. This
method requires unusual care to avoid an uncertain
position of the buoy. The successiveship stations
should be selected with care, so that the.position
detelminations will be strong and the cuts to the
buoy will intersect at good angles. For best results,
the anglesshould be taken so as to closel,hehorizon.
All anglesshould be taken simultaneouslywhenever
possible.
Use care in plotting the position, since the cuts
to the buoy will seldom plot to a point and judgment must be exelcised in selecting the most pr.obable position.
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FrcuRE 2?-31?.-Buoy location by cuts from sbip
stations.
D. OlLe angle at buoE and one cut lrom threepoint fix,-A b\oy station may be establishedin hazy
weather, with the expectation of determining its
position by sextant fix at the buoy when conditions
become more favorable. Assume that only two of
the three shore stations are visible. Measure the
angle betweenthe two objects,and at a point further
inshore, selectedto give a good intersection with the
locus of the angle obtained at the buoy, obtain a
thlee-point fix simultaneously with a cut to the
buoy.
To plot gtaphicauy, plot the three-point fiz
first and dran' the cut to the buoy. Next, set the
anglb observedat the buoy on a metal protractor,
and ori€ntate the cente! along.the direction of the
cut until the arms of the proiractor intersect the
objects ashore. The center oI the protractor is the
center of the buoy. (Seeng. 2?-318.)
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F\cuRE 2?-318.-Buoy location by one angle at buoy
and one cut from a ship station.
E. The above methods are widely used in hydrographic suryey and may at times be useful in aids
to navigation work. There ale many cases where
objects are not visible at the buoy yet are visible a
tittle luriher inshole, ot when conditions ale not
safe for going alongside of a huoy, etc.
27-ll-15

Other
tion-

Melhods

of

locqting

Posi-

A. Rdnge and angle.-The use of one natural or
artificial range and the angle between one of the
range objects and another object is simple to implemeni. One runs down the range until the angle
is "on."
B. Range o,nd, soulld.ing.-A single range and a
sounding may be utilized in a similar manner. This
is, of course, not subjeci to pin-point accurasy, except perhaps when lunning across ihe edge of a
dredged channel.
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C. Tbo ranges.-Two natural or artificial ranges
are excellent for positioning buoys. However, as in
all cases,careful soundings should be taken, since
the topography of the rangesor the character of the
boitom may have changed since the last lelieving.
D. Radio direction finder and.radar.-\t has been
found that radio direction-nnder bearings are seldom sumciently accurate for positioning a buoy except as a last,resort. A radar may give a position to
wiihin + or 2 p€rceni or + or 50 yards accuracy,
dependinCon which is the gleater. However, here
again the bearing may not be too accurate. Other
meihods should be used whenever practicable,
E. Loran lines ol position when calculated under
favorable conditions may give accuracy of from 200
to 500 yards.
F. Inclined, angle a?Ld,
azirtuuthol the sun--k\ locating ofishore buoyswhere the availablefix is weak.
ol where only two shore objects are available, the
method oi sun azimuth and one angle will result in
a bette! location than magnetic or gyro bearings,
(Seenc.2?-319.) The procedureis as tollows:
The angle betweenthe two shole objects is measuled at the time the buoy anchor is dropped, aft€r
{'hich the tender is maneuvereduntil on range with
the buoy and one shore object. An inclined angle
from the near tangent of the sun to the shore object
at the visible horizon is measured and, simultaneously, an altitude is obseryed on the sun's lower
limb. Correctionsfor index error and semidlameter
must be applied to observedh and i, and from these
values the holizontal angle between the tender,
shore object, and sun is computed from the formula:
cosi
coso-d. whered-the horizontalangle:
/r:the altitude of the sun's center; and i the inclined angle to the sun's center, The azimuth ol
the sun, as obtained from azimuth iables is then
addedto or subtractedtrom the comput€dhorizontal
angle to obtain the true azimuth of the line between

,

FrcuRE 27-319.-Iocation ol ofishore buoy by suD azimuth and one angle.
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the tender', buoy and shore object. This line is
plotted on the chaft,
The intelsection of this line
with the locus of the angle measured between the
two shole objects is the position of the buoy. A
convenient form fol computing the observation
follows:
l War ch rea ds,_---_ _
obs . t r , - __- ___- 2. ChronometerW a t c h _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3. Chronometer flme__ _
4. Chronometer
5. G . C . T _ _ _ - - _
6. Eq. o f t i m e - - - - 7. G . A . T
8. Long i t u c l e - - - , - - -, -

Ind€x corr
h ____-__

10. Hour a n g l e - - - - - 11. Az im u t h o f s u r r f r o m

Jn d e x
se m id ia m . - - - _ _ i,
-

Log c os i - - - - - Log dos / r - - - - - - - Log c os a - - - -

No correction
should
be iDclud€d for para lla x o r r € fr a ctio n .

S un's az i m u t h ( 1 1
abov e ) - - - Azimr.rth buoy to shore
ooJ ec t - _ _
The a b o v e c o m p u t a L i o n n e g le c[s th e d ip co r r e ctr o n
whic h is g e n e r a l l y ; m R l l
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Buoy Lo<qtion
woys-

on

Inlond

Wqter-

A. Estqblishnevt
atil nLahltenance ol artificial
buoA locdtion ranges, or logging of natur.al location
ranges will mole than justify the additional initial
work and subsequent maintenance involved. Location langes aid tn pr.oper r.eplacement of buoys on
statlon, indicaie the location at which a buoy sunk
on station may be lecovered, and will make shoaling
formation oI other changes in the channel edge apparent. Buoys should never be set on station solely
by use of the location I'anges without sounding the
channel line or ploject depth contour adjacent to,
above, and below the buoy, to insure that it marks
navigable watel of ploject depih. Shallow water on
the channel side of the station marked by location
Ianges will of course indicate shoaling, bal formation, or an obstluction which had not been previously noted. If the shoaling is extensive, tending to
restlict the channel or. make it necessaly to reroute
the sailing line, the buoy should be moved out, the
distance noted and the facts reported to the Colps
of Engineers for consider.ation of probable need lor.
maintenance drcdging.
B. Natura,l rarges of pelmanent natur.e are best if
the intersections ate sharp and dennite. For example, in ngure 2?-320, nun b\oy 27/2 is located by
intelsection of natural ranges. The ffrst mnge is
nolmal to the stleam oyer a natural boulde! on the
shole marked with a whiie ver.tical stripe wiih red
top painted at water's edge and southetly edge of a
conctete silo at southerly end of a red gable roofed
baln. Sounding in towald shor.e from the channel
to the ploject depth contour along ihis range will
locate the buoy. Ilowever'. a mor.e deflnite location
which will show up shoal for.mations is available at
the intersection of the nlst r.ange above with a sec-

ond range over a white stake with red top thtough
a clearing in clump of trees to a lone l5-inch white
bilch ir'ee.
C. Tendels in current normally work upstream,
so location ranges abteast and upstleam, intersecting at the buoy location, are most convenient.
D. Fd.brica.tinga.rtif.cial ra,nges.-A,-Lificialtanges
can be establishedwhen no natural tanges ar.eavailable. as for nun buoy 2?,/6,figule 2?-320. Stakes
flom 2 inches x 2 inches to 4 inches x 4 inches, 5 feet
to 6 feet long, oI it.on pipes, make suitable altificial
ranges. A painted str.ip on a tr.ee will identify it
as a lange mat ker. Woode! stakesshould be tr.eated
with calbolineum, creosote or Wolman salts for at
least 2 feet of the sharpenedend, the middle portion
painted white, and with red or black top, depending
on whether the lange malks a nun or a can buoy.
As a lule, r.ed top stakes will be locaied on the nun
side ol the channel, and black top stakes will be
located on the can side of the channel. However.
whele one bank or the other is not suitable, both
ranges may be located on one bank and identined
by theil colols. A combination of al.tincial and
natulal langes will often plove advantageous.
E, llange s,nd,one angle.-A sextant used with
one set of artificial or ltatur.al ranges v,/ill locate a
buoy very carefully, as for can buoy 21/i, fieure
2?-320. The buoy will be on the natural range
through the sheer vertical face of rock bluff, and
the boulder abreast of nun buoy 2?,/2. With the
sextani at the buoy location, read the horizontal
angle flom the range line described to the center
of the semicircular.cave entrance in the right, bank
Iock face as 9?'-25 minut€s. Relocation is accomplished by moving along the natural range n'ith sextant set ai 9?"-25 minutes uniil the cave entrance
satisfiesthe sextant angle.
F. Three-point Jio.--€extant losations using horizontal anglesonly will locate a buoy quite accurately from ihree points. If to be located on or from
a chart, the three points should be chosen on the
chalt. If merely to r.elocatewithout use of chart,
any three suitably located recognizablepoints may
b€ used without reference to a chart. An ideal
situation would be with the two outside points on
the ends of the diameter of, and the aid at the center of, a cilcle, and wlth the mid-point approximately on a perpendicular to the diameter through the
aid. To insure accuracy, th€ angles of the entire
horizon should be read if possible. Only the two
angles betweenthe three points chosenneed be used
for relocation. The balance servesas a check and
should add to within 6 to I minutes of 360" for a
1 minute instrument.
Check can also be made by readinc the total
angle from outside points with two difrerent midpoints, in lieu of reading angles of the horizon.
T'he angles read, if to be charted, can be ploti€d
without the use of a three legged protractor by
plotting ihem on tracing paper and moving them
oyer the chart until the sides of the angles pass
through ttle three charted points. The ve*ex will
then mark the site of the aid located.

.
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IN R OC K GLIFF

z
ANGLE REAO WITH SEXTANT97-25

Z LIGHT NO,96I
=-'-

LIGHT NO.9
CLEARING

)'g

lon, rshnrreerncx

VERTIGAL
GE BOULDER,,
PAINTEDWHITE STRIPE
WITH REO TOP AT WATERS
EOGE- IIIORMALPOOL
CONGRETESILO AT SO.ENO OF
RED GAELE ROOF EARN
FrcuRE 2?-320.-Typical

examples of buoy location in ihe Mississippi Eliver alea.

c. Eecords.-Notes of sketches should be kept
fol each buoy location to avoid confusion, assule
proper location of the buoy, and to permit replacements of artlncial ranges, It is well to place the
artiffcial ranges, whenever possible,to at least the
projeet depth plus two feet above the normal water level. so that the buoy can be checked or replaced as long as there is need for it on station,
E. Caution.-Never set a buoy on shore location
ranges without soundinc the chaanel aboYeand below the buoy to make certain ihat the edce oJ the
channel has not shoaled in since location ranges
wele last adjusted. The ranges will be of assistance in recoveryof buoyssunk on station.
L Intracoastal Wo,terwag.-Buoys alonC the Intracoastal Waterway are generally placed along
the bottom edge of the channel, wbich is found by
caleful soundings. Objects for taking sextant
and bearings are seldom available. Most channels on this waierway are dredgedgnd the edgesare
stlaight and dennite. Positioning of buoys which
are abreast of minor lights is done by sounding
into the bottom edge oi the channel and placlng
the buov directlv abreast of the light rhe distance usually varies from about ?5 to 125 feet' If
measurement ls required, it may sometimes b€ done
be usinc the tender as a yardstick. Buoys between lights.are also placed on ihe bottom edge oI
the channel, which puts them all in a straight line .
along the same reach, Distaace apaxt is often
done by estimate or "by sight." With experience,
!r)(t-t:|0 0

;i.l

+:l

,:r'ihq<

one becomesquite plecise in this manne! of estimating. Of course, if objects are available, angles
are taken ln tlte standard manner.
The spacing of buoys can easily be checked by
computing time, speedand distanse problems. The
exact distance between two mino! lights being determined from the chart, unless unusual changes
of current are present, reasonableacculacy may be
obtained over short reaches. Buoys ln the Intlacoastal Waterwey are generally spacedequidistantly
between minor llghts;
J. tlse ol tag-line.-Many unlighied buoy6 which
mark channel banks are set by means of a tagline. The ship's work boat runs down the channel
range, using a sextant angle between the range
and one object to determine midchannel position
between two opposite channel buoys. A marker
is set at this midchannel position and the tag-line
sinker dropped here. The boat now runs slowly
directly athwart the channel until the tag-line
measures one-halJ the channel width where another marker is dropped. Ttre procedureis repeat€d
and the other buoy marker located. The tag-liEe is
retrleved and the positions checked with soundings. When all the malkers ale set, thev are aligned
to make e fair line along tbe edge of ttre cha,nnel
(If necessary to move ihe markers, they should
never be moved outside the channel bank, but just
enoughto completethe alignment.) The ship checks
each marker again betore settinc the buoy, using
a-ngles,bearings;soundings,etc.
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Generql Procedures-

A. Notes on tdking sertant aitgles,-Ir] laking sextant angles of thlee objects, it is bettel to use two
sextants. each sei to the proper angle. Some ofncels prefel to hold both sextants themselves and
conn the launch or ship on station, looking first at
one and Lhen the other, e!c. When taking Sextant
angles, each selies of angles should be observed as
simultaneously as possible and whele placticable,
the horizon should be cloeed (i. e., angles measured
to total 360'). Where there are several observers
glouped iogether on the bridge, the lesulting sum
of the angles, if the hodzon is closed, will be a few
It
minutes greater than 360", generally 6 or L
must also be remembered that thele will be a difference of a ferv minutes between angles measured
on the blidge and those taken on or near the buoy
deck from which the buoy is actually set. When
feasible, check angles are taken from the forecastle
head or bridge when the vessel is blought directly
alongside the buoy after setting.
When setting up an angle on your sextant, watch
ihe images move in the horizon mirlor as you
maneuver. Flemember that the images "close' as
you move away, and "uncross" as you move toward
them.
B. SmaU boat.-lj
weather condiiions and visibility are favorable, it is often desirable to lower
a boai to take the observations and soundings and
place a malke!, while the tender readies the buoy

Lone pine tree on bluf,
in dishnce behind Point
Detour in ronge with the
leh tongent of York hlqnd qr rhown.
I

t

W.'

fol placement. This procedure is particulally useful if several buoys are to be set in the vicinity, In
this mannel the tender does not have to wait while
the positions ale being determined.
However', if
markels ale placed too far in advance of the actual
setting of the buoy, they should be checked, since
they are suscepiible to derangement by $ind ol.
current, or even by the maneuver'ing of the vessel.
i I ) A competent omcel should be assigned to take
ihe observations and conduci the survey. A good
leadsman is stationed in the boat to take accurate
soundings (in shallow water a malked sounding
pole is better than a lead line). The oficer directs
the coxswain as found necessaly by frequent observations of the angles by the sextants. Usually,
it is desirable to get on one angle and approximate
the arc of the cilcle. ploceeding slowly v/ith necessary changes of course. holding this angle until
the other angle is intelsected, when the firsi marker
is placed. As it is impossible to observe both angles
at the same time unless more than one obselver is
present, it is usually found tbat, although the boat's
way has been reduced to bare steerage way as the
second angle nears the closing point, the first marker
will require some adjusiment.
Therefore angles
are read again at this marker, and if necessary a
second malker placed nearby at ihe poini where the
angles intelsect perfectly. 'fhe sextants should be
checked for accuracy before and after obseryations,
as errors may easily be introduced while handlinC
these instruments in small boats.
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The right tongentol Yorlt lslondond thc wooded
hill in bockgroundin ronge os shown.

YORKISLANDSHOALSLIGHTED
BELLBUOY1A

FrcuRB2?-321.-Ranges used to locate York Island Shoals LiChted BeU Buoy 1A, Lake Superior.
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TORCH
BAY ENTRANCE
LighredBuoy I
Westcomerol rmoll building(Onlgornong
Yocht Club) in ronge with the corr
sholt of coppernine in distonce,

\rlili"
ill'

\i1

ri

\\liF

Chimneyon rmcll building neor shorc
rongeswith rnokestock ot the Atlor
PowderConpony Plont in bockground
or rhown.

llil' {

I

i'

.':

iii
I

iili*'

FtcuRE 2?-322.-Ranges used to locate Torch Bay Entrance Lighted Buoy 1, Lake Superior.

(2) Leaving the second marker in position, the
first marker is recovered, and a careful survey of
the bottom is made by soundingsto assurethat the
marker is in the proper depth of water and that
the reef, channel bank, or other obstruction, is
properly marked by the position of the aid, When
satisfiedas to these conditions,the cutter establishes
the aid, proceeding cautiously, while rechecking
soundingsand angles to insure that the marker has
not moved in the meantime,
C. necord oisibte rarlges.-Landmarks can ofien
be lound i{hich fall in line of sight, as observedfrom
the buoy, to form cross ranges for future reference.
Where these are absent, or where only one range
can be found, it is often possible to erect small
targeis on shore to serve the same purpose, The
location of theselandmarks or targek, together with
sketches,is carefully recorded.
(1) Inasmuch as constant rechecking of floatinc
aids for position is necessaryat every opportunity,
much time is saved by this method, which provides
the cutter, while under way, with all the information
required to accurately determine whether or not the
aid is on proper station, without stopping to rech€ck
the eneles.
(2) Figures 27-32L and 27-322 arc based on
tender records of ihe kind mentioned above. Such
ra.ngesand skeichescan be used wherever suitable
ttatural or artificial ranges are visible from the
location of the aid.
(A) In the plaaing and replacing of aids, commanding omcers of tenders must not place complete dependenceupon such sketches and records.
Sufrcient soundings about the aid must always be
taken as a check, for in some cases,ii is possible
tfiat bulldings might be moved, that the landmarks
micht not be properly identified, or that bottom
conditlons in the viclnity of the aid might change.
D, Ancharted obiects.-When a t€nder is going
to work regularly in an area, it may be advantageous
fo! the Commanding Omcer to contaci the District
Engineer, Corps of Engineers,to obtain field drawincs shorvlng the locatlons of various suryey markers
used by the Corps of Engineers; also, the Coast and
Geodetic Survey (United States Lake Sutvey,for the
Great Lakes) to obtain a list of geographicpositions
of objects in the area. Thus, maDy objects not
shown on charts, but yet i'isible for observationpurposes,can be made available for determining positions of navigational eids.
E. Beafings,-When taking bearings tor positioning, take them when the ship is not swinging and
plot at lea,stfour of them, if possible.
F. The exactnessof the position determined by
means of objects observed ashore is dependent on
the correctnesswith which ihe observedobjects have
been charted. The symbols and abbreyiations in
figures 2?J24 a\d, 21-325are shown on Coast and
Geodetic charts and can nearly always be referred
to as objects the positions of which have been accurately determined.

27-l l-3O

Generql Instructions-

A. Special care must be exercisedby commanding
omcers of tenders and other aids to navigation personnel in determining the proper positiots for lighiships, buoys, and daybeacons. In the absence of
specific orders from t,lte District Commander. aU
floating aids found misslng or out of position should
be replaced and promp y reported. Every effort
must be mede to replace ttrese aids as near the
correct posiiions as possible, using the available
landmarks, the lead, the sextant, the charts, and
other available means. The usefulness of an aid
to navigation dependsmainly upon the certainty of
nndinC it properly placed to mark a channel. shoalobstruction. etc. Whenever a buoy is placed, the
depth of the water must be determined by the lead
or other accurate means,and the sounding obiained
reduced to the plane of reference of the charts.
B. Veril! ln Light List.-Whe'j:ever & buoy is relieved, the correctness of its position as shown en
the largest scale chart of the area, and other information regarding it as published in the Light
List (both corrected up to date from Notice to
Mariners) shall be verified.
C, Oishore cids.--Special care must be taken to
determine as accurately as possiblethe positions of
important ofrshorelightships and buoys. The po$itions shall be determined by obseryationsat the aid.
by sextant angles audlor bearings on fixed objects
readily identified on the chart, when possible.
When such methods are not feasible, obtain position by utilizlng radio aids to navigation, radar.
loran. soundings,or, if necessary,by dead reckoninc. Check by an astronomical position if feasibte.
When such observationsare made, submit all computations for ttle work for review.
(!J Checking position of tightship.---Onemethod
of checking the posiiion of a lightship n'hile on a
station near shore is to take the angle between a
visible object ashore and the bearing of the sun
when in the true horizon. Compute the amplitude
and combine with the observed angle to giye the
true bearing of the object. l\then done with two
or more objects ashore, cross-bearingswill be ob_
tained which may be plotted to check the vessel,s
position.
(2) Any other standard method of determining
true cross-bearings is acceptable. New lightships
are equippedwiih gyrocompasses.
D, Sen)ice publications and, chdtts.-LiCl].l Lists
and other oficial publications of the Coast Cuard
shall be usedso far as practicable,as a guide in placing Aoatinc aids to navigation. Coast and Geodetic
SuNey charts, Lake Survey charts and other survey
data so far as they exist, also serve as a basis and
guide.
Data atecting chdrts.-Commanding ofrcers of
tenders and other aids to navigation personnel,
shall leport to the District Commander aJly information obtained by them aflecting the accuracy
or completeness of charts, sailing directions, o!
other nautical publications, including notes as to
prominent landmarks, dangets, or important improvements noi shown, or. erroneous information
on the charts. When desirable, sections of charts
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Buoys and Daybeacons
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FrcuRE2?-324.-Symbols and abbreviations used by the United States Coast and Geodetic Survey for
indicating aids to navigatiou on nautical charts. (For complete list of symbols and abbreviations
usedby the United States Coast and ceodetlc Survey, see their chart No. 1.)
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should be used in forwarding this information. The
District Commanders will forward such reports to
the Commandant for transmittal to the officeissuing
the chart or oiher publication.
E. Plotting ol aid,s.-Personsrequired to plot exact
position of aids will usethe largest scalechart available. Sextafit angles actually observedwill be used,
and from the position thus determined there should
be taken three bearings,intersecting at not lessthan
30' when practicable, on nxed objects which may be
readily identined on charts; the dist&nce in yards
or miles (nautical on the seaand Gulf coasts; statute
on the northern lakes and rivers) should be given
to the most convenient one of these objects.
lL) Bearings taken trorn chorts should not be
stated closer than lt is practicable to read them
from the graduations engraved on the charts, l. e.,
not closer than one-half degree. In taking off bearings from compasseson charts, the full diameter
of the compass should be used, raiher than the
radius. All bearings should be stated in deglees
true, beginning at 0" at north and readlnc clockwise
io 360".
(2t Bearings and, angles sho,llbe ob\eroed,ltom
the position of the aid at the time the aid is being
established,or changedin position, on three o! more
nxed objects readily identifled on the charts, rvhen
practicable. If only iwo objects are visible, give
angle between them, and the true bearing to one
of the objects.
l3) Correct cornpass bearings--Where compass
bearings are taken they must be corrected for compasserrors, and convelted to true bearings.
F, Sound,ingcotutollrs.-When necessaryto check,
the charted hydrography, bottom contdurs should
be developedby adequate soundingsiu ihe viciniiy.
giving date and time ol day soundlngs are made.
Refer depths to the plane oi reference of the chart
used.
G, Report all reliable d,ata,-Report all the reliable data readily available. While two sextant
angles to well-definednxed objects on the chart will
ordinarily fix the position of the aid, additional
angles are desirable as a check. The position shall
be plotted on the largest 6cale chart avallable. before leaving the locality of the aid. If the position
appears to be doubtful, the engles or bearings shall
be verifled by obseryingthem again.
E, Id,entitu ol obseroers,-Where more than one
person has assisted in the work, the names of all
should be entered on the report of location of the
aid, All observations should be checked by the
person certifying to the correctnessthereof.
L Lioisorl uith othet agencies._lt sometimis is
not possibleto carry out these instructions wlthout
consulting with charting agenciesand securtnCthelr
assistancein the way of location of relerence marks.
monuments. signals, ranges, etrc.,and even actuai
surveys ln the fleld. This cooperation of charting
agenciesma,ybe furnished in a number of ways such
as:
(1) By placing on the chart certain existing land_
marks sultably located for talilng bearlngs or angles
when establishing and changing locations of bu;ys
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and other aids, These marks may or may not be
especially valueble to the mariner.
(2) By erecting or leaving in place suryey targets
for the same purpose indicat€d ln p&ragraph (1)
above.
(3) By leavlng in place certain shore dredging
targets useful for lining up buoys to mark a dredged
channel.
(4) By actually performing the field surveys and
furnishinc the correct posltion of aids on ffxed
structwes.
(5) By furnishing coordinates of visible survey
control points, not always desirable for charting,
but useful in determining posifions of aids.
J. Forn CG 2555,,'Report on position ol Aid,sto
Naoigation," mrrstbe submltted to the District Commander by the Commanding Ofncer of the tender
iind by others, whenever action ls taken afectinq
the position of an aid to navigatlon, This information forms the baslsfor Notice to M&riners and correction of charts,
K. Obseroation. ol diits--A careful inspection by
tenders in pa,ssing will be made of the appearanc€,
position, functioning, and characteristis ot all alds
to navigatlou. Any unauthorized deviation therein
or indication of neglect shall be prompfly reported
to the District Commander, and in the case of unattended aids, the defect shall be corrected by the
tender if this can be accomplishedwithout interference with more urgent work.
2Z-ll-35

Position of Buoys Morking 5unken
Wrecks-

A, Ilnportant Junction,-The proper marking of
sunken wrecks is an important funcuon, due to the
existing danger to navigation and the future possi_
bility of liticaiion involvins the CoastGuard. Chapter 5 of this manual deals with the marking ;f
wrecks ln detail.
B, Where plsced,.-E\oys to mark wrecks should
be placed as close to the wreck as praoticable, and
on the seaward or channelward side of the wreck.
C. Cqution.-Commanding
Ofrcers of tenders
must exercise extreme care in approaching or
searching for a wreck. Since Coast Guard vessels
ale not normally equipped for wire drag investiga_
tions, unless the wreck is easily located or already
marked, the Corps of Engineers should be requested
to assist in its location. When searchlng for a
wreck, use small boats wheneyer practicable tor
taking soundings, rather than expose the tender
to danger. Take a complete set of soundings so as
to reveal the contour of the wreck and submit a
sketch when necessary. Be alert for portions of tJre
wreck which may have broken away and constitute
a men&cein another location which might require
additional marking.
D. Measure d tance.-ln the abs€nceof speciflc
instructions of the Distrlct Commalder, the marking of a wreck shall be ln accordancewith Chapter
5 of this manual, and the exact locetion of the merking shall be carefully flxed. In addition. whenever
possible,a measurementof the distance of the buoy
from the wreck should be determined by whatevei
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mean$avallable. Some vesselshave made up a leel
of measuring llne consisting oi smaU wire, or heavy
cod line or braided line. A measuring line will be
found useful in other aids to navigation work as
well as for the purpose outlined above. Another
rnethod of measuring distances from a buoy to a
wreck is to take the sexiant angle from a small
boat located over ihe wreck beiween the mast head
of ihe tender when alongside the buoy and the
waterline. Solve the problem, or use tables to flnd
distance.
2 7 -l l -4O

f r oining O b s e rv e rs
Angles-

and hecan reirace stepstaken in the wrong dir;ection
and make a study of errors. There is a knack to be
acquired, both in taking and writing up angles,and
in understanding the vagaries in maneuvering a
vesselto the correct spot.
27-l l-45

in Toking

A. Maneuvering a tender into a given location
quickly and effciently by meansof iwo sextent angles
only, requires considerable practice. This practice
can best be obtained on shore, with one observer
taking angles and recording them accurately, and
another observer taking the sextants and recorded
angles and nnding the spot which can be identified
by placing a coin or other object just under the
soil. This practice ofiers a challengeio the accuracy
ol both observers,as the recorded angles must be
fully descrlbedand accurately taken and recorded,
in order that the secondobservermay find the spot.
It offers the second observer good practice, since
the leeway found in boat handling is eliminated
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A. Following is a suggested method for establishing a buoy in an unmarked location: assume
that a t€nder has orders to establisha buoy on a subm€rged, detached shoal,3 or 4 miles from shore.
The buoy is to be establishedon ihe 3o-foot contour
at the most southerly point of the shoal.
(1) Obtain plotractor angles from the chatt of
the approximate position of the buoy.
(2) Ancho! ihe tender about one-half mile from
the location.
(3) Take the work boat with I or 10 marker buoys
and place 1 buoy on the anglestaken from the chart.
Ii is unlikely that the final position of the buoy
will be here.
(4) Run 300or 400feet up either side of the shoal
in deep water, and cuiiing in towards the shoal,
take soundings and place a marker on the 3o-foot
contour. Then sound continuously lollowing the
3o-foot contour, setting markers every couple of
hundred feet or so unLil the south end of ihe shoal
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a buoy in an unmarked location.
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has been rounded and marker buoys continued fo!
300 or 400 feet up the opposite side of the shoal
from the starting point. The marker buoyswill then
be in a semi-circular pattern providing visible evidence on the surface of the 3o-foot contour around
the south eud of the shoal.
(5) Proceed to the extreme south end of the
shoal, sound out the immediate area and establish
the exact location of the buoy.
(6) Set the buoy with the tender.
(?) Obiain angles and ranges of the exact spot.
Destroy the oliginal angles taken from the chart
as they have no further use, and if retained might
at some future time be confused with the corect
angles.
27-12
27-12-1

ICE SEAMANSHIP
Generol-

A. Inasmuch as a number of l8o-foot-class
tenders are or may be engagedin icebreakingactivitles from time to time, a dlscussionoi fundamental
principles and procedures will be inclualed in the
following sections. A more complete study of ice
formation, classiflcation, physical and chemical
properties, movement and drift, notes on types and
fittlng out of vesselsfor extensive ice operations, and
other pertinent d&ia, has been prepared by the Navy
Eydrographic Ofrce and is avallable to units upon
request.
27-12-5

Clossificqtionond Descriptionof lce-

A, Fast ice forms in sheltered bays, gulfs, and
fiords, as well as among f,oatlng lumps of old ice.
Developlng along the shore and spreading into the
sea. it joins the new ice formed alound lslands,
grouhded noebergs,and noating massesof old ice.
Though then subjected to repeated fracturing, with
the fall in temperature of the air, it spreadsfarther
and farther into ihe sea, increasing ln thickness and
onering more and more resistance io breaking up.
Finally, in the first months oI winter, ii reacheslts
maximum ofishore extension, beyond which the
region of the pack is found. The developmeni of
the wtdth ol tlle fast ice belt dependsupon the conflguration of the shore, since the Eore rugged the
coest line and the greeter the number of islands in
its vicinity, the greater is the wtdth of the fast lce;
it also dependsupon the relief of the bottom, stnce
the shoaler the sea, the less prevalent are strong
currents and wave motion. Shanded hummocks
ln shoal n ater also assist fast ice developm€nt,
B. Pack ice is composedof sea ice frozen in the
open sea, of detached fra$neuts of fast ice formed
along ttre coast line, and to a lesser exteut, of disintegrated particles of land ice. Theseelementsare
not uniformly influenced by winds and currents; as
a result there is a dtfierential movement with a decisive efiect upon the composition and stability ot the
pack. Thts conglomeration drifts under the in-
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fluenceof wind and tide, current, and the component
due to the earth's rotation. Pack ice is classifled
according to compactnessof arrangement into consolidated pack, close pack, open pack, and drift lce.
The ice massesthemselves,according to size,may be
ice fields, ffoes, blocks, or pancakes: accordlng to
surface, may be leyel, or hummocked; accolding to
thickness,may be light (up to 2 feet in thickness) or
heavy (more than 10 feet in thickness).
C. Infl,uenceol the uind,-lJr\der the lnfluence of
variable winds, the ice, in all seasonsof the year,
is torn apart in some localities, torming lanes of
open water, and elsewhere is crowded together.
Where lanes are formed, the ice always breaks along
a jagged line, and when the ice fields move apart,
they may also be displaced laterally. When they
closedue to change in wind direction, the two sides
of the lane do not fit; cornels meet corners, and
openings of difrerent shapes remain between the
corners.
D. Pr6sure.--41ten consolidatedpack, the heaviest form of pack ice, will drilt from shore or will
separate,forming leads or passagesthrough the ice
area. Massive detachments of ice resulting {rom
hummocking are called floebercs. Theseshould not
be confusedwith icebercs,or growlers, which are of
glacial origin. Pressure rldges are formeal by a
very large external loosenoe riding upon a nxed floe
or upon the shore, o! by elevation of ihe ice above
the normal level under the pressure oJ the wiud or
the current. They are higher nea! the shore and
lower at the sea end.
E. Croctrs.---Sea ice when ne$'ly lormed is highly
plastic and readily conforms to stresses. It a,cquires brittleness with ace, and reaches a staie of
straln where it may require but a slight impulse
to break it. T]]is impulse is usually provided by the
wind. This tendency to crack is alv{ays present ln
an ice neld, whether composed of young ice or
hummocky floes. All cracks ara due to the relief
of strain produced by stresses set up by sudden
difierences of temperature. by unequal loading, or
by pressure. Although cracks are due to the rellef
of stress withln the pack, they a,lso6llow movement
of the pack. Blocks and noes are the product of
cracks and, under the influence of the wind, they
constantly shift their relative position, thereby producing leads lvhlch make the pack navigable. Such
openings, however, permit the production of pressure and formation of hummocks, which make the
passage through the pack dangerous to vessels.
F. Bend,ing, tenting, and, r@tti7rg.-Pressure set
up in the pack produces bending, tenting, and ralting. The first stage, bending, occurs in thin and,
very plastic ice. In heavier f,oes, which are less
resilient, the ice bends up until a crack is formed
perpendicular to the direction of pressure, lesulting in a tentlike structure. Other radiatlng sracks
usually oacur and, if the movement is continued,
the blocks so lormed pile up into a pressureridge.
Rafting is the overrlding of one floe on another and
is the most common effect of pressure.
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Movemenl qnd Drift of l.e-

A. Eflect ol wind, and, current.-Sea. ice, other
than fast ice in sheltered bays or along the coast,
is contlnually in motion as a result of ihe efiects of
wind, tide, and current. Although this motion may
be the same for a time over a considerable area,
there is a number oi factors tending to produce
difrerential motion of adjacent masses. Cakes,for
example, vary in area and thickness, so that the
efiect of wind and current difiers on different masses
of ice. Wind and cullent are also subject to continual local variations, wind irom the usual meteorological causes,and currents from tidal efiects.
8.. Screuing efrect.-The swinging or turning ol
ice floes is due to the tendency of each cake to trim
itseu to the wind when the pack is sufrciently open
to permit this freedom of movement. In closepack
this tendency may be produced by pressule from
anoiher floe; but since floes continually hinder each
other, and the wind may not be constant in direction, even greater lorces may resuli. Thus wind,
produces lotation as well as translation. This
screwing or shealing efiect results in excessiveplessure at the jutting corners of floes, and forms a
hummock of loose ice blocks. Ice undergoing such
movement is called "screwing pack," and is extremely dangerousto vessels.
C. Accordion nToaement.-t\ its motion the ice
opens and shuts like an accordion; there is always
a certain number of lanes plesent, otherwise the ice
could not move. Swell also t€nds to break up the
ice, as well as the vertical movement of the tide in
narrow or shallow waters. As a result of aU these
agencles,the ice is alternately being broken up and
subjected to pressure.
D. Hunm.ocking.-As moving floes are driven together or pressedagainst tast ice, bending, tenting,
o! rafting occurs, according to the degree of pressure and the compositionof the ice. Definite ridges
may thus be formed, the lines of which are at right
anglesto ihe direciion of impact; or confusedpressure areas of hummocky ice may be formed. The
longer the pressurelasts, the great€r the chaos produced. The release of pressure giyes rise to lines
of weak-nessin ice fields in the form of cracks or
lanes. These are often parallel to pressule ridges,
but owing to internal stressesan ice neld does not
necessarilycrack in its thinnest part. I'hus, cracks
ale frequently found passing through ridges and
hummocks of considerableheight.
E. Regrouping.-Any wind wiU tend to regroup ice
that is more or less scatteled ove! a considerable
. area. As the wind rises, the separate floes form
lines in a direction at right angles to the wind
direction. These chains break up when the wind
changes, and after a time realign themselves at
right angles to the new wind direction. When the
wind blows from the shore,a channel of open water
usually forms between the coast and the ice o!
increases in width if already exlsting. On the
other hand, a wind blowing on to a coast or on to
fast ice tends io !.educe the width of the
channel prevlously existing. If the wind is strong

enough, hummocks wiU be produced along a line
approximately perpendicular to the wind direction.
F. Efrect ol tenxperqiute.-'I}le air temperature
as influenced by the wind also has an efrect on the
groupingof ice. If the wind which has regroupedice
is a cold one, the lowered temperature may cause
further freezing, so that the masses may become
joined by new formation.
Tn this case,the ice would not be so readily broken
up and regrouped by a change of wind. Ou the
oiher hand, if the weather is mild, cakes brought
together by a change of wind will not ddft together.
G. Direction ol d,rilt.-Pack ice drifts with the
wind and tide, usually to the left of the true wind
in the Southern Hemisphele,and to the right in the
Northern Hemisphere. The speedof drift may not
depend entirely upon the strength of wind, since.it
is influencedby the pressureor absenceof openwater
in the direction of drift, even though the open
water is somewhat distant. Neglecting the resistance ol the ice, Elkman's theory of wind drifi caUs
for ice to drift 45'from the wind direction. Observations show that the actual drift is about 30" from
the wind direction on the average, or very nearly
parallel to the isobarson a weaiher map.
27-12-15

Shipboord Precoufions-

A. Retuooing szou.-Sweep decks clea! of snow
before it has an opportunity to form a crust or
become trampled and hardened. This is particuIarly essential on the bridge and on the gangways,
Extreme c&re should be exercised when using
scrapers to remove ioe clos-. to electris cables and
equipment because of the possibility of breaklng
them loosefrom switch boxesand other connections.
SaIt water hosing ls a rapid means of melting snow
and clearing decks but should be used only in nonfreezlng weather after making sure that oyerboard
deck drains are not frozen.
B. Cooer runifing rigging.-All running rigging
that can reasonably be covered should be provided
with canvascovels. Lowering a boat with ice on the
falls and cleats is a very dangerous operation.
Canvas covers are cotsidered a necessity for all
deck winches and appliances. They are also essential for open boats if the bilges are to be kcpt dry.
C. Fire- nghting oppsrq,tus.-Secureflremain cutout valves on firemain risers to weather decks and
drain plugs at lowest point between riser and plug.
Drain nre hose on weather deck and dry in heated
compartment before restowing ln racks. Keep
proportioners in heaied compartmenk a{iacent to
a hat4h or door where access to weather decks
will permit rapid conneciion to be made to the fire
plugs. Drain them after use, and dlsmantle, dry,
oil, and reassemblethe chamber change-overvalves.
In using fire hoses at freezing iemperatures, satisfactory results can be obtaiDed if good pressure
is maintained: however, when the pressure is redrr.ed or the hoseis secured,the nozzleand plug may
become frozeu, and the nozzle must be ieplaced.
D. Mdin engines.-'ivhen operating in pack ice,
keep the ship's main enginesmanned and ready tor
immediate use at all times.
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Anchoring-

A. It may be advantageousto lie at anchor when
in brash, but as little of the cable as possibleshould
be paid out. The capstan should be kept reedy for
weighing in case of the approach of large masses
of pack ice. when anchorlng in rotten ice in shoal
water, get intg the ice as far as possible to aYoid
the swell; but if the vrater is deep and ice is present,
ancholing should be avoided. It may be preferable
to lie to and keep power available to move tlle ship
as necessitated by the shiftine floes. It is not recommended to anchor to the boiiom while in pack
ice, as in most casesit is uselessand will probably
result ln the loss of the anchor and cable. flxe
more successluland easier metttod is lying to with
the boiv wedced in the ice. 'fhis, however, would
apply only to ttre icebreaker class of Yesselsbecause
others would not be able to force themselves into
the ice sufnciently.
B. Riding to i.ce q,nahor.-tf deciding to ride to
an ice anchor, choose a strong floe which call
shelter the vess€l irom the surrounding ice. To
insure as nearly as possible obtaining shelter of a
natural dock, it n/ould be well in making last to a
floe to take a position where a blcht is formed by
two stlong projections. Such places may often be
found. They ofrer at lea$t moderate securiiy in the
event of other ice setting tos'ard the ship' the projecting angles of the floes receivlng the first shock.
Lay the ahchor from the side of the floe where a
patch of op€n water is formed, or nthere the !urrounding ice is least packed. when riding to an
anchor. the movement of the ice must be contioually
observed. If ihere is a risk of the lce surrounding
the ship, weigh anchor and move into a more op€n
reglon ofr anothe! floe. Therefore keep thE engines
ready for immediate actlon. If a small berg or
larger bit drifts down on the ship, it cen frequently
be avoided and permitted to drift clear bv judicious
use of the engines while at anshor.
C. Chooseshallou depth.-In seleqiingan anchorage in a b&y or harbor which is open to drilting ice'
the shallowest depths should be chosen, provided
other conditions are suitable.
D. Fast ice.-I.t bays or flords where last ice
exists, the tidal currents may c&use this tce to drilt
in and out of the harbor, rendering the anchorage
unsaJe. Fast ice in a harbor usually moves along
a tidal crack and, under the force of onshore winds,
may acquire vlolent motion. Vessels should quit
moorings at the edge of fast ice whenever onshore
winds blow,
27-12-25

Hondling qn Une3corled Vessel in
lce-

A. Entr! into ice.-When a vesselencounters lce
lying on her course, a aareiul decision must be made
whether to attempt to penetrate the ice, or to stea,m
around it. I' the boundaries of the ice a,re in sight'
do not enter, but skirt it to windward. In the case
of larger ice areas, unless they ffl straits tlrrodgh
which the vessel must pass or complet€ly block
access to her port of destination, the vessel will
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generaly nnd lt more economical of fuel and time
to take the longer way around ihe ice zone. When
conditions make it necessaryto enter the ice, the
point of entry should be s€lected n'lth great care.
(1) con6ider the penetrebility of the ice along
the proFosedcourse inside the edge of the ice field,
with regard boih to the thickness and the decree of
consolidaUon.
(2) Never enter lce where pressureexists, as evidenced by tentinc or rafting.
(3) If possible,enter the ice upvr'ind, TtIe windward edge of an ice fleld is mole compact than the
leeward edge. Moreover, the indlvidual pieces of
ice in violent motion trom wave action s'ill be
dailped out on ihe leeward edge. If it is necessary
to enter downwind, use great care to a,volddamage
to the hull of the vesselthlough collision wtth the
ice cakes,
(4) If the ice is thick and drifting rapidly, wait
for a change ln direction of tbe ice movement,
which may be accompaniedby an improvement in
ice conditions. Take into account the time of ebb
and flood: ice generally becomesmore compact on
the flood but beginsto break up on the ebb.
(5) The ice edce is usually not straight, but often
has projecting tongues between bights. Enter at
such a bight, for here the sulge will be least.
(6) Enter at the slowestpossiblespeed,to reduc€
the force of the initia.l impact on the stem. Once
the bow is in the ice and is cutting or pushing
the ice aside, increase power b avoid losing headway and adjust revoluiions thereafter in accordance
rvith the state of the ice.
(?) Always enter the ice on a coulse perpendisular to its edge. Failure to obsene this precaution
may result in a glancing blow which wtll very Ilkely
damage the bow plating on the side toward the ice'
and may swing the stern into the ice with resulting
damage to rudder and Propeller,
B. Worldng through ice.-Some guiding principles
of working in Pack are:
(a) Leep moving.
(b) Work with the ice, not against it
(c) Do not rush the work.
(d) Respectthe icei do not fear it,
re) Stay in open water or leads.
(f) Watch the Plopeller.
(g) Never hit a large piece of ice if you can go
around it: if you must hit ii, hit it head on.
The type, thickness, and area of ice whlch can
be attempted depend on the type, size, strength,
and shaft horsepowerof the vessel employed. Ice
coyering up to flve- or six-tenths of ihe sea surface
is passable by all powered vessels,lor a way can
always be found around indlvidual blocks or masses
of ice. Independeni navigation by vesselsin ice
coveling more than six-tenths is more difrcult; the
commanding omcer's experience in ice navigation,
and the existence of leads or &reas of open water
are the things thai count. Bearing ln mind the
contour of the coast, the position of islands, and the
direciion of ihe wind and permanent currents, one
may form an idea of the direction in which the icc
m4]. be getting thicker or breaking up. The statc
of the ice should be viewed from as great a heigh!
as possible.
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C. Detentuining direction.-Conslant attention ls
necessary,so that the most favorable directlon in
rvhich to proceed san be determined by noting the
presence&nd distrlbution of leads or polynyas nea,r
the Iine of course. Pressure ridges should also be
looked ior so that they can be avoidedand all movements of the ice noted. Arctic and Antarctic whalers consider that ice which has a greenish-bluecolor
is the hardest and should be avoided where possible.
D, Maneuoerobility.-When working in lce, the
maneuverability of a ship is reduced. At the slow
speedsoften required, a vesselwill answer her helm
badly and be slow in turning. A short ship turns
mor.ereadily and is thus easier to maneuver in ice.
When ihe use of full power is limited, a kick at full
speed after the helm is put over may be found of
assistance. If the ship ts down by the head, steering
wiu be especially dimcult. On the other hand, although someprotection may be offered the propeller
and rudder by trimming the vessel down by the
stern, if oyerdone this impairs the maneuvering
properties of the ship. The bow. becauseof its
Iarge sail area, will fall ofi in a moderate breeze.
The result is that the stern will be brought up
against the ice. Stopping the main engines to
proteci the propeller results in losing headway and
accelerating the falltng ofi, If way is lost entirely,
the ship rvill gather sternway in a moderate breeze,
and drift into the ice, thereby endangellng the rudder and propeller. On impact with lce, the ship wiU
move in the direction of leastr lesistance without
regard to the position of the rudder. With experience, a helmsman may be able to take advantage
of this fact.
E. Ship going astem.--Go astern in ice only with
extreEe care; put the rudder amidships, and keep
a sharp lookout for ice under the quarter. Agaln,
a hlrin-screw vesselis at a particular disadvantage
when backing in ice, owing io the great likelthood
of piecesof ice being sucked in toward the ship and
jamming betweenthe propellers and the slde. One
system for working astern when breaking ice which
has been found expeditiousis to:
(1) Allow the screw to wash the lce a,sternfor a
few mlnutes before backing.
(2) Back tult until just before contact with debristhen
(3) Stop &nd allow momentum to carry the vessel
well into the debris.
(4) When all ice has surfaced, give a kick abead
and stop.
(5) Back fuU again, repeating the process until
the lce cana,l is of sumcient length to ram it full
speedon the next lunge.
F. Direction ol cractrs.-The Uneol a crack or Iead
in an lce field is usually normal to the direction of
the movement o{ the treld. A new crack will thus
form according to the direction of the wind or current, and either widen out lnto a lane or form a new
hummock. A f,eld ol ice does not necessarilycrack
in its thinnest part: Irequently cracks are found
passing through hummocks, leavinc thin, halfmelted ice holdine ii together. Howeyer, in many
oases this half-melted ice is completely destroyed
when the wlnd changes,

G. V6sel lorcing into ice.-When a, crack in a
floe is but partly made, it sometimesi6 possiblefor a
ship, by ramming her way into it, to complete the
crack and widen it iDto a lane. A vesselm&y also
force her way through an ice fleld of young lce. or
through a bridge connecting two floes, if the bridge
ls not too thick and heavy. Great care should be
taken in such operations, for old and heavy pieces
of lce can withstand the impact of the most powerful
vessel; even falrly stout ships can then sufrer dam_
age,but vesselsthat have been specially constructed
for use in ise are usually so strong that their engines
cannot force them against the ice with sumclent
force to injure ihem by a head-on impast. Ships
so constructed can charge the lce again and egaln,
backing away for each charge.
A vesselmay attempt to folce a way through ice.
but only in the absenceof pressurefrom the ice due
to the influence of winds or currents. Always ayoid
pressureridges of any type. Such ridces are formed
on a llne roughly perpendicul&r to the direction
of movement of the lce. Cracks may be formed ln
ice nelds along the line of pressure, likeu'ise perpendicular to the movement of the ice. Such a
crack is usually coveled with thin ridged ice from
I to 3 feet thick. On the least change of wlnd the
heavy masses may come together again, entlrely
crushing and grtnding the thin ice betweetr. A
yessel should, therefore, in no circumstances proceed along through a pressure ridge. Other cracks
often occur, cutting right through pressure ridges,
which may be as much as 30 feei thick: these cracks
are similarly covered with thin ice. Such a crack
should not be entered, unless it is obvious that it
wlU take the vessel quickly out of the whole area,
afrected by ttre pressure.
E. Motioll ol ,ce.-Ice in the sea, other tha,n fast
ice, is in continual moyement under the lnfluence
o{ wind or current, causing the various piec€s or
masses to eather together and move along, retaining the openings between. Ileavy onshore winds
and swell break up the ice, and if ofrshore winds
follow, ttre ice will open out, making the waters
naytgable, Once broken up in m.tld weEther. re
pack ice will not recementif blought together again,
and consequently will open more readily to light
winds. Proc€ed through the lanes thus formed, even
if they do not lead in exactly ttre same direction as
the v€ssel's course; by proceeding through we&k
patches in the ice from one lane to another, a ship
can thus make good her course. To avoid ultimately taking the vessel lar from its objectiye, it
should be impressed upon conning ofrcers that the
compassmust be closely watched while navlgating
leads and care taken to adhere withln reasonable
limits to the base course. An ofishore wind usually
fcrms a chanDel betweenthe coast and the pack lce
which ts frequently used by navigators, who must.
however, be on guard against an onshore wind
setting the ice back onto the coast. In such & case,
shelter 6hould be sought in & bay, behlnd a,n lsland,
or even behind a floe. The alternative ls to proceed
out to meet tl]e ice so as to work a .way through it
to clear water beyond, before the floes pile up on
each other against the land, However,this can only
be done where one is reasonably sure of nnding open
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rqat€r well away from the coast; it must D.everb€
done on coasts llke the north shore of Ala,ska, udeEs
direct information of open water ofishore has been
leceived. Northward of $'e6tern Canada, Alaska,
end Sib€ria, the amount of ice to be met increases
with the distance from shore.
L Ca.ution.-If entering a, narrow strait or b&y
into which the winds blow directly, keep an aJert
watch on driftinc ice, sincethe greatestdanger from
ice exists in an enclosedspace. If opereting in an
area io wiBdward of a prominent point ln the coast
line, exercise caution; a sudden increase in the n'ind
may bring the pack down upon the vessel whish, if
set toward a lee shore, may become quickly beset
and subjected to pressure. Care should be taken
when operating ln the vicinity of ice tongues which
project seawa,rdfrom the coast line without referenceto the trend of the coast line. An ice jam along
an otherwise olear coast may indicate tl]e existeece
to leeward of such a tonsue. 91,1a16"65ergs, shoals,
islands,and seawardextensionsof land may produce
ice jams, and vesselsfinding themselves to windward
oI such features must be prepared to quii the vtctnity
upon the appearance of pack ice.
J, Two methods of progress.-h slewing through
pack ice there are two efrective ways in which procress can be made through areas ln which there axe
orty cracks and narrow lanes between floes. In th€
nrsi method, the vessel charges the openings between the floes and, upon impact, puts the ruddet
hard over. When the forward motion of the ship
ceases,the rudder is reversed and the engines placed
on half-speed ahead. The efrect is to widen the
opening and let the shlp gain easier entrance. Thls
operatlon ts repeated until the floes yield, forrdng a
lead wide enough to allow the yessel to proceed
ahead. In close pack, the s€cond method is employed when the flrst is not lully efiective. In this
opelatlon, tlre vessel is used &s a lever to torce &
path bettfleen the floes. Upon ga,ining entranc€ of
tlxe stem of the ship by ramming, the bow ls brought
up against thai floe which is to be forced to leeward
or in such dlrection that space is made available
for the vessel's movement Ttre engines are then
placed on full speed,and with full rudd€r the vessel
!s piyoted wlth ihe bow hard against the floe, The
ship then acts as a fulcrum and etrectively overcomes the inertia of the floe in contact which stowly
picks up motion in the directton impelled. Salying
is often helpful in working a small vesselthrough
narrow leads. Vessels should always be kept clear
of corners and projecting points of lce m&saes as
such points become ihe foci of pressure. In working the pack by sle'ring, skiluul use must be made
of the rudder to preveni the stern from swlnging
into the ice.
K. Speed.-guccessful ice navigation is basically
a matter of speed tluough the lce. Peck ice, unless
very open, must be entered at the lowest possible
speed,which should be increasedonly alt€r observinetthe state of the ice and ihe ext€nt to which it is
possible to pass through it. The possible speed
through ice is determined primarily by two factors,
the amount of surface covered, and the possible
force ot impact wlth the ice without damage to the
ship. When possible,maintaln wey on the ship at
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2 to 5 knots so as to have some control of the rudder,
Coasting into the ice with engines stopped results
in the loss ol efiectlve rudder control. Ships must
be prepared to back dori'n emergency full at aU
times. When ice does cover more than six-tenths
of the sea surfase, the speed ot a vessel passing
throuch it without an icebreakerwlll depend on ihe
distribution of leads and polynyas. If the distribution is suitable for navigation, the speed may even
be increasedto full from time to time, On ihe other
hand, it must be reduced occasionally to examine
the state of the ice and adapt the courseaccordingly.
Ice covering seven- to eight-tenths of the surface
must be trayersed throughout at slow speed,so that
any impacts with the ice will not damage the hull.
Once inslde pack ice coyedng eight-ienths or more
of the surfa,ce,reyolutions may be increasedeven to
full rvith the object, not ot increasing speed,but oI
forcing a passagethrough the ice by using the powe!
of the englnes,
L. Operating in d,arlcness,-When darkness descends,or the yisibility becomespoor, a vesselworking her way throuch leads or we&k areas in close
pack should heave to or ride to an ice a,nchor.
Othern'ise she may unwittingly enter thick ice from
whtch it wiu be dimcult to withdraw when the visibility improves. On the other hand, when navlgatlng at night or in poor visibility through more broken
ice, it is recommendednot to stoF, but to proceed
with caution at a very slow speed. Under such circumstances,keep searchlights manned for immediate use. The maln criticism agatnst uslng these
lights is that they are located behind the obsewer
(generauy) and the glare partiaUy btinds him. As
an alterna,tive, two po$able lamps slmilar tp
"sealed beam" automobile headuchts can be rigged
so that they can be installed on ttre forward b dge
bulwark and opereted as necessary by bridge lookouts. A portable damagecontrol lamp has also been
successfullytested,
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HqTqyt5 in l3q-

A, Pressure.-fhe most serious dancer is that
caused by the pressure ol the lce on a vessel, which
mey result ln the crushing of the huU or the nipplng
ofi of a, ship's bottom. This risk is greatest when'
navigating in peck ice coveringseven-tenthsor more
ot the surroundlng sea. Apart trom this hazard, a
vessel beset by ice and therefore drifting with lt,
may be forced into waters whlch are dangerous to
naYigation,
B, Ice ntasses.-A\other danger ls the meetinc of
massesof thick broken ice, especlally those ihat bear
signs of erosion by the sea on thelr upper surfacesSuch lce masses often have underw&ter spurs. Ahe
submerged portions of such pieces are extrs,ordinarily strong and are hardly af,ect€d by meltlng.
These can be very dangerous on lmpact with the hull
or screnrsof a tast-moving vessel. Dirty ice, brolen
away from coast&l regions, may sometimesbe encountered at sea. This ise may also be very strong.
Furihermore, it must be remembered that the
strength ot ice increasesmarkedly with the approach
of frost and the fall of air temperature.
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C. When tnobing turns,-When working through
the ice, a sbip makes useof every weak spot eD route
and is, therefore, frequently required to make sha,rp
turns. if iD trytng to save time, these turns ere
made at aU possible speed, the siern may be throwD
against ice edges. Sometimes the blows are very
heaw and a broken blade or shalt results. Sometimes breakage results lrom metal fatigue caused
by the propeller hitting the ice frequently over a
long perlod of time. In such cases, the loss of
the blade or the entire propeller may occur almost
imperceptibly. When n&vigating in deeply submerged old ice, the conning oncer should therefore
endeavor to make slow turns and preyent the ster!.
from striking sharply against the ice. When
maneuvering astern, a lookout should always be kept
on the fantatl with direct communication to the
bridge and a warnlng system srorked out. Most
damage to propellers and rudders happens wben
shlps are working at night in heavy ice.
D. Rawtuing.-When folcing a passagethrough
the ice by r&mming, it is necessary to pay strict
attention to the loss of heedwey at the moment of
runDing into the ice. If it is evident thai as a result
of the run taken the obstecle will not be oyercome
and the ship wiU stop, it is then necessary,to &vold
being embedded,to go full astern even before she
stops. At the moment when way is lost the engines
should already be going full speedastern. It ls not
advisableto continue forcing a,passagelf the channel so made does not considerablyexceedthe beam
of the vessel,so that she can move freely out astern.
Moving forward in such a channel may cause the
yessel to become beset or eve! eventually crushed.
A vessel may sometimes be beset and yet be sayed
from pressure. When ihe besetting ice ha,sunderwater spurs, due to the melting back of the uppermcst 2 or 3 feet of ice, these may act as a credle
for the ship.
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Releose of q Vesser-

A. Slid.ingup on the ice.-In endeavorlngto ayoid
getting fast in ice it sometimes happens that taking
a run at the lce may result not in breaking of the ice,
but in the yessel'sbow sliding-up on the ice edge,so
that she becomesfast. This tendeDcyto slide up on
the ice depends on the lines of tl:le iorward part of
the ship and on her loading and trim. One or more
of the following methods may be used for releasing
the vessel.
(1) Go full speedastern. T'his may extric&t€ the
vessel,but it is not always successful. If it fails,
stop the engines,put ihe helm over and go full speed
ahead. By putting the helm over alternately from
side to stde and going full speed ahe&d, lt is often
possibleio induce the stern to move a littl€ to one
side, so that the bow wiu move slightly; then by
going full speed asiern the yesselmay slip of the ice.
(2) Try to split tlre ice by striking it at the point
of pressure with crowbars. ttris is oue of the
simplest methods.
. (3) Ilst the vessel by tlansferring wat€r in the
ballast tanks.
(4) Alternat€ly flood and empty the fore and
after peaks, First flood the fore peak, and then
empty the fore peak and flood the after peak.

(5) ff the folegoing methods fail, try an ice
&nchor or warp attached to the ice astern. Pass
the anchor cable through the mooring chock on
the lorecastle and lead it to the windlass. Take a
strain \phile the enginesare going full speedastern.
An alternative of this method is to take an lce
&nchor or warp attached to the ice asetern. Pass
the masthead.
(6) Lay out ice anchors on eaah beam and heave
first one and then on the other, keeping the engines
going full astern.
(7) If all ihese me&ns fail, try blasting. The
usual position for placing explosivechargesis about
35 or 40 feet from the ship, abeam of the bridge.
If ihe ship is only held forward, good places are
directly ahead and at each side of the bow, the idea
being to break ofi a portion of the floe without
enough buoyancy to support the ship. A blasting
charge of 8 ouncesof guncotton ln a hole 6 inches
deep will blow a hole either throuch the ice or deep
enough to use an l8y2-pound charge efrectively,and
this is the amount generally necessary. At the time
of the detonation, the engines should be worktng
full astern. It may also be helpful to hold e strain
on ice &nchors laid out astern.
(8) when all else fails, a ship can be sawed out
of the lce provided the ambient air t€mperature
is not below the freezing point of the sea water.
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Vessel Besel-

A. I l a oqset b in danger ol getting ta,st,especially
if sigDs of pressure are evident, the commanding
omcer will be faced with the necessityoi attempting
to break through ice. The same problem arises if
a floe which cauot be circumnavigated ls encountered, provided no pressure is observedin the
floe, Except in these circumstances, icebreaking
should not be attempted by an ordinary yessel. It
will be possibleto break only ice masseswhich have
already been so weakenedby thawing that the impaci doesnot damagethe hull. Head blows egainst
the ice must be avoided. The impact should be taken
on the stem perpendicular to the edge of the ice.
A blow struck at any other augle will not break
through. Instead, the vessel will graze with her
bow along ttte edgeof the ice and the forwerd plating may sufier as a result of the blow. In addition,
the stern of the yesselis thrown violently to one side
and, on coming into contact wlth the ice, the rudder
and propeller may be damaged. A blow &gainst
the ice can only be achieved by taking something
of a run. The length of the run should be calculated in accordance$'ith the hardnessof the ice arrd
the strength of the hull of the vessel. With a run,
it is possible to open up a floe along the line6 of
narrow cracks and openings. It is necessary,however, to watch ihe ice very sarefully to ayoid hitting
any projection ihat may buckle the plates.
B. When a oessel is beset bu ice, agrollnd, or
iqmned betueen two lce blocks, the above measures
should be tried in an efiort to extricate her. If
they fail, clear an'ay the ice at the sldes of the yessel,
although it ls not always the ice a,t the sides that
is the cause of stoppage. It is often the tongu€
under water which cannot very well be reached.
In such cases it may be desirable to work on the
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oppositeside of the lce masses,where possiblysuncient ice can be cut away to ease the pressule and
permit the vessel to pass. Blasting by gunpowder
or dyngmite has been used to flee ships that have
been caught in the ice, or to open a passagewhen
an intervening floe has blocked the way to open
water. Passegesopened by cuiting or by blasting
can sometimesbe kept open long enoughfor the ship
to pass through by placing some of the loose blocks
of lce as wedgesbetween the two floes, ahead and
astern of the vessel. Men working on the ice at
such times, or those crossing it on foot to look for
a lead, should hold a boat hook or small iae pole
in their hends horizontauy, to guard against falling
through a partly hidden crack. A strong plank
drawn after one of the party can be very useful
for crossing'places too wide to leap across.
27-1245

Operoting in lce-

A. Find, open leads.---Themost expedient way to
traverse ise is to find the open leads and polynyas
even if it entails actually going much greate! distances than intended. Too frequently, ships that
do not follow the above rule will flnd themselves
back-tracking and looking for ttreseopen leads after
having wasted many hours trying to bull their way
through a short cut. Brash, slusb, pancake, and
new ice may tend to slow the ship but do not preyent
her from maintaining a course. All these types are
navigable by ordinary ships and are mentioned because they are quite frequently encountered. No
particular skill or operating procedure is required
except a good degreeof commoDsenseif thesepieces
of brash ice become heavy enough to throw the
ice breaker ofi her course.
B, In open pack ice, w})ere numerous big open
leads are to be found, the progressof the ship will
be determined by the conning ofncer'sskill in spotting the best leads far enough ahead to keep his
ship on the coursenearest to the basecoursedesired.
Practically any speeddesiredmay be used,provided
cauiion is used in maneuvering around and between heavy floes in order not to strike the bow into
these floes so as to cause the ship to be thrown ofi
her course,possibly to such an exteni that she will
hit and rebound from floes on the other side. An
experienced helmsman can maneuver ihe ship
through this type of ice if the omcer of the deck
will merely point out to him which direction or
lead to take and then let the helmsman use his
own initiative. The passage of an icebreaker
through this type of ice can be compared to an
automobile driying through heavy hamc. Tbe
chaufeur can do better if back-seatdrivers ale kept
to a minimum.
C. In ctosepack or fren ice, the icebreaker literally runs into the real job of isebreaking. It is very
serious businessand must be approached wiih the
highest degree of skill possible. Filst, the ship
should be ba.llasted properly, down as much as the
ballast and trim tanks will permit, not only to.protect the propeller, but also to keep the engine injections low enough to avoid theil being clogged with
broken ice.
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D. Trim of desser.-The bow should ride lower
than the stern in order to present a sharp cutting
edgefor entering ice. Becausethe center of gravity
is moved forward under these bauasting conditions, more weighi is concentrated forward to
wedgethe ship through the ice. As the bow comes
up onto the ice, the ship's more buoyant stern is
forced down: howeyer, this extra buoyancy causes
the stern to be pushed up again until it regains
equilibrium with the bow. In efiect, as the bow
is lifted by the ice, there is a consiant lifting under
the stern tending to force the bow back down again.
The weight of the bow, of course,is what breaks the
ice. Anoiher advantage of keeping the bow low
is that the ice is broken and forced out along the
sides of the ship where it will slide clea! of the
screwsand rudder. It has been observedthat tvhere
extremely heavy floes were run upon by a high bow
and low stern, if there was not ample room fo! a
floe to slide to one side due to the heavy pack,
then the noe would slide under'the hull and come
up aft in the way of the propellers. However, the
bow should not be trimmed down to the extent where
the screws are raised appreciably, further endangeling them.
E. The momentum ol the ship, combinedwith the
proper ballasting and useof the engine,is the greatest factor in breaking heavy ice. The full power
revolutions for stalled conditions should be determined and the ship should make her approach to
the ice at a predetermined number of iurns. As
the ship is slowed by the ice, more ihrottle should
be applied to keep the shafts at the siaued condition full-load revolutions. 'This proceduregives the
maximum power with the least possible strain on
the power plant. There are times when the ship's
progress is stopped completely and she must back
down to take a new start and ram the ice. During
this ba-oking,cauiion must be used to see that the
ship does not ram heavy ice that has drifted in
astern, endangering the screws and rudder. Use
only enough power to gain sternway.
F, Snow-coDer.-Alr icebreaker's progress can be
slovr'edappreciably by relatively low snow-covered
hummocks with a snow cover of 24.inchesor deeper
in drifts. If the t€mperature is not too low, the
snow forms a cushion absorbing a Iarge part of the
breaking force so that only a small percentage is
efiective in actually breaking ice. ltequently, tbe
fuel consumption for one-half mile in this type of
ice can be equal to that in 340 miles of open wat€r.
G, Rudd,eruhen going osterTr.-It is also imperative that the rudder always be in the amidships
position when backing down. If it is necessaryto
force back heavy lce tha,t has drifted in ast€rn, the
ship should be eased up to the ice as slowly as posstble until contact is made, then power applied and
backing continued. This method wiu a,llow mole
of the ice to move along the $ide of the hu at the
waterline rather than force it directly under the
hutl into the screws. One to three ship lengths is
usually enough starting room for the next lunge at
the ice,
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H. Heeling the aessel.-h instances where barking down for new starts is necessary,the ship sometimes becomeswedgedinto the pack so iightly that
she is unable to back out even with full power.
This is a situation where ihe heeling system can
help keep the ship on its way. It is believed that
the heeling system should not be used continuously
while underway except in heavy pack that is rotten
enough to give a mushroom efiect. That is, the ice
is unmoved except in the direct path of the ship
and the ship acts as a wedgewhich is driven in but
does not break its way through. If the ship is heeling under these ice conditions, every roll she makes
has the effect of extra, small wedges assisting in
Ielieving her for another strike at the ice. Another
eituation in which heeling would be necessary is
where large bergs or land on either side will not
permit the heavy floes to move out of the ship's
way, causing the ship to become wedged in. The
necessity and importance of the heeling systerli
cannot be overemphasized. It should be used only
when it is necessaryto keep the ship moving or to
break her out in the eyent she is beset.
The 180-toot tend,erc hdoe no heelill,g susten:
howeoer, a sinildr eiect nag be accofitplished,bU
swinging ueighfu lrom sid,eto sid,eon the boofl,.
I. Wqtch rwults ca,reluE!.-DttfiI]e tlj.e heeling of
the icebreaker, when beset and attempting t,o free
her, keep a careful lookout for the results, so as not
to miss the moment when the icebreaker falls
through the ice. At this moment, all engines must
be backed,since durine the listing of the ice breaker
the enginesare stopped. The desired efiect ca,nnot
be Eecuredif they are lett running. Ii they are not
stopped,ihey create a peculiar equilibrium between
ihe holding force of the iae and the pulling force
of the propellers, whereas a sudden jerk is needed
to get the icebreaker ofi. This is accomplishedby
starting all engines simultaneously and op€ra,ting
them at fuU speed at the exact moment the icebreaker falls through ihe ice. If the heeling method
does not achieve tJle deslred results, it can be supplemented by changing the draft forward and aft.
For this purpose the fore peak tanks are nlled and
the after peak tanks are emptied; this process is
then reversed, causlng the stern to submerge and
the bon' to emerge. While heeling and operating
the trimming tanks, the space ln whlch ihe ioebreaker i6 stuck ls somewhatincreased,enabling the
ship to back up and run ahead.
J. Ase ol ice onchor.-It sometimeshappens that
an icebreaker wedges in so solidly ihat both these
methods are insufncient. Additional help can then
be given by working the englnes in difierent directions. The ship may then swing a little and sometimes loosen herself out of the wedge. rf an these
methods used either separately or together do not
produce results, lce anchors are used. The ice
anchor is led out on the ice and placed about halfway between the bow and the stern of the ship.
The fluke of the ice anchor is put into a hole or
crack ln the ice and the line from it led through a
bow chock io the drum of the windlass. When
everythlng is ready, all engines are worked full
astern. The icebreaker must ai the same ume be
heeled to one side. The windlass takes a straln on

the line securedto the ice anchor and with this additional pulling force ihe icebreaker moves asiern.
This maneuver usually brings good results and tbe
ship is released.
K. Course erratic.-In continuous sheet ice, even
when the icebreaker is able to maintain speed
through it, as she can in ice only a few feet thick,
the course is likely to be erratic. As the ship hits
the sheet ice, cracks ladiate from the point of impact, forming paths of least resistance. The ship
is likely to start down one ol these cracks, making
it extremely difrcult to get ihe heading on the proper
direction again. Often even with full rudder the
icebreaker may go contrary to the desired course
for a considerableperlod of time.
L, Method.sol conning.-T}jere appear to be two
main methods in conning an icebreakerthrough the
ice pack, both of which are dependent upon the
degreeof initiative allowed the helmsman. In the
first method, much latitude is given the helmsman.
Usually the officer of the deck points out some
identifying mark in the pack which lies within a
few degreesof the desiredcourse. Also, he tells him
the amount he may vary each side of the basecourse.
Except for an occasionalbit of advice, the O. O. D.
then generally allows the helmsman to follow his
own bent. In the secondmethod, the onus is placed
upon the O. O. D. IIe orders all changesof course
and makesall decisionsin following leads. In doing
this, he must make up his mind sufnciently well in
advance to communicate an early decision to the
helmsman so that the order may be understood and
acted upon. Both methods have their advantages
and disadvantages,and the employment of eiiher is
dependent upon exisiing conditions, the temperament and expedenceof the O, O. D., and the helmsman, etc.
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Convoying in lce-

A. An ice convoy consisisof one or more ordinary
ships, whether or not strengihened for ice navigation, accompaniedby one or more icebreakers. It
is desireble that a convoy while in ice be under the
direction of the commanding ofncer of tlle leadins
icebreaker, There are three possible types of ice
conYoy;
(1) Single ship convoy.
(2) Simple convoy: one icebreaker escorting a
group of ships.
(3) Composite convoy: iwo or more icebreakers
escorting several ships.
B. A sirtuplecoTnog conslstsof several vesselsand
one leading icebleaker. The captain of the leading
icebreaker decideson the number of vesselshe can
take throush. IIis decision dependson the type of
ships which are to follow the icebreaker &nd the
condition of the ice en route. If the ships to be convoyed are leinforced for ice navigation and have
sumciently powerful engines,an icebreakercan take
an averageof four of them through an ice coverage
of ?0 to 80 percent, If the condition is fayorable,
only 50 to 60 percent ice, the number of ships can
be increased. If there is close pack with oyer 80
perceni coverage, the number of ships must be
limited to two or one. In conducting a large num-
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ber of ships in such heavy ice, it will be necessarv
for the icebreaker io keep falling back in order tL
break the ships out thus losing more time than if
piloting two vessels.
C. the arrqngenent ol the conto! shouldbe care_
fully rvorkedout. Ttre varying ice conditions in the
areas along the route, and the variety of ships
forming the convoy must be taken inlo -consideration. The nrst factor to be consideredis the power
of the ships. The weakest, as a rule, are placed
immediately behind the icebreakers, so that thev
can avoid strlking ice obstaclesand be able to mov;
rn a comparatively clear channel. The most power_
ful and beamiest ships are so placed in the convoy
that lesspowerful vesselscan proceedin their wak;.
uonsroeration must also be given to whether a ship
rs loaqed or in ballast. Finally, it is essential that
one of_the most powerful ships in the convoy be
placeq rn the last position in line.
.D.-A cortupositeconoog conslsts of two or three
srmpre convoys. The number of ships to each ice_
breaker and their place in column is determined in
the same wa,yas for a simple convoy. The dif8culty
ot controlling from a position in front is an im:
portant drawback to this type of convoy, which frequently stretches out over a distance of 1y2 to 2
miles. The first icebreakeris designatedthe leader:
the others are placed according to orders of the
leader's captain, either in column or in line of
bearlng tor breaking out.
B. The operating proced,ureis Lot the most power_
- icebreaker to lead
ful
the convoy, breaking ichannel in the ice without stopping to break out other
ships. -Fouowing the leader at a distance decided
upon by the leader's captain, are two or three ships,
the weakestand beamiestin the entire convoy, lire
sec,ondicebreaker proceeds astern to tne first eroup
followed by two or ttrree shlps. and so on. the
assignmeDtof the secondicebreaker is to break out
the ships ahead of her so that the leader will not
heve to return to them and thus detaiD the convoy.
The secondicebreaker,on receivinga signal ..Stuci,:
lrom any of the preceding ships, increases speed,
reavesthe column and breaks out the ship. When
the latter ls freed and moying, the icebieaker re_
sumes her previous position in the column. The
same action is taken by the second icebJeaker upon
hearingth€ samesignal from one of the ifrips ast6rn,
provided there are no more icebreakerc in- ine conj
v_oy. If there ls a third icebreaker, she breaks out
the ships following the secona icilreafer.
Efrips
must-be broken out while proceedlng,tn oraei niri
progress
ro oelay ihe
of the enttre convoy. When
several ic€breekers are present in line oi bearing
ror oreaRmgout, they follow behlnd the leader at a

set distance to leeward in such a way as to thin out
the ice in the channel made by the leader, and
remain always in readiness tor breaking out or
towing any ship that gets stuck or lags behind.
. F. Briel ms,stercol srtips.-prior to entering the
ice,
captains of aU ships must be
-theas to the order in which they are carelully
briefed
to follo;
the icebreaker. They musi understand the im_
portance of maintalning the distance between
the
ships and the icebreakers and between the other
ships, as ordered by the leader while moying ln ise,
Accurate station keeping is essential for the safe
and speedyprogressof the convoy.
G. Distsnce betueen ship&-ll the condition of
the ice is not too bad, say less than ?0 percent cov_
erage, the ships can follow the icebreaker without
much dimculty. The beaminessof the latter makes
it espesially easy for the ship6 closest to her. but
as the channel closes in larther astern, the ships
at the end of the convoy elcounter greater dificulties than those in the van. It is, therefore, un_
wise to have the convoystrung out in too long a line.
At the same time, the distance betweenships should
be great enough for way to be checked and colli_
sion averted if a ''Stop', signal is given by the ice_
breaker. As a rule, way can be checked in clear
water by going astern oyer a distence ot I to gy2
ship lengths, provided a full back bell is given. Thi;
distance should therefore be the minimum between
ships when navigating ice with less ihan ?0 per_
cent coyera,_ge.
At the same time, it should be iuuy
appreciated that if this disiance is increased, th;
speed of adyance ol the whole convoy ls reduced.
The channel made by the icebreaker quickly fills
with broken pieces ol ice. The pressure exerted
by this ice on a ship in a nalrow channel naturally
iDcleases when the dista,nce between ships is in_
creased,and even powerful ships nnd th;ir speed
greatli reduced. This is another argument
for
malntaining the minimum prescribed distance
apart. A sharp lookout must be kept for signals
from the leading icebreaker, anA tfrese must le
executedpromp y and correcfly. The 6hips ahead
and astern, as well as the condition of the ice, must
be carefully waiched.
. H. Distance uhen in thick ice._When navigating
in thicker ice, the distances suggestedabovJmusi
De oecreased, In order to avoid damage from the
ice floating in the channel. the engiDesmust work
srowly and the ship must carry lit e headway. If
[ne rce is completely unbroken and under consid_
erable pressure, the distance must be reduced to
a few yards. IJnder these conditions the channel
will..be quickly covered with ice, leavtng only a
small lead astern of the icebreaker, narrower than

FrcusE 2?-326._A compositeconvoy in column following an icebreaker.
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the beam of the vessel. If a ship should follow at
a distance of two to three ship lengths from the
icebr-eaker, the influence of the icebreaker would
hardly be noticed. The vessel vessel would thelefore either stop or be stuck in the ice.
\ PitotirLg at red'uced distoTrces.-Piloting a ship
in convoy at reduced distances requires a certain
amount of e)<pelience on the par't of both the icebreaker's company and the personnel of the othel
vessels. It olten happens that in heavy ice' thele
are obstasles which the icebreaker cannot overcome

FrcuRE 2?-32?.-Line

of bearing for breaking out.

on the run. she may suddenly stop and give the
signal "Full Astern" to the foUowing ships. In
order to avoid collision, the ships must go asleln
When moving in such close formaimmediately.
tion, the thickness of the ice ahead must be carefully observed by the icebreaker so that probable
fluctuations in speed can be anticipaied, and the
neces\ary warnjng passed to ihe ships astern in
plenty of time. The danger resulting from a sudden stop on the part of the icebreaker is obvious
the correct disThe importance of maintaining
tance applicable to the ice conditions is therefore
clear. 'fhis distance should never be more than 3
to 3y2 ship lengths, and is usually a matter of only
a few yards. To assist the conning omcer in keeping the ship in position, it is advisable to establish
a "stadimeter waich" who can fulnish readings as
frequently as may be required. The spacing must be
changed with the varying condiiion of the ice, and
great str€ss must be laid on acculate station keeping. When navigating in ice, disregard o{ these
rules can result in very serious consequences.
By virtue both of his experience and of his position in the convoy. which enable him to assess as
well as sample the ice conditions ahead, the captain
of the leading icebreak€r must estimate the correct
distances apart to be maintained by the ships. IIe
must signal any changes required due to altered
ice conditions, etc. It is absoluiely necessary ihat
the officers of the piloted ships should be thoroughlv
acquainted with aU the signals used for convoying
in ice. It should n?ver be necessary for the icebreaker to repeat a signal due to slowness oI execution.
J. Course qnd speed^-Before entering the ice'
captains of the icebreakers and masiers of the
piloted ships must clearly visualize the conditions
of the ice in the various sectors along the prospeciive route. The loneiest route in open'water rs generally shorter than the more direct one in ice, and
the selected track should pass through areas of
thin ice or open water, regaldless of the length of
the voyage, provided the depths alolg the route

are adequate. Consideration must also be given to
ihe assistance that may be forthcoming from the
prevailing wind and current. In some areas, even
in heavy ice, such help is pronounced, Course
changes must be gradual, if practicable, since most
casesol ships getting stuck occu! when shalp turns
are made by the icebreaker. The speedof the convoy must be declded upon by the captain of the
leading ice breaker. Speedthrough the pack varies
from 4 to ? knots. The higher speed is desirable
due to the better maneuverability of large ships,
but the ice conditions will govern.
K. "Fult astern" uitlLout wq,rning.-IJ a singlescrew vesselmust back down suddenly "full-astern"
without walning while passing through an icecoveredchannel, the stern will kick to port and the
bow to starboard. Such action will probably cause
damage to the propeller, rudder, and ihe starboard
side of the ship. To avoid collision with the ship
ahead. it is preferable to ram the ice to one side of
the channel. bow foremost, rather than t,o risk
damageto the rudder and propeller by backlnc down
on heavy ice.
L. Fotlowing the icebreaker.-lt\ Lollowillgthe icebreaker, a convoy must keep dead astern ol her.
If the icebreaker alters sourse,all ships must turn
in successionto the new course. By looking for
independent channels, the ships break up the convoy and may get stuck. Thus, the icebreaker is
compelled to return and break out each ship separately, ihereby delaying the whole convoy. since
passagethrough floes and ice fields is more diffcult'
the icebreaker increasesher speed,and by striking
the ice, crushesor breaksit aheadof her. TtIe ships
astern must then watch their distances carefully
and try to ent€r the charuel made by the icebreaker before it sloses again. If the icebreaker
should encounter a solid ice obstaclewhere a glancing blow is struck by the stem, she will be thrown
backwards and sideways in the direction of least
resistance. The ships following close astern will
be unable to make a quick enough turn and may receive damage through striking the heavy ice 'Ihis
is particularly true of single-screw ships. This
sudden change ol direction or zigzagging must be
expected when proceeding through ice of ,varying
structules and strengih. Under such sircumstances,
the icebreaker should nol make too rapid a return
to the original course and should avoid aggravating
t}]e zigzag.
M. Humnocku ice.-When it is necessaryto pass
through ranges of hummocky ice which cannot be
outflanked, the hummocks must be crushed in a
direction at right angles to their crests. If, however, the hummocks have cracks at an angle to the
genelal line of the crests, the cracks should be
followed. It is much easier to mainiain the course
in close pack consisting of small blocks than in a
floe or ice field. When many hummocks arg encountered,the icebre&kermust first atiempt to outflank them. The outward characteristics of the
hummocky ice indicate to what extent it is navigable'
rf the hummocks consist ol loose blocks noi fused
together into one solid piece' they ale easily destroyed; but if they ale composedof larger masses
of ice many feet thick, they are impassableeven to
an icebreaker,
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N, I'Iard, ice.-Experienced icebreaker captains
and ice pilots consider that greenish or greenishblue ice is the hardest to crush. Such ice should be
outflanked. 'Ihis type of ice is sometimes covered
with pools of clear water formed during the thaw
of snow on the surlace of the ice. There are also
oval holes caiused by the water trickung down the
ice after the snow has thawed. If ihere is a considerable number ot these holes on a field of greenish-blue ice, the neld wiU be weakenedand the ice
can be iorced. It wiu not be necessary to bleak
the entire neld, but only the portions separating
the holes. The condition as well as the color of the
ice must be considered,and an occasionaltest at slovt/
speed by the icebreaker is well worth while. If
sectionsof dirty-looking ice occur in areas of lightcolored ice, the former should provide the easiqr
route, since the darker object absolbs more sun and
melts sooner. Even heavy blocks of dark ice are
found to be spongy inside and much less compact
than the surrounding ice. On impact by the ice
breaker's bow, such ice will crack in spite of iis
thickness.
O. The rtuostpa,ssaDre
ice is consideredto be brash,
even though it is completely devoid of leads. Althouch this ice usually closes up as a result of
action of tldes and winds, it consists of separate
cakes and therefore does not present a serious
obstasle for the passageof the icebreaker or the
conductedships. When the pressureis great, however, eyen though an icebreaker can get through,
the ships astern are usually hindered as the channel
behind the icebreaker closes up immediately. It
must be lememberedthat in brash, eyenduring pressure,ships are in lessdanger than if they were being
pressed by larger and heavier forms of iae.
P, Deuiation, lrofn course.-Irot ice navigation,
the axiom that "the straight line is the shortest
distance betv,/eentwo points" is not necessarilytrue.
Ships must often be taken along tracks unrelated to
their' generalcourse. Sometimes,cracks and narrow
leads at right angles to the courseof the convoy are
encountered. If the ice belts betweenthe leads are
yery heavy and wide, it is better to lollow the crack
and seek easier ones than to attempt to brea,kthe
heavy ice and proceed directly into the next lead.
While the convoy is often led on a directly opposite
course,going from lead to lead, it should proceedin
the required general direction.
@. Close ps,ck ice.-In zones of close pack ice,
there are places where an icebreaker cannot penetrate. The great amount of friction created by the
ice against the ice breaker's sides may hinder her
advance, causing her to stop. The power ol the
engines in these cases is insumcient and the ship
gradually loses way. Such ice can be broken only
by backing and ramming.
R. Raruning procedure.-I'rom the thickness and
compactnessof the ice, the captain of the icebreaker
detelmines the distance from which he must start
the icebreaker in order to atlain sufncient momentum required for the initial blotr/. The momentum
must be added to the power of the engines, since
they alone c&nnot overcome the obstacle. Usuauy
an icebreaker backs up a distance of from I to 3
ship lengths, the! goes full speed ahead uniil her
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stem is pushedinto the ice. It must be remembered
that the ice must be struck only by the stem and
not by the turn of the bow; in the latter case, the
ship's hull might be damaged, If the obstruction ls
strong and extends over a great distance. the blow
must be repeaied for many hours in succession.
If the ice has not been broken after one bloq'_
the icebreaker upon losing momentum, stops. As
soon as the icebreaker slackens speed,the engines
should be reversedimmediately to full speedastern.
If this moment is lost and the icebreakersiops in the
ice while the enginesare going full speedahead, the
ship will lnvariably wedge in and time ma,y be tost
in releasingher. When the enginesare going astern,
the rudder musi be amidships.
. Once clear, the icebreaker backs the required
distance and repeatsthe blow. It may be necessary
to make either a simple channel, equal to the wldth
of the beam of the icebreaker,or a double or triple
one, depending on the strength and character of
the ice. After making a channel, the icebreaker
returns to the ships, and if the channel remains
open, the icebreaker will be able to lead two or
three ships at a time. If there is much ice in the
channel, and several ships cannot pass unescorted,
the ships are taken through the ice one by one.
S. It the condition ol the ice gets uorse en route,
and a conyoy of three of four ships becomestoo
large, the assisianceafforded by the icebreaker will
be lost on the rearmost ships, urhich will have to
be broken out continually. If, in such circumstances,a radical and rapid change in the condition
of the weather or ice is expected, it is better to
wait for an improvement and then proceed with
the whole convoy. If, however, such a change is
not anticipated, the ships must be conducted ahead
one by one, eventually resulting in the speedieradvance of all the ships. fn this case, precautlons
must be taken to prevent the ships left behind from
being damaged by the ice. A more o! less hqmogenerous mass of slush pressing against the ship
createsa kind of cushion, with equal pressurealong
the ship's entire length. If the ship iioear a heavy
floe or an ice field, the pressure developedmay result in serious damage or pelhaps loss of the ship.
Heavy ice under pressurecreatesa strain at certain
points o! oyer certain sectionsof the hull. Forced
by the closing ice, large blocks of ice in the channel
may be crushed against the hull, denting or evell
penetrating the ship's side. Under these circumstances,the icebreakermust make a iew tlips around
the ships so as to break ttre large pieces. Ttren it
can take ttre ships on one by one without fear that
those left behlnd wiu be damaged or crushed.
T. Ice uith no lead,sor crocks,-The most diincult
work-for an icebreaker ls to conduct ships in motionless young ice with no leads or cracks. Broken
ice remalns in the channel with the exception ot a
small amount nhlch goes under its edge. If the
channel is to be of considerablelength, this brash
not only hinders the convoyed ships but also makes
the progress of the icebreakers more difncult, IJ
small hummocks are encountered, the icebreaker
often becomeswedced in. To avoid wedging and
to facilitate the moyement of the ships, it is neces-
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sary to break a channel considerably wider than
the beam of the icebreake!. Under such circumstances.the width of the channel must be sufncient
for an icebreaker to turn, 100 to 150 yards. To
achieve this, a double or triple channel is broken.
The double channel is made by the herringbone'
method.
u. "Herringbone" rLethod.-To break a channel
by this method, the icebreaker flrst strikes the ice
at a small angle to pori, then backs up and strikes
again at an angle to starboard of the course, and
so on, alternating the direction of the blows. Bleakinc the ice in this way leaves the greater part of
the icebreaker free, since only the stem hits the ice.
The hull from amidshlps to the stern is in clear'
water, thus preventing it from being wedgedin. If
a double channel is too narrow, a triple one is made
The same method, though a bit more complicated'
is used.

FIcnRE 2?-328.-gerringbone

method of breaking ice.
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One blow is made to port, but at a greater angle
than for a double channel. The second blow to starboard is also at a greater angle. The third blow is
directed against the tongue of ice which protludes in
the middle. In this way the triple channel is
broken. The time taken to break a channel in
young ice about 4 feet thick is considerable, and
ii has required 40 working hours, on occasion, to
break a ?-mile channel in such rce.
' V. Caution.-Wllile
navigating in heavy ice, there
is danger of damaging not only the escorted vessels
but the icebreakers as well, though ihey are well
equipped for nghting ice. In the forward part of
the ship the most vulnerable place is the culved
plating oi the bow. This mav be damaged bv stliking the ice if the blow is not taken on the stem
The dralt o! the vessel is also of great importance'
since the plating at the water line is usually
strongest. vessels should therefore be so loaded
and trimmed that only this strongest plating will be
in contact with the ice. In the after part it is the
propeller that is exposed to danger. In fact, \'hile

in ice it is the most vulnerable part of the ship.
It is olten assumedthat blades are damaged only
when a yesselis going astern. This, however,is not
always true. Tbe blades can be damaged or losi
while going ahead, as well. Sometimeslarge blocks
of ice pass under the shlp's hull and tur-n on edge.
Such ice is very dangelous and may damage the
propeller. Il the captain oI watch ofncer obselYes
a heayy block of ice on edge close aboald one side
of the ship, he should immediately iake precau-
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Towing in lce-

A. When piloting vesselsin closepack of medium
thickness, it ls sometimes necessaryto take them
in tow on account of ice pressure,engine trouble, or'
propeller or- rudder damage, AII icebreakbrs are
provided with necessarytowing equipment. Towing
alrangements must be in full readinessbefore the
convoy sails. Atthough a bridle should be used for
towing in pack ice, the towing hawser should be
shackled to the anchor chain for towing in the
open sea. The ship's pelsonnel must know how to
take aboard a heaw towline as quickly as possible
and to secureit so that it can be slipped with minimum delay, when so signaled by the icebreaker.
On no account must the tow straps be made fast to
the bitts. The tatter will invariablv break, as thev
are not strong enough to take the great strain
necessarywhen towing a vessel through ice.
B. In dtilt or open pack ice, a ship is towed by
the icebreaker using a long towline ln ihis case,
the entire towline is paid out Ydth the exception or
a few tullrs. Such towine ls used when a ship has
been damaged and cannot proceed under her own
power.
C. In ctosepack ice.-Whelr navigating in close
pack, with moderate pressure, a short tow is used
if the ptloted shlp cannot make headwav unassisted
In this case,the towline is easedofi to 35 to 50 feet
and the vesselwill advancein the icebreaker'swake,
where propeller wash prevenis the ice from closing
up immediately. If the icebredker slows down' the
towed ship, which is beinc held back by compaci
ice, has enough time to go astern' prcvided the signals tor reducing speedfor goirg astern are given by
the icebleaker in sumcient iime lf the icebreaker
stops unexpectedlywhen using the short tow, collision and damage are almost inevitable. Therefore,
the captain of the towed vesselmust be fully aware
of, and prepared for, such an eventuality.
D. Il coltision betueen the icebreaker and the
tow is unapoidable,ihe former should go full ahead
on her engines so that her wash will throw the
towed vessel'sbow to one side and make the blow a
glancing one instead of a direct bow to stern colli(even
sion. This action is recommendedin all cases
when not towing) when the ship asiern creeps up
on ihe icebreake!.
E, Il heqog ice pressure.-When the ice pressule
is great, the channel closes up immediately astern
of the icebleaker. In such circumstances. it is
necessaryto tow the ship close under the icebleaker"s steln. To do this, the stem of the iowed vessel
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is secured as close as possible to tlxe indentation at
the icebreaker'sstern (tenders do not have this) by
means of the to$'line. The winch, backed by addtiional stoppers, is secured so that the tow cannot
ease ofi. The icebreaker a,nd the tow move as one
unit. Advance is possible ln the heaviest lce. as
long a6 the icebreaker caD use her engines. The
conirol ot ihe icebreaker ls, howeyer,more difrcult
as the towed vesseltends io act as an uncontrollable
rudder. When the icebreakerstops,it is almost impossible to go astern, as the towed vessel,s rudder
will be endangered.
27-12-40

Breoking Our Ships-

A. Sisnel hwn ediatel! .-g a ship fails to make
h€adway in the ice, she must signal without delay,
'I am-stuck in the ice.', Upon receiving the signal,
and if condiiions permit, the icebreaker signals
the other ships to proceed on the course wlthout
her. Then she returns to, and breaks out. the icebound ship.
B. Breqking out b! going astern.-Shlps are
broken out of the ice ln various ways, the method
depending on the condition of the ice. If the shlp
is stuck ln comparatiyely thin ice, the icebreakei,
to save time, goes astern without iurning, keeping
her bow on the original course,and pass€sthe ship
close to one side. After coming alongside,the ice:
breaker backs as iar as the stern and then goes
s,head, simultaneously signaling the ship to to ow.
If this maneuver is performed at a distance of
from 5 to 10 yards from ttre ship,s side, the vessel
as a rule can follow the channel, as the ice ast€rn
of the icebreaker is considerablythinned out. The
direction of the wind must be carefuuy noted, and
Jor breaking oui, the lee side is chosen. If the ice_
breakeJ approachesto windwa,rd,the ship is blown
towards the unbroken ice. and even after being
Drokenout will be unable to move. .r/Vhenthe ice_
breaker comesup on the lee side, a cert4in weaken_
ing.is
even in heavy ice, and the ship is
-observed
pushed
by the wind in that direction. The triction
of the ice on the sides becomes less, and by uslng
ier englnes, the ship can follow the icebreakerl
During- calm or light winds, and with head winds
or rsinds from aft, the ship must be broken out from
the side on which there are fewer ice obstacles.
Caution.-Ahe above applies when the icebreaker
breaks out a ship with her stern, In hea,vyice eon_
ditions this method is not practica,lsince rvhen going
astern the ice is plled up under the counter and
fouls the propellers. Tttls condition may cause the
englnes, which are turning at full speed, to stop
suddenly. The same happens when a propeller gets
caught against a chunk of ice, which in turn presses,
on other chunks of ice. Since the propeller is unable to oyercome this obstacle, a broken blade or
lossof the entire propeller may result. coing astern
in heayy ice may also disable the icebreaker'srudder. Therefore, the above method of breaking qut
ships should be employed only when there is no
danger of damage to the propeller and rudder, or
when there is no other solution.
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C. Breaking out bg approqchinglrom winduard^_
{nother method ol breaking out a, stuck vessel i6
io approach on the windward side, with the target
angle of approach varying according to the heaviness of the ice. cenerally this wiU be about 155.
or 205' (135"or 255. it the ice is heavy). Ttre iceirreaker'sstern should be swung so that lt is a6 close
as possibleto the st€m of th€ other vesseland di_
rectly ahead -thereof when the movement is com_
pleted. Beiween the icebreaker,s stern and the
beset vessel's stem there wiU inevitably be e floe
fragment, which may be cracked by backing down
on it. As soon as the backing is commenced,the
beset vesselshould be inslructed to go ahead with
all possiblespeedconsistent with safety. T.his will
keep her bow into the propeller wash as the icebreaker's engines are turned ahead after the flo€ is
cracked. It is advisablefor the escortingicebreaker
to halre a pudding over the sheer of her stem since
she may frequently be called upon to push the bow
of the escort around. In this eyent, it may be necessaryto break ihe ice on the quarter toward whlch
her stern wiU swing to minimize the possibility of
damage to rudder and propellers.
D. Bou turns.-s.bips can also be broken out by
the icebreaker's making complete bo.iv turns. This
takes a great deal of time as the icebreaker flrst
turns toward the ship and then makes another turn
astern of the ship. On making the turn toward the
ship, ttre icebreaker approaahesher on the lee side
and passesalong qloseCboard. Astern of the shio
the icebreaker iurns again to the original cours;,
Moving ahead the second time along the ship,s
side, thinning out the ice, sbe at the same time slg_
nals the ship to follow. The heavier the ice, the
more time is required by this method, but in exceptionally heavy ice this is the only sultable way
of freeing vessels, Objection is sometimesmade to
ihe bow turn method becauseit piles ice about the
rudder and screvrof Xhebeset vessel.
E. Wken icebreaker cannot ,.each stu4k aessel._
Sometimesa vesselgets stuck in a floe of such heaw
ice ihat the icebreaker cannot reach her. In sucir
cases,before releasing the ship, the icebreaker is
compelled to force the entire floe on one side or
the other. By thus thinning the ice and by forcing
it, the icebreaker eventually breaks out the ship
and enablesher to proceed. Often when such a floi
is freed, there is a great separate grinding move_
ment called screwing. Screwing pack should be
avoided at aU costs,becausea ship caught in it mav
receive damage to her hull before the icebreaker
can break her out.
F. Mi.scella,neous
notes.-It is sometimesnecessarv
to break the ice around the same ship several !ime;
before she is freed. This situation usually occurs
during ice pressure,or when the ship's engines are
very low-powered. The above are the principal
methods of breaking out single ships. Howevlr.
it should be rememberedlhat the other ships, left
without assistance,are usually blocked by the ise
and unable to proceed on their own. When the
ships are in column, the icebreaker can somef,lmes
pass the entire convoy on the lee side along lts
course at the greatest possible speed, breaking it
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oul entirely. The ships can then proceed along
the channel brohen by the icebreaker. Usually,
if one vesselin the convoy gets stuck, they aU get
stuck. Also, it is not always possiblefor the vessels
in a convoy to maneuver into palallel track. Thelefore, ii is necessaryfor the icebreaker io maneuver
ahead of of each ship, back down on the vessel's
bow, then run toward the stern of the next vessel,
swerving out in time to parallel her, and then repeat the process. This procedure requires rapid
handling of the icebreaker because each vessel,
as soon as the ice is clealed ahead of her, must start
moving. By the time the icebreaker reaches her
statidn ahead of the column, the entire convey is
in motion.
While the icebreaker is breaking out a ship, ihe
ice often cracks toward the ship's sides. If the icebreaker passesher at a great speed,the icebreeker's bow will turn along the crack toward the ship.
This danger should be carefully guarded against,
otherwise collision with resulting damage is probable. In general, when passing close to a ship, the
icebreaker must make an estimate of the character
of the ice between lt and the ship. If there ts
weak ice close to the ship, the icebreaker may be
ihrown against the ship. Likewise, when bleaking
out a ship, the strength of her hull must also be
taken into consideration, since the icebreeker
pressesthe ice against the ship's sides with great
folce white passing clo6e aboard her. The speed
of the icebreaker must therelore be regulated with
great care.
27-12-65

ConvoySignols-

A. some system of signals must be agreed upon
in ice convoy work. The following one-Ietter
whistle signals are suggested:

B. The signals (siren or steam whistle) used when
vesselsare scattered in the ice are the same as in
Ilules for Preventing Collisions at sea.
One sbort blast-:--Two sholt blasts---Tbre€ short blasts---

"Am golng to stalboard."
"Am golng to port."
"Tbe engines ate going a3tern."

Betweenships using al!-driven sirens rather than
steam whistles, the efrectivenessof these signals
is largely lost since there is no visuel portion of the
signal. In this case, they can be simultaneously
supplementedby hoisting the corresponding International code flag, or the cone, ball, and distant
drum signalsof the old International Code. A voice
radio reserved for such trafic might prove more
satisfactory, whlle ships close aboard can use loud
speakersto advantage.
27-12-70

MiscellqneousNoles-

A. Ttre foUo$tinc notes were contributed by an
ofrcer aboard a 180-toot tender breaking ice in the
Iludson Liver.
(1) "Maneuvering prior to being stuck in the ice:
(o) "Shift the rudder 5" to port and starboard as
rapidly as possible vhile maintaiDing a siralght
course wlth increasing speed of the vessel. 'Ihis
causesthe ship to roll slighily from side to side,and
more distance through ttre ice is gained tban when
using the rudder only to maintain a steady coulse.
(b) "If there is suficient space, describe spiral
circles with the ship, chopping ofr the ice in 20- to
rl0-foot blocks (depending on the thickness of the
lce). This opens a wide channel. Use as much
speed as possible to crack the ice throughout the
blocks.
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FrcuRE2?-330.-Spire,l method of breaking ice.
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(c) "If the ice is of a thickness which slows the
vesseldown, but doesnot stop her, maintain as much
speedas possible. The wake will break the ice on
either slde of the track, thus widening the path
through the ice.
(d) "In the Hudson River, there is normally no
dimculty injce breaking throughout the liver from
New York to Albany, except at Esopus Meadows,a,
few miles south oi Kingston. Here the ice builds
up (windrows) to a depth of as much as 6 to 8 ieet,
and is 5 miles in lencth. Normal trafnc during
winter months consisted oi two converted LST'S.
Their breadth is about 10 feet wider than that of
a 180-foot iender so that it was necessaryto make
two and sometimes three trips through Esopus
Meadows to breat a path wide enough for them.

(d) "A layer of snow 10 to 12 inches ihick on
top of the ice has a tendency to adhere to ttre ship,
sausing it to become stuck. Washing ihe snow
.away from the hull with hot dischalge water has
some effect in clearing the yessel. If a high pressure, hich temperature stream ol water is available,
. it is normally only necessaryto clear one side of
the ship. The engine can do the rest.
(3) "Procedures of breaking out another vessel
from the ice:
(o) Seefigure 2?-332.
(b) "If the vesselis stuck in the ice on one side
only and a few feei of clear water is available on
the other side, maneuver as shown in the follou'ing
illustrations:
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FrcnRE2?-331.-Breaking successiveparallel lanes
of ice.
(2) "Procedures lollowed when vesselis stuck in
the ice:
(o) "Just prior to the point of being stuck in
the ice, back down full so that the vesselslides up
oD the ice (slightly) and almost simultaneously
with the stopping of the forward movement, begins
to move astern.
(b) "Moving the boom trom side to side sometimes breaks the bow loosefrom the ice. Have ihe
engine backing at the same time.
(c) "shifi the rudder from side to side while
maneuvering the engine ahead and astern.

on vessel stuck in the ice.

FTGERE2?'333.-Pulling
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FtcuRE 2?-332.-Breaking out a vessel stuck in
the ice.
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FrcuBE 2?-334.-Various methods of freeing vessel
stuck ln the ice.
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(4) "In areas where ferry boats crossthe channel,
exelt due caution to prevent breaking ice to too great
a degreein the area, as the broken ice will iow into
the ferry lane, clogging it up, and should freezing
weather be encount€red,freezeinto windrows. The
ferries then flnd it difrcult to keep their Ianes open.
(5) "If the lntake suctions become clogged, the
fore peak tank may be used for cooling the maln.
engines. Suction is taken via fire hoseand returned
through the nre main to the nearest outlet to the
fore peak."
B. The fouowing was contributed by an officer
engagedin icebreaking on the Great Lakes.
(1) "It has been found that the propeller should
be kept turning over slowly while the vessel has
sternway, The natural tendency when backing and
desiring to stop the way or go ehead is to stop the
engine and/or put it ahead. In ice of any thickness,
this should not be done as the relatively weak face
of the propeller blades is forced into the ice by the
remaining way on the ship. The engine should be
backed at a slow speeduntil the ice checks the way
of the ship, then the engine stopped or put ahead
as desired. By so doing, the propeller continues to
turn enough to cut into any ice encounteredwith the
edge of the blades, tending to diminish the probability of bending them.
(2) "Havlnd ballast forward, available to pump
out lf siuck, can be of great help. At least the peak
tank and center fuel tank should be filled at all
times. When the winc tanks forward are empty of
fuel. they could well be ballasted also. During recent operationsthe peak tank was pumped out many
times to assist in freeing the ship $'hen stuck,
(3) 'It is consideredthat the value of. swinging
sinkers hung from the boom from side to side to
cause heeling is highly overrated. Wheneve! ice
condltions ale such that this procedure must be
resorted to, further attempts to eet through the ice
require continuous operatioD of the boom, and this
has invarlably resulted in a siiuation where the Yessel was stuck so flrmly that additional help, or pumping of ballast was required. When sinLers are
handled in this manner, the most capable men in
the buoy crew are requiled on deck. when this
operation becomesprolonged,the exposureto which
the men are subjectedbecomesslgniflcant. Heeling
does help considerably a,t many times, and the accepted procedureof using sinkers on lhe boom cannot be discarded: however, it cannot be depended
upon as a 'cure-all'."
27-I3
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SAFETY
Generql-

A. Throughout this chapter, SAFETY has been
emphasizedin aids to navigation work. Safety proceduresand hints have been mentloned in connection with descriptions of various aspects oi ttre
work. Ilowever, the subject of safety is of sufiicient
importance to merit further discussion.
B. Accident prevention and safety is the conceln
and responsibility of all hands on board a tender
or at any other aids to navigation unit; not just the
commanding or executiveoncers', or tlre boatswetn-

mate's, but of eaer! man aboard, even the most recent recluit. It is said that handling buoys is hazardous work. This can certainly be so when safe
procedures and good seamanship are ignored.
There need be no more element of lisk than in many
other lecognized occupations, provided men and
equipment engaged in the work have the highest
standards ol care.
(1) Celtain dangefs and hazards are ilrhelent of
incidental to every trade, industry, and profession.
A papelhanger breaks his neck falling from a stepladder, a carpent€r cuts ofi a finger with a hatchet,
a machinist skins his knuckles when a wrench slips
and dies of blood poisoning becausehe neglects the
wound. It is dimcult, if not impossible,to separate
the inherent hazalds from the incidental ones. The
papelhangel might fau otr a stepladder while trimming a iree in his backyald with like results. Thus
the majoriiy of accidents are the result of careIesEnessor disregard of the fundamentals of safe
conduct.
(2) Ordinary good common sense plays an important part, and when coupled with good seamanehip, makes an unbeatable combination. Teamwork on ihe buoy deck is no less essential to sucsessful and efficient operatiou than on the athletic
field and is infinitely more importani to the phygical
well-beinc of the personnel. Eternal vigilance must
be the foremosi thought in the mind of every man.
C. h general,the lules for seamanshipprescribed
by standard texts apply, with one exception. T?te
rules cohcerning safe working loads should not be
il usted wholly, because unexpected 'strains frequently occur durlng the handling of aids to navigation. During operations on boald a tende!, iime is
frcquently an important tactor becauseof tidal conditions, wind, and scope of operational commitments. Therefore, personnelshould be tlained constantly and thoroughly to perform specific duties
with a minimum of delay consistent with safety.
Although rotation of personnel is essential in a
military organization, desired emciency can only
be attained by an experienced tender crew.
The servicing of aids to navigatlon is a duty requiring a maximum of interest, dlmcult labor, and
colstani cooperation between men. The work in
hand must be completed with dispatch, without
confusion. Personnel should be lnstlucted in the
use of facilities and nomenclature well in advance
of operations. Practical preliminaly training is
essential. supervisors and seamen alike must familiarize themselves with standard orders used
while working buoys. Specinc duties are apportloned to individuals accolding to demonstlated
ability.
D. SuperuisiorL.-An officel oI senior petty omcer
(depending on the size of the tender') must be
present and supervising all operations. The omcer
in charge of the deck should confer frequently with
his men so that each man will know Y/hat is expectedof him, what equipment is to be used,and how
the work is to be accomplished. Bewilderment Iegarding the next move creates confusion,and that
in turn brings casualties. The ofncer in charge of
the buoy deck while the tender is working must be
able to visualizeeventsbefore they occur. Personnel
must be continuously reminded to protect themselYes
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and the equipment so that the direciing omcer can
concentrate on the evolutions in progress. His station is usually on the forward deck or on the forecastle head where he can overseethe entire buoy
deck, receive instructions from the bridge, and assist in directing maneuversalongsldea floating aid,
( 1) To perform an operation safely and efrciently,
there must be only one man giving orders. Commanding omcersshould not attempt to run the btroy
desk from the bridce. A tender which is a babel
of confusion and conflicting orders is rlpe lor an
accident. If an oficer seesthat something is wrong
or is Uableto be, he should stop the operation, poilt
out the mistake or relieve the man in charge, before
the operation is continued. The command "Silence
on deck" is suitable for this purpose. One commanding ofncer used a mouth whistle to achieve
the same result. When such a command is given,
It is notice to all hands that something is wrong,
and that they should be instantly alert to the danger.
Personnelshould not necessarilystop and freeze ln
iheh tracks, since there are certain operations that
mighi be more dangerousto stop than to continue.
{2) The person in charge on deck should not
(unless in an emergency) take pg,rt in the physical
work on deck. lle should not lend a hand to pass a
stopper or chain sling, ets. unless absolut€ly necessary, becauseit is often just when his attention is
diverted to that particular phase of the job that
a potential accident is materializing behind his back.
E. "Hq,stenak6 u@sre".-Buoys should be worked
only if wind and sea conditions are favorable, as
no buoy can be worked with safety to personnel or
equipmeni, or placed with posltive accuracy, when
a heaw swell is running, when a strong wlrld is
blowing, or when visibility is poor. "Chances" can
and have been taken by tender commanding oficers
in an effort to oyercome a bad weather handicap
with a heavy annual workload. Never v{as "haste
makes waste" more appropriate, as when piaking up
a I x 38 lighted buoy in a heavy swell,working on the
'windward or up-current side of a rock or shoal, or
placing a buoy on station in poor visibility. The
slightest mischance may result in fatal injuries to
personnel, serious damage to o! loss of ship and
equipment, and in setting buoys in poor visibility,
possiblestranding or loss of vessels.
F. Systeln.-rjach type of buoy is handled in
basically the same manner, although each tender
will use variations dependent upon the hoisting
gear and deck fittings. Methods of individuals vary
but once a certain system is establishedon board,
it should not be deviaied from unless deflnite lmproyement is possible. When the work becomessystemized, each man will learn to do the right thing
instinctively. I'he oficer in charge should assign
men to each individual function prior to operations,
when possible. New men should be assignedto the
least important tasks, the entire forcq being advanced in responsibility as experience is gained.
For instance,a new man could be detailed to "touching up" buoyso! painting numbers,but would not be
assignedto the sinker stopper o! to passing a chain
sling.
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Sofery Rule3,Notes qnd Procedures-

A, A teu sqlnple re9?.rZ@tiozs
suitable for the buoy
deck are as follows:
(1) No smoking on the buoy deck.
(2) Don't converse-listen for orders.
(3) Watch what is going on at all times.
(4) Stay out from under all suspendedweights,
whether heavy or light; make this a habii.
(5) Stay out of bights of wire, line, or chain.
Don't walk over or through them; walk around
them.
{6) Don't permit blocks or hooks to swing. Take
a turn with the tripping line.
(?) Stand well clear ol all gear that has a strain
on it except when it is necessaryto actually work
with it, and at all times be alert to the potential
danger.
(8) Acetylene gas is explosive. Electric batteries
also may genelate explosive gas. Use only nonsparking tools in opening buoy pockets; make this
a habit.
(9) Don't wear looseclothinc. Wear salety shoes
if possible.
(10) Don't squeezeinto close quarters.
111) Don't take chances. Buoys and equipment
can be replaced: an arm, Ieg or life cannot.
(12) Don't toss or leave iools, shackles, lines,
turnbuckles, sling chains, etc., Iying around on deck
in the working area. Carry them to a stowagespace
where they will not be tripped over, and where you
will know where they are if needed quickly in an
emergency.
B. General saletE rules.--4Lher regulations may
be drawn from the saiety notes listed below:
(l) Buoys should be securely wedgedor chocked
when unloaded on the dock by tenders, and should
be spacedto permit working accesswhenever possible. It is much easier for the tender to accomplish this than for the depot crew. When painting,
sanding, or repairing buoys, on deck and ashore,
chock them securely even though they are to be
moved around frequently.
(2) Do not permit welding or burning in ot near
the vicinity of buoys whose pockets or bodies are
being opened.
(3) Observeall acetylenesafety precautions (Ch.
20) when handllng aseiylene cylinders afloat or
ashore. Gas-free buoy bodies before undertaklng
any structural repairs.
(4) Ilemember that a buoy vent does not insure
positive ventilation due to lack of air cilculation
and will ,tot remove acetylene gas from a buoy
pocket. It only bleedsoff accumulated pressure.
(5) Although acetylene gas gives ofi a distinguishable odor, do not depend on your nose to
positively indicate the presenceor absenceof acetylene. Handle every buoy on the assumption thai
gas is present and exerciseprecaution accordingly.
(6) Neyer undelesiimate the hazard of a small
buoy as compared to a large one. A 600- or 900pound weight can crush for all practical purposes
as efiectiyely as a 10,000-poundone. Chock all
buoys securely,even while working on them or connecting up their moorings, if there is any possibility
ol their moving.
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(?) Train boom operators carefully and thoroughly. Do not allow unskilled personnel to operate
the boom. Not all men assigned to a tender are
suited for the strenuous physical requirements o!
buoy work and not all are temperamentally suited.
Men should be studied and worked into various buoy
crew positions commetrsuratewith thefu capability.
A boom operator must be a man with cool nerves,
mature temperament, foresight, and a complete
familiarity with buoy wo!k.
(8) The omcer in charge should confer with his
men before starting an unfamiliar job so that each
man will know what is expected of him, hortr the
work is to be accomplished,and what equipment will
be used. Include the boom operator in these
discussions.
(9) Never permit the boom operato! to leave the
controls while a load is suspendedin midair. Do not
permil visitors or miscellaneousconversation with
the boom operator. operating a boom ls a job requiring full time and attention.
(10) Use only standard hand signals for contlollinc the boom. (See Fig. 2?-9?) Keep a Standard
Signals sign posted near the boom operator and near
the superyisor. Insure that all hands are familiar
with them.
(11) Indoctrinate new buoy deck personnel
thoroughly. Ilave a regular training program. Do
not allow a new man to work in a difficult or dangerous operation. Eold periodical safety meetings.
(12) A man just reporting aboard who has had
prior tender experiencemay be just as dangerousto
himself and others as a new recruit. due to the diffelence in methods now employed on board the
varlous tenders. Therefore, 4Zl men reporting on
board should be suitably indoctrinated to the extent
necessary.
(13) Whenever possible,try to give instructions
before the operation begins, to avoid the need for
too many directions and orders during the actual
work.
( 14) Do not put a man on a buoy unlessabsolutely
neceiisary. Only quaUnedswimmers who have had
ample experience in buoy work should be allo\r'ed
to board a buoy. Do not use a clumsy man. Men
boarding a buoy should wear lifejackets. When a
man is aboard a huoy, keep him under observation
at all times,and adequatelysupervisehis movements
so that he $'ill not board the buoy or return to the
ship until the ship is ready in all respects.
(15) Eaye the minimum number of personnel on
the buoy deck to satisfactorily accomplish the work
at hand.
(16) Have no horseplay or casual conversationon
the buoy deck. Have all equipment necessaryfor
the operation on hand, broken out, and ready fo! use.
Each man should not only take care not to
put'1?)
htmseu in e dangerons position, but should be
alert to warn anyone else in apparent or potential
danger.
(18) No person should be aUowedto loiter in the
vicinity of buoy operations unless employed in a
speclflc duty requiring his presence.
(19) One vessel has post€d safety signs on the
buoy deck as a reminder to stay out from under a
load on the boom.

(20) Moving buoys a,round on deck ln e seaway
requires sirict obseryanceof au safety precautions.
Great care should be taken in proper placement of
men about the deck. When moving a buoy across
the deck, allowance must be made for the change
in list of the ship, which occurs at the moment the
boom crossesthe midpoint. Keep the load low so
that if a iendency to wildness is observed,the buoy
can be loweled to ihe deck quickly and wedged to
prevent it from taking charge.
(21) Do not allow a load to get swinging in midair.
Keep all heavy loads low and close to the deck at
all tlmes. If it beeins to swing, touch it gently to
the deak, taking care not to lower so far that the
hoisting tackle could accldentally unhook,
(22) Check the alignment of the rigging before
takinc a lift. If the tackle is not set so as to be dlrectly over the weight, the object nrill surge upon
lifting, and endanger'men and equipment.
(23) When hoisting a tackle two-blocks or nearly
so, both boom operator and the person in charge ot
the buoy deck must exercisecaution not to iam the
tackle. A case is on record of a whip being run
up carelesslytwo-blocks, thereby causing the ntting
on the end of the wire to part. The hook dropped
on a man, causiug a fatal injury. Even if the gear
did not part, a kinked wire would probably result.
The boom operator must stop the tackle in time eYen
thoueh the person in charge fails to giye the stop
order.
(24) Always have sumcient steadying lines on
heavy weights.
i25) Eoist very easy when a sinker appears
sanded-in. Ii badly sanded, unhook, and it not
equipped with ihe mechanical chain stopper,
shackle the mooring into the deck. Let the ship,
rather than the hoisting tackle, pull the sinker f!ee.
Watch oui for a roll of the ship causing excessive
strain when heaving on a sinker.
(26) In a seaway, or u'hen ihe yessel is rolling
or is subject to a sudden roll, do Ilot holst anythlng
higher than absolutely necessary,and then be sure
to have ample preventer lines rigged. Keep these
Iines taut at all times.
(2?) Do dot test hoisting gear by jerking heavy
Ioads.o! by other nonapprovedmethods.
(28) When loading buoys, check for bent or
broken hoisting bails or lifting lugs.
(29) Bear in mind that a stifi new line or one
that is wet will come ofi the hook of a tackle ti
the object being lowered on the sling should hang
up on a projection.
(30) In addltion to the prescrlbed periodic inspections, all running gear should be aonstantly
watched to detect any signs of fault.
(31) Use sand on a slippery deck. Mud from
sinkers, etc., can create very slippery conditions.
Keep the deck as free as possibleof oll, grease,and
mud.
(32) Avoid excessiveside.pulls on booms. Do not
permit the wind to set the ship ofi whlle hoisting
a buoy or moorinc. This aausesa live load to be
placed on the gear, v{hich may quickly exceed the
permissiveload limits.
(33) Be sure that all weights are blocked and
lashed securely before saillng.
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(34) Clear ttre deck of unnecessarygear before
working buoys.
(35) Booms noi having the double topplng llft
should be anchored by one purchase as & power
vang when hoisting any but the lightest loads.
(36) Look well before giving an order.
(3?) Except when necessary to move the ship
immediaiely to a safe! position, check to see that
the sinker is in sight, free and clear, before getting
unde! way wlth a relieved buoy.
(38) Have nothinc adrift. IJash items as they
are loaded aboa,!d. Ilave steadylng Iines on all
weights moved.
(39) Use lines of the proper silength. Do not
att€mpt to use a line when dubious of its ability
to take the load or servethe purpose,i. e., st€adylng
line, etc(40) Use goggles whe! sanding, chipping, welding, or burning.
(41) Men tending boom guys (vangs) should
always stand behind the coil of line so ttrat there
is no possibility of the line entangling theil feet
should something calry away, causing the line to
run out, They must always be alert to pick up ihe
slack or pay out the line, keeping it under control
around the cleat as the boom is topped up or down
or trimmed athwartships. The man on the vangs
should seldom require a diiect order. IIe must
understand the working of t.Le boom well enough
so a.sto know what to do from the order given to
the boom operator.
(42) Stand clea! at all times of chain tha,t is
ranged out on deck ior running.
(43) Know the capacity of your ship's hoisting
gear, and don't overload it.
(44) Know what is going on behind you when the
boom is operating.
(45) Keep hands away from sheavesand llrnning
wires,
(46) Never wea! light loosegloveswhen handling
lines on a capstan. They are easily caught between
the turyrs.
(47) If you have to strain tp lift a weight, don't
do it: get some help.
(48) Any injury, no matter how slight, should be
reported for treatmeni.
(49) Be careful when unrayelling kinks in
twisted a,nd knotted moorlng chains. They may
suddenly let go with a rush,
(50) Wear laced shoeson ttte buoy deck. Unlaced
shoescan trip you into a dangerousposition. Don't
wear sneakers or slippers when working buoys. A
safety-toed shoe may save you a painful injury
someday.
(51) Do not walk betureena, suspendedload, and
ihe ship's bulwarks or another buoy.
(52) Do not permit personnel to ride on the purchase hooks.
(53) Stay ou$side the bichts of lines running
throuch snatch blocks.
(54) Keep your face clear of an a4etylenelantern
while lighting tl]e pilot. VentiLa,tethe lantertu tkoroughl! beI or e lig hting.
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(55) Be prudent. Do noi attempt to work buoys
when condltions are so &dverse a,s to inyolve unwarranted rlsks.
(56) When servicing aids ashore on inland n'aters, be alert for snakes, and wear high-topped
shoes.
(57) Do not oil or repair holsting machinery
'ryhile in operation. .
(58) Keep battery charging compartments well
ventilated.
(59) Have a llfe ring and heaving line ready on
deck at all times. wlten the liberty party goes
ashore over the buoy deck, provide a suitable welllighted gangway equipped with handraits.
(60) The keyword in working buoys is "petience."
Be patient with a doc-tired crew aft€r a hard day,s
work, and be patient vrlth cantankerous shiphandling predicaments.
2Z-13-IO

Sofely Progrom-

A. Many ships have establishedgood safety programs. For information, the salient features of ons
ship's program is ouilined ln part as follows:
(l> "IndoctTinstion of personnel: New men are
not assigned to duty on the buoy deck until they
have been aboard a month or so. It is felt thet
it a man has a chance to observe for a while, he
wiu be considerably more impressed thau if just
lectured to and sent in'cold,' The least iDtelligent
cannot help bui notice the potential dangers in
taking aboard 4 g-foot buoy. In addition. he talks
with the experiencedmen and nnds that their attitude on safety is not one of hazarding life and limb
for the sake of a piece of gear. The new man is
personally instlucted in safe procedures by the
senior petty oincersand the omcers. Ite ls told that.
above all. he must look out for himself. Not only
is he told the do's and don't's, but also the reasons
why. This processof warning and instruction ls a
continuing procedure thai applies to the seemingly
experienced a6 well as to the recruit. Often the
most conscientious and hardest working men are
the one6you need to watch the most. They so olten
disregard safety in their enthusiasm to eet the job
accomplished.
(2) t'Operq,ting technique: Ttte ship complies
stricUy with all directives concerning safe techniques. Buoys are handled slowly and carefully.
The work i6 not hulried just so as to make an early
Iiberty. Buoy work is scheduied in ttre morning
wttenever possible, when the men are fresh and
alert. On occasion,work was discontinued because
the clew becamefaticued and was getting careless,
(3, "lnspection ol equipnent: Tlre buoy handling gear is inspectedregularly in a.ccordancewith
current directives,and is not permitted to becomea
slipshod routine f unction.
G) "Sd,let! equipnent: Safety shoes,gloves,a,nd
lifejackets are worn conscientiously. Nonsparking
tools are used with e,ll acetyleDe apparatus."
The above serves tp illustrate in part the cognizance of safety which a vessel may take, Ttrere is
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